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I. Literary Notes.

1. The Name Vedanta.

Veddnta means literally "the end of the Veda" and

signifies originally the theologico-philosophical treatises -which

appear as the closing chapters of the single Brahmana's of

the Veda, and which are afterwards generally called Upanishad,

that is, "(secret) seance," "secret doctrine."'—Further on, the

• Vedanta may originally mean either 1. "End of the Veda," or

2. "Dogmas of the Veda" (cf. siddMnta, rdddhdnta), or 3. "Final Aim of

the Veda." Max Muller declares himself in favor of the latter view

(Upanishads I, p. LXXXVI N.); but this presupposes an appreciation of

the dogmatic at the expense of the ritual part, which it is difficult to

accept for the time at which the word arose (we find it already rigidly

fixed in TA. p. 817, 2 = Mund. 3, 2, 6 = Kaiv. 3 and Qvet. 6, 22). Hence

the view given above (for which we must of course not rely on TA.

p. 820, 1) recommends itself as the simplest and most natural. The

remarkable circumstance that the etymological meaning of both veddnta

and upanishad cannot be proved by quotations may be explained, if we
assume that both were originally popular terms in the language of the

pupils, and first received a definite sense when they were transferred to

the language of the higher style. After the Brahmacarin had learnt the

formulas of prayer (mantra) necessary for his future calling, and the

manner of their application in the cult (bandhu, brdhmanam), at the

conclusion of the course (Ind. Stud. X, 128 cf. Chand. 4, 10—15;

—

a chapter like Brih. 6, 4 was of course possible only at the end of a

period of study) the Guru might communicate to him certain things easy

to misinterpret, and therefore secret, concerning tie metaphysical power

of the prayer (brahman) which supported and maintained the gods, and

the resulting superiority of the own Self of the knower {dtman) over all

the powers of nature, whence in course of time arose the Brahmavidya,

Atmavidya, which the pupils might joyfully hail and greet as iheYeddnta,

that is, as "the end of the studies," and of the (not seldom severe [Maha-

bharatam I, 745]) period of pupilage. These communications to the An-

tevasin took place in a confidential seance, that is (in contrast with

1*
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4 Introduction.

name Vedanta in the sense of "Final Aim of the Veda" is

applied to the theologico-philosophical system founded on the

Upanishad's, which may fitly be termed the Dogmatics of

Brahmanism, and the exposition of which is to occupy us

here. In order not to mix things historically distinct, we base

this exposition exclusively on the standard work of the Ved-

§,nta School, the Qdnraka-mi'mdnsa-siltra's of Badarayana
together with Qankara's Commentary thereon. As for the

present a separate treatment of these two authors does not yet

seem practicable, we consider the work as an indivisible whole

for the purpose of our systematic exposition, and shall quote it

in the sequel either with three numbers according to adliyaya,

pdda and sutram or with two numbers according to page and

line in the edition of Boer and Bama Narayana Vidyaratna

in the Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1863.2

To characterise the position of this work and its two

authors in Sanskrit Literature, it may be well to recall briefly

certain facts. 3

parishad, samsad), in an upanishad, an expression which then adopted the

meanings of "secret meaning, secret name, secret teachings" just as the

word "Collegium" adopted in German has been transferred from the idea

of "assembly" to that of an "object of study" which can be "read" or
" heard."

2 Unfortunately no translation of this work exists as yet, (1883) since

neither the aphorisms of the Vedanta by Ballantyne (Mirzapore, 1851)

nor the translation by Banerjea (Calcutta, 1870), nor that in the Shad-
dargana-cintanikd, (Bombay, since 1877) have up to the present got beyond
the beginning. A Dutch rendering by A. Bruiniug in the "Bijdragen
tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde van N.-Indie" only goes as far as

the end of the first Adhyaya.
[The whole work has now been translated: into German by the author

of the present work (Leipzig 1887), and into English by G. Thibaut (Ox-
ford 1890-96)].

3 Cf. with the following: Colebrooke, On the Vedas or sacred
writings of the Hindus, As. Res., VIII, 369—476; On the philosophy of
the Hindus, Transact, of the R. As. Soc, I, 19—43. 92-118. 439—461
II, 1-39, I, 549-579 (in the Misc. Ess.a, II, 8fF., 239ff.); A. Weber'
Indische Litteraturgeschichte', 1876, S. 8fif., 249 ff., where the literature
up to the most recent times (1878) is to be found brought together in
the notes and supplements

;
Max Miiller, A History of Ancient Sanskrit

Literature', 1860.
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I. Literary Notes. 5

2, Some Remarks on the Veda,

a) General view.

The great and not yet fully accessible complex of writings

which bears the name of Veda, that is, "(theological) know-

ledge," and whose extent exceeds that of the Bible more than

six times over, falls in the first place into four divisions, the

Bigveda, Sdmaveda, Yajurveda and Atharvaveda; in each of

these four Vedas we have to distinguish between three different

classes of writings, according to content, form and age: 1) The
SamhitS,, 2) The Brahmanam, 3) The Siitram; moreover the

greater part of these twelve divisions exists in different, more

or less divergent recensions, as used by the different schools

for whose study they served, and these are commonly spoken

of as the Qdkhd's, that is, "the branches," of the Veda-tree.

For an understanding of this complicated organism it will be

useful to distinguish between the form in which the Veda
exists at present, and the historical development through which

it has grown to this form.

b) The literary materials of the Veda.

In the first place the four Vedas, in the form in which

they come to us, are nothing else than the Manuals of the

Brahmanical Priests (ritvij), providing them with the

materials of hymns and sentences necessary for the sacrificial

cult, as well as teaching them their right use. To each com-

plete sacrificial ceremony belong, in fact, four chief-priests

distinguished according to their courses of studies, and their

functions: 1) the Ho tar, who recites the verses (ric) of the

hymns, in order to invite the gods to the enjoyment of the

Soma or other offerings, 2) the Udgatar, who accompanies

the preparation and presentation of the Soma with his chants

{sdman), 3) the Adhvaryu, who performs the sacred rite,

while he mutters the corresponding verses and sacrificial sen-

tences (yajus), 4) the Brahman, to whom is confided the

superintending and guiding of the whole. The canonical book

for the Hotar is the Eigveda (though the Eigveda-samhita

has from the outset a wider import, not merely ritual but

also literary), that for the Udgatar is the Samaveda, that
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6 Introduction.

for the Adhvaryu the Yajurveda, while on the contrary the

Atharvaveda has nothing to do with the Brahmin,'' who

must know all the three Vedas, and to whom the Atharva-

veda is only referred for the sake of appearance, in order to

help to raise it to the dignity of a fourth Veda, which was

for a long time refused to it.^ It finds its practical application

on the one hand in the domestic cult (hirth, marriage, burial,

sicknesses, blessing the harvest, incantations over cattle and

so forth), on the other hand in certain official acts (inauguration

of the king, blessing before a battle, cursing of the enemy and

so on); in the latter aspect it is the Veda of the Kshatriya caste,

as the three others are of the Brahman caste,^ and might stand

in the same relation to the Purohita (prince's family priest)

as that which the others hold to the Bitvifs (cf. Yajnavalkya

1, 312).

Each of the priests named required in his duties, first, a

collection of prayer-formulas (mantra) and, second, directions

for the right liturgical and ritual application of these {Irdh-

manam). With the exception of the black Yajurveda, we find

these two more or less completely separated and relegated to

two different divisions.

I. The Samhita of each Veda, as the name indicates, is a
" collection" of the Mantra's belonging to it, which are either

verses (ric) or chants (saman) or sacrificial sentences (yajus).

* Apastamba-^rauta-sutram 24, 16—19: rigvedena hotS haroti,

sdmavedena udgata, yajwrvedena adhvaryuh, sarvair hrahma.—Madhu-
sudana (Ind. Stud. I, 16, 8): tatra hautra-prayogd! rigvedena, Mhvaryava-
prayogo yajurvedena, audgdtra-prayogah s&mavedena, br&hma-ydjamana-
prayogau tu atra eva antarhhUtaw; atharvavedas tu, yajna-anupayuktah,

Santi -paushtika - abhicara - ddi - karma -pratipaddkatvena atyanta - vilaksha-

na! eva.

s Gopatha-brahmanam I, 2, 24: rigvidam eva hot&ram vrimshva,
yajurvidam adhvaryurn, sdmavidam udgdtaram, atharvdngirovidam hrdh-
mSwowi.—Atharva-parigishtam 1 (Ind. Stud. I, 296, 28): ralcshdhsi

rakshati brahmd, brahmd tasmdd atharvavit.—Cf. Vishnu puranam III,

4 (p. 276, Wilson).—An indirect acknowledgement of the fourth Veda by
Qafikara is found on p. 239, 2.

• It is perhaps to be understood in this sense, when Brih. 5 13
(Qatap. Br. 14, 8, 14) kshatram appears as fourth along with uktham,
yajus and sdman.
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I. Literary Notes. 7

Thus the Rigreda-samhita consists of 1017 hymns in 10580

Yerses, from which the Hotar has to select the required in-

•vocation for the purpose in view; the Samaveda-sainhita
contains a selection of 1549 verses (or with repetitions 1810),

either from the Eigveda-samhitS,, or from the materials on

which it is based; all these excepting only 75, are also

found in the Rigveda. They are modulated in numerous ways,

for the purposes of the chant (saman); the Samhita of the

white Yajurveda contains both prose sacrificial sentences

(yajus) and verses, the latter of which are in great measure

taken from the materials of the £,igveda; on the other hand,

the Atharvaveda-samhita consists merely of 760 Hymns, only

about one sixth of which are common to it and the E.igveda,

while the remainder occupy an independent and in many
respects quite peculiar position in the total of the Vedic

Mantra literature, of which later. Each of these four Sainhitas,

according to the Qakhoi\ or Schools, in which it is studied,

is extant in different recensions, which, however, do not, as a

rule, differ materially from one another. It is otherwise, as

will presently be shown, with the second division of Vedic

literature.

II. The Bbahmanam, whose most direct purpose generally

is, to teach the practical use of the materials presented in

the Samhita, in its widest scope often goes far beyond this

immediate purpose, and draws within its sphere what (with

Madhusfidana) we may include in the three categories of vidhi,

arthavdda and veddnta. 1) As vidhi (i. e., precept) the Brah-

manam enjoins the ceremonies, explains the occasions of their

use, as well as the means for carrying them out, and finally

describes the process of the sacred rite itself. 2) With this,

under the name of arthavdda (i, e., explanation) are linked the

most various discussions, whose purpose is, to support the

content of the precept by exegesis, polemic, mythology, dogma

and so forth. 3) The consideration of the subject here and

there rises to thoughts of a philosophical character, which, as

they are found for the most part towards the end of the

Brahmaija's, are called veddnta {i. e., Veda-end). They are the

chief content of the appendixes to the Brahmapa's which are
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8 Introduction.

called Aranyaka's, and whose original purpose (though not

strictly maintained) was to serve for the life in the forest

(aranyam), which was enjoined upon the Brahmans in old age,

to serve as a substitute for the ritual which, if not completely

left behind, was yet very much limited. However this may
be, it is the fact that in them we meet abundantly a wonder-

ful spiritualising of the sacrificial cult: in place of the practical

carrying out of the ceremonies, comes meditation upon them,

and with it a symbolical change of meaning, which then leads

on farther to the loftiest thoughts.'

" Let the opening passage of the Brihad-aranyakam (which is

intended for the Adhvaryu), in which the Horse Sacrifice is treated, serve

as an example:

"Om!—Dawn verily is the head of the sacrificial horse, the sun

"is his eye, the wind his breath, his mouth is the all-pervading fire, the

"year is the body of the sacrificial horse; heaven is his back, space is his

"belly, the earth is his foot-stool (Qank.). The poles are his loins, the

" intermediate quarters are his ribs, the seasons are his limbs, months and
"half-months are his joints, day and night are his feet, the stars are his

" bones, the clouds are his flesh. The deserts are the food which he con-

"aumes, rivers are his entrails, the mountains his liver and lungs, plants

" and trees his hair ; the rising sun is his foreqnarters, the setting sun is

" his hindquarters ; when he yawns, that is the lightning, when he neighs,

"that is the thunder, when he waters, that is rain; his voice is speech.

" Day verily arose after the horse as the sacrificial vessel, which stands

"before him: its cradle is in the eastern ocean; night verily arose as the

"sacrificial vessel, which stands behind him: its cradle is in the western

"ocean; these two sacrificial vessels arose to surround the horse. As a
" racer he carried the gods, as a war-horse the gandharvas, as a steed the
" demons, as a horse mankind. The ocean is his companion, the ocean his

" cradle."

Here the universe takes the place of the horse to be offered, perhaps
with the thought in the background, that the ascetic is to renounce the

world (cf. Brih. 3, 5, 1. 4, 4, 22), as the father of the family renounces the

real sacrificial gift. In just the same way, the Chandogya-Upanishad
(1, 1) which is intended for the Udgatar, teaches as the true udgitha: to

be recognised and honoured the syllable " om," which is a symbol of
Brahman (pararndtma-prattkam); and the uktham (hymn) which belono-s

to the Hotar is subjected to a like transformation of meaning in Aita-
reya-aranyakam (2, 1, 2).—Compare Brahmasutra 3, 3, 55—56, where
the thought is developed that symbolical representations (pratyaya) of
this kind have validity not only within the Qakha, in which they are
found, but also in general.
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I. Literary Notes. 9

The most important parts of these Aranyaka's were later

detached from them under the name Upanishad, and were
brought together from the different Veda's into a single whole

;

hut originally, as we must admit, each Vedic school had its

special ritual textbook, and together with this a more or less

rich dogmatic textbook, and if there were in reality, as the

Muktika-Upanishad (Ind. St. Ill, 324) affirms, 21 + 1000 + 109

+ 60 = 1180 Qakha's, it follows that there must have been

1180 Upanishad's. In reality, however, the matter is much
simpler, since the number of the Qakha's, which we really

know, is limited for each Veda to a very small number, whose

textbooks present the common ritual and dogmatic material

in differing order, treatment and elaboration. Thus we are

acquainted with only two Qakha's of the Rigveda, that of

the AitareyMs and that of the Kaushitakin's, each of which

possesses one Brahmanam and one Aranijakam, the latter

containing the Upanishad of the school.—For the Samaveda
we know up to the present for the Brahmana section only one

Qakha accurately and completely, that of the Tdndin^s, to

which belong the following writings: a) the Pancavinga-lrah-

manam; b) the Shadvinga-hrdhnimam, whose name already

characterizes it as an addition to the former; c) we must also

attribute to the school of the Tandin's the hitherto incom-

pletely known Chdndogya-lrdhmamm, since Qankara under this

name quotes a passage, p. 892, 9, which according to Rajen-

dralala Mitra (The Chandogya-Up., Introduction, p. 17 N.)

forms the beginning of the Chandogya-brahmanam ; d) finally

Qankara repeatedly quotes the Chdndogya-upanishad as belong-

ing to the Tandin's; thus Chand. 3, 16 (quoted p. 889, 10.

890, 8) 8, 13, 1 (p. 899, 3. 907, 7. 908, 5) 6, 8, 7 (p. 923, 8).—

A second independent book of ritual for the Samaveda is

possibly the Talavakdra-irdhmanam of the Jaiminiya-^akha

(cf. Qankara's statement on Kena-Up., p. 28, and those of

Burnell in Muller's Upanishad's I, p. XO), according to Burnell

in five Adhyaya's, the last but one of which contains the

well-known short Kena- Upanishad (quoted p. 70, 1. 4. 10. 163,

3. 808, 10), while the last consists of the ArsJieya-hrdhmanam.

(quoted p. 301, 8). The four remaining Brahmana's of the
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1Q Introduction.

Samaveda {Samavidh&m, YahQa, Devatddhyaya, SamUtopani-

shad) can make no claim to the name of independent text-

books of the school—For the Yajurveda we have to distin-

guish two forms, the black (that is, unarranged) and the white

(arranged) Yajurveda. The former contains Brahmana-like

materials mingled with the Mantra's in the Samhita; in this

form the schools of the Taittinyaka's (whose Brahmapam and

Aranyakam are merely continuations of the Samhita), the

Kaiha\ and the Maitrdyaniya's have handed the Yajurveda

down to us. The Taittiriya-ara^yakam contains at its close

two Upanishad's, the TaUtinya-Upanishad (Book VII. VIH-

IX) and the Ndrdyamya- Upmishad (Book X). To the school

of the Kapha's belongs the Kdthaka-Upanishad, which vre now

possess only in an Atharvan recension, whereas in Qankara's

time it seems to have formed a whole with the other texts of

the Katha's, of which more will be said later; under the name

Maitri-Upanishad we have received a late product of very

apocryphal character;8 the name of a fourth Qakha of the

black Yajurveda, the Qvetdgvatara's, is that of a metrical

IJpanishad of secondary origin, which, however, is largely

quoted by Qankara as >•' Qvetdsvatarandm mantropanishad"

(p. 110, 5, cf. 416, 1. 920, 4) and seemingly also already by

Badarayana (1, 1, 11. 1, 4, 8. 2, 3, 2).

In contrast to the Qakha's of the black Yajurveda, the

Vdjasaneyiri's, the chief school of the white Yajurveda, separated

the Mantra's and Brahmana's after the manner of the remain-

ing Veda's; the former are collected in the Vajasaneyi-sam-

hita, the latter form the content of the Qatapatha-brdhmanam,

the concluding part (B. XIV) of which contains the greatest

and most beautiful of all the Upanishad's, the Brihad-dran-

yakam. A piece closely related to it (probably only on account

of its metrical form) has been added to the V§.jasaneyi-

samhitS; as Book XL, and is called, from its first word, the

tgd-upanishad; in the version of Anquetil Duperron four ad-

8 Qafikara nowhere quotes it {Maitret/t-brahmanam p. 385, 8. 1006, B

means the section Brih. 2, 4= 4, 5); moreover the term Sushumna (Maitr.

6,21) is not yet to be found in the Commentary to the Brahmasutra's.
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I. Literary Notes. 11

ditional sections of the same Samhita, Qatarudriyam (B. XVI),
Purushasiiktam (XXXI), Tadeva (XXXII), and QivasamJcaljpa

(XXXIY, the beginning) are classed as Upanishad's.—Besides
the Vajasaneyin's Qankara thirteen times quotes an other school

of the White Yajurveda, the JabalaJs.; nine of these quotations

(p. 222, 8. 223, 1. 417, 11. 988, 8 = 991, 4, 999, 6. 1000, 1, 3.

1025, 8) are found, with important variants, in the Jabala- Upa-
nishad, which is to-day included among the Atharva-Upanishad's,

four others (924, 7 = 1059, 1. 931, 4 = 933, 4) are not, so that,

as it seems, Qankara had a more complete work of this school

before him. Whether Badarayana quotes the same work (1, 2,

32. 4, 1, 3) remains uncertain.9—To the Atharvaveda belongs

the Qopatha-hrahmamm, a work which has preponderatingly

the character of a compilation and is without close relation to

the Atharva-samhita. We find no quotations from it in Qan-

kara; the circumstance that at 3, 3, 24, p. 889 ff., he does not

also consider Gopatha-br. II, 5, 4, increases the probability that

he did not know or did not recognize this work. Finally, to

the Atharvaveda, which could most probably not be guarded

against new invasions by supervision of the guild as were the

other Veda's, has been attached a long series of Upanishad's

for the most part short, many of which have a wholly apo-

cryphal character and are nothing more than the textbooks of

later Indian sects. Two Upanishad's of the Atharvan are of

special significance for the Vedanta, the Mundaka- and the

Pragna-Upanisliad, both of which are frequently quoted by

Badarayana and Qankara, while we strangely find no certain

quotation from the Mandukya-Upanishad which is so abun-

dantly used in the Ve d§.ntasara.

III. A third and last stage of the Vedic literature is formed

by the Sftr4.'s, likewise divided according to Veda's and

Qakha's (whose relations however seem to be somewhat un-

9 Qankara understands 1, 2, 82 as the Jabalopanishad 2, p. 439 and

4, 1, 3 as a text of this school unknown to us ; on the other hand accord-

ing to the Vedanta-gaiva-bhdsht/am (Pandit, June 1872, p. 19) 1, 2, 32 and

according to the Veddnta-kaustubha-prabha (Pandit, August 1874, p. 55)

4, 1, 3 are not to be referred to the Jabala's.
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12 Introduction.

fixed); they bring together the contents of the Brahmapa's, on

which they are based, condensing, systematizing and completing

them, for the purpose of practical life, in very compendious

form, and in the lapidary style which is often quite incom-

prehensible without a commentary, a style to which also the

grammatical, and, as we shall shortly see, the philosophical

literature of India has adapted itself. There are three classes

of Vedic Sutra's: 1) the grauta-sutra's, which regulate public

worship, 2) the Orihya-sutra's, which regulate domestic cere-

monies (at birth, marriage, and the funeral), and 3) the

Bharma- Sutra's, in which the duties of the Castes and

Agrama's are set forth in detail, and from which the later

lawbooks of Manu and so on are derived. As the Qrauta-sutra's

are based on the Qruti (that is, Divine Revelation), the two other

classes in like manner rest on the Smriti (that is. Tradition)

and Acdra (that is, Custom); more will be said further on of

the meaning of these expressions in the terminology of the

Vedanta.

c) Of the Genesis of the Veda.

The most ancient monument in this extensive circle of

literature (and perhaps also the most ancient literary monu-

ment of the human race) is formed by the Hymns of the

B-igveda, since, as regards the great bulk of them, they go

back to a time when their possessors were not yet in the

valley of the Ganges, but lived among the tributaries of the

Indus, had as yet no Castes, no privileged worship, no Brah-

manical system of government and life, but belonged to small

tribes (pig) under kings most of whom were hereditary, tilling

their fields, pasturing their herds, fighting among themselves,

and enjoying a primitive life. The Hymns of the Eigveda
unfold a graphic picture i" of all these relations, but especially

we can follow in them the genesis of the primitive nature

10 Of. on this point the mutually supplementary works: Zimmer
Altindisohes Leben, Berlin 1879; Ludwig, Die Mantra-Litteratur und
das alte Indien (in the third volume of Ludwig's Rigveda), Prague 1878-

Kaegi, Der Rigveda, Leipzig 1881; Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda,
Berlin 1894; Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, Breslau 1891—1902.
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I. Literary Notes. 13

religion of India through its different phases, in part even

from the moment when the gods are crystallizing under the

hand of the poet out of the phenomena of nature, to the point

at which belief in them for the thinking part of the nation

begins to grow dim," and is being replaced by the first

stirrings of philosophical speculation, the latter especially in

the later hymns chiefly found in the last Mandala, many of

which, as for example the Hymn of Purusha, Eigv. 10, 90

(VS. 31. AV. 19, 6. TA. 3, 12), already show an immigration

into the Ganges valley with the consequent development of

the Caste system.

For after the Indians through many battles and struggles,

whose poetical reflections are contained for us in the Maha-
bharatam, had won a permanent dwelling place for themselves in

the paradise-like plain between the Himalaya and the Vindhya,

their manner of life took on a form essentially different frona the

earlier one, owing to its altered external relations : an insurmount-

able barrier was in the first place erected between the Qudra!s,

the repressed population of the aborigines, and the immigrant

Aryans; then further, above the YaigycCs, that is, the collective

mass of Aryan tribes, were raised on the one side, as possessors

of material might, the Ksliatriya^S\ the warrior-nobility with the

kings at their head, and on the other side the real or pre-

tended descendants of the old Vedic poet-families, who called

themselves Brahmana's (offerers of prayer, priests), and suc-

ceeded in making their family privilege not only the Vedic

hymns and the worship bound up with them, but by and

by also the whole national education. It is true that, as

before, all members of the three upper castes, so far as they

'• There are hymns in the Rigveda which treat religion with open

scorn. Thus among others (e. g. Rigv. 7, 103) the hymn Rigv. 9, 112,

which not without humour develops the thought that even the god

Indra, like mankind, selfishly follows his own profit; and which very

effectively uses a constantly recurring refrain, borrowed apparently from

a religious hymn, "indrdya indo parisrava." It is true that Grassman

has omitted this refrain, in which the whole point lies.—The "Liturgy of

the Dogs" (gauva udgitha) Chand. 1, 12 seems to own its origin to

similar motives.
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14 Introduction.

were Dvija's ("twice-born," reborn through the sacrament of the

Upanayanam, the admission into the Brahmanical church) had

to offer, and in part also to perform, sacrifices, but only the

Brahmans could eat the sacrificial food, drink the Soma, and

receiye the sacrificial gift without which the sacrifice was not

efficacious; they only could be Bitvifs (sacrificial priests for

another for hire) and Purohitd's (permanent family priests of

the princes). Of these caste privileges the Brahmans were

able in time to make a more and more extended use. In

proportion as, through the consolidation of their settlements,

the prosperity of the princes and the people grew, the external

pageantry of worship increased; the number of the participat-

ing priests augmented, the names Brahman, Hotar, Adhvaryu,

Udgatar, which we see emerging in the Rigveda at first sporadi-

cally and without strict distinction, were bound up into a

system, and by the side of each of these Eitvij's at a great

sacrifice stood a series of accolytes.

Now the more complex the system of worship became, the

more imperatively it demanded a special training, and this

practical need was the decisive factor in the arrangement of

the Vedic literature,—if indeed this word can be employed for

a condition of things in which no written record is to be

thought of. 12 Little by little, a firm tradition grew up about

the verses and sentences with which the Adhvaryu had to

accompany his manipulations (Yajurveda), as about the songs

which the Udgatar chanted at the sacred operations (Sdma-

veda), and lastly it was no longer enough for the Hotar to

know the songs hereditary in his own family; the separate

" Even the Upanishads seem originally to have been handed down
only orally. On the one hand we find passages in them which only become
intelligible by an accompanying gesture {e.g., Brih. 1, 4, 6: atha iti

abhi/amanthat; 2, 2, 4: imau eva [the ears] Gautama-Bharadvdjau, ayam
eva Gautamo, 'yam BharadvSjah, and so on); on the other band, e.g.,

Chand. 8, 3, 5 satyam is treated as a trisyllable, Brih. 5, 14, 1, bh'&mir

antariksham dya/uh and 6, 14, 3 pr&no 'pSno vyanah are treated as eight

syllables.—For the rest, the question of a written record in India has not
the importance which we, judging by our own position, are inclined to

give it.
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I. Literary Notes. 15

collections of hymns were gathered into circles (mandalam),

the circles into a single whole (Bigveda), which then for a

certain further period still remained open for additional new
productions.—Not all the old hymns were admitted into this

canon; many had to be excluded, because their contents were

thought to be offensive or otherwise unsuited; others because,

sprung from the people, they were not supported by the

authority of some famous bardic family. To these were con-

tinually added new blossoms which the old stem of Vedic

lyrics bore in the BrS^hmapa Period, and which bear clear

testimony to the altered consciousness of the time. From
these materials, which had to be handed down for a long time

outside the schools in the mouths of the people (to which fact

their frequent and especially metrical negligence bears testi-

mony), there came into being in course of time a fourth col-

lection (Atharvaveda), which had to struggle long before gain-

ing a recognition which always remained conditional.

Meanwhile the other older collections had become the basis

of a certain course of study, which in course of time took a

more and more regular form. Originally it was the father

who initiated his son into the sacred lore handed down by

the family, as best he could (Brih. 6, 2, 4. Chand. 5, 3, 5),

soon, through the growing difficulty of understanding the old

texts, the more and more complicated form of the ritual, the

perpetually extending circle of studies, this became too difficult

for him; it became necessary to look for the most approved

authorities for each of the theories (vidyd) that had to be

learned, travelling scholars (caraka) went further afield (Brih.

3, 3, 1), celebrated wandering teachers moved from place to

place (Kaush. 4, 1), and to many teachers pupils streamed,

"like the waters to the deep" (Taitt. 1, 4, 3). Later custom

demanded that every Arya should spend a series of years

(according to Apast. dharma-sutra 1, 1, 2, 16 at least twelve)

in the house of a teacher, the Brahmana's, to prepare themselves

for their future calling, the Kshatriya's and Vai^ya's, to receive

the influences which were to mould their later thought and

life. We must assume (even if we have no quotation at hand

to prove it) that the imparting of this instruction became in
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16 Introduction.

course of time the exclusive privilege of the Brahmans: only

thus can he explained the unparalleled influence over the life

of the Indian peoples which the Brahmans succeeded in

winning and maintaining. As the outward apparel of the

scholars of the different castes differed, so also probably did

their instruction. As payment for it, the scholars performed

the household and field labour of the teacher; they tended

the sacred fire (Chand. 4, 10, 1), herded the teacher's cattle

(Chand. 4, 4, 5), collected the customary gifts for him in the

village and brought him presents at the conclusion of the

course. In the time left free by these manifold obligations

iguroh Jcarma-atigeshena, Chand. 8, 15) the Veda was studied.

On the whole, it was less a time of study than a time of

discipline, as the name Agrama implies, intended for the

practice of obedience to the teacher (of which extravagant

examples are handed down) and strenuous self-abnegating

activity. It was the tendency of Brahmanism to mould the

whole life to such an Agrama. Not all, after the termination

of the time of study, set themselves to found a family: many
remained in the teacher's house to the end of their lives {naish-

thika); others betook themselves to the forest to devote them-

selves to privations and penance; others again disdained even

this form of regular existence, and cast away every thing

(samnydsin), to roam about (parivrdjaka) as beggars (bhikshu).

The different kinds of "J^frawia," or "religious exercise," were

further bound together in a whole, in which what appears as

an abrupt command in St. Matthew's Gospel XIX, 21, seems

to have been expanded into a vast system embracing the whole

of life. Accordingly the life of every Brahmana, and even the

life of every Dvija.i^ ^as to be divided into four stages, or

Aqramah; he was (1), as Brahmacdrin, to dwell in the house
of a teacher, then (2), as Grihastha, to fulfil the duty of found-
ing a family, then (3) to leave it in old age, as a Vdnaprastha
(forest hermit), to give himself up more and more to increasing

•3 A limitation' to the Brahmana caste does not seem to follow with
certainty from Manu VI, of. v. 38. 70. 97 brahmana, v. 29. 32. 93 vipra;
on the other hand v. 2 grihasthas tu, and so on; v. 40. 85. 91. 94 dvija.
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I. Literary Notes. 17

penances, and lastly (4), towards the end of his life, as a

Samnydsin (Bhikshu, Parivrdjaka) to wander free from all

earthly ties and live on alms.—We do not know how far the

reality corresponded to these ideal claims.

While Brahmanical teaching and conduct of life were sur-

rounding the existence of the Indian peoples in ever denser

toils, we see ripening on the branch of Brahmanism itself a

world concept which, though outwardly bound up with it, was

inwardly opposed to it in its very basis.—Already in the B,ig-

veda strong movements of a certain philosophical tendency

make themselves manifest. We perceive a special seeking and

asking after the Unity which finally lies at the basis of all

diversity; we see many attempts being made to solve the

riddle of creation; to grasp through the motley changes of

the world of appearances, through the more and more richly

developed variety of the Vedic pantheon, the one form-

less principle of all that has form,—until at last the soul

finds and lays hold of unity where alone unity is to be found

—in the soul itself. Here, in the mysterious depths of his

own heart, the seeker, raised above his own individuality by

the fervour of aspiration (hrdhman) discovered a power which

he felt to transcend all the other powers of creation, a god-

like might which, as he felt, dwells within all earthly and

celestial beings as inner ruling principle (antarydmin) on which

all worlds and all gods rest, through fear of which fire burns,

the sun shines, the storm, wind and death perform their work

(Kdth. 6, 3), and without which not a straw can be burned

by Agni, or carried away by Vayu (Kena 3, 19. 23). A poetic

formative power had clothed Agni, Indra and Vayu with per-

sonality; this power it was by which that power of fervour,

" that which in the narrow sphere expanding to all sides grows

"mightily, as a delight of the great gods, that which extends

"as a god to the gods from afar and embraces this universe"

(Rigv. II, 24, 11) was raised above all gods first in a very

transparent personification as Brihaspati, Brahmanaspati, but

afterwards more truly, boldly, philosophically as Bralitnan

(prayer), as Atman (Self), and from tbis power the gods and

the whole world besides were derived in endlessly varied play

2
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18 Introduction.

of phantasy.—We may hope that thanks to the wealth of texts

preserved in the Rigveda, Atharraveda, and Brahmana's, we

may be able to trace step by step how the sparks of philo-

sophic light appearing in the Rigveda shine out brighter and

brighter until, at last, in the Dpanishad's, they burst out in

that bright flame which is able to light and warm us to-day.

Numerous indications intimate that the real guardians of

these thoughts were originally not the priestly caste, absorbed

in their ceremonial, but rather the caste of the Kshatriya's.

Again and again, in the Upanishad's, we meet the situation

that the Brahman begs the Kshatriya for instruction which

the latter, after several representations of the unseemliness

of such a proceeding, imparts to him (cf. Brih. 2, 1. Kaush.

4, 1. Brih. 6, 2. Chand. 5, 3. Chand. 5, 11. Kaush. 1, 1).—How-
ever this may be, the Brahmans appropriated this new teach-

ing of Brahman and its identity with the Self, and attached

it, as best they could, to their own system of justification by

works, in a way of which we shall say more in the sequel.

Both systems, the ritual and the philosophic, were propagated

in the Vedic schools, became inside and outside the school

(at public festivals, at the courts of kings and so forth) the

subject of keen debate and a not seldom vehement polemic;

both suffered manifold transformations and exchanges in these

contests and mutual accommodations ; at last, as the precipitate

of this rich spiritual life, the Brdhmmm's and the Upanishad's,

in which they issue, were formed and brought into their present

shape and finally (probably after their practical meaning had
already long been transferred to the SMra's) recorded in writ-

ing. It is to be hoped that in time it will be possible to

reconstruct from them, even if not in every detail, the course
of development which found its conclusion in them.

We have already seen how to the older Upanishad's, which
are the philosophic text-books of the different Qakha's, were
added a long series of younger products of the same name;
in these we can follow the further extension of relio-ious con-
cepts, and, hand in hand with it, the development of a special
tendency to accomplish even in this life the union with the
All-spirit, through a certain practical process (called Toaa)
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I. Literary Notes. 19

down to the time of the Indian sects. These texts, as it

seems, have a purely external connection with the Atharvaveda.

3. The Philosophical Systems.

Parallel with this development of the Vedic theories there

early arose side by side in India, from the germs contained

in the Brahmana's and older Upanishad's, a whole series of

philosophic systems, which stand in very varied, sometimes

convergent, sometimes hostile, relations to the Vedas and to

each other, and in which we can trace every shade of philo-

sophical concept of the world, from the crass and cynical

materialism of the Carvaka's up to the orthodox faith in the

letter of the Vedas. Six among them were able to obtain

the reputation of orthodoxy, that is, of a harmony between

their teachings and the Vedic faith, or at least an appearance

of it; the others, and among them Buddhism, were held to

be heterodox and heretical. The six orthodox systems (a

name to which, in its full sense, only the two Mimansa's can

lay claim) are as follows:

—

1) The Sankhyam of Kapila, which served, as some

believe, as the basis of Buddhism, a highly spiritual theory

of the unfolding of the world to the end of self-knowledge

and thence resulting liberation, which, however, falls into an

irreconcileable dualism between the unfolding primitive matter

(prahriti, pradhanam) and an original plurality of individual

spirits {purusha).

2) The Yoga of Patanjali, which, interpreting the San-

khya-system theistically, undertakes to point out the way of

attaining a union with God, treating it in four parts, 1. of

contemplation (samddhi), 2. of the means of attaining it (sddha-

nam), 3. of the mastery over nature thereby gained (vibhuti),

4. of the condition of absoluteness (kaivalyam)M

" The relation of this teaching to the Yoga-Upanishad's has yet to

be investigated; in the Samkshepa-Qankara-jaya 1, 21—27 (Gilde-

meister, Anthologia', p. 88) are distinguished three parts of the Veda, the

karma k&nda, jndna-k&nda, and yoga-kdm,da, to which the three systems

of Jaimini, Badar&yana and Patanjali refer; the latter appears as an in-

carnation of Qesha (this throws light on Cowell's remark on Colebrooke

M. E.3, p. 247, n. 2).

2*
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20 Introduction.

3) The Nytlya of Gotama, a system of logic, -which, how-

ever, draws within its sphere all the subjects of Indian thought

and treats of them under its sixteen categories {pramanam

proof, prameyam what is to be proved, samgaya doubt, and

so on).

4) The Vaigeshikam of Kanada, frequently {e.g., in the

Bhashapariccheda, in the Tarkabhasha) woven together with

the Nyaya into a single whole, which teaches the growth of

the world from atoms {parammu) and undertakes a classi-

fication of existence, according to natural science, under the

six categories of substance, quality, action, identity, difference,

and inherence (dravyam, gima, karman, samanyam, vigesha,

samavaya).

The gradual growth and consolidation of this and other

systems may have instigated the stricter adherents of the Veda
also, on their side, to a scientific, systematic investigation

(mhndnsa) into the contents of the Veda, whence arose

5) The Karma-mvndnsd, Purva-mimdnsa, or, as it is usually

simply called, the Mimaiisa of Jaimini, as a system of wor-

ship through works, which investigates the duties (dharma)

enjoined by the Veda, together with the rewards (phctlam)

attached thereto, and

6) The Qdnraka-mundnsd, Uttara-mtmdnsd, or, as it is

mostly called from its source, Vedanta of Badar§,yana,
which unites the contents of the Upanishad's in a theologico-

philosophical system.

The two Mimansa's may have arisen together, since Jaimini
and Badarayana quote each other, often agreeing, often op-

posing; the two systems complete each other in that together
they exhibit the totality of Vedic theology (since in particular
the Vedanta holds fast throughout to the system of rewards
of the Karma-mimansa cf. 2, 3, 42. 3, 1, 25. 3, 2, 9 and
p. 1076, 13), and their principles are in a thorough-going anti-
thesis, which has its foundation in the Veda itself. For the
Veda falls (as Qankara on Brih. p. 4ff. shows), according to
the concept of the Vedanta, into two parts, which show a far-
reaching analogy with the Old and New Testaments, a Part
of "Works (karma-kdnda), which includes the Mantra's and
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I. Literary Notes. ' 21

Brahmana's in general, and a Part of Knowledge (jndna-

Mnda), which includes the Upanishad's and -what belongs to

them {e.g., the Agnirahasyam, Qatap. Br. X, for which compare

3, 3, 44—52, p. 943—952). The former enjoins works, such as

sacrifices and other ceremonies, promising like the Old Testa-

ment, rewards and threatening punishments, with this difference

however that, for the most part, by relegating these to the

other world, it evades the conflict with experience; the in-

vestigation of these circumstances, of the religious works and

the merit obtained by them, which enters as a "new moment"
(apUrvam) into the complex of deeds necessitating a requital

in the other world, forms the essential content of Jaimini's

Karma-mimansS,, which precedes the Vedanta not so much in

time as in order, and is largely quoted by Qankara in his

Commentary on the Vedanta-sutras as "the first part," "the

first book" (,e.g., p. 848, 6. 897, 1. 919, 9. 944, 4. 951, 3. 1011, 12).

However, as we shall see (Chap. IV, 3), a knowledge of it is

not necessary for the study of the Vedanta, which bases itself

entirely on the "part of knowledge" of the Veda's, that is, on

the Upanishad's. The work of Badarayaria stands to the

Upanishad's in the same relation as the Christian Dogmatics

to the New Testament: it investigates their teaching about

God, the world, the soul, in its conditions of wandering and

of deliverance, removes apparent contradictions of the doc-

trines, binds them systematically together, and is especially

concerned to defend them against the attacks of opponents.

As such appear not only the heterodox philosophers, the Bud-
dhists (whose teachings 2, 2, 18—32 in their various forms are

examined, and entirely rejected as an outcome of hatred

toward the human race p. 581, 2), the Jaina's (2, 2, 33—36), the

Pa^upata's (2, 2, 37—41) and the Pancaratra's (2, 2,42—45),

but also the adherents of the other orthodox systems; inas-

much as Badarayana, 2, 1, 11, declares himself fundamentally

against any possibility of discovering the truth by means of

reflection (tarka). This will be further treated in Chap. V, 2.

—

For the purpose of fixing Badarayana's time, it is

important to note how he treats the four non-Vedic systems.

The Nyaya is not mentioned by Badarayana at all, and only
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22 * Introduction.

twice casually quoted by Qankara (p. 67, 6. 594, 1), but with

approbation, perhaps because it lent no support to his polemics

(but compare on Brih. p. 801, 8); the Yoga appears, as far as

we see (1, 1, 19 the word has another meaning), with the exception

of 4, 2, 21 (where, however " YoginaJi" refers in the first place to

Bhag. G. 8, 23) only at 2, 1, 3, where it is briefly dismissed with the

remark, that what has been said against the Sankhyam applies

to it also; the VaiQeshika-teaching is confuted at 2, 2, 11—17

with the remark that no attention need be paid to it, since no

one adopts it (2, 2, 17: aparigrahdc ca atyantam anapeJcsM), a

proof, that in Badarayana's time or country Kanada's teach-

ing was in disrepute. On the other hand, we must conclude

from the way in which he treats the Sankhyam that this

system (recommended by authorities like Manu and the Maha-

bharatam) was held in high regard in his time. At every

opportunity he recurs to it, in part in long discussions (as

1, 1, 5—11. 1, 4, 1—13. 2, 1, 1—12. 2, 2, 1—10), in part in single

references (1, 1, 18. 1, 2, 19. 1, 2, 22. 1, 3, 3. 1, 3, 11. 1, 4, 28.

2, 1, 29. 2, 3, 51. 4, 2, 21), to which others are sometimes

attached (2, 1, 3 and 4, 2, 21, the Yoga; 2, 1, 29, and 2, 3, 51,

the VaiQeshikam ; 2, 1, 4—11, the systems of reflection in general),

and repeatedly (1, 4, 28; 2, 1, 12) the remark is made, that

with the Sankhya system the others are also dealt with. '^ It

is worthy of remark, that Badarayapa does not mention by

name any of the other systems (except the Yoga, 2, 1, 3 and

the Yogin's 4, 2, 21, which in fact stand nearer to the Veda)

15 Cf. Qankara on 1, 4, 28, p. 403: "Prom ikshater na agabdam (1, 3, 5)

onwards the teaching of the Fradhanam [primitive matter of the Sankhya's]

as the cause of the world has been again and again examined and refuted

in the Sutra's [not only in the Commentary]; for this assertion finds a

support in certain passages of the Vedanta [Upanishad's], which apparently

speak for it, and this might at first sight deceive the inexpert. Also the

said teaching approaches the teaching of the Vedanta, in that it recognises

the identity of cause and effect, and is therefore recognised by Devala,
and other composers of Dharmas'Utra^s; therefore so much more effort

has been expended on refuting it, than on refuting the atomism fof
Kanada] and other teachings."—Of. p. 440, 6: "The atomic teaching and
others [contrary to the Sankhyam], have not even been accepted in part
by sages like Manu and Vyasa."
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I. Literary Notes, 23

or any of their founders, and even avoids repeating the usual
terms for their chief ideas; so, instead of pradhdnam (the

primitive material of the Sankhya's), he says rather smdrtam
(1, 2, 19), anumanam (1, 1, 18. 1, 3, 3) anurmnikam (1, 4, 1)
" the traditional," "the hypothetical," while on the other hand
pradhdnam vrith him 3, 3, 11 means the Brahman. But the more
careful he is to allow the names of his opponents to fall into

oblivion, the more frequently, for the most part when investigat-

ing small differences between them, does he name the teachers

of the two Mimansa schools. As such appear in his work:

Bddardyana (1, 3, 26. 1, 3, 33. 3, 2, 41. 3, 4, 1. 3, 4, 8. 3, 4, 19.

4, 3, 15. 4, 4, 7. 4, 4, 12). Jaimini (1, 2, 28. 1, 2, 31. 1, 3, 31.

1, 4, 18. 3, 2, 40. 3, 4, 2. 3, 4, 18. 3, 4, 40. 4, 3, 12. 4, 4, 5. 4, 4,

11), Bddari (1, 2, 30. 3, 1, 11. 4, 3, 7. 4, 4, 10), Audulomi (1, 4,

21. 3, 4, 45. 4, 4, 6), Agmarafhya (1, 2, 29. 1, 4, 20), Kdgakritsna

(1,4,22), Kdrshndjini (3,1,9), and Atreya (3, 4, 44).— These
are in fact with two exceptions (1, 1, 30. 1, 3, 35), the only

proper names that appear in Badarayana's Sutra's.

As sources of knowledge our author makes use of the

Qruti, and in the second rank for confirmation and without

binding force, the Smriti; and in doing so he in a very curious

way uses the names which serve in the other systems to in-

dicate the natural sources of knowledge, with an altered mean-
ing in his own, so that with him pratyaksham (perception)

repeatedly stands for Qruti, and anumanam (inference) for

Smriti (1, 3, 28. 3, 2, 24. 4, 4, 20), and this as Qankara, p. 287,

11 explains, because the latter requires a basis of knowledge

(prdmdnyam), and the former not. Under Qruti (revelation,

holy scripture) Badarayana understands, not only the older

Upanishad's, Brihadaranyaka, Chandogya, Kathaka, Kaushitaki

(2, 3, 41), Aitareya (1, 1, 5), Taittiriya (1, 1, 15) and the rest,

but also certain Upanishad's of the Atharvaveda, as especially

the frequently quoted Mundaka and Pragna, even products of

such late origin as the QvetaQvatara (1, 1, 11. 1, 4, 8. 2, 3, 22),

and perhaps even the Jabala Upanishad (1, 2, 32. 4, 1, 3); 3,

3, 25 refers to an unknown Upanishad of the Atharvaveda.

It is also worthy of note, that the Sutra 2, 3, 43 alludes to a

verse of the Atharvaveda which is not found in the printed
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24 Introduction.

editions. Under Smriti (tradition) our author, according ta

Qankara, on whose explanations we are completely dependent

for all quotations, understands the Sankhya and Yoga systems

(4, 2, 21), the Mahabharatam, especially its episode called the

Bhagavadgita, the law-book of Manu, and perhaps other books

(cf. 4, 3, 11). Beside it appears, 3,4,43, custom (acara; c£

3, 4, 3; 3, 3, 3). As perfectly known, are mentioned the recen-

sions of the same Qruti work, differing according to the Vedic

schools (gdkhd's): thus B§.darayana considers in particular the

agreement and divergence in the Kanva and Madhyandina

recensions 16 of the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (1, 2, 20 uhliaye-y

1, 4, 13 asati anne), as also the frequently appearing "some"

(eke) refers for the most part to the differences of the Vedic

schools (1, 4, 9. 3, 2, 2. 3, 2, 13. 4, 1, 17, and likewise anye

3, 3, 27), but at times also means different passages (4, 2, 13.

2, 3, 43) and teachers of the Mimahsa (3, 4, 15. 3, 4, 43) and

once even (3, 3, 53) something quite different, namely, the

materialists.—His own work our author quotes with the words

"torf uktam" (about this it has been said), by which at 1, 3, 21

he points back to 1, 2, 7, further at 2, 1, 31 to 2, 1, 27, and

at 3, 3, 8 to 3, 3, 7, just as through the equivalent "tad vyd-

khydtam" at 1, 4, 17 to 1, 1, 31.—But the same formula "tod

uktam'' is further frequently used to indicate the Karmasutra's

of Jaimini, thus 3, 3, 33 (Jaim. 3, 3, 9), 3, 4, 42 (Jaim. 1, 3,

8-9), 3, 3, 26 (p. 903, 9: dvadaQulakshaiiyam) 3, 3, 43 (p. 942, 5r

sankarshe), 3, 3,44 tadapi (Jaim. 3, 3, 14), 3, 3, 50 (p. 951, 3:

prathame kdnde), from which it may perhaps be concluded that

the works of Jaimini and Badarayana, each of whom quotes

both himself and the other by name, may have been com-
bined by a later editor into one work, and provided with

the additions already mentioned and others." To such an

»6 The two are distinguished by Qaflkara p. 1098, 14 as different
Qakha's, while on the other hand p. 882, 6 Brih. 5, 6, 1 in the Kanva
recension and Qatap. Br. 10, 6, 3, 2 in the Madhyandina recension
(perhaps identical with the Kanva recension?) are quoted as belonging
to the same Qakha of the Vajasaneyin's.

>' In this unified form the work of Jaimini and Badarayana seema
to have been commented on by Upavarsha, on whose work the com-
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I. Literary Notes. 25

editor the name Vydsa (the arranger), occurring (according to

Colebrooke M. E.s, p. 352) in connection with Badarayana,

would be admirably suited, and he might very well be Vyasa,

the father of Quka, the teacher of Gaudapada, the teacher

of Govinda, the teacher of Qankara, and thus be 200—300 years

older than his commentator, Qankara (Windischmann, Sane,

p. 85), though Qankara understands by Vyasa in all the pass-

ages where this name occurs (p. 313, 9. 440, 6. 690, 11. 764, 10

and Vedavydsa, p. 298, 5, cf. Mahabh. XII, 7660), only the

editor of the Mahabharatam while he calls the author of the

Sfitra's, p. 1153, 8, bhagavan Bddardyana-dcarya.

4. Eorm of the Brahma-sutra's; Qankara's Commentary.

After these indications, which can only be of use after a

determination, only possible later on, of the date when our

work was composed, let us turn to a consideration of its form,

which is a very singular one. It is composed, as are also the

fundamental works of the other Indian philosophic systems,

in a series of swfra's, which word means "thread" (from siv

= Lat. suere), and is here best understood as the warp of

mentaries of Qabarasvamin and Qankara may rest, cf. p. 953, 2: "We
"proceed now to an investigation of the immortality of the soul, for the

"purpose of the teaching of its bondage and deliverance. For did the

"soul not endure beyond the body, the commandments which promise a

"reward in another world would not be permissible, and still less could

"it be proved that the soul is identical with Brahman. But was not the

"existence of the soul beyond the body, and its enjoyment of the fruit

"promised in the teaching of the scripture already settled at the beginn-

"ing of the book in the first pada [that is, on Jaim. 1, 1, 5]?—Certainly, but

" only by the commentator [bhashyakrit], and there is no sutram there on

"the continued existence of the soul. Here, on the contrary, its con-

"tinued existence is, after previous mention of objections, confirmed by

"the composer of the sutra's (sutrakrit) himself. It was from here that

"the teacher Qabarasvamin took it and explained it in the Pramana-

"lakshanam [the first book of Jaimini, at viz. 1, 1, 5 p. 18-24]. The vener-

"able Upavarsha also, in the first book, where he declares the continued

"existence of the soul, points to this also, since he says: 'In the Qari-

"'rakam [that is, in the Brahmasutra's] we shall explain it.' And so here,

" after consideration of the honours resting on prescription, the continued

"existence of the soul is taken into consideration, in order to show that

"this teaching is in conformity with the whole of our canon."
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26 Introduction.

threads stretched out in weaving to form the basis of the

web, but which will become the web only when the woof is

added, 18 just as the Sutra's become a connected whole only

through the explanations interwoven among them by oral or

written exposition. For without this the 555 Sutra's, consisting

for the most part of two or three words each, in which our

author lays down the whole Vedanta system, are utterly un-

intelligible, especially as they contain, not so much the leading

words of the system, as the catchwords, for the memory to

grasp, and these seldom exhibit the main matter, but frequently

something quite subordinate, have often a quite general, in-

determinate form, which fits the most different circumstances and

leaves everything to the interpreter. Thus the same Sutra often

recurs: thus for instance smriteg ca 1, 2, 6. 4, 3, 11; gruteg ca

3, 4, 4. 3, 4, 46 ; dargayati ca 3, 3, 4. 3, 3, 22 ; sva-paksha-doshdc ca

2, 1, 10. 2, 1, 29; ubhayathd ca doshdt 2, 2, 16. 2, 2, 23; darganac

ca 3, 1, 20. 3, 2, 21. 3, 3,48. 3, 3, 66. 4, 3, 13, that is, five times, and,

in fact, if we are to believe the Commentator (as indeed we must),

in different meanings, since darganac ca generally (3, 2, 21. 4, 3, 13

of 1, 3, 30) means " because the scripture teaches it," while in

3, 1, 20. 2, 2, 15 and 4,2, 1 it means: "because experience shows

it," and 3, 3, 48: " because it is perceived (from the indications)."

In the same way we twice have the sutrsi gaunyasambhavdt (2, 3, 3.

2, 4, 2), and this, as Qankara himself says (p. 706, 9), in quite con-

trary meanings. Thus anumdnam generally means "the Smriti"

{e.g. 1, 3, 28. 3, 2, 24. 4, 4, 20), then it is also for a change the

synonym of pradhdnam (primordial matter of the Sankhya's) in

1, 3, 3; thus, again, itara, 1, 1, 16. 2, 1, 21, means the individual, but,

2, 3, 21, the highest soul, and again, 4, 1, 14, "the good work";
and prakarandt, 1, 2, 10 and 1, 3, 6, « because it is spoken of," but,

4, 4, 17, " because he is charged with it." This is accompanied by
a special leaning to rare words and phrases in which another
word is frequently chosen, than that used in the passage of the
Upanishad taken for consideration, which is sometimes indicated

18 Cf. p. 622, 2: tatha sutrair urria-adibhii ea vicitran kamhalan
vitoMmfe.—Compare also our "text," from texere, to weave, and the
Chinese king, " warp of a web " (Schott, Chin. lAU., p. 3).
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I. Literary Notes. 27

only by this word; thus 1, 1, 24 carma for pada (Chand. 3, 12, 6)

;

1, 3, 1 sva for atman, bhu for ]^rithivi (Mund. 2, 2, 5); 1, 3, 2 n'pa-

sarp for upa-i (Mun4. 3, 2, 8); 1, 3, 10 amhara for dkdga (Brih.

3, 8, 7); 1, 3, 39 kampana for ejati (Kath. 6, 2); 1, 4, 24 abhidhya
for akamayata (Taitt. 2, 6), aikshata (Ch§,nd. 6, 2, 3); 4, 2, 4 wjpa-

gamaior dbhisamdyanti (Brih. 4, 3, 38) ; 4, 3,

2

abda for samvatsara

(Chand. 5, 10, 2) ; 4, 3, 3 tadit for ?;%Mt (Chand. 5, 10, 2) and so on. 1

9

This condition of the Brahmasutra's cannot be sufficient-

ly explained either by striving after brevity or a predi-

lection for characteristic ways of expression. Kather must we
admit that the composer, or composers, intentionally sought

after obscurity, in order to make their work treating of the

secret doctrine of the Veda inaccessible to all those to whom
it was not opened up by the explanations of a teacher. From
such explanations, which conformably to this intention were

originally only oral, may in the course of time have arisen

the written Commentaries on the work which Colebrooke (Misc.

Ess. > p. 332, 334) enumerates, and of which only that of Qafi-

kara is now accessible to us. We must therefore at present

renounce the attempt to keep Badarayana's teaching and

^ankara's interpretation of it separate from each other, so

that our exposition, strictly taken, is one of the Vedanta system

from the standpoint of Qankara only. However, he is nowhere

in contradiction to the Sutra's (if we omit 1, 1, 1 9, about which

we shall treat. Chapter IX, 5, and perhaps also p. 870, 5,

'9 As rare, words and phrases in part found nowhere else we note

the following: 1, 1, 5 and 1, 3, 13, ikshati as substantive; 1, 1, 2B nigada:

1, 1, 31 upasS, for upoisand,; 1, 2, 4 karma-kartri for prapya-prapaka;

1, 2, 7 arbhdka, okas; 1, 2, 26 drishti; 1, 1, 30 gastra-drishti; 1, 3, 4

jirdnabhrit, "individual soul;" 1, 3, 34 guc; 2, 1, 16 avaram for kdryam

(effect); 2, 1, 26 kopa shaking (of the authority of scripture); 2, 3, 1 viyat

for dk&ga; 2, 3, 8 mdtarigvan for vdyu; 2, 3, 10 tejas for agni; 2, 4, 9

kriyS,, organ, for karanam; 2, 4, 20 sanjna-murti-klipti for the usual

nama-rHpa-kalpanam; 3, 1, 1 rahhaU; 3, 1, 8 anugaya "remainder of

work" (bhuktaplialdt karmano 'tiriktam karma Qank. p. 760, 5); 3, 1, 21

samgokaja for svedaja; 3, 1, 22 s&bhdvya; 3, 2, 10 mugdha for murchita

)faint); 3, 3, 3 sara; 3, 3, 25 vedha; 3, 3, 57 bhuman == samasta; 4, 2, 4

adhyaksha "individual soul;" 4, 2, 7 sriti way; 4, 2, 17 gesha consequence;

4, 3, 1 prathiti proclamation; 4, 3, 7 kdryam for aparam brahma.
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28 Introduction.

where ddhydndya is explained by samyagdargana-artham, and

p. 908, 12, where the interpreter for uhhayathd substitutes

ubhayatha-vibhagena), although 3, 1, 13, p. 764, 3 we have the

strange case that, in considering Kath., 2, 6, Qankara refers

the words punah punar vagam dpadyate me, with Badarayana,

wrongly to the penalties of hell, while, in his Commentary on

Kath., 2, 6, p. 96, 14, he rightly understands the same words

as referring to repeated birth and death. Here and there

his explanation of a Sutram is given with reserve {e.g. 2, 4, 12.

3,2, 33); in the following iplaces he (or the different hands

that have redacted them) give a double explanation: 1, 1, 12-19.

1, 1, 31. 1, 3, 27. 1, 4, 3. 2, 2, 39-40. 2, 4, 5—6. 3, 1, 7. 3, 2, 22.

3, 2, 33. 3, 3, 16—17, 3, 3, 26. 3, 3, 35. 3, 3, 64; at 1, 1, 23 he

combats (p. 141, 7ff.) the reference of the Sutram to Brih. 4, 4,

18, Chand. 6, 8, 2 instead of to Chand. 1, 10, 9; at 1, 4, 26 he

remarks that many treat it as two Sutra's; at 1, 2, 26 and

2, 1, 15 he discusses a variant reading of the Sutram; at 2, 4, 2.

3, 3, 38 and 3, 3, 57 another interpretation of it; 3, 2, 11— 21 he

treats as connected, and rejects, after a very detailed dis-

cussion, the opinion of those who make two sections (adhi-

karana), namely 11—14 and 15— 21, of it; yet more remarkable

and indicative of profound differences of principle among the

interpreters is it, that Qankara, p. 1124, 9, mentions and further

amply refutes, the opinion of others who find the Siddhanta

(the final opinion) expressed, not in the concept of Badarayana

4, 3, 7—1], but in the subsequent one of Jaimini, which seems

to presuppose that, for them, Badarayana was not the
final author of the work, and would be in harmony with

the above-mentioned indications of the Karma-mimansa as a

part of the same work, and of the author as Vyasa.

Qankara's Commentary has, there is reason to believe, suffered

many interpolations, particularly in the first part, where they

are generally introduced with the words apara' aha. The pur-

suit of this subject would lead us too far, so that we only

name briefly the passages in which we believe ourselves to

detect additions from a foreign hand: 1) p. 122, 9—129, 5, which
we shall treat of in Chap. IX, 5; 2) p. 141, 7—142, 3, seems to
be a polemic addition of another, cf. p. 138, 12; 3) p. 150,
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I. Literary Notes. 29

10—151, 5, without doubt an interpolation; 4) p. 153, 5— 154, 2

an "apara," who took offence at the saying that Brahman is

in Heaven instead of beyond Heaven, repeats Qankara's words,

while correcting them; 5) p. 163, 11 there follows, with the

words "athavd—asya ayam anyo 'rthah,'" a quite different ex-

planation of the Sutram, possibly from a different hand; 6) p. 184,

1—185, 17 : an "apara" contests the previously made application

of the verse Mund. 3, 1, 1 and explains it in another sense,

with an appeal to the Paingi-rahasya-brahmanam; here he

quotes Brih. 4, 5, 15 according to the Madhyandinas, while

Qankara is usually wont to quote this passage according to

the Kanvas (or instead 2, 4, 14 Madhy.), p. Ill, 4. 199, 12.

393, 3. The motive of this excursus seems to be taken from

p. 232, 12; it is ignored at 3, 3, 34, just as much as the addition

p. 122, 9—129, 5 at 3, 3, 11—13; 7) p. 228, 2—6 an evident addition

of an interpolator, according to whom the bridge "sdu" in

Mund 2, 2, 5 is the knowledge of Brahman, and not Brahman
itself, to which, however, the expression is referred before,

p. 227, 10, and again later, p. 834, 11; 8) p. 247, 3 (perhaps

only to 247, 7) an "apara" asserts that the jwaghana is not

the jiva, as already explained, but hrahmaloJca. On a fusion

of both views seems to rest the apprehension oi jwaghana as

Hiranyagarbha in the Commentary on Pragna 5, 5.

5. The Quotations in Qankara's Commentary.

It is of special interest to trace back to their sources the

numerous quotations, introduced for the most part by a "fr%a<e"

or "smaryate^^ and so on, without further statement of their origin,

though in general verbally correct, in which Qankara's Com-

mentary in all its parts is so rich, partly because a full under-

standing of the text becomes thereby possible for the first

time, 20 partly because an accurate determination of the writ-

ings which Qankara did and did not use may support many

20 Thus, to give only one example, Banerjea (Transl. p. 34) has com-

pletely misunderstood the words p. 87, 11 " sthita-prajnasya ha hhasM,"

because he did not recognise them as a quotation from the Bhag. G. 2, 54,

and Bruining (Transl. p. 29) does not make matters better by leaving

the passage in question out altogether (of. further p. 395, 5. 1081, 9).
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30 Introduction.

valuable conclusions as to the genuineness of the other works

which are attributed to Qankara, as to certain interpolations

in the Commentary, as to the incorporation of older preparatory

works in it, and so forth.

Not without labour, we have prepared an Index of all the

quotations occurring in Qankara's Commentary, together with

a statement of their source, which is added at the end of this

work, and will serve as a welcome aid to the study of the

Brahmas<itra's. However, it is to be used with a certain care;

for on the one hand the quotations sometimes show more or

less important deviations from their sources, and it cannot in

every case be satisfactorily decided whether these deviations

are due merely to inaccuracy, or to difference of reading, or,

finally, to the fact that Qankara had before him, not the

passage quoted by us, but a parallel passage from another

Qakha; on the other hand we must leave a (relatively small)

number of quotations undetermined, whether it is that they

are taken from lost writings, or that we have not yet come

across them, or have overlooked them in the writings which

we have. We shall indicate them the more exactly, because

the conclusions which can be drawn from the other facts have

validity only so far as they are not traversed by the quotations

not yet recognised.

According to an estimate, which within certain bounds

(according as things connected are joined or separated) is

subjective, we count in the whole Commentary, all repetitions

and simple references included, 2, 523 quotations, of which

2, 060 are derived from the Upanishad's, 150 from other Vedic

scriptures, and 313 from non-Vedic literature.

a) Upanishad Quotations.

The Upanishads, arranged according to the frequency with

which they are used, provide quotations in the following num-
bers: Chandogya (quoted in 8, not in 10 prapdthakas, p. 106,1)

810; Brihadaranyaka (the fourth Adhyaya of which is

quoted, p. 330, 4, as shashtha prap&thaka, and as its beginning

p. 893, 3, Qatap. Br. XIV, 1, 1, 1, therefore, according to the
Madhyandina's) 567, eight of which (p. 198, 8. 366, 9. 385, 3.
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I. Literary Notes. 31

677, 7. 682, 12. 685, 10. 893, 3. 1098, 13) are only found in

the Madhyandina recension (Qatap. Br. XIV), while the others

are mostly quoted according to the Kanva's, but also some-

times according to the Madhyandina's, without showing any
fixed prihciple2i; Taittiriya (Taitt. ar. VII, VIII, IX), 142;
Mundaka 129; Kathaka 103; Kaushitaki 88 (which agree

now with the first, now with the second recension of Cowell,

but often diverge from both, as for example Kaush. 3, 3 is

quoted p. 140, 16 and again exactly the same p. 299, 7 contrary

to both recensions which makes it very probable that Qankara
had before him a third recension of this work, which he

quotes comparatively seldom; Qvetagvatara (quoted p. 110, 5

as " QvetdQvataramm mantropanishad," cf. p. 416, 1. 920, 4) 53
Agnirahasya (Qatap. Br. X) 40 (mostly found on pp. 214—222.

943—952); Pracna 39; Aitareya (Ait. ar. II, 4—6) 22;
Jabala 13, nine of which (p. 222, 8. 223, 1. 417, 11. 988,

8 == 991, 4. 999, 6. 1000, 1. 3. 1025, 8) are found in the

Jabalopanishad, but the four others (924, 7 = 1059, 1. 931,

4 = 933, 4) not; Narayaniya (Taitt. ar. X) 9 (890, 2, 13.

891, 1. 5. 6. 10. 892, 1. 998, 2. 998 4); tqk (Vaj. samh. XL)

21 Very remarkable is the disproportion with which the two great

Upanishad's, Brihadaranyaka and Chandogya, are used. According to the

external extent and internal importance of these two works, as well as

the treatment which Qankara bestows on them in his Commentaries

(where the Brih. numbers 1096, the Ohand. 628 pages, including the text),

one would rather expect a contrary relation of the numbers of quotations.

This one-sided preference for the Chand. Up. is in harmony with the

leading role which it plays in the whole design of the Brahmasutra's;

thus of the 28 Upanishad passages in connection with which the theology

in the first Adhyaya is discussed, Chand. provides 12, Brih. 4, Kath. 4,

Mund. and PraQna together 4, Taitt. and Kaush. together 4, (on this cf.

Chap. "VII, 2). In the case of parallel texts, as for example in the Pancag-

nividya Brih. 6, 2, Chand. 6, 3—10), as a rule, the (mostly secondary)

readings of the Chand. are preferred; finally, it is remarkable that where

a passage is quoted with the bare addition: "iti brdhmanam," "tathd

brahmanam," with two exceptions (p. 1115, 8. 1116, 11) as far as we

know, the Chando^a is always to be understood (p. 143, 6. 240, 11. 262,

12. 367, 7. 390, 4. 906, 3. 1014, 11) as though it were the Brahmanam,

xoT* ^^oxt)v and even on p. 106, 1 Chand. VI is quoted with the words

" shashtha-prapathake" without further addition, as if it were self-evident

that it only could be meaat.
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32 Introduction.

8 (66, 4 74, 1. 395, 5. 414, 1. 979, 9. 985, 12. 986, 2. 1126,

10); Paingi 6 (184, 2, 7. 185, 4. 889, 10. quoted as Paingi-

rahasya-hrahmanam, 232, 12 [= 184, 2] as Paihgy-upanishad,

undetermined 903, 3); Kena 5 (70, 1. 4. 10. 163, 3. 808, 10).

Besides, p. 892, 7 (perhaps only because the Sutram required

it) an Atharva-Upanishad unknown to me (or the unknown

beginning of a known one) is quoted with the words athar-

vanikdndm-upanishad-arambhe). We leave undetermined the

seven times quoted passage: '^dhdgavat sarvagatag ca nityah"

(130, 12 = 172, 5 = 610, 3 = 624, 8 = 652, 7 = 838, 9 = 1124,

12), which, according to the Commentator of Ohand. Up. p. 409,

8

is ascribed to the Kathakam (by which he understands the

Upanishad [p. 409, 6] as well as the SamhitS, [p. 139, 4]), hardly

with justice; as also the following Upanishad-like passages:

87, 9. 112, 8 (= 1047, 12 = 1135, 6). 113, 3. 182, 7. 610, 6.

7. 613, 4. 679, 8. 717, 10 (= 719, 8 = 939, 7). 741, 10.

832, 8, and, as especially worthy of notice, 808, 11 and 982,

11. If we overlook these not yet discovered quotations, we

can state as result that no Upanishad except those above

enumerated occurs; that is, neither Mandukya (69, 2. 77, 5

occur also in Brih.), nor Maitri nor any of the Atharvana-

Upanishad's, since 810, 1 is indeed to be found in Brahma-

vindup. 12, but probably also in Mahabh. XII, and was taken

probably from that work.

b) Other Vedic Quotations.

Bigveda-samhitd: Book I) 138, 1. 211, 13. 403, 2. II) 960,

8. IX) 341, 7. X) 151, 13. 208, 13. 211, 11. 215, 6. 298, 3.

304, 4. 426, 12. 495, 7. 716, 7. 764, l.—Aitareya-brdhmamm:
I) 901, 9. Ill) 74, 8. 313, 2. V) 43, 2. VII) 990, 10.—
Aitareya-dranyakam: II) 103, 10. 872, 10. 924, 6. 958, 4. 1000,

9. 1002, 9. Ill) 150, 6. 450, 7. 450, 8. 783, 9. 852, S.—KatisMtaM-
hrdlimanam perhaps 893, 4. (Under the same name Kaush,
Up. is quoted 378, 2. 865, 3: perhaps Qafikara regarded both
as a single work).—Perhaps the supplements of the Ranayaniya's
(khila), quoted 887, 9, may be counted to the Sdmaveda-sam-
hitd.—Pancavinga-brdhmanam X) 319, 9. 319, 10. XXI) 919,
5. 960, 7.—Shadvinga-brdhmanam: I) 892, 9 (cf. Rajendralala
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I. Literary Notes. 33

Mitra, Chand. Up., introd., p. 17 n.)—Arsheya-brahmanam, p. 3

<Burnell): 301, 8.—According to the Glossator 288, 1 also

comes from a Brahmanam of the Chandogas (cf. Rigv. IX,
62, 1); presumably also the passage quoted with "iti brahmanam";
1115, 6.— Vajasaneyi-samhita: I) 960, 1 ? XXI) 960, 5 ? XXXII)
1123, 7.— Qatapatha-brahmanam (besides books X and
XIV): 1) 1033, 10. VI) 310, 5. 422, 9. 701, 7. 901, 8. VIII)

1098, 3. XI) 320, 7. 749, 1. XII) 980, 1. XIII) 609, 10.

1005, S.—Taittinya-samhita: I) 51, 5. 52, 2. 146, 12. 362, 11.

747, 4. 990, 8. II) • 311, 12, 412, 8. 704, 3. 858,' 5. 858, 6.

941, 9. 942, 1. 975, 4. 992, 5. 1006, 8. 1011, 10. Ill) 312, 1.

935, 4. 971, 4. 975, 2. V) 709, 5. 6. 12. 711, 15. 712, 3.

951, 12. 1077, 2. VI) 976, 3. VII) 315, 11. 960, 9.—Taittinya-

brahmanam: I) 902, 1, II) 289, 6. Ill) 146, 9. 304, 7. 418, 1.—
Taittiriya-aranyakam (with exception of books VII, VIII, IX,
X): III) 111, 8. 390, 6. 454, 14. 686, 9.—Kdthakam: 311, 5

and 1016, 11. C^ Kathdnam samhitdydm") 859,12; ("agnihotra-

darga-purna-midsa-ddindm kdthalca-eka-grantha-paripathitdndm"),

893, 1 (" Kathdndm"); the latter passage belongs to those

which according to 893, 10 stand ^ upanishad-granthdndm

samtpe;" let it be remembered that the Kath. Up. is repeatedly

(335, 6. 852, 5. 869, 2) quoted as '' KdthaJiam," and it follows

almost certainly that for Qankara it still formed a whole with

the K§,thakam.

—

Maitrdyani-samhitd : 959, 14; 960, 3 (accord-

ing to the Glossator).

—

Atharvaveda-samhita: no certain quo-

tation; 171, 4. 686, 7 are far more probably to be referred

to Qvet.; the verse 686, 2. ('^ dtharvanikd brahmasukte") is

not found in our recension; for 851, 11 cf A. V. 10, 9. Kaug.

64£f.—That the Gopatha-br&hmanam is ignored, we have al-

ready seen above, p. 11.—The following brahmana-like quotations

remain undetermined; 43, 1 (= 370, 1 = 483, 1 = 849, 13). 75, 1.

81, 8. 83, 4. 112, 1. 141, 15. (cf schol. Katy. 7, 1, 4, p. 625, 23).

640,8. 747,8. 846,2. 960,4. 994,6.1001,4.1017, 10. Probably

many of them may yet be found in the Taittiriya texts.22

25 Qankara quotes, p. 412, 8 not "Manur vai yatkinca avadat, tad bhi-

sliajam asW' (Kathaka 11, 5. Ind. Stud. Ill, 463), but "yad vai kinca

Manur avadat, tad bheshajam" (Taitt. S. 2, 2, 10, 2);—p. 747, 4 not "apo

vai graddhd" (Maitray. S. p. 59, 3 Schroder), but "graddha vd' dpah"

3
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34 Introduction.

Mention is further made of other Vedic schools, in part

with quotations: Kauthumaha 846, 1; Qdtydyanaka 846, 1.

893, 1. 899, 7 = 907, 8 = 1082, 15. 902, 10; Bhallavin 902, 9.

903, 6; Arcdbhin 903, 4.

From the Sutra-Literature occur: Agvaldyana 894, 10.

897, 5; Katyayam 931, 11. 932, 8. 1020, 1; Apastamla 410, 6.

754, 3. 1026, 7? 1036, 4. 1130, 9.—To the same source may

belong: 322, 5. 6. 9. 11. 692, 4. 4. 5. 761, 5. 1016, 6. 1030, 1.

c) Non-Vedic Quotations.

Bhagavadgitd in 56 passages; Makabharatam (with many

variants): I) 310, 4. Ill) 276, 7. 412, 6. VI) 1107, 14. XII)

133, 5. 213, 12. 283, 9. 288, 6. 288, 10. 298 5. 302, 7. 304, 12.

305, 1. 322, 14. 409, 6. 409, 9. 413, 1. 413, 2. 413, 4. 413, 7.

638, 1, 660, 1. 677, 9. 690, 13. 692, 5. 758, 1. 809, 6. 828, 3.

915, 8. 1025, 5. 1048, 1. 1101, 6. XIII) 338, 12. 1022, 5.—

Undetermined, Mahabharata-like: 214, 3. 309, 10. 362, 7.

726, 11. 809, 14. 828, 5. 916, 3. 917, 1. (= 1122, 1) 1009, 6.

1041, 8, 12. 1057, 6. 1075, 11. 1101, 9. Ih.—Ramayamm:
1036, 5. — Mdrkandeya-puramm XLV) 208, 15. 872, 8.—

Purdnd's: 410, 1. 427, 3=482, 6. 495, 10. 633, 12, perhaps

713, 14:.—Manu: I) 196, 13. 289, 1. 1093, 14. II) 730, 5. 1023,

3. IV) 322, 10. 907, 12. X) 321, 2. 321, 3. 1016, 4. XII)

412, 10. 437, 3.—Dharmagdstra-like: 1024, 4. 1027, 3 = 1030,

6. 1031, 1.

Ydska (p. 31, 15 Roth) 39, 2.—Pdnini: 234, 3. 366, L

(Taitt. S. 1, 6, 8, 1);—p. 1077, 2 not "tarati sarvam pdpmanam" and so

on, (Qatap. Br. 13, 3, 1, 1) but "sarvam p&pmanam tarati" and so on

(Taitt. S. 5, 3, 12, 1);—p. 709, 5, not "sapta vai girshan prdnah" (Ait

Br. 3, 3, 1) or "sapta (irasi pranah" (Pane. Br. 22, 4, 3) or "sapta vai

(irshani/ah prdnSA" (Qat. Br. 13, 1, 7, 2), but "sapta vai Qirshanyah pram.,

dv&v avancau" (Taitt. S. 5, 3, 2, 5).—A glance at the above comparisons
skows further, that (excepting the Upanishad's and what pertains to them).

Qankara quotes from the other Qakha's only occasionally, but from that

of the Taittiriya's constantly. Perhaps in the future, from this fact, and
conversely from the above mentioned preference for the Chand. Up.
(note 21), which runs through the original web of the work, certain

conclusions may be drawn as to its compilation from elements of different

character.
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I. Literary Kotes. 35

399, 10; mentioned as a „smritir anapavadaniyd" 416, 6.

—

Faribh&shd to Panini (8, 3, 82) 1122, 9.

Sanhhya-kdrikd: 355, 12. 361, 4. 718, 2.—No certain quo-
tation from the Sdnkhya-sutra's; cf. however 417, 9. 447, 11.

485, 7.—Other Sankhya quotations are perhaps 345, 10. 346, 1.

420, 13.— Yogasutra's: 314, 6. 723, 12; not in our text 416,4;
cf. also 1072, S.—Nydyasutra's: 67, 6. 594, l.— Vaigeshikasutra's:

I) 539, 13. IV) 525, 1. 534, 5. 534, 7. 535, 2. VII) 524, 1.

524, 2 and again 524, 2.~Mtmdnsdsutra's: I) 50, 5, 58, 4.

52, 1, again 58, 4. 80, 1. 61, 7. 89, 2. 285, 3. 411, 2. 1002, 3.

1028, 10. II) 100, 5. 848, 6. Ill) 897, 1. 944, 4. 919, 10.

995, 1. 1011, 12. VI) 278, 3. 1027, 1; presumably from hook
XI—XII) 903, 9. 906, 3. 942, 5. 951, 3.—Similar: 58, 2.

79, 9. 953, 5. 953, 9. 77, 14.— 0audapdda: 375, 3. 433, 1.—
Unknown 89, 10. 1003, 1.—Buddhistic: 555, 6. 558, 7. 563, 4.—
Bhagavata's: 601, 3.' 602, 6. 14. 604, 6. S.—SvapnddhydyavidaJi:

783, 11.—Indian proverbs: 823, 10 = 825, 5; unknown 978, 3.

To these are added 99 quotations and references to the

Sutra's of Badarayana himself, and eight passages about which
it is doubtful if they contain a quotation (61, 8. 157, 10.

238, 4. 301, 6. 367, 9. 369, 9. 1025, 4. 1094, 13), which raises

the sum total to 2523 quotations.

6. Some Remarks on Qankara.

The date of Badarayana and the circumstances of his life

are entirely unknown to us. Of Qankara it seems to be certain

that he lived about 700 or 800 A. D., founded a famous school

in Qringagiri, where perhaps also he was born, as an ascetic

pilgrim (paramahansa, parivrdjaka), undertook journeys as far

as Kashmir, to work for his doctrine, and died in Xdnci.'^^

" Colebrooke, M. B. i p. 332; Wilson, Sanskrit Diet. < p. XVIfF;
"Windischmann, Sane, p.39—48.—According to the Aryavidyasudha-
kara p. 226 and the quotations there given, Qankara was born in the village

of Edlapt in the territory of Kerala as son of Qivaffurugarman in the

year 3889 of the Kaliyuga (which began 18th February 3102 B.C.), in

the year 845 of the Vikramaditya era (beginning 56 B.C.), which

brings us to 787—789 A. D. as the year of his birth. The passage runs

:

" Sd iyam, adhydtma-vidpd, Kaii-Mla-vagdt krigatvam dpannd api, grtmae-

CMnkara-aedrt/airbrahmasutra-upanishad-bhagavadgttd-pramukheshubrah-
3*
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36 Introduction.

From teaching, by which a new impetus was given to the

Vedanta doctrine in India, arose a great number of writings

mavidy&.-p'i'atigadaka-grantheshu hhushya-adm prasanna-gamhMr&n mahd-

nibandhdn viraeya samupabrinhitd. Tad anu Visvarupacdrya- Ydcaspati-

migra-prabhritibMr dcdrya-Qishya-pragishya-ddibhir vdrttika-vivarana-bhd-

matt-pramukhdn uddra-nibandha-nicaydn dbadhya supratishthapitd, iti

jneyam. Qankara-dcdrya-pr&durbhdvas tu Vilcramdrka-soMayad atite

{8i:b)panca-catvdrinsad-adhika-asJitagattmitesamvatsareKerala-degeEdlapt-

grdme Qivagurugarmano bhdrydydm samabhavat Tathd ca sampraddya-

vida' dhur:

Mdhi-ndffa-ibha-vahny-abde, vibhave, mdsi mddhave,

Quhle tithau, dagamydm tu Qankara-drya-udayah-smrita,\ iti.

« Nidhindgebhavahnyabdei : (3889) nava-agtti-uttara-ashtagatt-adhika-

trisahasrtmite varshe, iti drthah, Kaliyugasya, iti geshah.— Tathd Qankara-

manddra-saurabhe Ntlakantha-bhattd' api evam eva dhuh: « Prds'uta tishya-

garaddm atiydtavatydm ekddaga-adhika-gata-una-catuhsahasrydm » iti-ddi.—
« Tishya-garaddm », Kali-yuga-varshanam, iti arthah."

„ After this science of the highest "spirit had suffered diminution
" through the sway of the Kali age, it was supplied with new force by

"the illustrious Qankara-acarya , in that he composed luminous and pro-

" found commentaries and the like of great compass to the Brahmasutra's,

"the Upanishad's, the Bhagavadgita and other scriptures which handed

"down the teaching of Brahman. These were then further fortified by
" Vigvarupacarya, Vacaspatimigra, and other pupils and pupils' pupils of

"the master, through the composition of a mass of excellent works, such
" as scholia, interprepations, explanations and the like ; that is the fact.

" The birth of Qankara from the wife of Qivagurugarman happened in the

"territory of Kerala in the village of Kalapi after the 845th year of the

" era of Vikramarka [Vikramaditya] had gone by. And thus the knowers
"of the tradition say:

"In the year sea-elephant-mountain-beast-fire,

"In the increasing year, in the month Madhava,
" On the tenth day of the brigbt fortnight,

"There came to the world the noble Qaflkara.

"In the year sea-elephant-mountain-beast-fire, that is in the year 3889,
" meaning, as must be supplied, of the Kali era.—So too says the Master
"Nilakantha in the work called 'the fragrance of the tree of heaven
"Qankara' 'He was born in the myrobalau harvest while the four
"thousandth year less a hundred and eleven years was rolling by.' The
" myrobalan harvests mean the year of the Kali era."

Further it is circumstantially explained that Manikya (who according
toMerutunga, lived about 1150 of Vikramaditya's era) in his commentary
to the Kavyaprakaga, quotes Kumarila-bhatta as a commonly recognised
authority; the lattpr must therefore have Jived long before 1150 (=1094
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I. Literary Notes. 37

which bear his name, whose genuineness still remains to be
investigated. His master-piece is the Commentary on the
Brahmasutra's, numbering 1155 pages together with the gloss

of Grovindananda (for 3, 4 of Anandagiri) in the Bibl. Ind.,

which gives a substantially complete and sufficient picture of
his system, and from which alone we draw our exposition of

it, in order in this way to form a safe standard by which the

genuineness of the other works attributed to Qankara, the

minor writings, as well as the Commentaries to the Upanishad's,

may subsequently be tested. From the examination of the

latter, weighty conclusions can then again be drawn as to the

time when the different Upanishad's came into existence, and
as to their authority. "We believe we have made a contri-

bution toward this in the demonstration, of course still con-

ditional, that has already been given, that Qankara, in the

Commentary to the Brahmasutra's, used no other Upanishad's

except Aitareya, KausMtaki; Chdndogya, Kena; Taittiriya,

Kathaka, Qvetdgvatara, tgd, Erihadaranyaka; Mundaka, Fragna
(and incidentally Paingi, AgniraTiasya, Jahdla, Ndrdyanlya and,

once, an Atharva Up.) 2* The Commentaries published in

the Bibl. Ind. (Vol. II, III, VII, VIII.) to Brihadaranyaka,

Chdndogya, Taittiriya, Aitareya, Qvetdgvatara, Igd, Kena,

Katha, Pragna, Mundaka, Mandukya, are handed down under

Qankara's name; it is remarkable that KausMtaki is not among
them. 25 Besides these, he is said to have commented on

Aiharvagikha (Weber, Ind. Stud., II, 53, L, G.2, p. 182),

Nrisinhatdpaniya (Colebr.i, p. 96) and Atharvagiras (Ind. St.

A. D.), and therefore also Qankara, who had a meeting [very problema-

tical, however] with Kumarila-bhatta in Prayaga.

2* The Vdshkala-Vpanishad, still existing in 1656 A. D., he cannot

well have known, as otherwise he would quote the Myth of Indra as a

ram, p. 310, 2, according to it, and not according to Shadv. 1, 1. For
the remarkable passage 8t)8, 11, there is no place in the Vashkala Up.,

as we know it according to Anquetil Duperron.
25 According to Weber (L. G. 2, p. 56) he also commented on KausMtaki;

yet this statement must be erroneous, so far as it rests (Ind. St., I, 392)

only on the Berlin Manuscripts,. No. 83-84 (Chambers, 292 a, 2946, not

262); the Commentary contained in them bears the name of Qankara-

Snanda, pupil of the Ananddtman, and is identical with that published by

Cowell.
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38 Introduction.

I, 383, L. G. 2, p. 188). Other works going under his name

are: Aptavajrasud (ed. Weber, Berlin 1860) and Tripun,

which are both counted as Upanishad's (Weber, L. G. 2, p. 179),

Upadegasahasn (Colebr.i, p. 335, Hall, Bibliogr. Index, p. 99),

Atmabodha (ed. Calc. 1858), Mohamudgara (Hall, p. 103),

Balabodhanl (ed. Windischmann in Sane, Bonn 1833), Bala-

hodhini (Berl. Ms. No. 618, 2) and a series of other writings,

which will be found enumerated by Windischmann and Hall

(cf. Regnaud, Materiaux, p. 34. Weber Verz. der Berliner H. S.,

p. 180, L. G.2, p. 205, n. Lassen, BhagavadgUd, p. XII).

Characteristic's for Qankara's period as well as for his

theological conception is a passage of his Commentary on the

Brahmasutra's, p. 313, 8ff., which we translate here:

" For also, what is for us imperceptible was perceptible for

"the ancients; thus it is recorded, that Vyasa [the author of

"the Mahabharatam] and others used to meet the Gods and
" [Eishis] face to face. But if some would assert that, as for those

" now living so for the ancients also it was impossible to meet

"with gods and the like, they would deny the variety of the

" world ; they might also maintain that, as at present, so also

"in other times, there was no world-swaying prince (sdrvahhau-

"mdh kshatriyah) and thus they would not acknowledge the

"injunctions referring to the consecration of kings; they might

"further assume that, as at present, so also in other times, the

"duties of castes and Agrama's had no stable rules, and
" thus treat as vain the canon oflaw which provides rules for them.

"We must therefore believe that the ancients, in consequence

26 As stylistic curiosities from Qailkara's Commentary may be quoted:

prathama-tara, p. 137, 4, 148, 12 (also on Brih. 273, 5); upapadyate-tardm

144, b; na-tard,m 931, 8; akalpate 815, 2 and avydcaksMta 819, 8 (a privative

-with a verb) and, to read it so, also avirudhyeta 265, 3; janimatah 833, 14;

janyate 844, 7; akincitkaratvdt 141, 5; arddhajaratiya 122, 13, 176, 11 (read

so) ; mukhya' eva pramsya dharmah (for mukhyaprdnasya eva dharmah)
161, 3; grutarahasyasya vijnanasya (for Qruta-rdhasya-vijnanasya) 191, 7.

IVequent enough is the use of the 3rd pers. sing. pres. as substantive : caratih

762, 4; srijatih 707, 10; dhydyatih 1071, 11; tkshati-adi-gmvanam 109, 7;
karoti-artha381,4:; dhyayati-arthal07l,lQ; also in the genitive : sambhavater
630, 3; Spnoter 1132, 9; tarateh prdpnoti-arthah 834, 14 and even prapanca-
yishyater 99, 5, which is, however, retracted in the Quddhipatram.
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I. Literary Notes. 39

"of pre-eminent merits, held visible converse with Gods and
"[Rishis]. The Smi-iti also says [Yogasutra 2, 44]: "through

"study [is gained] union with the beloved godhead." And
"when it further teaches, that Yoga bestows as reward the

" mastery of nature, consisting [in the freedom from embodied
" being and its laws, and thereby] in the ability to become as

"small as an atom and the like [2, to become light, 3, to

" become large, 4, to reach everything, 5, to realise every wish,

" 6, to rule all being with one's will, 7, to possess creative power,

"8, to penetrate all, Oaudap, on Sdnkhyak. 23, Vedavyasa on

" Yogas. 3, 44] this is not to be rejected out of hand by a

"mere dictatorial sentence."

7. Analysis of the contents of the Brahmasfttra's with

^ankara's Commentary according to adhyaya, pada
and adhikaranam.

We conclude with an analysis of the contents of the

Brahmasutra's, which will be useful not only for our exposition

of the system, but also in the study of the original work.

The work (in which the number four everywhere plays an

important role, cf. Chap. VII, 2) falls, as we have it, into

four Adhyaya's (Lectures) of four Pada's (Feet or Quarters)

each, a division which calls to mind the four fourfold feet of

Brahman (Chand. 4, 5-8) and the sixteenfold Spirit (Pracjna 6,

cf. Chand. 6, 7, Qvet. 1, 4, Brih. 1, 5, 15). The numbers at

the beginning of the lines indicate the 555 Sutra's of the work,

their unions the Adhikaranas or chapters, of which, following

the appended Adhikaranamala, we count 192 (not with Cole-

brooke 191).

1,1-

Introduction: concerning Avidya and Vidya.

1. Preliminaries to the Vedanta.

2. That, from which the world has sprung, is Brahman.

3. Relation of Brahman to the Veda.

4. Relation of the Vedanta to the Mimansa.

5—H. The Principle of the world is conscious, not, as the Sdnkhi/a'a

teach, unconscious.

12—19. The anandamaya Taitt. 2, 5 is Brahman.

20—21. The antar Mitye Chand. 1, 6, 6 is Brahman.
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40 Introduction.

22. The dkaga Ohand. 1, 9, 1 is Brahman.

23. The prana Chand. 1, 11, 5 is Brahman.

24—27. The paro divo jyotis Chand. 3, 13, 7 ia Brahman.

28—31. The pram Kaush. 3, 2 is Brahman.

I, 2.

1—8. The manomaya pranagarlra Ohand. 3, 14, 2 is Brahman.

9—10. The attar Kath. 2, 25 is Brahman.

11—12. The guhdm pravishtau Kath. 3, 1 are Brahman and Jiva.

13—17. The antara Ohand. 4, 15, 1 is Brahman.

18—20. The antarydmin Brih. 3, 7, 3 is Brahman.

21—23. The adj-efyaw Mund. 1, 1, 6 is Brahman.

24—32. The dtman vaifvdnara Chand. 6, 11, 6 is Brahman.

1,3.

1—7. The dyatanam Mund. 2, 2, 5 is Brahman.
8—9. The bhuman Ohand. 7, 23 is Brahman.

10—12. The aksharam Brih. 3, 8, 8 is Brahman.

13. The object of om Pragna 5, 5 is Brahman.
14— 18. The dahara Chand. 8, 1, 1 is Brahman.

19—21. The samprasdda Chand. 8, 12, 3 refers to Brahman.

22—23. The na tatra suryo bhdti Mund. 2, 2, 10 refers to Brahman.

24—25. The angushtha-mdtra Kath. 4, 12 is Brahman.

26—33. Claim of the gods to the Vidya. Eternity of the Veda.

34—38. Exclusion of Qudra's from the Vidya.

39. The prdna Kath. 6, 2 is Brahman.

40. The jyotis Ohand. 8, 12, 3 is Brahman.

41. The dhdga Ohand. 8, 14 is Brahman.
42—43. The vijndnamaya Brih. 4, 3, 7 is Brahman.

1,4.

1—7. The avyaktam Kath. 3, 11 is not the Matter of the Sankhya's

(pradhdnam) but "the subtle Body" (sukshmam gartram).

8—10. The ajd Cvet. 4, 5 is not the Saflkhya Matter but Nature.

11—13. The panca panea-jandh Brih. 4, 4, 17 are not the 25 Principles

of the Sankhyas, but Breath, Eye, Ear, Food and Manas.
14—15. Consistency of the Vedanta. The Nonbeing, from which in Taitt.

2, 7 the world arose, is only relative.

16—18. The kartar Kaush. 4, 19 is Brahman.
19—22. The dtman Brih. 2, 4, 5 is Brahman.

23—27. Brahman is the causa efflciens and causa materialis of the world,
28. The refutation of the Sankhya Matter holds good also for the

atomists.
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I. Literary Notes. 41

II, 1.

1—2. Why the Safikhya'a do not mention Brahman.
3. This applied also to the Yoga.

4—11. Brahman is also the causa materialis of Nature. Objections of

reflection rebutted.

12. This rebuttal extended also to the atomists and others.

13. Subject (bhoktar) and Object (bhogyam) one in Brahman.
14—20. Identity of Cause and Effect, Brahman and World.
21—23. The Origin of Evil. The soul, although not the author of creation,

bears all the guilt for it. Illusory character of the Samsara.
24—25. Brahman -works without tools, although he is pure Spirit.

26—29. Brahman is transformed into the world, and yet remains whole
and undivided, as a dreamer, a magician makes forms and yet

remains one.

30—31. Brahman as Creator has many powers and yet remains without

difference.

82—33. Motive of creation : Brahman, self-sufficing, creates only for sport.

34—36. Brahman neither unjust nor cruel; inequality of creatures due to

themselves by their earlier forms of being. Beginninglessness

of the Samsara.

37. Recapitulation concerning Brahman as Creator.

II, 2.

1—10. Refutation of the Sdnkhya'B. Physico-theologioal proof.

11. An objection of the Vaigeshika's answered.

12—17. Refutation of the Vaiseshika''s. Impossibility of the atom.

18—27. Refutation of the Buddhists of realistic tendenct/; persistence of

subject and substance.

28—32. Refutation of the Buddhists of idealistic tendency ; the reality of

the outer world demonstrated.

33—36. Refutation of the Jaina'a; how great is the soul?

37—41. Refutation of the Pa^pata'a.

42—45. Refutation of the Fancar&tra's.

II, 3.

1—7. The alcaga was evolved. Not so Brahman. Cogito, ergo sum.

8. From the akdga, the vayu was evolved;

—

9. Brahman was not evolved; cosmological proof;

—

10. Prom the vdyu, the agni was evolved,

11. From the agni, the dpas,

12. From the dpas, the annam, that is, the earth.

13. Not the elements, but Brahman in them is the creating agent.

14. Reabsorbtion of the world in reverse order.

15. Evolution of the soul-organs: indriya's, manas, buddhi.

16. The individual soul was not evolved. Moral grounds.
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42 Introduction.

17. Counter-reasons weighed. Identity of the soul with the Brahman.

Only its upadhi'a are evolved and disappear.

18. The soul is conscious essentially (as the Sankhya's) not

accidentally (as the VaiQeshika's teach).

19—32. Relation of soul to body; it is not anu but vibhu.

33—39. Of the kartritvam (actorship) of the soul.

40. Its kartritvam is not svdbhdvikam, but upddhi-nimittam.

41—42. The soul is not free and is guided in acting by God {tgvara) ac-

cording to its former works.

43—53. The soul identical and not identical with Brahman. Illusory

character of all individual existence and its pains.

11,4.

1—4. The prdnas (organs of relation) also evolved from Brahman.
5—6. Eleven of them: 5 huddhi-indriya^s, 5 karma-indriya's, 1 manas.

7. On their extension in space.

8. The mukhya prana (organ of nutrition) also created.

9—12. Of its nature and five functions.

13. Of its extension in space.

14—16. Connection of the prdna'a with the soul. Collaboration of the gods.

17—19. Belation of the mukhya prdna to the other pranas.
20—22. Relation of the body and its organs to the elements.

Ill, 1.

1—7. Departure of the soul with its organs after death.

8—11. Why must it re-enter a new body?
12—21. Punishment of evildoers ; different destinies of the soul after death.

The four classes of (organic) beings.

22. Return through the dkaga and other stations. Relation to them
that of a guest.

23. Of the duration of the halts at these stations.

24—27. Animation of plants. Return of the soul through plants, food,

seed, womb to embodiment.

Ill, 2.

1—6. Of the nature of dream; difference from waking.
7—8. Nature of deep sleep; it is an entering into Brahman.

9. "Why is he who wakes identical with him who went to sleep?

10. The swoon; difference from deep sleep and death. Metaphysical
meaning of death.

11—21. Brahman is free from all differences, determinations and attributes.

22—30. Brahman is never object, because eternally subject (sdkshin).
31—37. Of certain figurative expressions used of Brahman.
38—41. The fruit of works comes from God, who takes account of former

works. On the apUrvam.
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I. Literary Notes. 43

III, 3.

1—4. There is unity of knowledge in the Sagund, Yidydh also. Consistency

of the Vedanta texts.

5. Union of the different Yijnana's therefore necessary.

6— 8. Of the differences in the prcina-samvada Chand, 1, 3, Brih. 1, 3.

9. Relation between om and udgitha Ohand. 1, 1, 1.

10. The parallel passages Brih. 6, 1, 14, Chand. B, 1, 13, Kaush. 2, 14

on the prana-samvMa to be combined.

11—13. Qualities of Brahman of general and those of occasional validity,

explained by Taitt. 2.

14—15. In Kath. 3, 10—11 no gradation of powers but only the pre-

eminence of Purusha is intended.

16—17. To Brahman applies Ait. 1, 1 [or Brih. 4, 3, 7—4, 25 and Chand.

6, 8-16].

18. Chand. 5, 2, Brih. 6, 1 vdsovijndnam, not dcamanam is recom-

manded.

19. The g&ndilya-vidya, of Qat. Br. 10, 6, 3 to be combined Brih. 5, 6.

20—22. But Brih. 5, 6 ahar and dham to be separated.

23. Also the vibhiiWs in the Ranayaniya-Khila's and Chand. 3, 14.

24. Also ih&pwusha-yayna of the Tandin's, Paingin's, and Taittiriyaka's.

25. Different opening passages of theUpanishad's, not part of the "Vidya.

26. Chand. 8, 13, Mund. 3, 1, 3 etc. to be completed by Kaush. 1, 4.

27—28. The shaking oB' of good and bad works at death.

29—30. The devaydna valid only in the sagund vidydh.

31. But in this universally. Of the difference of satyam (Brih. 6, 2, 15)

and tapas (Chand. 5, 10, 1) in the Pancdgni-vidyd.

32. Possibility of a new body in the case of one liberated, for the

purpose of a mission.—Direct certainly of liberation.

33. The passages (Brih. 3, 8, 8, Mund. 1, 1, 6), of dkslmram, mutu-

ally complementary.

34 The passages ritam pibantau (Kath. 3, 1) and dvd suparna (Mund.

3, 1) belong to each other.

3B—36. Also Brih. 3, 4 and 3, 5. Brahman free from (1) causality,—

(2) suffering.

37. Brahman and the worshipper separated for the purpose of

meditation.

38. Brih. 5, 4 and 5, 5 [not Brih. 5, 4, 5 and Ohand. 1, 6, 7] are

one Vidya.

39. Unity and difference of Ohand. 8, 1, 1. 6 and Brih. 4, 4, 22.

40—41. Ritual questions concerning the Vaievdnara-vidyd Chand. 5, 11-24.

42. Relation of conceptions like Ohand. 1, 1, 1 to works.

43. Brih. 1, 5, 21-23 and Ohand. 4, 3 adhydtmam and adhidaivam

are to be separated for purposes of adoration.

41 52. In the Agniraiasyam managcit etc. Qat. Br. 10, 5 belongs to

the Vidya.
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53— 54. Episode on the immortality of the soul.

55— 56. Conception connected with works like Chand. 1, 1, 1. 2, 2, 1.

Ait. ar. 2, 1, 2, 1. Qat Br. 10, 5, 4, 1 are valid not only for

their own Qakha, but, like the Mantra's etc. generally.

57. Chand. 6, 11-24 the samasta, not the vyasta is to be worshipped.

58. Passage where unity of dogma, difference of method.

59. For the last, choice, not union holds good.

60. Teachings referring to special wishes can be united.

61—66. For those mentioned 55—56 either union or choice.

Ill, 4.

1—17. The Upanishad teaching without works leads man to the goal.

Position of the sage to works.

18—20. DifiFerence between Jaimini and Badarayana about the. A^am<i!s.

21—22. Passages like Chand. 1, 1, 3. 1, 6, 1. Qatap. Br. 10, 1, 2, 2. Ait.

ar. 2, 1, 2, 1 are not mere stuti, but part of the upasaTiam.

23—24. Limited validily of the legends Brih. 4, 5, Kaush. 8, 1, Chand. 4, 1.

25. Resume of 1—17: knowledge without works leads to the goal.

26—27. Yajna, ddnam, tapas etc. as means to knowledge.

28—31. In mortal danger neglect of the laws as to food is lawful.

32—35. He who does not strive after knowledge, must also perform the

dgrama-karmmi, which only further, but do not produce,

knowledge.

36—39. Those who through want have no dcrama are also called to

knowledge.

40. Character indelebilis of the TJrddhvaretas vow.
41—42. How far is penance possible for a fallen Brdhmacarml

43. Exclusion of him after mahapataka's and upapdtaka's.

44—46. Whether the updsana'B belong to the i/ajamdna or the ritvij?

47—49. How far Brih. 3, 5, 1 are the Aframa'e to be understood?

50. "Idv [i:?] f^vTjoQe (b; xoi rcaiMa . .
."— "XdQe pi(nsa4."

51. Knowledge as fruit of this means follows here, where there is

no stronger aUndriyd gaktih, otherwise in the next life.

52. A "more" or "less," according to the different strength of the

sddhana's exists only in the sagund vidydh, not in the nirgund

lY, 1.

1-2. Tl)i& pratyaya of the dtman is to be practised, until Intuition
is reached.

3. Then follows identity of self and Brahman; for the awakened
there is no evil, no perception, no Veda.

4. "Thou shalt not make to thyself any image (pratilcamy."
5. In Chand. 3, 19, 1 ["adityo hrahma") brahman is predicated of

dditya.
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I. Literary Notes. 45

6. But Chand. 1, 3, 1 aMtyd is predicated of vdcfUha.
7—10. Updsanam is to be practised sitting, not lying or standing.

11. Place, time, direction are indifferent, only entire freedom from
disturbance necessary.

12. The updsana'B have as aim partly samyagdarQanam partly abhyud-

aya; the former are to be practised till the goal is reached,

the latter till death.

13. On attainment of knowledge, former sins are destroyed, further

- ?ins impossible. (The power of karman is paralysed;)

14. Destruction of good works also. "Why?
15. Persistence of the body, in spite of liberation, until the extinction

of works entered on. Potter's wheel; double moon.
16—17. Sacrifices etc. are not binding for the Brahmavid, though they

are for the Sagunavid.

18. Purifying effect of sacrifices etc. with, but also without knowledge.

19. After expiation of hartnan: Death and with it Kaivalyam.

IT, 2.

1—2. (Aparavidyd.) At death the indriya's enter manas,

3. the manas enters the prana,

4—6. the Prana enters the vijndnatman (jtva), this enters the elements.

7. Hence the Avidvdn goes to re-embodiment, the Tidvdn to im-

mortality: This amritatvam is dpekshikam.

8—11. Persistence of the " subtle body." Its nature described.

12—14. [Paravidyd.) For the Akamayamdna (Parabrahmavid) there is no

departure of the soul; he is already Brahman.

15. His prdna^s enter Brahman, the coarse becomes earth etc.

16. His dissolution is without residue, not, as otherwise, with a residue.

17. (Aparavidyd.) The Vidvdn (he who knows exoterically) goes out

through the 101^' channel (the others through others);

18—19. Thence by a sun ray, which, by day and night,

20—21. in summer and winter, ever exists. (Sdnkhya-Yoga differ.)

IV, 3.

1. Stations on the way: nddi,—racmi,—arcis,—
2. ahar,— apuryamdnapaksha,—ydn shad udan eti,—samvatsara,—

vdyu,—dditya,—
3. candra,—vidyut,—varunaloka,—indra,—prajdpati.

4—6. These are guides of the soul whose organs, as they are enveloped

do not act.

7—14. Terminus : Brahman, not the all-present param brahma, but the,

aparam, sagunam brahman, which as kdryam is transitory.

Kramamukti.

IB—16. But those who worship Brahman under a prattkam, have other

rewards.
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46 Introduction.

IT, 4
1—3. (Faravidyd.) Identity of the liberated soul with the soul bound

in ignorance, suffering, perishabieness.

4. Unio mystica.

5—7. (Aparavidyd.) Characteristics of the (imperfectly) liberated.

8—9. The "wishes" (Chand. 8, 2) of the liberated soul. Then freedom.

10—14. Does the liberated possess organs (manas etc.)?

15—16. His wonderful powers; animation of several bodies together.

17—22. His aigvaryam and its limits. Description oi Brahmaloka. After

he has there gained Samyagdarganam he also enters the ever-

lasting, perfect Nirvdnam.
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II. Aim of the Vedanta: The destruction of

an innate error.

1. The fundamental thought of the Vedanta and its

previous history; a glance at allied

theories in the west.

In the introduction which Qankara prefixes (p. 5-23) to his

Commentary on the Brahmasutra's, he introduces us at once
to the fundamental concept of the system, declaring all em-
pirical, physical knowledge to be ignorance (Avidyd), to which
he opposes the metaphysics of the Vedanta, as knowledge
(Vidya).—Before we approach this thought in detail, let us

call to mind certain truths suited to throw light on its philo-

sophic meaning, and thereby on the Vedanta system of which
they are the root.

The thought that the empirical view of nature is not able

to lead us to a final solution of the being of things, meets us

not only among the Indians but also in many forms in the

philosophy of the west. More closely examined this thought

is even the root of all metaphysics, so far as without it no

metaphysics can come into being or exist. For if empirical

or physical investigation were able to throw open to us the true

and innermost being of nature, we should only have to con-

tinue along this path in order to come at last to an under-

standing of all truth; the final result would be Phtsics (in

the broader sense, as the teaching of (piSai?, nature), and there

would be no ground or justification for Metaphysics. If, there-

fore, the metaphysicians of ancient and modern times, dis-

satisfied with empirical knowledge, went on to metaphysics,

this step is only to be explained by a more or less clear

consciousness that all empirical investigation and knowledge
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48 Introduction.

amounts in the end only to a great deception grounded in

the nature of our knowing faculties, to open our eyes to which

is the task of metaphysics.

Thrice, so far as we know, has this knowledge reached

conviction among mankind, and each time, as it appears, by

a different way, according to conditions of time, national

and individual character; once among the Indians, of which

we are to speak, again in Greek philosophy, through Parme-

nides, and the third time in the modern philosophy through

Kant.

"What drove the Eleatic sage to proceed beyond the world

as "to (JIT) ov" to the investigation of "the existent" seems to

have been the conception, brought into prominence by his

predecessor Xenophanes, of the Unity of Being, that is, the

unity of nature (by him called 6e6?), the consequence of which

Parmenides drew with unparalleled powers of abstraction,

turning his back on nature, and for that reason also cutting

off his return to nature.

To the same conviction came Kant by quite another way,

since with German patience and thoroughness he subjected

the cognitive faculties of mankind to a critical analysis, really

or nominally only to examine whether these faculties be really

the: fitting instruments for the investigation of transcendent

objects, whereby, however, he arrived at the astonishing dis-

covery that, amongst others, three essential elements of the

world, namely. Space, Time and Causality, are nothing but

three forms of perception adhering to the subject, or, if this

be expressed in terms of physiology, innate functions of the

brain; from this he concluded, with incontestable logic, that

the world as it is extended in space and time, and knit together

in all its phenomena, great and small, by the causal nexus, in

this form exists only for our intellect, and is conditioned by
the same; and that consequently the world reveals to us
"appearances" only, and not the being of "things, in them-
selves." What the latter are, he holds to be unknowable,
regarding only external experience as the source of knowledge,
so long as we are restricted to intellectual faculties like
ours.
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II. Aim of the Vedanta: the destruction of an innate error. 49

These methods of the Greek and German thinkers, admir-
able as they are, may seem external and cold, when we com-
pare them with the way in which the Indians, as we may
assume even in the present condition of research, reached the

same concepts. Their pre-eminence will be intelligible when
we consider that no people on earth took religion so seriously,

none toiled on the way to salvation as they did. Their reward
for this was to have got, if not the most scientific, yet the most
inward and immediate expression of the deepest secret of being.

How the development which led them to this goal is to

be conceived in detail, we cannot yet accurately determine;

it seems to us specially matter of question how the historical

relation between Brahman and Atman, the two chief con-

cepts on which Indian metaphysics grew, and which already

in the Upanishad's, so far as we see, are used throughout as

synonyms, is to be considered: whether the concept oi Atman
developed itself from that of Brahman through a mere sharpen-

ing of the subjective moment lying therein, or whether we have

rather to distinguish between two streams, the one, more
ecclesiastical, which raised Brahman to a principle; the other,

more philosophical, which did the same for Atman, until both,

closely connected in their nature, were led into a common
bed. Putting aside these questions for the present, let us

briefly, by a few selected examples, indicate the steps along

which the Indian genius probably raised itself to the conception

of the world, which we are then to set forth.

1. We have already pointed out how the Indians, setting

out from the worship of personified powers of nature, recog-

nised in that raising of the feeling above the consciousness of

individual existence which occurs in prayer, that is, in the

Brahman, the central force in all the forces of nature, the

shaping and supporting principle of all Gods and all worlds;

the word Brahman in the whole Eigveda never meaning any-

thing else than this lifting and spiritualising power of prayer.

(With the history of this concept may be compared that of

the Logos (AoYos) of the fourth Gospel, which rests on a

similar abstraction and hypostasis.) From the standpoint of

this apprehension of the Brahman as a cosmic potency inherent
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50 Introduction.

in the subject, the Taittinya-Brahmanam (2, 8, 9, 6) for example,

takes up a question put in the JRigveda (X, 81, 4) and answers

it as follows:

—

"Where was the tree and where the wood,

"From which the heaven and earth were shaped?

"Musing in mind seek that, ye wise,

"Whereon the bearer of them stood!" {Riffv. 10, 81, 4)

"The Brahman was the tree, the wood,

"From which the heavens and earth were shaped,

"Musing in mind, I say, ye wise,

"On Him the hearer of them stood!"

2. To this is joined the idea that Brahman is the inner-

most and noblest in all the phenomena of the world; it is, as

the Kathaka- Up. (5, 1—3) expresses it, changing and deepening

the sense of the verse Rigv. 4, 40, 5, the sun in the firmament

(hansdh gucishad), the God (vasu, the good) in the atmosphere,

the Hotar at the altar, the guest at the threshold of the

house, it dwells everywhere, is born everywhere,—but he only

is free from sorrow and sure of liberation, who honours it, the

unborn, unassailable spirit, in "the city with eleven doors"

(the body), wherein it dwells, with the powers of life round it,

—

"And in the middle sits a dwarf,

"Whom all the godlike Powers adore."

3. Here "in the lotus of the heart" the Brahman is now
nothing else than the Atman, that is, the soul, literally "the

self." "We select an example from Chandogya- Up. 3, 14:

"Verily this universe is Brahman; as Tajjaldn [in it be-
" coming, ceasing, breathing] it is to be adored in silence.

"Spirit is its material, life its body, light its form; its decree
"is truth, its self endlessness [literally aether]; all-working is

"He, all-wishing, all-smelling, all-tasting27 comprehending the
"All, silent, ungrieved:—this is my soul {atman) in the inmost
"heart, smaller than a grain of rice, or of barley, or of mus-
"tard-seed, or of millet, or a grain of millet's kernel;—this is

"my soul in the inmost heart, greater than the earth, greater

27 Otherwise Max MuUer and Oldenberg (Buddha i, p. 31); cf. how-
ever Brih. 4, 3, 24 and the o5Xo« 6p5, ouXo; hi voet, ouXoj U z' '.ixoiei
of Xenophanes.
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II. Aim of the Vedanta: the destruction of an innate error. 51

"than the atmosphere, greater than the heaven, greater than
"these worlds.—The all-working, all-wishing, all-smelling, all-

" tasting, embracing-the-All, silent, ungrieved, this is my soul

"in the inmost heart, this is Brahman, into him I shall enter

"on departing hence.—He to whom this happens, he, verily,

"doubts no more!—Thus spoke Qandilya, Qandilya."

4. The last-mentioned entering into the true Self after

death presupposes the consciousness of a diiference between

the empiric self, that is, the bodily personality, and the highest

Self (paramdtman)', which is the Soul, that is, God. This

difference is the subject of a lesson, which Prajapati gives to

Indra, Chdndogya- Up. 8, 7—12, and in which he leads him up

step by step to ever truer knowledge. To the question: "What
is the Self?" comes as the first answer: 1) "The Self is the

body, as it is reflected in the eye, in water, in a mirror."

To the objection, that then the Self is also affected by the

defect and dissolution of the body, follows the second ex-

planation: 2) "The Self is the soul, as it enjoys itself in

dream." To the objection that the dreaming soul, if it does

not suffer, still believes itself to suffer, it is replied: 3) "When
"he who has sunk to sleep has come altogether, fully, and

"wholly to rest, so that he beholds no dream,—that is the

"Self, the undying, the fearless, the Brahman." To the ob-

jection that in this condition consciousness ceases, and that

it is like entering into nothing, Prajipati at last answers:

4) "Mortal, verily, O Mighty one, is this body, possessed by
" death; it is the dwelling-place of that undying, bodiless Self.

"The embodied is possessed by pleasure and pain, for while

*'he is embodied, there can be no escaping of pleasure and

" pain. But pleasure and pain, do not touch the bodiless one.

—

"Bodiless is the wind;—clouds, lightning, thunder are bodiless.

"Now as these arise from the atmosphere [in which they are

"bound, like the soul in the body], enter into the highest light,

"and thereby appear in their own form, so also this full rest

"[that is, the Soul, in deep sleep] arises from this body, enters

"into the highest light and reaches its own form; that is the

"highest Spirit."—

In similar fashion the Taittiriya-Up. 2, 1—7 leads from the
4*
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52 Introduction.

bodily self, by stripping one covering after another off it, at

last to the true Self. It distinguishes: 1) the Self consisting

of food; in this, as in a case, is held 2) the Self of breath,

in this 3) the Self of manas, in this 4) the Self of know-

ledge, in this finally as innermost 5) the Self of bliss.

"Yerily, this is the Essence {rasa)-., he who reaches this

"essence, is filled with bliss; for who could breathe and who

"could live, if this bliss were not in space?—For he it is that

"causes bliss; for when one finds peace and support in this

"invisible, bodiless, unspeakable, unfathomable one, then has

"he entered into peace; but if he in this also [as in the four

"first] recognises a hollow, an "other," then he finds unrest;

"this is the unrest of him who thinks himself wise."

5. The Self, in this sense, is, according to Chdndogya-Up.

6, 2, 1 "the existent," "the One without a second," and, answer-

ing to this, Brihaddranyaka-Up. 2, 4, 5 refers and limits all

investigation to the Self: "The Self, verily, o Maitreyi, must

"be seen, heard, thought on, and investigated; he who sees,

"hears, thinks on, and investigates the Self, has understood

"all this world." "These worlds, these Gods, these beings, all

"these are what the Self is." It is the point of union (eM-

yanam) for all, as the ocean for the waters, the ear for sound,

the eye for forms, and so on; all outside it is as devoid of

being as the sound that goes out from a musical instrument;

he who has laid hold on the instrument has therewith also

laid hold on the sounds that spring from it (loc. cit, 2, 4, 6—11).
It is, according to Chdndogya-Up. 6, 1, 4, that from which all

the world has come into being, as a mere transformation of it:

he who knows this One, therewith knows all, "just as, oh dear
"one, by a lump of clay, all that is made of clay is known;
"the transformation is a matter of words, a mere name; in

"reality it is only clay!"—
6. In conformity with this, the Igd-Up. 1, 6 bids us "sink

the whole world in God," that is, in the Self:

"Who, seeking-, finds all being in the Self
"For him all error fades, all sorrow ends;"

and the Kathaka-Up. (4, 10-11) warns us not to admit a
multiplicity, anything different (ndnd) from the soul:
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II. Aim of the Vedanta: the destruction of an innate error. 53

"For what is here is there, and what is there is here;

"From death to death he hastes who here another knows!
"In spirit shall ye know, here is no manifold;

"From death to death is he ensnared who difference sees.''

7. It was a simple consequence of these conceptions when
the Yedanta declared the empirical concept which represents

to us a manifold existing outside the Self, a world of the

Object existing independently of the Subject, to be a glamour
(mdyd), an innate illusion (bhrama) resting on an illegitimate
transference (adhyasa), in virtue of which we transfer the

reality, which alone belongs to the subject, to the world of

the object, and, conversely, the characteristics of the objective

world, e. g., corporeality, to the subject, the Self, the Soul.

Concerning this, let us hear Qankara himself.

2. Analysis of Qankara's Introduction (p. 5-23).

"Object (vishaya) and Subject (vishayin)", he says at the

beginning of his work, "having as their province the presen-

"tation of the 'Thou' [the not I] and the 'I,' 28 are of a nature

"as opposed as darkness and light. If it is certain that the

" being of the one is incompatible with the being of the other,

"it follows so much the more that the qualities of the one

"also do not exist in the other. Hence it follows that the

"transfer (adhyasa) of the object, which has as its province

"the idea of the 'Thou,' and its qualities, to the pure spiri-

"tual subject, which has as its province the idea of the 'I,'

" and conversely, that the transfer of the subject and its

"qualities to the object, is logically false.—Yet in mankind

"this procedure resting on false knowledge (mithyd-jndna-

^^nimitta) of pairing together the true and untrue [that is,

"subjective and objective] is inborn (naisargika), so that they

28 Yushmad-asmat-pratyaya-gocara ; B a n e rj e a translates : "indicated by

the second and first personal pronouns," and so p. 1.5, 2 asmat-pratyaya-

vishayatvdt: "becawe it (the soul) is the object of the first personal pro-

noun," which, however, gives us no clear meaning, for only presentations,

not pronouns, have objects,—The soul is therefore subject {vishayin},

yet not (empiric) subject of knowledge as which the ahampratyayin

(that is, the manas, to distinguish from the ahamkartar) figures, to which

the soul again stands opposed as object {vishaya) ; ef. the passages in notes

29 and 30, and further in the course of the work (Chap. XXVII, 3).
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54 Introduction.

"transfer the being and qualities of the one to the other, not

"separating object and subject, although they are absolutely

"different (atyanta-vivikta) and so saying, for example: 'This

"am I,' 'That is mine.'" 29

However this transference be defined, (p. 12, 1— 14, 3) in

any case it comes to this, that qualities of one thing appear

in another, as when mother-of-pearl is taken for silver, or when

two moons are seen instead of one (p. 14, 3— 5). This erroneous

transference of the things and relations of the objective world

to the inner Soul, the Self in the strictest sense of the word,

is possible because the soul also is, in a certain sense, object,

namely, object of presentation to the "I," and, as our author

here affirms, in no sense something transcendent, lying beyond

the province of perception (paroksham). ^o

29 By this the objective, e. g., the body, is sometimes treated as subject,

sometimes as a quality of it. As explanation the following passage may
serve, p. 20, 8: "As one is accustomed, when it goes iU or well with his

"son or wife and the like, to say, 'it goes ill or well with me,' and thus

" transfers the qualities of outer things to the Self (soul, dtman) [cf. p. 689,

"3fF.], in just the same way he transfers the qualities of the body, when
"he says: 'I am fat, I am thin, I am white, 1 stand, I go, I leap,' and

"similarly the qualities of the sense organs when he says: 'I am dumb,
" impotent, deaf, one-eyed, blind, ' and similarly the qualities of the inner

" organ [antahkaranam= manas, cf. 2, 3, 32], desire, wish, doubt, resolution

" and the like ;—thus also he transfers the subject presenting the ' I

'

'^ [aham-pratyayin) to the inner soul, present solely as witness (sSkshin)

" of the personal tendencies, and conversely the witness of all, the inner

" soul, to the inner organ and the rest " [that is, to the sense organs, the

body and the objects of the outer world].

so P. 14, 5 : " Question : but how is it possible to transfer to the inner

"soul, which is no object, the qualities of objects? For everyone transfers

" [only] to one object standing before him another object: and of the

"inner soul thou maintainest that it is cut off from the idea of 'Thou'
"[not- 1] and is no object [I read with Govinda: avishayatvam]?—Answer:
"Not in every sense is it non-object; for it is the object of perception
"of the 'I'" [asmat-pratyaya-vishaya ; taken strictly and according to

p. 78, 6, cf. 73, 5. 672, 1, not the sdkshin, but only the kartar, that is,

the individual soul already endowed with objective qualities, is aham-
pratyaya-vishaya]; "and the [whole] assumption of an inner soul rests
" on this, that it is not transcendent (aparoksha). It is also not necessary
" that the object, to which we transfer another object, should stand before
"us; as, for instance, when] simple people transfer to space (&kS,ga},
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II. Aim of the Vedamta: the destruction of an innate error. 55

"This transference, thus made, the wise term ignorance
" (flvidya), and, in contradistinction to it, they call the accurate
"determination of the own nature of things" (^vastu-svarupam,

of the being-in-itself of things, as we should say) "knowledge
" (vidya). If this be so, it follows that that to which a [similar,

"false] transfer is thus made, is not in the slightest degree
"affected -by any want or excess caused thereby" (p. 16,

1-4).

The object of knowledge, the Soul, thus remains, as

made clear in these words, entirely unaltered, no matter

whether we rightly understand it, or not. From this we
must conclude that the ground of the erroneous empirical

concept is to be sought for solely in the knowing subject;

in this subject the avidya, as repeatedly (p. 10, 1. 21, 7.

807, 12) asserted, is innate (naisargika); its cause is a wrong
perception (it is mithyd-jmna-nimitta, p. 9, 3); its being is a

wrong conception (mithyd-pratyaya-rupa, p. 21, 7);—all these

expressions point to the fact that the final reason of the false

empirical concept is to be sought—where, however, the

Vedanta did not seek it—in the nature of our cognitive faculty.

An analysis of this, as Kant undertook it, would in fact give

the true scientific foundation of the Vedanta system; and it

is to be hoped that the Indians, whose orthodox dogmatics,

holding good still at the present day, we here set forth, will

accept the teachings of the "Critique of Pure Reason," when
it is brought to their knowledge, with grateful respect. '»

"which is not an object of perception, the dark colour of the ground,

"and the like. In just the same way is it possible to transfer to the

"inner soul what is not soul."

51 Also Kant's axiom that the transcendental ideality of the world does

not exclude its empiric reality, finds its full analogy in the concepts

of Qankara: cf. p. 448, 6: "All empiric action is true, so long as the

" knowledge of the soul is not reached, just as the actions in dream,

" before awaking occurs. As long in fact as the knowledge of unity with

" the true Self is not reached, one has not a consciousness of the unreality

"of the procedure connected with standards and objects of know-
" ledge and fruits of works, but every creature, under the designation of

"'I' and 'mine,' takes mere transformations for the Self and for charac-

"teristicB of the Self, and on the other hand leaves out of consideration

"their original Brahman -Selfhood; therefore before the consciousness
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On the soil of this natural Ignorance stands according to

Qankara, all human knowledge, with the exception of the

metaphysics of the Vedanta; thus, not only the empirical

thought, that is, thought by means of the sense-organs, of

common life, but also the whole ritual canon of the Veda, with

its things commanded and forbidden under promise of reward

and punishment in another world (p. 16, 4—17, 1).

The immediate ground on which both worldly and Vedic

actions must be referred to the sphere of Ignorance, lies in

this, that both are not free from the delusion (abhimdna) of

seeing the "I" in the body; for neither knowledge nor action

is possible unless one considers as belonging to the Self, 32

the sense-organs and the body bearing them, and the ritual

part of the Veda also cannot but transfer many circumstances

of the outer world erroneously to the Soul, ^s

A further ground for the inadequacy of all empirical

knowledge is, that it is only distinguished from that of ani-

mals in degree through higher evolution (vyutpatti), but is in

kind similar to it, so far as, like it, it is wholly subservient

"of identity witla Braiiman awakes, all worldly and Vedio actions are

"justified."

32 P. 17, 2: "But how is it possible that the means of knowledge,

" perception and the rest, and the [ritual] books of doctrine are limited to

"the province of Ignorance?—Answer: Because without the delusion that

"'I' and 'mine' consist in the body, sense-organs, and the like, no

"knower can exist, and consequently a use of the means of knowledge

"is not possible. For without calling in the aid of the sense-organs,

"there can be no perception, but the action of the sense-organs is not

"possible without a resting place [the body], and no action at all is

"possible without transferring the being of the Self (the Soul, atman)

"to the body, and without all this taking place no knowledge is possible

"for the soul, which is independent [reading asangasya] [of embodied
"existence]. But without action of knowing, no knowing is possible.

"Consequently, the means of knowledge, perception and the rest, as

" as well as the books of doctrine [in question] belong to the province
" of Ignorance."

33 P. 20, 5: "For when it is said, for example: 'Let the Brahman
"offer", the like ordinances rest on the fact of transferring the castes,

"Agrama's, ages of life and similar differences to the soul; this trans-
" ference is, as we have said, the assumption that something is where it

" is not.

"
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II. Aim of the Ved&nta: the destruction of an innate error. 57

to egoism, which impels us to seek for what is desired and
to avoid what is not desired; and it makes no difference here

whether these egoistic aims, as in the case of worldly actions,

reach their realisation already in this life, or, as in the case

of the works ordained hy the Vedas, only in a future existence,

thus presupposing a knowledge of it. Quite otherwise the

Vedanta, which, on the contrary, leaves the whole sphere of

desire behind, turns its back on all differences of position in

outer life (even if, as we shall see, not quite consistently),

and raises itself to the knowledge that the Soul is in reality

not the least involved in the circle of transmigration (samsdra). ^*

'< The interesting passage which gives us an insight into the Indian

idea of the difference between man and animals, reads in its entirety as

follows, (p. 18, 4ff.):—"For this reason also" [worldly and Vedic know-

ledge belongs to the province of Ignorance], "because [thereby] no
" difference is made between man and animals. For just as the animals,

" when, for instance, a sound strikes their ears, in case the perception of

" the sound is disagreeable to them, move away from it, and in case it is

"agreeable, move towards it,— as, when they see a man with an upraised

"stick before them, thinking: 'He will strike me,' they try to escape, and

"when they see one with a handful of fresh grass, approach him [one

sees that when the Indian speaks of an animal, he thinks of a cow,

somewhat as we think of a dog] : so men also whose knowledge is more
" developed (vyutpanna-cittah), when they perceive strong men of terrible

"aspect, with drawn swords in their hands, turn away from them, and

"turn towards the contrary.—Thus with reference to the means and

"objects of knowledge, the process in men and animals is alike. Of

"course in the case of animals perception, and the like, goes on without

"previous (!) judgment {viveka); but as can be seen by the resemblance,

"even in the case of [spiritually] developed {vyutpattimatdm) men, per-

" ception and the like for the time [of false knowledge] is the same; and if

"according to the spiritual canon the performance of works is permitted

" only to one who has gained insight (buddhi), and not to one who has not

"recognised the connection of the soul with the other world, yet for this

"permission it is not imperative that one [should have recognised] the truth

" concerning the soul freed from the Samsara, to be taught by the Vedanta,

"which leaves behind hunger and the other [desires], and turns away

" from the difference between Brahmans, warriors and the rest. For this

"truth is not implied in the injunction [of the work of sacrifice], but is

"rather in contradiction to it. And while the canon of ordinances is

"valid [only] for this degree of knowledge of the soul, it does not rise

" above the province of Ignorance.

"
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58 Introduction.

For all those laws of empirical knowledge and action are

valid for us only so long as we are influenced by the Ignorance,

resting on a false transference, which nature imposes on us,

of which it is said in conclusion (p. 21, 7): "Thus it stands

"with this heginningless, endless, innate transference, which

"in its essence is a false assumption, producing all the con-

« ditions of doing and enjoying [or suffering] and forming the

• "[natural] standpoint of all men. To remove this, the root

"of the evil, and to teach the knowledge of the unity of the

"soul,—this is the aim of all the texts of the Vedanta."35

This aim the Vedanta reaches by separating from the soul

(the Self, dtinan) everything that is not soul, not Self, and is

only transferred thereto falsely, thus, in a word, all Upddhi's,

or individualising determinations, clothed (upaJiitam 163, 9.

690, 5. 739, 7) in which the Brahman appears as individual soul.

Such Upadhi's are: 1) all things and relations of the outer

world (cf. note 29), 2) the body, consisting of the gross ele-

ments, 3) the Indriya's, that is the five sense-organs and five

organs of action of the body, represented as separate existences,

4) Manas, also called the inner organ (antahJcaranam), the

central organ for the sense-organs as well as for the organs

of action, in the first place closely approaching what we call

understanding, and in the latter almost synonymous with,

what we call conscious will, the unified principle of

conscious life, as 5) the Mukhya pram with its five offshoots,

is the unified principle of unconscious life, subserving nutrition.

—All this, of which more in our psychological part, meta-

physics cuts away, in order to retain the soul, that is, the

real Self or "I," which is present as spectator (sdkshin) of

all individual actions, but itself only apparently individualised

by the Upadhi's, is on the contrary in reality indentical with

the highest godhead, and, like this, is pure spiritual nature,

pure consciousness (caitanyam).

35 Cf. for the doctrine of the Avidya also the following passages:

p. 98, 8. 112, 3. 182, 12. 185, 12. 199, 5. 205, 10. 343, 4. 360, 2. 433, 13.

452, 2. 455, 4. 473, 17. 483, 6. 507, 1. 660, 10. 680, 12. 682, 3. 689, 1.

690, 5. 692, 14. 787, 13. 804, 1. 807, 11. 837, 2. 860, 15. 1056, 1. 1132, 10.

1133, 12. 1133, 15.
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II. Aim of the Vedanta: the destruction of an innate error. 59

And here we touch the fundamental want of the Vedanta
system, which, among other things, causes the absence of its

proper morality, however near this, in its purest form, lay to

its principle. 36 Rightly the Vedanta recognises, as the sole

source by which we may reach true knowledge, true

apprehension of being-in-itself, our own "I," but it wrongly halts

at the form in which it directly appeals to our consciousness,

as a knower, even after it has cut away the whole intellectual

apparatus, and ascribed it to the "not I," the world of

phenomena, just as it has also, very rightly, indicated as the

dwelling of the highest soul, not, as Descartes did, the head

(about which Brih. 2, 2 treats), but the heart.

Meanwhile, as we shall see, the spiritual (caitanyam) is, in

our system, a potency which lies at the root of all motion

and change in nature, which is therefore also ascribed, for

example, to plants, and means thus rather the capacity of

reaction to outer influences, a potency which, in its

highest development, reveals itself as human intellect, as

spirit.

36 The command "afctiz-fiaui tov hXtjoCov aou cbt oeauT6v" ["Love thy

neighbour as thyself"] is an immediate consequence of the fundamental

concept of the Vedanta, as the following verses of the Bhagavadgitd,

(13, 27-28) may show:—
"This highest Godhead hath his seat in every being,

"And liveth though they die; who seeth him, is seeing,

" And he who everywhere this highest God hath found,

" Will not wound self through self. ..."
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III. Who is called to tlie Study of the Vedanta?

1. The indispensable Condition.

The question, who is to be admitted to the saving teaching

of the Vedanta, and who is to be excluded from it, is discussed

in an episode of the first Adhyaya of the Brahmasutra's with

great fulness (p. 280—323), and the result is, that there are

called to knowledge, all those who are reborn (dvija) through

the Sacrament of th-e Upanayanam (the initiation by a teacher

with the solemn investiture with the sacred thread), therefore

if they fulfil this condition, all Brahmana's, Kshatriya's and

Yai^yas, and further also the gods and (departed) Rishis; that,

on the contrary, the Qudra's (belonging to the fourth, non-

Aryan, caste) are excluded from it.

Both the exclusion of the Qudra's and the inclusion of

the gods, give rise to long and interesting discussions.

2. Exclusion of the Qudra's.

At first sight it may appear strange considering the principle

of the Vedanta, that the Qudra's are shut out from the path

of salvation. Of course birth in a particular caste is not a

matter of chance, but the necessary consequence of conduct

and works in a former existence; but, as the Vedanta makes

no difference between the three higher castes, it should have

been a logical consequence of its views (first however drawn

by Buddhism), to admit the Qudra too; for he also has a

soul, he also is Brahman, and there is no conceivable reason

why he also should not become conscious of this, and thus

partake of the saving knowledge, especially as it is recog-

nised that he is in need of it (p. 315, 11. 317, 3), and further

the objector's argument of the Qudra's qualification for know-
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in. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 61

ledge (p. 315, 11) is not contested from a worldly point of
view (p. 317, 4), as also his right, admitted by the Smpti, to
participate in the hearing of the Itihdsa's and Puram's (the

epic and mythological poems) is not denied (p. 322, 14).

But the same accommodation to national prejudices which
determines the philosophers of the Vedanta to derive all their

knowledge, even by the most tortuous procedure from the

Veda, makes it also impossible for them to admit the Qudra;
for a condition precedent to the study of the Vedanta, is the
study of the Veda and a knowledge of its contents (p. 316,

9), for this again, the Vpanayanam (initiation by a teacher),

to which the Qudra cannot attain (p. 317, 2, 320, 6), as the

law (smriti) further forbids the reading aloud of the Veda,
even in the presence of a Qfidra (p. 322, 2. 6).

With this is connected the discussion of certain cases

occurring in the Veda itself, where a doctrine is apparently

imparted to a Qiidra, or man of doubtful caste.

The first is that of the Samvarga-vidyd, a theory (remind-

ing one of Anaximenes) of Vdyu (wind) and Frdna (breath)

as "samvargdh" (absorbers), on the one hand, of the elements,

on the other, of the life-organs, which Ch^nd. 4, 1—3 Raikva
imparts to Janagruti, even after he has previously called

him a Qudra."

3' The wording of this legend, which shows in very drastic fashion

that the knower of Brahman, be he ever so wretched, stands higher than

the richest and best who does not know it, is as follows (Chand. 4, 1-2):

"Janagruti, the grandson [of Janagruta] was a dispenser, giving

"much, cooking much. He had houses of rest built on all sides, that

"men from all parts might eat with him. Once geese [or flamingoes]

"flew past in the night. Then spoke one goose to the other: Ha there!

"dim-eyed, dim-eyed [seest thou not] the splendour of Janugruti the

"grandson is extended like the heaven; approach it not, burn not thyself.'

—

"To her the other said: 'Who is he of whom thou speakest, as though

"he were Eaikva with the car!'—'What is this— of Raikva with the

"car?'—'As [at dice] to him who has won with the krita [the highest]

" throw [or perhaps vijitdya from vij, cf. Rigv. I, 92, 10 vijah] the lower

"throws are also counted with it, so to him [Raikva] comes home all

"the good the creatures do; and he who knows what he knows, for him

"also is this true.'—This Janagruti the grandson over-heard. As soon

"as he rose, he spoke to his steward [who praised him in the way the
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62 IntroductioD.

On the other side, Qankara reminds us firstly that a single

case does not make a rule (p. 317, 9), and that what was

right in the case of the Sainvarga-vidya need not therefore

be transferred to all other things (p. 318, 1); but after this

both Sutram and scholion (315, 6. 318, 10) affirm that

"Qudra" in the foregoing case is not to be taken in its tra-

" Yaitdlika's v/ere afterwards wont to do]: 'Thou speakest [of me] as if

"I were Raikva with the car.'—'What is this—of Eaikva with the car?'

«—'As to him who has won with the krita throw, the lower throws are

" also counted, so to him comes home all the good the creatures do ; and

"he who knows what he knows, for him also is this true.'—Then went

"the steward forth to seek him. He came back and said 'I have not

"found him. '—He [Janagruti] spoke to him: 'Go seek him where a

" Brdhmana [in the full sense, as Brih. 3, 5, 1. 3, 8, 10] is to be sought

" [in solitude, in the forest, on a sandbank, in the river, in a remote

" place,— as the scholiast explains].'—There sat one under his car, scratch-

" ing his sores. To him he made obeisance saying :
' Art thou, venerable

"one, Raikva with the car?'—'I am verily he,' he answered.—The steward

"returned and said: 'I have found him.'—Then took Jana§ruti the grand-

"son six hundred cows, a golden necklace, and a waggon with mules,

"and went to him and said: 'Raikva! here are six hundred cows, here is a

" golden necklace, here is a waggon with mules, teach me, venerable one, the

"Godhead whom thou worshippest. '—To him answered the other: 'Ha, ha!

"for a trinket and a yoke, thou Qudra! keep them for thyself, with thy

" cows.'—Then took Janagruti the grandson again a thousand cows, a golden

" necklace, a waggon with mules and his daughter ; he took them, and went to

" him and said: 'Raikva ! here are a thousand cows, here is a golden necklace,

" here is a waggon with mules, here is a wife, here also is the village in which

"thou sittest;—teach me, venerable one!'—Then raised he her face [sunk

"in shame] and said: 'He has brought these [cows]; through this face

"alone, Qudra, thou wouldst have made me speak.'—Those are the

" [villages] called Raikvaparna, in the country of the Mahavrisha's, where

"he dwelt [at his invitation] and he spoke to him."
Then follows, in the mouth of Raikva, the Samvargavidya, which has,

however, not the slightest connection with the foregoing narrative, so

that one could substitute for it, quite as suitably, almost any other

extract from the Upanishad's. Also the systematising at the beginning,

the legend of Kapeya and Abhipratarin in the middle, with its Trishtubh
verses, and the promise "ya' evam veda" at the conclusion, go to show
that here, as so often in the Upanishad's, we have to do with two quite

independent passages, originally placed side by side only perhaps because
the krita throw occurs in both, carelessly united by a later editor, and in

later times (e. g. by Qaflkara, p. 1006, 7) expressly maintained to be
connected with each other.
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III. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 63

ditional sense (riidhartha) , but in its etymological sense

(avayavartha); namely because Janagruti from sorrow (gti-cd)

at the humiliating speech of the goose, had run (du-dra-va)

to Raikva, this B,ishi, who, through supernatural knowledge,

became aware of what happened, and wished to make this

evident, called him "fM-dm"(!). A subsequent (p. 319—320)
direct proof that Janagruti was a Kshatriya, must be termed

utterly inadequate, so far as it seeks by all kinds of quibbles

to make it probable that the Abhipratarin mentioned in the

Samvargavidya (Chand. 4, 3, 5) was a Kshatriya,—and there-

fore also Jana^ruti, because he is mentioned in the same

Vidya(!). It is more arguable, as Qankara insists in this

connection, that Janagruti must have been a Kshatriya because

he had a steward (kshattar) (p. 320, 2);—however this may
be, the whole zealously prosecuted investigation only proves

for us that, for the time of Qankara and also for that of

B§,darayana, it was by no means held to be self-evident that

a man of princely wealth and pomp like Janagruti, could

not have been a Qudra, which is interesting from the point

of view of the history of culture.

A further case is that of the boy Satyakama, to whom
his mother Jabala declares she cannot tell him from what

family (gotram) he comes, because in her youth she had had

to do with too many; with childlike naivete, Satyakama (whose

name, as M. Miiller fittingly observes, means <5iXaXTi67i?) repeats

this to the teacher who asks him concerning his family; the

teacher finds that only a Brahman can be so sincere, and

imparts the knowledge to him as such. '8

38 Chdndogi/a-Upanishad 4, 4: "Satyakama, the son of Jabala, said

"to his mother: 'Venerable one, I would enter as a Brahman student;

"tell me of what family I am.'—She said to him: 'This I know not, my
"boyj of what family thou art: in my youth I went about much as a

"maid; there I got thee; I myself know not of what family thou art;

"my name is Jabala, and thy name is Satyakama; so call thyself [instead

" of after the father] Satyakama, son of Jabala. '—Then went he to Hari-

"drumata the Gautama, and said: 'I would enter with thee, venerable

"one, aa Brahmacarin, deign to accept me, venerable one!' He said to

"him: 'Of what family art thou, dear one?'—He said: 'I know not, oh

"master, of what family I am. I asked my mother, and she answered
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64 Introduotion.

In this story Badarayana (p. 321, 6) and Qankara (p. 321, 6)

find a confirmation of the rule excluding the Qudra, because

Satyakama is admitted only " after it is decided that he can-

not be Qudra because he spoke the truth" (!
—satya-vaca-

nena Cudratva-abhdve nirddhdrite,)—hut we might rather con-

clude from it that in ancient times liberality was greater, and

that there was a disposition to let the question of Brahman-

hood by birth alone, where a Brahmanhood of heart and mind

existed. 3 9

However this may be, for our authors, the Qudra, so long

as he has not been raised on the path of transmigration to a

higher caste, ^^ remains entirely excluded from all share in the

teaching of salvation. On the other hand the boundary of

admission, which is so ungenerously narrowed below, is very

generously widened above, so that not only all men of the

three Aryan castes, but also the Gods, and the departed

Eishis, are called to the study of the saving BrahmavidyS,.

"me: 'in my youth I went about much as a maid; there I got thee; I

" myself know not of what family thou art ; my name is Jabala, and thy

"name is Satyakama;' so am I called Satyakama, the son of Jabala, oh

"master.'—He said to him: 'only a Brahman can speak so frankly; bring

"the fuel, dear one [that is necessary to the ceremony], I will take thee

" because thou hast not departed from the truth.'

"

In the continuation (Chand. 4, 5-9) Satyakama while he is keeping

cows, is first taught concerning the four four-fold feet of Brahman

(4 cardinal points, 4 parts of the world, 4 sources of light, 4 organs of

life), in order, by the bull, the fire, the goose and the diver, until he

also receives the teacher's doctrine which "brings furthest." In the

following section (Chand. 4, 10-15) Satyakama is in his turn teacher of

Upakosala, in whose case the supernatural teachings (like the miracles of

Blija in the case of Elisha) are repeated.

'9 Cf. for this especially the Upanishad translated in Anquetil Duper-
ron II, 372-377 under the name of " Tschhakli" (according to Stenzler's

view == Chagaleya) and Weber's analysis of it, Ind. Stud. IX, 42-46.
*i Chand. 5, 10, 7; Apastaniba-dharmasvitra 2, 5, 11, 10; Manu 10, 65.—

In our work this one hope for the Qudra so severily dismissed is, peculiarly

enough, nowhere directly proclaimed; implicitly it is contained in the

much used passage, Chand. 5, 10, 7, as also in the Smriti passage, Bhag.
G. 6, 45, quoted p. 1045, 7.
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III. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 65

3. Admission of the Gods; their role in the Vedanta
system.

One would err if one held the heing of the Gods {deva,

devatd) to be incompatible with the strict monistic teaching

of our system of the Brahman as the Lord (igvara) the omni-
present (sarvagata), the one without a second (ekam eva

adviUyam). On the contrary, they are as real as the rest of the

world: the phenomenal existence which the latter has, they

also have, and the Gods of the Indian popular creed (whose
retention was besides already necessitated by the recognition

of the Karma-kdnda and the Earma-mimdnsd cf. above p. [18ff.]),

are as little denied by the Vedanta as the Gods of Greece
were by Plato or Epicurus, even if, as in the latter case, they

play no particular r61e, and the ideas of them which are

occasionally found cannot very well be made to agree.

In general the Gods, at whose head as a rule, Indra is

mentioned,*' are, for our authors, still what they were in the

Eigveda, personifications of natural forces and natural pheno-

mena ; and an attempt to resolve them into the corresponding

natural elements *2 jg rejected in the following way (p. 309, 11):

*i Indra-adayah p. 281, 8. 9. 282, 5. 7. 287, 4, etc.—From quite

different ideas came the sporadically occurring Hiranyagarbha-ddaya^

tsvar&h, who at the disappearance of the world do not disappear like the

other Gods and beings, but, as it seems, only pass the time in sleep, and

at the new creation of the world, help the tgvara; p. 300, 3. 4. 9. 301, 1.

803, 9; cf. Hiranyagarbha as prathamaja p. 339, 3, as adhyaksha in the

lower world of Brahma p. 1121, 13; mahdn (Kath. 3, 11) as Sairanya-

garbhi buddhih p. 343, 3 ; sarva-karana-dtmani Eiranyagarbhe brahma-

loka-nivdsini p. 247, 6; samashti-vyashti-riXpena EavranyagarbJiena prdndt-

mand 724, 8; and the {rdja-)Vaivasvata-ddaya' tguardh p. 397, 8.

" (P. 307, 4). "To the disk of light dwelling in the heaven, which
" lightens the world, mightily wandering by day and night [and the other

"corresponding natural phenomena] apply the words which speak of Gods

"as Aditya [the sun-god] and the like, as the ordinary use of the word,

"as also the consistent sense of the passages shows; and it is not fitting

"to ascribe to the light-disk individuality (vigraha) with a heart etc.,

" spirituality and needs and the like, as it is clear that, like the earth etc.,

"they are without spirit {cetand). This holds good also for Agni [Fire

"and God of fire] and the others.''

5
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"The names of the Gods, like Aditya and so forth, even if

" they refer to light etc., compel us, according to the scriptures,

"to assume spiritual beings corresponding [to the elements]

"gifted with aigvaryam (ruling power); for they are thus

" used in the Mantra's and Brahraana's ; and the Gods have, in

"virtue of their aigvaryam, the power of remaining as the

"Self (dtman) of light etc., or, according to their pleasure, of

"taking this or that individuality (vigraha); for the scriptures

"say, in explaining the Subrahmanyd formula [ShadviiiQa-br.

"1, 1]: '0 ram of Medhdtithi,^—that is as ram he [Indra, as

"Qankara adds] once stole Medhdtithi, the scion of Kanva-^ and

as the Smfiti relates [Mahabh. 1, 4397), Aditya, as a man
"visited Kunti; also the earth etc. have, according to the

"scriptures, spiritual overseers, for it is said [Qatap. Br. 6, 1,

"3, 2. 4] 'the earth said''—'the waters said'; and, even if the

"natural elements, as the light in the sun, and so on, are

"without spirit, still they have, to judge by the part they play

"in the Mantra's and Brahmana's, God-like beings as their

" spiritual overseers."

As such "overseers" and "disposers," the Gods act especially

in the life -organs (p. 186, 6: devatd-atmd indriyasya adhi-

shthdtd, p. 728, 9: karandndm niyantrtshu devatdsu), in which

they entered according to Ait. 1, 2, 4, Agni as speech, Vdyu
as breath, Aditya as eye, and so on (p. 423, 14); for, though

the organs in themselves are capable (gakta) of doing their

own work, yet they do it only like a cart, which must be drawn
by an ox (p. 727, 1); however, the Gods do not therefore take

part in the enjoyment [and suffering] which in the body is the

lot only of the individual soul (p. 727, 13;—the Gods are only

bhoga-upakarana-bhuta, the soul alone is hhoktar, enjoyer,

p. 379, 4), for the soul alone is stained by good and bad,
affected by pleasure and pain (p. 728, 3), while the Gods are

free from all evil (p. 728, 6); as also at death they do not

wander forth with the life organs and the soul, but withdraw
their assisting power (p. 745, 8), partly in order to hold inter-

course on the moon with the (temporarily) blessed (p. 750, 5),

partly, to show the way through the different heavenly regions,

to the soul entering into the Brahman (p. 1117, 11).
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III. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 67

As for the rest, the Gods dwell in the highest region of

sovereignity (parasmin aigvarye pade p. 728, 4), but all their

aigvaryam is dependent on the Paramegvara (p. 217, 7), the

"highest lord," that is the Brahman: this is the Atman (the

(Self), as in everything else, so also in the Gods {Atma devanam
Chl,nd. 4, 3, 7); it is the Antarydmin (inner ruler), which,

according to Brih. 3, 7, inwardly rules all beings, all organs,

and so also all Gods without their being conscious of it them-

selves, being for that reason, in this sense, different from their

empirical self (devatdtman, p. 196, 6). The tgvara (Lord), as

the Brahman is called by preference in these exoteric dis-

cussions, is further the power that creates Gods, men and

beasts, being guided in doing so strictly by the merit and

demerit of the soul in a previous existence (p. 492, 12), and

in accordance with this, has destined animals to unending

suffering, men to a middle state, and the Gods to "unending

enjoyment" (p. 491, 6). But this "unending enjoyment," like

everything except the Brahman, comes at last to an end; the

immortality of the Gods is a relative one (dpekshikam p. 326, 4.

241, 14) and means only longevity (p. 193, 12); they are also

entangled in the Samsdra (the circle of transmigration), are mere

products (viJcdra p. 195, 13. 280, 3) doomed to transitoriness

and want; for, as the scripture (Brih. 3, 4, 2) says: "what-

ever is different from Him is subject to sorrow''

(p. 241, 15), and for this reason the Gods also are called

to the saving knowledge, as we shall now consider more

closely.

Eirst it is to be noted that the Gods are nowhere in the

scriptures excluded from the Brahmavidya (p. 281, 1). They have,

it is true, no part in the Upanayanam (initiation by a teacher),

but they do not require this; for the aim of this ceremony is

merely admission to the study of the Veda, which is of itself

revealed (svayam-pratibhdta) to the gods (p. 281, 3). Moreover,

there are even instances of gods and Eishis becoming Brahman

pupils, like Indra of Prajapati (Chand. 8, 7—12) and Bhrigu

of Varuna (Taitt. 3, 1). In the hearts of the Gods too (ac-

cording to Kath. 4, 12) dwells the Purusha (Brahman) "a

thumb's breadth in height," for the purpose of knowledge,

—

5*
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58 Introduction.

naturally in the case of the gods, we are to understand the

breadth of a God's thumb (p. 282, 1).

Moreover, the Gods are capable of liberation, because, ac-

cording to the witness of the Mantra's, Brahmana's, Itihisa's,

Purana's and popular belief, they possess individuality {vigrdha-

vattvam) (p. 280, 9), and need liberation, because their power

{vibhuti) belongs to the sphere of the changeable and is there-

fore transitory (p. 280, 7).

Now against these two assumptions very serious difficulties

are raised.

First objection: The asserted individuality of the gods,

says the opponent, is neither real nor possible. It is not

real, because, although the gods are present when sacrifices

are offered to them, they are not perceived (p. 282, 7), and it is

not possible, because individuality cannot be in several places

at the same time; but the gods can so, since Indra for instance

is often recipient of offerings in several places at the same

time (p. 282, 8).

To this it is to be rejoined: The gods are not seen at

sacrifices, because they have the power to make themselves

invisible (p. 284, 5), and they can be in several places at the

same time, because they are able to divide their being (dtman)

into different forms (p. 284, 4) ; for if even the Yogin, accord-

ing to the Smriti (Mahabharatam 12, 11062), can multiply his

body a thousand-fold, in order to enjoy the things of sense

in one form, and to undergo frightful penances in another

(p. 283, 9), how much more to the gods, who, according to one

Vedic passage (Brih. 3, 9, 1), are first counted as 303 and

3003, that is 3306, and then as only 33, with the explanation

that the greater number indicates only their powers (mdhi-

mdnas), as the 33 are again reduced to one only, since the

being of them all is Pram, the Life (that is, here, the Brahman)

(p. 283).

Second objection: If the gods are, like ourselves, indivi-

duals, they must also, like ourselves, be born and die^s; now

*' P. 285, 7 ; a quite correct deduction, which is also not contested

by Qankara, but is in another place expressly stated by him (p. B98, 11:
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III. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 69

the Veda is eternal (in the spirit of the Creator, who "breathed
it out" as the Vedanta affirms, p. 48, 6 after Brih. 2, 4, 10),

and the Veda speaks of the gods. How is this possible if the
gods are not also eternal (p, 285, 8)?

This objection forces the composer of the commentary, and,

perhaps, even the composer of the Sutra's (cf. 1, 3, 30), to a
Tery remarkable theory, which comes yery close to Plato's
doctrine of ideas; and, as we have no ground at all for

supposing that either side has borrowed from the other, this

bears witness to the fact, that there is something in the nature

of things, which tends towards Plato's teaching, to lead to

which the teaching of the Indian can be of use.

It is true, he says, the individual Gods are transitory, and
the word of the Veda, which speaks of them, is eternal; but

the words of the Veda, for instance the word " cow " occurring

in the Veda, does not refer to individuals (to any separate

cow), but to "the object of the words: cow etc," (gabda-artha

p. 286, 6), that is, to the species; and in just the same way
the word "Indra" means, not an individual, but a certain

position (sthdna-vigesha), something like the word "General;"

whoever occupies the position, bears the name (p. 287, 5).

Therefore we must make a distinguish between the in-

dividuals (vyaJcti, p. 286, 7, and also p. 464, 5, literally:

"manifestation"), which are transitory, and the species (dkriti,

that is "form," "shape," «ei8o?,") which are eternal; p. 286, 7:

"For though the individuals, as cows etc. originate, their

"species do not thereby originate; for in substances, qualities

"and activities originate the individual appearances (vyakti),

"not the forms of the species (akriti), and only with the species,

"not with the individuals are the words [of the Veda] connected,

"for with the latter, on account of the eternity [of the Veda],

padd hi loke it/attd-paricchinnam vastu ghata-adi, tad antavad drishtani)

with a profound feeling that what is limited in space must he so in

time also; of which the sole exception, perhaps is matter (that is) if

its quantity in space is limited, (which we do not know), which, however,

as such, is an abstraction without individual existence.—Among the

Greeks this thought was expressed byMelissos, ap. Simplio. in Aristot.

PAys. fol. 23b: oii Yap del elvai dvusxiv, o,ti (*?] nav ka-u
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"no connection can be admitted. Therefore, though the indivi-

'•duals originate, the species, in words like cow etc., are eternal

;

"therefore there is no contradiction; in just the same way there

"is no contradiction in the case of names [of the gods] like

"Vasu and the like, because the species of the gods are eternal,

"even when an origin is admitted for the individuals."

These eternal species of things, as they are stored up in

the Veda as the everlasting repository of all wisdom and

knowledge, are, however, for our author not mere forms (dJcriti,

sISos), but the conception of them, exactly as in Plato (Soph,

p. 247D. ff.) approaches that of the efficient powers (gakti,

Buvajii?), from which the universe, after its disappearance,

originates again and again; p. 303, 1: "This world in truth

"disappears, but in such fashion that the powers remain, and

"these powers are the root from which it comes forth anew;

"for otherwise we should have an effect without a cause. Now

"it cannot be assumed that the powers [from which the world

"comes forth anew] are different in kind [from those from which

"it formerly came forth]. Therefore it must be granted that,

"in spite of the constantly repeated interruption [of the course

"of the world], a necessary determination (niyatatvam) exists

"in the beginningless Samsara for the [newly] developing series

"of worlds, as the earth etc., for the series of groups of living

"beings, gods, animals and men, and for the different con-

"ditions of castes, A^rama's, duties and rewards, like the

"necessary determination in the correlation of the [five] sense-

"organs with the [five] elements: for in the case of these

"also, we cannot admit as possible a difference for each new

"creation, so that there might be a sixth sense-organ and

"element.''^ While therefore the process of the world in all

"world-periods (kalpa) is similar and makes it possible [in a

** P. 303, 7: shashtha-indriya-vishaya; in the same way, as an

example of impossibility p. 415, 1: shashthasya iva indriya-arthasi/a.—Oi

other scholastic examples, to indicate impossibility, there occur in our

work: bandhyd-putra (the son of the barren) p. 570, 12 and eaga-vishdmm
(hare's horn) p. 564, 1. 4. 8. 566, 7. Of. 332, 8: sa pr&gtm apt digam

prasthdpitah prattctm api digam pratishtheta (for "for him all things are

possible"); the same image as Xenoph. Memorab. 4, 2, 21.
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nr. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 71

"new creation] to be guided according to the process in the
"former world-period, therefore at every creation the differences

"of the same names and forms are present in the mind of the

"creators (^Qvaroih cf. n. 41), and in consequence of the likeness

"of names and forms it happens that, even if a return of the

"world by means of a collective evolution and a collective

"disappearance is maintained, yet the authority and so forth

"of the word of the Veda suffers no injury."

Thus the word of the Veda, with its whole complex of

ideas of the world and its relations, forms an eternal rule of

guidance for the Creator, outlasting every disappearance of

the world. The Creator "remembers," while he shapes the

world, the words of the Yeda (p. 297, 10), and thus the world

originates with its constant forms (niyata-dJcriti) as the gods

and the rest, from the word of the Veda (p. 298, 2). Natur-

ally this coming forth of the gods etc. from the Veda is not,

like the evolution from the Brahman, to be taken in the sense

of a causa inaterialis (updddna-kdranam), but it means only

" a coming forth of the individuals of things in conformity with

the use of the words of the scriptures" (gdbda-vyavahdra-yogya-

arfha-vydkti-nishpattih, p. 287, 9), which were there before the

world, not only according to the witness of scripture and

tradition (p. 288), but also because they are the necessary

pre-supposition of creation. Por if one wishes to make any-

thing, one must first call to mind the word that indicates it

(p. 289, 3), and thus also before the creation the Vedic words

were present in the spirit of the Creator, and, according to

them, he shaped all things (p. 289, 5).

But what are we to understand by "word" in this world-

creating sense (p. 289, 9)?—Perhaps we might answer: the

concepts corresponding to the words. But this answer

the Indian cannot give, because he never reached a conscious

separation of concept and perception. He answers in the first

place: By word he understands <5 j^ere the Sphota (the burst-

's Who? is not said. It is the opponent, but not Qankara, as OoweU

assumes in Colebr. M. E.» p. 373 n. 1; what Oowell quotes is only the

Purvapaksha, not the Siddhdnta, which Upavarsha afterwards maintains;

probably Qaflkara took the whole discussion from his commentary (cf. n. 17).
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ing forth, the sudden coming to consciousness of the idea on

hearing the letters of the word); and this conception leads to

a discussion which is not without interest, and which, as a

contribution to the Philosophy of Language, we here translate

as accurately as possible in the form of an episode.

4, Episode: on the vedantic philosophy of language

(translated from p. 289, 10—297, 7).

[The Opponent, who defends the Sphota, says:] "An origination

"of individuals, such as gods etc., from the eternal words [of the Veda]

"is not possible, on the assumption that the letters [of the word are the

"bearers of its meaning], for they as soon as they appear, pass away.

"Not only so but the letters which pass away as soon as they have

"appeared are continually apprehended differently according to their

"pronunciation. Thus it is possible, for example, to recognise a man with

"certainty, even without seeing him, when we hear him read aloud, by

"his voice, and to say 'Devadatta is reading,' or 'Yajnadatta is reading.'

"And this diversity of apprehension of the [same] letters is, how-

"ever, not based on error, because there is no apprehension which

"could refute it.—It cannot, therefore, be assumed at all that the

"meaning of a word is recognised [merely] from the letters. For [firstly]

"it cannot be assumed that each single letter in itself makes known the

" sense, because they are different from each other
;

[secondlT/] [the sense

"of the word] is also not [merely] a conception of the sense of the

" letters, because they succeed each other [so that the earlier have already

"passed away when the latter are pronounced]. It is perhaps [thirdfy]

"that the last letter, assisted by the impression [sarnskdra], which the

"perception of the preceding letters has produced, makes the sense known?
"—This also is impossible. Por [only] the word itself, presupposing
" the apprehension of the connection [of the letters], makes the meaning
"known, as in the case of smoke [whose vanishing and continually

"reproduced particles alone are not able to give the conception of smoke].

" Further, an apprehension of the ' last letter, assisted by the impression,

"which the perception of the preceding letters has produced,' is not

"possible, because the impressions are not [any longer] perceptible.—Is
" it then perhaps [fourthlt/] the last letter, assisted by the impressions [of

"the preceding] perceived in their after effect, which makes the sense

"known?—Not this, either; for the recalling also, as it is the after effect

"of the impressions, is again a series [of presentations in time,—which
"has already been discussed above, under the second head].—Therefore
"it only remains possible that the word [as a whole, that is, its sense] is

"a Sphota [an outbursting], which, after the percipient has received the
" seed of the impression through the apprehension of the single letters.
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ni. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 73

" and has brought it to ripeness by means of the apprehension of the last

"letter, flashes before him suddenly in its unity as a single conception.
"And this single conception is no reminiscence, referring back to the
"letters; for the letters are several, and cannot, therefore, be the object
" of the single conception. This [Sphota, the soul of the word, as we might
"say,] is [only] recognised again, [not produced], on the occasion of its

"pronunciation, and is therefore eternal [as well as a unity,] because the
"conception of the manifold refers only to the letters. Thus the word,
" [that is, its sense] in the form of the Sphota is eternal, and from it,

" as that which names, goes forth as that which is to be named, the world,

"consisting of deed, doer and fruits."

"In reply, the venerable Upavars ha" [an old Mimansa and Vedanta
" teacher, cf. above. Note 17, and Colebrooke Misc. Ess.' I, 332] "main-
" tains that only the letters are the word."

[Opponent:] "But I have said, however, that the letters, as soon

"they appear, pass away."

[Upavarsha:] "This it not so, because they are again recognised

"as the same."

[Opponent:] "That they are lecognised again, depends in their case

"on the fact that they resemble [the former], somewhat as in the case

"of hairs (cf. on Brih. 743, 2)."

[Upavarsha:] "0 no! For that it is a recognition [of the same,

"not merely of like], is not refuted by any other recognition."

[Opponent:] "Recognition is grounded on species (ahriti)." [When
I say a repeatedly, it is not the individual a, but the species a, which

recurs in different individuals.]

[Upavarsha:] "No; it is a recognition of individuals. Yes, if in

"speech other letters were continually apprehended, as in the case of

" other individuals, for example, cows, then recognition would be grounded

"on species; but this is not so; for only the individual letters are re-

" cognised again in speaking, and [if the same word, for example, 'cow,'

"is repeated,] then it is assumed that the word 'cow' has been spoken,

"twice, not two words 'cow' [once].

[Opponent:] "But the letters are still [as argued above] apprehended
" as different, according to the difference of pronunciation ; for when the

"reading aloud of Devadatta and Tajnadatta can be recognised by the

" tone, merely by hearing them, it results from the fact that a difference

"is apprehended." [Therefore the recognition of a letter must be that

of the species, not of the individual differing according to pronunciation.]

[Upavarsha:] "Without detriment to the exactness of the recognition

" in the case of the letters, letters may be pronounced [more] joined or

" [more] separated ; hence the different apprehension of the letters is
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" grounded on the difference of pronunciation, not in the nature of the

"letters. Further: he also, who transfers the difference to the individual

"letters [instead of the manner of pronunciation], must, if a recognition

"is to be possible, [first] settle species for the letters, and then assume,

"that these [species] are differently apprehended owing to foreign in-

" influences; and here it is preferable to assume, as simpler, that, in the

"case of the individual letters, the apprehension of the difference is con-

" ditioned by foreign influences, while, on the other hand, their recognition

"is conditioned by their own nature. For the assumption that there is

"a difference in the letters, is refuted precisely by the fact that a re-

" cognition of them takes place."

[Opponent:] "But how can it happen that the sound ga which is

"one, is at the same time different, when several pronounce it at the

" same time, and [likewise] when it is pronounced with the acute, grave,

"or circumflex accent, or without the nasal?"

[Upavarsha:] "But this difference of apprehension is not caused

"by the letters, but by the tone [dhvani)."

[Opponent:] "What is tone?"

[Upavarsha:] "That which reaches the ear, when one hears sounds

"from a distance, and does not perceive the difference of the syllables,

" and which prompts one sitting near to attribute his own differences of

"stupidity and sagacity to the letters [which he hears]. And from this

" [the tone] depend attached the differences of accentuation with the

" acute etc., and not the nature of the letters. But the letters are re-

" cognised just as they are pronounced [independently of the tone]. If

"this be assumed, then the perceptions of accentuation have a. basis,

"otherwise not; for, as regards the letters, they are only recognised

"again, and do not differ [in themselves]; therefore we should have to

"assume that the differences of accentuation lie in their connection and

"separation; but connection and separation are not perceptible, and we
" cannot take our stand on them, in order to arrive at an explanation

"of the difference of the letters ; consequently the perception of accen-

" tuation etc. would have no basis [without the assumption of tone].—We
"must not fall into that error either that, because the accentuation is

"different, the letters to be recognised are also different. For because

"one thing shews differences, another, which is not different does not

"need to shew them also; as, for example, one does not conclude that

"the species is different, because individuals differ among themselves.

"And as it is thus possible to recognise the sense from the letters, the

"hypothesis of the Sphota is unnecessary."

[Opponent:] "But the Sphota is no hypothesis, but an object of

"perception. For in the understanding (buddhi), after it has received
" [different] impressions through apprehension of the single letters, [the
" sense of the word] flashes out suddenly."
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III. Who is called to the study of the Vedanta? 75

[Upavarsha:] "This is not so: for this understanding [of the sense

"of the word] also refers to the letters. For after the apprehension of

"the separate letters [of the word 'cow,' for example,] has preceded in

"time, there follows this single concept (buddhi)—'cow,' whose object is

"the totality of the letters and nothing else."

[Opponent:] "How do you prove this?"

[Upavarsha:] "By the fact that with the concept which thus comes
" into being [cow], the letters C etc., and not the letters T etc., are connected

;

"for if the object of this concept were a Sphota, something different

"from the letters C etc., then the letters C etc., would have just as little

"to do with it as the letters T etc.; but this is not so; and therefore this

" simple concept [of the idea] is [not a Sphota, but] only a reminiscence

^'connected with the letters."

[Opponent:] "But how is it possible, that the different letters are

"the object of the simple concept?"

[Upavarsha:] "To this we answer: a thing which is not simple can

"also be the object of a simple concept, as is seen in examples like: series,

" forest, army, ten, hundred, thousand, and the like. For the understand-

"ing of the word 'cow' as a unity, since it is conditioned by the extract-

"ing of one sense from many letters, is a metaphorical one (aupacdriM),

"just as is the understanding of forest, army, and the like."

[Opponent:] "But if the mere letters, by entering, in their totality,

" into the sphere of a simple concept, formed the word, then no difference

" would be made between words like ja-r& (paramours) and rd-j& (king),

"ka-pi (ape), and pi-ka [cuckoo), for the letters are the same, yet in a

"different connection they give a different sense.''

[Upavarsha:] "To this we answer: even when all the letters are

"perceived, just as ants can only form our idea of a row, when they are

" in a row, so the letters can only form the concept of a word, when they

" keep their sequence [this is only an evasion of the opponent's objection]

"and there is no contradiction in the fact that, even when there is no

"difference in the letters, a difference in the words may be perceived in

"consequence of a different order of letters. Therefore since certain

"letters perceived in their order etc. are, according to the traditional

"usage of language, connected with a given meaning, apprehended

" [through them], though they are perceived in their own proper function

" as single letters, our unifying understanding becomes conscious of them

" simply as this or that, and they thereby convey this or that given sense.

" —Therefore the assumption that the letters [are the bearers of the sense]

"is the simpler, while the assumption of a Sphota leaves the sensible

"and hypostatises the supersensible, by which it is assumed that these

"given letters, perceived in order, reveal the Sphota and this Sphota

"reveals the sense; which is certainly complicated enough. Admitting
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" therefore that the letters, according as they are pronounced, are different

" in each case, it must yet undeniably be assumed, that as that on which

"recognition rests is an identity existing in the letters, and that in the

"case of the letters the deliberate design of communicating the sense is

"transmitted in this identity."

Author's note. The truth in this controversy probably lies between

the two extremes. The Opponent is right, in so far as philosophy cannot

dispense with the acceptance of ideas (for ideas are reasonably to be

understood by the Sphota), and Upavarsha is right, in so far as ideas

exist only so far as words exist (retained by memory). Moreover, the

relation between idea and word is certainly no mere external, conventional

one, but originally inner and organic; but why just these sounds express

just this idea, is a problem which philosophy, comparative philology and

physiology have hitherto worked at in vain, yet the solution of which

can and will never be abandoned by science.
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IV. Qualifications of those called to the study

of the Vedanta.

1. The Study of the Veda.
An indispensable condition of our science, the impossi-

bility of fulfilling which in the case of the Qftdra, as we saw,

(p. 58 ff.) excluded him from the saying doctrine, is the study of
the Veda, and this requirement, or at least the appearance
of it, seems to have been continually more exaggerated in

course of time. Thus it is said in Saddnanda's Veddntasdra,

a later compendium of the Vedanta, § 5: "He who is called

to the study must have regularly studied the Veda and the

VedS,ngas (that is, the six subsidiary sciences of the Veda:
phonetics, grammar, etymology, metre, ritual and astronomy,

as they are already enumerated Mund. 1, 1, 5) so, that he
may be able to understand the full sense of the Veda ex tem-

pore {dpdtatah)i"—a requirement which, considering the extent

of the Veda ^6 and the great difficulty of many Vedic texts,

in the strict sense of the word no one except Brahman can
have fulfilled, while men must have satisfied themselves, in the

case of each hymn for instance, with imprinting accurately on

their memories the metre, poet, deity and ritual purpose, and

at the same time, perhaps, also understanding something of

the sense. ^' Of such exaggerations we find no trace in Qan-

*6 There is no question of a limitation to one's own {okhOf (of. p. 979,

4 : samasta-veda-artha-vijnanavatah), and such a limitation would also not

include all the Upanishad texts presupposed by the Vedanta.

*' Cf. Colebrooke, Misc. Ess. i p. 20, and in Qaflkara's work (p. 301, 8)

the quotation from the Arsheya-lyrahmanam p. 3 :
" For whoever employs

a hymn for sacrifice or study without knowing the Kishi, Metre, God-

head, and ritual use of it, knocks against the trunk of a tree, or falls

into a pit."
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kara: he contents himself with simply indicating the study

of the Yeda and a knowledge of its contents as an indispens-

able condition (p. 24, 4. 316, 9); what he actually presupposes,

apart from the occasional quotations of other Vedic texts (cf.

p. 32), is hardly more than an accurate knowledge of the

eleven older, or, as we might almost say, of the genuine

Upanishad's (Aitareya and Kaushitaki; Chandogya and Kena;

Taittinya, KcLthdka, Qvetagvatara and Brihadaranyaka with

Iga; Mundaka and Pragna), with quotations from which he

everywhere deals very liberally; generally quoting only the

opening words with the "etc." which is unfortunately so

common in Indian texts, and which sometimes slips from him

even where there is nothing more to follow (cf. p. 269, 4),

and greatly injures the precision of treatment. As we cannot

in general assume in our readers such an acquaintance with

the Upanishad texts as the Indian could in his, we shall

interweave in our presentation an anthology embracing a series

of the most beautiful and important passages of the Upani-

shad's, even if we do not select them according to a standard

of our own, but in accordance with the texts of the scriptures

employed by Badarayana and Qankara.'is

*8 The most important part of what has already been done for the

Upanishad's, excepting editions of texts (by Roer, Weber, Cowell, Poley
and others) is as follows: Anquetil Duperron, Oupneh'hat, Argen-
torati 1801-1802, a Latin translation of 50 Upanishad's from the Persian
into which Sultan Daraschakoh, 1656 A.D., had had them translated,

contains: Vol. I, p. 15 Tschehandouk, 98 Brehdarang, 294 M<n, 375

Mandek, 395 Eischavasieh, 400 Sarb; Vol. II, p. 1 Narain, 5 Tadiw,

12 Athrbsar, 27 Sensnad, 85 Sarbsar, 68 Kok'henk, 94 Sataster, 128 Porsch,

152 Dehian band, 157 Maha oupnek'hat, 162 Atma pra boudeh, 165 Kioul,

171 Schat roudri, 197 Djoff sank'ha, 200 Djogtat, 204 Schiw Sanklap,
207 Abrat [afhrb) sah'ha, 213 Atma, 217 Brahm, badia, 221 Anbrat
bandeh, 229 Tidj bandeh, 232 Karbheh, 241 Djabal, 249 Maha narain,
266 Mandouk, 271 Pankl, 274 Tschehourka, 279 Pram hens, 286 Arank,
291 Kin, 299 Eiouni, 328 Anandbli, 338 Bharkbli, 346 Bark'heh soukt,

351 Djounka, 355 Mrat lankoul, 358 Anbratnad, 366 BaschU, 372 Tschhakli,
378 Tark, 380 Ark'U, 387 Pranou, 403 Schavank, 412 Nersing'heh atma;
for the corresponding Sanskrit names see below. A German translation
of this translation of a translation has appeared Dresden 1882.—Ram
Mohun Roy, Translation of several principal books, passages and texts
of the Veds, ed. II, London 1832 (contains Mundaka, Kena, K&thaka,
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IV. Qualifications of those called to the study of the Vedanta. 79

2. The four Requirements.

As further conditions for the study of the Vedanta, Qan-

kara mentions (p. 28, 3), in conformity with the Vedantasara,

the four requirements which we shall now consider more

closely.

Ifo).—Colebrooke, Misc. Ess. i I, p. 47-54 62-71. 76-79. 83-88. 91-98.

110-U3.—F. W. Windischmann, Sancara, Bonnae 1833, p. 49-186.—

The same in his father's "Philosophie im Portgange der Weltgeschichte,''

Bonn, 1832-34, p. 1388-90. 1448-49. 1540. 1585-91. 1595-98. 1613-23.

1655-60. 1673-76. 1689-1719. 1737-40.—Foley, XStAofco-Oupanichat (with

Mimddka) translated into French, Paris 1837.—Roer, the Taittiriya,

Aitareya, QveiAgvatara, Kena, Igd, Katha, Pragna, Mimddka and M&n-
dtikya Upanishads, translated, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1853.—The same, the

Brihadaranydka Up. transl. Calc. 1856.—Rajendralala Mitra, the

Chdndoffya-'Op., transl. Calc. 1862.—Cowell, the EaushttaU-hTa,hma.n&-

upanishad, ed. with an Engl. Transl., Calc. 1861.—The same, the Maitri

Up., Calc. 1870.—A. Weber, Analyse der in Anquetil Duperron's

Ubersetzung enthaltenen Upanishad, Ind. Stud. I, p. 247-302.

380-456. II, 1-111. 170-236 IX, 1-173, Berl. 1849. 1853. Leipz. 1865; the

only thorough treatment of the material existing up to the present (1883).

An index (wanting in the Ind. Stud.) is added here for more convenient

reference: Vol.1: p. 254 CMndogya, 273 Brihadaranyaka, 27S Maitrdymt,

279 Mmdaka, 298 1q&, 301 Sarvopanishatsara, 380 Mrayama, 381 Tadeva, 382

Aiharvafiras, 385 Sansandda, 387 Sarvasara (Aitareya-Up.), 392 Eaushttaki,

420 Qvetagvatara, 439 Pragna; Vol. II, p. 1 Dhydnavindu, 5 MaM, 8 Atma-

prahodha, 9 Eaivalya, 14 Qatarudriyam, 47 YogagiksM, 49 Yogatattva,

51 givasanikalpa, 63 Atharvagikhd, 56 Itma, 57 Brahmavidyd, 59 Amrita-

vindu, 62 Tejovindu, 65 Garbha, 71 Jdbdla, 78 Mahandrdyaiia, 100 Mdndukya,

170 Qakalyai^), 170 Eshurikd, 173 Paramahansa, 176 Anmika, 181 Eena,

195 Edthaka, 207 Anandavalli (=Taitt. 2), 230 Bhriguvalli (=Taitt. 3);

Vol. IX, p. 1 Purushasukta, 10 Chulikd, 21 Mrityiddngula (?), 23 Amri-

tandda, 38 Vdshkala, 42 Chdgaleya (?), 46 Tdraka, 48 Arsheya (?), 49 Pra-

nava, 52 Qaunaka (?), 53 Nrisinha.—The same, Die VaJras'Uci des Agvaghosha,

Berl. I860.—The same, Die Mmatdpantya Up., Berl. 1864.—The same,

Ind. Lit.s, p. 64-67. 77-81. 103. 106-109. 139-154. 170-190.-A. E. Gough,

The Philosophy of the Upanishads, Calcutta Review, CXXXI, 1878-1880.

—P. Regnaud, Materiaux pour servir k. la I'histoire de la philosophie

de I'Inde, Paris 1876-78; cf. Weber's Critique of the first part, Jenaer

Liter.-Z. 1878 Nr. 6, p. 81ff.—P. Max Muller, The Upanishads, trans-

lated, part. I, Oxford 1879 (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. 1); the first

volume includes the Introduction and Chdndogya, Eena, Aitareya,

Eaushitaki, Igd; the second (Vol. XV, 1884) contains Edthaka, Mundaka,

Taittiriya, Brihadaranyaka, Qvetagvatara, Pragna, Maitrdyana. For
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80 Introduction.

1) The first is "discerning between eternal and non-

eternal substance" (nitya-anitya-vastit-viveka) ; by eternal

substance Brahman is meant, and by non-eternal, every thing

else. As this discernment in the fuU sense of the word is

really the last result of our science, we are to understand by

it here, where it appears as condition precedent, only the

general metaphysical disposition in virtue of which one has a

consciousness of an unchanging being, in contrast with the

changeableness of all worldly things and relations; in this

sense the said condition of the Vedanta agrees exactly with

the question with which Plato begins his exposition of meta-

physics, and which also pre-supposes the consciousness of the

same difference: "xi to ov dcst, Y^vsaiv Se oux e}(ov, xal tI to

Yifvojievov [J.SV ad, ov 8e oSBetcots" (Tim. p. 27 D).

2) The requirement which Qankara, and (better, because

without arfha) Sadananda, mention in the second place, gives

us a high conception of the earnestness of Indian thought: it

is "Renunciation of the enjoyment of reward here

and in the other world" {iha-amutra-[artha-]phala-ihoga-

virdga). Only as far as we pursue philosophy without the

consciousness of following material aims at the same time, do

we pursue it worthily and rightly,—and he only can hope to

find an explanation of the highest questions of being who has

learned to raise himself above all hopes and longings of the

heart to pure objectivity of spirit.

3) There is more misgiving about the third requirement, as

' which Qankara gives "the attainment of the [six] means,

peace, restraint, etc." (gama-dama-adi-sddhana-sampad).

This is based on a passage in the Brih. Up., where, at the

end of a wonderful description of the Akdmayamdna, that is,

the man who already in this life, through the power of know-

ledge, has reached freedom from all desires, it is said in

conclusion (Brih. 4, 4, 23): "Therefore he who knows this is

"peaceful, restrained, resigned, patient and collected; only in

" the Self he sees the Self, he beholds all as the Self (the Soul,

further refa. cf. now my "Sechzig Up. des Veda iibersetzt mit Einleitungen

und Anmerkungen, Leipzig 1897."
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IV. Qualifications of those called to the study of the Vedanta. 81

^'dtman); evil vanquishes him not, he vanquishes evil; evil burns
"him not, he burns evil; free from passion and free from
"doubt, he becomes a Brahmana, he whose world is the
"Brahman." Fitting as all this is, when said of the saint
who has overcome the world, it is strange when the Vedan-
tists, relying on the passage, enumerate the possession of the
following six means as conditions precedent to knowledge:

—

1. Qama Tranquillity,

2. Dama Restraint,

3. Uparati Renunciation,

4. Titikshd Resignation,

5. Samadhi Concentration,

6. Qraddhd Belief.

The explanation of these conceptions by Qankara (on Brih.

loc. cit.), Govindananda and Sadananda, with numerous diver-

gencies in detail, amounts to this, that, under No. 4, they all

understand an apathy towards contraries like heat, cold, and
the rest, in the sense of the Stoics; under Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, on

the other hand, an inner concentration along with a full

withdrawal of the senses from the objects of the outer world.

Neither of these will fit the picture that we form of the true

philosopher to-day. In contrast to the Stoic sages (whose

model was certainly not Heraclitus, the real father of the

Stoic doctrine), we imagine the philosophic genius rather as

a profoundly excitable, nay, even passionate nature; and, in

spite of all concentration and meditation, we demand from

him, as from the empiric investigator, a full interest in the

visible world and its wonderful phenomena, only that he must

see them with other eyes than the empiric, in a word, to

use an expression of Plato's (Scholia in Ar. ed. Brand.,

p. 66 B 48), not only with the eye which sees the iniro?, but

also with that which sees the iTtnotT]?. And just as little will

the requirement demanded from the pupil under No. 6 com-

mend itself to us, since we have learnt from Descartes, that

the beginning of wisdom consists in this, de omnibus du-

hitare.

4) As fourth and last requirement for the study of the

Vedanta, Qankara and Sadananda name Mumukshutvam, "the
6
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82 Introduction.

longing for liberation." And rightly so. For he who enjoys

the day of life with childlike, Hellenic, cheerfulness, however

high a flight his genius may take in other respects, will only

touch in passing the last and highest problems of being, as did

the Greeks; to seize them fully and clearly requires a deep

feeling of the vanity and nothingness of all this life, and a cor-

responding longing to pass ^'from the non-existent to the existent,

'^from darkness to light, from death to immortality" (Erih. 1, 3,

28), a longing by which, as the passage quoted leads us to

believe, the Indians were inspired even in ancient times, and

which remained the true motive principle of their philosophy;

. so that, exceptions apart, the question of liberation forms the

corner-stone of all the philosophic systems of India.

3. Relation of the System to that of Justification by

Works.

The already enumerated requirements in the elect are,

according to Qankara, the only ones which are indispensable.

As soon as (anantaram) they are fulfilled, the " investigation of

the Brahman" can begin (p. 29, 4); and it is not necessary

that the "investigation of duty," that is, the study of the

Mimansa of Jaimini (cf. above p. 20), should precede it (p. 28,

4); on the contrary it, may just as well follow as go before

(p. 25, 1), since the contents and aim of the two systems are

independent; the investigation of duty demands observance, a,%

Qankara (p. 27) remarks; and refers to a future, dependent

on the action of men, and has, as its fruit, abhyudaya (going

upward, happiness, both transitory in heaven, and also earthly

in a future birth), but the investigation of the Brahman, on

the contrary, has as its fruit nihgreyasam (literally: quo nihil

melius, summum honum), that is, liberation; it refers to a

something which has always existed, not dependent on the

action of men; it does not command, like the other, but only

teaches, " as if, in teaching concerning any thing, it is brought

before the eyes" (p. 28, 1, cf. 818, 7); therefore all imperatives,

even if they are taken from the scriptures, are, when directed

to the knowledge of Brahman, as blunt as a knife with which
one would cut a stone (p. 76, 3); therefore also all the
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IV. Qualifications of those called to the study of the Vedanta. 83

commands of the scripture, that we should investigate the
Brahman, have only the meaning that they turn the thoughts
from their natural tendency towards outward things (p. 76, 6)

and the egoistic aims hound up with them (p. 76, 7), through
which the eternal goal of mankind is not reached (p, 76, 8),

and give them a direction towards the inner soul, in order

then to teach them about the existence of the soul (p. 77);

as also further, for him who knows the Brahman, all commands
and prohibitions cease to be in force: "for this is our ornament
and pride (alamkara), that after the knowledge of the soul as

the Brahman all obligation of action ceases, and all past

actions are annihilated" (p. 77, 7).

However freely, as is visible in these quotations, our science

raises itself above the whole legal system with which the

Brahmans had succeeded in fettering the spirit of the Indian

peoples, yet it hardly ventures at all to carry this into practice.

Only for him who has won the knowledge of the Brahman,

as we shall see further on more in detail, do all laws cease ^9;

but, as long as this point is not reached, the four Agramas,

or stages of practice in which, according to Brahmanical law,

the lite of each twice-born has to traverse the steps of

Brahman pupil, householder, hermit and beggar (above

p. 15 ff.), along with the works prescribed in them, remain in

force (p. 1008, 5): "For [only] full-grown knowledge requires

"nothing else for the perfecting of its fruit [liberation]; yet it

"certainly requires other things, in order that it may first

"grow. Why? Because of the passage of scripture which
" speaks of sacrifice and so forth. For thus says the scripture

"(Brih. 4, 4, 22): 'The Brahmans seek to know this [the

" 'highest spirit], by reading the Yeda, by sacrifice, by gifts,

" 'by penances, by fasts'; and this passage shows that sacrifice

"&c. are a means of knowledge; and, as it is therein said,

"'they seek to know,' therefore this limits them to being a

<9 p. 1007, 1 :
" For knowledge [alone] is the cause through which the

goal of man is reached; therefore, after this goal has been gained through

knowledge, the works of the Agramas, such as kindling the fires &c., are

not [further] to be observed."
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84 Introduction.

"means for the growth [of knowledge]." In the same way,

by the passages Ohilnd. 8, 5, 1^ Kath. 2, 15 and others it is

" shown that the works of the Agramas are a means of know-

ledge" (p. 1009, 4). Their difference from the means,

tranquillity &c., enumerated above, consists only in this, that

the latter continue even for those who have gained knowledge,

and thereby form the more immediate (pratydsanna) means,

while sacrifice &c. are to be considered as the external {vahya)

means, since they exist only for those who are striving after

knowledge (p. 1012, 4). These external means, sacrifices,

gifts, penances, fastings, are to be followed by every one with

the exception of those who have reached knowledge, whether

desiring liberation or not (p. 1017, 9); in the latter case the

obligation to fulfil them lasts the whole life, in the former,

for a time only (p. 1019, 2), since they are only helpful in

gaining knowledge, but, this once gained, become superfluous.

Por thus teaches scripture (p. 1008, 9. 1019, 4), it also shows,

how he who possesses the means of Brahma-scholarship &c.,

will not be overcome by affections (klega), such as love [and

hate] (p. 1021, 3). In what their collaboration towards know-

ledge further consists, is not more definitely determined;

according to p. 1044, 4, they are to collaborate towards the

knowledge which arises from the hearing of the scriptures,

by destroying the hindrances which may exist; these hindrances

consist in this, that other works of a former birth may come

to ripeness, whose fruit may be a hindrance to knowledge;

if the power of the stated means be the stronger, it overcomes

the other fruits of works, and knowledge is gained (p. 1043,

4); but if, on the other hand, the hindrances are stronger,

the pious practices, in virtue of the metaphysical power

{attndriya Qoldih) which dwells in them, as in all works

(p. 1044, 1), bring forth knowledge in the next birth, in which,

as was the case, for instance, with VcLmadeva (Ait. Up. 2, 5.

Bj-ih. 1, 4, 10), it may occasionally exist even from the mother's

womb (p. 1044, 10).

But how stands it with those who, on account of wretched
circumstances, lack of means and the like, cannot fulfil the

religious duties of the Agramas, and thus stand, as it were,
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IV. Qualifications of those called to the study of the Vedanta. 85

in the middle, 'o between the twice-born and the Qadras
(p. 1021, 8)? They also, thus declares the answer, as is seen,

for instance, in the case of Eaikva (cf. n. 37), are called to

knowledge (p. 1022, 1), although it is better to live in the
Aqramas (p. 1024, 2). Eor those whose condition is wretched,
we must admit that, either on the ground of ordinary human
actions, such as repetition of prayers, fasts, worship of the
gods (p. 1023, 1), or also in consequence of the works of the

Agramas performed [by them in a former birth, the grace
(anngraha) of knowledge is bestowed on them (p. 1023, 6).

And here we touch a very remarkable conception, concerning

which we shall try further on to reach perfect clearness, but
the material for which we shall introduce here, in order to

direct the reader's whole attention to it.

4. Liberation through "the Grace" of Knowledge.

How is the knowledge that leads to liberation, that is, the

recognition of the Brahman, produced in men? To begin with,

we must remember that it is not a question of gaining some-

thing which we did not possess ; to gain it is impossible, since

the Brahman is actually nothing else .than our own self

(p. 71, 7). But what have Lwe to do, in order to become
conscious of this? This is briefly answered by the passage,

p. 69, 7: "The knowledge of the Brahman is not dependent

"on the action of man, but on the contrary, just like the

"knowledge of a thing which is an object of perception and

"other [means of knowledge this also depends only on the

"object [that is, on the Brahman]." One must also not think

that the recognition of the Brahman is an effect of the action

of investigating (p. 69, 10), or of worshipping (p. 70, 3); and

even the scriptures are its source only so far as they destroy

Ignorance concerning the Brahman (p. 70, 7), just as they

have no further significance for the state of awakening (jpra-

bodha) (p. 1060, 11); nay (p. 70, 10), all investigation and

50 Antard 3, 4, 36, explained by Qankara as antarale; if we understand

the expression rightly, it means, what we were before (n. 13) not able

to conclude with certainty from Manu, that the J^fj-ojnas were obligatory

on all three Dvija castes.
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knowledge, so far as subject and object are thereby separated,

is a direct hindrance to the recognition of the Brahman, as

says the scripture (Kena-Up. 2, 11, recalling the Gospel

according to Matthew, XI, 25):

"Who doth not know, he knoweth it

"And he who knoweth it, doth not;

"Unknown it is to him who knoweth

"And known to him who doth not know."

Under these circumstances, according to the mode of ex-

pression of the exoteric, theological teaching, in which the

philosophy of our system is framed, 'i the birth of knowledge

and the liberation connected with it, appears as a grace of

God (literally: of the Lord igvara), as becomes clear from

the two passages which we here quote:

P. 682, 3: "For the individual soul, which is impotent, in

^'the condition of Ignorance, to distinguish [from the soul]

"the aggregate of the organs of activity [appearing as the

" body], and is blind through the darkness of Ignorance, from

"the highest soul, the overseer of the work, the onlooker

"dwelling in all being, the Lord who is the cause of spirit,

"from him, by his permission, comes the Samsara, consisting

"in the states of doing and enjoying (suffering), and through
"his grace, is caused knowledge, and, through this,

"liberation."

P. 786, 7: "Granted, that the soul and God are related

"as the part and the whole, yet it is evident that the soul

"and God are of different character. How stands it, then,

"with the identity of God and the soul? Does it exist, or

" does it not?—In truth it exists, but it is hidden; for Ignorance

"hides it. But, although it is hidden, yet, when a creature

'1 That in the conception of grace (as in general in the whole appre-

hension of Brahman as tgvara) we have to do only with an exoteric

personification, -which is not to he taken strictly, becomes also clear from
the fact that p. 1023, 9 the Samskardh (moral purifications) are likewise

spoken of personified, as anuffrahitaro vidyaydh. Of. on the teaching of grace,

besides the two above quoted chief passages, also p. 662, 1, where the

para dtman is spoken of as cahshm-ddi-anavagahya and jndna-praadda-
avagamya; to the teaching of creation refers the parameevara-anugraha
p. 300, 3. 301, 2. There are no further passages as far as we know, in

which the conception of grace occurs.
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rV. Qualifications of those called to the study of the Vedanta. 87

"thinks on and strives towards the highest God, just as the

"faculty of sight in one who has become blind, after the

" darkness is shaken off by the power of remedies, in him, in

"whom the grace of G-od perfects it, does it become mani-

"fest, but not naturally in any being whatsoever. Why?
"Because through him, through God as cause, the binding

"and loosing of the soul are accomplished, binding when it

"does not recognise the essence of God, and loosing, when it

"does. For thus says the scripture (Qvet. 1, 11):

"When God is known, all fetters fall away,

"All torments cease; birth is no more nor death;

"And he who knows him, when his body dies,

"Has for his lot blest freedom and release."
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V. Source of the Vedanta.

1. Greneral Remarks on the Indian Pram§,nas

or Canons of Knowledge.

What are the sources from which we draw our knowledge?

This question, of which every philosophy has to give an ac-

count, meets us in the Indian systems largely in the form of

a consideration of the Framanas, literally, "measures" or

"canons," of our knowledge; in which, therefore, not the con-

cept of a source from which we draw is the basis, hut on the

contrary that of a means of control, by which we are to

measure the knowledge already existing in us, and test its

correctness, a concept which is explained by the fact that

Indian philosophy did not start, as far the most part the

Grecian did, from an investigation, free of assumptions, into

"the existent," but rather, like modern philosophy, from the

critical analysis and testing of a complex of knowledge handed

down (through the Veda)*2. As such Framanas, or canons of

knowledge, the systems, as a rule, enumerate: 1) Pratydksham, also

called drishtam, the sensuously perceptible, as it is known

to us by direct perception; 2) Anumdnam "the measuring after

something," inference, by which that part of "the existent"

which does not fall within direct perception,^^ becomes acces-

62 An essential difference consists in modern philosophy in its fun-

damental character, even up to to-day, being a toilsome struggle and

gradual shaking off of the fetters of medieeval scholasticism,—while the

Indian philosophy through all time has been the better, the more closely

it has adhered to the basis laid down in the Yedic Upanishads. But in

truth this basis is also of an eminently philosophical character.

" By this is explained the fundamental proposition of the theory of

knowledge, that where Fratyaksham exists, there is no Anumdnam p. 657, 9:

jprati/akshatvdd anumana-apravritteh.
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V. Source of the Vedanta. 89

sible; we know of it only because the perceptible points to

something else, not perceptible, with which it is connected.
This connection can be threefold, according as the element to

be inferred is either the cause |of the element perceived, or its

effect, or as, thirdly, the two stand in a relation which does
not fall under the conception of causality, for example, in that

of analogy.

These two spheres of knowledge, the perceived and the

inferred, embrace naturally the whole complex of "the existent."

The position of the Carvakas (materialists) who will only

allow validity to the first is crude but correspondingly little ob-

jection can be raised, when the Vaigeshikas and Bauddhas
(Buddhists) will not go further than these two pramanas. For
it is very strange that the Sankhyas and others add to these

also 3) Aptavacanam, that is "right communication," which
then, again, according as it is understood, means secular or

religious tradition. For the former goes back again to Praty-
aJcsham and Anumdnam and the latter is, in philosophy, no
legal component, and is one of the means by which the San-

khyas and others, with all their heresy, were yet able to keep

up an appearance of orthodoxy. Through further splitting up
of Anumdnam, not to the advantage of clearness, the adherents

of the Nyaya reached four, the Mimansakas of the school of

Jaimini six, and others even nine Prama^as (cf. Colebr. Misc.

Uss. 1 p. 240, 266, 303-304, 330, 403).

2. Insufficiency of the secular Canons of Knowledge.

Like the Furva-mimdnsd, the Veddnia also accepts six

canons of knowledge, according to Colebrooke (loc. cit. p. 330),

who appeals for support to the (modern) Veddntaparibhdshd.

As far as our Vedanta-siltras are concerned, there is, neither

in the text nor in the Commentary, any discussion of the Pra-

m§.^as at all; on the contrary they are everywhere presupposed

as well known, and set aside as inadmissible for the meta-

physics of the Vedanta, 5*—and in reality a fundamental ac-

'4 p. 49, 2 : "Only from the canon of scripture as means of knowledge
" is the Brahman known as the cause of the coming into heing and

"[existence and passing away] of the world;" p. 488, 1: "only through
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count of the fact that metaphysics attains its contents only

through a right use of the natural means of knowledge, is very

difficult, and presupposes a greater ripeness of thought than

we find, in the Vedanta, which helps itself out of the difficulty

by the short cut of substituting a theological for the philo-

sophical means of knowledge, as we shall now further show.

As for Badarayana, he expresses his rejection of the secular

means of knowledge, Pratyaksham and Anumdnam with the

drastic brevity which characterises him, in this, as we have

already remarked (above p. 23), that he uses the two words to

indicate something altogether different, namely the Qruti and

Smriti; thus in the Sutras 1, 3, 28. 3, 2, 24. 4, 4, 20 (supposing,

"naturally, that Qankara has explained them correctly). The

^ruti, therefore, the holy scriptures, in the narrower sense the

Brahmapas and Upanishads, but also the Mantras presupposed

by them, that is, hymns and formulas, ^^ are for Badarayana

the Pratyaksham ; the revealed is for him self-evident, needing

no further authority. It is otherwise with the Smriti,^^ under

which name Qankara quotes testimonies from the Sankhya and

Yoga systems, from the law-book of Manu, from the Maha-

bharatam and Puranas, as also from the Vedic Sutra literature.

For while the Veda, like the sun, which has its own light,

possesses unconditional authority {nirapeksham prdmdnyam

p. 414, 6), the Smriti is called Anumanam because, as Qan-

kara, p. 287, 11, explains, for its support another basis of

authority {prdmdnyam) is necessary. As, namely, the secular

"the scripture can one plunge into this deepest, highest Brahman; one

" cannot plunge into Him by reflection." Of passages where the Pramanas

are mentioned, we have noted, besides these the following: the jjrajnareoni,

pratyaksha-adini are avidyavad-vishayani (p. 17, 13); they are frail (p. 448, 1)

;

are common to us and animals (p. 19, 6): pratyaksham is rupa-ddi, anuma-

nam &c. is linga-adi (p. 426, 8. 438, 1) ; of different character is anuhhavat

permissible, according to 42, 4, in the investigation of Brahman, of. 419, 2

anubhava-avasdnam brahma-vijndnam; the monstrosity of an absolute

perception (subject without object) occurs on p. 671, 2; of. 96, 5.

55 Thus, for example, passages of the i^igveda-Samhita are quoted as

§ruti p. 208, 13. 212, 1. 304, 4; on the contrary the mantra is opposed to

the QTuti, p. 308, 4.

55 As also with the Acara (above p. 24) ; cf. p., 990, 1 : smriti-acard-

bhydm, na (ruteh.
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V. Source of the Vedanta. 91

Anumdnam rests on the Fratyaksham, and only has the force

of proof so long as it is rightly inferred therefrom, the Smriti

also is only so far valid as an authority, as it confirms the

^ruti by its testimony, and completes it by right inference.

Therefore it is frequently quoted in confirmation, but not

seldom also rejected; as for instance 4, 2, 21, in reference

to the departure of the soul, the ideas of the Smriti (Bhaga-

vadgita 8, 23) are only so far rejected as they are in con-

iradiction to the Qruti (p. 1109, 5). For the rest Badarayana
declares himself, 2, 1, 11, as opposed in principle to any

possibility of basing the metaphysical verities on reflection

(tarka), which is commented on by Qankara as follows (p. 435,

11):—"And, therefore, mere reflection (kevalas tarkah) must

not be quoted in opposition in a matter which is to be known
by [sacred] tradition {dgama); for reflections which, without

[sacred] tradition, rest only on the speculation (utprekshd) of

men, are untenable, since this speculation is unbridled. For
instance the reflections thought out by some experts after

great trouble are recognized by others, still more expert, as

{merely] apparent, and those of the latter in the same way by

others. Therefore one cannot rely on it, that reflections have

stability, because the opinions of men vary. But [it may be

objected], when there is a man of recognised greatness, a

Kapila or another, who has made a reflection, one could at

least rely on it as well-founded. Even here a sound foun-

dation is lacking, since even the recognised pioneers (tirtha-

kara) such as Kapila, Kanada and the like, openly contradict

each other." To this the opponent objects: "Yet one can,

perhaps, come to a well-founded reflection, in reflecting in a

different way, for that there can be no well-founded reflection

at all is in itself a law based on reflection alone (p. 436, 7)

;

and because one reflection is false, the other need not also be

false; the opinion that all reflection is unreliable, would make

an end of all worldly action resting thereon (p. 436, 10)."

Eeflection, he says, might have in view the consideration of

the words of scripture, in order to reach in this way the full

truth (p. 437, 1); even Manu (12,105) recommends, besides

the tradition of scripture, perception and inference; and the
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92 Introduction.

excellence of reflection is precisely this, that, unbound by

previous reflections, in case they are untenable, other reflec-

tions may be made (p. 437, 7). To this Qahkara replies

(p. 437, 10): "Even though it appear that in many provinces

reflection is well-founded, yet, in the province here spoken of,

reflection cannot be freed from the reproach of baselessness;

for it is impossible to know at all this extremely profound

essence of being Qihava-yathatmyam), without the [sacred]

tradition, connected with liberation; for this subject does not

fall within the province of perception (pratyaksham), because

it is without form and the like, and therefore also not within

the province of inference (anumdnam) and the other [Pramarias],

because it has no characteristics [lingam] and the like." Here,

as our author further develops the question, where the full

truth and the liberation which results from it—as all admit—

are being considered, the subject of knowledge must be iden-

tical, and the knowledge of it uncontradictable. But reflections

do not fulfil these conditions, because they contradict each

other, and what the one maintains, another overthrows, and

what the latter puts in its place, yet another overthrows

(p. 438, 9). Besides, the Sankhya system is not in any way

recognised by everyone as the highest, and in any case it is

impossible to bring together all the thinkers of all lands and

times, to establish firmly the final truth of reflection among

them. But, on the other hand, the Veda, as a source of

knowledge, is eternal; its subject stands fast; the full know-

ledge of it formed therefrom cannot be turned aside by all

the reflectors of the past, present and future (p. 439, 5). By
this the full validity of the Upanishad teaching is proved, and

by this it is established, "in virtue of the [sacred] tradition

and the reflection which follows it" that (which was to be

proved) the spiritual Brahman is at once the causa effidens

and the causa materialis of the world (p. 439, 7).

Qafikara expresses himself even more strongly in discussing

the same point in another place. To the objection that the

Brahman can only be causa effidens and not also materialis,

because experience (loka) shows that only a causa effkiens, as

for instance, the potter, can be endowed with knowledge, he
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V. Source of the Vedanta. 93

answers (p. 403, 7): "It is not necessary that it should be
here the same as in experience; for this subject [Brahman]

is not known by inference {anumanam), but only by reve-

lation (gahda), and it is therefore [only] necessary here that

[which is to be proved] it should be in accordance with reve-

lation, and this shows that the knowing tgvara (Lord) is the

caiisa materialis [of the world]" (cf. p. 1144, 13).

In these circumstances it i^ possible occasionally to make
such statements about the Brahman as would be, according to

worldly standards, absolutely contradictory; for example, that

the Brahman does not wholly enter into the phenomenal world,

and yet is without parts: (p. 481, 13) "in the scripture the

Brahman is rooted ; in the scripture it has its ground of know-

ledge, not in sense-perception and the like; therefore it must

be taken as scripture gives it; and scripture teaches of the

Brahman both that it is not wholly [used up in forming the

world of appearances], and that it is yet without parts. Nay,

even in the case of worldly things, such as amulets, spells,

drugs and the like, it happens that, in virtue of difference of

place, time, and cause, they manifest powers with various con-

tradictory effects, and even these cannot be known by mere

reflection without instruction, nor can it be determined, what

powers, with what accompaniments, referring to what, for what

available, a given thing may have,—how can it then be possible

to know the nature of the Brahman, with its unthinkable per-

fections of might, without the scripture?"

This advantage, however, of being allowed occasionally to

ignore experience, holds good only in the case of the Vedanta

teacher, but not of his opponent (p. 595, 8): "The follower of

the Brahman investigates the being of the cause [of the world]

and the like, relying on the [sacred] tradition, and it is not

unconditionally necessary for him to accept every thing in ac-

cordance with perception (na avagyam tasya yathd-drishtam eva

sarvam abhyupecgantavyam); but the opponent, who investigates

the being of the cause [of the world] and the like, relying on

the examples of experience (drishtdnta), must accept everything

according to experience,—that is the difference."
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94' Introduction.

3. The Revelation of the Veda.

To mitigate the severity of these declarations, we must call

to mind the details given in Chap. 11, 2 (reading especially

the passage in n. 32, above p. 56), according to which all

empirical means of knowledge, and all the world produced

by them, belong to the realm of Avidyd, as also, on the other

handj that in the Veda, especially in the Upanishads, there

are philosophic conceptions wtich have their like neither in

India, nor, perhaps, anywhere else in the world. Therefore

we can well understand our author's view that the Veda is of

superhuman oirigin (apaurusheya p. 170, 2); that it is infallible

(p. 618, 1); that, as we saw above p. 69 ff., the Gods are created,

but the Veda, on the contrary, is ever-present in the spirit of

the creator of the world, as the timeless rule of being; that

it was "out-breathed" by him*', concerning which the two

chief passages are (p. 47, 2): "The great canon of scripture

beginning with the Rigveda, which, enforced by many branches

of knowledge, lights all things like a lamp, and in a certain

measure is omniscient, has the Brahman as its origin and

cause. For such a canon as the Rigveda and the rest, which

is endowed with the quality of omniscience, can come from

none but an omniscient source." And further (p. 48, 4): "The

great being which, according to the scripture [Brih. 2, 4, 10]

brought forth unwearying in sport, like the outbreathing of a

man, the Rigveda and the rest, as a mine of all knowledge,

which is the basis of the division into Gods, animals, men,

castes, Agramas and the like, this being must possess an

unsurpassable omniscience and omnipotence."

As the Brahman itself is free from all differences, so also

is the knowledge of the Brahman, as we gain it from the

67 We have thus in India, as analogy of our Inspiration, an Ex-

piration, through which the Vedio texts were revealed to their composers,

who are therefore called JJisAis; the Mantras and Brahmanas "appear"'

(pratibhdnti) to them, are "seen" {drishta) by them; cf. p. 301, 6: "Qaunaka

and the other [composers of Pratigakyas] teach, that the Decades [of the

Rigveda] were seen by Madhucchandas [the composer of the opening hymns

of the Rigijeda] and the otherJJiste." In the same way, according to p. 314, 13,

theBrahmanas were also seen hy theBishis:rishtn&mmantra-brdhmana-dar-'

finSm; cf. p. 119, 3: ma»tra-brahmanaf/os ca ekarihatvamyuktam, avirodhdt.
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V. Source of the Vedanta. 95

Upanishads, uniform throughout and without contradiction

(p. 834, 4): "Has it not been established that the Brahman,
the object of knowledge, is free from all differences, as before,

behind, and the like, uniform, and, like the lump of salt [Bj-ih.

4, 5, 13], of one taste? How, then, can the thought arise of

a difference or non-difference of knowledge? For that, like the

variety of [pious] works, a variety with reference to the Brahman
could be taught by the Vedanta, can by no means be affirmed,

since the Brahman is one and uniform. And if the Brahman is

uniform, then the knowledge of the Brahman cannot be mani-

fold; for the assumption that the subject can be one thing and
the knowledge of it another, is necessarily erroneous. And if,

on the other hand, there were to be taught different doctrines of

the one Brahman in the Vedanta, of which some were true and
others false, we should have the case of disbelief in the Vedanta

[that is, the Upanishads] [cf. p. 104, 1],—therefore one cannot as-

sume that there are in the Vedanta differences in the knowledge

of Brahman." In conformity with this principle, the numerous

contradictions in the Upanishads are explained away (1, 1, 27

may serve as an example), or hidden under the broad mantle of

exoteric doctrine, of which we shall speak in the next Chapter.

However, occasionally minor contradictions in the parallel texts

of the Upanishads are admitted with the remark, that they are

not important.ss Where the sense of the scripture is doubtful,

the rule of experience {laukiko nyaydh) decides, p. 1064, 5;

"But still it is unseemly to check the view of the scriptures

"by a rule of experience? To this we answer: this is so, where

"the sense of the scripture is certain; but where it is doubt-

"ful, it is permissible to have recourse to a rule of experience,

"for the sake of clearing up the question;"—as generally the

the worldly means of knowledge are helpful to the investigation

of the sense of the scriptures (p. 40, 6): "The knowledge of

"the Brahman is gained by the sense of the word of the Veda

58 For example p. 222, 2. 849, 11. 855, 6 : na hi etdvatd viceshena

vidya-ekatvam apagaccJiati.—il8, 12 gruUndm paraspara-virodhe sati, eka-

vagena itard ntt/ante. This especially holds good in the case of contra-

dictions in things where the aim of man (purusha-artha) does not come^

into question, p. 374, 7.
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"being considered and determined; it is not gained by other

"means of knowledge, such as inference {anuimnam) &c. But

"although it is the Vedanta texts which inform us of the

"cause of the world's coming into existence &c., yet, to make

"sure that we have grasped their sense [correctly], an inference

"which does not contradict the words of the Vedanta is' not

"excluded as a means of knowledge. For by the scripture

"itself [Brih. 2, 4, 5. Chand. 6, 14, 2] reflection is called in as

"a help."—(p. 42, 3): "For in the investigation of the Brahman,
" the scripture is not, as in the investigation of duty [the Purva-

"mimansd], the exclusive authority, but the authorities here

"are, according to circumstances, the scripture and the [inner]

"perception (anubhava) and the like. For the knowledge of

"the Brahman reaches its final point in perception, as far as

"it refers to a really existing subject."— (p. 44, 6): "But does

"not the Brahman, so far as it is something really existing,

"alone belong to the province of other means of knowledge,

"and is not the consideration of the words of the Vedanta

"consequently aimless? By no means the Brahman, for, as

"it is not an object of sense, the [causal] connection with

"the world would not be grasped [with certainty]. That is to

"say, the senses, according to their nature, have as their object

"external things, and not the Brahman. If the Brahman were

"an object of sense, then the world might be grasped as an

"effect connected with Brahman. Now, we only perceive the

"effect, so that [without revelation], it cannot be decided whether

"the world is connected with Brahman [as cause], or with

"something else [for the same effect can have different causes]."

Of the possibility here suggested, of bringing in reflection

*s an aid, our author makes a far more extensive use than

might appear from these expressions. Since this side of Qan-
kara's work has for us the chief interest, we will, as far as

possible, pass over his endless quotations from the Veda, but,

on the other hand, bend our whole attention to the philosophic

reflection. The perfection of the latter, as it meets us in Qan-
kara's Commentary, may itself speak for the fact that we have
to do here with a monument of Indian antiquity not merely
theological, but also in the highest degree philosophical.
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VI. Exoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine.

1. Justification of Exoteric Metaphysics.

All metaphysics has to battle with the great difficulty,

unique in the whole province of science, that it must think

in conceptions and express in words what is properly contrary

to their nature, since all words and conceptions at last spring

from that very base of empiric reality which metaphysics under-

takes to transcend, in order to lay hold on the " Self" (atman)

of the world, the "ovxoo; ov" the "thing in itself," which finds

its expression and manifestation in all empiric reality, yet

without being identical with it.

So far, then, as metaphysics adapts itself to the form of

empirical knowledge, in order thereby to express its own

content, it necessarily ^assumes an allegorical, more or less

mythical character; and, as this is the only form in which it

can be grasped by the people, standing in need of it (Ixetvon;

8s xois ISo) Iv Tzapa^okaZi ti itavxa Ytvetai, St. Mark, IV, 11), is

called exoteric metaphysics. So far as, on the other hand,

it adheres to the path of exact science, in order to attain to

a "Whole, thoroughly demonstrable in all its parts, and equal

to any opposition, metaphysics must often choose difficult by-

paths, turning conceptions through many shades of meaning,

with all kinds of reservations, and in many cases entirely

renounce results that can be clearly represented.—And all

this demands a great power and habit of abstraction, attain-

able only by few; therefore for this form of our science the

name of esoteric metaphysics is to be taken.
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98 Introduction.

2. Exoteric and Esoteric form of the Vedanta.

a) General Survey.

In accordance with what has been said, the metaphysics

of the Vedanta also has two forms, a theological, exoteric,

and a philosophical, esoteric form; both are present in

the work which we have to analyse, running parallel, and

being present in all the five provinces of the Vedanta teach-

ing, namely, the theology, cosmology, psychology, the doc-

trine of transmigration, and that of liberation; they stand

in a continuous contradiction which is necessitated by the

nature of the matter. But the great difficulty for the philo-

sophic understanding of the Brahmasiitras lies in the fact,

that neither in the text nor in the commentary are the two

conceptions clearly separated from each other, but rather meet

us everywhere interwoven with each other, in such sort that the

fimdamental texture of the whole consists of a representation

of the exoteric, or, as we may also call it (with an extension

of the conception, whose justification will be given in what

follows) the lower doctrine (apara vidya), which, however,

is penetrated in every province by the esoteric or higher
doctrine (para vidya), standing in contradiction to it, a

relation which compels us to justify our general view here at

the outset.

As is shown by the analysis of contents at the conclusion

of our first chapter, the doctrine of the Vedanta consists

properly in a richly coloured picture of the world on a mytho-

logical ground. The first part contains, in Adhyaya I, the

theology, which on the basis of seven times four passages

of the Upanishads, discusses the essence of the Brahman, its

relation to the world as creator, ruler and destroyer, its re-

lation to the soul, and its various names and attributes. This

is followed, in Adhyaya II, by the cosmology which is con-

cerned with the relation of the world to the Brahman as

cause, its gradual evolution from and re-absorption in it, and,

from II, 3, 16 on, the psychology, in which are thoroughly
discussed the nature of the soul and its organs, its relation

to God, to the body, and to its own deeds. In Adhyaya IH
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VI. Exoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine. 99

comes first the doctrine of transmigration, then a sup-

plement to the psychology (III, 2, 1—10), another to the theology

(III, 2j 11—41); the rest of the Adhyaya contains a mis-

cellaneous assemblage of discussions, for the most part exegetic

in character, as the chief content of which we can, in any
case, with Qankara (p. 1049, 3), consider the teaching of the

means (sddhana) to attain the higher and lower doctrine, that

is the knowledge and worship of the Brahman. For the most

part these discussions deal with the strange question whether

certain passages of the Veda are to be comprehended in one

"Vidya," or to be separated, a question which has a meaning

only for the lower doctrine, with its aim of worship. Finally,

the conclusion of the work, Adhyaya IV, contains the eschato-

logy; it sketches in detail the departure of the soul after

death, and how some souls follow the way of the Fathers

(pitriydna) to a new incarnation, while, on the contrary, others,

the worshippers of the Brahman, are led along the way of the

gods (devaydna) higher and higher upwards to the Brahman,

"whence there is no return"—according to the Upanishads,

but not without further conditions, according to the reasoning

of our system: for this Brahman is only the "lower" Brahman,

that is, as considered as possessing attributes (guna), it is the

object of worship, and not of "perfect knowledge" {samyagdav'

fanam); only after this latter, that is, the esoteric doctrine,

is imparted to the pious in the world of Brahman, is he also

liberated; until then, although he is in the world of Brahman,

and a partaker of Lordship (aigvaryam), "his darkness is not

yet driven away" (p. 1154, 9), "his ignorance not yet destroy-

ed" (p. 1133, 15), that is, he possesses only the lower doctrine

{apara vidyd), whose content consists of all that has hitherto

been mentioned, not the opposed higher doctrine, the para

vidyd or samyagdarganam, that is, the pure philosophic, esoteric

doctrine, which, in every part of this picture of the world with

its empiric colouring, crops up in contradiction with it, and

whose results, according to the metaphysical standpoint which

we occupy, we may find strange, or admirable. In the depart-

ment of Theology it teaches that the Brahman is not thus

or thus, but altogether without attributes (guna), distinctions
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(vigesha) and limitations (upddhi), and therefore in no way

capable of being defined or conceived. And this Brahman,

devoid of all limitation, is the only being, outside which nothing

is; therefore, in the department of Cosmology, there can be

as little question of the origin of the world as of its existence,

but only of there being neither anything different {nana) from

the Brahman, nor any plurality of things (prapanca), and that

the world extended in names and forms is non-existent (avastii),

is only a glamour (mclyd) which Brahman, as master-magician

(mdydvin), projects (prasdrayati), as the dreamer projects

dream forms (p. 432, 8). In the same way all further Psycho-

logy falls away, after the saying "tat tvam asi" (that thou

art), is comprehended according to which the soul of each

human being is not an emanation, not a part of the Brahman,

but fully and completely the Brahman. For him who knows

this, there is no more migration of the soul, nor even

liberation; for he is already liberated; the continued existence

of the world and of his own body appears to him only as an

illusion, the appearance of which he cannot remove, but which

cannot further deceive him, till the time when, after the decease

of the body, he wanders not forth, as the others, but remains

where he is and what he is and eternally was,—the first prin-

ciple of all things, "the originally eternal, pure, free Brahman."

This is the Samyagdarganam, the Vidyd in the stricter

sense of the word, distinguished on the one side from empiric

cosmology, and psychology, Avidyd, and on the other from the

doctrine of the aparam, sagunam hrdhma, of its worship and

the entering into it by the way of devaydna; this is the apard

vidyd, sagund vidyd, whose possessor can, however, also on

occasion be called vidvdn (p. 1095, 11. 1134, 11). Strictly

viewed, this apard vidyd is nothing but metaphysics in an

empiric dress, that is Vidyd as it appears, considered from

the standpoint of Avidyd (the realism innate in us). This de-

finition is not, however, found in Qankara, as in general the

distinction of the esoteric and exoteric doctrine and the inner

connection of the latter, as well as of the former, does not

attain the clearness with which we express it and must ex-

press it here, unless we have to renounce a full comprehension
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VI. Exoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine. 101

of the system. What prevented our author from connecting

together—as he did in the case of the jjar^ vidyd—the aparct

vidyd also, with his doctrine of the creation of the world and

Saip.sl,ra, in the unity of an exoteric system, was firstly the

excessive attention which, in Indian fashion, he paid to theolo-

gical and eschatological questions, and, on the other hand,

the apprehension of injuring the letter of the Veda, in which

esoteric and exoteric teaching are interwoven, by a recognition

of the contradictions between them. For this reason, for in-

stance, he takes endless pains to maintain the teaching of the

creation of the world through the Brahman, and to unify it

with his better insight into the identity of the two, by trying

to show that cause and effect are identical, and then constantly

(e.ff., p. 374,12. 391,10. 484,2. 491,1) asserting that the doc-

trine of creation had only the aim of teaching this identity of

the world with the Brahman, a view which cannot be brought

into harmony with the ample and realistic treatment which

he himself bestowed on it.

Naturally we shall do no violence to our author, and

where, in the organism of his system, we note a false con-

nection, we shall only indicate it, and not remedy it; but, on

the other side, we have the right to exercise philosophic criti-"

cism and this will be the better, the more it is done entirely

from within, that is, from the principles of the system itself.

For in every philosophical system lies something more than

its originator put into it; the genius reaches further than the

individual, and it is the task of the historian to indicate

where the thinker has lagged behind the full scope of his

thoughts.

To this end we must be allowed here, at the outset of our

exposition of the system, to bring together the passages which

justify our general view of it; they will form the beacons to

which we have to look for guidance on our laborious and

dangerous journey, and from them we shall take the standard

to test where our author has fallen short of the greatness of

his own point of view.
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102 Introduction.

b) Exoteric and Esoteric Theology.

Quite clearly and consciously, if not everywhere carried

out in detail, do we find the contrast made between exoteric

and esoteric doctrine in the province of Theology, under the

names of the lower, attribute-possessing (apara, sagund),

and the higher, attributeless doctrines (para, nirguna

vidya)\ the former is the doctrine of the lower, attribute-

possessing Brahman, the latter of the higher, attribute-

free Brahman (aparam, sagunam, savigesham, also hdryam,

amukhyam brahma, and param, nirgunam, nirvigesham, also

avikritam, mukhyam, giiddham brahma); the former is the object

of worship, the latter of knowledge; in the case of the former

doctrine the fulfilment of duties is commanded; but not in

the latter (p. 1077,7); the former has many different rewards,

the only fruit of the latter is deliverance.

The most important passages are as follows:

(p. 111,3.) "The Brahman is known in two forms, [1.] as

^'qualified by limitations (upddhi) which are derived from the

" multitude of his metamorphoses in respect of names and forms,

^'and [2.] on the contrary as free from all limitations."

(p. 803, 3:) "There are passages of twofold character (lingam)

*' referring to' the Brahman ; the one, as e. ^. ' all-working, all-wish-

" 'ing, all-smelling, all-tasting,' etc. [Chand.3, 14, 2, cf. p. 50 above]

"indicate that it is affected by difference (vigesha); the others,

*'e.g., 'not coarse, not fine, not short, not long,' etc. (Brih.

" 3, 8, 8), indicate its freedom from all differences . . . But

^'it is not admissible to assume from the passages of twofold

"character that the highest (param) Brahman has itself

"(svatas) this double nature; for one and same thing cannot

"in itself be affected by differences such as form, etc., and

"not be affected by them, for this is a contradiction . . . And
"by being connected with limitations (upddhi) a thing of a

"one kind cannot assume another nature; for when rock crystal

"is transparent, it does not become opaque by being connected

"with limitations such as red colour and the like; on the con-

"trary it is only an illusion (bhrama) that opaqueness per-

"meates it; what adds the limitations to it is ignorance

•^(avidyd). Therefore, whichever character is assumed, the
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YI. Exoteric and Esoteric Yedanta Doctrine. 103

"Brahman must be conceived as unchangeably free from all

"differences, and not the reverse. For everywhere in the

"scriptures where it is a question of teaching the proper

"nature of the Brahman, it is taught by such passages as

" 'not to be heard, not to be felt, without form, eternal'

"(Kath. 3, 15), that the Brahman is completely above all

"change. 59

(p. 133,7:) "For where in teaching the nature (rupam) of

"the highest Lord all differences are excluded, the scriptures

"use such expressions as: 'not to be heard, not to be felt,

" 'without form, eternal' (Kath. 3, 15). Because the highest

"Lord, however, is the cause of all. He is exhibited to us as

" distinguished by certain qualifications of the changeable world

"[of creation, which is a transformation of Him], when we

"read 'all-working, all-wishing, all-smelling, all-tasting' (Chand,

"3, 14, 2); and the case is the same when He is termed 'the

" '[man in the sun] with the golden beard' (Chand. 1, 6, 6), etc."

(p. 1121, 1:) "As the lower (aparam) Brahman is closely

"connected with the higher (param) Brahman, it is no con-

"tradiction to apply the word Brahman to the former also.

"For the fact of the matter is this: the higher Brahman it-

"self is the lower Brahman, so far as it [the former] is now

"and again for the purpose of worship described as possess-

"ing certain qualities of the changeable world, such as 'Manas

"'is what it is formed of (Ohand. 3, 14, 2) etc., qualities which

"depend on the ascription to it of pure limitations {viguddka-

" upddhi)."

(p. 867, 12:) "These qualifications too [from Taitt. 2, 5:

"'Love is his head' etc.] are only assumed in the highest

"Brahman as a means of turning the thoughts to it (citta-

" avatdra-updya-mdtratvena), not with a view to knowledge . .

.

"and this rule [that such qualifications have only local not

"general validity] is applied elsewhere, when it is a question

5S Of. p. 806,9: "Therefore the Brahman must in these passages ao-

" cording to the Scriptures be regarded as quite without form (nirSJcaram);

"but the other passages which refer to the Brahman as possessing form

"(akdravat) are not concerned with it but with the enjoining of wor-

"ship (updsatid)."
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104 Introduction.

" of certain qualities of the Brahman which are inculcated for

"the purpose of worship... For a 'More' and 'Less' of

"attributes in which continues the [empirical] action of the

"manifold (sati iheda-vyavdhare) exists in the attribute-possess-

"ing (sagunam) Brahman, not in the attribute-less (nirgunam)

"highest Brahman."

(p. 112, 2:) "In a thousand passages the scripture teaches

"the double nature of the Brahman, distinguishing between

"it when it is the object of knowledge and ignorance (vidyd-

"^ avidyd-vishaya). From the standpoint of ignorance {avidyd-

" avasthdydm) all occupation with Brahman has the distinguish-

"ing mark that it, as object of worship, and its worshipper

"are distinguished; and in this case certain ways of worship-

"ping the Brahman have as their end an exaltation (abhyud-

^^aya); the end of others is gradual deliverance (kramamuhti);

"others again have as their aim the success of the work of

"sacrifice; 60 and they vary according to the attributes {gum),

"differences (vigesha) and limitation (upddhi). Now though

"the God to be honoured, the highest Atman, distinguished

"by this or that attribute and difference, is one, still the

"rewards [of worship] are different according to the attributes

" worshipped."

(p. 148, 2:) "For where the highest Brahman (param hrdhma),

" free from all connection with differences, is indicated as soul,

"there is, as is to be seen [from the scripture], only one single

" fruit, namely liberation; where, on the contrary, the Brahman is

"taught in its connection with different attributes (guna-vigesha),

"or in its connection with different symbols [pratika-vigesha,

"on which 4,1,4. 4,3,15—16], there are produced high and

"low rewards only limited to Samsara (samsdra-gocardni eva)."^^

"> Cf. p. 815, 5: "The fruit of the same [the worship of the sagmam
"brahtna] varying with the instruction, is sometimes annihilation of sin,

"sometimes attainment of [heavenly] lordship (aigvaryam), sometimes
"gradual deliverance; so it is to be understood. It is thus correct to

"assume that the words of the scripture about worship and the words
"about the Brahman [as object of knowledge] have not a single but
"different purposes."

«< Cf. p. 1047, 7: "Where no difference of teaching exists, there cannot
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c) Exoteric and Esoteric Eschatology.

As already made clear by the passages quoted, this two-

fold nature of the lower Brahman, as the object of worship,

and of the higher, as the object of knowledge, corresponds

exactly to the two-fold eschatological theory of our system.

The names jpara and ayara vidyd comprehend, for Qankara,

not only the philosophical and theological theories of the

Brahman, but also the doctrine of the destiny of those who
adhere to the one or the other; the para, vidya teaches how
he who knows the param hrahma, by this very knowledge,

becomes identical with it, and accordingly stands in need of

no departure of the soul and further advance towards it, in

order to reach it; on the other hand the apard vidyd com-

prehends the theory of the Brahman as object of worship,

and at the same time the theory of the rewards which fall to

the lot of the worshipper; these are, as we saw, partly tem-

poral, partly celestial, partly even the gradual liberation of

the Devayana, but always limited to the Samsdra (p. 148, 5),

from which it follows that, like the Pitriydna, the Devayana
also belongs to the Samsara, namely, as its termination. Ac-

cording to this, as we are expressively assured, the whole

teaching of the Devaydna (the ascent of the pious to the

Brahman) belongs to the apard vidyd (p. 1087, 3); to the

attribute-possessing worship {sagund updsand) of the Brahman,

not to the Samyagdarganam (p. 909, 8. 10) ; heaven and the

like, with its lordship (aigvaryam) is the ripened fruit of the

sagund vidydh (p. 1149, 13); for him who, on the contrary,

knows the param brahma, as is developed in the episode

"be, as in the case of fruit of works, a difference of fruit either. For in

"the case of that doctrine [the nirgund vidya^, which is the means of

"liberation, there is no difference as in the case of works. On the con-

"trary, in the case of attribute-possessing doctrines (sagun&su vidydsu),

" as, for example, 'Manas is his material, Prana his body' (Chand. 3, 14, 2),

"and BO on, there exists a difference, in consequence of the admixture or

"separation of attributes, and accordingly, as in the case of the fruit of

"works, a difference of fruit according to the given peculiarity. And a

"token of this is the scripture, when it is said: 'whatever he adores him

"'as, that he becomes;' but it is not so in the case of the attributeless

"doctrine (nirgwndi/am vidydyam), because [in it] no attributes exist."
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106 Introdttction.

concerning the para vidya 4, 2, 12—16 (^prasangild paravidyd-

gatd cintd p. 1103, 12), there is no more departure from the

body, nor any entering into the Brahman (p. 1102, 1).

d) Exoteric and Esoteric Cosmology and Psychology.

At first sight, the matter stands somewhat differently in

the province of Cosmology and Psychology. The question is

here no longer the contrast between apard and pard vidyd,

but another, the contrast between two standpoints, which,

p. 456, 1, are distinguished as the standpoint of worldly

action (vyavdhdra-avasthd) and the standpoint of the

highest reality (paramdrtha-avasthd). The former is that

of the Avidyd (p. 455, 6), the latter that of the Yidyd. The

former teaches a creation of the world by the Brahman who

is endowed with a plurality of powers (gakti), and the existence

of a plurality of individual souls, for whose activities and enjoy-

ments it is the stage from the latter standpoint, the possibiUty

of a creation and a transmigration ceases along with pluraUty,

and in place of both comes the doctrine of the identity of

Brahman with nature and with the soul.

(p. 491, 1 :)
" This scripture-doctrine of the creation does

" not belong to the highest reality (paramdrtha), for it Hes in

" the province of worldly action (vyavahdra) in name and form

"admitted by Avidyd, and has, as its highest aim, to teach

"that the Brahman is the soul; this must not be forgotten!"

(p. 473, 13:) "When, through declarations of identity like

^'tat tvam asi' (that thou art), identity has become known,

"then the soul's existence as wanderer, and Brahman's
"existence as creator have vanished away.

That the paramdrtha-avasthd of Cosmology and Psychology

forms a whole with the pard vidyd of Theology and Eschato-

logy, may be concluded from the explanations of Qankara

himself, in the single passage in which he lays down the

esoteric teaching connectedly, and which is translated at the

end of this chapter. Here we will prove only, what Qankara
was not so clearly conscious of, that, quite analogously, the

vyavahdra-avasthd of the doctrines of creation and trans-

migration are to be connected with the apard vidyd of an
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VI. Exoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine. 107

attribute-possessing, that is, to speak in our language, of a
personal God and a soul which departs to him after death,

in the unity of an exoteric metaphysics, which treats

of the Beyond from the standpoint of innate realism
{avidyd), since the apara vidyd cannot exist without the vya-

vahdra-avasthd, nor the vyavahdra-avasthd without the apard

vidyd.

1) The apard vidyd cannot exist without the vyavahdra-

avasthd ; for the devaydna of the apard vidyd demands, as its

complement, the pitriydna; but this is the path of Samsdra,

and Qankara himself has told us (above p. 106), that the

reality of Samsdra and the reality of the creation stand and

fall together; therefore the apard vidyd demands, as its com-

plement, the realism of the doctrine of creation; as also, con-

Tersely, the devaydna, and, along with it, the apard vidyd,

disappear only for him who has recognised the unity of his

Atman with Brahman, and therewith the illusion of the mani-

fold world and the wandering soul.

2) In exactly the same way the vyavahdra-avasthd of the

teaching of creation cannot exist without the apard vidyd of

sagunam brahma; for, in order to create. Brahman requires a

plurality of gaktis, or powers (p. 342, 6. 486, 10) ; but these

stand in contradiction (p. 1126, 2) to a nirvigesham brahma,

from which it follows that only a sagunam, savigesham, not a

niryunam, nirvigesham brahma can be a Creator.

The inner necessary connection between the vyavahdra-

avasthd and the apard vidyd, here demonstrated, often enough

comes more or less clearly to Qankara's consciousness: thus,

when he describes the sagunam brahma as avidyd • vishaga

(p. 112, 2), for which the bheda-vyavahdra exists (p. 868, 7) .

when he views the upddhis attributed to it as resting on

avidyd (p. 804, 1); when he explains the fruit of its worship

as samsdra-gocaram (p. 148, 5), the aigvaryam of the apara-

brahmavid as samsdra-gocaram (p. 1133, 14) and those who

have entered into the lower Brahman as still subject to Avidyd

(p. 1154,9. 1133,15), that is, with the same word with which

he everywhere else describes the realism of the doctrine of

creation and transmigration. And on occasion he expresses
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it openly, that the cosmological distinction of tgvara and pra-

panca belongs to the saguna upasana (p. 456, 10), and, con-

versely, that the teaching of sagunam hrahma presupposes the

prapanca (p. 820, 12).

From these facts we justify the weaving together of the

teaching of the sagunam Irdhma, of a world thereby created

and of an individual soul which moves in this world, and

finally enters into that hrahma, into a whole of exoteric meta-

physics. And Qankara also, if we were to ask him— "Is, then,

"that sagunam hrahma and the devaydna leading thither real,

"although from the standpoint of the highest truth neither

"exists?" He would certainly answer: "They are precisely as

"real as this world; and only in the sense that the prapanca

"and samsata are unreal, are the sagunam brahma and the

"devaydna unreal; both are the apard vidyd, that is Vidya

"as it appears from the standpoint of Avidya" {avidyd-ava-

sthdydm p. 112, 3. 680, 12. 682, 3).62

But it must still be borne in mind that Qankara did not

reach full clearness as to the necessary connection of the

exoteric doctrines, and this will often become clear enough

from his discussions, which we shall reproduce faithfully and

unaltered; but, as regards the esoteric doctrine, on the con-

trary, there is found at the end of his work a passage from

which his consciousness of its inner necessary connection comes

out as clearly as possible, and which, as a compendium in nuce

of Qankara's Metaphysics, and, at the same time, as an example

of the style and character of thought of the work with which

we are occupied, we here translate word for word.

62 The thought that the exoteric doctrine aims at accommodating the

truth to the comprehension of the masses, can also be pointed out in

Qankara ; thus the spatial conception of the Brahman is formed upalatdhi-

artham, p. 182,8. 193,4; the measurement of Brahman is buddhi-artha',

updsana-arthah, 835,4; na hi avikare ^nante brahmani sarvaih pumbhih

galtyd, buddhih sthd,payitum, manda-madhya-uttama-buddhitvatpunsdm, iti,

835,6. The propsedeutic character of the exoteric doctrine is very

clearly laid down in the Commentary to Chand. 8, 1, p. 528, and this

passage (which we shall translate in Chapter XI, 1, d) is before all to

be considered, when the rightness of our comprehension of the Vedanta

system comes in question.
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3. Appendix: Qankara's Esoteric Philosophy,

translated from 4, 3, 14 (p. 1124, 10—1134, 3).

a) Do the liberated go to the Brahman?

"Some maintain that the passages of scripture as to going [to the

"Brahman] refer to the higher [not to the lower, attribute-possessing

"Brahman]. This cannot be, because a going to the Brahman is im-
" possible. Eor to the all-present highest Brahman, inmost of all, who
"is the soul that is within all, of whom it is said: 'like the ether [p. 1125]
" ' omni-present, eternal' (cf. above p. 32, 1. 9)

—'the perceptible, not super-
" 'sensible Brahman, that as Self is the innermost being of all' (Brih.

"3,4, 1),—' Self only is this universe' (Ohand. 7, 25, 2),—'The Brahman
"'only is this universe, the most excellent' (Mund. 2, 2, 11),—to this

"Brahman whose character is determined by passages of scripture like

"these, there cannot now or ever be u, going in. For we cannot go to

"a place where we already are; but on the contrary, according to com-
"mon acceptation, only to another place. It is true experience shews,

"that we can also go to that, in which we are already, so far as we dis-

"tinguish different places in it. Thus a man is on the earth, and yet

"goes to it, in so far as he goes to another place. So also the child is

"identical with itself, and yet reaches puberty, which is its own self,

" separated by time. In the same way, one might think, there may be a

"way of going to the Brahman, so far as it is endowed with all kinds

"of powers (pa/cti). But this is not so; on account of the negation of all

"differences (vifesha) in Brahman: 'Without parts, without action, rest-

"'ful, faultless, stainless' (Qvet. 6, 19),— ' Nor gross nor fine, nor short nor
" 'long' (Brih. 3, 8, 8),

—'For he, the unborn, is without and within' (Mund.

"2,1,2),—'Verily this great unborn soul (dtman), that neither grows old

" 'nor fades nor dies, that is without fear, is the Brahman' (Brih. 4, 4, 25),

"—'He is not thus, not thus' (Brih. 3, 9, 26);—according to these rules of

"scripture and tradition no connection of the highest soul with spatial,

"temporal or other differences can be assumed, so that one could go to

"it as to a part of the earth or to an age of life; but a spatially and

"temporally [p. 1126] determined going to the earth and to the age is

"possible 65 because they are differentiated by locality and circumstances."

«3 It is in the highest degree attractive and instructive, to observe,

how here and elsewhere the spirit of man in antiquity toils and struggles

to reach the eternal fundamental truth of all metaphysics, which it was

reserved for the genius of Kant to set forth in perfect clearness and to

prove beyond contradiction: the truth that Being-in-itself must be space-

less and timeless, because space and time are nothing else but subjective

forms of our intellect.—As here space and time are denied for the

Brahman, so in the sequel will causality of creation be interpreted as

identity.
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b) Esoteric Cosmology.

"If you assert, that the Brahman must have manifold powers (fa/Hi),

"because, according to the scripture, it is the cause of the creation, sub-

"sistence and extinction of the world, we say no! for the passages of

"scripture which deny differences to it can have no other sense [but the

"literal one]. But the passages of scripture about the creation and so on

"can likewise have no other sense?—This is not so; for their aim is

" [only] to teach the Identity [of the world with Brahman]. For when

"the scripture, by the examples of lumps of clay and the like,6« teaches

"that 'the Existent", the Brahman, alone is true, but that [its] trans-

" formation [into the world] is untrue, it cannot have the aim of teach-

"ing a creation and the like.—But why should the passages of scripture

"about the creation and the like be subordinated to those about the

"negation of all differences, and not conversely the latter be subordinated

"to the former?—To this we answer: because the passages of scripture

"about the negation of all differences have a meaning which leaves nothing

"more to be wished for. For after the unity, eternity, purity, and the

"like, of the soul are recognised, nothing more remains to be desired,

"because thereby the knowledge, which is the aim of man, has been ob-

"tained: 'where can error or sorrow be, for him who beholds unity?'

"(l§a 7)—'Fearlessness, verily, o Janaka, hast thou attained' (Brih. 4, 2,

"4),— 'The wise has no fear of any one at all' (Taitt. 2, 9),
—'Him verily

"'the question troubles not, what good he has not done [p. 1127], what

"'•evil he has done' (ibid.),—thus teaches the scripture. And while in

"this way it shews that the wise are conscious of satisfaction, it also for-

"bids the untrue assertion of a transformation [creation], since it says:

"'From death to death he is ensnared who difference sees' (Kath. 4, 10).

" Consequently it cannot be assumed that the passages of scripture which

"deny difference are to be subordinated to the others. Not so is it with

"the passages of scripture about creation and the like. For these are

" not able to teach a sense which leaves nothing more to be wished for;

"On the contrary, it is evident, that these have another aim [than that,

"immediately put forward, of teaching a creation]. For after it is first

"said (Chand. 6, 8, 3): 'Of this growth which has spring up, dear one,

" 'learn that it cannot be without a root,'—the scripture in the sequel

"teaches, how the one thing, which is to be known, is 'the Existent', as

"the root of the world. And thus it is also said: 'That, whence these

"'beings come forth, whereby they; coming forth, live, wherein they,

" 'departing hence, enter again, that seek, for that is the Brahman' (Taitt.

"3, 1). Thus the passages of scripture about the creation &c., have the

"aim of teaching the unity of the Atman, so that no connection of the

6i ChS,nd. 6, 1, 4 : "Just as, dear one, by a lump of clay everything

"that consists of clay, is known; resting on words is the transformation,

"a mere name, in truth it is only clay," etc.
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VI. Exoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine. Ill

"Brahman with manifold powers [is to be assumed], and consequently a
"going to it is impossible. And also the passage: 'His vital spirit with-
" 'draws not, Brahman is he, and into Brahman he is resolved' (Brih. 4,

" 4, 6), forbids us to think of an end to the higher Brahman (param
"brahma). This we explained in discussing [Sutram 4, 2, 13] 'clearly

"'according to some' [passages, it is the body, not the individual soul,

"out of which he who has reached liberation withdraws]."

o) Esoteric Psychology.

"Further, when a going to the Brahman is assumed, the Jiva (the

"individual soul) which goes is either [1.] a part of the Brahman, or [2.]

"a modification, or [3.] different from the Brahman. For in the case of

"absolute identity with him, a going is impossible. If this be so, which

"of them is right?—We answer: if [according to 1.] that [Jiva] is a part
" [literally: a separate place] [in the Brahman], then he has already reached

"that [Biahman] consisting of the parts, and consequently even in this

" case a going to the Brahman is impossible, [p. 1128] But the assumption

"of parts and of that which is composed of them has no application to

"the Brahman, because, as everybody knows, the Brahman is without
" members. It is much the same if [according to 2.] we assume a modi-

"fieation. For the modification is also already in that from which it is

"modified. For a vessel of clay cannot exist, if it ceases to be clay; if

"this happened, it would cease to exist. If we could understand [the

"soul] as a modification or member [of the Brahman], the soul must

"remain inherent [in the Brahman], and a going of the wandering soul

"[reading samsdrigamanam] to the Brahman is absurd. But perhaps
" [according to 3.] the Jiva is different from the Brahman? Then it

" must be either [a.] the size of an atom, or [b,] all-pervading, or [c] of

"middle size. If it is [according to b.] all-pervading, no going can be

"possible. If it is [according to c] of middle size, it cannot [cf. above

" p. 68, note 43] be eternal [which was, however, proved 3, 3, 54] ; if it is

"[according to a.] the size of an atom, then it is inexplicable that sen-

"sation exists throughout the whole body. We have moreover proved
" above [2, 3, 19—29] fully, that it can neither be of the size of an atom

"nor of middle size. But that the Jiva is different from the Highest i»

!' altogether contrary to the canonical words: 'tat tvam asV ('That thou

" art,' Chand. 6, 8, 7). The same error occurs, if we assume that it [the

"Jiva] is a modification or a part of it [the Brahman]. If you assert,

"that the error does not occur, because a modification or a part is not

"separate from that of which they are [modification or part], we contest

"this, because the unity in the main point would be wanting. And in

" the case of all these assumptions, you cannot get over it that either no

" cessation of transmigration is possible, or that in case it ceases, the soul,

"unless its Brahman-selfhood be assumed, must perish."
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112 Introduction.

d) Esoteric Morality.

"But there are Bome who come and say: 'Suppose someone practised

" 'the regular and occasional [good] works, in order to escape the fall

" ' [into transmigration], and avoided at the same time those springing

"'from the desire [for reward], as also the forbidden [works] in order

" 'to go neither to heaven nor hell, and exhausted the works [of his

" ' former existence] which are to be expiated in the present body [p. 1129]

"
' by the expiation itself, there would thus, after the dissolution of the

' 'present body, exist no further cause for incurring a new body; and

" 'thus the liberation of such a one, being only a continuation in his

" ' own essence, would be reached even without identification with Brah-

" 'man.'—But this is not so; for there is no proof of it. Because by no

"canonical scripture is it taught, that he who seeks liberation should

"proceed in this wise. On the contrary, they have evolved it out from

"their own intellects, thinking thus: because Samsara is caused by the

" works [of an earlier existence], therefore it cannot exist, where there is

"no cause. But the calculation falls to the ground, because the non-

" existence of the cause cannot well be known [cf. the detailed statements

"p:673, 9ff.]. For of each single creature it must be admitted, that it

"has accumulated many works in an earlier existence, which ripen to

"desirable and undesirable Iruits. As these bring contrary fruits, they

" cannot both be expiated at the same time ; therefore some of them [tbe

" works] seize the opportunity and build up the present existence, others,

"on the contrary, sit idle and wait until space, time and cause come for

" them. As these which remain over cannot be exhausted by the present

"expiation, it cannot therefore be determined with certainty, that, for

"one who leads his life in the prescribed way, after the dissolution of

"his present body, no further cause should exist for another body; on

" the contrary the existence of a residuum of works is proved by passages

"of the Qruti and the Smriti like (Ghand. 5, 10, 7): 'Those whose conduct

" 'here is fair,' and as it is further said ['for them there is the prospect

" ' that they enter a. fair womb, a Brahman womb, or Kshatriya womb,
" 'or Vai9ya womb;—but those whose conduct here is foul, for them is

" ' the prospect of entering a foul womb, a dog's, or pig's, or Qandala's

" 'womb '].—But if this be so, still [p. 1130] those [residual fruits of works]

"can be got rid of [kshepakdni; perhaps here and in the sequal kshapa-

"Mni, kshapya, etc. 'exhausted' would be better; cf. p. 909, 12] by regular

"and occasional good works?—That cannot be; because no contrast

" [between them] exists. For if they were contraries, then the one might
" be wiped out by the others ; but between the good works heaped up in

"an earlier existence and the regular and occasional [ceremonies] there

" is no contrast, because the one and the other are of morally meritorious

* nature. In the case of evil works, since they are of immoral nature;

"the contrast exists indeed, and accordingly a wiping out might very

^'well take place; but still it will not result in there being no cause for
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VL Esoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine. 113

" a new body. For in case of the good works, it still happens that they
"remain as cause, and for the evil works, it cannot be ascertained that
"they have been completely paid for [by pious ceremonies]. It can also
"not be proved that by performing the constant and occasional [cere-
" monies] only avoidance of the descent [into transmigration] and no
"other fruits besides are obtained; for it is quite possible, that yet other
"fruits result therefrom, in addition. At least Apastamba [dharma-sHtra
"1,7,20,3] teaches: 'For, as in the case of the mango-tree, which is

" 'planted for the sake of the fruit, also shadow and sweet scent result as
" 'well, so also, when duties are performed, other beneficial ends also spring
" 'therefrom.' Moreover no man, who has not Samyagdarganam (perfect

"knowledge), can be sure that, with his whole self, from birth to death,

"he has avoided all forbidden practices and those aiming at enjoyment
"for, even in the most perfect, small lapses can be perceived. But even
"if we could be in doubt about this, in any case it cannot be known
" that no cause [for a new birth] exists. And without the Brahman-hood
" of the soul having been brought to consciousness, by the way of know-
" ledge, the soul, whose nature it is to act and enjoy, cannot reach liber-

"ation, for it cannot renounce its own nature, any more than fire can
" [cease to be] hot.— [p. 1131] This may be, it may be objected, but the
" evil lies only in the acting and enjoying as effect, not in its potentiality

" [in the deeds, not in the will, from- which they proceed], so that, even
" while the potentiality remains in existence, liberation is possible through
" avoiding the effect. But this also cannot be the case. For if the poten-

"tiality remains in existence [reading: gakti-sadbh&ve], it cannot possibly

"be prevented from producing its effect.—But it might still be, that the

"potentiality, without any further causal moment, [the will without an

"efficient motive] may not produce any effect; hence [the potentiality]

"by itself, even when it remains in existence, commits no transgression.

"—This also cannot be; for the causal moments are always connected
" [with the potentiality] by a connection referred to the potentiality.^s

" So long, therefore, as the soul possesses the natural tendency to act

"and enjoy, and so long as the Brahman-hood of the soul, which is to

" be gained by knowledge, is not attained, there is not the faintest prospect

"of liberation. And the scripture also, when it says: 'There is no other

6' gakU-lakshanena sambandhena niti/asambaddha; whether the sense

of these rather obscure words has been caught above, or not, in any case

it is clear that our author misses the main point of the matter, so far

as he does not see that the real guilt lies only in the quality of the

gakti (that is, the will), it being all the same, whether the will, instigated

by the chance occurrence of nimitta (motive), unfolds its being in deeds,

or whether this unfolding remains latent.—To have recognised this clearly

and expressed it, is the service which Jesus has rendered to philosophy;

compare Matthew v, 21 ff., xii, 33 ff.

8
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114 Introduction.

" 'way to go' (Qvet. 3, 8), admits no other way of liberation but the way
"of knowledge.—But from the fact that the Jiva is identical with the

" Brahman, will not all worldly action be annihilated, since the means of

"knowledge, like perception etc., cannot be employed?—Not so; on the

"contrary, it goes on just as well as the action in dreams before awaking
" [cf. above p. 55, note 31]. And the canon also, when it says: 'For where
"

' there is a duality, as it were, one sees the other ' and so on (Brih. 4, 5,

" 15), explains with these words the action of perception, and the like,

"for the unawakened, as valid, but on the other hand declares it as not

"valid for the awakened; for it is said further: 'But when for anyone
" 'all has become as his own self, how should he then see any other?'

" and so on. Therefore because for him who knows the highest Brahman,
"the idea of going and the like has ceased entirely, any going [to the

"Brahman after death] is quite impossible for him."

e) Esoteric Eschatology.

"But where do the passages of scripture belong which speak of a

"going [to the Brahman] ?— [p. 1132] Answer: they belong to the region

"of the attribute-possessing doctrines {sagmid, vidyah). Accordingly a
" going is spoken of partly in the doctrine of the five fires (Ohand. 5,

"3—10. Brih. 6, 2), partly in the doctrine of the throne (Kaush. 1), partly

" in the Doctrine of the All-soul (Chand. 5, 11—24). But where in reference

"to the Brahman a going is spoken of, for example, in the passages:

" 'The Brahman is life, the Brahman is joy, the Brahman is amplitude'

"(Ohand. 4, 10, 5; translated Chap. XI, 2, below p. 164) and 'Here in this

"'city of the Brahman [the body] is a house, a small lotus blossom'
"(Chand. 8, 1,1; translated Chap. XI, Id, below p. 160)—there also, in

" consequence of the attribute ' bringing love ' and so on (Chand. 4, 15, 3)

"and 'having true wishes' and so on (Chand. 8, 1, 5) it is only a question

"of worshipping the attribute possessing [Brahman], and therefore a go-

"ing is in place; but nowhere is a going taught with reference to the

"highest Brahman (parabrdhman). As therefore in the passage: 'His
"'vital spirits withdraw not' (Brih. 4, 4, 6; translated Chap. XII, 4), a

"going is denied, as also in the case of the words: 'The knower of the
" 'Brahman reaches the Highest' (Taitt. 2, 1); for even if the word
"'reaches' implies a going, yet it indicates here, where, as shewn, a

"reaching of another place cannot be understood, only the entering into

"one's own being, with regard to the annihilation of the extension of
"names and forms ascribed by Ignorance [that is, empirical reality].
" 'Brahman is he, and into the Brahman is he resolved' (Brih. 4, 4, 6);
"this saying must be kept in sight. Further: if the going had reference
"to the highest [Brahman], it might be taught either for the purpose of
"attracting or for meditation. Now an attraction through the mention
"of the going [p. 1133] cannot happen in the case of those who know the
"Brahman; for he becomes this solely because, through knowledge, his
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VI. Exoteric and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine. 115

"unveiled original selfhood cornea to consciousness; and a meditation on
"the going also has not the slightest reference to the knowledge which
"is conscious of an eternally perfected bliss, leaving no further goal to

"be reached. Consequently the going refers to the lower [Brahman];
" and only so far as the difference between the higher and lower Brahman
"is not kept steadily in view, will the passages of scripture concerning a
"going referring to the lower Brahman be falsely made to refer to the
" higher."

f) Esoteric Theology.

"Are there then two Brahmans, a higher and a lower?—There are

"certainly two; as is seen from the words: 'In truth, o Satyakama, this

" 'sound Om is the higher and the lower Brahman' (Pragna 5, 2).—What
"then is the higher Brahman, and what the lower?—To this we answer:
" Where, by discarding the differences of name, form and the like, ascribed
" by Ignorance, Brahman is indicated by the [purely negative] expressions
" 'nor gross [nor fine, nor short, nor long]' and so on (Brih. 3, 8, 8) it is

"the higher. But where, on the contrary, exactly the same [reality], for

" the purpose of worship, is described as distinguished by some difference

" or other, for example, in words like :
' Spirit is his material, life his

" 'body, light his form' (Ohand. 3, 14, 2), it is the lower.—But does that

"not contradict the word of the scripture, that it is 'without a second'

"(Chand. 6, 2, 1)?—Not at all! [The contradiction] disappears, because

"ascribed limitations like name and form spring from Ignorance. But
"the fruit of the worship of this lower Brahman is, according to the

"context 'If he desires the world of the fathers* and so on (Chand. 8,

"2, 1) a world-lordship {jagad-aigvaryam) belonging to Samsara, since

"Ignorance is not [yet] destroyed. Now this [fruit] [p. 1184] is connected

"with a given place; therefore a going, in order to gain it, is no con-

"tradiction. It is true the soul is all-present; but as space [ether] enters

"into the vessel and the like, it also enters into connection with ascribed

"limitation (up&dhi) like Buddhi and the rest, and so far a going is

" assumed for it, concerning which we have spoken, yrith reference to the

"Sutra: 'because it [the soul in the condition of Samsara] is the nucleus

"'of its [Buddhi's] qualities [love, hate, desire, sorrow, etc.]' (2,3,29)."
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THE FIRST PART OP THE VEDANTA SYSTEM:

THEOLOGY

OR

THE DOCTRINE OF BRAHMAN.
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VII. Prefatory Remarks and Arrangement.

1. On the names of God.

The doctrine, which we here undertake to set forth, is not

seldom included under the general conception of Pantheism;
this expression (like the corresponding: Theism, Atheism and

the like) not only means very little, hut also, seems actually

inexact in its application to our system, as well in its exoteric

and lower, a« in its esoteric and higher form. For in the

lower doctrine the Theology of the Vedanta should on the

contrary he described as Theism, as is shown by the expressions

for God, Igvara, the Lord, Purusha, the Man, the Spirit,

Frajna, the wise, and the like; in the higher doctrine on the

contrary, it is something that rises above all such catch words,

and resists all attempts to include it in the accepted schemes,

however, convenient such inclusion might be. In any case

the name Brahman, which, in the work which we are to ana-

lyse, is used only as a neuter, ^s indicates something impersonal,

only in the sense, however, that its being is raised far above

all personality. This word does not originally mean "the

liberated," "the Absolute," from harh, separate, as the Vedan-

tins derive it (p. 33, 2, and also perhaps already K§,th. 2, 13.

6, 17 pravrihya, prahvrihet) but rather from larh, swelling,

that is (above pp. 17, 49) "prayer," conceived not as a wishing

66 The Brahman (m.) of Indian mythology appears quite exceptionally

p. 913, 10 Vasishthag ca Brahmano mdnasah putrah and in the formula

p. 61, 11 brahm&di-sthavardnta, p. 604,2 brahmddi-stambapari/anta; also

in the quotations p. 209, 1. 301, 4. 338, 12. 339, 1. 998, 2, where he is

usually explained as Hiranyagarhha (p. 301, 1. 339, 3). In the Vedanta

it is frequently the custom, which we shall occasionally follow, to connect

a pronoun of masculine gender (he, his and the like) with Brahman in the

neuter.
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120 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

(suxeo&ai) or wording {orare, precari) or demanding (bidjan)

or softening {MOAumbcn) or offering incense (inj?), but as the

will of man striving upwards towards the holy, the divine; in

accordance with this, the designation of God as Brahman

would arise from a concept which finds and grasps the Divine

where it is preeminently to be sought and found. The other

designation of God as Atman, that is, "the Self," or "the

Soul" also points us to our inner life (cf. p. 100, 18: atma hi

ndma svarupam); but when this is distinguished from "the

living Self," the individual soul {Jwdtman, Jiva) as "the

highest Self" {Faramdtman, Mukhyatman, Aupanishaddtman),

these expressions admonish us to distinguish two sides in our

own selves, of which this whole empirical form of existence is

only one, while the other, lying behind it, rests in the bosom

of the deity, is even identical with it.

This is not the place to follow up further the designations

of God as Brahman, Atman, Furusha, Igvara and the profound

views which they open up; to this end the first steps of our

knowledge must first be exhibited from the Veda more clearly

than has hitherto been done. Here we must restrict ourselves

to developing the Theology of Badar§,yana and Qankara, look-

ing at the Upanishads only with their eyes; but even in this

scholastic form, the ideas of the Godhead show a loftiness the

like of which cannot easily be found elsewhere.

2. Arrangement of the Theology.

Apart from casual phrases scattered through the whole

work, the doctrine of the Brahman is dealt with in two parts

of the Brahmasutras; that is, in the first Adhy§,ya, which lays

down the Theology on the basis of a series of scripture texts,

in a general way, and without developing the difference between

Saguna and NirgunS, Vidya.^' and in an appendix to this, in

61 Such a diiference seems to be kept in view, judging from the

introductory discussions p. Ill—114; but in the development of the

question whether sagunam or nirffunam hrakma is to be understood,

another question is generally substituted, that is, whether the text cited

refers to the highest self or to the individual self. The threefold

antithesis of param hrdhma, 1) to the forms as which it is presented
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VII. Prefatory Remarks and Arrangement. 121

Adhy§,ya III, 2, 11—41, which contains the esoteric theology. We
shall follow this twofold division ; but within the first Adhyaya,
in order to gain a clear idea of the matter, we cannot adhere to

the order maintained in the Sfitras, since they bring together

the most heterogeneous material in the strangest manner, and,

on the other hand, widely separate passages naturally belonging

to each other. To justify our transpositions it may be useful to

explain as far as possible the principle of arrangement which

governs the first Adhyaya of the Brahmasutras.

To begin with, the first Adhyaya is divided as we have it

(cf. table of contents at the end of the first chapter, above

p. 39), into forty, that is, ten times four Adhikaranas (Chap-

ters). Four of these chapters separate themselves naturally

from the rest: the two last 1, 4, 23—27 and 1, 4, 28 which

belong to the following cosmological section, and 1, 3, 26—33.

1, 3, 34—38, which contain an episode already treated in

chap. III. Of the remaining Adhikaranas, the four first form

the Introduction, /owr others (1, 1, 5—11. 1, 4, 1— 7. 1, 4, 8—10.

1, 4, 11—13) combat the Sankhya doctrine. After deducting

these, we have seven times four Adhikaranas, which consist

of an exegetical and dogmatic discussion of the same number

of passages from the Upanishads. Of these, four are taken

from Brihadaranyaka-Up., four from Kathaka-Up., four from

Atharvan Upanishads (three from Mundaka, one from Pragna))

four, that is two each, from Taittiriya and Kaushitaki, and

the remaining three times four from Chandogya-Upanishad.

The following scheme shews their order:

1) 1, 1, 12—19 Taitt. 2, 5

2) —,20—21 Chand.1,6,6.

3) — , 22 Chand. 1, 9, 1.

4) — , 23 Chand. 1, 11, 5.

5) — , 24—27 Chand. 3, 13, 7.

6) -, 28-31 Kaush. 3, 2

7)1,2,1—8 Chand. 3, 14, 1.

8) _, 9-10 . . . Kath. 2, 25

9) — , 11—12 .... Kath. 3,

1

{sacfunam brahma), 2) to the forms in which it is manifested, that is, the

world, 3) to the individual soul, is not sharply distinguished and preserved

by Qankara; we shall recur to this in Chapter XIV, 1.
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122 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

10) — , 13—17 Chand. 4, 15,

1

11)—,18—20 Bnh.3,7,3

12) —,21—23 Mund.1,1,6

13) — , 24—32 Chand. 5, 11—24

14)1,3,1—7 Mund.2,2,5

15)_,8_9 Ch4nd.7,23

16)—.10—12 Brih,3,8,8

17) — , 13 Pragna 5,

5

18) — , 14—18 Chand. 8, 1,

1

19) _, 19_21 Chand. 8, 12,

3

20)—,22—23 Mund.2,2,10

21)—,24-26. . . . Kath.4,12

22) —,39 .... Kath.6,1

23) — , 40 Chand. 8, 12,

3

24) —,41 Chand.8, 14

25)—,42-43 Brih.4,3,7

26) 1, 4, 14-16 Taitt. 2,

6

27) —,16—18 KauBh.4,19

28)—,19-22 Brih.4,5,6

As this survey shews, the order of the passages, as they

occur in the different Upanishads, is rigidly preserved. But

apart from this, these passages are interwoven in a way for

which we only here and there seem to recognise a reason.

Possibly this enigmatic relation points to preparatory exegetical

works within the different Qakhas, which were then gradually

united in a single whole.

However this may he, this much is clear, that this principle

of arrangement is in fact an external one. Therefore, in our

statement of the doctrine, we ignore it altogether, in order,

after producing certain proofs of the existence of God (Chap.

VIII), to treat of the Brahman on the basis of the material

in question, first in itself (Chap. IX), then as a cosmic principle

(Chap. X), again as a cosmic and at the same time psychic

principle (Chap. XI), lastly as the soul (Chap. XII), and as

the highest end (Chap. XIII). The investigation of the esoteric

{nirgunam) Brahman will form the conclusion of the Theology

(Chap. XIV).
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Vni. Proofs of the Existence of God.

1. Prefatory Remark.

In the course of the work, with which we are concerned,

we several tinaes come across discussions, which have a certain

likeness to the proofs of the existence of God that figure in

the modern pre-Kantian philosophy. We give them here

under the names in use among us, as a comparison of the

arguments on both sides is not without historical interest.

There can be no question of mutual dependence, since proofs

like the cosmological and physico-theological lie in the

nature of man's processes of thought; as it appears, the In-

dians were never ensnared into an ontological proof; on the

other hand, we find a new proof, which we may call the

psychological, and in which the concept of God blends

with the concept of the soul. We begin with a short and

provisional definition of the Brahman, and then introduce the

passages which occur under the titles mentioned, without

meaning to maintain that their entire contents are suited to

these titles chosen for the sake of comparison.

2. Definition of the Brahman.

(p. 38, 2:) "The cause, from which [proceeds] the origin or

"subsistence, and dissolution of this world which is extended

"in names and forms, which includes many agents and enjoyers,

"which contains the fruit of works specially determined accord-

"ing to space, time and cause, a world which is formed after

" an arrangement inconceivable even for the spirit, this omniscient

"and omnipotent cause is the Brahman."

(p. 90, 3:) "Brahman is the omniscient and omnipotent cause

"of the origin, persistence and passing away of the world."
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124 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

3. Cosmological Proof.

Under this title we translate SCtram 2, 3, 9 with Qankara's

explanation (p. 627—628).

Sutram: "But [there is] no origin of 'the Existent^ on

" account of the impossibility." Explanation: "After anyone

"has been taught from the scripture, that also ether [or:

"space] and air have originated, although we cannot conceive

"their coming into being, he might come to think that the

"Brahman also originated from something, for when he per-

"ceives how from the ether and the like, which are still only

" modifications, yet other modifications arise, he might conclude

" that the ether also sprang into being from the Brahman, as

"if from a mere modification. The present Sutram "But [there

"is] no-origin" etc., serves to remove this doubt; its meaning

" is : but one must not think that the Brahman, whose essence

"is Being (sad-dtmaka), could have originated from anything

"else; why? 'owing to impossibility.'' For Brahman is pure

"Being. As such it can [firstly] not have sprung from pure

"Being, because [between the two] there is no superiority, so

"that they cannot be related [to each other] as original and

"modified;—but also [secondly] not from differentiated Being,

"because experience contradicts this; for we see that from

"homogeneity differences arise, for example, vessels from clay,

"but not that homogeneity arises from differences;—further

" [thirdly] also not from non-Being,«8 for this is essenceless

^' (niratmaka); and because the scripture overthrows it, when

"it says (Chand. 6, 2, 2): 'How should the Existent come from

"the non-Existent?' and because it does not admit a producer

"of the Brahman, when it is said (Qvet. 6, 9):

"Cause is He, Master of the Sense's Lord,

"He has no Lord, and no Progenitor."

"For ether and wind on the contrary an origin is shewn,

"but there is none such for the Brahman, that is the difference.

"And because it is seen how, from modifications, other modi-

"fications arise, there is no necessity for the Brahman

68 The similarity of this demonstration with that in the Parmenides
V. 62 ff., is conspicuous; Zeller, Fhilosophie der Griechen I', p. 471.
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VIII. Proofs of the Existence of God. 125

"to be a modification. For were this so, then we should come
"to no primordial nature (miilaprakriti) but should have a
"regressus in wfinitum (anavastha). What is assumed as the
"primordial nature,—just that is our Brahman; there is thus
"perfect agreement." 69

4. Physico-theological Proof,

(p. 500, 3:) "When the matter is considered with the help
"of examples only, it is seen that in the world no non-intelligent

"object without being guided by an intelligence brings forth

"from itself the products which serve to further given aims
"of man. For, e. g., houses, palaces, beds, seats, pleasure-
" gardens and the like are [only] contrived in life by intelligent

"artists in due time for the purpose of obtaining pleasure and
"averting pain. Exactly the same it is with this whole world.
"For when one sees, how, for example, the earth serves the end
"of the enjoyment of the fruit of the manifold works, and how,
"again, the body within and without by possessing a given

"arrangement of parts suitable to the different species and
"determined in detail that it may form the place of the en-

"joyment of the fruit of the manifold works,—so that even
" highly skilled artists full of insight are unable to comprehend
"it through their understanding,—how should this arrangement
"proceed from the non-intelligent original-matter [of the San-

"khyas]? For lumps of earth, stones and the like are in

"no wise capable of this? Clay also, for example, is formed,

"as experience teaches, to different shapes [only] so long as

"it is guided by the potter, and exactly in the same way must

"matter be guided by another intelligent power. He, there-

"fore, who relies on the material cause only as clay, etc.,

"cannot rightly maintain, that he possesses the primordial

"cause; but no objection meets him who, besides it [the clay],

"relies on the potter etc. as well. For when this is assumed

69 In the last phrase, the relationship between the Indian and the

western cosmological proof, as well as the inadequacy of both, comes

out very clearly; since considered empirically nothing stands in the way

of a regressus from the e£fect to the cause, from this again to its cause,

etc. in infinitum.
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126 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

" there is no contradiction, and at the same time the scripture,

"which teaches an intelligent power as cause, is thereby re-

"spected. So that, as the arrangement [of the Kosmos] would

"become impossible, we may not have recourse to a non-

" intelligent power as the cause of the world."

5. Psychological Proof,

(p. 32, 4:) "Is the Brahman which is to be inyestigated

"known or unknown? If it is known, we do not need to in-

"vestigate it; if it is unknown, we cannot investigate it!

—

"Answer: That Being which of its own nature is eternal,

"pure, wise, free, all-knowing, almighty is Brahman. For from

"the etymology of the word Brahman the meanings 'eternal,

"pure' etc. are reached, according to the meaning of the root

"barh ['to separate;' see above, p. 119]. But the existence of

" the Brahman is demonstrated by the fact that it is the Self

"(Soul, atman) of all. For everyone assumes the existence of

"himself, for he cannot say: "I am not." For if the existence

"of Self were not demonstrated, then all the world could say

" 'I am not.' And the Self is the Brahman.—But if the

"Brahman is universally demonstrated because it is the Self,

"then it is known, and the objection that it need not be in-

"vestigated, recurs?— Not so! For with reference to its

" characteristics there is contradiction. For the common people

"and the materialists [Lokdyatika: 'those who follow the world']

"assert: 'the Self is only the body invested with intelligence;'

"—others again; "the Self is only the [naturally] intellectual

"organs of sense;'—others: 'it is the understanding (manos);'

"—yet others: 'it is only the perishable intellect;'— others:

"'the Void;'—others again: 'it is the [individual soul] extend-

"ing beyond the body, wandering, acting, and suffering;'—some:

"'it is only the sufferer, not the agent;'—some: 'it is the

"all-knowing, almighty Lord, who extends beyond this [world];'

"—still others: 'it is the Self of him who suffers [or: enjoys]

"there.'—Thus many oppose each other, and rely on arguments

"and passages [of Scripture] or their appearance. He, there-

"fore, who inconsiderately assumes the one or the other, may
"compromise his salvation and come to destruction. Therefore,
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VIII. Proofs of tte Existence of God. 127

"because they set forth the investigation of the Brahman, the

"consideration of the Veda.nta [Upanishad] texts, supported

"by non-contradictory reflexion, is recommended as a means
"of salvation."

(p. 78, 6:) "For the eternal Spirit (purusha) different from

"the agent [the individual soul], which is the object of the

"presentation of I, dwelling as witness (saTcshin) in all being,

"uniform, one, the highest, is not apprehended by anyone from

"the Section of "Works [of the Veda] or from any book based

"on reflexion; he, who is the soul of all. And therefore none

"can deny him, or make him an element of the Section of

"Works; for he is even the Self (soul) of him who denies

"him; and because he is the Self of all, it is therefore im-

" possible either to flee from him or to seek him. For every-

" thing that passes away, came into existence and passes away

"through modification, because it finds its end in the spirit;

"but the spirit is imperishable, because there is no cause of

"perishableness in it, and because there is no cause of change

"in it, therefore is it raised [above change], and eternal, and

"for this very reason in its own nature eternal, pure and free

"[or: freed]."

Now in so far as God is the (metaphysical) I of man him-

self, his existence cannot be proved at all, but also it does

not need to be proved, because he is that which is alone

known directly, and thereby the basis of all certainty, as is

developed in the following most remarkable passage.

6. Cogito, ergo sum.

(p. 619, 8:) "For if the Self [that is, Brahman] also [hke

"ether, wind, fire, water, earth] were a modification, then,

"since the Scripture teaches nothing higher above it, every

"effect from ether downwards would be without Self (nirdt-

''maka, soulless, essenceless), since the Self [also] would be

"[only] an effect; and thus we should arrive at Nihilism

" (gUnya-vMa). Just because it is the Self, it is not possible

"to doubt the Self. For one cannot establish the Self [by

"proof] in the case of anyone, because in itself it is already

"known. For the Self is not demonstrated by proof of itself.
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128 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"For it is that which brings into use all means of proof, such

"as perception and the like, in order to pi"ove a thing which

"is not known. For the objects of the expressions ether etc.

"require a proof, because they are not assumed as known of

"themselves. But the Self is the basis {agraya) of the action

"of proving, and consequently it is evident before the action

"of proving. And since it is of this character, it is therefore

"impossible to deny it. For we can call in question some-

" thing, which comes to us (dgantuka) [from outside], but not

"that which is our own being. For it is even the own being

"of him who calls it in question [cf. p. 79, 1. 823, 2]; fire cannot

"call its own heat in question. And further, when it is said:

"'It is I, who now know what at present exists, it is I, who

"knew the past, and what was before the past, it is I, who shall

"know the future and what is after the future,' it is implied

"in these words that even when the object of knowledge alters,

"the knower does not alter, because he is in the past, future,

"and present; for his essence is eternally present (sar-

''vadd-vartamdna-svabhdvatvdd); therefore, even when the body

"turns to ashes, there is no passing away of the Self, for its

"essence is the present, yea, it is not even for a moment

"thinkable, that its essence should be anything else than this."
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IX. The Brahman in itself.

1. Brahman as the non-Existent.

Sutram 1,4,14—15.

It is asserted, Qankara says (loc. cit), that the Yedanta
texts referring to the derivation of the world from Brahman,
as well as those referring to the nature of Brahman itself,

are frequently contradictory; in the former case, sometimes
the ether, sometimes fire, sometimes breath is named as the

first created, while in the latter, Brahman is in some passages

described as the "non-Existent," in others as the "Existent."

With regard to the first point, he says, it will be discussed

further on (cf. Chap. XVII, 1); here we have only to do with

the latter. It is true that it is said (Taitt. 2, 7):

"Non-Existent was this in the beginning, thence the Existent arose"

while on the other hand it is said (Chand. 6, 2, 1): "Existent

"only, dear one, was this in the beginning, alone and without

"a second. Some, verily, say: non-Existent was this in the

"beginning, alone and without a second; from this non-Existent

"arose the Existent. But how could this be, dear one? How
"could the Existent arise from the non-Existent."

Here, in the one passage, as in the other, the all-knowing,

almighty, all-animating Being without a second is indicated as

the cause of the world (p. 372, 7); and if the Taitt. Up. speaks

of a non-Existent, it is not an essenceless non-Existent that is

to be understood, as the preceding verse (Taitt. 2, 6) proves

:

"He is but non-Existent 'o who knows Brahman as non-Existent;

"He who knows Brahman as Existent becomes himself by this Existent."

The word "Existent" is commonly used to indicate the

7» Qankara always reads; asann eva sa bhavati, p. 375, 13. 124, 9.

128, 7. 823, 4
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130 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

world extended in names and forms; now in order to suggest,

that this development did not exist before the creation, it is

metaphorically said of Brahman which alone is: it was, as it

were, a non-Existent (p. 376, 7).

2. Brahman as the primordial Light.

Sutram 1,3,22—23.

Mund. 2, 2, 10 (= Kath. 5, 15 = Qvet. 6, 14) says:

"There shines not sun nor moon nor stars, nor shine these

"lightnings, far less earthly fire: after Him the shining One,

"all shines, from His light is lighted this whole world."

In this passage, as Qankara explains, it is not some kind

of light-element that is to be understood, but the highest At-

man, of which Ch§,nd. 3, 14, 2 says: "Light is his form, truth

his resolve" (p. 272, 9), and which is spoken of (p. 274, 2) in

what goes before (Mupd. 2, 2, 5. 9). A Light-element is not

to be thought of, because from such an element the sun etc.

[hence the moon also!] cannot borrow their light, since they

are themselves just as much light-elements (p. 272, 11); but

they can all very well borrow their light from the Brahman,

for a borrowing can also take place in the case of things of

different kinds, as a glowing ball of iron burns after the fire,

and as the dust blows after the wind (p. 273, 2); moreover,

besides the light-elements named, the sun etc., no other exists

(p. 274, 8).—Erom the shining of the Atman "all this" would

borrow light, that is, either: the sun, etc., in the sense in

which Bj-ih. 4, 4, 16 says: "Him the Gods honour as immortal

Life, as the light of lights," or it means: this whole world-

development, as it has arisen in names and forms as "the

reward of works to the doer" (kriyd-Mraka-phala, p. 273, 12;

the same formula p. 291, 6. 447, 3. 987, 6), has as cause the

light-nature of the Brahman, just as the revelation of all forms

has as its cause the light-nature of the sun (p. 273, 13). All

that is perceived, is perceived through the Brahman as light,

but the Brahman is perceived through no other Hght, because

its own being is to be Self-shining, so that the sun etc. shine

in him (tasmin). For the Brahman reveals the other, but the

Brahman is not revealed by the other (p. 275, 1).
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IX. The Brahman in itself. 131

3. Brahman as the last, unknowable origin of the
Existent.

a) Sutram 1, 2, 21—23.

In the Introduction of the Mundaka-Upanishad two doc-

trines are distinguished (in another sense than above, p. 98 ff.),

a lower, which, as Qankara remarks, has as its fruit ascent

(abhyudaya, cf. p. 82), and a higher, which has as its fruit sal-

vation (p. 203, 5). Under the lower the four Vedas besides

the six Vedangas (Phonetics, Grammar, Etymology, Metre,

Ritual and Astronomy) are enumerated, and then it is said

further, Mund. 1, 1, 5:

"But the higher is that through which that Imperishable

"is known: the invisible, intangible, unoriginated, colourless,

"without eyes and ears, without hands and feet, the eternal,

" all-pervading, all-present, very subtle, this is the Unchanging

"which the wise know as the womb of beings. As the spider

"puts forth [the threads] and draws them back again, as herbs

"grow up upon the earth, as from a living man the hair on

"head and body, so from this Imperishable arises all the

"world."

Here, as Qankara develops it, the highest God is to be

understood, not primordial matter or the individual soul. For

though the examples brought forward, the spider's body

and the man's body, are only directed by an intelligent power,

but are themselves non-intelligent (p. 200, 12), yet these are

only comparisons, which must not be pressed too far (p. 204,

14); that an intelligent original Being is to be understood, is

proved by what immediately follows, and is therefore to be

applied here, "he who understands all, who knows all" (Mund.

1, 1, 9), which cannot be applied to a non-intelligent primordial

matter (p. 201, 3).—One might also think of the individual

soul, because it certainly according to its moral nature (p. 201,

9) conditions what arises as being, but what follows further

on, shews clearly that only the highest Brahman can be meant.

For it is said further, Mund. 2, 1, 1:

"This is the truth:—As, from a well lit fire, sparks, of

"like nature to it, arise thousandfold, so, dear one, from the

9*
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132 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"Imperishable go forth manifold beings, and return into it

" again. For divine is the spirit (purusha), the formless, who
" is -within and without, unborn, breathless, wishless, pure, yet

"higher than the highest Imperishable. From him arises

" breath, the understanding with all the senses, from him arise

"ether, wind, and fire, the water, and earth the support of

" all. His head is fire, his eyes the moon and sun, the cardinal-

•' points are his ears, his voice is the revelation of the Veda.

" Wind is his breath, his heart the world, from his feet the

"earth;—he is the inner Self in all beings."

From this passage, says Qankara, it is clear, that neither

the individual soul, to which such majesty of body does not

belong, nor primordial matter is to be thought of, because it

is not the inner Self in all beings (sarva-ihuta-antardtman),

(p. 207, 12). If at the same time an individualised form is

attributed to the invisible womb of beings, this is not in order

to ascribe to it a real individuality, but only to make it clear

that it is the Self of the universe (sarva-dtman) (p. 208, 1).—

A difficulty is caused by the fact that the Atman, which

(above p. 131) is called " the Imperishable," is here spoken of

as " higher than the highest Imperishable." The way in which

Qankara tries to solve this difficulty, by here understanding the

" Imperishable as the undeveloped subtle body [Chap. XXXI, 3],

"forming the seed-power for names and forms, which serves as

" the ground-work for the Lord, and is only a limitation (upddhi)

" ascribed to himself" (p. 206, 1), as well as the opinion ol

some, considered by Qankara (p. 208), that in the concluding

words of the text Prajapati (a cosmogonic personification of

Brahman) is to be understood, we may very well pass by.

b) Sutram 1, 3, 10—12.

In the Brihadaranyaka-Upanishad (3, 8) G&,rgi, the daughter

of Yacaknu (not the wife of Yajnavalkya, as Colebrooke, M.E.*

p. 343 erroneously supposes) asks Yajnavalkya in what is woven

and interwoven that which exists above heaven, beneath the

earth, and between heaTen and earth, in what the past,

the present, and the future, and receives as answer: in the

ether (space) all this is woven and interwoven.—"But in what,"
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IX. The Brahman in itself. 133

she asks further, "is ether (space) then woven and interwoven?"

—To this Yajnavalkya:

"It is that, Gargi, which the Brahmans call the Im-
" perishable (aksharam); it is neither gross nor fine, nor short

"nor long, nor red [like fire] nor adhering [like water], not

"shady nor dark, not wind nor ether, not sticky [like gum],

"without taste, without smell, without eye or ear, without

" voice, without understanding, without vital-force, and without

" breath, without mouth and without measure, without inner or

"outer; nothing whatsoever does it consume, nor is it consumed

"by any. At the bidding of this Imperishable, o GS.rgi, sun

"and moon are kept asunder from each other; at the bidding

"of this Imperishable, o G§.rgi, heaven and earth are kept

"asunder from each other; at the bidding of this Imperishable,

"o Gargi, the minutes and the hours, the days and nights,

" the half-months, months, the seasons, and the years are kept

"asunder. At the bidding of this Imperishable, o Gargi, the

"streams run downward from the snowy mountains some to

"the east, some to the west, and whithersoever each one goes;

"at the bidding of this Imperishable, o Gargi, men praise

"the generous man, gods strive for the sacrificer, the fathers

"for the offerings for the dead. Verily, o Gargi, he who

"knows not this Imperishable, though in this world he offers

"and has offerings made, though he suffers penance many a

"thousand years, gains an unenduring [reward]; but he who
" knows not that Imperishable, o Gargi, and departs from this

"world, he, indeed, is miserable; but he who, o Gargi, know-

"ing this Imperishable, departs from this world, he, indeed,

"is a BrS.hmapa. Verily, o GS.rgi, this Imperishable is see-

"ing, not seen, hearing, not heard, understanding, not under-

" stood, knowing, not known. For outside him there is no

"seer, outside him there is no hearer, outside him there is

"none with understanding, outside him there is none with

" knowledge. In this Imperishable, verily, o Gargi, is the ether

"woven and interwoven."

In this passage, as Qankara explains, the Imperishable

(aksharam) means not "the syllable," as usually is the case,

generally the sacred syllable "ow," of which it is said (Chand.
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134 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

2, 23, 4) "the sound om is all this," but the highest divinity

(p. 242, 10) ; for of it only is it true that in it the ether and

thereby the universe is woven (p. 242, 14), as even in the

passage mentioned (Chand. 2, 23, 4) the sound "om" signifies

Brahman (p. 243, 3), whose properties of eternity and all-per-

meation are signified etymologically by aksharam (na ksharati,

agnute ca, p. 243, 4). Primordial matter can also not be

understood as the Imperishable, for it is said: "at the bidding

of this Imperishable," and "this is seeing not seen" etc., which

must refer to an intelligent power (p. 243, 12. 244, 8); but it

cannot refer to the individual soul, because in the words:

"without eye and without ear" etc., all limitations {upddhi)

are excluded, and without these the individual soul cannot

exist (p. 244, 13).

All the properties of the Brahman, which we have dealt

with hitherto, were (so far as they are not to be taken figurat-

ively) purely negative; now we turn to the two positive de-

terminations of the being of the Godhead, which show it as

1) pure intelligence, 2) pure bliss.

4. Brahman as pure Intelligence.

Sutram 1, 1, 6—H.

Prefatory Remark. When we consider the weakness

and frailty of man's intellect, we can only wonder at the

unanimity with which, in Indian, Greek and modem philo-

sophy, Intelligence is ascribed as an essential attribute to "the

Thing-in-itself." It is well worth while to follow out the

motives which have led the thinkers of ancient and modern

times to declare so feeble a faculty, which works only inter-

mittently, is bound up with organic life and perishes with it,

to be the essence of the being of Beings. These motives are

especially clearly seen in the deeply founded structure of the

Vedanta philosophy. Metaphysics must above all seek a firm

and immovable point of certainty, in order to attack the sub-

ject, and this can only be found in the consciousness of the

philosophising subject; hence the Cartesian: cogito, ergo sum,

and the corresponding statement of our work, which we have
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IX. The Brahman in itself. 135

given above p. 127ff. Here, within our own Self, we gain an
infallible guide to the absolute Being which we are seeking:

that which cannot be laid aside must also be the imperishable,

the unchangeable must also be that which lies at the basis

of every thing changeable, a conviction, which is most clearly

expressed by calling the Principle of all Being the Atman,
that is, the Self. We reach it as, in the manner described

above p. 58, and in note 29, we gradually separate from our

"I" everything which is "not-I," hence not only the outer

world, the body and its organs, but also the whole apparatus

of Buddhi or intellect (the indriyas and the manas). What
remains, should consequently be spoken of only as unconscious

;

but they could not go so far, without removing the whole

phenomenon from the region of perceptibility. Consciousness,

therefore, in which all this process of elimination proceeds,

was left as the terminus, so that not only was the necessity

avoided of abandoning, along with the organs of perception,

their function also,—perception,—but also the very noteworthy

objections of the adversary, which we shall presently detail,

were set at defiance.

Many times, as Qankara says in the passage, with which

we are concerned, intellect is ascribed to the Principle of

world-creation in the Veda. So when it is said :
" He designed

(aikshata): I will become many, I will procreate" (Chand. 6,

2, 3);—"He designed: I will create worlds" (Ait. 1, 1, 1);—

"He formed the design, then he created Breath" (Pra^na 6,

3. 4);
—"He who knows all, understands all" etc. (Mund. 1,

1, 9).—From this it follows that we must ascribe to the Brah-

man omniscience, absolute, unlimited knowledge, that, as a

later passage (3, 2, 16) explains. Brahman is pure spirituality

(caitanyam) and this alone.—Against these arguments the

Sankhyas raise the following objections:

First Objection: An eternal cognition in Brahman would

take away the freedom of Brahman with reference to the

action of cognition (p. 93, 1).—To this Qankara replies: to

begin with, it is to be held that only an eternal actual, and

not a potential, cognition (such as the Sankhyas ascribe to

the sattva-guna of their primordial matter) satisfies the demands
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136 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

ot omniscience." A cognition of this kind does not take away

the freedom of Brahman; for in the case of the sun also,

although it continually gives forth heat and light, we say "it

warms," "it shines" and thereby indicate that it does this of

itself, of its own accord [p. 95, 16; that is to say: the follow-

ing out of the law of its own nature does not take away the

freedom of a being].

Second Objection: a cognition is only possible, if there

is also an object of perception (termaw, literally "a product,"

in contrast to Jcaranam, organ), which was not the case before

the creation (p. 96, 1).—Answer : as the sun also shines, when

there is nothing for it to shine on, so Brahman might know

without having an object of cognition (cf. p. 649, 10). Yet one

existed, even before the creation. What is this pre-cosmic ob-

ject?—It is (p. 96, 6) "the Names and Forms which are neither

"to be defined as beings nor as the opposite, which are not

" evolved, but striving towards evolution {avyakrite, vyacikirsliite),

"the Names and Forms" of the world [which as the words

of the Veda, as we saw above p. 71, hovered before the spirit

of the Creator before the creation].

Third Objection: Cognition cannot proceed without

organs of perception, body, senses, etc. (p. 93, 4. 96, 11).

—

Answer: because cognition inheres in Brahman, as shining in

the sun, as an eternal law of its nature, it requires no organs

to this end, like the individual soul (p. 97, 1), which, as is

provisionally set forth on p. 98, is nothing but the Brahman

itself, limited by the Upddhis like the body etc., and there-

fore only separate from the Brahman from the standpoint of

Ignorance (cf above p. 58 ff.). The individual soul (p. 100—101)

is the Self of Brahman, and the Brahman is the Self of the

individual soul; for of Brahman it is said: (Ohand. 6, 3, 2) "this

"divinity designed: good! I will enter into these three divinities

"[Fire, Water, Earth] with this living self!" and again it is

said (Chand. 6, 8, 7): "whose being is this universe, that is the

" p. 95, 10. The passage seems corrupt; it would be a help if we

might read: katham nitya-jhana-akriyatve asarvajflatva-h&nir, by which

what follows becomes consistent.
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IX. The Brahman in itself. 137

"Real, that is the soul (the Self), that art thou, o Qveta-

"ketu!"—That Self means the own nature; a spiritual power,

like the individual soul, cannot have an unspiritual as its

own nature (p. 100, 18.. 104, 9).—On this ground, which for our

authors is unassailable, they take their stand further on, when,

to prove the spirituality of the Existent or the Godhead, they

refer to two phenomena, that of liberation, and that of

dreamless sleep. Liberation is a return into Brahman

(p. 102, 8); and from another point of view it is only a com-

ing to consciousness of one's own Self (p. 103, 7), it follows,

therefore, that Brahman is simply this Self, and therefore

spiritual. As Liberation is an eternal union with the Existent,

that is, with Brahman, the cause of the world, so deep, dream-

less sleep according to the scripture (Chand. 6, 8, 1) is a tem-

porary union with the Existent (p. 109, 2); the word "he

sleeps" (svapiti) means, however, "he has entered into himself"

(svam apita); a spiritual power, like the individual soul, can-

not enter into an unspiritual as into its own self (p. 108, 10).

5. Brahman as Bliss.

Sutram 1, 1, 12—19; cf. 3, 3, 11—13.

Brahman is the inmost essence of man.—This thought is

exhibited in the second part of the Taittiriya Upanishad by

the theory (which plays a large part in the later Vedantasara,

but not yet in Badarayapa and Qankara) of the different

coverings (koga), by which our Self is surrounded, and through

which we must break, in order to reach the inmost essence

of our nature, and thereby the Brahman.

After Taitt. 2, 1 has briefly explained, how from the Atman

the ether proceeded, from this the wind, from this the fire,

from this the waters, from these the earth, from this plants,

from these food, from this seed, from this man, and further

it is said: this man consists of food (ahtiarasamaya), in this

self of food indwells, another, filling it, the Self of breath

(prdnamaya), in this again the self of understanding (mano-

maya), in this the self of intellect (vijndnamaya), in this

lastly, as inmost, the self of bliss (anandamaya). For each

of these five sheath-Hke selves, indwelling one in the other.
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138 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

are distinguished and specified (perhaps while the form of a

bird is present to the thought) the head, the right and left

sides (wings), the body, and "the support (literally: the tail),

the base." In the case of the self of food, these parts are

formed by the parts of the body, in the case of the self of

breath, by the vital spirits with the ether (in the heart) and

the earth, for the self of understanding by the four Vedas

and the Upanishads (ddega), for the self of intellect by faith,

truth, right, piety (yoga) and lordship; for the self of bliss it

is said finally: "Love [literally: what is dear] is his head, joy

"his right side, rejoicing his left side, bliss his body. Brahman

"his support, his base" (Taitt. 2, 5).

In this passage, according to Badarayana's Siitras and the

accompanying interpretation, by the "self of bliss" we are to

understand Brahman; as is proved p. 116 from the connection

of the passage, and from the frequent description of Brahman

as bliss in the Taitt. Up. and elsewhere (Brih. 3, 9, 28), and

finally, because it is spoken of as the innermost of all. The

word "of bliss" do not here mean "made of bliss," but in-

dicate only the fulness of the bliss of Brahman (1, 1, 13 p. 117),

which is the source of all bliss (1, 1, 14 p. 118). Neither the

individual soul (1, 1, 16—17 p. 119—120) nor the primordial

matter of the Safikhyas (1, 1, 18 p. 121) can be understood

here, from the connection of the whole; moreover the union

of the individual soul with the being "of bliss" is required

(1, 1, 19, p. 121—122) in the words of Taitt. Up. 2, 7: "For

"when one finds his resting-place and peace in this invisible,

"bodiless, ineffable, unfathomable [literally: baseless], then he

"has entered into peace; but if on the contrary, he assumes

" a hollow in this [as in the four others]—[Commentary: if he

"makes a difference between himself and this], then has he

"unrest; it is the unrest of him, who thinks himself wise."

But in direct contradiction to this interpretation, (which

is to be applied when the subject is resumed 3, 3, 11—13)
another explanation of the Upanishad passage is introduced

at the end of our extract by the words: "Here, however, the

following is to be noted," (p. 122, 9) explaining that the inter-

pretation of -maya as "consisting of" and then as "having
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IX. The Brahman in itself. 139

the fulness," is as inconsequent as if one had only half-digested

his food,'2 and then, entering into the discussion, declares that

it is not by the "self of bliss" that Brahman is to be under-

stood, but only by that which is indicated as " its support, its

basis;" the self of bliss is not yet the kernel, but only the

inmost shell, of which, therefore, we should have counted not

four but five (p. 123, 10: annamaya-ddaya' dnandamaya-paryan-

tah panca hogdJi kalpyante). In conclusion, the representative

of this opinion gives an explanation—extremely forced—of the

sutras in his sense.

As both interpretations agree in recognising Bliss (dnanda)

as the being of Brahman, this difference is of no particular

consequence for our purpose. But it is interesting for the

literary character of our work, as well as for the history of

the Vedanta, that here in Qankara's commentary two opinions

stand side by side, of which, as it seems to us, the former

alone corresponds to the text of the Upanishads and Bada-

rayana's Sutras, while on the side of the latter are ranged

the Commentary to the Taittiriya-Upanishad, which goes under

Qankara's name, as well as the Vedantasara, which likewise

interprets the self of bliss as only a shell (Vedantasara, § 56,

ed. Boehtl.) and thus counts five shells on which, in com-

bination with the three Gunas of the Sankhya Philosophy,

the whole of its psychology is built up.

Either the latter interpretation is due to a later inter-

polator, not to Qankara, in which case the Commentary to

the Taittiriya-Upanishad also must not be attributed to him

(cf. in it p. 25, 14 siishumnd, and above note 8);—or it is

Qankara's: in the latter case, we may suppose that he copied

the first interpretation given to the separate Sutras from an

earlier commentator (a possibility, which would be of great

importance for the character of his whole work, cf. notes 17. 45),

or we can also suppose, that Qankara disagrees with Bada-

'2 p. 122, 13: arddha-jaratiya-nyayena; similarly p. 176, 11: na tatra

arddha-jaratiyam (with this reading) labhyam. Differently and very

naively Govinda explains the latter passage: arddham, muTchamatram,

jaratyd vriddhayah Mmayate, na angani, iti, so 'yam arddhajaratiya-

nydyah.
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140 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

rayana here, that he therefore interprets the SMras first in

Badarayana's sense, and then rejects this interpretation, in

order to give another in its place in the sense of which he

finally interprets the Sutras as the standard authority of the

school, consciously changing their original meaning.

6. Brahman as Free from all Evil.

Sutram 1, 1, 20—21.

As is well known, the hymns of the Samaveda, with but

few exceptions (above p. 5) rest on those of the Rigveda.

The composer of the Ohandogya-Upanishad (which belongs to

the Samaveda) takes advantage of this circumstance, to show

how, in the provinces of cosmology and psychology, certain

phenomena rest on others, while on the contrary Brahman,

which is symbolically represented as the man in the sun and

the man in the eye, is raised above everything else, and free

from all evil.

As the Saman rests on the E,ic (so is explained Chand.

1, 6), so fire rests on earth, wind on atmosphere, the moon

on the stars, on the clear light of the sun rests the black,

very dark in it (which, according to the scholiast, is seen by

looking very intently at the sun; possibly: the sun-spots are

to be understood?). "But the golden man (purusha) who is

" seen in the interior of the sun with golden beard and golden

"hair, to the tips of his nails all golden,—his eyes are like

"the flowers of the Kapyasa-lotus, his name is "high" (ud),

"for high above all evil is he; he raises himself high above

"all evil, who thus knows;— his songs {? geshnau) are Eic and

"Saman, therefore [it is said] the high-song {ud-githa), there-

"fore also the high-singer (ud-gatar), for he is his singer; the

"worlds, which lie upwards from the [sun],—over these he

"rules, and over the wishes of the gods."

What is here set forth in the province of cosmology

(adhidaivatam), is then developed in that of psychology (adhydt-

mam). As the Saman rests on the Eic, so rests breath on

speech, the image (dtman) on the eye, understanding on the

ear, the black, very dark on the bright appearance in the

eye. "But the man who is seen in the interior of the eye,
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IX. The Brahman in iUelf. 141

" he is this E,ic, this Saman, this praise, this sacrificial sentence,

" this prayer (brahman). The form which the former has, this

"also has the latter, the songs of the former are his songs,

"the name of the former is his name; the worlds which lie

"beneath him,—over these he rules, and over the wishes of

"men. Therefore those who sing here to the lute, sing him,

"therefore good is their lot."

Here, explains Qankara, we must by no means understand

by the man in the sun and in the eye, an individual soul

raised through knowledge and works (p. 130, 3), but Brahman;

for when form and position are attributed to him (p. 130, 6. 9),

and the boundaries of his might are spoken of (p. 130, 13), all

this happens only for the sake of worship (p. 133, 10. 13. 15),

since we are dealing here with the attribute-possessing Brah-

man, not with the attribute-free (p. 133, 7). Of Brahman alone

it can be said that he is "high above all evil" (p. 131, 10),

and that he, the all-animating, is indicated as the subject of

spiritual as well as of secular songs (p. 132, 1. 8). For of him

it is said in the Bhagavadgita (10, 41):

"AH that has might and beauty, vital force,

"Know thou that of my power 'tis a part."

We must distinguish between this sun-purusha and the in-

dividual soul embodied in the sun (p. 134, 2; of. above p. 66);

for thus says the scripture: (Brih. 3, 7, 9) "He who, dwelling

"in the sun, is different from the sun, whom the sun knows

"not, whose body is the sun, who rules the sun within,—he is

"thy soul, thine inner ruler, the immortal."

7. Brahman as Free from Causality and Affliction.

Sutram 3, 3, 35—36.

Just as Kant declares theoretical speculation insufficient,

and turns the human soul with its demands away from specu-

lation back to the practical way, so already did Yajnavdhja, in

a highly remarkable passage in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad

3^ 4—5, the consideration of which we shall transfer from

3, 3, 35—36 into the present connection.

(Brih. 3,4:) "Then asked him Ushasta, the descendant of

"Oakra. 'Yajnavalkya,' said he, 'the immanent, non-transcen-
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142 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"dent Brahman, which as soul is innermost of all, that shalt

"thou declare to me.'—'It is thy soul, which is innermost of

' 'all.'
—'Which, o Yajiiavalkya, is innermost of all?'—'That

'which inhreathes by inbreath that is thy soul, the inner-

'most of all, that which outbreathes by outbreath that is

'thy soul, the innermost of all, that which interbreathes by

'interbreath that is thy soul, the innermost of all, that which

'upbreathes by upbreath that is thy soul, the innermost of

'all,—this is thy soul, which is innermost of all.'—Then said

Ushasta, the descendant of Oakra: 'It is only indicated by

"this, as when one says: that is a cow, that is a horse; but

'the immanent, non-transcendent Brahman, the soul, which is

'innermost of all, that shalt thou declare to me!'—'It is thy

'soul which is innermost of all.'
—'Which, o Yajnavalkya, is

'innermost of all?'—'Thou canst not see the seer of seeing,

' 'nor canst thou hear the hearer of hearing, nor canst thou

'understand the understander of understanding, nor canst

'thou know the knower of knowing. He is thy soul, which

' is innermost of all.—What is different from him is afflicted.'

—Then Ushasta, the descendant of Cakra, was silent."

(Brih. 3, 5:) "Then asked him Kahola, the descendant of

"Kushitaka. 'Yajnavalkya,' said he, 'even that immanent,

"'non-transcendent Brahman, which as soul is innermost of

"'all, that shalt thou declare to me.'—'It is thy soul which

" 'is innermost of all.'
— 'Which, o Yajiiavalkya, is innermost

"'of all.'
—'That which overcomes hunger and thirst, affliction

"'and madness, age and death.—Truly, after they have found

" ' [Qank. : recognised] this soul, the Brahmans cease from long-

" 'ing after children, and longing after possession, and longing

" 'after the world, and wander about as beggars. For the

"
' longing after children is a longing after possessions, and

" 'the longing after possessions is a longing after the world;

" 'for both are mere longings.—Therefore after the Brahman
" 'has put off his erudition, let him abide in childlike sim-

" 'plicity; and after he has put off both his learned and his

"'childlike estate, then he becomes a silent one (Muni); after

" 'he has put off keeping silence and not keeping silence, then

" 'he becomes a Brahmapa.—By what does this Brahmana
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IX. The Brahman in itself. 143

" 'live?—By whatever it may be, by that he lives.
—

"Whatever
" 'is different from him is afflicted.'—Then Kahola, the descen-
" dant of Kushitaka, was silent."

Qankara's remarks on this passage are limited to showing

that both extracts belong to the unity of the same Vidya
(cf. above p. 99), which appears from the beginnings and
endings containing the same words (p. 923, 14), from the use

of the particle eva "even" (p. 923, 16) as introductory con-

junction of the second piece, as also from the fact that in

both cases the inner soul is treated of (p. 922, 7), as there

are not two inner souls, but one (p. 922, 9). The repetition

is due to the difference of the instruction (p. 923, 7): the first

time the Atman is depicted as lying beyond cause and effect

(kdrya-karana-vyatirikta), the second time as overcoming

hunger and the other qualities of Samsara (agandya-ddi-sam-

sdra-dharma-atUa) (p. 924, 2. 3).

That the two extracts make up a harmonious whole is

evident from their parallel construction; moreover a com-

parison of them may teach us whether, with our recollections

of Kant, we have rightly hit the central thought. The Brah-

man, so teaches the first extract, is theoretically unknow-
able: for because, in all knowing, it is the knowing subject,

it can never be an object of knowledge for us. To the mind

which, not resting content with this, puts forward the same

question anew, it is, in the second extract, pointed out that

Brahman is to be grasped practically. This happens as

one raises oneself step by step from the estate of erudition

(pdndityam) to that of childlike simplicity (bdlyam, cf. Matth.

18, 3), from this to the state of the Muni, from this to that

of the Brdhmana [in its emphatic meaning, as Brih. 3, 8, 10.

Chand. 4, 1, 7], who renounces family, possessions and worldly

pleasure, because these are different from the Brahman, and

therefore subject to affliction.

Touching the nature of the steps mentioned, and especially

the meaning of Balyam one may compare the investigations

in 3, 4, 47—50 (p. 1034—1041), from which we take only the

following beautiful passage of Smj-iti (p. 1041, 8):
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144 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"Whom no one knows as high nor lowly born,

"No one as erudite nor yet not erudite,

"No one as of good deeds nor evil deeds,

"He is a Brahmana, in very truth!

"Given up to hidden duties well fulfilled,

"In secrecy let all his life be spent;

"As he were blind and deaf, of sense bereft,

"Thus let the truly wise pass through the world."
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X. The Brahman as Cosmic Principle.

1. The Brahman as Creator of the World.

The creative activity of the Brahman is one of the fun-

damental ideas concerning it, which recurs in most of the

Vedic texts to be considered. We here discuss only a few

passages, which cannot conveniently be introduced elsewhere

and refer for further information to the texts as well as to

our cosmological section (chaps. XVI, XVII). The passages

in question teach us to know the Brahman from two sides:

(a) as that which conditions the spatial extension of beings

(Brahman as Akdga, that is, "Ether" or "Space" of which

later),—(b) as that which fills and animates the spatially ex-

tended (Brahman as Pram, that is, "Breath" or "Life").

(a) The Braliman as Jkdga. Sutram 1, 1, 22 and 1, 3, 41.

1. In the Chandogya-Up. 1, 8—9 there is a dialogue between

three men, in which is investigated the point of departure

(gati), of the Saman (song). The Saman, so it is said in the

course of the dialogue, goes back to the Tone, the Tone to

Breath, Breath to Food, Food to Water, Water to the celestial

world, which has, however, as its basis the terrestrial world.

But the terrestrial world also is finite, and goes back to the

Ether (or space).

"Now it is the Ether from which all these beings arise,

"and into which they return; the Ether is older than them

"all, the Ether is the highest goal. This most excellent of

"all is the Udgitha [song of the Saman], it is the endless."

Even though, Qankara remarks on 1, 1, 22, it would be

most natural in the case of the word Ether to think of the

so-called element, yet what is said here of the Ether cannot

apply to the element, but only to the Brahman (p. 136, 5).

10
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146 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

For even if the other beings (elements) have arisen directly

and immediately from the ether-element, yet it is said here

that "all beings," therefore the ether also, arose from, and

return to that which is here, as frequently in the scripture,

symbolically called the Ether, that is the Brahman (p. 136, 9),

Moreover this only could be meant by the oldest (p. 136, 11),

according to the Scripture (Chand. 3, 14, 3) which calls it

"older (greater) than the earth, older than the atmosphere,

"older than heaven, older than all these worlds;" and only

the Brahman can be the highest goal (p. 136, 14), according

to the words (Brih. 3, 9, 28, where Qankara, with the Madhyan-

dinas, reads rater):

"Brahman is bliss and knowledge, the highest aim of the sacrifioer

"And of him who desists and knows."

2. Towards the end of the Chandogya-Up. (8, 14) there is

found a remarkable saying (perhaps a blessing for the depart-

ing pupil), which runs thus: "The Ether it is, which extends

"Names and Forms; that in which these two are [or: that

"which is in these two], that is the Brahman, that is the im-

"mortal, that is the soul. I go forth to the hall of the lord

"of creation, to his house [I enter the world]; I am the glory

"of Brahmans, the glory of warriors, the gloiy of cultivators;

"to glory following after have I come; let me the glory of

"glories not enter into the grey, the toothless, the toothless,

"the gray, the slimy [into the womb for a re-birth; or: into

"grey old age?]."

In this passage also, according to Qankara on 1, 3, 41, by

the Ether is to be understood the Brahman, chiefly because

it is distinguished from Names and Forms, '^ which embrace

everything created, everything that is not Brahman itself

(p. 329, 7).

(b) The Brahman as Prdna. Sutram 1, 1, 23.

Between the two great Upanishads, Brihadaranyaka, which

serves as text-book for the students of the (white) Yajurveda,

T p. 329, 5 antard " different," as at p. 464, 12, where it is explained

by anya, while the Commentator on Chand. and according to all appear-

ances also Badarayana 1, 8, 41 understand it as "inside."
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X. The Brahman as Cosmic Principle. 147

and Chandogya, which serves for the students of the Sama-
veda, are to be observed many, often verbal agreements, but,

side by side with these, certain traces of a thorough-going

polemic, which is shown, among other things, by the fact that

teachers, who appear in the one Upanishad as the highest

authorities, occupy only a subordinate position in the other.

Thus, for example, Ushasta, the descendant of Cakra, whose

doctrine in Brih. 3, 4 is subordinate to that of Yajnavalkya

(cf. above p. 141), while, in Chand. 1, 10—11, under the name of

UshasW* it is true, he plays the leading role. In the legend,

which is here recounted of him, he appears as completely

destitute, and yet, notwithstanding his poverty, proud, since

he begs food from a rich man, but refuses the drink offered

with it, because he can get water to drink without begging.

It is further related of him how he betakes himself to a

sacrifice, and embarrasses the priests who have been engaged

for it by his questions. The king, who is offering the sacrifice,

notices him, and, after hearing his name, transfers to him the

functions of the other priests. Now it is their turn to

examine Ushasti, and the first question in this colloquy runs

thus: "Which is the Godhead to which the Prastava (the

"introduction to the song of the Saman) refers?"—To this

Ushasti answers (Chand. 1, 11, 5):

" It is the Life (or the Breath, ;prana) ; for all these beings

"enter into Life, and to Life {jpranam, probably better: prdndd,

"from Life) do they arise."

Here, according to Qankara, we must not, by Life, under-

stand the vital force, into which, according to Qatap. 10, 3, 3, 6,

the organs enter in sleep, and from which, on awaking, they

are born again, but Brahman, because according to the words

of the text not only the organs, but all beings arise from it

and return to it again (p. 140, 10); and if it be objected that

Ushasti's other two answers, as which "the Sun" and "Food"

follow, cannot apply to Brahman (p. 139, 13), it may be answered

that this is not at all necessary (p. 141, 5).

^* Qankara calls him Ushasti also in quoting Brih. 3, 4 (p. 922, 3).

10*
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148 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

2. The Brahman as World-ruler.

(a) Sutram 1, 3, 39.

In the Kathaka-Upanishad (6, 1) the world is likened to

an inverted Agvattha (ficus religiosa) whose one root is aboye

(Brahman), and whose manifold branches are below (the be-

ings of the world). Thus Brahman is indicated as the Essence

of the Universe, on which all worlds rest, and which pene-

trates and rules them as the Breath of Life (pram):

"The root above, the branch below,

"This fig-tree stands from ancient days:

—

"This is the pure, the Brahman this,

"And this is the Immortal called.

"This is the resting-place of worlds,

"By none can this be e'er surpassed.

"This [world] is truly that [the Brahman]!

"This is the Life in which the world,

"Which sprung from it, moves tremblingly,

"Fearful is this, a threatening flash,

"Who knows this, his is immortality.

"From fear of this burns the Fire, from fear of this the Sun,

« Prom fear of this run Indra and "Vayu, and Death the fifth of them."

In this passage, says Qankara, by Life (or Breath, pram)

we are to understand, not the fivefold Vital-breath (Chap.

XXVII, 4) or the wind, but Brahman, as is clear from the

context (p. 324, 7). To this alone can apply the passage about

the trembling of the whole world (p. 325, 2) as also what is

said of the lightning-flash; "for just as a man thinks: 'the

" 'threatening lightning-flash could strike my head if I did not

"'fulfil his [Indra's?] bidding;' and impelled by this [and

"similar] fear performs the command of a king etc., so the

"whole world, fire, wind, sun etc., from fear'* of Brahman,

"necessarily perform the duties which are assigned to them"

(p. 325, 11). Moreover, proceeds Qankara, it is only the know-

ledge of Brahman, through which immortality is ours (p. 326, 2),

for thus says the Scripture (Qvet. 3, 8 = Vij. S. 31, 18; cf. Taitt.

Ar. 3, 13, 1):

'5 Cf. Psalm 104, 7 and Heraclitus': f;/.ios oi;( unepPijaeToi (A^tpo, et

ik (JLT), 'Eptvii^t ii.tv A(xY]t ETclxoupoi 4^Eupi]aouaiv.
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X. The Brahman as Cosmic Principle. 149

""Who knoweth him, hath triumphed over death,

"And he who seeks this goal, this path must tread."

As the last words show, by immortality (amritatvam), in

the case of the Indians, we are not so much to understand

the western idea of an indestructibility by death, but rather

a liberation from the necessity of dying again and again.

(b) Sutram 1, 2, 18—20.

In the Brihadaranyaka-Upanishad Tdjnavalkya is asked

by Udddlaka the son of Aruna (the father and teacher of

Qvetaketu in Ch§,nd. VI, cf. Chap. XX, 2) concerning "the

"inner ruler (antarydmin), which inwardly rules this world,

" and the other world, and all beings," and thereupon answers

(Brih. 3, 7, 3):

"He who, dwelling in the earth, is dilferent from the earth,

"whom the earth knows not, whose body is the earth, who
"inwardly rules the earth, this is thy soul, thine inner ruler,

"the immortal."

What is said here of the earth, is further, by a stereo-

typed repetition of the same formula, transferred to water,

fire, the atmosphere, the wind, sky, the sun, the cardinal points,

moon and stars, the ether, darkness, light; then to all beings;

then to breath, speech, the eye, the ear, the mind, the skin,

knowledge [according to the Kama-, "the self" according to

the Mddhyandina-B^ecension] and seed.—In conclusion it is

said (3, 7, 23):

"He is seeing, not seen, hearing, not heard, understanding,

"not understood, knowing, not known; outside him there is none

"that sees, that hears, that understands, that knows; he is thy

"soul, thy inner ruler, thy immortal;—what is different from

"him, is afflicted."

Here, as Qankara shows, by the "inner ruler" the highest

Atman is to be understood; for it is his quality to rule all

that exists from within; he has the power to do this, because

he is the cause of all that exists (p. 195, 13); and in this he

makes use of the organs of the beings in question (p. 196, 7),

That he is different from beings, is evident from the fact

that these beings do not know him; for the said beings know
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150 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

themselves, as, for example the deity earth knows: "I am the

earth" (p. 196, 4).
—

"We must not think of the primordial matter

of the Sankhyas, because although it is true of this, that it is

said to be "not seen" etc., it is not true that it is "seeing"

etc. (p. 197, 5).—Just as little can the individual soul be meant,

because this is enumerated among the things ruled by it, in

the passage, where the Kdnvas read "knowledge," and the

Madhyandinas "the self." Both mean the individual soul

(p. 198, 7). Besides the difference between the Brahman and

the individual soul is not, in the highest sense, real, but only

the work of Avidyd, which perceives the highest soul by means

of the ascribed limitation (upddhi) as individual soul (p. 199, 5),

and on which the separation of subject and object, the em-

pirical means of knowledge, Samsara and the Vedic Canon

rest (p. 199, 9). In truth there is only one inner soul, and

not two (p. 199, 7).

3. Brahman as Destroyer of the World.

Siitram 1, 2, 9—10.

In the Kathaka-Upanishad it is said (2, 24—25):

"Not he who ceases not from deeds of violence,

"Nor he who has a restless, wandering mind,

"Nor he who has not peace within his heart,

"By knowledge can that highest Spirit gain.

"To whom the priest and warrior are bread

".Which he besprinkles with the sauce of death

—

"Who that hath done these deeds can find him out."

Of the three objects, says Qankara, of which the Kathaka-

Upanishad treats, fire, the individual and the highest soul,

only the last can be understood here under that which con-

sumes food. It is true that fire also consumes; it is also

true that it is said of the individual soul (Mund. 3, 1, 1):

"The one eats the sweet berry," and the following words

"the other looks on, not eating," refer to the highest soul

(cf. on this below p. 171); but this is to be understood of

the enjoyment of the fruit of works, which comes only to the

individual, not to the highest soul (p. 178, 13). In our passage,
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X. The Brahman as Cosmic Principle. 151

on the contrary, it is a question of the devouring of all

things movable [men and beasts] and immovable [plants], for

which priest and warrior, as the noblest, are quoted as ex-

amples (p. 178, 11). This devouring of all that lives, after it

has been sprinkled with the condiment of death, belongs only

to the Brahman in its character of Destroyer of the World

(p. 178, 7).
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XL The Brahman as Cosmic and at the

same time Psychic Principle.

The Brahman is identical with the soul;—the power which

creates and supports all the worlds, the eternal principle of

all Being lives whole and undivided in each one of us. This

doctrine of the Yedanta, great and worthy of admiration as

it is (cf. St. John 14, 20. Gal. 4, 19. 2, 20), is expressed in a

further series of Vedic texts cited by Badarayana, which we

bring together in this chapter.

1. Brahman as the very Small and very Great.

(a) Sutram 1,2, 1—8.

The section Chand. 3, 14 (cf. Qatap. Br. 10, 6, 3) contains

the much quoted "Doctrine of Qandilya" (Qdndilya-Vidya),

which runs as follows:

"Verily this universe is Brahman; as Tajjaldn [in it be-

" coming, ceasing, breathing] it is to be worshipped in silence."

"Truly of Will (kratu) is man formed; according as his

" will is in this world, after its likeness is born the man, when

"he has departed hence; therefore should a man strive after

"[good] Will." 76

"Spirit is its material, life is its body, light its form;

"its resolve is truth, its self is endlessness [literally: the ether];

76 Eratu p. 168, 1 is explained by samkalpa, Ahy&nam, in the Com-
mentary to Chand. 3, 14, 1 by nigcaya, adhyavas&ya, avicala pratyaya, to

Brih. 4, 4, 5 by adhyavasaya, niQcayo yad-anantard kriyS, pravartate; of.

Brih. 4, 4, 5: "Man is altogether formed of desire (k&ma); aooording as

"his desire is, so is his will (kratu), according as his will is, so he does

"the work [karman), according as he does the work, so does it befall

"him."
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 153

"all-working is he, all-wishing, all-smelling, all-tasting, com-

"prehending the All, silent, ungrieved:—this is my soul (atman)

"in the innermost heart, smaller than a grain of rice, or of

"barley, or of mustard-seed, or of millet, or a grain of millet's

"kernel;—this is my soul in the innermost heart, greater than

"the earth, greater than the atmosphere, greater than the

"heaven, greater than these worlds.—The all-working, all-wish-

"ing, all-smelling, all-tasting, embracing the all, silent, un-

" grieved, this is my soul in the innermost heart, this is Brah-

"man, into Him shall I enter on departing hence.—He who

"has gained this, he, verily, doubts no more."

"Thus spoke Qandilya, Qandilya."

In this passage, as Qankara at great length explains, the

highest Atman is spoken of, as whose being the ether is men-

tioned, because, like the ether. He is omnipresent (p. 170, 12).

Because He is the being of all, for this reason the qualities

belonging to the individual soul, Spirit (manas), Life, etc. are

ascribed to him (p. 171, 2), just as the Scripture says (Qvet.

4, 3 = A. V. 10, 8, 27):

"The woman thou art, and the man,

"The maiden and the boy,

"And born thou growest everywhere,

"As old man on a staff."

which refers to Brahman (p. 171, 3). For, so far as He is

represented as possessing attributes (sagumm), such individual

properties as wish, breath and the like can be ascribed to

Him, while of the attributeless Brahman it is said (in the

passage quoted above p. 132) "the breathless, wishless, pure"

(p. 171, 7). Although in our passage it is said of Brahman

that He is also in the body, yet the individual soul is not

therefore to be understood, for it is distinguished from Brah-

man by being only in the body (p. 172, 6). A distinction is

pointed out between them in our passage by the words: "Into

"Him shall I enter" (p. 172, 12), as also in the parallel passage

Qatap. Br. 10, 6, 3, 2, where in the words "thus lives this golden

spirit in the inner soul" the highest soul stands in the nomi-

native, the individual in the locative (p. 173, 5); as also in the

Snyiti passage Bhag. G. 18, 61. Of course only the highest
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154 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

soul really exists, and only the ignorant conceive it as hmited

by Upadhis : body, senses, Manas, and Buddhi, that is, as the

individual soul, just as space, in the vessels, limited through

the Upadhis [of the sides of the vessels] is apparently different

from cosmic space. Yet the illusion only endures until iden-

tity vrith the highest soul is known by the sentence " tat tvam

asi," whereby the whole standpoint of practical life with bon-

dage and liberation [destroying bondage] comes to an end

(p. 173, 16).—The objection that the human heart is too narrow

a dwelling for the highest soul, is not valid; what is in one

particular place cannot be everywhere, but what is everywhere

can also be in one particular place (cf. p. 1060, 2: the soul is

God, but Grod is not the soul); he who is lord of the whole

earth, is lord also of the city of Ayodhyd (p. 174, 12). There-

fore, as space is also in the eye of a needle, so is Brahman

also in the heart (p. 175, 2), and is specially there pointed

out, in order to concentrate attention upon Him; as Vishnu

is in a Q§,lagr§,ma stone (p. 174, 16; the same comparison also

p. 188, 12. 253, 12; cf. 860, 10. 1058, 13. 1065, 12. 1059, 6). H
anyone should here object, that Brahman, if He dwells in the

different hearts, as parrots in different cages, must Himself

be either manifold or divided, he may be reminded that the

relations here spoken of have no reality in the highest sense

(p. 175, 5). In this also lies the answer to the objection, that

the Brahman, if He dwells in the heart, must also take part

in pleasure and pain: this is precisely the difference between

the individual and the highest soul, that the former is the

doer of right and wrong, the enjoyer of pleasure and pain,

(p. 176, 2), while the latter, on the contrary, is free from all

evil, and although present when one suffers, has as little share

in the suffering as space has in the burning, when bodies

filling it burn (p. 176, 5). Certainly the scripture teaches the

identity of the individual soul with Brahman, but for him who

has perfectly, and not only half, understood this teaching, with

the entrance into full knowledge, the enjoyments and suffer-

ings of the individual soul also cease (p. 176, 12), since both

rest only on a vain illusion (p. 177, 3).
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 155

(b) Sutram 1, 3, 24—25.

In the Kathaka-Upanishad (4, 12—13) it is said:

"And in the midst, a thumb-breadth high,

"The Spirit (purusha) in the body dwells,

"Lord of the past, and what shall be,

"Therefore no fear approaches him,

"Verily, this is that."

"The Spirit (purusha), but a thumb-breadth high,

"Is as a flame devoid of smoke,

"Lord of the past and what shall be,

"To-morrow even as to-day.

"Verily, this is that."

Here, says Qankara, where a certain measure is given, it

would certainly he simplest to think of the individual soul, of

which the Smriti, (Mahabh. 3, 16 763) relates, that Tama (the

god of death) "tore it forth, of the length of a thumb, by
force from the body" of Satyavant (p. 276, 8); however, not

it but Brahman is to be understood here, because it is said

"the lord of all that was, and is to be," and also because of

the words etad vai tad "verily, this is that" [occurring as a

refrain, and with the same meaning as the recurring tat tvam

asi in Chand. VI], that is, this [the world, the soul] is that

Brahman, of which thou hast asked me, in the words (Kath.

2, 14):

"From good and evil free, free from effect and cause,

"From past and future free,—that tell me, what it is."

The Paramatman seems here limited, just as limitless space

is, when anyone says: "the space in this tube is an ell long"

(p. 277, 8); and this, because it is necessary to direct people's

attention to it (p. 278, 1). It is true that the Spirit thumb

-

breadth high is first of all the individual soul, but it is pre-

cisely the aim of the Vedanta to teach this,—on the one side,

the being of Brahman, and, on the other, its identity with the

individual soul (p. 279, 2). The latter doctrine occurs in the

Kathaka-Upanishad, as is to be seen from its concluding words

(6, 17):

"A thumb-breadth high, in every creature's heart,

"The Spirit ever dwells as inner soul;

"Then from the body draw it forth with care.
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156 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"As from the reed bank one draws forth a reed,

"This know thou as the immortal, as the pure."

(c) Sutram 1,2,24-32.

To the attempt to transform the names and cult of the

old Vedic nature-gods into the religion of Brahman, belongs

the Doctrine of Atman vaigvdnara in Chandogya-Up. 5, 11—24.

— Vaigvdjiard "who dwells in all men" is originally an epithet

of Agni, but here becomes a name of the all-animating Brah-

man, and, in conformity with this, in the place of the fire-

sacrifice (agni-hotram) offered to Agni and through him to the

gods, stands a sacramental feeding of one's own body, in which

Brahman dwells.

Six rich and learned Brahmans are engaged on the question:

"What is our soul, what is Brahman?" and go with it

to king Agvapati, who, when he rises in the morning, can say:

"In all my kingdom not one thief,

"None covetous, no drunkard dwells,

"Not one who sacrifice or knowledge shuns,

"And none who breaks the holy marriage vow."

He begins to teach his guests, who ask him to impart to

them the doctrine of Atman vaigvanara, by asking what they

imagine Atman to be. The answers in order are, that Atman

is heaven, the sun, the wind, the ether, the water, the earth.

After the king has pointed out the insufficiency of these ideas

of Atman, since heaven is only its head, the sun its eye, the

wind its breath, the ether its body, the water its belly, the

earth its feet, he says to all his six pupils : "As individual, as

"it were (prithag iva), ye all know the Atman vaigvdnara,

"and eat your food; but he who knows this Atman thus,—as

"a span long,—and adores it as immeasurably great," he eats

"food in all worlds, in all beings, in all bodies." Then after

" Abhivimana ; as the different attempts at explanation p. 223, 3 shew,

the scholiasts themselves no longer knew what this word meant. The above

explanation, suggested by the Petersburg Dictionary in accordance with

the etymology, is acceptable from the habit of the Upanishads to em-

phasize the greatness side by side with the smallness of Brahman. Per-

haps, as Weber suggests, we should read ativimdna. For a different

opinion of. our Upanishads, p. 145ff.
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 157

the above named divisions of nature have further been men-

tioned as parts of the Atman under mystical names, as also

the sacrificial bed, the sacrificial grass, and the three sacrificial

fires, there follows an interpretation which substitutes, for the

cult of the fire-sacrifice, the feeding of the body as a sacrifice

for the Atman; this feeding is divided into five offerings, by

which the five vital spirits, and through them the five organs

of sense (the fifth is omitted), five pairs of nature-gods and

nature-elements, with all that lies under their sovereignty, and

lastly the person of the offerer, are satiated. "He who, not

"knowing this, offers the fire-sacrifice, with him is it as though

"he had raked the coals away, and sacrificed in the ashes

;

"but he who knowing this thus offers the fire-sacrifice [that

"is, the substitute mentioned], he has sacrificed in all worlds,

"in all beings, in all bodies. As the pith of a rush, thrown

"into the fire, burns away, so burn away all the sins of him,

" who, knowing this, consummates the fire-sacrifice. And should

"he who knows this give what remains over even to a Candala,

"he [asya, by the Commentator less suitably joined to atmani

" vaiQvanare] would thereby have offered it in the Atman vaig-

^vdnara. This is said by the verse:

"As hungry children round their mother sit,

"All beings sit around the sacrifice."

It is true, says Qankara, that the words atman and vaig-

vanara have many meanings. Vaigv&nara can mean fire, as

in Kigv. X, 88, 12, or, as in Rigv. I, 98, 1, the God of fire, or,

as in Brih. 5, 9, 1, the fire of digestion in the body; in the

same way by Atman can be understood as well the individual

as the highest soul (p. 211—212). Here only the latter is to

be understood by Atman vaigvanara, for the reason that to

it only can apply the saying that heaven is its head, etc., and

at the same time that it is the inner soul (p. 213, 1), and that

the sins of him who knows it are burnt away (p. 213, 6); also

it only is the subject of the question raised at the beginning

(p. 213, 7). The fire-element cannot be thought of, because

its being is limited to burning and lighting (p. 217, 4); nor

the god of fire, because his power depends on that of the

highest God (p. 217, 7). The fire of digestion also, as such,
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158 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

cannot be meant, on account of the indication that heaven is

its head (p. 216, 2), and because in the parallel passage Qatap.

Br. 10, 6, 1, 11 the Atman vaigvanara is termed "the Furusha

(spirit) in the inward part of the Furusha (man)," (p. 216, 6).—

Therefore the highest Atman is to be understood here, whether

in the quality or under the symbol of the fire of digestion

(p. 215, 13. 217, 10), or, with Jaimini, directly and without

symbols. It is called Vaigvdnara, which means the same as

Vigvdnara, like Bdkshasa and Bakshas, Vdyasa and Vayas

(p. 219, 3), because He is common to all men, or all men are

common to Him (p. 219, 1), in that He animates all. The

Yedanta teachers are not at one as to why it is said to be

"a span long;" Agmarathya believes it is to indicate the heart

as the place of the perception (p. 219, 11), Bddari, because it

is an object of memory for Manas, which dwells in the heart

a span large (p. 220, 2); Jaimini, because it is true of it, that

it is a span large, in that Qatap. Br. 10, 6, 1, 10— 11 from the

point of view of psychology (adhydtmam) compares its parts

with those of the face, allegorically (p. 221, 1), as, lastly, the

Jdbdlas (Jabala-Qp. 2, p. 438ff., ed. Bibl. Ind.) give, as the

dwelling place where it is enthroned, the point of union between

the nose and eyebrows (p. 223, 1).

(d) Sutram 1, 3, 14—18.

After the esoteric teaching has been put forward in the

sixth and seventh parts of Chandogya-Up., there follows, at

the beginning of the eighth part, a kind of direction for the

teacher, as to how he is to help pupils who hold the exoteric

standpoint. This is introduced by Qankara in his Commentary

on Chandogya-Up. with the following words:

"Even though Brahman has been recognised as free from

"spatial, temporal and other distinctions, in the sixth and

"seventh lectures, by the words: 'Being is it. One only and
« 'without a Second,' (Chand. 6, 2, 1)—'Soul only is all this

"'world' (Chand. 7, 25, 2), yet the intellect {buddhi) of the

"slow spirits is such that it perceives Being as affected with

" differences of space etc., and cannot be brought immediately
" to an intuition of the highest reality. Now as without know-
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 159

"ledge of Brahman the goal of man cannot be reached, there-

"fore Brahman, in order to be known, must be spatially

"pointed out in the lotus of the heart. For even if the essence

"of Atman consists of Being, as it alone is object of the

"perfect knowledge and "without attributes, yet, because the

"slow spirits demand that it shall be possessed of attributes,

"it is to be taught with the attributes 'wishing truth' etc.

"Further, even if the knowers of Brahman of themselves ab-

" stain from objects of sensual enjoyment, as women etc., yet

"the thirst (trishnd) caused by being addicted to sensuality in

"different births cannot at once be converted, and therefore

"the different means, such as life as Brahman pupils [in a

"condition of chastity] etc., are to be applied. Further: if

"even for those who know the unity of the Atman, no goer,

"or going, or object to which one goes, exists [cf. above p. 109],

"and on the other hand, after the cause for the persistance

"of a residuum of Ignorance etc. [in them] has been removed,

"liberation is only an entering into one's own Self, like light-

"ning in atmosphere, or the wind which has risen [cf. Chand.

"8, 12, 2, translated above p. 51], or the fire, when the wood

"is burnt out, yet for those whose understanding is saturated

"with ideas of goer, going etc., and who adore Brahman as

"spatial in the heart, and possessed of attributes, a going to

"Brahman through the carotid artery (murdhanya nadi) is to

"be taught. To this end serves this eighth part. For a

"Brahman that is free from space, attributes, going, rewards,

"and differences, in the highest sense Being and without a

"second, seems to the slow spirits no more than non-Being.

" Therefore the scripture thinks: let them first find themselves

"on the path of 'the Existent,' then I shall gradually bring

"them also to an understanding of 'the Existent' in the

"highest sense."

With these words, in which perhaps more clearly than any-

where else, the motive of the exoteric teaching is disclosed,

Qankara goes on to consider the following passage (Chan-

dogya-Up. 8, 1):
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160 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

The Master speaks:

"Here in this city of Brahman [the body] is a house, a

" small lotus-flower [the heart]; therein is a small space; what

•'is in this must be investigated, this, verily, should one seek

•'to know."

The Pupil speaks:

"Here in this city of Brahman is a house, a small lotus-

" flower; therein is a small space; what is then in this, that

"must be investigated, that one should seek to know?"

The Master speaks:

"Verily, as great as the Universe, so great is this space

"inwardly in the heart; in it both heaven and earth are in-

" eluded; both fire and wind, both sun and moon, the lightning

"and the stars, and what is in the world, and what is not in

"the world [past and future], all that is included therein."

The PapU speaks:

"If all this is included in the city of Brahman, and all

"beings and all wishes,—if now old age overtakes it, or cor-

"ruption, what then remains over from it?"

The Teacher speaks:

"This in us ages not with old age; nor is it reached by

"weapons; it is the true city of Brahman, in it are the wishes

•'included; that is the Self (the soul), the sinless, free from

"age, free from death, free from suffering, without hunger and

"without thirst; its wish is true, true is its resolve."

"For just as mankind here below, as though by command,
"aim at the goal, that each one strives after, whether it be

"a kingdom or a field, and only live for that—[thus in striv-

"ing after heavenly reward, are they also the slaves of their

"wishes;] and just as here below the enjoyment, which has

"been won by work, vanishes away, thus also in the Beyond
"vanishes away the reward that is won by good works."

"Therefore he who departs hence, without having known
"the soul and those true wishes, in all worlds his part is a

"life of unfreedom; but he who departs hence, after he has
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XL The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 161

"known the soul and those true wishes, in all worlds his part

"is a life of freedom."

As the context of this passage shews, the Ignorant is called

unfree, hecause he is dependent on his wishes. In contrast

to this heteronomy stands the autonomy of him who knows.

He is free, because he knows in himself the Atman, which

embraces the world, and with it the totality of all desires.

Therefore, as is stated more fully in the sequel (Chand. 8, 2)

the sage possesses and enjoys within himself the fulfilment of

every wish. Should he long for intercourse with the departed,

with fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, friends, if his senses

demand sweet savours and garlands, food and drink, song,

music or women,—"whatsoever goal he longs for, whatever he

"may wish, that arises for him at his wish, and becomes his

"share, in which he rejoices."

In contrast with the nothingness of all satisfactions brought

to men from without, the wishes of him who has become con-

scious of his "I" as the totality of all Being, are called "true"

or "real" (scdya). In reality this is true of all men, only that,

with the exception of those who know, they are not conscious

of it, since their true wishes are "covered up" bv untruth,

that is, by the outer world and the pursuit of it, as is pro-

foundly developed in the sequel.

"These true wishes are covered up by untruth, [in the

"Ignorant]. They are there, in truth, but untruth covers

"them over; and when one of his friends departs hence, the

"man sees him no more. But [it is so in truth, that] all his

"friends, who are alive here, and those who have departed,

"and whatever else he longs for and reaches not,—all this

"he finds when he enters here [into his own heart]; for here

"his true wishes are, which untruth covered up.—But just as

"he who knows not the place, finds not a hidden treasure of

" gold, even though he should walk over it many times, so all

"these creatures find not this world of Brahman, although

"they daily enter it [in dreamless sleep]; for by untruth are

"they forced away.—Truly this Atman is in the heart! And

"this is the interpretation of it: hridi ayam (in the heart is

"he) therefore it is called hridayam (the heart). Verily, he
11
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162 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"who knows this, daily enters into the heavenly world.

—

"And what this perfect peace is (samprasdda), that rises from

"this body, ascends to the highest light, and appears in own

"form; that is the soul,—thus the Master spoke,—that is the

"immortal, the fearless, that is Brahman."

In what follows. Brahman is explained with reference to

the name Satyam (the Keal) in its etymological meaning, as

that which binds the mortal and immortal together; then again

as the bridge (the boundary, setu) which keeps asunder the

two: "The Atman is the bridge (the boundary), which keeps

"these worlds asunder that they may not blend. This bridge

" day and night traverse not, nor old age, nor death, nor

" sorrow, nor good work, nor evil work, all sins turn back from

"it, for sinless is that world of Brahman. Therefore, verily,

" he who being blind has crossed over this bridge, regains his

"sight, he who is maimed, becomes whole again, he who is

"sick, becomes well. Therefore, verily, night, when it passes

"this bridge, changes into day, for, once and for all, this

" world of Brahman is light."

After this the different obligations of the Brahmans (sacri-

fice, offerings, the great Soma festival, silence, fasts, life in a

hermitage) receive a new etymological interpretation in the

sense of the Brahmavidya which leads to Brahmaloka and

the renunciation (brdhmacaryam = stri-vishaya-trishnd-tyaga)

connected with it, there follows at the end of the section the

doctrine, indicated by Qankara in the introduction to the

section as wholly propaedeutic, of the entering of the soul of

him who dies as Saguna-vid (knowing exoterically) into Brah-

man through the carotid artery and the sun, which are united

by a sunbeam, as two cities by a road. Of this further in

our last part (Chap. XXXIX, 2).

It might be thought, so Qankara says in the Commentary

to the Brahmasiitras on this passage, that by the "small

"space in the lotus of the heart," space properly so called is

to be understood (p. 249, 12), or perhaps the individual soul,

because to it belongs the " city of Brahman," that is the body,

since it has acquired this body through its works (in an earlier

existence), (p. 250, 6), because the heart is commonly held to
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 163

be the seat of Manas, which is a limitation of it (p. 250, 9),

because it is called Qyet. 5, 8 "large as the point of an awl"

(p. 250, 10), or because, what is in it is still distinguished

from the space, that is, the highest soul is still different from

the individual soul (p. 250, 13).—But the natural space is not

to be thought of here, because making the space in the heart

equivalent to cosmic space would not agree with this (p. 251,

10), and just as little would it suit the individual soul limited

by Up^dhis (p. 253, 2). On the contrary everything points to

the fact that, by the small space in the heart, the highest

soul, and nothing else, should be understood. The description

of God as space (ether) is also found elsewhere (p. 258, 11),

while it never occurs in the case of the individual soul (p. 258,

13). It is true that God is also called "greater than space"

(Qatap. Br. 10, 6, 3, 2), (p. 252, 4), but here it was only intended

to accentuate His greatness in the universe in contrast with

His smallaess in the heart (p. 252, 6). Of Him alone can it

rightly be said that he is sinless, without age, death, etc.

(p. 252, 9), and the city of Brahman, the body, is, indeed, the

dwelling in which he can be perceived (p. 253, 9), in which

sense he is called (Pragna 5, 5. Bfih. 2, 5, 18) the purusha

purigaya (p. 253, 10); with Him only, also, can truly be con-

nected the promises, which, in our passage, are connected with

a knowledge of Him (p. 254, 5). But concerning the subtle

expression of the Opponent, that it is not the small space,

but what is in it, that is enquired about, it is to be remarked

that in it are in fact heaven and earth, but that it is not

about these, but precisely about the small space that the

question is raised (p. 254, 14). To Brahman we are also

pointed by the expression, that all beings enter day by day

the world of Brahman, to wit, in deep sleep ; of whoever is in

this condition it is said, even popularly: "he is with Brahman,"

is hrahmtbhiita, hrdhmatam gata (p. 256, 6). The " world of

Brahman" is not the world of Brahman the popular^ god

(Katnaldsana), but "Brahman as the world," for only of the

latter can it be said that it is entered day by day (p. 256,

11). Also the term the bridge, which keeps asunder the world

and its content, such as castes, Agramas, etc., that they may
11*
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164 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

not blend, suits Brahman only (p. 258, 1). On the other hand,

Perfect Peace (samprasada) in our passage means, not the

condition of deep sleep, but the individual soul when in that

condition, and, thus, entering into the highest Brahman as

into its own proper nature (p. 259, 6); but the individual

soul, as already remarked, is not to be understood by space

(p. 260, 1).

2. Brahman as Joy (ham) and as Amplitude (Jcham).

Sutras 1, 2, 13-17.

Not gloomy asceticism characterises the knower of Brah-

man, but the joyous hopeful consciousness of unity with God.

—This appears to be the fundamental thought of the Upah-

salavidyd in Chand. 4, 10—15, which runs as follows:

"Upakosala, the son of Kamala, lived as pupil (brahma-

^cdrin) with Satyakama, the son of Jabala [cf. note 38].

"Twelve years had he tended for him the sacrificial fires;

"then he dismissed the other pupils, but him he would not

"dismiss. Then his wife said to him: 'The pupil grieves; he

" 'has tended the fires well; look to it, that the fires do not

"'speak to him instead of thee [Comm.: speak evil of thee],

" 'teach him the doctrine.'—But he would not teach it to him,

"but set out on a journey. Then the pupil fell ill, and would

"not eat. Then the teacher's wife said to him: 'Eat, pupil;

"why eatest thou not?'—But he said: 'Alas! In men there

"'are so many desires! I am quite full of disease; 1 care

"'not to eat.'—Then the fires said among themselves: 'The

"'pupil grieves, yet he has tended us well. Come then! let

"'us teach him the doctrine!'—And they said to him: 'Brah-

" 'man is Life, Brahman is Joy, Brahman is Amplitude.'—

"But he said: 'I know that Brahman is Life; but the Joy

"'and the Amplitude know I not.'—But they said: 'Verily,

" 'the Amplitude is the Joy, and the Joy is the Amplitude.'

"And they explained to him how Brahman was the Life and

"wide space.

"Then the fire, that is called Oarhapatya, taught him;

"'The earth, fire, food, and the sun [are my forms]. But the
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 165

« 'man who is seen in the sun, I am he, and he is I.' [Chorus
"of the Eires:] 'He who, knowing this, worships this [Fire],

"'he puts away evil deeds, he becomes world-possessing, he
'"comes to full age, he lives long, his race fails not, him help
" 'we in this world and in the other world, who, knowing this
" 'fire worships it.'

"Then the second fire, which is called Anvdhdryapacana,
"taught him: 'The water, the regions of the world, the stars

" 'and the moon [are my forms]. But the man who is seen
" in the moon, 1 am he, and he is I.' [Chorus of the Fires:]

" 'He who, knowing this fire worships it,' etc., as before.

"Then the third fire, which is called Ahavaniya, taught

"him: 'Breath, the ether, heaven, the lightning [are my forms],
"

' But the man who is seen in the lightning, I am he, and he
"'is I.' [Chorus of the Fires:] 'He who, knowing this fire

"'worships it' etc., as before.

"And they said to him: 'Now knowest thou, Upakosala,

"'dear one, the doctrine about us, and the doctrine about the
" 'Atman. But the way to Him will the teacher point out
« 'to thee.'

"Now, his teacher when he returned, spoke thus to him:

"'Upakosala!'—And he answered and said: 'Master!'—But he

"said: 'Thy face shines, dear one, as the face of one who
" 'knows Brahman. Who, then, has taught thee?'—And he

"answered evasively: 'Who should teach me? Of a truth

" 'these here look as they do, and also differently;' thus he

"spoke, pointing to the fires.—'What have they said to thee,

"'dear one?'—And he answered him: 'Thus and thus.'—Then
"the teacher said: 'They have only told thee its dwelling-
" 'places; but I will tell thee its own self; as the^water clings

" 'not to the lotus-petal, so no evil deed clings to him who
"'knows this.'—And he said: 'Let the master teach it to me!'

"And he said to him: 'The man who is seen in the eye, he
" 'is the Atman, said he, he is the immortal, the fearless, he

"'is Brahman. Therefore also, when grease or water comes

"'into the eye, it flows off to the edges. Him they call love's

" 'treasure, for he is a treasure of what is dear. He is a

"'treasure of what is dear, who knows this. He is also called
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166 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"'the prince of love [literally: the herald of love], for all that

"'is dear, he leads; he leads all that is dear, who knows this.

"'He is also called the prince of radiance, for he is radiant

"'in all worlds; in all worlds is he radiant, who knows this.

"
' Therefore [when such as these die], whether funeral rites

" 'are performed or not, they enter into a flame [of the funeral

" 'fire], from the flame into the day, from the day into the

" 'light half of the month, from the light half of the month

"'into the half-year in which the sun goes northwards, from

" 'that half-year into the year, from the year into the sun,

" 'from the sun into the moon, from the moon into the light-

" 'ning;—there is a man who is not as a human being; he

" 'leads them in to Brahman. That is the way of the Gods,

"'the way of Brahman. They who go that way, for them

"'thus is no returning to the earth, no returning.'"

In this narrative, so explains Qankara, by "the man who

is seen in the eye," neither a form mirrored in the eye, nor

the individual soul, nor the god of light, but the highest Brah-

man is to be understood, for this only is, in a true sense,

" the Atman," only this is " the immortal, the fearless," who is

spoken of here (p. 187, 8). To Brahman only can refer the

unstained purity, which is expressed by the grease and water

flowing to the edges (p. 187, 10), as also the names "love's

treasure," "love's herald," "prince of radiance" (p. 187, 12ff.).

We should not stumble at the fact that a place of Brahman

is spoken of; this could only be objected to, if Brahman were

said to be in this place only, and not, by other passages of

scripture, in many other places as well (p. 188, 3). But as a

matter of fact, to the end of the worship of the attribute-

possessing Brahman, manifold places, names, and forms are

ascribed to it, although it is in reality without attributes or

any of these (p. 188, 10). This happens, in order to make it

perceptible, like Vishnu in a Qalagrama stone (p. 188, 12).

Also only in Brahman can be found the union of joy and

amplitude. In the case of amplitude alone, it is true, we

might think of space, as the symbol of Brahman (p. 189, 6), in

the case of joy alone, of sensual pleasure (p. 189, 9), but in

conjunction the two ideas mutually particularise each other
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 167

(itara-itara-vigesMtau) and mean that Brahman which in its

own nature consists of pleasure (sukham), (p. 189, 12). Also
the fact that the fires say that they have not only explained

the teaching about themselves, but also that about Atman
(p. 190, 6), so that no sin attaches to him who knows this, as

no water clings to the lotus-petal (p. 191, 1), can only apply

to Brahman, the entering into which, for him who has heard

the TJpanishad, by the way of the gods, is set forth at the

conclusion (p. 191, 6). In our passage, the form mirrored in

the eye cannot be understood, because it is not always in it

(p. 192, 13), and precisely at the time of worship, is not there

(p. 192, 16), and because according to Chand. 8, 9, 2 it passes

away with the body (p. 192, 18); nor the individual soul, either

because it has its dwelling, not in the eye only, but in the

whole body (p. 193, 3), because not it but the highest soul is

"immortal and fearless," in that ignorance of it imposes mor-

tality and fear (p. 193, 7), and because it does not possess

lordship (aigvaryam), so that the names "love's treasure,"

"love's herald," "prince of radiance" cannot apply to it (p. 193,

8); lastly it is also not the deity of the sun either although

according to Brih. 5, 5, 2 it rests in the eye by means of the

rays (p. 193, 9), because it is not the Atman, but an outer

form (p. 193, 10), and because it is not immortal, for the im-

mortality of the gods means only existence for a long time

(p. 193, 12), just as their aigvaryam is not self-dependent, but

depends on the Igvara, through fear of whom they perform

their duties (p. 193, 14).

3. Brahman as the Light beyond Heaven and in the

Heart.

Sutras 1, 1, 24—27.

With strange allegorical embroidery the theme of the

present chapter is treated in the section Chand. 3, 12—13,

which compares the world, the macrocosm, to the body as

microcosm, and this again to the heart, on the basis of the

harmony ruling in all three, as which Brahman is regarded

in all three, and that by means of the symbol of the Odyatri,
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168 First Part: Theology or the JJootrine of Brahman.

—a Vedic metre, consisting of three feet, to which, as we

shall see, yet a fourth, imaginary foot is added. In order to

grasp this glorification of Brahman as Gdyatri, we must

remember the eternity and origiijal dignity of the Word of

the Veda (discussed above p. 71). As this is, as it were,

borne and controlled by the metre, as representative of which

the Gdyatri appears here, so Brahman, as the earth, hears

and controls all beings, as the organs of sense {pram) the

body, as vital spirits {prdna, unless there is a mistake in

the repetition of the same word) the heart (the principle

of life).

Thus we are to understand, when, in the text, on the basis

of the common bearing and controlling of beings, sense-organs,

and vital spirits, it is said: "What the earth is, the body is,

"what the body is, the heart is." For this reason also the

Gayatri is called sixfold, because it symbolically represents

the three things named and their respective contents (cf.

p. 149, 8 bhuta-prithivi-garira-hridaya-vdk-prdna and on Chan-

dogya-Up. p. 184, 10: vdg-lhuta-prithivi-ganra-hridaya-prdm).

But further, it has four feet, that is, the three actual and a

fourth, imagined, which is also mentioned Bfih. 5, 14.'8 For

the rest, the Brihadaranyakam loc. cit. follows its own course;

how, in our passage, the four feet are to be understood, must

be deduced from the verse (Rigv. X, 90, 3) quoted on this

occasion:

"However great is Nature's majesty,

"The Spirit is yet higher raised by far,

"Of it, but one foot do all beings make,

"Three feet are immortality in heaven."

It would be simple to conclude that, for the author of our

Chandogya-passage, the three immortal feet or quarters of

Purusha are represented by the three real feet of the Odyatri,

'8 As in this passage the right of each of the three first feet to the

necessary eight syllables is vindicated, we must not with the ^apara"
(Brahmasutra p. 150, 10) and Max Muller (Upanishads I, p. 45) divide the

24 syllables of the Gayatri into four times six, in order to explain the

catushpada shadvidhd g&yatrt.
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 169

the beingless phenomenal world, on the contrary, by its imagin-
ary foot. With this agrees what immediately follows:

"Therefore, verily, that which is called Brahman, that is

"certainly that which this space outside the man is; but the

"space which is outside the man is certainly that which this

"space inside the man is; but this space inside the man is

"certainly that which this space inside the heart is: this is

"that Perfect, Unchangeable [a definition, which Brib. 2, 1, 5

"is found to be inadequate]; perfect, unchangeable happiness

"he gains, who knows this."

Further on, the five gates of the gods in the heart, or, as

they later appear personified, "the five warriors of Brahman
and doorkeepers of the heaven-world" are described, as which,

corresponding to the triplicity running through the whole

passage, appear five vital spirits, five sense-organs, and five

nature-gods, of which one vital spirit, sense-organ and nature-

god are always put as identical." Then it is said further:

"Now, however, the light that gleams there beyond the

"heavens, at the back of all, at the back of each, in the

"highest world, the highest of all, that is certainly this light

"inward here in man; its perception is, that when anyone

"here in the body feels it, he perceives a warmness; its audition

" is, that when anyone thus [note 12] closes his ears, he hears,

"as it were, a humming, as though it were the noise of a

"burning fire. This is to be honoured as its perception

"and audition. He will be perceived and heard, who knows

"this."

Against the objections of the Opponent, who wishes to

understand by "the light beyond the heavens" the natural

light (p. 142, 11), by "the light inwardly in man" the light of

the belly (that is, probably, the fire of digestion), (p. 144, 7)

Qankara proves that the one and the other can only mean

Brahman, on account of the feet, which cannot be attributed

to any natural light (p. 145, 5), but, in harmony with the

verse quoted from the Iligveda, can be attributed to Brahman

" In the last Triad clkd(a should be omitted and before vdyu an

organ, probably tvae, inserted.
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170 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

(p. 146, 1), who is likened to light, because, in yirtue of His

spirituality, He lightens the whole world (p. 147, 2); that a

place beyond the heavens is ascribed to Him, is done for the

purpose of worship (p. 147, 6), just as Brahman is elsewhere

indicated locally in the sun, in the eye, in the heart, although

He is spaceless (nishpradega), (p. 147, 8); and He also is to be

understood by the symbol of the light of the belly (p. 147, 14).

That the fruits of this worship mentioned at the end are only

slight, is no obstacle to its referring to Brahman; only the

knowledge of the attributeless Brahman has, as its one fruit,

liberation (p. 148, 4), while the fruit of worship by means of

attributes or symbols is manifold, although limited to Samsara

(p. 148, 5). That Brahman is indicated as the Gayatri happens

(so Qankara says, departing from the interpretation which we

have set forth above), in order to fix the thoughts on Him

(p. 149, 16); the metre itself, as a mere grouping of syllables

(p. 150, 1) is not to be thought of here, because it is said:

"this world is the Odyatri" and because beings etc. are in-

dicated as its feet,80 and also because our passage expressly

names Brahman and the warriors of Brahman (p. 152, 4).

That it is first said paro divas (beyond heaven) and then again

divi (in heaven) is no contradiction: just as one can say of a

falcon, which is sitting upon a tree, he is sitting "on the top

of the tree," and he is sitting "on the tree" (p. 153,4).

4. Brahman and the Soul dwelling together in the

Heart.

Sutras 1, 2, 11—12.

The transition to the Chapter which is to teach us to

know Brahman as the Soul itself, may be formed by an isolated

passage, in which the highest and the individual soul appear

as united together in the heart; it is found in the Kathaka-

Up. 3, 1:

80 The Sutram 1, 1, 26 has bMta-adi-pada, that is, beings and the

three heavenly feet, while Qankara (evidently falsely and not in con-

tormity with p. 149, 8) understands : beings, earth, body and heart (p. 151, 8).
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XI. The Brahman as Cosmic and at the same time Psychic Principle. 171

" Drinking fulfilment of their deeds in life,

"The two have gone into the secret cave,

« In the highest, that one half is of the highest [that is in the heart]

;

"He calls these Light and Shade vfho Brahman knows.''

For the theme of the Kathaka-Up. Qankara firstly infers

that hy "the two" here either the organs of knowledge with

Buddhi at their head and the individual soul, or the individual

and the highest soul are to be understood (p. 179—181), then,

that only the latter is permissible; for that which drinks ful-

filment for its previous deeds, is undoubtedly the individual

soul; and side by side with it only a kindred nature, therefore

the highest soul, could be mentioned (p. 182, 3); that this

dwells in the heart, is so often said in other places (p. 182, 5)

;

that of it also it is said, it drinks, must not be taken literally,

just as if it were said: "the people are carrying a parasol,"

when only one of them is carrying it (p. 180, 12. 182, 9, and

3, 3, 34, p. 921, 7, where the subject is once more explained);

they are called shadow and light, because the one is subject

to Samsara, the other being free from it, Samsara itself exist-

ing only through Ignorance (p. 182, 11). The same contrast

is found again not only in other passages of the Kathaka-Up.,

but also in the verse [taken with changed meaning from Rigv.

1, 164, 20] of the Mundaka-Up. 3, 1, 1 (= Qvet. 4, 6. 7):

"Know thou two friends fair-feathered,

"Tied to a single tree;

"One eats at the sweet herry,

"Not eating, one looks on."

Here, by the one that eats, the individual soul is to be

understood, by the one that looks on, the highest soul (p. 183,

12), as also in the verse that follows:

"To such a tree sunk down, the spirit

"Is perplexed and sorrowful, without a lord;

"But when the lord is sought and found by him

"In majesty, then sorrow flees away."

In conclusion Qankara mentions a view of the Faingi-

rahasya-hrahmamm (also quoted p. 889, 10, and, as Faingi-

Upanishad, p. 232, 12) according to which by the two are to

be understood the sattvam (that is, the antdhkaranam) and

the individual soul, the latter, however, so far as it is raised

above Saipsara and has gained unity with Brahman (p. 184—185).
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XII. The Brahman as Soul.

1. Brahman as the Self {dtman).

Sutras 1, 4, 19—22.

No man, whatever he may do, can get out of his own Self;

everything in the world can only arouse our interest, nay, only

exists for us, in so far as, affecting us, it enters the sphere of

our " I," and so, as it were, becomes a part of us. Therefore

our own Self with its content is the first, and in a certain

sense the only object of philosophical investigation.

This thought may prepare us for the consideration of one

of the most remarkable passages in the Upanishads, the con-

versation between Tdjnavalkya and his spouse Maitreyi, which

exists in two recensions, Brih. 2, 4 and Brih. 4, 5, and in both

according to the reading of the Kdnvas, as well as (in Qatap.

Br.) according to that of the Mddhyandinas; in all, therefore,

in four forms. Qankara quotes, if we leave out of the question

passages which are identical, sometimes the recension in Bfih.

2, 4 (for example p. 385, 10. 392, 8), sometimes that in Brih.

4, 5; and the latter as well in the Kdnva, form (p. 199, 1. 11.

399, 4. 613, 2. 648, 6. 674, 9. 930, 5. 974, 7. 1142, 6) as in the

Mddhyandina form (p. 185, 15. 386, 7. 387, 3. 392, 10. 794, 14

983, 4). Also the quotation 646, 9 - 647, 1 is according to the

Mddhyandinas, borrowing imam, however, instead of idam from

the Kdnvas; the quotation p. 388, 9 is divergent from both,

and the same again in another form p. 391, 8;—this seems to

shew, that Qankara is wont to quote the Upanishads chiefly

from memory, which might serve him here, where four recensions

interfere with one another, less faithfully than usual. In what

follows, we analyse the passage according to Brih. 2, 4 and
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 173

introduce the divergencies in Brih. 4, 5 only so far as seems

interesting.

(Addition in Brih. 4, 6: " Yajiiavalkya had two wives, Mai-

"treyi and Katyayani; of these Maitreyi was conversant with

"Brahman, Katyayani on the contrary knew only what women
"know [cf. St. Luke X, 38—42]. Now Yajiiavalkya wished to

"pass to the other condition of life [from the condition of

"householder to that of hermit]). Then said Yajnavalkya:
"

' Maitreyi ! I will now give up this condition [of householder].

"'Therefore will I make partition between thee and Katya-

"'yani.'—Then spoke Maitreyi: 'If indeed to me. Master, this

" 'whole earth with all its riches belonged, should I thereby

"'be immortal?'—'By no means!' said Yajnavalkya, 'but as

"'the life of those who prosper, so would thy life be; but
" 'there is no hope of immortality through riches.'—Maitreyi

"spoke: 'What shall I do with that, whereby I become not

" 'immortal? Share with me rather. Master, the knowledge

"'which thou possessest.'— Yajnavalkya spoke: 'Dear to us,

"'verily, art thou, and dear is what thou sayest. Come, seat

"'thyself, I will explain it to thee, but do thou mark well

"'what I tell thee.'"—

The teaching which now follows begins with the sentence:

"Verily, not for the sake of the husband is the husband dear,

"but for the sake of the Self is the husband dear." What is

here said of the husband, is further, with continual repetition

of the same formula, declared of the wife, children, power,

Brahmanhood, warriorship, worlds, gods, beings, and finally of

all that exists;—all this is not dear for its own sake, but for

the sake of the Self.—Apparently nothing more can be found

than the thought expressed by us in introducing this chapter;

Qankara, on the other hand, on Bpih. p. 448, 7 explains that

here renunciation {vairdgyam) is taught as the means to im-

mortality. And indeed, when everything only serves the pur-

pose of gratifying the Self, it is further the question, what

then is our true and real Self? And here the Indian con-

sciousness is led quite of itself by the word Atman (Self, Soul,

God) to find in God our own real "I," and in a withdrawal

to him the satisfaction which we seek in all relations of life.
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174 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

Therefore the real nervus probandi lies here in the use of the

word Aiman which arises from deeper philosophical insight:

—what we long for, is everywhere and always only the satis-

faction of our own Self; but our Self is identical with the

highest Godhead and only apparently different from Him; he

who sees the illusory nature of this appearance, who has be-

come conscious of God as his own Self, has and possesses the

perfect satisfaction, which he has sought in vain in striving

after the outward. In this sense it is further said: "The Self,

''verily, o Maitreyi, is to be seen, heard, meditated on and

"investigated; he who sees, hears, meditates on and investigates

"the Self, has understood this whole world."—He who has

understood this, knows himself as one with all Being; he who

has not understood it, for him all beings are foreign and

hostile; this is expressed by the sequel, in which it is ex-

plained that Brahmans and warriors, worlds, gods, and beings,

all abandon or exclude (parddat) him who regards all these

things as different from himself.— Not in its void appear-

ances can the Self be grasped, but in that which produces

these appearances; he who has understood this, has understood

appearances along with it; this thought is contained in the

following images: when a drum is beaten, a shell blown, a

lute played, the tones going out from them cannot be grasped;

but if the instrument or the player are grasped, then the tones

are grasped at the same time.—As from damp wood, when it

burns, clouds of smoke go forth, so from this great Being all

Vedas and (as Brih. 4, 5 adds) all worlds and creatures are

breathed forth.—The Atman is the point of union (ekayanam)

for all beings, as the ocean for all waters, the skin for all

sensations of touch, the tongue for all tastes, the nose for all

smells, the eye for all forms, the ear for all tones, etc.—But

why do we not see the Atman, who alone really is, but only

its void appearances? To this replies the following image

guaranteed as genuine by Chand. 6, 13, but on account of its

being dogmatically exceptionable, already quite altered in

the late recension Brih. 4, 5: » 'As a lump of salt, thrown into

"'water, dissolves in the water, so that it cannot be taken
" 'out, but wherever it is tasted, it is everywhere salt,—thus,
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 175

" 'verily, also this great, endless, shoreless Being which is

" 'knowledge through and through: from these creatures it

" 'rises [as knowing spirit] and with them it perishes again;

" 'after death there is no consciousness! thus verily I tell thee!'

"Thus spoke Yajiiavalkya. Then Maitreyi spoke: 'By this,

" 'Master, hast'' thou perplexed me, that thou sayest, there is

" 'no consciousness after death.' But Y&jnavalkya spoke:

" 'Nothing bewildering truly speak I; what I said, suffices for

" 'the understanding, for where there is a duality, as it were,

" 'there the one sees the other, there the one smells, hears,

"'speaks to, thinks of, knows the other; but where, for a man,

"'all has become his own Self, how should he there see any-

" 'one, how should he there smell, hear, speak to, think of,

" 'know anyone? That through which he knows all this, how
"'should he know that, how should he know the Knower?'"

—

(Addition in Brih. 4, 5: "'Now knowest thou the doctrine,

"'Maitreyi; this truly suffices for immortality.' Thus spoke

"Yajnavalkya and departed.")

The remarks of Badarayapa and Qankara on this passage

are of special interest, in that they allow us to penetrate into

certain differences of principle within the Vedanta school, in

which Agmarathya and Audulomi, each in his own way, re-

present the rationalistic, exoteric understanding, while Kdga-

kritsna represents the mystical and esoteric.—As is usual, the

question is raised, whether in the passage the individual or

the highest soul is to be understood by the "Self" (p. 385, 13);

what distinguishes the two, is only the limitations (upddhi),

that is, the body, organs of sense and action, Manas and

Buddhi, clothed in which the highest soul appears as the

individual soul; on them it depends, that it is enjoyer (or

sufferer, IhoJctar) and actor (kartar), from both of which con-

ditions the highest soul, that is. Brahman, is free. Now in

our passage there are certain unmistakable features, which

only suit the individual soul; thus the introduction, in which,

the soul's love of things is spoken of, which can only be under-

stood of the enjoyer (p. 386, 5); thus too the doctrine that the

soul rises out of these creatures and again perishes with them

(p. 386, 9); thus finally, the expression "Knower," which indicates
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176 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

an actor (p. 386, 11). On the other hand, the whole context

(p. 386, 15), compels us to think of the highest soul: a know-

ledge of it only, secures the immortality which Maitreyi strove

after (p. 387, 4); only of it is it true, that, when it is known,

all is known (p. 387, 6); so also the proposition, that all things

exclude him, who believes them to be outside the soul, can

only be understood of the highest soul which includes all

(p. 387, 13); this is especially true of the similes of the drum

and the rest (p. 387, 14) and of the passage, where the soul

is indicated as the cause of the Veda etc. (p. 388, 1) and as

the point of union of all that is (p. 388, 4). If consequently

only the highest soul is to be understood, then we must ask,

how are we to deal with the above mentioned features which

only suit the individual soul? Agmarathya sees in them a

guarantee of the promise, that with the Atman all is known;

if he grasp all, he grasps the individual soul also (p. 388, 8ff.

390, 10. 391, 12). As this view, not quite clear in spite of

repetitions, amounts to understanding the soul as a part of

Brahman, and therefore the relation between them as spatial,

so Audulomi sets up a temporal relation: because the soul is

temporarily (in deep sleep) one with Brahman, therefore in

the passage in question it appears as found in unity with

Brahman (p. 389. 390, 12. 392, 1). In opposition to both,

Kdgakritsna, whose view Qankara adheres to, as being in con-

formity with scripture (p. 390, 14. 393, 11), establishes the

doctrine of Identity, in virtue of which the highest soul

exists whole and undivided in the form of the individual soul

(p. 390, 2. 392, 3); the annihilation of knowledge after deatb

means only that of individual knowledge {vigesha-vijnanam),

(p. 392, 7) and the description of God as the "Knower" in-

dicates no actorship, but only a consisting of the pure sub-

stance of consciousness (p. 393, 9), as also the reality of libe-

ration consists in the irrefragable certainty of the knowledge

that God and the soul are one, and the absolute satisfaction

therefrom resulting (p. 395, 3).

—

Similar considerations of the fact that the difference between

God and the soul is a mere appearance, while liberation is

a seeing through this appearance, will be met with many
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Xir. The Brahman as Soul. 177

times in the sequel; but all altempts of this kiad to grasp

liberation as a new form of knowledge, do not give, and cannot

give, any satisfactory conclusion as to its nature (as it appeared

to the Indian in examples and appears to us), so long as it is

not supplemented by the idea of the moral transformation,
which is so strongly accentuated by Christianity, but remained

foreign to Indian thought. This seems to have been felt in

the Ved§,nta schools also;— against those who could acquiesce

in the solution of the question sought in the region of intellect

only, the words of Qankara at the end of our extract seem
to be directed: "But those who are stubborn, and force the

"sense of the scripture, therewith force also the perfect know-

"ledge which leads to salvation, hold liberation to be some-
" thing made and [therefore] transitory, and do not follow

"after what is lawful" (p. 396, 3).

2. Brahman as Prana (Breath, Life).

(a) Sutras 1, 1, 28—31.

Brahman as the principle of life is the subject of the third

Adhyaya of the Kaushitaki-Upanishad, which in Cowell's edition

exists in two recensions p. 73—102 and p. 129—134,8i and the

actual contents of which are as follows:

1. Fratardana comes to the abode of Indra, who allows

him to choose a boon. Fratardana begs the god to choose

for him what he deems to be the best thing for mankind.

After some hesitation Indra speaks: "Then know me; for this

"I deem to be the best thing for a man, that he should

"know me .... Who knows me, his place [in heaven] is not

"diminished by any deed, neither by theft nor by slaying the

8' Qaflkara appears, as we found above (p. 31) to follow a third

recension whose readings in general agree with those of Cowell's iirst;

yet he reads 3, 2 p. 78, 4 with the second prajnatma tam (p. 154, 8)

;

3, 5 p. 89, 3 he has contrary both recensions, aduduhat (p. 164, 2) ; at 3, 3

p. 83, 1 he remarks that some read imam gartram (p. 161, 6), which would

be an instance of gartra as masculine, as Qankara's construction imam
ijtvam), parigrihya gariram, utthapayati is hardly possible. Qankara has

a very noteworthy reading 3, 2 p. 82, 2, where he reads astitve ca instead

•of asti tv eva (p. 158, 7).

12
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178 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"fruit of the body, nor by matricide nor by parricide; and

"even if he has committed {cdkrusho) evil [previously, before

"the knowledge of Brahman], yet the colour fades not from

"his face [no fear makes him pale]."

2. "I am the breath {pram), I am the Self of knowledge

^^ (prajndtman); as this, as immortal life worship me. Life is

"breath and breath is life; for as long as the breath remains

"in this body, so long remains the life; only^^ough breath

" is immortality [continuance of life] gained in this world, and

"through knowledge, true wishes [wishes that are directed to

"the Eternal, cf. above p. 161]. He who worships me as im-

" mortal life, comes to full life in this world, he gains im-

" mortality, imperishability in the heavenly world."—Further

it is developed that all the life-organs (speech, ear, eye, etc.)

go back to a unity (ekabhuyam gacchanti), through the power

of which each organ performs its function, so that, in each

special manifestation of life, all organs [in virtue of their cen-

tralisation in life] work together. "Thus it is," adds Indra,

confirming the theory quoted, "and the well-being of the life-

" organs lies in what they are [astitve, that is, in Brahman,

"not in what they do]."

3. "The organs are not essential to life; for the dumb,

"blind, deaf, imbecile (hdla) and crippled live; but verily the

"life only, the SeK of knowledge, surrounds the body and

"supports it (utthdpayati, literally: raises it up), therefore it

"is to be worshipped as the support (uktham, literally: hymn).

"This is the penetration of all [organs] in the life. Verily,

" life is knowledge, and knowledge is life."—According to this

identification, carried out all through, of life (pr&m) and

knowledge (prajnd)), which is based on the fact that Brahman,

as the principle of life, as shewn above (p. 134ff.), must also

be pure intelligence, are depicted the nature of deep sleep

and death. In both, the life-organs (speech, eye, ear, etc.),

along with the things and relations of the outer world de-

pendent on them (name, form, tone, etc.), enter into the life;

on awaking, as sparks arise from the fire, so the organs arise

from the life, from them the gods (that is, the powers of

nature), and from the gods the worlds, go forth again; in
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 179

death, on the contrary, life, with the organs merged in it,

wanders forth from the body.

. 4. It is further shewn how all external relations are poured

(alhivisrijyante) into the life, by means of the life-organs (as

speech, eye, ear, etc.).

5. The life-organs, as separate members or parts, are drawn
out of the life [udulham; or with Qankara aduduhat, the organs

each milk a part out of the life]; but the things of the outer

world are only the element of being of the organs projected

outwards (parastat prativihitd bhUtamdtrd).

6. By means of intellect [prajm, which was identified

above with life] the man mounts the organs [like a car] and

so reaches outer things.

7. For in themselves and without intellect (prajnd) the

organs cannot know and notify outer things. (In this passage

prajnd takes the place of manas, which elsewhere appears

as the central organ of the life-organs, but is here ranged

along with them.)

8. Not objects, but the subject, should be investigated, not

speech, smell, form, tone, etc., but that which speaks, smells,

sees, hears, etc.—"The ten elements of being are related to

"Cognition, and the ten elements of Cognition to being; for

"if the elements of being were not, then the elements of

" Cognition also would not be, and if the elements of Cognition

"were not, then the elements of being would not be either.

"For through the one [without the other] no appearance

"(rupam) comes into existence; yet this is not a plurality [of

" outer things and organs], but as, in the case of a car, the

"felloes are fastened to the spokes, and the spokes to the

"nave, so these elements of being are fastened to the elements

"of Cognition, and the elements of Cognition to the IVdna

"(Life). This Frdna alone is the self of Cognition {prajnd-

"tman), and bliss, it does not grow old and dies not. He
"becomes not higher through good works, or lower through

"evil [abstains from all works], for He alone causes him to

" do good works, whom He will raise above these worlds, and
" He alone causes him to do evil works, whom He will lead

"downwards; He is the guardian of the worlds, the ruler of

12*
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180 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"the worlds,—He is my soul, this is to be known. He is my

"soul, this is to be known!"

In this section of the Kaushitaki-Upanishad, as Qankara

develops it, by Prdna neither breath, nor the god Indra, nor

the individual soul are to be understood, although there are

characteristics which point to all three of them, but on the

contrary the highest Brahman (p. 155, 2 read: param hrahma),

for of it only can it be said, that a knowledge of it is the

highest good for man (p. 156, 2), and that he who has known

it is stained by no sins, in that, after knowledge of Brahman,

all works vanish away (p. 156, 7); only to Brahman applies the

description as Self of Cognition,82 as bliss, as also that it does

not grow old and dies not, performs no works and predestines

the deeds of beings (p. 156, 8—17).—The god Indra, in whose

mouth the whole dissertation is placed, is not to be thought

of, because in this passage occur a mass of relations, those

mentioned and many others, which compel us to understand

the highest soul (p. 158, 2), with which Indra is here identified,

just as Vamadeva is with Manu and Surya (Rigv. 4, 26, 1;

cf. Bfih. 1, 4, 10), in virtue of a gift of seership extending to

the life before birth, occurring in the canon of scripture; ^3

therefore also the heroic deeds of Indra are only mentioned

to the end of glorifying the knowledge of Brahman, connected

with them, because he who possesses this knowledge, remains

unscathed like Indra in all his battles (p. 160, 5).—No more

than Indra can the individual soul or the Mukliya pram (the

82 As Kaush. 3, 2 so in Qankara's work also prajndtman means only

the highest (p. 166, 8. 157, 12. 158, 5; on the other hand= jiwa p. 161,8

in the Purvapaksha), and vijnandtman means only the individual soul

(p. 134, 7. 181, 12. 182, 13. 16. 183, 2. 12; 120, 15. 388, 14. 393, 11). In the

same way, pr&jna, for Badarayana (1, 4, 5. 2, 3, 29) and Qankara (p. 273,

7. 8. 275, 4. 331, 5. 9. 347, 4. 5. 14. 350, 10. 14. 351, 11. 12. 352, 1. 9. 353,

5. 13. 354, 2. 475, 1. 662, 12. 780, 5. 6. 10. 785, 1. 8. 793, 11. 828, 13. 829,

8. 8) and also prajna dtman (p. 271, 12. 272, 7. 9) always means the highest
soul.—This is the more to be accentuated, as in the Vedantasara,

§ 53 ff., prajna has become a term for the individual soul.

83 drshena darganena yathdgdstram, as Qaflkara p. 159, 9 explains

the {dstradrishti of the Sutram; cf. however drishti in the Sutram 1, 2, 26

with Qankara's interpretation p. 215, 11.
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XII. The Brahmau as Soul. 181

central organ of unconscious life) be understood, although to

the former would apply the distinction between subject and

object (p. 160, 13), to the latter, the support of the body

(p. 161, 3), while the indication as Self of knowledge and the

separation between prdna and prajnd would lend itself to this

interpretation (p. 16], 8. 11). The most essential reason why
not these but Brahman are to be understood, lies in the

words of the Sutram 1, 1, 31: upasatraividhydd, dgritatvdd, iha

tad-yogdt, which either mean: "because, if Jiva and Mukhya
''prdna as well as Brahman were to be understood, a triplicity

"of worship would of necessity arise (p. 161, 15); because

"elsewhere also the word Prdm refers to Brahman (p. 162, 7);

"and because here it is connected with marks of Brahman
" (p. 162, 8),"—or, according to another explanation of the

Sutram: "Brahman is to be understood, because a triplicity

"of worship of Brahman, namely as prana, as prajnd, and as

•'brahman is taught here (p. 164), because elsewhere also a

"worship of Brahman is taught by means of limiting qualities

" {upddhi-dharma) (p. 165, 5), and this is taking place here also

"(p. 165, 6)."

(b) Sutras 1, 4, 16—18.

As a variation of the theme just treated of, we may con-

sider the conversation between Odrgya, the son of Baldka,

and Ajdtagatru, which forms the fourth Adhyaya of the Kau-

shitaki-Upanishad, and, with important divergencies in detail,

recurs in Brih. 2, 1. ^afikara adheres to the Kaushitaki

recension,8* according to which the main contents are as

follows.

Qdrgya, a renowned authority on the Veda, comes to king

Ajdtagatru and offers to explain Brahman to him. After he

has determined Brahman in a series of sixteen definitions, as

the spirit (purusha) in the sun, in the moon, in lightning, etc.,

and these explanations have one after the other been rejected

8* Here also Qafikara's readings diverge in many ways from both

forms in which the text is printed by Cowell; thus he reads (p. 380, 7)

samvadishthdh instead of samvddayishthah and samavadayishthdh Kaush.

4, 19, p. li?, 3 and 138, 20.
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182 First Part : Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

by Ajdtagatru as inadequate, Qargya becomes silent, and the

king speaks to him: "In vain therefore hast thou challenged

" me to a disputation, in order to explain Brahman to me;

"for, yerily, he who has made those spirits [named by thee],

" and whose work this [world] is, he, verily, is to be investigated."

—Now Ajatagatru undertakes to teach Gargya. He leads

him to one in deep sleep, who does not wake when they speak

to him, but only after they have pushed him with a stick.

Ajdtagatru asks Odryya: " Where lay this spirit, where was

"he, whence did he come?"—As Gdrgya does not know it,

the king explains to him how, in deep sleep, all organs, to-

gether with the corresponding things of the outer world, enter

into the life (prdna) and dwell with it in the arteries that

go out from the heart and surround the pericardium; on

awaking, as sparks rise from the fire, so from the Atman the

organs go forth, from them go forth the gods (who rule them),

and from them the worlds. "This Prdna, the Prajnatman,

"has entered into the body as into its Self, even to the hair,

"even to the nails. As a knife pushed into the sheath, or

"fire into a fire-vessel, so has the Prajnatman entered into

"the body as into its own Self, even to the hair, even to the

"nails. On this Self depend those selves [the organs] as a

" people on their chief. As the chief nourishes himself (bhunkte),

"through his people, as the people nourish (bhunjanti) the

"chief, so does this Self of Cognition nourish itself through

" those selves, so do those selves nourish this Self of Cognition . .

.

"All evil he puts away, chieftainship over all beings, indepen-

" dence, sovereignty does he gain, who knows thus."

In this passage, as Qankara explains, not the Mukhya

prdna or the individual soul, but Brahman is to be under-

stood, since at the very beginning it is said: "I will explain

"Brahman to thee" (p. 380, 5); in harmony with this, in the

case of the words "whose work this is," we are not to think

of the nutrition of the body, which is the work of the Mukhya
prdna (p. 378, 6), or of good and bad works, as they are per-

formed by the individual soul (p. 379, 2), but of this world

which was made by Brahman (p. 381, 5). To the objection

that marks of the Mukhya prdna and Jiva (the individual
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XIL The Brahman as Soul. 183

soul) are also met with, a reply is to be made in the words

of the Sutram 1, 1, 31 : upas&traividhydt etc. (explained by us

in the preceding section, above p. 181) (p, 382, 8). For that

only Brahman can be meant, appears from the concluding

words, and from the unsurpassable fruit promised in them

(p. 382, 13).—To this is added, as Jaimini remarks, that in

the passage concerning deep sleep, in both question and answer,

the individual soul is distinguished from Brahman, into which

it enters, and from which it comes forth again (p. 383, 10),

and in the Vajasaneyi recension (Bfih. 2, 1, 16) on this occasion

it is expressly indicated as the vijnanamaydh purushdh (p. 384,

9); from this it is clear, that that from which it goes forth,

must be something different from itself, namely the highest

Brahman (p. 385, 4).

3. Brahman as the Soul in deep Sleep.

Sutras 1, 3, 19—21 and 1, 3, 40.

The passage which we considered Chap. XI, 1, d (above

p. 158 ff.) follows in Chand. 8, 7—12, the teaching of Indra

by Prajapati (a mythological personification of the creative

force, which here stands for Brahman) concerning the nature

of the Self.

"Prajapati said: The Self, the sinless, free from old age,

"free from death, and free from sorrow, without hunger and

"without thirst, whose wishes are true, whose resolve is true,

"this Self is to be investigated, this you should seek to know.

"He wins all worlds and all wishes, who has found this Self

"and knows it!"—In order to gain knowledge of the Self, the

gods send Indra, the Asuras (Demons), Virocana, to Prajapati.

—The three successive answers, which Prajapati gives to the

question, what the Self is, represent three stages of knowledge,

in virtue of which the Self is seen either in the body, or in

the individual soul, or in the highest soul. The first answer

to the question: "What is the Self?" runs thus: "The Self in

"the body (literally, the person, purusha), as it is represented

"in the reflection in the eye, in water, in a mirror."—Who-

ever, like Virocana and the Asuras, is satisfied with this view,
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184 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

will see in sensual enjoyment and in the care of the body the

highest goal of being, and even after death will deck the

corpse with all kinds of trumpery adornments (bhiksha), with

garments and decorations,—in order to gain by this means a

life in the Beyond. ss—Virocana is satisfied with this answer.

But Indra, knowing that, if the Self be the body, then the

Self must be equally affected by the injury and destruction of

the body, returns to Prajapati, who gives him the second

answer: "The Self is the soul as it enjoys itself in dream."

But this answer is also unsatisfying. The dream-soul is, it is

true, free from the injury of the body, yet it is as though it

were slain or persecuted, and is therefore not free from suffer-

ing. With this doubt Indra returns a second time to Praja-

pati and now receives the third explanation: "When one has

"fallen asleep, and entered altogether wholly and completely

"into rest, so that he beholds no dream image,—that is the

"Self, that is the immortal, the fearless, Brahman."—To the

objection of Indra, that in this condition consciousness of one's

self, and of other things also, ceases, so that it is, as it were,

an entering into nothingness, Prajapati finally answers :
" Mortal,

"verily, mighty one is this body, possessed of death; it is

"the dwelling-place of that immortal, bodiless Self. The em-

" bodied is possessed by desire and pain; for because he is

" embodied, no turning away from desire and pain is possible.

" But the bodyless are not moved by desire and pain.—Body-

"less is the wind; the clouds, the lightning, the thunder are

"bodyless. Therefore as these rise out of the universe [in

" which they are bound, as the soul is, in the body], and enter

"into the highest light, and thereby stand forth in their own

"form, so also this perfect peace [that is, the soul in deep

"sleep] rises out of this body, and enters into the highest

"light, and thereby stands forth in its own form: that is the

"highest spirit, which wanders there, sporting and playing and

"delighting himself, whether with women or with chariots or

8* He who holds the body to be the Self, cannot believe in any life

after death. Probably the passage, as also what goes before {Asuran8/m

hi esM, upanishad) is to be understood ironically.— Qaflkara's view, of

which below, we cannot agree with.
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 185

"with friends [cf. above p. 161], and thinks no longer of this

"servile body, to which the Prana is yoked as a beast of

"draught to the car.—When the eye is directed to the uni-

" verse, this [the Prana] is the spirit in the eye, the eye [it-

"self] is [only] the means; and he who wishes to smell, is the

"Atman, the nose is only the means; and he who wishes to

"speak, is the Atman, the voice is only the means; and he

"who wishes to hear, is the Atman, the ear is only the means;

"and he who wishes to understand, is the Atman, the under-

" standing is his godlike eye [embracing past and future]; with

"this godlike eye, the understanding, he beholds those delights

"and enjoys them. Those gods [who were taught like Indra]

"in the world of Brahman worship him as the Self; therefore

"possess they all worlds and all wishes. He gains all worlds

"and all wishes, who has found this Self and knows it. Thus

"spoke Prajapati."

In contrast with our view of this passage, which would

recognise in the three chief answers of Prajapati (at least, as

they are understood by the questioners) the expression of

three philosophical standpoints, the materialistic, for which the

Self is the body, the realistic, for which it is the individual

soul, and the idealistic, denying all plurality, for which it is the

highest soul,—in contrast to this, the only view as it appears

to us, which fits the whole context, Qankara adheres to the

view that, already in the first answer, the beholding, individual

self which dwells in the eye is to be understood (p. 261, 2),

so that "the man (or spirit), who is seen in the eye," becomes

a man "who sees in the eye." He expressly rejects the view,

that the picture mirrored in the eye is meant, because other-

wise Prajapati would not have told the truth (p. 266, 13); but

it is not necessary to assume with him, "that Prajapati, if in

" each answer we were to understand something different, would

"be an imposter" (p. 268, 8); for the formula with which he

each time introduces his explanation; "this will I further ex-

" plain to thee," suits well a view of the Self which grows

deeper step by step.—In the third answer also, as Qankara

develops it, the individual soul is to be understood, yet as it

passes over to another condition (p. 261, 5), namely, as, rising
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186 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

out of the body, it becomes the highest spirit (p. 262, 3), so

its true nature is revealed (p. 262, 6), according to which it is

not individual, but the highest Brahman itself (p. 263, 2j.

"This in fact is, according to passages of scripture like 'that

"thou art' (Chand. 6, 8, 7), the real nature (pdramdrthikam

" svariipam) of the individual soul, not the other, which is

"formed through limitations (upddhi). So long, therefore, as

" one does not put aside the Ignorance which affirms plurality,

"which is like taking the trunk of a tree for a man [p. 263,

"5; the same image p. 44, 2. 86, 12. 448, 2: cf. Platon, Phileb.,

" p. 38 D], so long as one has not reached the highest, eternal

"Self, appearing according to its own nature, by the know-

" ledge that 'I am Brahman' (Bpih. 1,4, 10), so long the in-

"dividual soul is individual. But if a man rises above the

"aggregate of body, senses, Manas and Buddhi and has been

"taught, by the scripture, that man is not an aggregate of

"body, senses, Manas and Buddhi, not a wandering soul, but

"on the contrary that of which it is said (Chand. 6, 8, 7),

"'that is the real, that is the soul'—consisting of pure in-

"telligence, 'that thou art,' then he knows the highest eternal

"SeK which appears according to its own nature; as by this

"means he raises himself above the illusion of this [reading

"asmdt] body etc., he goes to that very highest, eternal Self

"which appears according to its own nature; for thus says

"the scripture (Mund. 3, 2, 9): 'Verily, he who knows this

" 'highest Brahman, himself becomes Brahman' " (p. 263, 4 to

264, 3). As such the soul stands forth "in its own form," as

gold, when by corroding materials it is freed from the ad-

dition of other substances (p. 264, 5), or as the stars, when

the day which overpowered them is gone, stand forth by night

in their own form (p. 264, 8). However the eternal, spiritual

light is never overpowered by anything; on the contrary, like

space, it does not come in contact with the sensual world,

and stands in contradiction to it (p. 264, 10). The individual

soul, so long as it has not been raised above the body [which

is what happens in deep sleep], is seeing, hearing, thinking,

knowing. Were it so also, after being lifted above the body,

then the contradiction [just stated] would not exist [p. 265, 3;
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 187

I read avirudhyeta, optative with a privativum]. Therefore

the position of things is such that we must distinguish between

the condition of the soul iefore its separation from the limi-

tations, body, senses, Manas, Buddhi, sensibility to pain and
object, and its condition after separation from them. Before

the separation it is apparently afifected by the Upadhis, as

the crystal is by the colour outside it; after the separation,

it stands forth in its own nature, as the crystal, after the

colour is put away (p. 265). Thus the embodiment or bodi-

lessness of the soul only depends on whether one does or does

not distinguish it from the Upadhis (p. 266, 2), and the dis-

tinction of the individual and the highest soul rests only on

false knowledge, not on an action of things, which is not poss-

ible, because the soul, like space, does not adhere to them

(p. 266, 8). Only the knowledge of these, only the (individual)

knowledge of differences {vigesha-vijnanam) is removed in deep

sleep, not knowledge in its entirety (p. 267, 7); for the scrip-

ture says (Brih. 4, 3, 30) :
" For the knower there is no inter-

"ruption of knowing."—Some try to evade this identification

of the individual with the highest soul, against the context of

the passage; but rather is it the case that after the removal

of Ignorance, as the imagined serpent becomes a rope, so also

the not truly real individual soul, which is stained by doing

and suffering, love and hate and other imperfections, and is

subject to much that is evil, is transferred through wisdom

to the sinless essence of the highest God, opposed to all these

imperfections (p. 268, 10).—Yet others, and some of our

Vedantins among them, (realistically) take the individual

nature of the soul to be absolutely real; against these the

Qarirakam (Badarayana's Sutras) is directed, in order to shew,

that "the alone, supreme, eternal, highest God, whose being

"is knowledge, through the glamour (m&ya) of Ignorance, like

"a magician, appears manifold, and that there is no other

" element of knowledge outside him" (p. 269, 1). Therefore it

is true that God is different from the individual soul [so long

as such a soul is spoken of], but the individual soul is not

different from God [cf. p. 816, 7: the prapanca is brahman,

but Irahman is not the prapanca; and p. 1060, 2: the samsdrin
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188 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

is tgvara, but igvara is not the samsdrin], except from the

standpoint of Ignorance (p. 269, 10). In waking, the soul is

the onlooker in the cage of the body and organs, in dream

it lingers in the arteries and looks at the dream-pictures built

up of the ideas of the waking state; in deep sleep it enters

into the highest light, that is, into Brahman (p. 270, 7). For

that Brahman is the highest light, follows from the context

(p. 327, 8) and from the above mentioned incorporeality, which

belongs to Brahman alone (p. 328, 3), as also from the worda

"that is the highest spirit" (p. 328, 4).

4. Brahman as the Soul in the State of Liberation.

Sutras 1, 23, 42—43.

The section Brih. 4, 3—4 (p. 705—919), whose main theme,

according to Qankara, is the above, unfolds a picture of the-

condition of the soul before and after death, which for rich-

ness and warmth, is unique in the literature of India, and

perhaps in the literature of the world. We translate the

passage with some abbreviations and omissions, which will

justify themselves, remarking, however, that much, especially

in the first part, remains problematic.

1

(a) Introduction (4, 3, 1—9).

To Janaka, king of the Videhas, comes Tajnavalkya, in

order to discourse with him.ss The king raises the question:

"What serves the man [purusha] as light?"—The first answer

" Sam enena vadishya', iti; this is not "an ingenious conjecture" of

Kegnaud in "Ais excellent work on the Upanisfiads" (as may appear

from Max MuUer, Upanishads I, p. LXXIIIff.), but a variant, which

Dvivedaganga had already mentioned in his commentary (p. 1141, 13,.

ed. Weber); "Weber adopted it in his edition of the Qatapathabr. (14, 7,

1, 1), and again recalled the fact in his critique of Regnaud's work.

(Jenaer Literaturz. 1878, 9. Feb., No. 6), to which Regnaud also refers at

the beginning of the Errata.—What Max Miiller observes as against this-

reading, can be explained quite as well in the opposite sense: precisely

because Yajnavalkya intends to discourse with the king, the narrator

finds it necessary to give a new motive for the fact that not he, but the

king, speaks first. [For another view compare my Sixty Upanishads
p. 463.]
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Xir. The Brahman as Soul. 189

runs thus: "The sun serves him as a light; for in the light

"of the sun he sits and moves about, carries on his work and
"returns home."—"But what serves him as light when the

"sun is set?"—"The moon."—"And when sun and moon are

"set?"— "Fire."—"And when sun and moon are set, and the

"fire has gone out?"—"Voice; therefore, when a man cannot

"distinguish his own hand, and a voice is raised [reading

^uccarati] somewhere, he goes towards it."—"But when sun

"and moon are set, and the fire is gone out, and the voice

"is dumb, what then serves the man as a light?"—"Then his

"own self (dtman) serves him as a light."—"What is, then,

"this Self?"—"It is that among the life-organs which con-

" sists of knowledge, as the spirit shining inwardly in the heart.

"This remaining the same, wanders through both worlds [this

"world in waking and in dream, the other in deep sleep and
" death] ; it is as though he meditated, as though he wavering

"moved [in reality Brahman is without individual knowledge

"and motion]; for when he has become sleep (svapno hJiittva),

"then [in deep sleep] he transcends this world, the forms of

"death [all that is transitory, evil]. For, when this spirit is

"born, when he enters into the body, he is fiooded with evil;

"but when he departs, when he dies, he leaves evil behind.

"Two conditions are there of this spirit: the present and that

"in the other world; a middle condition, as third, is that of

"sleep. While it lingers in this middle condition, it beholds

" both those conditions, the present [in dream] and that in the

" other world [in deep sleep]. And according as he has access

"to the condition in the other world, he proceeds and beholds

"both, evil [this world, in dream] and bliss [the other world,

"in deep sleep]."

(b) Dreameleep (4,3,9—14. 16—18).

"But when he sinks to sleep, then he takes from this all-

" embracing world the wood (matram, materiem), fells it him-

"self and himself builds it, in virtue of his own radiance,

"his own light;—when he so sleeps, then this spirit serves

"as its own light. There are no chariots, nor teams, nor

"roads there, but he forms for himself chariots, and teams.
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190 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

"and roads; there is neither bliss, joy, nor pleasure, but he

"creates for himself bliss, joy, and pleasure; there are no

" springs, and ponds, and rivers, and but he forms for himself

"springs, and ponds, and rivers,—for he is the Creator. On

"this subject are these verses:

"Putting aside in sleep the bodily {Qariram)

"Sleepless the sleeping organs he beholds;

"Then borrowing their light goes back again

"The golden Spirit, only wandering bird.

"He leaves the Life to guard the lower nest

"And soars immortal from the nest himself,

"Immortal, moving wheresoe'er he wills,

"The golden Spirit, only wandering bird.

"In dream, the Spirit upward, downward moves,

"And, as a God, creates Him many forms,

"Now with fair women sporting joyously,

"And now beholding sights that make him fear.

"His playground canst thou see, but not himself,"

—

"therefore it is said: 'let him not be wakened suddenly,' for

"hard is one to heal, back to whom the Spirit does not find

"its way. Therefore it is said also: 'for him it [sleep] is

" 'only a state of waking/ for what he sees in waking, the

"same also he sees in sleep. Thus therefore this man serves

" as a light to itself . . . Thereon, after he has enjoyed him-

" self and wandered forth in dream, and beheld good and evil,

"he hastens back, according to his entrance, according to his

"place, to the condition of waking; and by all that he beholds

"in this he is not touched, for to this Spirit nothing adheres;

"—and again, after he has taken delight and wandered forth

"in the waking state, and after he has beheld good and evil,

"he hastens back, according to his entrance, according to his

"place, to the condition of dream. And like as a great fish

"glides along both banks, on this side and on that, so glides

"the Spirit along both conditions, that of dream and that of

"waking [without being touched there]."

(c) Deep Sleep (4, 3, 19. 21-33).

"But like as in yon space a falcon or an eagle, after he

"has hovered, wearily folds his pinions, and sinks to rest, thus

"also hastens the Spirit to that condition in which, sunk to
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Xn. The Brahman as Soul. 191

" sleep, he feels no more desire, nor beholds any more dreams.

"That is his form of being, wherein he is raised above long-

"ing, free from evil and from feai-. For, like as one whom
"a beloved woman embraces, has no consciousness of what is

"without or what is within, so also the Spirit, embraced laj

"the Self of knowledge [the Brahman], has no consciousness

"of what is without or what is within. That is his form of

"being, wherein his longing is stilled, himself is his longing,

"he is without longing, and freed from grief. Then the father

" is not father, nor the mother, mother, nor the worlds, worlds,

"nor the gods, gods, nor the Vedas, Vedas; then is the thief

"no thief, the murderer no murderer, the Candala no Candala,

"the Paulkasa no Paulkasa, the ascetic no ascetic, the penitent

"no penitent; then he is unmoved by good, unmoved by evil,

"then he has vanquished all the torments of the heart."

"If then he sees not, yet he is seeing though he does not

"see; since, there is no interruption of seeing for the seeing

"one, because he is imperishable; but there is then outside

"him no second, no other different from him whom he could

"see. So too if then he smells not, nor tastes, nor speaks,

"nor hears, nor thinks, nor feels, nor knows, yet is he a

"knower, even though he does not know; since, for the knower

"there is no interruption of knowing, because he is imperish-

"able; but there is then no second outside him, no other

"different from him, whom he could understand. For only

" where, as it were, another is, can one see, smell, taste, address,

"hear, think of, feel and know another."

"He stands in the tumultuous ocean [cf. Qvet. 6, IB] as

" beholder, alone and without a second, he whose world is the

"Brahman. This is his highest goal, this is his highest joy,

"this is his highest world, this is his highest bliss; through

"a little part only of this bliss, other creatures have their

"life."

"When among men one is fortunate and rich, king over

"the others and loaded with all human enjoyments, that is

"the highest joy for man. But a hundred of these human

"joys are but one joy of the fathers, who have conquered

"heaven, and a hundred joys of the fathers who have con-
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"quered heaven, are but one joy m the world of the Gan-

"dharvas, and a hundred joys in the world of the Gandharvas

"are but one joy of the Gods through works, who by their

"works have attained to godhead, and a hundred joys of the

"Gods through works are but one joy of the Gods by birth,

"and of one learned in the scripture and without falseness

"and free from desire; and a hundred joys of the Gods by

"birth are but one joy of Prajapati's world and of one learned

"in the scripture and without falseness and free from desire;

"and a hundred joys of Prajapati's world are but one joy of

" the Brahman-world, and of one learned in the scripture and

"without falseness and free from desire. And this is the

"highest joy, this is Brahman-world."

(d) Death (4, 3, 35—4, 4, 2).

"As a cart, when it is heavily laden, creaks as it goes, so

"also this bodily Self, burdened by the Self of knowledge,

"goes croaking [rattling], when one is lying at death's door.

"And when he falls into weakness, whether it be through old-

" age or sickness that he falls into weakness, then, as a mango-

" fruit, a fig, a berry, lets go its stalk, so the Spirit lets go

"the limbs and hastens backward, according to his entrance,

"according to his place, back into the Life . . . And like as

"to a king, when he will forth, the chiefs, and officers, and

"charioteers, and rulers of villages gather together, so also,

"at the time of his end, to the soul all life-organs come to-

"gether, when one is lying at death's door. When, therefore,

"the soul falls into swoon, and is as if it had lost all sense,

" even then these life-organs gather themselves together to the

"soul; and it takes up these force-elements into itself and

"withdraweth to the heart; but the Spirit, which dwells in

"the eye, returns outwards [to the sun, whence it descends,

"cf. above p. 66]; then recognises he no more forms. Because

"he has come to unity, therefore he sees not, thus it is said,

" because he has come to unity, therefore he smells not, tastes

"not, speaks not, hears not, thinks not, feels not, knows not.

"Then the point of the heart becomes luminous; from it, after

"it has become luminous, the Soul departs, whether it be
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 193

"through the eye, or through the skull,, or through any other

"part of the body. As it departs, the Life also departs; as

"the Life departs, all the life-organs depart with it. It is of

"the nature of knowledge, and what is of the nature of know-
" ledge, departs after it."

(e) The unliberated Soul after Death (4, 4, 2—6).

" Then knowledge and works take it [the soul] by the hand
" and their newly gained experience" [if we may read a^purva-

prajm].—
"As a caterpillar, after it has reached the end of the leaf,

"lays hold of another beginning and draws itself over to it,

"so also the soul, after it has shaken off the body and let

"Ignorance go, lays hold of another beginning, and draws

"itself over to it."

"As a goldsmith takes the material of one piece of work,

"and out of it hammers another, newer, more beautiful form,8'

"so this soul also, after it has shaken off the body and let

"Ignorance go, shapes itself another, newer, more beautiful

"form, whether of the Fathers or the Gandharvas or the

"Gods or Prajapati or the Brahman or other beings."

" Verily, this Self is the Brahman, consisting of Intelligence,

"of Manas, of Life, of eye, of ear, consisting of earth, of

"water, of wind, of ether, consisting of fire and not of fire,

"of pleasure and not of pleasure, of anger and not of anger,

"of righteousness and not of righteousness, consisting of all.

"And according as anyone consists of this or of that, accord-

"ing to his deeds and conduct, according to that is he born;

"he who does good will be born as a good man, he who does

"evil will be born as an evil man, holy he becomes through

"holy work, evil through evil. For verily it is said: 'Man is

" 'altogether formed of desire (kdma); and according as his

" 'desire is, so is his will (kratu), and according as his will

ST Compare Pythagoras in Ovid. Met. XV, 169aeq.;

Utque novis facilis signatwr cera figuris,

Nee manet ut fuerat, nee formas servat easdem,

Sed tamen ipsa eadem est, animam sic semper eandem

Esse, sed in varias doceo migrare figuras.

13
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" 'is, SO performs he the work (karman), according as he per-

" 'forms the work, so it befalls him.'—Thereon is this verse:

"That he pursues, and strives by deeds to reach,

"Toward which his character and longing is.

—

"After he has received reward

"For all that he has here performed,

"He comes back from that other world

" Into this world of deeds below."

"Thus is it with him who desires (Mmayamana)."

(f) Liberation (4, 4, 6—23).

"Now as to him who desires not (akdmaya'inana)"

:

"He who is without desire, free from desire, whose desire

"is stilled, who is himself his desire, his vital spirits do not

"depart; but Brahman is he and into Brahman he resolves

"himself. On this is this verse:

"When every passion utterly is gone,

"That lurks and nestles in the heart of man,

"Then finds this mortal immortality,

"Then has he reached the Brahman, the Supreme.''

"As the slough of a snake lies dead and cast away on an

"ant-heap, so lies this body then; but the bodiless, the im-

" mortal, the Life is Brahman only, is light only."

—

"On this are these verses:

"A narrow path and old it is, which I have found and trod;

"The sage, released, upon his way to heaven taked this road.

"Whatever name you give to it, white, black, brown, red, or green,

"This is the only path for those who have the Brahman seen;

"On this he goes, who Brahman knows,
" And does the right, in form of light.

"The man who lives in Ignorance moves on to blindest gloom;

"To blinder still goes he who would by works escape his doom.

"Yea joyless is this world for man and hidden in black night:

"And to it after death he goes who hath not learned the right.

" But he whose mind the inner Self in Thought hath learned to grasp,

"Why should he longer seek to bear the body's pain and woe?
"For when a man in spite of all the stains of mortal sin,

"The great awakening to the Self hath won, and learned to see,

"Him as creator of the worlds, almighty shalt thou know,
"His is the universe, because the universe is he.
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 195

"And while we yet are here below, may we this knowledge gain,
"If not, illusion cleaves to us, brings ruin in its train.

"For they who have the knowledge are immortal though they die,

"But they who have not gained it must return to misery.

"He who God's very self in his own bosom sees

—

"Lord of what wag and is to come—no more he flees.

" Him 'neath whose feet the mighty tide of days and years rolls past,

"In whom the fivefold host of things and space itself stands fast,

"Whom gods as light of lights adore, as immortality,

"The Brahman know I as my deathless Self, for I am he.

"Breath of the breath and very mind of mind,
"Bar of the ear, and apple of the eye,

"Who knoweth him as this hath truly seen

"Old Brahman, who is from eternity,

"Musing in spirit shall ye see:

"That here is no plurality,

"Their never ending death they weave,
" Who here a manifold perceive.

" The Atman is unchangeable, immense, a unity,

"High above space and stain of sin, unchanging, great is he.

"Muse upon him if thou wouldst wisdom find,

"Use but few words.—They're weariness of mind."

"Truly this great, unborn Self is that among the life-

" organs which consists of knowledge [as the spirit shining

"inwardly]! Here, inwardly in the heart is a space, therein

"he lies, the lord of the universe, the ruler of the universe,

"the prince of the universe; he grows not higher through

"good works, nor less through evil works; he is the lord of

"the universe, the ruler of beings, the guardian of beings; he

"is the bridge, which holds these worlds asunder, that they

"blend not [cf. above p. 162]."

"Him the Brahmans seek to know through Vedic studies,

"through offerings, alms, penances, and fasts; who knows him,

"becomes a Muni. To him the pilgrims go in pilgrimage,

"when they long for home (loJca)."

" This knew those of old, when they longed not for descen-

"dants, and said: 'Why should we wish indeed for descendants,
13*
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196 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

" 'we whose self is this universe ?
' And they ceased from the

"longing after children, from the longing after possessions,

"from the longing after the world and wandered forth as

"beggars. For longing for children is longing for possessions,

"and longing for possessions is longing for the world; for one

"like the other is merely longing."

" But He, the Atman, is not thus nor thus. He is incomprehen-

"sible, for He is not comprehended, indestructible, for He is

"not destroyed, unaffected, for nothing affects Him; He is

"unfettered, He trembles not, He suffers no hurt."

"[He who knows thus,] is overcome by neither, whether

"he has therefore [because he was in the body] done evil or

"whether he has done good; but he overcomes both; he is not

"burned by what he has done or not done. This also says

"the verse:

"This 18 the eternal majesty of Brahman's friend,

"He doth not rise by works, nor yet doth he descend.

"Then follow after this; who after this hath toiled,

"Will by his evil deed no more be stained and soiled."

" Therefore he who knows thus, is calm, subdued, resigned,

"patient and collected; in his own Self only he beholds the

"Self, he beholds all as the Self: evil doth not overcome

" him, he overcomes all evil, evil doth not burn him, he burns

"all evil; free from evil, free from passion, and free from

" doubt, he becomes a Brahmana, he whose world is the Brah'

''man\"—
"Thus spoke Ydjmvalkya. Then said the king: '0 holy

"'man, I give thee my people in servitude and myself also.'"

It might be thought, Qankara remarks on this section,

that in it the individual soul is treated of, because towards

the beginning and towards the end (under a and /) "that

"among the life-organs which consists of knowledge" is spoken

of (p. 330, 9); but we are rather to think of the highest soul

all through, since in the passage concerning deep sleep and

death it is distinguished from the individual soul, in the case

of deep sleep, where it is said that the spirit is "embraced

"by the Self of knowledge" (p. 331, 2), in the moment of death,

where a burdening of the bodily self, that is, the individual
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XII. The Brahman as Soul. 197

soul, by the Self of knowledge, is spoken of (p. 331, 7). For
that which is "of the nature of knowledge" (prajna) is [in

direct contrast with the terminology of the Vedantasara, of,

note 82, p. 180] none other than the highest God, who is so

called because he is eternally inseparable from omniscience

(p. 331, 6). But with regard to the passage mentioned, at the

beginning and the end, it is said there (under a): "it is as

"though it meditated, it is as though it wavering moved," and

(under /) :
" truly this great, unborn Self is that among the

"life-organs which consists of knowledge," clearly proving

that the individual soul is mentioned here solely in order to

teach its identity with the highest soul (p. 332, 1—6). Also

the conditions of waking and sleep are mentioned only in

order to shew the soul's freedom from them; for it is said

(under & and c), that the Spirit is not troubled by the images

in waking and dreaming, and again, that it is not troubled

by good and evil (p. 332, 12), as also the king repeatedly

breaks out into the exclamation [omitted by us]: "say what

"higher than this, makes for liberation" (p. 332, 11). Lastly,

the passages (under/) "the Lord of the Universe" etc., and

"he grows not higher through good works" etc., shew that we

are to think, not of the individual, but of the highest soul

(p, 333).
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XIII. The Brahman as the highest Goal.

1. Brahman as Object of Meditation.

Sutras 1, 3, 13.

The Meditation on the Brahman can be more or less

perfect and accordingly, as is known from the passages ad-

duced in Chap. VI (above p. 102ff.), brings different fruit,

namely, in part, earthly happiness, in part, heavenly though

transitory felicity, in part, eternal union with Brahman. This

thought is illustrated in the fifth section of the Fragna-Upa-

nishad (p. 219 ff.) by the doctrine that, in the word "owi," the

symbolical bearer of the meditation on the Brahman, the three

metrical moments (mdtra), of which it is supposed to consist

(a-u-m), are distinguished. The meditation is more perfect

in proportion as it extends to one, two, or to all three elements

of the word "om." The passage runs as follows:

"Verily, o Satyakama, the sound 'om^ is the higher and the

"lower Brahman. Therefore the wise, when he relies on it,

"gains the one or the other."

"If he meditates on one element, enlightened by it, he

"comes [after death] quickly to the state of the living. The

"Big-hymns lead him to the world of men; there he comes

"to asceticism, pious life and faith and enjoys exaltation."

""When in his thought he attains two elements, then

" [after death] he is borne by the Fo/ws-sentences upward into

"the air to the Soma-world [to the moon]. After he has en-

"joyed lordship in the Soma-world, he comes back again."

"But if, through all three elements of the sound 'o»i,'

" he meditates on the highest spirit, then, after he has entered

"into the light, into the sun, as a serpent is freed from its
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XIII. The Brahman as the highest Goal. 199

"slough, SO he is freed from evil; by the /Si^man-songs he is

"led upwards to the Brahman-world; then beholds he Him
"who is higher than the highest complex of Ufe, the spirit

"who dwells in the city [the body] (puri-gayam purusham).'"

It is a question, remarks Qankara, which of the two

Brahmans, mentioned in the opening passage, is to be under-

stood in the last paragraph, the higher or the lower? The
spatial reference, which lies in the leading upward to the

world of Brahman, speaks for the latter, and does not suit

the higher Brahman (p. 245, 7; above p. 109). Nevertheless

we must think of the higher Brahman because it is said "he

beholds," which can only refer to a reality, to the highest

Brahman, as it is the object of perfect knowledge (samyag-

darganam) (p. 246, 6), while by the "highest complex of life"

Brahman in the form of the individual soul 88 must be under-

stood (p. 247, 1). In conformity with this also, in what has

gone before, by the highest spirit, which is to be meditated

on, the highest Brahman is to be understood (p. 247, 10), for

meditation on it only brings the further mentioned deliverance

from evil (p. 248, 4). But as to the reference to place, which

lies in the leading upwards to the Brahman-world, it must be

assumed that gradual liberation {kramamuMi) is here taught,

and that perfect knowledge is only communicated after the

introduction into the Brahman-world (p. 248, 8),—though this

last view is not quite in accordance with the doctrine of the

system; as here the highest Brahman is to be understood,

while on the contrary as we shall see later (Chap. XXXIX,
4), gradual liberation applies only to the worshipper of the

lower Brahman.

" Somebody whose opinion is introduced very abruptly p. 247, 3

wishes to refer the "highest complex of life" to the Brahman-world, a

view which is neither approved of nor opposed in what follows, and has

probably been interpolated into the text, so that the tasmat p. 247, 7

was originally connected immediately with 247, 2 (cf. above p. 29).
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200 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

2. Brahman as the Place of the Liberated.

Sutras 1, 3, 1—7.

In the Mundaka-Upanishad 2, 2, 5 it is said:

"The place in which the heavens, and earth, and mind,

"The sky -with all the senses are entwined,

"That place as nought but Atman shall ye know,

"All other turns of speech shall ye foregoes

"He is the bridge of immortality."

Here, says Qankara, we might think of something other

than Brahman, perhaps primordial matter, or the wind, or the

indiyidual soul, which in a certain sense could be called the

place of things (p. 225), for the bridge mentioned seems to

presuppose another shore (something outside it), which is not

true of Brahman (p. 224, 8). But the place, in which the

whole world is woven, can only be Brahman (p. 225, 10), as

is shewn by the word Atman, which in its full sense is only

valid for Brahman (p. 226, 1). The world is, of course, not

related to it as the roots, trunk and branches to the tree

(p. 226, 7), but is only a product of Ignorance (p. 226, 11);

for the scripture warns us against accepting unreal plurality

(p. 227, 3), when it is said (Kath. 4, 10. Bpih. 4, 4, 19):

"Their never ending death they weave,

"Who here a manifold perceive."

What is said of the bridge, only means that Brahman keeps

things asunder (cf. above p. 133. 162), not that He has another

shore (p. 227, 10). But that Brahman alone can be the place,

follows from the fact that He is afterwards indicated as the

place to which the liberated go. For just this illusion that

the I consists in the bodily nature, is Ignorance; the esteem

of this body is Passion {raga), the despising of it is Hate,

thoughts of injury to it are Fear, and so on according to

the names of the host of the unreal (p. 228, 10). Liberation

from all these defects is a going to the place which is here

spoken of; it is further said concerning it (Mund. 2, 2, 8):

'' In the text the indicative stands: jdnatha, vimuncatha.
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XIII. The Brahman as the highest Goal. 201

" He who this highest, deepest views,

"For him the heart's koots are untied,

"For him his doubts are all resolved,

"His works all pass to nothingness;"

and again (Mund. 3, 2, 8)

:

"As rivers run, and in the deep,

"Lose name and form, are lost to sight,

"The sage released, from name and form,

"Enters the highest spirit of light.''

Here neither primordial matter nor the wind can he spoken

of (p. 230), nor yet the individual soul (p. 231, 1), which, hy
the words: "This place alone you know the Atman is," is

distinguished as subject from the highest soul as object

(p. 231, 8).

3. Brahman as Attainment of absolute Unity.

Sutras 1, 3, 8—9.

All knowledge, which is different from its object, is limited

and not free; that knowledge only is unlimited and free, which

knows itself as identical with the known.—This is the fun-

damental thought of the Bhuma-vidya, the seventh section of

the Chandogya-Upanishad (p. 473— 527), whose chief contents

are as follows.

Ndrada prays Sanatkumdra to teach him; and, in answer

to the question: what he already knows, enumerates the four

Vedas and a long series of other sciences. In the conscious-

ness of their insufficiency, he adds: "I know, venerable one,

"the Mantras [here the whole practical theology], not the

"Atman [metaphysics]; for I have heard from those who are

"like thee, that he who knows the Atman is above sorrow;

"but I, Master, am sorrowful; lead thou me away from

"sorrow!"

Sanatkumdra, in his teaching, takes the following course.

All, he says, that thou hast learnt, is name, greater (bhdyas)

than name is speech, than speech, understanding, than this,

resolve, than this, thought, than this, knowledge, than this,

force, than this, food, than this, water, than this, fire, than

this, space, than this, memory, than this, hope, than this the
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202 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

life (or the breath, frana). "As the spokes are fastened in

" the nave, so all this is fastened in the life. The life prospers

"through the life (breath), the life (breath) gives life, gives it

"to life. The life is father and mother, the life is brother

"and sister, the life is teacher and Brahman. Therefore,

"when anyone roughly uses a father or mother or brother or

"sister or teacher or Brahman, it is said: Pie on thee! thou

"art a parricide, matricide, fratricide, slayer of thy sister,

"slayer of thy teacher, slayer of a Brahman [cf. I John III,

"15 Tca? 6 (iiocov Tov otSeXtpov auxou oiv&pa)iToxT6vo; loxtv]; but if,

"after the life has fled, he pokes the same persons with the

"pike [on the funeral pile] and burns them up, it is not said:

"thou art a parricide, matricide, fratricide, slayer of thy sister,

"slayer of thy teacher, slayer of a Brahman: for the life only

"is this all.—Verily, he who thus sees and thinks and knows,

"he is a conqueror in speech {ativadin); and if anyone should

"say to him: thou art a conqueror in speech! he shall avow,

"and not deny it."

By life (prana) in this passage is to be understood, not as

elsewhere frequently and also in the Chandogya-Upanishad

itself (cf. above p. 147. 164. 177. 182) the highest Brah-

man, but (perhaps in intentional polemic against this view)

empirically "the life-principle (prdna) shaped to the complex

"of the subtle body, the Prajmtman [Brahman, note 82] as

"the central principle of the body, in which the highest god-

"head [Brahman] enters to the end of evolution in name and

"form as the living self (as the individual soul, jiva atman),

"like the image in the mirror." s"—The result up to this is

therefore only the highest point of the empirical view of the

world, from which Sanatkumdra seeks to lift his pupil to the

metaphysical view, proceeding as follows:

But he only is the true conqueror in speech, who conquers

through the truth. The truth, therefore, must be investigated.

90 Qank. on Chand. p. 505, 15. Here should be distinguished 1. that

which is imaged {brahman, dtman), 2. the image of the mirror (flva),

8. the mirror (prdna), which however are all three at bottom one in

Brahman. However the sense of the above soholion is in part obscure

and the translation uncertain.
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XIII. The Brahman as the highest Goal. 203

Now the truth is hased on knowledge, knowledge on thought,

thought on faith, faith on certainty, certainty on action, action

on pleasure [the inclination to do something, as determining

the will].

Now pleasure, [thus the speaker continues, the idea of a

single satisfaction, such as is felt after an action, leading him

on to that of an absolute, final satisfaction] consists only in

illimitation (bhuman), not in the limited (alpam). Now what

is illimitation?

"When one sees no other [outside himself], hears no other,

"knows no other, that is illimitation; when he sees, hears,

"knows another, that is the limited. Illimitation is the im-

" mortal, the limited is mortal."—"But on what is it based

"then, Master?"— "It is based on its own greatness, or, if you

"will, not on greatness. For by greatness in this world one

"understands many cows and horses, elephants and gold,

"slaves and women, fields and lands. But this I mean not,

"for here one is always based on the other."

"But it [the illimitation] is below and above, in the west

"and in the east, the south and the north; it is this whole

" world."

"Hence follows for the consciousness of "I" (ahamMra):

"I (aharri) am below and above, in the west and the east, the

"south and the north; I am this whole world."

"Hence follows for the soul (dtman): the soul is below and

"above, in the west and the east, the north and the south, the

"soul is this whole world."

" He who sees and thinks and knows thus, rejoicing in the

"soul, playing with it, uniting and delighting with it, he is

^'autonomous (svardj), and freedom (kdmacdra) is his in all

"worlds; but they who regard it otherwise than thus, they are

"heteronomous (anyardjan), of transitory felicity, and unfree-

"dom (aMmacdra) is theirs in all worlds."

—

"Thus," it is said in conclusion, "he shewed him, whose

" darkness was worn away, the shore beyond the darkness, he,

"the holy Sanatkumdra.'"

Qafikara's efforts, in connection with this passage, are

directed to proving that, by illimitation Brahman is to be
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204 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

understood, and not the previously mentioned life. For al-

though nothing higher follows after life in the series (p. 235, 4),

and who knows it is called a conqueror in speech (p. 235, 8j,

although the description, also, that one " sees no other outside

himself," suits the life in the condition of deep sleep (p. 235,

14), as also the terms as pleasure, immortal, Atman, could be

understood of the life (p. 236), yet it is not the life; but only

the highest Brahman which is to be understood by illimitation;

for it is termed higher than deep sleep, that is, than the life

in deep sleep (p. 237, 1) by the fact that from him who knows

the life, we are directed to him "who through the truth con-

quers in speech" (p. 238, 10), while the first mentioned con-

quest is unjustified (p. 239, 8). And as the truth appears

further illimitation, that is, the highest soul different from the

life (p. 240, 3); for to Him alone can apply the passage con-

cerning the destruction of sorrow (p. 240, 6), as also the phrase

"the shore beyond the darkness," that is. Ignorance (p. 240,

10), and the immense greatness, which lies in the idea of

illimitation, and is only applicable to the highest God as the

cause of all (p. 240, 14). To it applies also the unity of sub-

ject and object, since the unity which arises in deep sleep is

also to be reduced to it (p. 241, 6). Lastly, to it refers also

the term pleasure, since by it no pleasure enduring for a time

only {samaya) is to be understood (p. 241, 12); as also the

expressions such as immortality, truth, being based on its own

greatness, omnipresent, and all-animating (p. 241, 16).
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XIV. Esoteric Theology.

Sutras 3, 2, 11—87.

1. Preliminary Eemark.

However sublime are the ideas of the Brahman, which up

to this we have gained from the Upanishads in pursuance of

the selection made (not always quite happily) by Badarayana

and Qankara, yet, in their figurative character, they fall short

of satisfactorily fathoming to the full the being of the God-

head. Because this was felt, to the theological part of the

Brahmasutras is added a supplement, which has as its subject

the esoteric Brahman, and, along with two other (psychological)

supplements, is found in the second Pada of the third Adhy§,ya,

that is, after the Cosmology, Psychology and doctrine of trans-

migration. Even if here and there a greater intelligibility is

thereby gained, yet this gain is more than counterbalanced

by the disadvantages inseparable from the treatment of the

same subject in two widely severed passages; for this reason,

we here, as frequently, in our arrangement depart from that

of the original work.

The fundamental thought of the esoteric theology (cf. above

p. 102 ff. 115) is this, that Brahman strictly taken is without

all differences (vigesha), attributes (gum), limitations (ujaddhi)

and forms (akdra).—This undifferentiated Brahman, as

we may briefly call it, has, however, two contraries: first

the forms of the phenomenal world, as which Brahman, con-

ditioned by Upadhis, appears; then the imperfect figurative

ideas, which we form of the Godhead, in order to bring it

nearer to our understanding and our worship (updsand). It

is strange that between these two contraries of the undifferen-
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206 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

tiated Brahman, however wide apart they naturally are, Qafi-

kara draws no sharp distinction, and even if according to one

passage (p. 807, 5) it seems as if he saw in the phenomenal

forms the basis (dlanibanam) of the presentation-forms, yet from

the continual intermingling of the two, not only in the passage

under consideration, but also in many other passages in the

work 91 it follows that our author never became clearly conscious

of the difference between them. Perhaps this was done more

by other Commentators, who, of the one Adhikaranam 3, 2,

11—21, make two, of which the first (3, 2, 11— 14) seems to

have been directed against the manifoldness of phenomenal

forms, and the second (3, 2, 15—21) against the plurality of

the characteristics of Brahman, which Qankara (p. 812) dis-

cards as aimless (vyartha), without our having been able

completely to gather the opinion of the Opponent from his

words.

Here, therefore, we are limited to reproducing Qankara's

view, and the shortcoming indicated compels us to consider

only from a certain distance the two contraries of the un-

differentiated Brahman, which he confuses; this makes a clear

insight into all details impossible. In other respects our course

is such that we do not unnecessarily depart from the line of

thought as arranged by our author.

2. The differentiated and undifferentiated Brahman.

Sutras 3, 2, 11—21.

Concerning Brahman there are, so Qankara expresses him-

self, passages of scripture of two kinds; the passages of one

kind teach Brahman as possessing differences, for example,

when it is said: "All-working is he, all-wishing, all-smelling,

all-tasting" (above p. 153), the others as devoid of differences,

as in the passage: "That is not coarse nor fine, nor short

nor long" (above p. 133). Now the highest Brahman in itself

91 Thus the same confusion is already found in the considerations

which introduce the theological part (p. 110—114), and again very clearly

p. 245, where in antithesis to the spaceless param brahma (p. 245, 7)

appears as the aparam brahma the prdna which rules the body (p. 245, 10).
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XIV. Esoteric Theology. 207

cannot be both, for it is not possible that one and the same
thing in itself should be formed and formless (p. 803, 10). It

is true that we might think that Brahman in itself is un-

differentiated and becomes differentiated by Upadhis (under

which is to be understood everything which brings Brahman
1, to phenomenal existence, 2. to presentation in the mind).

But one thing cannot become another, by the fact that it

appears to be connected with limitations: the crystal remains

clear, even when it is painted with red colour (p. 803, 14) ; as

it is only an error if it is taken to be red in itself, so in the

case of Brahman also the limitation rests only on Ignorance

(p. 804, 1). Therefore it is to be firmly held, that Brahman
is free from all differences and perfectly unchangeable and

not the contrary (p. 804, 3).

How does it happen then, that, in many passages of scrip-

ture, manifold forms are attributed to Brahman, since He is

called sometimes four-footed, sometimes of sixteen parts, some-

times dwarflike, sometimes having as body the three worlds, etc.?

[p. 804, 9. Here and in what follows, the continual oscillation

between phenomenal forms and forms of presentation should

be noted.] Should we not perhaps admit that by the limitation

a difference of form is actually brought about? Por otherwise

what is the purpose of the passages of scripture, which at-

tribute differentiation to Brahman?—To this it is to be replied

first, that every time that limitations appear, it is further

said that Brahman is not affected by them [p. 805, 1 : for this

an isolated example is adduced; in reality it is most frequently

not the case]; and that in many passages (Kath. 4, 11. Brih.

4, 4, 19. Qvet. 1, 12) it is expressly asserted that there is no

plurality, and that he who is predestined, what is predestined,

and he who predestines are one in Brahman (p. 805, 13). At
the same time it is to be noted that only the passages con-

cerning the undifferentiated Brahman have as their aim, to teach

the Being of God (p. 806, 7), while the passages concerning

Brahman possessed of forms have another aim, namely worship

(p. 806, 10).

A few similes may elucidate the relation of Brahman to

His phenomenal forms. As the light of the sun or the moon.
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208 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

when it falls on the finger, shares in the finger's limitations,

and in conformity with this, seems crooked when it is crooked,

straight when it is straight, without in itself being crooked or

straight, so also Brahman, when it is united with the limitation

of the world of appearances, for example, of the earth, assumes

its form, and on this is based (p. 807, 5) the apprehension

of Brahman under different forms, as it is taught for the pur-

pose of worship. It is therefore by no means purposeless; for

all the words of the TJpanishads have a purpose and are

authoritative (p. 807, 8). But this does not prevent this view

from resting on Ignorance all the same ; for on inborn Ignorance

depends worldly action as well as that prescribed by the Vedas

(p. 807, 12).

Another simile is found in the Moksha-gcLstras:

"Like aa this sun, whose being is the light,

''Appears as manifold, in many streams,

"By limitation multiplied in space,

"E'en 80 it is with the unborn Atman."

And the following;

"One soul of beings dwells in every being,

" One and yet many, like the moon in waves.''

It is true, that the sun and the moon are formed and

separated in space from their mirrored images, the Atman,

on the contrary, is not formed (read murto p. 810, 7) and not

spatially separated from the limitations, but omnipresent and

identical with all (p. 810, 8), but no simile can be applied any

longer, if we abandon the tertium comparationis (vivdksMtam

angam); for if it were identical with the thing compared, there

would be no more comparison (p. 810, 13). It only affirms

that Brahman, which is in the true sense unchanging and a

unity, when it enters into limitation like the body and the

rest, takes part, as it were, in the qualities of these limitations

(p. 811, 6).

But if Brahman in itself is so perfectly devoid of differences,

how are we to explain the passages of scripture concerning

Brahman as possessing differences (p. 813, 12)?—Some think

they also teach the undifferentiated Brahman, since the required

annihilation of the phenomenal world must also be apphed to
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XIV. Esoteric Theology. 209

the forms of Brahman taught by them (p. 814, 3). Yet this

procedure is only permissible when they appear in a passage

which treats of the esoteric teaching (paravidyd), (p. 814, 4),

but not where precepts of worship are spoken of (p. 814, 8).

The passages which teach the nature of Brahman and those

which prescribe worship of Brahman, must be kept separate

throughout (p. 815, 6). The former aim at liberation, the latter

have as their fruit, according to the object, purification from

sins, attainment of lordship, or gradual liberation (p. 815, 5).

And while the latter passages belong to the canon of precept,

the former exclude all imperative elements, and aim only at

the knowledge of the subject (p. 815, 10).

What should the precept prescribe in the case of know-

ledge of Brahman? Perhaps, to annihilate plurality, as one

is ordered, by illuminating an object, to drive away the dark-

ness (p. 816, 6)?—Then it must be asked: how is this an-

nihilation of plurality to be thought of? Is it a real process,

something like annihilating the hardness of butter, by putting

it on the fire (p. 816, 10)?—But such an actual annihilation

cannot be brought about by a mere man, and therefore cannot

be ordered (p. 816, 15). Moreover in this case the whole

plurality of earth etc. would have been annihilated by the first

man who reached liberation, and the Universe would stand

empty (p. 817, 2).

It must therefore be assumed, that the purpose is only to

annihilate Ignorance which attributes to the one Brahman the

plurality of appearances. But Ignorance is got rid of through

teaching alone and without command (p. 817, 6), while a hundred

commands without the teaching cannot remove it (p. 817, 9).

Therefore, neither for the knowledge of Brahman nor for the an-

nihilation of plurality are commands of any use; on the con-

trary both are accomplished by teaching alone (p. 817, 12).

And for whom should the command to annihilate plurality

hold good? For the individual soul? But it is annihilated

along with it! Or the highest soul? But it cannot be com-

manded (p. 818, 1—4).

It is true that it is said in the higher knowledge also:

"this is to be seen!" (above p. 174). But the command here

14
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210 Pirst Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

only means that it is to be brought before the eyes, and made

the object of attention, not that it is to be known (p. 818, 7)^

"Whether the latter happens or not, does not depend on a

command, but on the quality of the object and the capacity

for knowledge (p. 818, 12). If this were not so, if knowledge

depended on will, it would be inexplicable that any one should

go astray (p. 819, 1); but it depends not on the man, but on

the object, and can, therefore, not be commanded (p. 819, 4).

If the scripture only commanded, then all in it that is not

command, would have no meaning; it would, therefore, not

explain (avydcaJcsMia, optative with a privativum, p. 819, 8),

that the knowledge of Brahman as soul cannot be commanded,

but would command it to the man: but by this not only would

one canon of commandments follow two opposite aims (works

and teaching) and therefore be in contradiction with itself [it

is difficult to see exactly why], but also liberation would be

assigned to the sphere of meritorious works (adrishta) and

therefore to something transitory (p. 820, 1). Finally, if the

whole contents of the Veda were included under the idea of

commandment, this commandment would be in contradiction

with itself, since on the one hand it would enjoin annihilation

of plurality, and on the other a partial maintenance of it.

Therefore the imperative passages concerning difi'erentiated

Brahman and the non-imperative concerning undifferentiated

Brahman must be kept separate from each other (p. 820).

3. Characteristics of the esoteric Brahman.

Sutras 3, 2, 16. 17. 22.

When Vdshkali besought Bdhva to teach Brahman to him,

the sage was silent. A second and third time this request

was repeated. At last Bdhva said :
" I am teaching it to thee,

"but thou understandest it not; this Atman is silent."

This narrative which Qankara p. 808, 11 gives as Qruti,

though its origin is unknown to us (cf. note 24, above p. 37),

finds its elucidation in different passages of scripture quoted

along with it (p. 808); thus when it is said (Taitt. 2, 4):

"From him all words turn back
"And thoughts, not finding him,"

—
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XIV. Esoteric Theology. 211

and in another passage (Kena 1, 3):

" Other is it than all we know,

"And higher than the unknown, too;"

as also when the Smriti (Bhag. G. 13, 12, echoing Rigv. 10,

129, 1) indicates Brahman as "neither the Existent, nor the

non-Existent." But the full unknowableness of the original

basis of things is most sharply expressed by the formula:

"Neti, neti!"— "it is not thus, it is not thus",92 which occurs

in the Brihadiranyaka-Upanishad no less than five times

(2, 3, 6. 3, 9, 26. 4, 2, 4. 4, 5, 15 and in a slightly different

application 3, 2, 11). In the first of these passages it follows

a statement of the two phenomenal forms (rupe) of Brah-

man, of which one is called "formed, mortal, at rest, being,"

the other "formless, immortal, in motion, belonging to the

Beyond." The latter comprises the wind and the atmosphere,

breath and the space within the body, the former everything

else in nature and man. Both, according to Qankara (who

subjects this passage to a lengthened consideration at 3, 2, 22

p. 821—826), are denied of Brahman by the formula "weii,

neti"; the knowledge of its true form consists in this, that all

forms are denied to it (p. 824, 12), whether we refer the re-

peated na iti to the two already adduced phenomenal forms

(p. 825, 9) or to the phenomenal forms and the presentational

forms (p. 825, 10) or in general to everything that can be

perceived (p. 825, 11). Therefore all objective existence is

negatived of Brahman and only its non-objective existence as

the inner Soul remains (p. 825, 14). This negation of all

distinctions in Brahman means, however, [as Brahman alone

is true being] a negation of the whole phenomenal world false-

ly imposed on Brahman (p. 825, 15); therefore the formula

neti, neti in Brih. 2, 3, 6 is explained by the words: "for out-

"side him—therefore it is said 'it is not so'—there is no other

"beyond;" but he himself is not not (p. 826, 6).

Accordingly Existence remains as the sole characteristic

of Brahman, and an Existence which is opposed to all empir-

95 itir idam-arthe: "idam na, idam na" (Govindaranda p. 78, 21).

14*
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212 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

ical Existence, so that, in comparison with this, it can just

as well be indicated as Non-existent (cf. above p. 129).

But what are the positive characteristics of this esoteric

Brahman which presupposes the negation of all differences?

The later Vedanta names three of them, which form the

famous name of Brahman: Sac-cid-ananda, that is "Existence,

Intelligence, and Bliss;" this compound which, as far as I know,

occurs first in the Nrisinha-tapamya-ujpanishad (Ind. St. IX,

60. 84. 143. 147. 148. 154) is nowhere found in Qankara's

Commentary, and appears to be as yet unknown to our author.

It is true that he repeatedly explains that, where Brahman

is spoken of as Bliss, this limitation refers to the esoteric,

attributeless Brahman (p. 127, 16. 868, 11), but here, in the

strictly esoteric part, this is not spoken of, perhaps, because

Qafikara counts it among the negative limitations as freedom

from suffering; thus besides Existence, as the only positive

quality of the esoteric Brahman, remains intelligence; p. 808, 2;

" The scripture explains, that the undifferentiated Brahman is

"pure intelligence and free from all that is different from it,

"for it says (Brih. 4, 5, 13): 'as a block of salt has no [dis-

" 'tinguishable] inside nor outside, but through and through

"'consists only of salt taste, so also this Atman has no [dis-

" 'tinguishable] inside and outside but consists throughout

"'altogether of intelligence.' That is: this Atman is through-

"out nothing but intelligence; intelligence is its exclusive

^(nirantara) nature, as the salt taste is, of the lump of salt."

What relation have the only two remaining characteristics

of Brahman, Existence and Intelligence (bodha), to each

other?—The treatment of this question, expounded by other

Commentators of the Brahmasutras, Qankara dismisses as

purposeless (p, 812, 10) and on this point remarks as follows:

(1) Brahman cannot be Existence without Intelligence, because

this contradicts the passage of scripture (just quoted), and

because otherwise he would not be the self of the individual

soul, which is by nature intelligent; (2) not Intelligence with-

out Existence either, because this is impossible; (3) and just

as little Existence and Intelligence in their separate characters,

because this would give rise to a plurality, which cannot exist
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XIV. Esoteric Theology. 213

in the case of Brahman; it therefore only remains that (4)

Existence is the same as Intelligence, and Intelligence the

same as Existence {satta eva bodho, hodha' eva ca sattd, p. 813,

7), so that between the two there is no mutual exclusion.

"Thus one might say," adds Qankara, passing over, as secondary,

this question which is so interesting for us.

We may, however, point out in connection with this, that

both ideas in the End are resolvable into that of Force. All

existence, in its essence, is nothing but a manifestation of

Force and all Knowledge may be considered as a reaction

against the crowd of impressions, and therefore as an activity

of Force. That the Indian caitanyam comes very close to

this idea, we have already remarked above (p. 59), and we
shall encounter the proofs of it again in the course of the

work.

4. On the Possibility of Knowing the esoteric

Brahman.
Sutras 3, 2, 23—30.:

However much we may agree with the Vedanta, when it

holds that a fathoming of Being-in-itself is only possible in

our own "I", and, in its metaphysics, pushes aside everything

objective, and relies on the Subject only, we can as little

agree with it when, disregarding the objections of the opponent,

which we became acquainted with above p. 135 ff. it finds the

last basis of Being in the Subject of Knowledge. The

consequence is, that the Vedanta denies itself an immediate

insight into the essence of things; for the subject of knowledge

can never become the object for us, precisely because in

every cognition it must take the place of subject.—We shall

see now how, notwithstanding this, the Indian was able to find

a way of perceiving the subject, the spirit. Brahman.

At first our authors admit the objections thus raised as

to the perceptibility of Brahman: Brahman is the Unmanifest

{avyaMam), not perceptible, because in all perception it is

assumed as the witness (sdJcshin), that is, the knowing subject

of knowledge (p. 827, 3). Yet there remains a possibility of

knowing God: the Yogin, that is, here, he who has become
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214 First Part: Theology or the Doctrine of Brahman.

one -with God, sees Mm in the condition of Samradhamm,
literally: perfect satisfaction, which Qankara explains as a

sinking oneself (pra-ni-dhdnam) in pious meditation (p. 827, 10).

This condition the scripture (Kath. 4, 1) describes as follows:

" The Self-existent pierced the openings

" Of senses outwards, therefore a man looks

"On outward things, not on the inner soul;

—

"A wise man saw, with backward-turned eye,

"The inner Self, longing for deathlessness."

But does not the division of subject and object exist here

also, between him who sinks himself, and that in which he

sinks himself (p. 828, 6)?—Our authors answer this question

with a negative, but, as the basis of their view, can only bring

forward similes and passages of scripture. They begin by

reminding us that this division only exists in virtue of the

limitations (upddhi) (p. 828, 11), and that these rest on Ignorance,

after the dissipation of which the individual soul is identical

with the highest soul (p. 829, 3); they compare this identity

with that of the serpent and its coils (p. 830, 1), the sun and

its light (p. 830, 5), they insist that the liberation, which con-

sists in thus becoming one, would be impossible, if we held

the separation to be in the strictest sense real (p. 830, 13)

and conclude from the scripture, that, with the annihilation

of plurality, only the knower in us, and therefore the Atman,

remains as the unit (p. 831, 7);—but an explanation of this

unification of subject and object (as it actually takes place in

the phenomena of aesthetic contemplation and religious devotion)

cannot be obtained from their discussions.

5. On certain figurative Expressions used of Brahman.

For sake of completeness, we may here briefly touch on

the section 3, 2, 31— 37, in which, in the form of an appendix,

are discussed certain expressions, which apparently do violence

to the negation of all Being outside Brahman, and to Brah-

man's permeating all, and being omnipresent.

1. Brahman is called "the bridge which holds these worlds

asunder," (above p. 162, cf. p. 133), and by a bridge is gene-

rally understood an aggregate of wood and earth, for the
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XrV. Esoteric Theology. 216

purpose of crossing a continuous mass of water (p. 832, 2);

even a traversing of this bridge is spoken of, and all this

seems to presuppose something else outside Brahman (p. 832,

4).—To this it is to be answered, that Brahman is only com-

pared to a bridge, because He holds asunder (p. 834, 12) the

world and its boundaries (or orders, such as castes, Agramas,

etc., p. 258, 1), as the bridge does the banks [according to the

primitive idea just quoted, however, it does not]; and the

traversing of the bridge (above p. 162) means only the attain-

ment of Brahman, as it is said: "he has gone through the

grammar," in order to express the fact that he has gained

mastery of it (p. 834, 15).

2. Further, Brahman has numbers and measures repeatedly

applied to Him, such as "four-footed, eight-clawed, of sixteen

parts," which seems to presuppose a limitation, for everything

that can be measured is of limited size (p. 839, 9).—But this

is only to bring it nearer to our [limited] understanding, as

B§,dar§,yapa says, our worship, as Qankara adds in explanation

(p. 835, 1. 4); for it is not possible for man to seize the un-

changing, the endless (p. 835, 7).

3. A connection between the highest and the individual

soul and again (in the passage discussed in Chap. IX, 6, above

p. 140) a division (conditioned by it) within Brahman is re-

peatedly spoken of, in virtue of which two parts of it are

defined along side of each other like the kingdoms of Mdgadha

and Vaideha (p. 832—833).—But both exist only from the

point of view of the UpMhis, the relation of which to Brahman

has already been discussed (p. 836, 7). The connection of the

individual soul with Brahman is in reality an entering of the

soul into its own Self (p. 836, 15), and the division within

Brahman is no more real than that between cosmic space and

the space within the body (p. 837, 5). Therefore it is proved

that outside Brahman nothing is (p. 837, 10), that Brahman is

in everything (p. 837, 16) and omnipresent (p. 838, 3).
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THE SECOND PART OF THE VEDANTA SYSTEM:

COSMOLOGY
OR

THE DOCTRINE OF THE WORLD.
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XV. Preliminary Remarks and Arrangement,

As before, our efforts will be directed, in the further course

of our work, to the most faithful reproduction of the thoughts

of B&,darayana and Qankara; we shall therefore abstain from

all liberties with these thoughts and shall indicate unmistake-

ably as such our own incidental remarks. This fidelity ex-

tends to the whole material content of the work which we have

to analyse, but not to its form as well; we take the thoughts

as we find them, but in their arrangement and systematic

•connection, we allow ourselves to be guided only by the inner

necessity which lies in the coordination of thought itself; this

frequently compels us to deviate considerably from the arrange-

ment of the original work.

That the latter does not in fact correspond to the nature

of the subject, is due to several causes. To begin with, the

tendency of the Brahmasutras is chiefly polemical. The con-

troversy with the opponents of the Vedanta teaching, which

we, in following out our present aim, only introduce when it

sheds new light on the system itself, is put in the foreground

by our authors; while the most essential dogmas not seldom

receive a subordinate treatment, just because they are not

new and strange to Indian thought, as they are to us, but are

matters of common currency and to a certain extent self-

evident. Moreover it is the chief endeavour of the philosophers

of the Vedanta to derive all their teachings directly from the

Veda, and only in passing and as an appendix to show their

rational basis although this is by no means lacking; thus what

is really the fundamental idea often appears as a dependent

thought. Besides this it is characteristic of Indian philosophers,

that on the one hand they exhibit wonderfully profound
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220 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

' conceptions reached by no other people of antiquity, and at

the same time, on the other hand, a total lack of feeling for

aesthetic form; in consequence of this they constantly allow

themselves to drift without organising their material and are

chiefly guided by the desire to find a fro and contra for every

question, thus satisfying a highly developed taste for dialectic

disputation, whether this leads to an explanation of the sub-

ject, or merely hinders and confuses it.^^ The consequence

is, that the same fundamental thoughts are dealt with again

and again to the point of weariness, without a true insight

into their connection with the system as a whole, and thereby

an insight into the thoughts themselves, being gained after all.

If while reproducing the content of the system of the

Vedanta we did not at the same time refrain from reproducing

its external form as it comes before us in the Brahmasfttras,

it would be difficult to perceive the excellence of Indian

thought; Colebrooke's praiseworthy study has had so little

effect, for the sole reason that, apart from its brevity and the

(very questionable) introduction of different commentaries, it

confines itself to unmethodical extracts from the original work;

by this course a full insight into the inner unity of the system

is lost, not only by the reader, but even by the writer him-

self; the outline of the teaching according to the Vedanta-sara,

which was added as an appendix from a sense of this deficiency,

cannot supply it, because it builds up the system on a basis

essentially different from that of Qankara,

The confusion in the treatment of the work on which we

are engaged, is nowhere more noticeable than in the depart-

ment of Cosmology, treated in 1, 4, 23—2, 3, 15, along with

which are to be taken the conclusion of 2, 4 and 3, 2 (namely

2, 4, 20—22 and 3, 2, 38—41) and certain sections of the

Division on Transmigration 3, 1 (e. g. 3, 1, 20—21. 3, 1, 24).

In Chapter VI and the translations from 4, 3, 14 which are

93 Great as is the resemblance in this, to the Scholasticism of the

Middle Ages, yet in other ways the contrast is as great: there we have

the Bible, here the Veda (of. note 52;, there Aristotle, here original

thought, there a compulsary belief, here a choice of the Vedic basis from

free conviction.
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XV. Preliminary Kemarks and Arrangement. 221

added to it as au appendix, we have shown the existence of

the antithesis between the exoteric and esoteric doctrine in

all parts of the system. If this antithesis exists, it cannot of

course fail to be decisive for the disposition of the materials.

But this is not the case with our authors: in their Section on

Cosmology they give a general sketch of the exoteric teaching

as to Creation, thereby involving themselves in a series of

contradictions, which they seek to explain by appeals to the

esoteric teaching, and then go on quietly with their empirical

picture of the universe, just as if nothing had happened, while

the whole realism on which this picture rests has been again

and again overthrown and exposed in all its inadequacy.

Nowhere do we find sharp lines of demarcation; but rather

we have a tendency (very pronounced in the passage above

page 110) to explain the exoteric passages of Scripture in the

sense of the esoteric, an attempt which, especially in the Section

on Cosmology, has given rise to an enquiry, as difficult as it

is unsatisfactory, into the idea of causality.

In order to bring clearness into the subject, and yet in no

wise to do violence to our authors, we shall first of all treat

of Brahman as Creator (Chap. XVI), and then (Chap. XVII)
of the creation of nature, taking both in the exoteric sense,

after which the few traces of natural science scattered here

and there in the work can be gathered together. In another

chapter (XVIII) we shall bring together all the problems

that occur on our way, whose explanation our authors have

reached by passing over to the esoteric teaching as to nature.

Before we turn to the latter, we must deal further with our

philosophers' conceptions of the idea of causality (Chap. XIX),

for in it they find the justification of the esoteric teaching of

the identity of the world with Brahman, apart from purely

theological arguments. Only after explaining this doctrine of

identity (Chap. XX), can the problems raised three chapters

earlier find the solution dependent on this doctrine, according

to the materials existing in the original work (Chap. XXI).
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XVI. Brahman as Creator of the World.

1. The Motive of Creation.

Sutras 2, 1, 32—33.

We have learnt to know Brahman as an intelligent being;

as such, he seems to require a motive for his actions. For

we see in life that an intelligent being, who thinks before he

acts, for example a human being, prepares for no undertaking,

whether great or small, unless a motive leads him to it (p. 488,

12). The application of this rule of experience to Brahman

is, as it seems, confirmed by the scriptures, when they teach

(above,'p. 173) that the world is dear to him not for the world's

sake, but for the sake of his own self (p. 489, 2).—If we ascribe

to God a motive which determined him to create, this contra-

dicts his all-sufiSciency (paritriptatvam), but if we do not ascribe

such a motive to him, creation becomes impossible (p. 489, 6).

—Or shall we take it for granted that Brahman, like a thought-

less man, proceeded to create at random, and without a motive?

This again would contradict his omniscience (sarvajnatvam).

We must then take it for granted that, as a prince or

some great man who has all that he requires, undertakes

something without a motive, purely for sport and pastime

(p. 490, 1), or as outbreathing and inbreathing go on by

themselves, without external motive (p. 490, 2), so too God created

the world of himself and without a motive, purely for sport

(J,Ud; cf. the uaT? TraiCwv of Heraclitus); for a further motive

is not to be found by reflection or revelation of the scriptures'*

9' Such a motive is certainly to be found in the system, and our

author does not find it only because he cannot separate the idea of a

motive from that of personal (egoistic) interest. According to the Vedanta,
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XVI. Brahman as Creator of the World. 223

and it is impossible to ask God himself about it (p. 490, 6).

Moreover it is only to us that the arrangement of this terrestrial

disk appears such a difficult thing, for God, on the contrary,

through the power of his immeasurable omnipotence, it is mere
sport (p. 490, 8). And if in life a shght motive must be
present even for sport, for God we need assume nothing of

the sort, for the scripture forbids us to attribute any desire

to him (p. 490, 9). That he could not for this reason proceed
to act, is contrary to the teaching of the scripture concerning

creation; that he acted without thought, and by chance, is

contrary to the teaching concerning his omniscience (p. 490, 11).

Above all (thus Qankara concludes this section), we must
not forget that the whole teaching as to creation refers to

this world of names and forms, founded on Ignorance, and it

has really only the aim of teaching the identity of nature with

Brahman (p. 491, 1);—an observation that will also hold good
for what we have to put forward further, and which arises

from the endeavour to hold fast to the exoteric teaching of

of the scripture as completely valid.

2. Brahman is the efficient and at the same time
the material Cause of the World.

Sutras 1, 4, 23—27.

Brahman was defined at the outset of this work (1, 1, 2)

as "that by which the world originates, etc. (subsists, and
perishes)," (cf. the definitions above p. 123), and therefore as

the cause of the world. The word "Cause", however, may
mean two things, either the material cause (prakriti, upd-

danam), or the efficient cause (nimittam); so the cause of

the vessel is, on one hand, the clay, and on the other the

potter, that of the golden ornament is on one hand the gold,

it is the inner destination of this world to become the stage for the

reward of the deeds of an earlier existence, and the chain of these

existences stretches back for each individual ad infinitum. According to

these earlier deeds alone, God apportions weal and woe; and in them
alone is to be sought the reason that he must create the world anew
after each disappearance; for the fruit of deeds done outlasts that dis-

appearance and requires each time a new creation for their explanation.
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224 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

and on the other the goldsmith (p. 396, 10).—The question is,

in which sense is Brahman to be regarded as the cause of

the world?

It might be thought that Brahman can only be held to be

the efficient cause of the world, because it is said of him,

before he proceeds to create: "he intended" (above p, 135),

and because he is called "the Lord" (^Qvara); both these seem

only to apply to an efficient cause (p. 397, 5, 8).—To this is

added, that cause and effect must be of like nature; the world,

however, is manifold, unspiritual, and unclean (p. 397, 10), which

does not apply to Brahman and seems to require a material

cause besides him, which shall possess these qualities.

The answer to these considerations is, that Brahman is

both the efficient and material cause of the world (p. 398, 3).

The proof of this assertion, in the introductory passage of

the Cosmology which we here treat of, is purely theological

(based on references to passages of the Vedas) and, from the

point of view which we now occupy, cannot be otherwise,

because (quite apart from the consideration raised, as to the

unlikeness of nature of the world and Brahman, which is here

passed over by our author, and only taken up again, and

brought under consideration, in a later discussion, cf. Chap.

XVIII, 1, a) a solution of the idea of matter, from the em-

pirical standpoint, which we have not yet transcended here, is

impossible, for the only true consequence of this standpoint

would be the eternal duration of matter.

Under these circumstances, it is comprehensible that Qan-

kara here contents himself with references to the scripture

according to which, with the knowledge of Brahman, all is

known, and in which Brahman is compared to the clay, all

the transformations of which are also clay; as, for example, it

is expressly said: Before the beginning of creation, there was

one only, without a second, Brahman desired to become mani-

fold, he himself made himself, he is the birthplace of beings,

he limits them from himself, and reabsorbs them into himself,

as the spider with her thread, etc. etc. (p. 398—403). In con-

clusion, our author disposes of the objections given above, and

the appeals to experience, by the explanation (translated above
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XVI. Brahman as Creator of the World. 225

p. 93), that we need not here remain in accord with experience,

for here we have not to do with an object of rational know-

ledge (anumdnam), but with revelation (403, 7), and further

refers to subsequent investigations.

3. Brahman creates without Instruments.

Sutras 2, 1, 24—25.

Widely separated from the enquiry treated of above, al-

though in fact standing in close relationship with it, and even

in part coinciding with it, is the question of the instruments

which Brahman uses. As the demonstration was reached

there by quotations from the Veda, so it is here reached by

examples from nature; if it is (from the cause stated above

p. 224) no less inadequate on this account, it still possesses a

certain interest, because it contributes to make clear the view

of nature held by the Hindus; for this reason] we give the

Adhikaranam in question 2, 1, 24—25 (p. 475—479) almost

word for word:

It might be objected that it is not feasible to assume the

spiritual Brahman alone and without aj second as the cause

of the world, because in order to mould anything, all kinds

of instruments are needed; thus in actual life the potters etc.

when they wish to make vessels take all kinds of things, as

the clay, the stick, the wheel, or thread as instruments, and

thus we cannot assume that Brahman created the world with-

out instruments. We reply to this, that creation takes place

by the specific quality of the substance (dravya-svabhdva-

vigeshad, that is. Brahman) in much the same way that the

change of milk into curds or water into ice takes place with-

out exterior instruments. Certainly warmth assists in turning

milk sour, still the milk follows nothing but the laws of change

inherent in ,'itself, and the process is only hastened by the

warmth. Were the power to become sour not already in the

milk, the warmth could not help it to change; since, for

example, wind or ether cannot be changed to curds by warmth.

The addition of the means only completes the process; but

even such a completion is not needed in the case of Brahman,
J5
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226 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

for he possesses all the necessary powers (gaUi of which im-

mediately) perfect within himself.

It is true that milk etc. are unintelligent substances, and

we see that beings with intelligence, like potters etc., call in

the aid of instrument?. Thus we may suppose it to be with

Brahman, as he also is an intelligent being.—To this can be

opposed the fact that gods also, and ancestors, and Rishis,

who are certainly beings possessed of intelligence, through

their own power, without external means, according to their

innate sovereignty, and through meditation alone, creat many

variously shaped bodies, palaces, carriages etc., as the Hymns

and Brahmanas as well as the epic and mythological works

attest. Further, we must remember that the spider puts forth

her thread from herself, that female cranes become fee-

tilised without seed, and that lotus-flowers wander from our

pond to another without outward means of transit. The ap-

plicability of these comparisons may be contested, because the

gods accomplish their deeds only by taking bodily forms to

aid them, and not by the spiritual Self alone, because the

saliva of the spider, after it has been stiffened by eating

smaller creatures, becomes threads, because the female cranes

are fertilised 9* when they hear the voice of the thunder,

because the lotus-flowers do not wander among the ponds by

means of their unintelligent bodies, but precisely because they

are endowed with intelligence, as climbing plants find their

way to trees ;—but to all this we can reply that the creatures

named do not, like the potter, use [external instruments in

35 p. 477, 15: halaka ca antarena eva Qukram garbhatn dhatte; p. 768'

6: baldJca api antarena eva retah-sekam ffarbham dhatta', iti lake r&dhih;

p. 478, 8: balakd, ca stanayUnu-rava-gravanad garbham dhatte. These

indications may serve to clear up the passage Meghaduta v. 9, which, as

appears from Stenzler's note on page 29, has hitherto been understood

differently:

garbha-MMna-kshana-paricayan nUnam ahaddha-malah

sevishgante nayana-subhagam khe bhavantam baldkah

" Surely wilt thou [0 Cloud], when thou floatest in the air, rejoicing the

"eye, be honored by the female cranes in their serried ranks, because

" they conclude (coUigunt) [from thy arising] that the moment for receiv-

' ing the fruits of the body [in the tempest] draws near."
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XVI. Brahman as Creator of the "World. 227

their activity, and that, like them. Brahman does not, in creat-

ing, use any outward means to assist himself, which is what

we wished to arrive at.

—The defective knowledge of nature, and the weakness of

the arguments on this ground require no further comment,

besides the examples we have given.

4. Brahman and the Powers of Nature.

Sutras 2, 1, 30 and 1, 3, 30.

In all considerations of this section, it is well to keep in

mind that the Indian idea of creation differs essentially from

our own. For whilst by creation, we understand something

done once for all, and therefore at a given time, the conscious-

ness of the Vedantin is dominated by the concept that from

eternity to eternity the world periodically emerges from and

again returns to Brahman; and it emerges and returns times

without number: "the past and future world-periods (kalpa)

are measureless," as the Puraxia passage quoted on p. 495, 10,

declares.

But how comes it that ,the world, through all its new
creations, remains the same in character?— This question

compels us to seek the basis of this uniformity in Brahman
himself.

Further: how can the manifold manifestations of the world

arise from the uniform Brahman?—For this muUijplicity, there

must also be a sufficient reason in Brahman.

In these postulates we must seek for the motive of the

manifold powers (gakti), which Brahman contains, the resem-

blance of which to the Platonic teaching of ideas we have

already referred to, above pp. 69—70.

This valuable thought is unfortunately only slightly de-

veloped in our system; it only appears sporadically, and its

position is uncertain; sometimes the powers of Brahman appear

simply as the expression of his omnipotence, sometimes they

mean the fructifying power of those things which, at the de-

struction of the world, enter as a germ into Brahman, to come
forth again at the new creation. We will briefly gather

15*
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228 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

together what is to be found scattered here and there, on this

subject.

"That the uniform Brahman produces the diverse mani-

festation of the phenomenal world," so is stated on p. 486, 10,

" is to be explained through His providing Himself with vanous

powers." To prove this, certain Vedic passages are mentioned,

which, however, do not appear to assert anything more than

the omnipotence of Brahman ('all-working is he, all-wishing,

all-smelling, all-tasting ') : Brahman is furnished with all powers

(p. 1125, 8), is connected with the unfolding of many powers

(p. 445, 11), the iQvara possesses innumerable powers (p. 490, 8),

as appears from his being the cause of the origin, subsistence,

and destruction of the world (p. 1126, 1); these powers with-

out which Brahman could not create (p. 342, 6), are deduced

from the multiplicity of their effects (p. 486, 2); as to their

relation to Brahman, from the expression used on p. 476, 8,

that Brahman " is filled with powers," (paripurmgaktikam), we

may conclude that these powers are believed to be immanent
in Brahman.

The Scripture (Qvet. 1, 3) leads to the assumption of one

power of the highest God, which orders and creates the whole

world (p. 358, 5). It is this godlike power not unfolded in

name and form, which is the original state (prag-avastha) of

names and forms (p. 358, 10); in this original state, the now

manifested world existed before manifestation, in a state of

seed-force (vija-qakti-avasthd, p 341, 9); "if" (it is said on

p. 342, 2 in the polemic against the Sankhyas) "we acknow-

"ledged a self-subsisting original state of the world as cause,

" we should make room for the assumption of a material cause

"(of the world); we assume though that this original state of

" the world was not self-subsisting, but dependent on the highest

" God. Such we must of necessity take it to be, and on good

"grounds. For without it, the creative work of God is im-

" possible, for an activity of God devoid of his powers is un-

" thinkable . . . This unmanifested (avyaktam) seed-force, as

"it is called, resting in the highest God, is in its inherent

"character Ignorance (avidyd), a deep sleep produced by
" glamour (mdyd) in which lie those wandering souls, who have
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XVI, Brahman as Creator of the "World. 229

"not awakened to the knowledge of their real nature [the

"knowledge of their identity with Brahman]."

According to these passages, it appears that 1. the creative

power of Brahman, 2. the seed-forces of things, and 3. in-

dividual souls existing by means of their subtle bodies, are

all confused together in the indeterminate idea of the powers

of Brahman. We have already seen (above p. 70) that these

powers were not annihilated at each destruction of the world,

but remained in existence as its root (p. 303, 1), and in such

a way that their character remained unchanged (p. 303, 2).

From this, it follows, that in spite of the continual destruction

of Jthe world, the same elements (earth, etc.), the classes of

beings (gods, men, animals), and the worldly distinctions (castes

and Agramas), come forth anew (p. 303, 4).

The multiplicity of these powers does not contradict the

unity of Brahman who contains them, since the power of

multiplying (vibhaga-Qokti), before and after the existence of

the world, as well as the tendency to multiplicity (vibhaga-

vyavahdra), during the existence of the world, rest on false

perception (mithydjndnam) (p. 433, 13); as we shall see more
in detail, in the esoteric cosmology.
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XVII. The exoteric Picture of Creation.

1. General.

Two passages of the Upanishads, which we now give, are

the main standards for the ideas of the creation of the world.^s

1) Taittinya-Upanishad 2, 1: "Truly from this Atman the

" Aka^a came forth; from the Akaga, the wind; from the wind,

"fire; from fire, water; from water, the earth; from the earth,

"plants; from plants, nourishment; from nourishment, seed;

"from seed, man."

2) Chandogya-Upanishad 6, 2, 2—3, 2: "Existent, alone, dear

"one, was this in the beginning, one alone and without a second.

"It conceived the idea (aikshaia): 'I will become many, I will

"'propagate myself; so it created fire (tejas).—This fire con-

"ceived the idea: 'I will become many, I will propagate my-

" 'self; so it created water. Therefore, when a man is hot

" and sweats, from the heat arises water.—This water con-

"ceived the idea: 'I will become many, I will propagate my-
" 'self ; so it created food. Therefore, when it rains, much

"food arises, for from water arises the nourishment that man
" eats.—In truth, these beings have three sorts of seeds (i. e.,

" origins), those born from the egg, those born alive, and those

96 A third important passage, Aitareya-TJp. 1, 1, is only touched

upon incidentally in 3, 3, 16—17, and plays no further part in the system.

We give the beginning of this passage here, for the sake of comparison

:

"Truly, this world was Atman alone in the beginning; there was

"naught else there to open the eyes. He conceived the idea: 'I will now
"'create worlds.' Then he created these worlds; [they are:] the floods,

" the rays, death, the waters [Qafikara reads p. 871, 8 mara\ apas]. Yonder
" is the flood, beyond the heavens ; heaven is its support ; the rays are the

"atmosphere; death is the earth; underneath are the waters."
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 231

"born from the germ. That deity conceived the idea: 'Verily,

" 'I will enter into these three deities (fire, water, food), with

"'this living Self [the individual soul], and spread forth into

" 'names and forms ; and I will make each one of them three-

" 'fold.'—Then that deity entered into these three deities, with

"this living Self, and spread forth names and forms; and each

"one of them it made threefold" [of this, later].

As we see, in the first place five elements, Aka§a, air, fire,

water, and earth, are mentioned, but in the second, only the

last three. Our authors detailed discussion of the absence of

contradiction in this, because in the second, Akaga and air

must be supplied from the first, may very well be omitted,

since they are wholly exegetical in character. This, however,

occasions a controversy of considerable interest, concerning

the origin of Akaga. For Akdga, usually translated ether, is

not so much this, as all-permeating, all-present space,—as may
be understood from the popular expression, quoted for other

purposes on p. 609, 7: dkdgam kuni, "make room," dkdgo jdtah,

"room has been made"; but still it is space, as something

corporeal, as an element;—a conception that is not far from

the ideas of all those which take space to be something self-

existent (that is, independent of our intellect) and therefore

real. In this sense, the Indian thinkers make it the medium
of sound (e. g. p. 557, 14), which therefore they did not recognise

as a vibratory movement of the air, and, in consequence, the

element of air receives a more concrete meaning, approaching

the idea of wind. Of this material apprehension of space, Qan-

kara (p. 558, 1) objects against the Buddhists, who define

Aka(ja as purely negative, as "the absence of hindrances"

(dvaraim-abhdva), that, in that case, there could be no Akaga

in the space taken up by a body, a flying bird, for example;

so that we must recognise in the Aka^a not the absence of

hindrances, but that reality, through which the absence of

hindrances is constituted, literally: characterised {tad vastu-

bhutam, yena dvarana-abhdvo vigishi/ate),—all this in reality

comes back to the verbal contention as to whether a negative

can still be called real, and it clearly shows that the con-

ception of the Aka§a wavers between that of space, and some-
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232 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

thing material. It has the same character in the following

controversy with Kanada, who correctly recognizes the hetero-

geneity of Aka^a and the elements, and as a consequence,

places Akaga as a connecting link between corporeal nature

and the power of nature manifesting itself therein (Brahman).

2. The Origin of Space (Akdga).

Sutras 2, 3, 1—7'.

With unconcealed irony, Qankara mentions those who

follow in the footsteps of the illustrious Kanabhuj, (a nickname

for Kanada): "that we^cannot conceive an origin of space"

(p. 608, 6).—We will see how far this irony is well founded,

by picking out from the chaos of discussion, the essential

arguments and counter-arguments.

Space can have had no origin, says Kanada, for the follow-

ing reasons: (1) How can one conceive the causal relation

between space as an effect, and its cause? The cause (karanam),

of an effect (for example, a textile fabric) has three moments,

as samavayi-asamavdyi-nimitta-kdranam, that is, inherent cause

(the threads), non-inherent cause (the union of the threads),

and efficient cause (weaver and loom). The inherent cause

consists of a substance, which is (a) homogeneous (ekajdtiydka),

(b) manifold (aneka) [like the atoms of Kapada]. "Now for

" space, there is no homogeneous and manifold substance, from

" which, as inherent cause, together with the union of the same

"(that is, of its particles), as non-inherent cause, space could

" originate. And if this does not exist, much less can we think

"of an assisting efficient cause for space" (p. 608, 8ff.).

(2) In the case of created elements (for example, fire) we

can picture to ourselves a difference between the time before,

and the time after they had come into being. This difference

we cannot conceive in the case of space [na sambhdva-

yitum gakyate p. 609, 4), that is, therefore, we cannot picture

a condition in which space was not]. "For how can a man
"assume that before the creation there was no place, no

"vacuity, no opening?" (p. 609, 5).

(3) Space did not originate, for it is of a different nature
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XVir. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 233

(vidharma) from the earth, &c., in so far as its distinctive

character is, that it penetrates all things (vibhutvatn) etc.

(p. 609, 6).

(4) Lastly, in the scripture itself, space is called "undy-

"ing, all-present, eternal" (p. 610, 3).

According to all this, we must assume that before the

creation, when, as the scriptures say, there was "one only,

"without a second," space must have formed an all-penetrat-

ing, formless unity with Brahman, like water mixed with milk;

and this separated at the creation in such a way that space

remained immovable, while Brahman exerted itself (yatate) to

produce the world (p. 612, 3).

After Qankara has pointed out that water and milk, al-

though mixed, yet remain different essentially, whilst for the

existent before the creation, an essential unity was required

(p. 617, 15), he sets himself to refute Kanada's arguments;

first however he gives the following positive proof of the

origination of space:

(p. 618, 13) "Whenever we see anything that has originated

" through transformation, whether it be pitchers, pots, and

"pails, or bracelets, clasps, and rings, or needles, iron arrow-

" heads, and swords, we see division also in the world. On
"the contrary, a thing without origin can never be thought

"of as divided. The division of space is, however, shown by

"the earth, etc. (that is in space); therefore space also must

"be a transformation" (that is: all that has an origin is

divisible; but space is divisible; ergo— !).

Probably from a perception of the weakness of this argu-

ment, our author at once passes from it to the domain of

metaphysics, where he is more at home: Atman, he says, is

not divided by the earth, or anything else; for space (the

principle of division) originates in Atman; consequently Atman
is no transformation. With this thought,'^which takes its root

in the profound perception that that which exists in itself is

spaceless, Qankara goes on to the fine statement of the Self-

existence of Atman, which we translated in Chapter VIII, 6

(above p. 127). He then turns to the arguments of Kaijiada

mentioned above, to refute them one after another.
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234 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

(1) The cause need not necessarily be homogeneous and

manifold; (a) not homogeneous: for the threads and their

combinations need not be homogeneous, and still less the

efficient cause, the loom (but no one ever maintained this).

—

Or is homogeneity to be asserted of the inherent cause only?

That cannot be maintained unconditionally. For a single

cord is twisted out of yarn and cow-hair; and many cloths

are woven from thread and [unspun] wool. Or does the

homogeneity of the cause only demand that it must be one

being and one substance? That is self-evident, and the re-

quirement is superfluous, (b) Further, the cause need not

be manifold. For also the atoms of Kanada work each for

itself. It is not necessary that the cause should consist of

several factors; for the effect can also be the result of trans-

formation, since a substance passes into a different condition,

and is then called the effect. The substance in this case

may be manifold, as the earth and the seed that go to form

plants, or uniform, as milk, which becomes curds. And so,

according to the scripture, from the uniform Brahman, the

manifold world, with space and all creatures, has sprung

(p. 621, 5—623, 4).

(2) It is absurd to assert, with reference to space, that a

difference cannot be imagined between the time before, and

the time after creation; for that space, with all bodies, is

there now, and that nothing was there before, is precisely the

difference. [But here Kanada is not even understood, much

less disproved.] Besides, the scripture expressly declares (Brih.

3, 8, 8, translated above p. 133), that Brahman, amongst other

things, is spaceless (andkdgam, "not-ether," as we translated

above p. 133) (p. 623, 5—12).

(3) It does not hold good, either, that space had no origin,

because it is different in essence from the earth and the other

elements. For, firstly, where the scripture contradicts this, a

logical conclusion of the impossibility of its origin is fallacious,

and, secondly, its origination follows even as a logical con-

clusion: for space is not everlasting, because it possesses

qualities which are not everlasting (sound perhaps?—that

would, however, under no circumstances be an essential
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XVn. The Exoteric Picture of CreatioD. 235

quality of space;) therefore we must postulate a beginning for

it, as for vases, etc. Do you maintain that, in this, it is not

distinguished from Atman?—For of Atman, no one has ever

yet demonstrated to a follower of the Upanishads that he is

the hearer of non-eternal qualities. Furthermore, it has never

been proved that space is all-pervading (vibhu) (p. 624, 5; the

same monstrous assertion p. 700, 4).

(4) When space is said by the scripture to be immortal,

it is only in the (relative) sense in which the gods also are

said to be immortal (on this, above p. 67). When, however,

it is said of Brahman, that he is, "like space, omnipresent,

eternal;" that is simply a simile, as when it is said: "the sun

Hies like an arrow," whereby it is not meant that it has only

the same speed as an arrow; then also it is said of Brahman:

"greater is he than space" (above p. 163) and "what is separate

from him, is afflicted" (above p. 142).—Thus the origination

of space is proved (p. 624, 6— 625, 7).

3. The Origin of Air, Fire, Water, Earth.

Sutras 2, 3, 8—13.

As AkaQa came forth from Atman, so Vayu (air or wind)

came forth from Aka§a; its immortality and imperishability,

as taught by the scripture (Chand. 4, 3, 1. Brih. 1, 5, 22) are

to be taken as only relative (dpeJcshika), that is, in comparison

with the other elements, which all come forth from, and return

to it, and only hold good in the lower doctrine (p. 626, 5),

which seems to mean that, in the passage in question (Brih.

1, 5, 22), Vayu is the representative of aparam brahma. As
from Akaga proceeds air, so from this proceeds fire (2, 3, 10),

from fire water (2, 3, 11), and from water, earth (2, 3, 12), for

this, and not rice or barley, is to be .understood by "food" in

the passage of the Chandogya at the beginning of this chapter,

firstly, because the context requires this, and this is of more

importance than the use of words (p. 634, 5) and also because

"the food" is spoken of further on (Chand. 6, 4) as "black"

and this refers to the earth which in some parts, it is true,

is white Uke milk, and red, like [glowing] coals, (p. 633, 9),
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236 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

but as a rule is black, for which reason it is also called

Qarvari (night) in the Puranas (p. 633, 11). Plants, according

to other passages, spring from the earth later and therefore

the word "food" refers to the earth.

How are we to understand this emanation of the elements

from each other? They are without intelligence (acetana), but

(a weighty axiom of our system) without intelligence, no

motion is possible (p. 635, 1; compare 528, 7). Therefore

we must assume that God [himself changes himself into the

elements (p. 635, 3) and after he has become air, for example,

he creates fire (p. 630, 10) ; his position in regard to the

elements is this expressed by the passage of scripture (Brih.

3, 7, 3): "He who, dwelling in the earth, is different from the

" earth, whom the earth does not know, whose body is the earth,

"who inwardly governs the earth, He is thy soul, thy inward

" guide, the immortal" (compare above p. 149 ff.). Consequent-

ly, in all elements, Brahman is the inner guide and overseer,

and as such, brings about their motions (p. 635, 7).

It must, therefore, be borne in mind that the elementary

creation, that is, the whole body of inorganic nature, as such,

is inanimate, and therefore incapable of movement, like

a cart without a horse (p. 507, 9. 727, 1) and that according

to this, when, for example, water flows, not water, as such,

but the Brahman in it, brings this about (p. 507, 12); and the

contradiction is not important, if, in his stead, the nature-gods

(created by him, and dependent on him) have the same

functions assigned to them, of which we have spoken above

p. 65ff.

Further, the psychic organs (Buddhi, Manas, and the senses)

of which we shall learn more in our psychological section, are,

like the elements, emanations of Brahman; whether it be assumed

that they are of like nature, and therefore of like duration,

with these (p. 640, 1), or that they are different in kind from

the natural elements and must be looked on as having emanated

before or after them (p. 640, 3). In any case, they, as well

as the elements, are, in themselves, lifeless, and both elements

and organs are only created as means to an end, as we shall

see further on.
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XVn. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 237

4. Incidental Remark on the Destruction of the World.

Siitram 2, 3, 14.

We must assume that, in the periodical re-absorption of

the world in Brahman, the elements, in the same way as they

have emerged from one another, are withdrawn again into one

another in reverse order; for so experience teaches us, as, for

example, in a staircase, coming down is the reverse of going

up (p. 637, 5); therefore, as the vessel becomes clay again,

and the ice, water (p. 637, 6), so also the dissolution of the

elements takes place in such a manner that the less subtle

goes back to that which is finer, the more remote effect returns

everywhere into the nearer (p. 637, 9), for it is not right to

assume that the effect continues when its cause is destroyed

(p. 638, 4).

At the end of the Kalpa, therefore, the earth becomes

water again; water, fire; fire, air; air becomes Akaga, and

Aka^a re-enters Brahman.—This view is likely to throw some

light on the scientific motive of the teaching of the gradual

evolution and absorption of the elements, as to which we have

no other information: the observation that solids dissolve in

water, that Jwater turns into steam through heat, that the

flames of fire flicker out into the air (Chand. 4, 3, 1: yada va'

agnir udvayati, vayum eva api-eti), air, according to the altitude,

rarifies more and more into empty space, might lead us to

the gradual progression of the dissolution of the world, and

by inversion to its opposite, the creation of the world."

97 A. classification of the elements (with the omission of Aka^a),

according to their greater or lesser density, and corresponding percepti-

bility, is indicated p. 536, 7: "the earth, as capable of being smelt,

"tasted, seen, felt, is gross [sthitla); water, as being tasted, seen, and

"felt, is subtle (sUkshma); fire, as being seen and felt, is more subtle

"{sUkshmatara); the air, as only to be felt, is most subtle (sukshmatama)."

—As a rule, the Indians add to these a fifth, and still more subtle element,

Akaga, with the quality of audibility (also possessed by the other four).

Cf. Aristotle, de sensu 2, p. 438 B. 17 ff.: tpavepov (uc Bet xouxov tov

TpoTtov (ijTo8i86voi xai T.poadTZTZi'i ^xaoxov tdiv aio9i)TY)p{<uv 4vi tiuv stoi-

)[e(cov. Tou (liv o|A|jLaToe to opaxixov S8otos OTUoXrjTtx^ov, depos oe to

T(iiv i);6<!p(uv oioftt)Tix6v, Tcupo? Se t'Jjv Saypijoiv,

—

to B'aTtxixov Tlf^i, to 84
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238 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

5. Organic Nature.
Sutras 3, 1, 24. 20-21.

The creation of the world, properly speaking, which, as it

appears, is to be thought of as a disk.ss concludes with the

creation of inanimate nature. For in organic nature, quite a

new principle comes before us: it is the soul, which is in-

carnate in all the thousand phenomena of life, in all forms of

gods, men, animals, and plants. It is true that souls also are

an emanation from Brahman, from whom they, according to

the Upanishads (for example Mund. 2, 1, 1, translated above

p. 131 ff.; Kaush. 3, 3. 4, 20. Brih. 2, 1, 20) have arisen as the

sparks from the fire, and into which they return in the same

manner; but neither their origination from Brahman, nor their

return to him, is understood by our system in the strict sense

of the word. For the soul exists together with its organs

{Pmnas) and the "subtle body," from eternity—and, unless

liberation is reached, to eternity; its entrance into Brahman

in deep sleep, death, and at the dissolution of the world, takes

place in such a manner that its seed remains, from which it

proceeds again unchanged, with its organs. Of this later.

By embodied souls, we are to understand all living beings

(bhiltani, more precisely [in contradistinction to the mahd-

bhutdni or elements p. 140, 13] prdninah p. 300, 5. 303, 4),

therefore not only all gods, men, and animals, but also plants

(therefore the expressions: brahmddi - sthdvardnta p. 61, 11;

brahmddi-stambaparyanta p. 604, 2). Therefore plants (sthd-

vara) are also, as on p. 774, 5 it is expressly acknowledged,

places of enjoyment (or suffering), they also have a living soul

{kshetrajna p. 772, 5; jiva p. 773, 3), which has entered into

IfeuoTixov eiS6i: ti dcpTjs lativ.—It should be noted that, while the Indians

place fire between water and air, the Greeks, on the other hand, place

air between water and fire.

»8 jagad-vimham p. 488, H. 489, 3. 490, 7.—The following expressions

ft&kasya prishthe (frequent in the "Veda, for example, Mund. 1, 2, 10;

cf. Plato, Phaedrus, p. 247, C: km Tijj toO oipaKoO vibxcp, and paro divo

jyotir dipyate vigvatah priththeshu (Chand. 3, 13, 7, translated above

p. 169) seem to point to the idea of a sphere or hemisphere.
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 239

them in consequence of impure deeds (p. 774, 6), and they are

sensible of enjoyment and pain (p. 772, 4), in which, however,

the souls that return from the moon and stay for a while in

plants as guests take no part. If the plant is cut, crushed,

or cooked, the plant-soul dwelling in it passes out (pravasati),

like every soul, when its body is destroyed (p. 773, 13fF.).

Plants must be in part endowed with perception, for, without

it, the wandering of the lotus-flower from one pond to another,

and the climbing of trees by creepers cannot be explained

(p. 478, 9); for, as is often affirmed: without perception (cetand)

there is no movement (pravritti).—It is true that the plant-

world, as the immovable (sthdvara), is generally contrasted

with the animal-world, as the movable (jangama) (p. 769, 4.

113, 1. 118, 17. 178, 5. 642, 1. 687, 4); it may serve as charac-

teristic of the latter, that the cow (p. 507, 14) is said to have

perception of, and love for, its calf, as also the goose (hansa)

can distinguish both components in a mixture of milk and

water, while we cannot (p. 799, 3); for the rest, in regard to

the difference between animal and human perception, we are

confined to what the passages translated in note 34, p. 57

above offer us.—It seems strange that p. 491, 7 to the gods

is assigned a condition of infinite enjoyment, to man a mixed

state, and to the animals, "infinite suffering." For the rest,

such a conception could only be formed where the height of

pleasure is to be measured by the degree of intelligence, and
where, consequently, intellectual enjoyments are esteemed as

the highest. 9 9

We find a classification of organic beings 3, 1, 20—21,

where they (as in the Ait. Up. 3, 3 p. 243) are divided accord-

ing to their origin into

(1) udbhijja, born from a germ (plants),

(2) svedaja, born of sweat (damp heat, sveda, for which

Badarayana has the singular word samgoka), for example,

vermin,

99 The argument on p. 102, 13 also rests on this view: if the (un-

conscious) primordial substance of the Sankhyas were the place of the

liberated, liberation would be a misfortune.
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240 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

(3) andaja, born of the egg,

(4) jarayuja, born of the womb «oo (literally, from the

Chorion).

The two last classes originate by procreation, the two first,

without it (p. 768, 10). The passage from the Chandogya-

Upanishad, which we gave in the introduction to our chapter

above p. 230, exhibits only three classes, for it joins the two

first together, as if both came forth from germs, the one from

earth, the other from water (p. 769, 3); yet the separation is

justified, for the first class embraces immovable, the second

movable beings (p. 769, 5).

6. Physiological Remarks.

Sutras 2, 4, 20—22. 3, 1, 2.

In the passage from the Chandogya-Upanishad, the begin-

ning of which we translated above, p. 230, it is shown further

how all things are triply mixed from the three original elements,

fire, water, and food. So, for example, in natural fire, in the

sun, moon and lightning, the red comes from the fire-element,

the white from the water-element, and the black from the

food-element. A preponderance of one of the three elements

over the two others, brings about the differences of fire, water,

and the other elements, in nature (p. 737, 13; natural fire is

trivritkritam tejas, " the triply formed fire," p. 144, 1, in contra-

distinction with the atrivritkritam tejah prathamajam p. 143, 7).

The motive for this theory of commingling seems to be the

wish to explain how the human body, although it only takes

up single materials in nourishment, yet consists of all three

original elements, of which the finer portion, like the cream

on the milk, rises, while the coarser descends. Thus the body

is made up of the three original elements according to the

following scheme:

Gross: Medium: Fine:

Food: Faeces Flesh Manas
Water; Urine Blood Prana

Heat: Bones Marrow Speech.

too These four classes are to be understood by the catiirvidho bMta-

gramah p. 357, 6, 406, 7. 431, 10. 768, 9, while, on the other hand, bkuta-

eatushtayam p. 956, 3 means the four elements.
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 241

That which accomplishes this tripled mingling *oi in nature,

and in the body, is, as is shown on page 733 ff. not the in-

dividual soul, but Brahman.—That the body consists of the

three elements, food, water, and heat, follows from the fact

that their effects can be observed in it. On the other hand,

it contains the three materials {dhdtu): wind, gall, and mucus

(p. 743, 8). It is not said in what relation these stand to the

elements. In the body, watery substances preponderate, fluids,

blood, etc. (p. 743, 11); "in another respect, indeed, the earthy

"preponderates" (p. 743, 12; in what respect, remains unsaid);

that, however, the human body is essentially watery, can be

observed from the fact that it originally springs from two

liquids, the (male) seed, and the (female) blood (p. 743, 13;

cf. Aristotle, Met. H, 4 p. 1044 A. 35 and Ait. ar. 2, 3, 7, 3).

7. The Controversy with the Buddhists concerning
the Reality of the Outer "World.

Sutras 2, 2, 28—31.

Just as Kant, along with transcendental idealism, maintained

the empirical reality of the external world, and defended it

(against Berkeley), so the Vedantins are not prevented by

their doctrine of Ignorance as the foundation of all Being

expanded in name and form from maintaining the reality of

the outer world against the Buddhists of idealistic tendencies.

(In order to guard against misunderstanding, we must bear in

mind the passage translated in note 31, above p. 55.) Because

of the high importance of this question, and the difficulty of

the section of our work which treats of it, we shall translate

the passage here at length. '02

•01 A pafictkaranam, such as the Vedantaaara § 124 teaches, is already

found in Govinda's Gloss, p. 139, 21. 733, 17; but not yet in Qankara's

Commentary to the Erahmasutras.

102 In what follows, we translate vyndnam presentation; jndnam
knowledge; anubhava sensation, feeling; praiyaya perception; upalabdhi,

upalambha apperception; grdhanam comprehension; avagamanam ap-

prehension; satmkara impression; pratyaksham observation;—the meaning

of these terms is, however, not so much to be gathered from the modern

terms which we have chosen (in default of others), but rather from the

context.

16
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242 Second Part : Coemology or the Boctrine of the World.

Immediately before this, stands the discussion on Buddhist

realism (2, 2, 18— 27), to which the Buddhist idealist refers

in the opening words.

The Buddhist speaks:

[p. 566, 12ff.] "Because the attraction of many scholars

"towards external things has been noticed, this doctrine of

"(the reality of) the outer Mjorld was put forward for their

"sake. But this is not the Buddha's view; [p. 567] on the

"contrary what he desired, is solely the doctrine of the sole

"category (skandha) of presentation (vijmnam). According

"to the doctrine of presentation, the outward form is only in

"the intellect, (buddhi), and the whole worldly action of know-

" ledge, what is known and [the enjoyment of] fruit is only

"something interior; and even if there were exterior things,

" yet without being in the intellect, this worldly action of

"knowing etc. could not take place."

" How then can it be proved that the whole worldly action

"is only something interior, and that beyond the presentation,

"there are no external things?—For the reason that they are

"impossible! For let it be taken for granted that there are

"exterior objects, e.g., solid bodies, they must be either in-

" finitely small (jaaramanu) or an aggregate of the infinitely

"small; now that of which our perception can trace the limit

"as a solid body, etc., cannot be infinitely small, because the

"infinitely small is not visible and knowable; so also no ag-

"gregate of the infinitely small; for this can neither be thought

" of, as different from the infinitely small, nor as identical with

" it [p. 568] [not different, for it is made up of the infinitely

"small, nor identical, for it would then escape observation in

" all its parts]. The same is true of species [Jdti, which exist

"only in individuals]."

"Further: if knowledge (jndnam), which is in its nature

"general, because it is produced by sensation (anubhava) alone,

"varies according to objects, as knowledge of columns, know-
" ledge of a wall, knowledge of a vessel, knowledge of a cloth,

"this is possible only through the differentiation (vigesha) which

"concerns the knowledge.—Therefore we must unquestionably
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 243

" grant the identity (sdritpyain) of the knowledge with the oh-

"ject. If we grant this, however, as the form of the object

"is determined only by the knowledge of it, the hypothesis

"(kalpand) of the existence of things is superfluous."

"Then too, as apperception (upalambha) of necessity com-
" bines both, no division of the object from its presentation

^^ (vijmnam) is possible; for it is impossible to apperceive the

"one without apperceiving the other; and that would not be

"so, if they were different in nature, for then nothing would

"exist to prevent it. For this reason also, external objects

"do not exist."

"In this it is, for example, like a dream. As in dreams

"or hallucinations (mdya) there arise perceptions (pratyaya)

" of water in a mirage, Gandharva cities, etc., without outward

"objects in the form of apprehender and something to be

"apprehended; just so [p. 569] in the state of waking, must be

"the case with the perception of columns, etc., because we
"cannot distinguish them from the former, in so far as they

"are both perceptions."

" But if no external object exists, whence comes the variety

"of perceptions?—We answer: from the variety of (subjective)

"phenomena (vasand). Because in the beginningless Samsara,

"the presentations and the phenomena, like seed and plant,

"are in turn the cause and effect of each other, variety is

" explained without contradiction. Also it is to be understood

" that, for the rule (waking), as well as for the exception (sleep),

"variety of knowledge has its ground solely in phenomena.
" And -we both agree that in dream, etc., without any outward

"things, a variety of knowledge is produced by phenomena;
" only that I admit no variety of knowledge caused by external

"objects and not by phenomena. And therefore again there

"are no external objects."

To this the Vedantin answers:

"It cannot be maintained that no external objects exist.

" Why? Because we apperceive them. For we apperceive an
" external object according to our perception of it as a column,

"a wall, a vessel, a cloth; and what we apperceive, cannot
16*
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244 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

"not be. It is as though one who eats, while feeling com-

"pletely satiated by what he is eating, should yet say: 'I am
" 'not eating, and 1 have not been satiated.' It is just the

"same when a person directly apperceives outward objets by

"touching them with the organs of sensation [p. 570] and at

"the same time assures us: 'I do not apperceive them, and

" 'the objects are not there.'—Howcan we care for such talk?"

The Buddhist:

"But I do not say that I do not apperceive an object; I

"only maintain that I apperceive nothing beyond the apper-

" ception."

The Vedantin:

"Yes indeed, you maintain that! But only because your

"trunk is not goaded [elephants are guided by goads], and

"not because you have reasons. For we are compelled to

"admit objects outside our apperception, and this by our ap-

" perception itself. For no one apperceives a column or a

"wall as a mere apperception, but everybody apperceives the

"column and the wall as objects of apperception. And that

"everybody thus apperceives, is shown by the fact that even

"those who deny outward objects bear witness to this when

"they say: 'The form perceived interiorly seems as if it were

" 'outside.' For they also call to their aid the consciousness

" of an outside that everyone in the world has, when, in order

"to deny the existence of outward objects with their 'as if it

"'were outside,' they appeal to an assumed outside. For how

"otherwise could they say 'as if it were outside?' No one

"says: such a one looks as if he were the son of a barren

"woman. Therefore, when we according to our feelings con-

"ceive the nature of anything that exists, we must say: 'It

"'appears outside,' but not 'as if it were outside.'"

" But was not from the fact that no external things are

"possible, the conclusion drawn that it only seems as if they

"were outside?—[p. 571] Yes, but this conclusion is not jus-

"tified. For we determine what is possible or impossible, from

"what is proved or not proved; we do not, however, in the
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 245

"opposite way, determine what is proved or not proved, from

"what is possible or impossible. For what we apperceive

"through one of the instruments of knowledge, perception, etc.

"(above p. 88) is possible (or: real, sambhavati), and what we

"do not apperceive, through any means of knowledge, is not

"possible (real). External objects are, according to their

"kind, apperceived by all means of knowledge; how then can

"anyone, on the basis of such arbitrary reflections as those

"concerning exceptions and non-exceptions [dream and waking],

"maintain that they are not possible, since they are apper-

"ceived!"

"And if knowledge has the same form as the object, this

"is no reason to deny the object. For, were there no object,

"there could not be a similarity of form; and, that the object

"exists, follows from the fact that we apperceive it as external

"(p. 572). Thus we are under the necessity of apperceiving

"perception and object at the same time, on the ground that

"they are related, as cause and effect, and not because they^

"are identical."

"Further: if we distinguish between the knowledge of a

"pot, and the knowledge of a cloth, the difference lies in the

"things which make different, the pot and the cloth, and not

"in what is made different, knowledge. A white cow differs

"from a black cow in whiteness and blackness, not in the fact

"that they are cows. Therefore, through the two, we are able

"to distinguish the one, and the one through the two. [They

"could not be distinguished if they were not alike in being,

—

"or should we read: naikasmac ca 'and not through the one?']

"Therefore object and knowledge are different, and we can

"also appeal to the fact that we distinguish between seeing

"the pot, and remembering it. For here also, the difference

"lies in that which is distinguished, seeing and remembering,

"and not in that which distinguishes the pot; just as in the

" case of the words, smell of milk and taste of milk, the differ-

"ence is in that which is distinguished, smell and taste, and

"not in the milk, which distinguishes them."

"Also, between two [mere] presentations (vijndnam), which

"are different in time, as they destroy each other by their
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246 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

"own coming to consciousness, no mutual [p. 573] relation of

"comprehended (grdhya) and comprehender {grahaka) can

"exist [as if the subject were also a presentation, vijmnaml),

"for thereby the theories which the Buddhists themselves have

"maintained . . . [the statement of which we here pass over]

"would fall through."

"And besides: you assume a series of presentations, then

"why do you not also take outward things, such as columns

"and walls for granted?—You say, because we are conscious

"of the presentation?—But we are also conscious of external

"things!—Or do you say that we are conscious of the pre-

"sentations in themselves, because it is in their nature to

"illumine, like a lamp, but not, on the other hand in the

"nature of external things?—and so you take for granted that

"which is in its nature an absolute contradiction, just as if

"you said: 'Fire burns itself up;' but the general acceptation,

"which does not contradict itself, that we are conscious of the

" outward object, through the presentation which reaches beyond

"itself [p. 574], you will not assume? Truly this is great wis-

" dom that you display! The presentation, in so far as it

"extends beyond the object, is certainly not felt, for that would

"be contrary to its own being." [Here, as often before, the

idea of the presentation changes into that of the presenting

subject, and this is made easy by the use of the word

vijndnam.]

"It may be objected that, if, from its nature, the present-

" ation must be apprehended by something extending beyond it,

"then this again by something beyond it, this, by something else

"beyond it, and so in infinitum.—And further, if knowledge,

" according to its nature, illumines like a lamp, and we assume

"that this knowledge is known by another knowledge,—yet,

"from the equality of these two, no relation of enlightener and

" enlightened can exist, and the assumption becomes superfluous."

"But these two objections do not hold good. As only the

"presentation is apprehended, and there is no need of the

"apprehension of the subject (sakshin) of the presentation,

"therefore we are not face to face with a regressus in infinitum:

"for subject and perception are in their nature contrary to
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 247

each other, and are related as the apperceiver, and, the ap-

'perceived; the subject, however, is, in itself, certain, and

'cannot be denied [compare the discussion of this above

p. 127]. And if it be further maintained that the present-

ation, like the lamp, needs no other to illumine it, but makes

'itself knovrn by itself, then this means as much as a present-

'ation which cannot be apprehended by any instrument of

'knowledge, and which has no apprehender, which would no

more make itself known than would a thousand lamps if they

'were set together in the middle of a block of stone.—But if

'presentation is in its own nature sensation, have we not

'[p. 575] in this granted the thesis of our opponents?—No;

'but as the lamp, to illumine, requires yet another, to ap-

'prehend, namely, the eye, in just the same way the present-

'ation requires the power of making itself seen, and only, as

'with the lamp, when another which apprehends it is present

'does its light become visible.—But, the opponent might say,

if you explain the apprehending subject as self proved, that

'is just what I maintain about the presentation making itself

known by itself, only expressed in other words.—But that is

'not so, because the presentation has as its characteristics,

origin, perishability, and non-unity [accidentally, not as the

'subject is a necessity; this further concerns its contents only,

'not the form which is just what constitutes the nature of the

'subject]. Thus we have proved that, like a lamp, the present-

'ation also must be apprehended by something lying beyond it."

"When, further, those who deny external objects maintain

'that, as in the case of perceptions in dream, so also per-

'ceptions of pillars, etc., in waking, arise without an external

'object, because the two cannot be separated, as both are

'perceptions [p. 576], we answer: Perceptions in waking cannot

'arise as do perceptions in dream. Why? Because they are

of a different nature. For between dream and waking, there

is a difference of nature. In what does this difference of

'nature consist? In the refutability or irrefutability. For

'that which is apperceived in dreams, refutes itself; for he

'who is awakened, says: 'In error I apperceived a large

"assembly of people, for there is no large assembly, only my
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248 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

"
' soul was confused by sleep, hence this error arose.' In the

"same manner, all illusions of the senses are refuted, accord-

"ing to their character. On the other hand, there is no con-

"dition in which the existence of an object perceived in the

"waking state, a pillar, for example, can be refuted. A dream-

" face is only a remembrance, whilst seeing in the waking state

"is apperception. The difference between remembrance and

"apperception is evident, and is felt of itself; for it consists

"in the fact that a person is either separated, or not separated,

"from an object; when, for example, a beloved son is remem-

"bered, he is not apperceived, but we wish to apperceive him.

"[p. 577] As this is so, we cannot maintain that what is ap-

" perceived in the waking state deceives, because, like apper-

" ception in the dreaming state, it is [only] apperception. For

"the difference between the two makes itself felt. And that

"which is felt by pretended sages cannot be denied by them.

"But just because their feelings protest, and they cannot

"demonstrate to themselves the groundlessness of waking per-

" ception, therefore they wish to prove it by its relation with

"dreaming perception. But a quality that is not in a thing

"in itself, will not be put there by relating it to another thing.

"For when we feel that fire is hot, it does not become cold

"because [as an element] it is related to water. And we have

"demonstrated the difference between dream and waking."

"Finally we must answer the assertion that variety of kaow-

" ledge can arise without objects, by a variety of [subjective]

"appearances (vdsand). We reply: The existence of appearances

"is not possible, if, as you take it, there is no apperception

"of external objects. For the appearances in forms which

"differ according to the object have their basis in the apper-

"ception of the object [p. 578]; if, however, no objects are

"apperceived, wherein have the various appearances their

"foundation? If we accept the idea of beginninglessness, like

"a row of blind people holding to each other, a regressus in

''infinitum steps in, with no supporting basis, thus abolishing

"the worldly action without proving your position. If, further,

"he who denies the external world, appeals to the rule and
"the exception [waking and dream] to prove that knowledge,
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XVII. The Exoteric Picture of Creation. 249

"in order to come into being, has, as its ground, appearances,

"and not objects, we must regard this also as refuted, if it is

"as we said; for without the apperception of objects, appear-

"ances cannot arise. And as, further, the apperception of

"objects can exist without the appearance, while, on the other

"hand, the appearances cannot exist without the apperception

"of objects, the rule and the exception [under discussion] serve

"but to affirm the reality of objects. For appearances are

"only certain impressions. (samsfrara); and, as experience shows,

"impressions can only be brought about by means of a sup-

"porting basis; for you, however, there is no such basis of

"impressions, because you follow as your guide the axiom that

"apperception does not exist."

"[p. 579] If, finally, you set up a 'presentation of inwardness'

" (dlaya-vijndnam) as the basis of appearances, this can no

"more co- exist with your theory of non-duration than can the

"'presentation of outwardness' (pravritti-vijmnam), and there-

"fore cannot serve as the substratum of appearances. For

"unless we either admit a Continuous Substance, which binds

"past, present, and future together, or an overseer of all ob-

"jects, an activity linking together remembrances—depending

"upon appearances conditioned by space, time, and cause— is

"impossible. If, however, the 'idea of inwardness,' implies a

"continuum, you have thereby given up your principle (of non-

" duration)."
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XVIII. Cosmological Problems.

The doctrine of the empirical origin of the world from

Brahman, set forth in the two preceding chapters, gives rise,

in the course of the discussion, to a series of doubts; their

solution is sought from the empirical standpoint, which can

only partially solve them; their full solution is to be reached

only by having recourse to the doctrine of Identity,—the

special metaphysical teaching of the Vedanta. We shall now

gather these various objections together, under three chief heads.

1. The Problem of Causality.|

Sutras 2, 1, 4. 5. 8.

a) The Difference of Essence (vilakshanatvam) between

Brahman and the World.—Between two things which are

different in essence, there can be no causal relation: the golden

ornament can not have clay as its cause, and the earthen

vessel cannot have gold as its cause (p. 419, 10); now, between

Brahman and the world, there is a difference in essence, in

so far as Brahman is pure and spiritual, and the world, on

the contrary, is impure and unspiritual (p. 419, 8). For this

world is impure, in that it consists, according to its essence,

of desire, pain, and illusion (moha) from which joy, sorrow, and

despair arise, and spread thoughout heaven and hell (p. 420, 4);

it is unspiritual, first of all, because it is in the service of

the enjoyer (the individual soul) and, according to its nature,

it is only the means to produce the effects necessary for en-

joyment, and such a relation of service can never exist between

two spiritual beings: for where one spiritual being serves an-

other, for instance, in the case of a slave and his master, he
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XVm. Co8mological Problems. 251

does not do this as a spiritual being, but in virtue of his un-

spiritual part, consisting of Buddhi [Intellect, which in itself

is unspiritual, a mere instrument] etc. (p. 420, 7—14). And
if we deny the unspirituality of the world, by regarding wood,

earth, etc. as transformed spirit, whose spirituality is hidden

out of sight, as is the real spiritual, in sleep and swoon (p. 421),

the impurity of the world still remains, and proves its difference

in essence from Brahman (p. 422, 1). Further, the scriptures

maintain the unspirituality of the world, in so far as they

separate knowledge from Ignorance, from which it follows that

the unspiritual exists (p. 422, 6); and when the same scrip-

tures sometimes ascribe spiritual functions to the unspiritual,

in so far as they say: "the earth spoke" (Qatap. Br. 6, 1, 3, 4),

"the waters conceived the idea" (Ohand. 6, 2, 4, above p. 230)

etc., we must understand here, not the elements, but the

spiritual deities which are their representatives (p. 423, 5).

—From this it is clear that the world differs in essence from

Brahman and cannot therefore proceed from him (p. 424, 7).

b) The Contamination of Brahman by the World.

—

If the world proceeds from, and returns to, Brahman, then,

on its return, through its qualities of materiality (sthaulyam)

articulation, unspirituality, limitation, impurity, etc. it must

defile Brahman; therefore it is absurd to regard Brahman as

the cause of the world (p. 429, 15ff.).

c) The Impossibility of a new Differentiation.

—

Further, it is absurd, because (p. 430, 6) after the world has

been absorbed into the undifferentiated Brahman, no reason

could exist for it to go forth again, differentiated into enjoyer

and enjoyed [which is contradicted by the actual existence of

these differences in each new world-period].

d) The Danger of a Return for the Liberated.—The

basis of the ever repeated return of the world lies in the

works performed in former lives which (apart from the liberated,

whose works are annihilated) must be atoned for. In the case

of a return of the world into Brahman, all works would dis-

appear by absorption into unity. If, however, after this de-

struction of works, a return be possible, then we cannot per-

ceive what should prevent the liberated also from being born
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252 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

again [p. 430, 9; whereby a doubt is cast on the most precious

jewel of Indian faith—the certainty of liberation].

2. The Problem of the One and the Many.

Sutras 2, 1, 26. 30. 31.

a) Total or partial Transformation. —In the trans-

formation of Brahman into the world, we must of necessity

assume one of two things: that either the whole, or only a

part, of Brahman, changes into the world. In the first case,

the root of Brahman would be destroyed, search after it would

be aimless, for it would lie before our eyes as the world,

beyond which there would be nothing, and the passages of

scripture which declare that Brahman is unborn, etc., would

be subverted (p. 480, 3).— If, on the contrary, we assume that

only a part of Brahman becomes the world, then Brahman
becomes subject to division, which is contradicted by the ex-

press words of the scriptures which forbid us to assume that

Brahman has members, parts, or differences (p. 479, 9); and

were Brahman divisible, the necessary consequence would be,

that He is not eternal [p. 480, 8; that which is subject to the

laws of space, is subject also to those of time; compare n. 43,

above p. 68—69].

b) One Brahman with many Powers.—As we saw in

Chap. XVI, 4 (above p. 227), in order to create the world,

Brahman must unite with many powers. This assumption

contradicts the teaching of the unity of Brahman, on the basis

of which the scripture in the words: "it is not so, it is not

so," negates in Brahman all and every difference (p. 487, 13).

Compare with this, the characteristics of the esoteric Brahman
in Chap. XIV, 3 (above p. 210ff.).

3. The Moral Problem.

Sutras 2, 1, 34. 21.

a) The Creator of the World as the Author of Evil-

—(p. 491, 5): "God cannot be the cause of the world, for then-

" he would be unjust and unmerciful. Some, like the gods, he
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XVIII. Cosmological Problems. 253

"would have destined to the enjoyment of infinite pleasure;

"others, like the animals, to the endurance of endless pain;

" and still others, like mankind, to a mixed condition ; accord-

"ing to this, God would have brought forth an unrighteous

"creation, would be affected by love and hate, like an in-

" dividual being, and the purity of his nature maintained by
"Scripture and Tradition would suffer injury. ^os ^nd there-

"fore good men also (reading akhala, p. 491, 10) would be

"afraid of his mercilessness and cruelty (which would be con-

"trary to Bj-ih. 4, 4, 15 na tato vijugupsatc), heca-use he in-

"flicted pains on them, and swallowed up all beings. So,

"because of the injustice and mercilessness which would be

"attached to him, God cannot be the cause of the world."

b) The Creator of the World as the Cause of Evil.

—The conception of sin which is so accentuated in the Hebrew
world, from the very beginning (Genesis vi, 5. viii, 21) is want-

ing in such a decided form, in Indian antiquity. Accordingly,

the most effective argument against a divine creator of the

world, namely, that he would be the (direct or indirect) cause

of sin, is not brought clearly forward; the term "not good"

(ahitam) in the passage 2, 1, 21, which we have under con-

sideration here, rather holds the middle ground between the

ideas of evil and of wickedness; it is more especially the first,

with a tendency, however, to the latter, which becomes clearer

from the answer to be brought forward later, to the objection

which has its place here in the system, and substantially runs

as follows: according to the Scriptures, God is not separated

from the individual soul; by means of it he himself (above

p. 231) has entered into nature (p. 471, 13). If he were the

Creator of the world, then, as in his character of creator, he

is free, he would have created good for himself, and not evil,

such as birth, death, sickness, old age, etc. For no one who
is free to do what he wishes, builds a prison, and then enters

it himself (p. 472, 4). Again, as the absolutely pure, he would

1 03 ^ruti - smriti • avadhdrita - svacchatva - ddi - igvara - svabhava - vilopah

prasajyeta. Or if we divide svacchatvdd: "and in the case of purity,

"though Scripture and Tradition make (the contrary) certain, a contra-

" diction would exist in the nature of God."
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254 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

not enter the body, the absolutely impure, with his own self

(p. 472, 5), and had he done so, he would leave it, remember-

ing that he himself had made it. Without trouble the soul

(in whose form God entered the world), would put an end

to the world, just as the magician does to the glamour pro-

duced by himself. As this does not occur, it follows that the

world cannot be created by a spiritual being who knows what

is good for himself (p. 472, 6—13).
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XIX. The Idea of Causality.

The problems raised in the last chapter find their solution

in the metaphysical teaching of the Yedanta concerning nature,

according to which the world was perceived to be, not some-

thing different from Brahman, or existing apart from Brahman,
but identical with Brahman, who appears in the form of exist-

ing nature. The identity of the two does not, therefore, mean
that Brahman is like the world, but only that the world is

like Brahman (p. 431, 13). Examined more closely, Brahman
and the world stand to each other in the relation of cause

and effect. But cause and effect are identical in their inner

nature. Therefore our authors' teaching of identity is based
upon an examination of the idea of causality; and this circum-

stance is not affected by the fact that in the work before us

the doctrine of the identity of Brahman and the world 2, 1, 14,

is first presented with mainly theological proofs, and then, as

it were, as a corollary to this, 2, 1, 15—20, we find the logical

evidence of the inner identity of cause and effect. The logical

order is rather the reverse: from the identity of cause and
effect, follows the identity of Brahman and the world, and not

only does this follow of necessity, but it is plainly expressed

at the end of the section p. 471, 2: "Therefore the effect is

"identical with the cause, and consequently (atag ca) as the

"whole world is an effect of Brahman, they also are identical."

—According to this, we shall first follow out the investigation

of the idea of causality, and then the doctrine of identity

which is based on this. But we have first to remark as

follows

:

However natural it may be to mankind, to conceive the
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256 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

relationship between Being - in - itself and the phenomenal

world from the point of view of causality, and so to regard

God as cause and the world as effect,—nevertheless this view

is false. For causality, which has its root in the organisation

of our intellect, and nowhere else, is the bond which binds

all the phenomena of the phenomenal world together, but it

does not bind the phenomenal world with that which mani-

fests itself through it. For between Eeing-in-itself and the

phenomenal world there is no causality but identity: the world

is the Thing-in-itself (das Ding an sich) as it displays itself

in the forms of our intellect.—This truth has been correctly

grasped by the Vedanta, which cannot free itself, however,

from the old error of looking upon Grod as the cause of the

world, and seeks to reconcile the two by interpreting the idea

of causality as that of identity. To this end it forms too

wide a concept of causality, in that it not only comprehends

under this idea the bond of variations which only have to do

with the qualities, forms, and conditions of substance, but also

the bond between substance and qualities, and also between

substance and substance. The continuity of substance
forms the chief argument in these discussions, which we will

now place before the reader in order, as we find them on

pages 456—471.

1. The Cause persists in the Effect.

Only while the cause continues, can the effect be perceived,

but not when it does not continue. Thus the clay continues

in the vessel, the thread in the cloth. In things which are

different, the perceptibility of the one is not conditioned by

the persistence of the other: for example, a horse can be per-

ceived without the presence of a cow. So cause and effect

are not different (p. 456, 12).

2. The Effect exists before its manifestation, namely, as Cause.

When it is said: "This was Existent in the beginning"

(above p. 230), the statement means that the world was already

existent before its manifestation, in the form of the Existent,

its cause. For where a thing is not already, according to its
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XIX. The Idea of Causality. 257

nature, it cannot arise: no oil can be pressed out of sand.

But if the effect before manifestation was already identical

with the cause, it remains so even after manifestation. As
Brahman is never anything other than the Existent, so also

the world is never anything other than the Existent. The
Existent, however, is of like nature with itself (p. 459).

3. What is the difference between the effect before and after

manifestation ?

It is true that the Scripture also says: "This was in the

"beginning non-Existent" (above p. 129). But this non-Ex-
istence is no absolute one but means only a difference of

qualities (dharma). As the effect now consists in its quality

as developed in name and form, so it existed before its mani-

festation in its quality of not being developed in name and

form; it existed as the same but in the form of its cause

(p. 460, 2).

4. The effect is prefigured in the cause.

Sour milk comes only from milk, never from clay; while

jars come only from clay, not from milk. This could not be

so, if the effect did not exist before its manifestation; rather,

in that case, anything could arise out of anything. But there

lies in the cause a certain extension beyond itself (kagcid ati-

gayah) towards the given effect—as of milk to sour milk, and

of clay to the jar; and this forbids our regarding the effect

as non-existent before its manifestation. For each cause has

its peculiar power (gakti) and this power brings the given

effect into manifestation, and no other. Therefore we may
not regard cause and effect, substance and qualities, as differ-

ent, like horses and oxen, but must regard them as of like

nature (p. 461, 3—462, 5).

This is followed first by a criticism p. 462, 5—464, 8 of

the apprehension of causality as an inherent relation, most

probably directed against Kandda, and, like most of the polem-

ical expositions of the work, of more interest for the teachings

controverted than for the Vedanta.

17
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258 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

5. The Activity of becoming manifest must have a Subject.

If the effect did not exist before its manifestation, the

activity of manifestation would be without an agent, and there-

fore without a subject (nirdtmaka). But every activity must

necessarily have an agent. If the jar becomes manifest, who

is the agent in this action, if not the jar itself?—The potter,

perhaps? But then the potter would become manifest from

his action, and not the jar. Or do you maintain that the

effect originates and receives a self, after it has been previously

connected with the Being of the cause?—But connection can

only take place between two things which are, and not between

what is and what is not.—And just as unthinkable is the

limit which you set to the non-existence of the effect, by the

moment of becoming manifest: for only what is, and not what

is not, can have a limit.—And through no activity can the

non-existence of the effect become existent, as little as the

son of the barren woman can be made existent by any effort

(p. 464, 8—466, 7).

6. The Activity of the agent is not superfluous.

If the effect was already existent before its becoming

manifest as much as the cause, and was identical with it,

surely it as little requires an agent as the cause itself, in

order to become manifest?— Certainly not. The mission of

the agent is to transform the cause into the form of the

effect; though it is to be firmly maintained that also the form

of the effect is already contained in the being of the cause;

for that which has no self, cannot, as we saw, attain to one.

—For the rest, a thing is not changed by difference in out-

ward appearance: Devadatta remains Devadatta, whether he

opens his arms or folds them (p. 466, 7—467, 7).

7. Generality of the Identity of Cause and Effect.

If you only admit the identity of cause and effect in that

which is not altered by manifestation and dissolution, we dis-

pute this: for does not milk change into sour milk before

our eyes? When, too, manifestation, like the springing of

plants from seeds, is only a becoming visible of what was
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XIX. The Idea of Causality. 259

already existent, conditioned by the accumulation of like par-

ticles; and, in exactly the same way, dissolution is only a

becoming invisible, caused by the disappearance of these same

particles. If we were to recognise a transition from non-

Existence to Existence in them and from Existence to non-

Existence, then the embryo would be other than the sub-

sequently born man, the youth would be other than the

greybeard he becomes, and the father of the one would not

be the father of the other (p. 467, 7—468, 4).

8. The Activity of the agent must have an object.

If the effect were not in existence before its manifestation,

the activity of the agent respecting it would be without an

object, like sword-cuts through the air. Or is its object not

the effect, but the inherent cause? Then the object would be

different, and the result would also be different. Or is the

effect an extension beyond itself of the cause which is inherent

in it? Then the effect would be there already, and would not

require to be first brought about (p. 468, 4—9).

9. Result.

"Then it comes to this, that the substances themselves

"persist, e.g., milk, through its existence as sour milk, etc.;

" that they take the name of effect, and that we cannot think

"of the effect as different from the cause, even if we tried

" for a hundred years. And as it is the original cause which,

"up to the last effect, appears in the form of this or that

" effect, like an actor in all possible parts, it is thereby logic-

" ally proved that the effect exists before its manifestation and

"is identical with the cause" (p. 468, 10—469, 1).

Here follow other arguments of a theological character,

p. 469.

10. Illustrative Examples.

1) So long as a cloth is rolled up, we cannot see whether

it is a cloth or something else, and even if it be seen that it

is a cloth, its real length and breadth are still unknown; if,

however, it be imroUed, we perceive what it is, and how long
17*
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260 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

or broad it is; as the rolled up and unrolled cloth are iden-

tical, so are cause and effect (p. 470, 1—10; the words 470,

7—9 seem to be an interpolation).

2) As, when we hold our breath, in-haling and ex-haling

only continue in the form of the cause (prana, life, breath),

and produce as effect, life only, but not the muscular move-

ment of breathing; but if the breath be set free, besides life,

movement of the muscles is produced; and as the so-called

life-breaths are not different from life (prana), of which they

are branches, because the nature of both consists in animation

(samiranam), so also effect is not different from cause (p. 470,

12-471,2).
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XX. The Doctrine o£ Identity.

1. Introductory.

Theee is a changeable element in things (their forms,

qualities and conditions) which is subject to the law of causal-

ity, and an element of continuity (substance) which is not

subject to this law. It was only by neglecting this difference,

and by putting the whole complex of preceding and succeed-

ing existence under the idea of cause and effect, that Qankara

was able to deduce, from the persistence of the inner nature

of things, that cause and effect are fundamentally identical

notwithstanding all differences of outer form.

In the beginning of the preceding Chapter (above p. 255)

we saw how our author infers the identity of Brahman and

the world from the identity of cause and effect. Yet this

philosophical derivation of the chief position of the whole

system of the Vedanta appears as a mere supplement. The
same proposition has already been brought forward and ex-

plained on a theological basis (2, 1, 14); p. 443, 12: "The effect

"is the manifested world, beginning withAkaQa; the cause is

"the highest Brahman. With this cause, in the sense of the

"highest reality (paramdrthatah), the effect is identical, hav-

"ing no existence beyond it. Why is this?—Because of the

"word of the Scripture, as to change depending only on

"words, etc."

The passage from which this inference is drawn, is the

sixth Prapathaka of the Ohandogya-Upanishad, one of the

most important portions of the Veda, which we shall give here

in part translated, and in part in the form of an epitome, in

order afterwards to analyse Qankara's reflections on it.
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262 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

2. Tat tvam asi—That art thou.

Chandogya-TJpanishad VI.

1. "Qvetaketu was the son of [Vddalalia] Aruni. His father

"said to him: 'Qvetaketu, go forth to study Brahman, for one

"'of our family, dear one, is not wont to remain unlearned,

" ' and [merely] an appendage of Brahmanhood.'—So he went

"when he was twelve years old, to study, and at twenty-four

" he had studied all the Vedas, and returned uplifted in mind,

"fancying himself wise, and very proud. Then his father said

"to him: 'Qvetaketu! since, dear one, thou art so uplifted in

" ' mind, fancying thyself so wise, and since thou art so proud,

"
' hast thou enquired concerning the teaching through which

"
' [even] the unheard is [already] heard, what is not understood

" 'is understood, and what is unknown becomes known?'

—

" 'What then, venerable Sir, is this teaching?'—'Just as, dear

" 'one, by one lump of clay everything which consists of clay

" 'is known, and the change is dependent only on words, a

" 'mere name, it is only clay in reality;—just as, beloved, by

"'one copper button everything made of copper is known, the

" 'change is dependent only on words, a mere name, and it is

"'only copper in reality;—^just as, dear one, by one pair of

" 'nail-scissors everything made of iron is known, the change
" 'is dependent only on words, a mere name, and it is only

" 'iron in reality;—so, dear one, is it with this teaching.'

—

"'Of a truth my venerable teachers did not know this them-

" 'selves, for if they had known it, why did they not tell it to

" 'me? But do thou, venerable one, now make it clear to

"'me!'— 'So be it, dear one!'—"

2—3. "Existent alone, dear one, was this in theT beginning,

"one only, and without a second. Some, it is true, say that

"this was non-Existent in the beginning, one only, without a

"second; that from this non-Existent was born the Existent.

"But how could this be, dear one? how could the Existent

"be born from non-Existent?"—Here follows the passage given

above (p. 230ff.) in which Aruni explains to his son how the

one Existent put forth from itself the three primordial ele-
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XX. The Doctrine of Identity. 263

ments: heat, water, and food, and entered into these with the

living self (jiva dtman, that is, the individual soul).

4—7. This is followed by the teaching of the triplication

of the elements. As the three primordial elements came forth

from the one Existent, so all things in the world proceed anew

from the three primordial elements: the red in things is

radiance (tejas, the primal fire), the white is water, the black

is food. This is exemplified in the jnatural phenomena of fire

(agni), the sun, moon, and lightning, and it is said each time:

"Vanished is the fire-being of the fire (the sun-being of the

"sun, etc.), the change is dependent only on words, a mere

"name, only the three forms are there in reality." Knowing
this, the wise men of old said: "Henceforth can no one bring

"forth anything which has not been heard, known, and under-

" stood by us!" For they knew that what was unknown to

them also could only be a combination of these three prim-

ordial elements; from them, like all else, the human body is

built up, whereby, like the cream in milk, the finest part rises

and forms the psychical organs, so that Manas is formed from

food, breath from water, speech from heat. (For more on this

subject, see Chap. XVII, 6, above p. 240ff.) For this reason

the mind of mankind is weakened by continual fasting, and

strengthened again by taking food, just as the glimmering

ember which remains, can be rekindled by adding fresh fuel

to it. [According to our system, Manas, Frdna, and Vac did

not come into being, but are the eternal companions of the

soul. For solution of this contradiction see later on.]

8. On the conditions of a) Sleep, b) Hunger, c) Thirst,

and d) Death.

—

a) When a man sleeps, he enters into the Existent, for he

then [goes to himself (svam apita), therefore it is said: he

sleeps (svapiti). "As a bird bound by a cord flies hither and

" thither, and after it has nowhere found a place of rest, settles

"on the place where it is bound (bandhanam as in nau-han-

"dhanam) so, dear one, Manas flies hither and thither, and

"after it has nowhere found a place of rest, it returns into

"Life, for Life is the place where Manas is bound." (Cf.

Chap. Xn, 4, c, above p. 190 fi".)
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264 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

b) If a man is hungry and satiates himself, this is an effect

(gungam) which as such must have a cause (mulam). The

satisfaction as effect has food as cause, food as effect, has

water as cause, water as effect has heat as cause, heat as

effect has the Existent as cause; all these creatures have the

Existent as cause, the Existent as support, the Existent as

basis.

c) If a man is thirsty and drinks, this effect is caused by

water; water as effect has heat as cause, heat as effect has

the Existent as cause; all these creatures have the Existent

as cause, the Existent as support, the Existent as basis.

d) "When, dear one, a man departs hence, speech enters

"to Manas, Manas to Life, Life to heat, heat to the highest

*' godhead: that which is that subtle (unknowable) essence, of

"its being is the universe, that is the Heal, that is the Soul,

"that art thou, O Qvetaketu!"

9. "When, dear one, the bees prepare honey, they gather

"the juices from many sorts of trees and unite the nectar in

"one. As in these nectars, no difference is maintained between

"the trees whose juice they are, so, of a truth, beloved, all

"these creatures also, when (in deep sleep, and death) they

"return into the Existent, have no consciousness that they

"return into the Existent. Whether tiger, or lion, or wolf, or

"boar, or worm, or bird, or fly, or gnat: whatever they may
"be, to that form they return (yad-yad hhavanti, tad [or

"with Qankara p. 433, 12. 797, 16 tad-tad] abhavanti).— Tha.t

"which is that subtle essence, of its being is this universe,

"that is the Real, that is the Soul, that art thou, Qveta-

"ketu!"

10. "These streams, dear one, flow eastward towards the

"morning, and westward towards the evening; from the ocean

"[they come] and to the ocean they return; in the ocean they

"are born. As these [in the ocean whence they take their

"rise] know not that they are this stream or that—so, of a

"truth, beloved, all these creatures, when they again go forth

"from the Existent, know not that they again go forth from

"the Existent. Whether they are here tiger, or lion, or wolf,

^'or boar, or worm, or bird, or fly, or gnat: whatever they
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"may be, to that form they return. i"*—That which is this

"subtle essence, of its being is the universe, that is the Real,

"that is the Soul, that art thou, O Qvetaketu!"

11. "If, dear one, a man cuts this great tree at the root,

"it drips because it lives, if he cuts it in the middle, it drips

"because it lives, if he cuts it at the top, it drips because it

"lives; it stands penetrated through and through by the living

"Self, exuberant and joyful. But if life leaves one bough, it

"withers, if it leaves a second, it withers, if it leaves a third,

"it withers, if it leaves the whole tree, the whole tree withers.

"Thus also shalt thou know, dear one, said he: this [body]

"certainly dies when the living one leaves it, but the living

"one does not die. That which is this subtle essence, of its

"being is the universe, that is the Real, that is the Soul, that

"art thou, O Qvetaketu!"

12. "'Bring hither a fruit from yonder Nyagrodha tree.'

"—'Here it is, venerable one.'—'Divide it.'
—

'It is divided,

venerable one.'—'What seest thou therein?'—'I see here,

"'venerable one, very small seeds.'—'Divide one of them.'

—

"'It is divided, venerable one.'—'What seest thou therein?'

—

"'Nothing at all, venerable one.'—Then said he: 'the subtle

"'essence which thou canst not perceive, beloved, from that

"'truly has this great Nyagrodha tree arisen. Believe me,

^"dear one, that which is this subtle essence, of its being is

"'the universe, that is the Real, that is the Soul, that art

"'thou, O Qvetaketu!'"

13. " 'Here, put this piece of salt into water, and come
"'back to me to-morrow.' He did so. Then said he: 'Bring

"'me the salt which you put in water yesterday.'—He looked

"for it, but did not find it, for it had melted.—'Try on this

101 According to the Commentary to Chand. (p. 447, 19: samanam
anyat) the reading is here exactly the same as in the preceding para-

graph; not as with Windischmann in the first passage (Sancara p. 180)

na ha instead of the certainly strange ta' iha (we expect td' iha), nor in

the second with Koer sanvpadya instead of yad-yad; and the latter's

separation of tada bhavanti is to be rejected, not only because the Com-
mentator (p. 445, 14: punar abhavanti) is against it (for he often errs), but

also because then it rather ought to be tato bhavanti in the first passage.
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266 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

"'side!—How does it taste?'—'Salt!'—'Try in the middle!—

'"How does it taste?'—'Salt!'—'Try on that side!—How does

"'it taste?'—'Salt!'—'Leave it alone, and sit down near me.'

"He did so (and he said): 'It exists still.'—Then said he:

" 'Truly so also thou canst not perceive the Existent here (in

"'the body) but it is nevertheless in it. That which is this

"'subtle essence, of its being is this universe, that is the Real,

"'that is the Soul, that art thou, Qvetaketu!'"

14. "Like as, dear one, a man whom they have led with

"eyes bound from the land of the Gandharas and then let

"loose in the desert, wanders towards east, or north, or south,

"because he was led there with eyes bound, and was set loose

"with eyes bound; but after some one has taken off his ban-

"dage, and said to him: 'That way dwell the Gandharas, go

" 'that way,' he goes on asking his way from village to village,

"with knowledge and intelligence, and returns home to the

"Gandharas,—thus a man who has found a teacher here, con-

"sciously says: 'I will only endure this [worldly action] until

'"I have attained deliverance, then will I go home.'—That

"which is this subtle essence, of its being is this universe,

"that is the Real, that is the Soul, that art thou, O Qveta-

"ketu!"

15. "Round a man who is sick unto death, sit his relations,

"and ask him: 'Dost thou know me? Dost thou know me?'

—

"So long as his speech has not entered into Manas, his Manas
"into Life, Life into heat, and heat into the highest godhead,

"so long he recognises them; but after his speech has entered

"into Manas, his Manas into Life, Life into heat, and heat

"into the highest godhead, he knows them no more.—That
"which is this subtle essence, of its being is this universe,

"that is the Real, that is the Soul, that art thou, Qveta-

"ketu!"

16. "They bring a man with his hands bound, and cry:

"'He is a robber, he has committed theft; heat the axe for

"'him!'—If he is the doer, he makes himself untrue, speaking

"untruth, he wraps himself in untruth, seizes the glowing axe,

"is burned, and therefore executed; but if he is not the doer,

"he makes himself true; telling the truth, he wraps himself in
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XX. The Doctrine of Identity. 267

"truth, seizes the glowing axe, is not burned, and therefore

"is set free. [That is, as p. 103, 9. 447, 6 explains this simile:

"from untruth come bonds, from truth comes freedom.] That

"by which he did not burn himself [the truth], of its being

"is the universe, that is the Real, that is the Soul, that art

"thou, O Qvetaketu!"

"Thus was he taught by him."

3. The Doctrine of Identity in the Vedl,nta System.

Sutram 2, 1, 14.

(a) The Extinction of plurality in Brahman.

For the Hellenic consciousness, the existence of the world

has its purpose in itself. Christianity, inclining to the Old

Testament, seeks to understand Creation through the love of

Grod towards mankind, towards a thing to be created, though

not yet existing. According to the Indian view, the creation

of the world rests upon a moral necessity. The deeds done

by the soul in an earlier existence must be atoned for. To
be the place of this atonement, is the only purpose of this

huge world. Its plurality originates solely from two factors,

which are indicated by the two words bhoktar and hhogyam:

on the one side, is the hhoktar, he who enjoys, that is, the

(individual) soul, the subject of enjoyment and also of sorrow,

and on the other side, the ihogyam, what is enjoyed, the fruit

(pJialam) of works done in an earlier existence, the object of

the enjoyment and suffering of the soul. The world is this

expansion of the Existent into the enjoying soul and the

fruit to be enjoyed, and nothing else.

This division into enjoyer and fruit, so Qankara explains,

is true so long as we remain on the empirical (literally:

practical, vydvahdrika) standpoint; it is no longer true, when
we rise to the metaphysical (literally: absolutely real: para-

marthika) point of view (p. 443, 9); for it, the whole worldly

action is one with Brahman, its cause. This is confirmed by

the passage of the Chandogya- Upanishad, which we have just

given. The comparison with the lump of clay (Ch&nd, 6, 1,

above p. 262) teaches that, just as all transformation of the
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268 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

clay into vessels only depend upon words (we might say: upon

presentations) while in reality it is nothing but clay, and clay

only. So all the transformations of the world, are Brahman

alone, and beyond this can have no being (p. 444). In this

sense, the Scripture (Chand. 6, 4—7, above p. 263) reduces all

phenomena in the world to the three primitive elements, and

the three primitive elements (Chand. 6, 2—3, above p. 263. 230)

back to the Existent, to Brahman (p. 444, 13). And the same

thing is expressed by the formula at the end of the sections

Chand. 6, 8—16, that the world, and (in the words: tat tvam

asi, that art thou) that the soul, (tvam) is identical with

Brahman {tat). [This also is the meaning of etad vai tad, in

Kath. 4, 3. 5. 6 etc., above p. 155.] Thereby all plurality is

declared to be unreal, as is expressly taught in the verse

(Brih. 4, 4, 19, above p. 195):

"In spirit musing shall they see:

"That here is no plurality.

"Their never-ending death they weave
" Who here a manifold perceive."

As the space in a vessel is identical with cosmic space, as

the mirage is identical with the salt plain, so that it dis-

appears when we examine it more closely, and in itself (sva-

rupena) is not perceptible, so too, the world-extension of en-

joyer and enjoyed has no existence beyond Brahman (p. 445, 7)»

(b) The Relation of Unity to Plurality.

How are we to consider the relation between the unity of

the Existent and the manifoldness of its developments? Is

Brahman related to the many powers (above p. 227 ff.) as a

tree is related to its branches, because, as a tree, it forms a

unity, while, as it spreads into branches, it is manifold, or as

an ocean to the manifoldness of its foam, waves, etc., or as

the single clay to the plurality of vessels,—in such a manner

that with the knowledge of unity, liberation is bound up, while

worldly action and religious worship are connected with the

knowledge of plurality?—By no means; rather, as in the simile

of the lump of clay, only the clay is real, while all its trans-

formations are only dependent on words, that is, unreal, so
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XX. The Doctrine of Identity. 269

also in the world, the highest cause, that is. Brahman, is the

one and only reality, and the embodied soul is no other than

Brahman himself (p. 445, 10—446, 9).

This Brahmanhood of the soul does not require to be

called into existence by effort, but is already existent, there-

fore only the inborn idea of the separateness of the soul re-

quires to be refuted by the Scripture, as (in the well-known

simile) by the knowledge that it is a piece of rope, the opinion

that it was a snake is refuted. lo* But if the separate existence

of the soul be refuted, the whole worldly action which depends

on it, . and on account of which a plurality was assumed for

Brahman is refuted at the same time. And this non-existence

of the worldly action is not only conditional (in deep sleep

and death), but, as the words tat tvam asi show, it is to be

accepted unconditionally, and without restriction to any given

circumstances. The simile of the thief also, Chand. 6, 16,

above p. 266), as it shows that bondage follows from false

speech, while freedom follows from truth-speaking, teaches that

only unity is true in the fullest sense, and that manifoldness,

on the contrary, proceeds from false perception. Were both

unity and manifoldness real, we could not say of one whose

standpoint is that of worldly action, that he is caught in un-

truth, and "weaves a never-ending death;" it could not then

be said: "from knowledge comes deliverance," [jndndn moJcshdh,

—a sentence also found in Kapila 3, 23, jnandn muktih and

which, in two words, gives food for much thought]; moreover,

then the knowledge of manifoldness could not be annihilated

by the knowledge of unity (p. 446, 9 —447, 14).

'05 The simile of a rope (Brahman) which is taken for a snake (the

world), occurs on p. 268, 12. 432, 14. 446, 12. 817, 12. 822, 13 and with

greater detail on p. 353, 7: "As in the dark, one takes a fallen rope for

"a snake, and flees from it in fear and trembling, and another says to

"him: 'Fear not; it is not a snake, it is only a cord;' and he, when he

"has understood this, ceases to fear the snake, to tremble and flee, and
" as there is not the slightest difference in the thing itself, at the time it

"was taken for a snake, and at the time this opinion disappeared,—^just

"so is this also to be considered."
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270 Second Part: CoBmology or the Doctrine of the World.

(c) How is the Knowledge of Unity possihle, from the standpoint

of plurality?

Only unity exists; plurality does not exist. This statement

abolishes not only the empirical means of knowledge, perception

etc., but also the Vedic canon of command and prohibition

(compare above p. 56). But does it not also abolish the canon

of liberation? For this certainly presupposes the duality of

pupil and teacher, and thus rests upon untruth; and how

can the teaching of unity from a false standpoint be true

(p. 448, 5)?—
To this, it is to be replied that all empirical action, until

knowledge comes, is just as true as are all dream faces, until

awakening comes. For every being has forgotten its original

identity with Brahman, and takes the empirical "I" and

"mine" for the Self and its qualities. This is true until the

knowledge of identity with Brahman arises.—True, but not

beyond this! A rope snake cannot bite, [a mirage does not

really quench thirst; and so it is in dream: the poison of a

dream-snake does not really kill, and dream water does not

really wet!—Certainly not! But as (in dream) we perceive the

cause, the water and the bite, in like manner we perceive the

effect, death and wetness.—But this effect is still not real!

[How can the real Brahman be known by means of unreal

teaching?]—The effect is unreal, but the perception of it is

real, and it is not removed by awakening. For when a person

wakes, he perceives it to be untrue that the snake and the

water were there, but not that he perceived them. In just

the same way, what is perceived in dream is untrue, but

the perception of it is true (therefore, as Qankara remarks

in passing, the opinion of the materialists, that the body is the

Self, is refuted). It is also to be remembered that real events

are often indicated beforehand by unreal dreams; does not

the scripture say (Chand. 5, 2, 9), that love-adventures in dream
betoken luck, and when we dream of a black man with black

teeth, it signifies speedy death (according to Ait. §,r. 3, 2, 4, 17).

It is also well known that those who are acquainted with the

rules and their exceptions (the interpreters of dreams) prophesy

good and evil from dreams. Thus the true is known from
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XX. The Doctrine of Identity. 271

the untrue, in the same way as from written signs which are

soundless, the real sounds are perceived (p. 447, 14—451, 4).

From these discussions, we are to understand that in the

non-reality of the world of appearances, the soul remains real.

The teaching is directed to the soul, and thus it does not

cease when the world of appearances ceases.

(d) The Value of the Doctrine of Unity.

The perception of unity is final, for, as it contains every-

thing in itself, it does not leave anything beyond itself to be

desired, as do the ritual precepts; it is attainable, as the

Scripture shows by its examples and exhortations; it is not

aimless, for its fruit is the cessation of Ignorance; and it is

infallible, for there is no further knowledge which could

remove it, for the Brahman unlike everything else, is not a

mere transformation; He is the Highest, free from all change,

and all qualities; only by the knowledge of Brahman, not by

that of his transformations, can liberation be attained (p. 451, 4

to 454, 1).

(e) Criticism of Anthropomorphism.

The Vedanta maintains, on the one hand, the unity and

non-duality of Brahman, which permits of no Being beyond

itself, and, on the other hand, it calls Brahman "the Lord,"

and sets him up as ruler of the world. But the designations

of Brahman as Ruler, Almighty, Omniscient, refer only to the

extension in names and forms caused by Ignorance, and are

not to be accepted in the highest sense. For we must distin-

guish between the two standpoints: the standpoint of world-

ly actions (vyavahdra-avasthd) and the standpoint of the

highest reality (paramartha-avasthd). From the latter stand-

point, the Scripture teaches the non-existence of all worldly

actions by sentences like: "But when all has become his own

"Self for anyone, how could he see anyone else?" etc. (above

p. 175). From the first standpoint, it admits the relation

of ruler and ruled, etc.; as when it is said (above p. 195):

"He is the Lord of the Universe, he is the Euler of Beings,

"he is the Guardian of Beings." And these are precisely the
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272 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

two points of view admitted by the author of the Sutras,

since on the one hand he teaches identity, while on the other

hand he allows the concepts of Brahman as an ocean (in

contradistinction to its waves, foam, bubbles, 2, 1, 13; the in-

adequacy of this picture is repeatedly brought into prominence,

p. 445, 13. 446, 4. 456, 8, cf. 515, 11) and similar ideas, which

presuppose the existence of the world, and are to be regarded

as belonging to the adoration of Brahman possessed of attri-

butes (p. 454, 1—456, 10) (above p. 102 ff.).

—Thus our authors confine the anthropomorphic ideas of

(xod as a personality, which have their root in realism, to

exoteric theology.
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XXI. Solution o£ the Cosmological Problems.

The cosmological problems which we gathered together in

Chapter XVIII, above p. 250ff., with their respective solutions,

are found in the original work in part before, and in part

after, the exposition of the doctrine of identity. Our re-

arrangement, and the division of the problems into two sepa-

rate chapters, with the doctrine of identity between them, is

justified by the fact that the raising of these problems is only

possible from an empirical standpoint, and before the doctrine

of identity is put forward, while their complete solution can only

be given after this doctrine. If our authors follow a different

course, it is because the difference between the empirical and

metaphysical standpoints (vydvahdriM and pdramdrthiM avasthd,

above p. 106 ff.) so distinctly made by them, is imperfectly

carried out in their work. So far as this shortcoming can be

supplied by a mere re-arrangement, we have believed our-

selves justified in supplying it, and, in doing this, we in no

case go further than a translator who adds to a work the

improvements suggested ,by its author; when, however, as we

shall see, the solution of the cosmological problems is first

sought from an empirical standpoint, and only when this

method fails is the metaphysical teaching of identity called

in, we do not hold ourselves bound to remedy this; on the con-

trary, the fluctuations between the empirical and metaphysical

standpoints, as we shall see further on, must remain untouched,

as historical monuments of a stage through which the philosopher

first struggled to fuller clearness, without entirely effacing from

his work the traces of the intermediate stage he had passed

through. It is also possible, and many indications speak for

18
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274 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the "World.

it, (cf. above pp. 28 ff. 139 and notes 17. 45. 21. 22), that the form

of the Commentaries to the Brahmasutras as we have them,

bears the imprint of many hands; but these signs are too

vague, and the whole work has too slight an individuality, for

us to convert this possibility into a definite hypothesis.

We give the solutions in the same order as the problems,

which can be referred to, point by point, in Chapter XVIII.

1. The Problem of Causality.

Sutras 2, 1, 6. 7. 9.

(a) The Difference in Essence between Brahman
and the World.—To the objection that Brahman could not

be the cause of the world, because the two are different in

essence, an empirical answer is first given, by adducing ex-

amples in which the effect is different from the cause; thus,

from men, who are conscious, hair and nails which are un-

conscious, proceed; from dung which is unconscious, the con-

scious dung-beetle (vrigcika = gomayaMta) comes forth. But

as here cause and effect, in spite of every difference of form,

have this in common, that they have both sprung from the

earth, so Brahman and the world have both this common
characteristic,—Being (satta).—Of what nature is the difference

in essence (vilakshanatvam) on the ground of which the oppo-

nent disputes the creation of the world by Brahman? Does

it lie (1) in the fact that nature does not altogether harmonise

with the being of Brahman? Without a certain reaching-forth

beyond itself (atigaya), in the cause, we nowhere find the

relation of cause and effect. Or (2) is the difference between

the two complete? That cannot be maintained; for the

evidence teaches that the Being {satta), which is the essence

of Brahman, is also to be found in the things which make up

Nature. Or (3) is it impossible for Nature to have sprung

from Brahman because Nature lacks consciousness {caitanyam)"^

The examples we have given above are opposed to this view;

and not these examples only, but also the revelation of Scrip-

ture. But it is a mere [unjustified] postulate {manoratha-

matram) that Brahman, because it is in fact existent (parinish-
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XXI. Solution of the Cosmological Problems. 275

pannam), must also be perceptible by worldly means of know-

ledge: for perception cannot comprehend Brahman, because

Brahman is without form; inference also fails, because Brah-

man has no characteristic {lingam); and if reflection is never-

theless recommended by the Scriptures, it is to be understood

of reflection directed to the Scriptures, and not of reflection

divorced from them.—Furthermore, we must not believe that

because the world is an effect of Brahman, it did not exist

before it was created. Even then, it already existed, in the

form of its causal Self (kdrana-dtniand), just as now it only

persists through the power of this causal Self (p. 424, 9 to

429, 13).

—The last phrase points plainly to the doctrine of iden-

tity, as it frees the causal relation from the form of sequence

in time, and makes it simultaneous.

(b) The Contamination of Brahman by the World.

—

To the objection that, on re-absorbing the world, Brahman
is polluted by it, it is to be replied that, according to our

• experience, a cause, when the effect returns into it, is not

affected by the qualities of the latter; thus vessels return to

clay; golden ornaments to gold; living beings, to the earth,

without the latter being altered by their qualities. For it

would certainly not be a true return, if the effect retained

its qualities when withdrawn into its cause. Rather (and here

our author passes to metaphysical explanations) the doctrine

of the identity of cause and effect presupposes that the effect

is identical with the cause, but not the cause with the effect.

The above objection is taken in too narrow a sense; not only

on its return, but also during its existence, would the world

pollute Brahman; for in all time, past, present, and future,

the world is identical with Brahman; but neither its existence

nor its return pollutes Brahman, and this, because the world

as effect, along with its qualities, is imputed only through the

Ignorance [of the soul], "As the magician is not affected by

"the illusion (mayd) which he himself has created, because it

"is without reality {avastu), so also Paramdtman is not affected

"by the illusion of Samsdra. And as the dreamer is not

"affected by the illusion of a dream, because (Brih. 4, 3, 15. 16,

18*
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276 Second Part: CoBmology or the Doctrine of the World.

" above p. 190) the soul is not touched by sleep, or waking

"[this appears to be an addition and not authentic]—so also

"the one unchangeable witness of the three states [waking,

"dreaming, deep sleep] is not touched by these three chang-

"ing states. Por the appearance of the highest soul in the

"three states is only an illusion, like the appearance of the

"rope as a snake. Therefore it is said by the teachers who

"are learned in the Vedanta-tradition (OdudapMa ad Mdn-

''dukya-Up. 1,16, p. 384):

"When from illusion's sleep that ne'er began,

"The Boul awaketh, then in her awakes

"The unborn One, that never slumbereth."

"Consequently, it is false to hold that the cause is polluted

" by the qualities, materiality, etc., of the effect, if they return

"into that cause" (p. 431, 1—433, 4).

(c) The Impossibility of a new Differentiation.

—

To this objection, the reply is, that, as the soul, in deep sleep

and meditation, returns (temporarily) to its original unity, but

on waking from these states, because it is not free from

Ignorance, it returns to its individual existence, so also is it

with the return into Brahman. "For as at the time of the

"duration of the world, in consequence of false knowledge,,

"the tendency to differentiate in the undifferentiated Para-

"matman goes on unchecked like a dream, so we must also

"take for granted that, after the return into Brahman, the

"force of differentiation, conditioned by false knowledge, still

"continues" (p. 433, 4—434, 2).

(d) The Danger of a Return for the Liberated.

—

From what has been said, it follows that the liberated cannot

be born again, for the false knowledge which conditions in-

dividual existence, is taken away from them by perfect know-

ledge (p. 434, 1—2), since, as is said in another place (p. 342, 7),

the seed-force (above p. 228) is burnt up, in their case, by the

fire of wisdom.
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XXI. Solution of the Cosmological Problems. 277

2. The Problem of the One and the Many.

Sutras 2, 1, 27. 28. 31.

(a) Total or partial transformation.—First, we must

bear in mind that Brahman is not wholly changed into the

world. For the Scripture, wherever it speaks of the trans-

formation of Brahman, presupposes his continuance; as when

it is said that "one part of him is all creatures, three parts

"are immortal in the heaven" (EigvedaX, 90, 3, above p. 168);

when it conceives deep sleep as a return to Brahman, where

the transformed Brahman cannot be meant, for we are in Him
already; when it is taught that Brahman cannot be reached

by perception, which is not true of the transformed Brahman,

etc. Moreover, the partial transformation of Brahman cannot

be maintained, because the Scripture, which is the only author-

ity here, most strongly insists on the indivisible unity of Brah-

man.'<'6_But can the Scripture teach a plain contradiction?

And that Brahman is neither wholly nor partially transformed

into the world, is certainly one!—To this it is replied that

the whole plurality of appearances rests on Ignorance. But

a thing does not become divided because Ignorance takes it

to be divided. The moon is not duplicated because people

with defective vision see two moons. The whole empirical

reality with its names and forms, which can neither be defined

as Being nor as nothing {tattva-anyatvobUhyam anirvacamya

p. 483, 9, a frequent formula, cf. p. 96, 6. 343, 1. 454, 10), rests

upon Ignorance, while, in the sense of the highest reality, the

106 The conception here repudiated, is farther enforced by the simile

of cosmic space and the space within vessels, which serves more

frequently than any other to make clear the relation of Brahman to

individual beings; p. 233, 3: "As the hollows of vessels, conceived

"without the determinations {upddhi)—the vessels—are nothing else than

"cosmic space, so also living souls are not [apart from their upddhis]

"different from the highest soul." The same simile occurs: p. 121, 1.

173, 17. 198, 3. 199, 8. 443, 5. 445, 7. 465, 3. 473, 11. 645, 11. 1134, 2.

(Space and the eye of a needle:) 175, 2. 836, 12. Its value lies in the fact

that it admirably illustrates^the fact that Brahman is not affected (aso»-

gatvam) by the Upadhis, to which p. 266, 8 refers; cf. p. 176, 5 (Space

does not burn with bodies), 690, 2 (does not move with vessels).
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278 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

Existent persists without change or transformation. A trans-

formation resting merely on words (above p. 262) can alter

nothing in the indivisibility of the Existent.—As the dreamer

creates many forms, and yet remains one and undivided, as

gods and magicians, without changing their nature, make

horses, elephants, etc., appear, so the manifold creation arises

in the uniform Brahman, without Brahman thereby undergoing

the least change of nature (p. 480, 11—484, 14).

(b) One Brahman with many powers.—Further, the

contradiction that Brahman, though without differences, has

yet many powers, is solved by the fact that all diversity of

form belongs only to the realm of Ignorance. The unfathom-

able depth of this subject cannot be reached by reflection,

but only through revelation, through the Scripture which

teaches that (Qvet. 3, 19):

"It feels without a hand, without a foot it runs,

"It sees without an eye and hears without an ear"

it uses no instruments, and yet can do all things (p. 488, 1—8).

3. The Moral Problem.

Sutras 2, 1, 34—36. 22-23.

That empirical theism (for which the world is real and

different from God) is untenable appears nowhere so clearly

as in the region of morals. For however the matter be

turned, in a real creation, which is seriously taken, the re-

sponsibility for evil, and for the sin of the world finally falls

on Grod. This consequence does not trouble the morally un-

developed conscience. Therefore it is said in Isaiah XLV, 7:

"1 form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, and

"create evil; I the LORD do all these things." And in the

KausMtaM-Up. 3, 8: it is expressed even more strongly: "For

"he makes those do good works whom he will guide out from

"this world, and he makes those do evil, whom he will guide

"downwards; he is the guardian of the w6rld, he is the ruler

"of the world, he is the lord of the world."—The Hebrews
gained a solution of the question more apparent than real by

adopting (or rather adapting) Satan from the mythology of
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XXI. Solution of the Cosmological Problems. 279

Persia, and thereby satisfying themselves. The Indians in a

more philosophical spirit recognised the fact that there are

only two ways out of this : either by referring the constitution

{essentia), and also the creation (existentia) of the world not

to God but to an immanent principle, or (idealistically) by

denying the existence of the world altogether. We find Qan-

kara taking both ways, by bringing forward, as he always

does, both empirical and metaphysical arguments for the

solution of the problem.

(a) The Creator of the World as the Author of

Evil.—To the argument that God, as Creator of the world,

is responsible for the evil in it, the answer is first made that

God, in the creation of creatures, does not act arbitrarily

(nirapeksha), but is bound by a certain regard, namely, the

regard for the good and evil works of each creature in an

earlier birth (p. 492, 6). By this conception, for which, as

we saw before (above p. 267), the world is nothing but the

scene of atonement for the works of an earlier existence, the

role of God as Creator sinks into a secondary, and purely

instrumental one. The Body may be compared to a plant

(p. 492, 10), which springs up from seed, grows, expands, and

finally dies; yet not altogether, but so that something remains,

—

the seed, which, strewn in the kingdom of Ignorance, brings

forth a new plant according to its kind. This seed of man
(so far as individual determination is conditioned by it), is

his works. In exact correspondence to their moral quality, is

the form of the new life, because all happiness and unhappiness

depend on it under an infiexible necessity, and also, as we

shall see, all virtue and vice of the new existence. In this

growth of the present out of the seed of works, the task of

the Creator can only be a secondary one: he is to be com-

pared to the rain (the chief condition 'of growth in India),

which causes the plants to shoot. That they grow, is the

work of outward circumstances (water, soil, air, light, or, as

the Indians say, rain), but what they shall grow to be, does

not depend upon those conditions which come from God, but

upon the nature of the seed: only rice can come from rice,

only barley from barley (p. 492, 9).—This concept requires as
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280 Second Part: Cosmology or the Doctrine of the World.

its unavoidable consequence, the assumption that Samsdra is

without beginning, for, as far as we go back, each existence

draws its conditions from some prior existence (p. 494, 1).

—

This consequence is as yet absent from the older Upanishads;

it contradicts their teaching, certainly intended seriously at

first, of the Creation of the world from "the One without a

Second" (above p. 230), and of the predestination which necess-

arily follows (above p. 278) from this. In the desire to do

away with this contradiction, we must recognise the real

motive of the periodicity of creation, already mentioned above

(p. 227) the alternating evolution of the world from, and its

re-absorption into Brahman, which is not mentioned in the

older Upanishads. Qankara certainly manages to indicate it

as already in them, when (p. 495, 1) out of the words: "I will

" enter into these three divinities with my living Self" (Chand.

6, 3, 2, see above p. 231) he drags the meaning that the "liv-

ing Self" (the individual soul) must therefore have existed

before the creation. But this argument is as little admissible

as is his reference to the verse (Rigveda X, 190, 3):

Sdrt/d-candramasau dhata yathapurvam akalpayat,

which, according to the context, can only mean: "the creator

created the sun and moon"

—

yathdpUrvam— "according to

their order," not, as Qankara says, "as before" (p. 495, 7).

(b) The Creator of the World as the Cause of Evil.

—We have two answers to the arguments marshalled under

this heading, an empirical answer, 2, 1, 23, and one which

amounts to the doctrine of identity 2, 1, 22, and, remarkable

to say, the former stands second. Even if these two parts

were written down by the same hand, it is hardly thinkable

that they were originated in the same head. We shall reverse

their order, and examine the empirical answer first.—Just as,

it is said, 2, 1, 23, the same earth brings forth many kinds of

stones, the most costly jewels, as well as the most common
stones of the fields; as the same earth produces plants which

vary in leaves, flowers, fruits, smell and taste, or as in men
from the same essence of food (annai-asa) spring blood, hair,

and nails, all quite different; in the same way, from the one

JBrahman proceeds the division into the individual and highest
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XXI. Solution of the Oosmological Problems. 281

souls, and the variety of [good and evil] effects.—Quite another

character than that of this empirical comparison is borne by

the directly preceding section, 2, 1, 22. It is true that here

also our author starts from the separation (only indicated by

the Sfttram) of God and the soul, in order to transfer all

moral guilt from the former to the latter. Brahman is omni-

scient and omnipotent, everlasting, pure, wise and free. Be-

cause he is free, he can do what he wills; for him, there is

neither command nor prohibition, and therefore neither good

nor evil.i<" The individual soul, on the contrary, is affected

by good and evil (reading ca instead of na, p. 473, 4), and of

it we do not at all maintain that it is the creator of the

world.—Without committing himself to the question, unavoid-

able from this standpoint, " Whence then springs the individual

soul, with its good and evil?" our author at once passes on

to the metaphysical explanation: "But how is this? Are not

"God and the soul the same, according to the words: tat

^Hvam asi?"—To this it is replied: "When, by the teaching

"of non-separateness, through sentences like tat tvam asi, the

"consciousness of non-separateness is awakened, then the

" wanderings of the soul and the creative function of Brahman
"cease; for the whole tendency of the world of division springs

"from false knowledge, and is removed by perfect knowledge.

"Whence, then, the creation? and whence the responsibility

^'for not having brought forth good only? For Samsara, which

"has as its characteristics the doing of good and evil, is an

"illusion produced by non-discrimination of the determinations

"(which, produced by Ignorance, consist in the aggregate of

^' the instruments of activity formed by names and forms), and

"this illusion just as the error (dbhimdna) of division and

"separation by birth and death, does not exist in the sense

"of the highest reality" (p. 472, 14—475, 4).

107 For our author, every good thing (hitam) is a command Iharta-

vyam) and every evil thing {ahitam) is a prohibition (parihartavyam)

;

therefore the freedom of God excludes both. He knows, therefore, like

the Old Testament, only a hypothetical imperative, not, like the philosophy

•of Kant, a categorical, which only becomes possible through freedom.
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THE THIRD PART OF THE YEDANTA SYSTEM:

PSYCHOLOGY

OR

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SOUL.
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XXII. Proofs of the Immortality of the Soul.

1. Preliminary Remarks on Psychology.

With Theology or the doctrine of the Existent, and Cos-
mology or the doctrine of its manifestation as the world, the

foundations of the system are naturally completed; it is therefore

only a further elaboration of what has already been expounded

when in Psychology and the following sections we turn our

attention specially to a particular side of the Universe, in

order to consider more closely both in its own nature and in

its two states of wandering and liberation that most important

of cosmic phenomena, which is immediately present to the

inner consciousness of every one, namely the soul.

There are two factors which constitute the Universe; one

of them may be properly termed the stage in this drama of

cosmic evolution, the other the players who appear on it; the

first factor is inorganic Nature consisting of space, air,

fire, water and earth; the second is organic Nature consist-

ing of souls that have entered into the elements and wander

as plants, animals, men, and gods. Both factors are ultimately

resolvable into Brahman, into "the One without a second,"

who according to the exoteric view creates the elements anew

at the beginning of each world-period and then enters into

them (above p. 231) "with the living Self," i. e., with the in-

dividual Soul; but both of them, the elements as well as the

souls, are, from the higher, esoteric standpoint of the doctrine

of identity, the one undivided Brahman Himself; for an existence

in the highest sense real (paramdrthatah) which passes beyond

the one indivisible Brahman without a second cannot be pre-

dicated of the extension (prapanca) of the elements in names
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286 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

and forms as they are "laden on" the soul as "recompense

of the deed on the doer" (kriyd-Mraka-phalam, p. 273, 12.

291, 6. 447, 3. 987, 6), nor yet of the Brahman disguised by

the Upadhis whereby He represents a wandering, enjoying,

acting soul.

This double fundamental view of the Vedanta: the esoter-ic

doctrine according to which every soul is the whole indivisible

Brahman, who admits of nothing outside Himself, and the

exoteric doctrine according to which there has from eternity

existed a plurality of souls wandering but nevertheless (illogic-

ally) conceived as emanating from the Brahman—this view

must be clearly kept in mind in what follows, even when (on

the supposition that the reader is now sufficiently familiar

with the leading conceptions) we do not treat the exoteric

and esoteric Psychology in two strictly sundered sections

which would involve too great a dislocation of the sequence

of thought of the original. In general, it may be noted, Qan-

kara in the Psychology takes the esoteric view, and leaves it

to the opponent whose opinion is step by step developed in

detail and then refuted, to represent the exoteric view; at the

same time having regard to the doctrine of metempsychosis

maintained by him for the "lower knowledge." Qankara cannot

avoid descending to the exoteric standpoint himself; in doing

so he appropriates partially and conditionally the arguments

which he himself combats, in order thereby to gain a found-

ation for the doctrine of Samsdra, i.e., the "wandering" of

the soul, which he then treats of.—The individual enquiries

as found in the original work will be left as far as possible

untouched; only in the order will certain changes demanded

by the subject be made; therefore we shall first treat of the

origin and nature of the soul (chap. XXIII), of its relation to

God (chap. XXIV), to the body (chap. XXV) and to its own

works (chap. XXVI), all this from the esoteric standpoint;

this course, however, from the continual connection with the

exoteric point of view opposed to it will disclose many aspects

which are true for the other doctrine also; these will be further

developed when passing to the exoteric standpoint we consider

the soul in relation to its empirical organs (chap. XXVII)
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XXII. Proofs of the Immortality of the Soul. 287

and states (chap. XXVIII) in detail; to these preliminaries

in the following section will be readily joined the doctrine of

transmigration.

However before we enter on these discussions, we must as

an introduction produce the proofs of the immortality of the

soul which are not found in the psychological part of the work

(2, 3, 15—2, 4, 19, and 3, 2, 1—10) but 3, 3, 53—54 among the

miscellaneous matter which forms the sections 3, 3 and 3, 4.

Though Qankara tries to justify artificially the interpolation

of this episode at the place in question, it does not naturally

belong there but to Psychology, and that as an introduction;

for a conditio sine qua non of the doctrine of the soul is the

proof that the soul exists, that there is in man a part which

"reaches" beyond the body and is not affected by its dis-

solution.

The word "immortality" is here to be understood in its

western sense as, used by us, of "indestructibility by death."

The Indians as a rule understand by the corresponding amrita-

tvam as has already been emphasised (above p. 149) some-

thing different, namely "the deliverance of the liberated soul

from dying." ics What we call immortality is commonly called

by them vyatireka the "reaching" (beyond the body); and this

idea is the subject of the following controversy between the

materialists and Yedantins, which, for the high interest of the

question' discussed, we add in a unabbreviated translation.

2. Arguments of the Materialists against the Im-
mortality of the Soul.

"Some, namely those materialists (lokdyatika) who see the

"Self in the body only, believe that there is no Self which

"persists beyond the body; they assume that consciousness

"though indiscoverable in the external elements, earth, etc.,

108 Marti/atvam on the contrary means, p. 193, 7 " the necessity of

dying again and again" of the individual soul.—However amrita too is

occasionally found in our sense; e.g., p. 197, 12, where it means the soul

"which cannot die'' (because there still exist works to be atoned for);

cf. also p. 241, 14.
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288 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"taken individually and collectively, is contained in them when

"they take the form of the body; therefore they maintain that

"consciousness proceeds from them in the form of intellect,

"just as the power of intoxication [from fermenting matter],

"and that man is only a body which is distinguished by this

"consciousness. On the other hand they deny a Self which

"persists beyond the body, by virtue of which consciousness

"is in the body and which is capable of entering into heaven

"or into salvation; on the contrary they assume that the body

"alone is the conscious being and the Self, and cite as a

"proof that this conscious being only continues as long as the

"body. For when anything exists only as long as something

"else exists, and ceases to exist with it, this is completely

"expressed by terming it a quality of the other, just as heat

"and light are qualities of fire. It is just the same with

"breath, motion, spirit, memory, etc. which are considered qual-

"ities of the soul by believers in the soul; for they too are per-

"ceived only within the body and not without it, and as no

"bearer of these qualities which reaches beyond the body can

"be proved, therefore they can be nothing but qualities of the

"body. Therefore the Self does not persist beyond the body"

(p. 954, 5—955, 2).

3. Proofs of the Immortality of the Soul.

"To this we reply: it is not true that the soul does not

"persist beyond the body; on the contrary its persistence

"beyond the body must be assumed because its Existence

"does not depend on the Existence (of the body). For

"if from the fact that the qualities of the Self persist as long

"as the body, the conclusion is drawn that they are qualities

"of the body, then also from the fact that they do not persist

"while the body persists must be concluded that they are not

"qualities of the body because they differ essentially from the

"qualities of the body. For what is a quality of the body,

^'e.g., shape, etc., must persist as long as the body. Breath,

"motion, etc. on the other hand do not persist though the

"body does, namely in the state of death. Not only so but
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XXII. Proofs of the Immortality of the Soul. 289

"the qualities of the hody, as shape, etc., are perceived by
"others, but this is not so with the quahties of the Self, Spirit,

"Memory, etc."

"Further: it is true that from the existence of the body

"in a living state can be proved the existence of those [qual-

"ities of the Self], but from its non-existence the reverse

"cannot be proved; for there is always the possibility that

"whenever this body perishes the qualities of the Self persist

"by entering into another body, the opponents' opinion there-

"fore is excluded by its being a mere hypothesis (samgayd)."

"The opponent must further be asked how he imagines

"consciousness if he assumes its origin from the elements; for

"beyond the four elements the materialists of course admit

"nothing existing. If he says: consciousness is the perception

"of the elements and the products, consciousness has the latter

"as its objects and consequently cannot be a quality of them,

"for an activity directed towards one's own Self is a contra-

" diction; for though fire is hot, it does not burn itself, and

"however skilled a dancer is, he cannot climb on his own
"shoulders; if consciousness is a quality of the elements and

"their products, the elements and their products cannot be

"objects of consciousness; for e.g. shapes cannot have their

"own shape or another as object, while on the other hand

"consciousness has as objects the elements and their products

"whether without or within the Self. As the existence of the

"elements and their products is concluded from the fact that

"they are perceived, so the conclusion must also be drawn

"that this perception is different from them [perception makes

"the material world known, not vice versa]; and the proper

"nature of perception is just what we call^ soul. Thus the

"independence of the soul from the body and its eternity

"follow from the unity of perception; and recollecting etc.

"is possible through the recognition in a different condition

" of a thing once perceived because the percipient is identical

"[with himself]."

"Now if it be said that perception is a quality of the body

"because it persists as long as the body, the method of reply-

"ing has already been indicated; perception continues as long

19
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290 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"as the means e.g. the lamp, exists, and continues no longer

"when it does not exist; but from this cannot be concluded

"that perception is only a quality of the lamp; just in the

"same way because perception continues as long as the body

"exists and ceases when it ceases, it does not need to be a

"quality of the body; for the body like the lamp serves only

"as a means. Moreover the help of the body is not un-

" conditionally necessary in perception, for while the body lies

"motionless in sleep we perceive many things.—Therefore the

"existence of a soul persisting beyond the body is indisputable"

(p. 955—957).

4. On the Doctrine of Immortality in general.

If human thought were what it is not and perhaps never

will be—completely logical, there would probably be only two

philosophical standpoints: Idealism which holds the world

which surrounds us as not real in the strict sense, and

Realism which regards it as real. If these standpoints are

logically adhered to, there is place in neither system, as it

seems to us, for the immortality of the soul. For it is essential

to Idealism to reach by one of the ways indicated by us in

chap. II, 1, above p. 47 ff. the conviction of the unreality of all

plurality as well as of all origination and dissolution and to

grasp as the sole certainty the existence of the Self (e^o): the

logical consequence of this standpoint is the consciousness of

the identity of the Ego with "Being-in-itself" and of the

identification with it as soon as the dream of this existence

is past—an identification which is not to be conceived so

much as an absorption of the Self in the All, but rather

(if we may speak spatially of the spaceless) as an absorption
of the all into the Self, as a generalised realisation of what
is in detail realised in every moral action. From this point

of view the doctrine of immortality is superfluous; for it says

us only what is self-evident. From the point of view of Reahsm
on the other hand it is logically impossible. If nature is

real, its dicta are real; and they tell us unmistakably
that we arise out of nothing by procreation and at death
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XXII. Proofs of the Immortality of the Soul. 291

return to nothing.—These considerations seem to show that

the doctrine of immortality is a compromise between Idealism

and Realism; it is an attempt to maintain from the realistic

standpoint which is the natural one for the human intellect

the idealistic certainty, rooted in self-consciousness, of the

unchangeableness of the Self—a vain effort as the history of

the doctrine of immortality suflSciently demonstrates.

In the Vedanta system Idealism is represented by the

esoteric view of the doctrine of identity. Realism by the exoteric

doctrine of the Creation of the world. For the esoteric view

the soul is identical with the Brahman and to grasp this only

the right knowledge of the Self is needed, and no proof of

immortality. The exoteric view makes us emerge from and

return to Brahman; with this conception no doctrine of im-

mortality can be reconciled but only the view of the Upani-

shads, expressed in the words (Mund. 2, 1, 1).

"Just as the sparks from out the glowing flame

"In thousand forms, all glowing skywards mount,

"All creatures from the changeless one emerge,

"And thus, dear friend, return unto their fount."

According to this doubtless original view the soul had an

origin, and is as a necessary consequence, perishable. For
what is so constituted that it can originate, is so constituted

that it can perish. To jitiBev el? oSSsv pEirsi.

—

But the soul is the point in the universe where the veil

(woven of time, space, and causality) that covers "Being-

in-itself" becomes so transparent that we perceive facts through

it, which protest against the cosmic laws of Realism and

oppose themselves to a logical elaboration of it. Such a fact

is above all the metaphysical significance of human action,

reaching as it does beyond the grave. When a human being

dies and his body is scattered to the elements, there is some-

thing in him which does not leave him; that is his works, as

the Veda (Brih. 3, 2, 13) says; and this conviction of the in-

destructibility of the moral part of man by death compels the

Vedanta to maintain inconsistently instead of the absorption

into Brahman demanded by the exoteric view a persistence of

19*
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292 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

the soul in its individual character beyond the Brahman into

whom it enters at death.

We shall return later to these questions of exoteric Psycho-

logy. The first question is not as to the empirical soul affected

by Upadhis and therefore wandering, acting and suffering, but

as to the definition of the metaphysical nature of the soul

free from all this; we shall however often enough have oc-

casion to refer beforehand to this disguising of the soul by

the Upadhis.
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XXm. Origin and Nature of the Soul.

1. Origin of the Soul.

Sutras 2, 3, 16—17.

One could imagine, says ^ankara, that the soul (jtva) also

originates and perishes like all else, because experience

shows how man is born and dies and even celebrates his birth

by special ceremonies (p. 641, 6). But that idea is contra-

dicted by the Scripture which accompanies its commands and

prohibitions with promises and threats, and they are only

accomplished in a future existence (641, 9). Therefore being

born and dying refer only to the body; for the soul on the

other hand they mean no more than the entering into the

phenomenal world as body and passing out of it again (prd-

durbhava and tirdbhdva, p. 642, 4); therefore birth is only to

be regarded as the union of the soul with the body, death as

the separation from it (642, 8). But by this only the in-

dependence of the soul from the gross (material) origin and

dissolution is demonstrated; the question is, what is the relation

of the soul to Brahman, does it originate from him or not

(642, 11)?—
—It is clear that up to the present we have been speak-

ing exoterically of the soul involved in transmigration. We
might expect to find further the proof that it does not originate

from Brahman on the ground that when in deep sleep and

death and at the end of the world it enters into him, it

persists in the form of seed-force (cf. above pp. 228 ff. 238.

276. 279). Instead of this in what follows Qankara passes

over to the esoteric doctrine in order to prove the non-

origination of the soul from the fact of its identity with

Brahman.
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294 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

The origination of the soul from Brahman might he main-

tained on the following grounds: Firstly: If Brahman is

recognised, it is said in Mund. 1, 1, 3, all is recognised. This

passage forbids us to assume anything existent outside Brah-

man.

—

Secondly: Brahman and the soul are different in essence;

Brahman is free from all evil [e. g. origination and dissolution]

and the soul is not.

—

Thirdly: Everything divided and mani-

fold in the world is transformed (not original); when the soul

does good and evil and feels pleasure and pain, it is in-

dividualised according to the bodies and manifold; therefore

it must have an origin (cf. note 43).

—

Fourthly: It is equally

true of enjoyers (bhohtar) and of the things to be enjoyed

(bhogyam),\i. e., the Pranas and Elements, that they proceed

from Brahman as sparks spring from a fire (above p. 131ff.);

by this passage other passages are to be supplemented and

explained; thus the passage as to the entrance of Brahman

into the elements (Taitt. 2, 6. Chand. 6, 3, 3; cf. above p. 280).-

Therefore the soul has originated from Brahman (p. 643, 7 to

644, 11).

To the fourth assertion is to be replied first that in most

passages an origination of the soul is not taught [as for the

others, they will be treated immediately]; and then that an

origination is impossible because in many passages (Qankara

cites no fewer than ten) the eternal nature of the soul is

maintained.—To the third of the above assertions that the

soul must have originated because it is manifold, it is to be

replied, that the soul in itself (svatas) is by no means mani-

fold (p. 645, 8), for it is said (Qvet. 6, 11):

" One God alone in every being hid,

" Pervadeth all, the inner soul of each."

The plurality of the soul is only phenomenal and is conditioned

by the Upadhis such as Buddhi etc., just as the plurality ot

space by the vessels (note 106) which bound it. In the same

way we must take it as referring to the Upadhis when the

Scripture occasionally seems to speak of an origin and dis-

solution of the soul; this means only an origin and dissolution

of the Upadhis; e.g. in the passage (above p. 175) "after death
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XXIII. Origin and Nature of the Soul. 295

there is no consciousness." lo^—By the identity of the soul

with Brahman the first of the above assertions is met.

—

Lastly, as regards the second it is to be remarked that the

difference in essence of the soul and Brahman refers only to

the Upadhis, as is to be seen by the passage Chap. XII, 4,

in which all qualities of Samsara are denied to the soul "con-

sisting of knowledge." Thus it is proved that the soul"" does

not originate nor perish (p. 644, 12— 647, 5).

2. Nature of the Soul.

Sutram 2, 3, 18.

How is the nature of the soul to be imagined? Is it, as

Kandda maintains, in itself not intellectual, so that its in-

telligence is only accidental (agantuJca), or must we assume

with the Sankhyas that the Soul is in its essence an eternally

intellectual being (p. 647, 7)?—
For the first eventuality, that the intelligence of the soul

is accidental and produced by its association with the Manas,

just as the heat of the pot is produced by its connection

with the fire, we may adduce the fact that were the soul

essentially intellectual it ought to be so in the case of sleepers,

fainting persons, and madmen (graha-dvishta); but they affirm

that in this condition they have had no consciousness. There-

fore, since the intelligence of the soul is only temporary, we
must assume that it is not essential but accidental (p. 647, 9

to 648, 2).

To this we reply: the soul is an eternally intellectual being;

this follows from the fact that, as we have proved, it does not

"" Here p. 646, 8 and 391, 3 an annihilation of the Upadhis, upadhi-

pralaya is taught. But according to the system only the gross hody is

annihilated; the remaining Upadhis (the subtle body and the Franas) did

not originate and (except in liberation) are imperishable; but by them
the plurality of souls is conditioned, from which the opponent concluded

their origination. His objection therefore remains unanswered.
110 That is, as we must add, the soul which the esoteric doctrine

recognises as identical with Brahman.—The indestructibility of the soul

affected by Upadhis follows on moral grounds as is developed e. g. above

p. 112 ff.
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296 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

originate but is the highest unchangeable Brahman itself,

which when disguised by the Upadhis appears as the individual

soul. Now the highest Brahman is as we have proved (chap.

IX, 4 above p. 134ff.) naturally intellectual; consequently to

the soul also intellectuality is as essential as heat and light

to fire. Yet the organs of perception are not for this

reason superfluous; for they are the gates through which the

intellect receives the specifically different sense-impressions,

^g. the perception of smells by the sense of smell etc.—If

sleepers etc. do not perceive, this is to be explained by the

passage: "If he then sees not, yet is he seeing, though he

"does not see" etc. (above p. 191); i.e., the soul does not then

perceive, not because perception is wanting but because the

objects are wanting; just as light does not become visible in

space, as long as there are no objects to be illuminated

(648, 2—649, 13).
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XXIV. Relation of the Soul to God.

Under this heading, making a change in the arrangement

of the Sutras we treat the section 2, 3, 43—53, which, like

the concluding sections in several other cases, makes the im-

pression of a later addition, and in respect of its contents

stands in close relationship to the thoughts of the preceding

chapter; therefore we include it here; it is impossible in our

presentation to avoid completely the numerous repetitions of

the original if we wish to avoid too great a departure from

the original line of thought.

1. Non-identity and Identity,

pp. 684, 13—688, 3.

The relation of the soul to God is presented by the Scrip-

ture in two ways, partly [exoteric] as the relation of a servant

to his master and of the part to the whole, and partly [esoteric]

AS a relation of identity.

The position of the soul as servant with God as its master

•can be conceived in the following way: God (igvara) by virtue

of his connection with unsurpassable (niratigaya) Upadhis

exercises authority over the soul which is affected only by

imperfect (niMna) Upadhis (p. 688, 1; our author contents

himself here with the remark that the whole relationship

depends on the Upadhis; for greater detail see chap. XX, 3, e,

above p. 271).—The soul is further conceived as a part of

God; e.g. by the simile of the Fire and the sparks (p. 685, 6;

cf. above p. 131); further in the passage of the Rigveda X,

•90, 3 (cf. chap. XI, 3):
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298 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

" However great is nature's majesty,

" The spirit is yet higher raised by far

" Of it but one foot do all beings make
" Three feet are immortality in heaven."

where under one foot all animated beings, the immovable

(plants) and the movable, are to be understood (p. 687, 3),

The passage of Bhagavadgita 15, 7 affirms the same (p. 687, 9).

However this view of the soul as a part of Brahman is

not to be taken strictly, for Brahman has no parts (p. 685, 7);

and the case is the same with the passages in which the soul

appears as different from Brahman (p. 685, 9); for it is taught

on the other hand that all souls, as they have entered "into

"the complex of organs formed of names and shapes" (nama-

rupa-krita-kdrya-Jiaram-sanghata, i. e. the body), are Brahman

Himself (^. 686, 5). Not even the lowest creatures are to be

excepted here, as a verse of the Brahman song of the Afliar-

vanikas (not found in our collection of Atharva songs) says:

" Brahman are fishers and slaves, and even the players are Brahman''

and another (Qvet. 4, 3 = Atharva-Y. X, 8, 27):

" The woman art thou, and the man, the maiden and the boy,

" Thou art born, and growest in every form, thou totterest in old age."

Thus the soul is sometimes regarded as identical with Brah-

man, sometimes as a pa.rt of Him (p. 686).

The passages p. 1127, 14—1128, 14 (translated above p. Ill)

serve to complete what this passage leaves uncertain; it is

there proved from the esoteric standpoint that the soul can

be conceived neither a part nor a transformation of Brahman

nor as different from him but only as identical with Brah-

man.—An explanation of this is offered by the image (used

pp. 690, 3. 695, 1. 809, 12) of the sun and its reflections in

the water (above p. 208) and that of cosmic space, whose

local divisions depend only on the limitations of vessels which

produce no change in its nature (note 106, above p. 277); cf.

also p. 120, 13: "It is however forbidden, in the sense of the

"highest reality (paramdrthatas) to assume a seer or hearer

"different from the highest God, when we read (Bpih. 3, 7, 23):

"'There is no seer besides him,' etc. (above p. 149); on the

"contrary the highest God differs from the individual soul
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XXIV. Relation of the Soul to God. 299

"created by Ignorance and termed Vijndndtman (cf. note 82)

"which acts and enjoys only in the same way as the magician,

"who in reality remains upon the earth, is different from the

"magician, who with sword and shield climbs up the rope."

2. Illusion of all Pain,

pp. 688, 3-691, 3.

One might imagine that, if the soul is a part of God, God
must feel the pains of the soul also, just as when one member
of the body suffers, the whole body suffers with it (p. 688, 3);

nay the sufferings of God must be much greater than those

of the individual soul, and it is better for us to remain as

individual souls in the state of Samsdra than by the gaining

of perfect knowledge to rise to a consciousness of identity

with God (p. 688, 6).

To this is to be replied (in connection with what was

brought] forward above p. 154): only through Ignorance

does the soul fall into the illusion of seeing the Self in the

body, and upon this illusion (ahhimdna) alone, from which

God is free, depends the sensation of pain. Pain is consequently

a delusion (bhrama) which arises from our not distinguishing

the Self from the limitations, such as body, senses, etc. which

have their origin in the realm of names and shapes created

by Ignorance (p. 689, 1). Therefore pain depends only on a

mistaken idea, as is proved by the fact that it persists even

beyond the body. If for example a son or friend of ours dies,

we feel pain from the mistaken idea that they belong to us.

The Parivrdjaka (above p. 17) on the other hand, who has

delivered himself from that illusion, feels no pain at it. In

the same way he too feels no more bodily pain who has by

perfect knowledge delivered himself from the illusion that his

body belongs to him (p. 689, 9).

Just as sunlight falling on the finger appears straight

when the finger is straight, and crooked when it is crooked

but in reality is neither the one nor the other—^just as space

in vessels seems to move when they are moved but in reality

remains motionless—just as the sun does not quiver when its
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300 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

reflections quiver in the water—so God does not suffer when

the individual soul suffers, and even the suffering of the in-

dividual soul depends, as we saw, only on Ignorance. Such

words of the Vedanta as tat tvam asi, "that art thou," serve

to drive away this illusion of the existence of the individual

soul and to produce the consciousness of the Brahmanhood

of the soul (p. 689, 16—690, 9).

3, Subjection to and Freedom from Law.

pp. 691, 3—694, 3.

"If there is only one soul in all beings, how then are the

"worldly and Yedic prohibitions possible?"

—So far as the individual soul is a part of God.

"But the Scripture teaches also that it is not simply a

"part of him but also identical with him!"

—The difference and identity consists exactly in its being

a part of Him.

"But where the Scripture speaks seriously, it surely teaches

"the identity of God and the soul and reproves the natural

"view of difference! It still remains therefore to be explained

"how commands and prohibitions are possible."

—Let us take commands such as: a man shall visit his

wife at a fit time—a man shall ask his consent of the sacri-

ficial animal—a man shall stand by his friend; and prohibitions

such as: thou shalt not commit adultery,—thou shalt not kill,

—

thou shalt avoid thy enemy, such commands and prohibitions

are valid in spite of the unity of the Atman, on account of

the connection with the body. For on this connection with

the body depends the mistaken opinion that we see the Self

in the body, which is and remains common to all creatures

with the exception of such as attain to perfect knowledge.

The commands and prohibitions refer to this distinction [of

the Ego from the non-Ego] though it depends on Ignorance

and is caused by the connection with the body and the other

Upadhis; and only for him who has attained perfect knowledge

do they cease to hold good; as he has no further object to

aim at, he has also no further obligations. For him there is
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nothing to be toiled after or avoided because there is nothing

that reaches beyond his own Self (afman); but a duty towards

one's own Self is meaningless (na ca atma atmani eva niyojyah

syat). It is true he has a body, but he knows that its struc-

ture (samhatatvam) is a mere illusion. Only for him who is

still subject to the illusion of the body does the illusion of

duty still persist: how should it persist for him who has re-

cognised the unity of the soul?

"But if the sage has no duties, can he do what he will?"

—

—Not at all! For it is only illusion that moves to

action and it is just this illusion that exists no more
for this sage.—But in spite of the unity of all existence,

command and prohibition exist for him who has not attained

knowledge. For as one shrinks from the fire which has burnt

a corpse, though it is as much fire as any other—as one

avoids sunlight in unclean places, though it comes just as

much from the sun— as one flees from a human corpse though

it consists of the same materials as the living body—so there

are certain things to be avoided, though all things are one in

the Atman.

4. How are the individual Souls separated from each
other?

Sutras 2, 3, 49—50.

The works of souls are individually different, and so are

the fruits (reward and punishment in the succeeding existence)

which correspond to the works in each case. How is this

possible if the soul is in reality only one?—How can it happen

that works and fruits of different souls (which at death return

to unity and proceed out of it again to a new existence

Chand. 6, 10, above p. 264) do not mutually intermingle?

To this we have two replies:

1) The soul is, it is true, as a result of its unity with

Brahman (as we shall soon see more in detail) omnipresent

(i.e. spaceless); but this omnipresence does not mean that the

acting and enjoying soul also pervades every thing and is thus

connected with all bodies. For this individual soul is only
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302 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

conditioned by the Upadhis; as these Upadhis are not all

pervading, the individual soul is not so either, and no con-

fusion of works and fruits happens (p. 694, 5—^10).—Compare

with this what has been said above pp. 228 ff. 276 as to the

persistence of the power of differentiation after entrance into

Brahman.

2) Individual souls are to be regarded only as phantoms

{dbhdsa) of the highest soul, comparable to images of the sun

in water. Just as when one of these reflected suns quivers,

the others do not quiver too, the deeds and fruits of one soul

do not concern the others. These phantoms and with them

the whole of Samsdra with its deeds and fruits depend on

Ignorance (avidyd). Only when this is removed, is unity

with Brahman attained (p. 694, 12—695, 5) and thereby, as

we may add, a point of view, from which questions as to works

and fruits and consequently as to their intermingling, have

no meaning.

Of these two answers the one refers the plurality of souls

to the Upadhis, the others to Avidyd. What is the relation

of these two to each other V This question leads us to collect

here the most important passages on the Upadhis, a fun-

damental idea of the system, which is however nowhere treated

connectedly by Qankara.

5. Brahman and the Upadhis.

In reality (paramdrthatas) there is nothing else besides

Brahman alone. If we imagine we perceive a transformation

{vikdra) of Him into the world, a division (bheda) of Him into

a plurality of individual souls, this depends on Avidyd. But
how does this happen? How do we manage to deceive our-

selves into seeing a transformation and a plurality, where in

reality Brahman alone is?—On this question our authors give

no information.

Since Avidya is, as we saw above (p. 55) innate, and our

birth depends on the works of a previous existence, one might
imagine the innate obscuration of our knowledge was a result

of previous offences reaching back ad infinitum. But the
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XXIV. Relation of the Soul to God. 303

system gives no real ground for this assumption. Avidya
cannot properly be a result of Samsdra, for on the contrary

the reverse is the case and the whole of Samsdra depends on

Avidya. Under these circumstances nothing remains but to

recall the negative character of the idea ot Avidya. It needs

no explanation so far as it is not a positive defect, but only

Ignorance, the absence of knowledge. It is true something

very positive depends on Avidya; vi0. the whole existence of

the world and of the individual soul. It is however just the

meaning of this reference of all empirical existence to Ignor-

ance, that this whole world, the whoje beginningless and end-

less Samsdra, is only for us something positive and real, but

is in actuality non-Brahman and (as Brahman alone is the

Existent) non-Existent, a mere mirage {mayd, mrigatrishniJcd),

a product of Ignorance.

The extension of the world and the plurality of wandering

souls, this hybrid which is neither Being nor non-Being (tattva-

anyatvdbhydm anirvacamyam) and comparable to an hallu-

cination or to a dream, is produced by Ignorance by virtue of

the Upddhis, the limitations, literally "the ascription" (with

the secondary idea of the unpermitted) by means of which

we "ascribe" to Brahman what does not naturally belong to

him, and through which, as we shall show in detail, he becomes

1) a personal God, 2) the world, 3) the individual soul. All

this depends on the JJpddhis, and the Upddhis on Avidya.

Avidya alone is the cause of the origin of the Up§.dhis (they

are avidyd-krita p. 1133, 12, avidyd-nimitta p. 692, 14, avidya-

pratyupasthdpita pp. 199, 5. 690, 5) and is the cause of their

persistence so far as the essence of Avidya is the non-dis-

crimination of Brahman from the Upadhis (upddhi-aviveka

p. 473, 17. 689, 1. 98, 8, cf. 185, 10); Brahman himself on the

other hand is not in the least affected or changed by the

Upadhis, just as little in fact as the crystal by the red colour

with which it is painted p. 265, 7. 803, 14. It is in this sense

that a contact of the Upadhis (upddhi-samparka p. 389, 2.

794, 7) and a contamination (p. 389, 2) by them is spoken of.

Brahman is merged in the Upadhis (upddhi-antarbhdva p. 811,

5. 9) and thereby his nature is hidden {svarupa-tirobhdva
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304 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

p. 837, 2) and his natural omniscience (in his existential form

as soul) suffers a limitation (the knowledge of the soul is

upddhi-paricchinna p. 231, 1).

On this connection of the Brahman with the Upadhis

depend, as we have said, three phenomena, and it is character-

istic that all three are included under this conception without

distinction: 1) Through the Upadhis the higher Brahman

becomes the lower, the object of worship p. Ill, 3. 662, 13.

1142, 9; the Upadhis of the Igvara are however perfect (nir-

atigaya) in contrast with those of the individual soul which

are imperfect (nihina) (p. 688, 1); details of this distinction

are not given. 2) The extension of nature too {ndma-rupa-

prapanca) which is commonly referred directly to Avidyd,

{e.g. 1132, 10. 507, 1. 473, 17. 787, 13) seems occasionally to

be reckoned among the Upadhis of Brahman; this is the case

p. 803, 12. 807, 4 (prithivi-ddi-upddhi-yoga), 391, 2 (upddhi-

dgraya-ndmarUpam), 1133, 12 (ndmarupa - upddhika) just as

external objects (vishaya) also appear among the Upadhis of

the soul (p. 265, 6, cf. 787, 10. 1056, 1. 739, 7). This description

of nature however as Upadhi of Brahman is uncertain and at

any rate seldom. 3) But so much the more frequently is

everything regarded as Upddhi, which makes Brahman into

a Jwa or Qdrira, i.e., individual soul, whose existence as a

being different from Brahman depends solely on the Upadhis,

p. 735, 3. 244, 13. 360, 2. 199, 8. 836, 8. 799, 5. 982, 5.

173, 16. 162, 16, The best explanation of this relationship

is the comparison of the Upddhis with vessels which limit

cosmic space locally (cf. note 106 above p. 277). In this sense

can be considered as Upadhis firstly all psychic organs or

Franas (Mukhya prdna, Manas, and the Indriyas; for details

see chap. XXYII) together with the subtle body and the

moral determination of the soul (p. 1091, 9) which all share

together in transmigration; further the gross body which only

exists until death (kdrya-karana-sanghdta or deha, cf. 473, 17.

199, 5. 787, 13. 389, 2. 98, 4. 9. 692, 14. 811, 5. 9); and

finally to these are added occasionally external objects and

sensation (vishaya-vedand p. 265, 6. 787, 10. 1056, 1, where

it must be taken as a -Dvandva). In waking and dreaming
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XXIV. Eelation of the Soul to God. 305

contact with the Upadhis (upddhi-samparha) takes place, in

deep sleep release {upagama) from them (p. 794, 7. 836, 6).

Frequently only such are to he understood as Upadhis as

share in transmigration; then for example p. 793, 14, where

veins and pericardium are termed receptacles of the Upadhis

(upadhi-ddhdra); thus the definition of the Upadhis fluctuates

and must in each case be settled by the context.

20
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XXV. Relation of the Soul to the Body.

In the section 2, 3, 19—32, -which we propose to analyse

in the present chapter, the question raised by this heading is

handled chiefly from the quantitative side, in so far as the

enquiry into the size of the soul holds the foremost place.

This leads however to discussions which are of considerable

help to us in gaining in the sequel a clear idea (so far as this

is possible) of the relation of the soul 1) to its organs (Mukhya

prdna, Manas, and Indriyas), 2) to the subtle body which

consists of the seed of the elements and shares in trans-

migration, 3) to the gross body which consists of the elements

themselves.

A clear idea of the spacelessness of Being-in-itself is want-

ing in our system; in its place we find the doctrine of the

infinite size (vibhutvam) or omnipresence (sarvagatatvam) of

the soul; two other views are opposed to this; that according

to which the soul is of minute size (anu), and the opinion of

the Jainas, according to which the soul is of a certain, moder-

ate size, viz. as large as the body. We begin with the dis-

cussion of the last view, which we take over from 2, 2, 34—36

to insert it here.

1. The opinion of the Jainas that the Soul is as large

as the Body.

If the soul is, as the Arhatas affirm, as large as the body,

it is limited and therefore, like all limited things, not eternal

(cf. note 43, above p. 68ff.). Moreover the size of the body

changes. If, e. g. the human soul, as a fruit of works, enters

into the body of an elephant, it cannot completely fill it; and
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XXV. Relation of the Soul to the Body. 307

if it enters the body of an ant, it has no room in it. The
same objection may be raised in respect of the varying size

of the body in youth and manhood (p. 587, 6).

Or does the soul consist of an infinite number of corpus-

cules (avayava) which in a small body close up, and in a large

one open out? Then there is a question whether these corpus-

cules possess impenetrability (pratighdta) or not. If they are

impenetrable there is no room in a limited space for an in-

finite number of corpuscules; if they are not, they take all

together no more room than one corpuscule, they cannot

produce the [necessary] extension and the whole soul is of

minute size (p. 587, 12).

Or must we assume that with the increase and diminution

of the body the soul gains new or loses old corpuscules? But

then the soul is subject to change and perishable like the

skin; and the doctrine [of the Jainas] of binding and liber-

ation cannot hold good; the doctrine namely which asserts

that the soul, clad in the eight kinds of its works and sunk in

the ocean of Samsara, rises like a gourd (fllavu) after the

connection is broken (p. 588, 9). Moreover such changing

corpuscules belong as little to the Self (dtnian) as the body

does; and if a part of him remain as soul, we cannot deter-

mine which (p. 588, 12).—And where do the new parts come

from and the old go to? Not from the elements and not

back into them; for the soul does not consist of the elements;

and another common receptacle of soul - corpuscules is not

demonstrable (p. 589, 5).

Or does the soul perhaps persist through all change of

parts like a stream whose waters change? This is not ad-

missible either; for if this continuity is not real, there is

no soul at all; if it is real, the soul is subject to change

(p. 590, 4).

If the dimensions of the soul remain for ever, as the Jamas
maintain, as they were at the moment of liberation, this final

state is to be regarded as its real dimensions; and therefore

a given body and not every former body is to be taken as

its measure; but then it is not discoverable why it should not

iave just as much right to remain in every former state as

20*
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308 Third Part: Psychology or the Dootrine of the Soul.

in that final state (p. 590, 9). We come therefore to the

conclusion that the soul is unchangeable, whether it is minute

(anu) or large (mahant), but it cannot be taken to be of the

(changing) size of the body, as the Jainas assert (p. 591, 2).

2. The Opinion that the Soul is of minute (anu) size.

Sutras 2, 3, 19-28.

1. That the soul is as large as the body has been refuted

in the examination of the doctrine of the Jainas (p. 651, 2).

Therefore it is only possible to regard it as either very large

(i.e. infinite, vibhu) or as minute (anu). The infinitely large

cannot move (p. 651, 1), and we must assume of the soul that

it moves because a passing (out of the body), a going (to the

moon) and a return (to a new incarnation) are ascribed to it

by the Scriptures (p. 650, 9), And even if the passing, so far

as we regard it as a cessation of lordship over the body,

could possibly be reconciled with immovability (p. 651, 5) a

going and return could not; but they must certainly be re-

cognized as motion (p. 651, 7) and we are thus compelled to

regard this passing as a real going away (p. 651, 9). Since

the soul, being mobile, cannot therefore be infinitely large,

nor yet, as shown, of middle size, we must assume (p. 651, 8)

that it is minute (anu).

2. The soul is, it is true, termed by the Scripture large,

omnipresent, infinite, but these expressions refer only to the

highest, not the individual soul (p. 652, 9); and when we read

Brih. 4, 4, 22 (above p. 195): "Truly this great, unborn Self,

"is that among the life-organs which consists of knowledge"

the individual soul is certainly termed "the great" but only

so far as, in virtue of an innate power as seer, such as Vama-
deva had (Rigv. IV, 26, 1. 27, 1. Byih. 1, 4, 10. Ait. 2, 5; of.

above p. 180 and note 83) its identity with the highest soul

is perceived (p. 653, 1). On the other hand in other passages

the soul is expressly termed minute; e.g. Mund. 3, 1, 9 "the

subtle Self" (anur atmcL), Qvet. 5, 8 "large as the point of an

awl," and Qvet. 5, 9 as large as the hundredth of a hundredth

of the end of a hair.
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XXV. Relation of the Soul to the Body. 309

3. But if the soul is minute, it can only be at one place

in the body; how comes it thus that it perceives throughout

the body? For after a bath in the Ganges one feels the

cold, and in summer one feels the heat all over one's body

(p. 653, 11).
—

"We answer: just as a piece of sandalwood, even

when it only touches the body at one spot, refreshes it all

over (p. 654, 2) so the soul is only in one spot, viz., as the

Scripture teaches in many places, in the heart (p. 655, 5) and

from here it feels throughout the body (p. 654, 3). This comes

about by means of the sense of touch {tvac); the soul is con-

nected with the sense of touch everywhere and the sense of

touch pervades the whole body.'*' Or perhaps this power of

the minute soul to feel throughout the body can be explained

(p. 655, 10) from its spirituality (caitanya-guna) which here

extends beyond the substance; just as we see in other cases

in experience that the quality extends further than the sub-

stance, when e.g. the light of a jewel or of a lamp, which is

only in one place in a room, extends from there through the

whole room (p. 655, 11) or when we smell the scent of flowers

without touching them (p. 656, 9). So too the Scripture teaches

of the Soul, that though it is minute and dwells in the heart,

by means of its quality of spirituality it penetrates the body

(p. 658, 1) "to the hair and nails" (Kaush. 4, 20; cf. Brih. 1, 4, 7)

and also in other passages (Kaush. 3, 6. Brih. 2, 1, 17) the

soul is distinguished from the intellect (prajna, vijnanam) with

which it pervades the body (p. 658, 4).

"• p. 654, 5: tvag-atmanor hi sambandhah kritsn&i/am tvaci vartate,

tvak ca kritsna-sanra-vya/pint. As the soul according to this view is

minute and dwells in the heart, the outer skin cannot possibly be under-

stood [if the passage really belongs to the context in which it stands

;

p. 654, 14—655, 1 anutvam seems to be opposed to tvak-sambandha; it is

true that in this enquiry there is in places terrible confusion] but only

the Indriyam termed tvac; for by this Manas and by Manas the soul

feels cold, heat, pain, pleasure, etc. in the whole body. At Death this

tvac or more accurately the tvagvritti enters into the Manas and like all

the Indriyas shares in transmigration.
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310 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

3. The Soul is infinitely great (vibhu).

Siitram 2, 3, 29.

The soul has not originated (chap. XXIII, 1) but depends

only on the entrance of the highest Brahman into the elements

(above p. 231); from this the identity of both follows; the in-

dividual soul is nothing but the highest Brahman himself

(p. 658, 11). If this is so, the soul must be as large as Brah-

man and therefore all pervading (p. 658, 13) as is expressly

asserted in the passage Brih. 4, 4, 22: "truly this great unborn

" Self is that among the organs of life which consists of know-

" ledge" (p. 659, 1). To the arguments of the opponent we

reply:

(To 3.) If the soul were minute, it could not feel through-

out the whole body. The connection with the sense of touch

(tvac) does not suffice to explain this; the thorn too, on which

one has trodden, is connected with the whole sense of feeling

(p. 659, 5) and yet one feels the pain from it only in the sole

of the foot and not in the whole body (p. 659, 6). That the

quality extends beyond the substance, we do not admit; the

flame of the lamp and its light are not related as substance

and quality; on the contrary both are fiery substances, but in

the flame the corpuscules (avayava) are drawn closer together,

and in the light which radiates they are more widely separated

(p. 656, 5). Just in the same way the perception of smell

depends on the subtle atoms (paramdnu) streaming out in all

directions from the objects without diminishing their volume

(p. 657, 1) and penetrating into the nasal cavity (p. 657, 4).

If this is not admitted, because atoms are not perceptible by

the senses (p. 657, 5), because not the objects but their odours

are smelt (p. 657, 6), or because what is perhaps true of the

sense of sight may not be transferred to the sense of smell

(p. 657, 8)—we must dispute the assertion that smell is only

a quality; for if it were, it could only disseminate itself from

its own substance and not from other substances to which it

has been transferred (p. 659, 10). That this is so the sublime

Bvaipdyana testifies when he (Mahabharatam 12, 8518) says:
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XXV. Relation of the Soul to the Body. 311

"To water the unlearned folk ascribe,

"The odour which their senses show them there;

"But ever to the earth leads back its trace,

"And thence it goes to water and the air."

If it were true therefore that the spirituality of the soul

pervaded the whole body, the soul could not be minute, for

spirituality is not related to it as a quality to its sub-

stance but is its very essence, as warmth and light are of the

fire (p. 660, 3); and we have proved that the soul is not of

the same size as the body: therefore it is only possible that

it is infinitely great (p. 660, 5).

(To 2.) But how can the soul be termed anu by the Scrip-

ture?—As answer to this serves the following: because in the

state of Sains&.ra it is the nucleus (sdra) of the qualities of the

Buddhi.112 Such qualities of the Buddhi are: Love, hate,

pleasure, pain, etc. (p. 660, 7). For we must distinguish the

soul outside the state of Samsara, which means that it is not

acting, not suffering and eternally free, and the soul in the

state of Sanisara, when it acts and suffers only through the

qualities of the Upddhi of Buddhi being transferred to it

(p. 660, 10). In this state the soul has the dimensions of the

Buddhi (p. 661, 1), is therefore (according to Qvet. 5, 9) as

large as the ten thousandth part of the end of a hair,

(p. 661, 4) or (according to Qvet. 5, 8) as large as the point

of an awl (p. 661, 11) and dwells like the Buddhi in the heart

(p. 662, 7). The minute size of the soul is therefore to be

taken figuratively (aupacdrika); from the point of view of the

highest reality (paramdrtha) it is infinitely great (p. 661, 7).

We therefore find in the passages to which the opponent

appeals (Qvet. 5, 8— 9):

"Through qualities of Buddhi and the body,

"The other seems as large as an awl's point.

" Divide a hundred times a human hair, and take thereof the hundredth

part,

"That know thou as dimension of the soul, and this enlarges to in-

finity."

'1^ Under Buddhi (Intellect) Manas is to be understood from here

to the end of the chapter, as will be evident further on.
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312 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

When on the contrary Mund. 3, 1, 9 the epithet anu (minute)

is applied to the soul, this either does not imply its smallness

but the difficulty of perceiving it which is possible only by

the grace of knowledge (p. 661, 13) not by sensual perception,

or it refers here also to the Upctdhis.

(To 1.) So too the passing, going and return of the soul

only refer to it so far as it is connected with the Upadhis

and therefore infinitely small (p. 662, 8) ; for in the same way

for the purpose of worship the highest soul is represented in

the Sagund vidyah as connected with Upddhis and therefore

(Chand. 3, 14, translated above p. 153) as "smaller than a

"grain of rice or barley" (p. 662, 13).

—Our author's inconsistency in first disputing the possibility

of a sense of feeling throughout the body for the minute soul,

and then himself admitting the minute size of the soul in the

state of Samsara, is self-evident. An explanation of how the

soul perceives the conditions of the body in the state of Sam-

sS.ra can only be gathered from the arguments which he dis-

putes. It is true he says on p. 715, 2: "The above mentioned

"Pranas [the Manas and the ten Indriyas] must be assumed

"to be minute (anu); but the minuteness in their case means

"subtlety (saukshmyam) and limitation (pariccheda) not atomic

"size (paramdnu-tulyatvam) because [in that case] action that

"pervades the whole body is impossible." But in the passage

which we have considered he disputed the possibility of bodily

sensation not for the soul of atomic size (paramdnu-tulya) but

for the minute (anu) soul.—The fact is, arguments and counter-

arguments are thrown together in such confusion that the

assumption of a fusion of different texts is in the highest

degree probable.

4. Connection of the Soul with the Intellect (huddhi).

Sutras 2, 3, 30—32.

The highest soul becomes the individual soul, as we have

seen, by uniting itself with the Upddhis (which depend on

Ignorance) and especially with the Upadhi oi Buddhi; by this

is to be understood here, as the sequel will show, on the one

hand the intellect exclusive of the sense-organs (Indriyas) and
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XXV. Relation of the Soul to the Body. 313

on the other hand the "onlooking" soul (Sdkshin), that is to

say exactly what the System calls Manas.

(a) Duration of this Connection.

What becomes of the soul when it separates itself from

the Buddhi? Is this separation a passing over into non-Being

or an escape from Samsara (p. 663, 3)?—To this the reply is:

as long as the state of Samsara is not removed by perfect

knowledge, the connection endures; and as long as the con-

nection endures, the individual soul as such endures (p. 663, 8).

But from the standpoint of the highest reality it does not

exist at all; for beyond the eternal, free, omniscient God there

is no other spiritual element (p. 663, 12) as is proved by the

passages: "there is no other seer besides him" (Brih. 3, 8, 11),

"that art thou" (Chand. 6, 8, 7), "I am Brahman" (Brih. 1,

4, 10). The continuance of the soul's connection with the

Buddhi even after death and until liberation is taught firstly

by the Scripture when it says (Brih. 4, 3, 7 translated above

p. 189): "It is that among the organs of life which consists

"of knowledge and is the spirit which shines in the heart

"within. This spirit wanders unchanged through both worlds;

"it is as though it reflected, as though it moved unsteadily;"

—

"consisting of knowledge" means here "consisting of Buddhi;"

that it wanders unchanged through both worlds proves that

at death no separation from the Buddhi takes place; its thinking

and moving are conditioned by the thinking and moving of

the Buddhi; therefore it is said: "it is as though it reflected

—moved"; in itself (svatas) it does not reflect and does not

move (p. 664, 13).—Moreover the persistence of the connection

follows from its dependence on false knowledge (mithyd-jnanam),

for this can be removed by no other means than perfect

knowledge (samyag-jndnam); therefore the connection must

persist till the awakening of the consciousness of unity with

Brahman (p. 664, 16), for only by this awakening can it be

broken, as the Scripture also says (Qvet. 3, 8)

:

"The mighty spirit out beyond the gloom,

"My eyea have seen with sunlike radiance glow;

"Who seeth him escapes a mortal's doom;

"There ia for us no other way to go."
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314 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

(b) Potentiality and Actuality of the Connection.

But how is it -with this connection in the states of deep

sleep and death, in which according to the Scripture (Chand.

6, 8 translated above p. 263) an entrance into Brahman takes

place?—It is in these states potentially (gakti-dtmand) present,

and becomes manifest (actual) by awakening and birth, just

as the power of procreation is present as a germ (vija-atmand)

in the child, but only becomes manifest when he becomes a

man (p. 665, 8). A potential continuance of this sort must be

assumed because nothing can arise without a given cause, for

otherwise everything would arise out of everything (p. 665, 13).

(c) Necessity of a connecting Organ of this Sort.

The Upddhi in question of the soul,—"whether it be called

" Antahkaranam, Manas, Buddhi, Tijndnani, Cittam, or whether,

"as some do, a distinction be drawn between Manas and Buddhi,

"and the function of doubt assigned to the former and that of

"resolution to the latter" (p. 666, 7)—is indispensable as a

connecting link between the soul and organs of sense; for

without it, if soul and senses suffice for perception, there would

be continuous perception, or, if they do not suffice, no per-

ception at all; for the soul is unchangeable and in the senses

there is no reason why they should at one time be active and

then again become inactive. Therefore a connecting link must

be assumed between the two, by whose attention {avadhdnam)

and inattention arise apperception and non-apperception; this

connecting link is Manas (mind). Therefore the Scripture

says: "My mind was elsewhere, so I did not see, did not hear"

and "one sees with his mind, hears with his mind" (Brih-

1, 5, 3); and as functions of the Manas it mentions (loc.ciL):

"Wish, resolution, doubt, belief, disbelief, constancy, incon-

"stancy, shame, thought and fear" (p. 666, 5—668, 3).DR
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XXVI. Relation of the Soul to its Actions.

1. Preliminary.

It may repeatedly be observed how psychological problems

familiar to us reappear in a different form in Indian philo-

sophy. The question as to the size of the soul gave us some
informations as to the relation of the soul to the body; the

question as to how the soul is related to its actions includes

an enquiry into the will. Essential to the soul is as we saw

(chap. XXIII, 2) intelligence; but this intelligence is at the

bottom imaginary; for the Indians, as will be more exactly

shown later, separate the whole apparatus of perception from

the soul and unite it to the physical (i. e. dependent on

Avidyd) part of man, which indeed shares in transmigration

but is extinguished by liberation. Now what is the position

with regard to the will? Must we recognize in it perhaps

an eternal absolutely inseparable determination of the soul?

—

The negation of this question which will appear in what

follows, may at first seem strange to him who has accustomed

himself to see in Will the final origin of Being. The denial

however, as will be shown, comes to this, that besides the

Velle another state of the soul is possible, viz. a Nolle; and
it makes in the end no great difference whether this for us

quite incomprehensible state is characterised in our fashion

as a Negation of all volition, or in the Indian manner as

an imaginary cognition, which, as may be seen by the

sketch of the Akamayamana (chap. XII, 4, f, above p. 194),

presupposes this Negation of all volition.
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316 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

2. Reasons for Supposing the Soul to be essentially

an Agent (i.e. exercising Volition).

Sutras 2, 3, 33-39.

1. The canon of Scripture with its commands and pro-

hibitions presupposes that the soul is an agent, for it pre-

scribes for it a certain course of action. If the soul were

not an agent, these prescriptions would be purposeless, which

cannot be assumed to be the case (p. 668, 5).

2. Of the soul in the state of dreaming it is said (Brih.

4, 3, 12, above p. 190):

"Immortal soars the soul where'er it will."

This presupposes that the soul is an agent (p. 669, 4).

3. On the same presupposition depends the absorption

ascribed to it in the passage (Brih. 2, 1, 17): "The soul ab-

" sorbs [in deep sleep] by virtue of its intelligence the intelligence

" of those vital spirits [into itself] " (p. 669, 8).

4. Taitt. 2, 5 says:

"Intelligence performs the sacrifice, and does the works"

By intelligence {vijndnam) the soul is here to be understood,

not the Buddhi (p. 670, 5); for otherwise the word "intelligence"

would have to be in the instrumental (p. 670, 7) and the

passage would have to read: "it (the soul) by means of in-

"telligence performs sacrifice and works."—Therefore the soul

is an agent.

It might be objected: if the soul independently of the

Buddhi [without the Upadhi, and therefore as it really is] is

an agent, why does it not, as it is in this state free (svatantra),

bring about only what is pleasant and profitable to it? Per

experience shows that it often brings about the contrary of

what is good for it (p. 670, 11).—Answer: the soul is free too

with regard to perception and yet perceives what is pleasant

and what is unpleasant. So it is too with action (p. 670, 16).

—

But in perception the soul is influenced by the causes of per-

ception and is therefore not free (p. 671, 1)!—Answer: That

is not so! The causes of perception only determine the ob-

jects of perception but not the act of perception, for the soul

is in this by virtue of its spirituality free [! p. 671, 2; the
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XXVI. Eelation of the Soul to its Actions. 317

difference between receptivity which is present in perception,

and spontaneity which is present in thinking and acting, is

here completely overlooked; in the same way empirical psycho-

logy asserts for both a common faculty, the Manas]. Besides

in action the soul is not absolutely free but is determined by

differences of time, space, and causality (dega-lmla-nimitta

p. 671, 4; the same formula is found pp. 38, 3. 40, 2. 482, 1.

579, 5. 671, 4. 684, 9. 775, 2. 3. 4. 781, 3. 4. 1043. 6. 7. 10. 1075,

17. 1078,9. 1129,11); the soul is however all the same an

agent, just as the cook remains a cook, though he makes use

of fuel and water (p. 671, 5).

5. If you insist that not the soul but the Buddhi is the

agent, you make the latter an agent instead of an organ; but

in that case the Buddhi must also be an object of Self-

consciousness (ahampratyaya) without which no action is poss-

ible; it takes the place of the agent, and therefore needs

something else as its organ, and so the whole dispute is about

a name (because you call Buddhi what we call soul); p. 671, 9

to 672, 7.

6. Moreover the meditation on the highest soul demanded

by the Yedanta is impossible if the soul is not an agent (for

that too is an action); p. 672, 12.

3. The Soul is naturally not an Agent (exercising

Volition).

Sutram 2, 3, 40.

The section in question—one of the most important in

Qankara's work—we "translate literally

:

(p. 673, 3:) "Activity cannot be the real nature of the soul,

"because then no liberation would be possible. For if activity

"were the real nature of the soul there would be no release from

"it, just as fire cannot lose its heat; ''3 but without release

"from activity the attainment of the goal of man is impossible,

113 The contradiction with the last sentence of p. 1130 (translated

above p. 113) is resolved by the soul being spoken of there in an exoteric

sense but here in an esoteric.
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318 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"for activity is naturally painful {Jcartritvasya duhJcha-

"rupatvdt)."

"But cannot the goal of man be attained if one avoids the

"effects by shunning the occasion of activity even when the

"povrer of activity continues; just as with fire the effect of

"burning does not follow if wood is withdrawn, though the

"fire still possesses the power of burning?—By no means!

"For it is impossible to avoid the occasions altogether because

"they too are connected potentially n* [with the soul]."

" But cannot liberation be attained by employing the means

"(sadhanam) necessary to it?—No! Because what depends on

"means, is not eternal."

"Moreover the consummation of liberation is said to follow

"from the teaching as to the eternal, pure, wise and free soul

"[identical with Brahman]; but the teaching that the soul is

"of this nature is not possible if activity is its proper nature."

"Therefore the activity of the soul depends only on the

"qualities of the Upddhis being ascribed to it (upadhi-dharma-

" adhydsena) and not on its own nature."

"And so the Scripture teaches when it says (Byih. 4, 3, 7,

"above p. 189): 'it is as though it reflected, as though it

"'moved unsteadily' and in the passage (Kath. 3,4):

"Bound up with Manas, senses, and the body,

" The sages call it ' the enjoying one.' "

"where it asserts that the soul passes into the specific state

"of enjoyment [and activity] only by the connection with the

"Upddhis. For in the opinion of competent persons there is

"no agent and enjoyer different from the highest soul and

"termed 'individual soul' (Jwa), becausfe the Scripture says:

"'besides him there is no other seer,' etc. (Brih. 3, 7, 23, trans-

"lated above p. 149, cf. above pp. 133, 191)."

"But if besides the highest soul there is no individual soul

"endowed with intelligence, which exists after the withdrawal

"of the aggregate of Buddhi, etc., it follows that the highest

>'< p. 673, 9: nimittdndm api (akti-lakshanena sambandhena samhad-

dhdndm atyanta-parihdra-asamhhavat; cf. note 65, above p. 113 ; the pass-

age to which it refers must probably be understood in this sense.
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XXVI. Relation of the Soul to its Actions. 319

"soul is itself a wanderer, agent, and enjoyer?— no! For

"enjoyment and activity are based on Ignorance. For so

"teaches the Scripture (Bj-ih. 4, 5, 15, translated above p. 175):

"'For where a duplicity exists as it were, one sees the other;'

"and after it has shown in these words that activity and en-

"joyment exist for Ignorance, it denies the existence of the

"activity and enjoyment for knowledge, continuing: 'but where

"'all has become for a man as his own self, how should he

"'see anyone?'—In the same way the Scripture shows (Brih.

"4, 3, 19, translated above p. 190), how the soul in the states

" of dreaming and waking in consequence of the contact (sam-

"parka) with the Upddhis grows weary like a hawk soaring

"in the air, but in deep sleep on the other hand, where it is

" embraced by the Self of knowledge there is no weariness :
' this

"'indeed is that nature of his, in which his desire is satiated,

"'in which he is himself his desire, without desire and free

"'from sorrow;' and further (above p. 191) summarizing: 'this

"'is his highest goal, this is his highest happiness, this is his

"'highest world, this is his highest bliss.'—This is just what

"the teacher [Badaraya^a in the Sutram in question] says:

"'and as a carpenter inbothtvays^ where 'and' has the same

"meaning as 'but' [a remark which possibly hints at fun-

"damental differences between Badarayana and Qankara]. i.e.,

"we must not believe that activity is in the proper nature of

"the soul, like heat in that of fire. On the contrary, as in

"life a carpenter busies himself with the axe and other tools

"in his hand, and feels pain, but afterwards goes home, lays

"aside the axe and other tools and in his natural state

"rejoicing and at ease feels pleasure, so too the soul, as long

"as it is affected by the duality founded on Ignorance, is

"busied in the states of dreaming and waking and feels pain;

"but when it enters into itself, to throw off weariness, into the

"highest self, it is freed from the complex of the organs of

"work [the body], is not an agent and feels pleasure in the

"state of deep sleep; it is the same in the state of liberation

"where it is pure soul (hevala), reposes and is happy after

" the gloom of Ignorance is driven away by the torch of know-

"ledge. The simile of the carpenter is to be taken as follows:
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320 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"the carpenter is, in respect of various kinds of work such as

"fitting, etc. with regard to certain tools such as his axe, etc.,

"an agent, but a non-agent so far as his body goes; so too

"the soul in its exertions with regard to the organs, Manas,

"etc. is an agent, but a non-agent in its own self. The soul

"as opposed to the carpenter has not like him limbs with

"which it could take up the organs, Manas, etc. or lay them

"aside, as the carpenter with his hands takes up and lays

"aside his tools [for all these organs belong to the Upadhis

"which are attributed to the soul only by Ignorance]."

Then follows a refutation of the arguments brought for-

ward in the preceding section, so far as they maintain an

activity of the soul dependent not on the Upadhis but on its

own nature (p. 673, 1). "We go through these briefly in order,

according to the numbers above on p. 316.

1. Certainly the Canon of Scripture presupposes an activity;

it is not part of its real nature however but one which is

founded on Ignorance (p. 676, 13).

2. If the soul is still an agent in the dream-state, this

depends on its being in this state not yet [as in deep sleep]

wholly free from the Upadhis, in so far as the sense-organs

are at rest in the dream-state while the Manas remains active,

as the Smriti (Mahabharatam 12, 9897) says:

" When senses rest, and understanding wakes,

"And plays its part, this state is called a dream.''

it is further to be noticed that action in dreams is a matter

of appearance only (vasand) and not real in the full sense

(p. 678, 1).

3. When it is said that the soul by means of intelligence

absorbs intelligence in itself, no activity of the soul delivered,

from its organs is to be recognised but only a phrase like

"the king fights by means of his soldiers" where it is meant
that only the soldiers fight (p. 678, 9). Further in the passage

in question what is spoken of is only an entering into rest,

not an activity properly so called.

4. In the passage Taitt. 2, 5 by "intelligence" not the soul

but the Buddhi is to be understood, as is further proved

pp. 679, 3—680, 1 from the context.— Qankara does not here
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XXVI. Relation of the Soul to its Actions. 321

return to the controversy as to the freedom of the soul in

perception and action,

5. "There is in no sense a change of functions on the part

"of the Buddhi if we ascribe activity to the organs; for all

"organs are in respect of their functions necessarily agents;

"but the activity of these organs demands in addition apper-

"ception (upalabdhi) and this belongs to the soul; but activity

"is not thereby ascribed to it; for its essence is eternal apper-
' ception (nitya-topalabdhi-svarupatvdt). It is true self-conscious-

"ness (ahankdra) precedes activity, but it is not antecedent to

"apperception, for it is itself apperceived." [Only the individual,

active and enjoying soul is on the one hand ahankartar and

pratyayin, on the other hand aham-pratyaya-vishaya, p. 73, 5;

the upddhi-less soul is neither the one nor the other but in

its state of freedom is opposed to them as sdkshin or pure

upalabdhi; cf. note 30, above p. 54].

6. Finally as to meditation (samddhi), it certainly assumes

an activity of the soul but only in the same sense as the other

prescriptions of the canon discussed under no. 1, of which it

is a part (p. 680, 8).

4. Freedom of the Will and Determinism.

Sutras 2, 3, 41—42.

That the soul is metaphysically speaking identical with

God and therefore like him "eternal, pure, wise, and free"

we have already seen repeatedly. But how is it with the soul

so far as it is an empirical being connected with the Upddhis?

Is it free or unfree in this state which is conditioned by

Ignorance but has nevertheless existed from eternity?—This

question in our system takes the following form (p. 680, 12)

:

"Is the activity of the soul, which, from the standpoint of

"Ignorance, is conditioned by the Upadhis, dependent on God

^^{isvara) or not?"

It is a fundamental principle of the original Brahman

doctrine that everything existing, and therefore the soul also,

is absolutely dependent on God; from this follows that He is

on the one hand the necessary cause of the fate and sufferings

21
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322 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

of the soul, and on the other hand of its actions, -whatever

they are. The philosophical elaboration of the doctrine of

the Vedanta has violated this principle in both directions by

referring both the action and sufferings of man to a cause

inherent in himself. It is true both are none the less dependent

on Grod; but only in the same sense that the growth of plants

depends on rain, which causes the seed to develop, but exer-

cises no influence on its nature. We have already seen that

the seed of the sufferings and destinies of this life is to be

found in the works of the previous existence, which demand

to be atoned for (above p. 279); and so too are the works of

each existence necessarily determined by the works of the

former existence—how this is possible is, as in the case of all

moral questions, not plainly developed. According to p. 1131

(translated above p. 113) works are the product of the nimittas

or motives and of the gakti, power, i. e., character; and this con-

sists generally speaking in the natural disposition (destructible

only by perfect knowledge) to activity and enjoyment; however

as it produces works that differ individually, character must

be imagined as specially modified in the case of each individual.

We must think of an innate character of this sort, conditioned

by the works of the previous existence, when the soul, in

what follows, is described as "connected with defects hke

love and hate" (rdga-dvesJia-adi-dosha-prayuktah p. 681, 3); and

when as the seed from which works grow appears the " effort

of the soul directed towards good and evil" (kritali prayatno

jwasya, dharma-adharma-lakshanah), which seems to be summed
up just in that innate disposition of character.

One might think, says Qankara, that we have no ground

for assuming an influence of God on human action (p. 681, 2)

so far as the soul alone, connected as it is with such defects

as love and hate and equipped with the apparatus of the

organs, suffices for activity (p. 681, 3); for it, like the ox at the

plough, needs no further cause to move it to action (p. 681, 5).

The actions of beings proceed only from their sense of justice

and injustice; if the actions are referred to God, there happens

akrita-abhyagamah (p. 681, 11; cf. p. 798, 12) "the occurrence

"of something that has not been incurred [by the actions of
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XXVI. Relation of the Soul to its Actions. 323

the previous life],"—an expression applicable to the motivation

of suffering hut not of actions, which seems to show that our

thinker had not made clear to himself the difference between

the two.

In reply to these objections Qankara (in the passage trans-

lated above p. 86) explains that the soul involved in Ignorance

is dependent on God in respect of its action and sufferings

(kartritvam and bhoMritvam) because by his permission (anujna)

Samsara results, and by his grace {anugraha) liberation (p. 682, 5).

For even if the soul is connected with defects like love, etc.,

and equipped with the apparatus, yet in all activity God is

the active cause, for thus says the Scripture (Kaush. 3, 8,

above p. 179): "for he alone causes him to do good works, whom
" he will raise out of these worlds, and he alone causes him to

"do evil works, whom he will make to descend."

—

(p. 683, 2:) "God causes the soul to act, but in so doing

"he has regard to the efforts made by it towards good or

"evil; hence the objections raised do not hold good. The good

"and evil done by the soul is unequal; having regard to this

"God divides the corresponding fruits unequally, for he like

"the rain is only the efficient cause (nimittam). For as in

"life the common cause of different bushes and shrubs, of rice,

"barley, etc. that spring each from their own seed, which is

"not common to all, is the rain, because without rain their

"differences in respect of sap, blossom, fruit, leaf, etc. could

"not develop any more than they could without the special

" seed of each sort—so God, having regard to the efforts made
"by the souls, apportions good and evil (gubha-agudham) among

"them.—But can this regard to the efforts made by the

" souls exist together with the dependence of all activity, on

"God?—Certainly! For though the activity depends on God,

"it is only the soul that acts (karoti), while God causes it to

"act (karayati) when it acts; and as He now in causing it to

"act pays regard to former efforts, so too He in causing it

"to act formerly had regard to still earlier efforts; for Sam-
"sara is without beginning."

21*
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XXVII. The Organs of the Soul.

1. Preliminary Survey.

E,EGAEDED from the standpoint of knowledge the soul

is Brahman Himself and completely identical (ananya) with

Him. The plurality of souls is illusory; each one of us is the

whole, undivided Brahman; as such each is infinite, omni-

present, all-pervadiug, eternal and changeless, omnipotent and

omniscient; without differences and without organs, neither

agent nor enjoyer, neither sinning nor suffering, in his essence

pure intelligence {caitanyam), an organless, objectless, painless,

pure cognition. As such the soul is in us merely an onlooker

(sakshin) who in all cognition, present as its innermost nucleus

looks on idly at worldly action and at its illusions without

being in the least mixed up in it : sa, yat tatra kincit pagyati,

an-anvdgatas tena bhavati; asango hi ayam purushah (Brih.

4, 3, 16).

This is not so from the standpoint of Ignorance. For

just as a man whose eyes are affected sees two moons where

there is in reality only one—or as the sun is reflected in the

water in a thousand images, each of which is not a part but

the whole of the sun, though in truth a mere phantom without

real existence,—so the Ignorant sees instead of one Brahman

without a second (which is his own Self) a plurality consist-

ing of 1) a God (igvara) whose office is that of dispensing

retribution, 2) a world which is the scene of this retribution,

and 3) a given number of souls subject to the limitations of

individuality; they wander from eternity and in each new

existence suffer retribution for the works of the previous life;

for this purpose after each death a new body, corresponding
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XXVII. The Organs of the Soul. 325

exactly to the merits and faults of the preyious life, arises

out of the seed of the body with which the soul is inseparably

connected; and this happens again and again without cessation

during all eternity.—It is true these souls are in reality neither

individual nor wandering ; each one of them is on the contrary

the Atman (besides which nothing else exists), i.e., the omni-

scient and omnipotent Brahman itself in his completeness.

But the soul does not know that this is so, because it has

not the proper knowledge of its own Self, in that its own
nature is hidden from it. What prevents this self-knowledge,

in which the soul is at once the perceiving subject and per-

ceived object, is Avidyd; Avidya puts itself between the soul

as subject and the soul as object; and is sometimes character-

ised subjectively as defective intellectual force, sometimes ob-

jectively as defective perceptibility. The soul is from the

subjective point of view compared to a blind man (above

p. 87), whose lost sight can only be restored by the remedy

of grace; objectively it is the Upddhis by which the divine

nature of the soul is disguised and as it were rendered latent

like fire which slumbers hidden in the wood:

(p. 787, 9:) "The omniscience and omnipotence of the soul

"is hidden hy its connection with the body, i.e., by the con-

"nection with body, senses, Manas, Buddhi, external objects

"and sensation. On this subject we have this simile: just as

"fire has as properties burning and illuminating; but the heat

" and light are hidden when the fire has entered into wood or

"is covered with ashes, in the same way through the connection

"of the soul with the Upddhis such as body etc. which are

"created of Ignorance and formed of name and shape, arises

"the error of not distinguishing ourself from them [the Upadhis]

"and this produces the concealment of the omniscience and

"omnipotence of the soul."

These Upadhis which condition the individualisation of the

soul, are, taking these all in all, the following:

I) The coarse body (deha, sthula-ganram) consisting of

the elements; the soul casts it off at death.

II) Among what accompanies the soul on its migration

we distinguish:
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326 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

A) a changing part: viz. moral determination (karma-

dgraya) which accompanies the soul intq each life

as a new moment, not previously (apurvam) existent,

and

B) an unchanging part with which the soul was in-

vested from eternity and remains invested until

liberation; this includes:

1) the subtle body (sukshma-ganram, hhuta-dgraya)

consisting of the " subtle portions of the elements

which compose the seed of the body" {deha-

vijdni-hhuta-sulishmdni)
;

2) the life-organs, termed Prdnas (in the more ex-

tended sense), i.e. vital breaths, spirits. These

fall into two classes, the first includes the prin-

ciples of the conscious, the second those of the

unconscious life.

a) The system of the conscious life is formed by

a) five organs of sense (buddhi-indriyani):

sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch;

P) five organs of action {karma- indriydni),

including the functions of speech, of the

hands, the feet, the organs of generation

and evacuation;

7) the Manas, the central organ of conscious

life, directing the organs of perception and

action.

b) The system of the unconscious life consists

of the Frdna in the limited sense, more

properly termed Mukliya jardna, i.e., chief

breath of life. This again is divided into

five single Pranas, viz., prdna {in the strictest

sense), apdna, vydna, uddna and samdna, on

which depend the functions of respiration and

nutrition as well as the act of dying.

We shall deal with the subtle body {hhuta-dgraya) and

moral determination {karma -dgraya) when we consider

transmigration; here we have more especially to consider

according to the section 2, 4, 1—19 the psychic apparatus,
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XXVII. The Organs of the Soul. 327

consisting of the systems of the conscious and unconscious

life, which the soul (like a snail with its horns) puts out dur-

ing life and at death withdraws into itself; the special enquiry-

is preceded by the question as to the origin and nature of

the Prdnas, i.e., of the whole psychic organism.

2. Origin and Nature of the Organs of Life (prdna).

By organs of life (Prams in the more extended sense) are

to be understood in the present case: the five organs of action,

the five senses, the Manas and the Mukhya Prdna with its

five branches.

Though this apparatus appears in strict and (except in

liberation) inseparable connection with the soul, it does not

belong to it all the same but to another non-spiritual part of

nature. In the drama of world-development it does not belong

to the player but the scenery; it is therefore in a similar

position to the elements (earth, water, fire, air, ether) and

appears in close connection with them; and if the metaphor

is carried further one might say: the elements form the

scenery (stage and wings) and the organs of life the costumes

which the actors put on. For the rest, the idea of the Pranas

is not clearly worked out; on the one hand they are the in-

separable companions of the soul on its wanderings and there-

fore parcelled out individuals, on the other hand, as in what

follows, they appear as a complex mass from which the soul

draws its organs as it takes its body from the correspond-

ing mass of the elements.

The question as to the nature and origin of the PrS,xias

is twice treated, 2, 3, 15 and 2, 4, 1—4 without our arriving

at settled ideas in the matter; in the first passage (as we saw

above chap. XVII, 3 p. 236) Qankara is undecided whether

the Pranas are to be regarded as of the same nature as, or

as different from the elements ; in the former case, he thinks,

they must have originated (in the creation at the beginning

of each Kalpa) at the same time as the elements, in the latter

before and after them; at any rate it is certain, he says, that

they, like the elements, have arisen from Brahman.— The
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328 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

verbose treatment which he deals out to our question in the

others passage, 2, 4, 1—4, does not bring us much further,

for the essential content of his explanation is limited to the

following: the question is whether the Pranas had an origin

or not (p. 701, 6), for passages can be cited in support of both

assumptions (p. 701, 7. 702, 1); one may not however therefore

take the origin of the Pranas in a figurative {gaum) sense

(p. 702, 7); on the contrary they are sprung from Brahman

just as much as the rest of the world (p. 703, 11), for the

Scripture teaches this expressly (p. 704, 7). If on the other

hand the Scripture (Qatapathabr. 6, 1, 1, 1) makes them exist

before the origin [of the world], they are for all that not

absolutely primordial in their nature (mula-prakriti) but only

relatively so (avdntara-prakriti) viz. with respect to what has

originated in its turn from them (p. 706, 6). "Whether their

origin from the elements as taught Chand. 6, 6, 5 (above

p. 263) is to be talten literally or figuratively (p. 708, 5), it

follows in any case from it that they like all else have arisen

from Brahman (p. 708, 9).

But this is in no way a satisfactory settlement of the

question. For the Pranas exist, like the subtle body which

carries them, as long as Samsara endures (p. 1096, 11), and

they accompany the soul inseparably even if it should enter

a plant (p. 1096, 14), in which case Manas and Indriyas natur-

ally cannot unfold themselves; now Samsara exists, as we have

seen many times already, from eternity; therefore the soul

must have been equipped with the psychic organism of the

Pranas from eternity too. Our author is everywhere only

concerned to reconcile this eternal existence of the individual

soul and its psychic apparatus with the entering into and

origin from Brahman, taught by the Scripture of all that

exists; this he does by making the soul continue in Brahman
in the form of seed (vtja-dtmand) or potentially {gakti-dtmand)

which makes its destruction and origin merely apparent;—but

these Vedic apologetics have far less interest for us than the

question as to the relation between the eyes and ears, hands

and feet, etc., which wander forth with the soul and exist for

ever, aad the material parts of the body which bear these
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XXVII. The Organs of the Sod. 329

names and originate and perish with the body.—Qankara gives

a hint to guide us in solving the question when he, as we

shall see, declares repeatedly that the function (vritti), not the

organ wanders forth with the soul; that therefore even when

the organs of sight, hearing, moving and grasping perish at

death, the capability (we might say the will) to see, hear,

move and grasp, etc. persists with the soul (cf the passage

from Chand. above p. 185 £f.). We find no further information,

but a solution of the question in conformity with the system

is not lacking. In this matter we must regard as fundamental

the view that the body is related to the psychic complex as

the developed plant to its seed. Since everything originates

only from its seed, the wandering soul must necessarily, besides

the Pranas, take with it the seed of the gross body in the

form of the "subtle body" which we shall examine more

closely in the section on transmigration. As the material body

is the bearer of the material sense-organs, so this subtle body

is the bearer (dgrayd) of the psychic organs. They must like

the body be conceived as germs which, on entering into

material existence, by drawing homogeneous corpuscules from

the whole mass of Prana-materials, develop into material organs,

just as the seed of the subtle body absorbs the materials of

the elements and ripens into the gross body.

3. The System of the conscious Life: Organs of

Relation.

In accordance with the anatomical theory which makes the

brain, as the central organ of conscious life, branch out on

the one hand as sensory nerves into the organs of sense and

on the other hand as motor nerves into the muscles of volun-

tary movement, we find the Indians conceive the existence of

a central function, Manas, and two systems dependent on it;

vie;, the five organs of perception (buddhi-indriyas) and the

five organs of action (karma-indriyas). In these eleven organs

according to Qankara the whole complex of conscious life is

included.—How many Pranas, he asks (p. 709, 1), must we
assume if we leave out of account the Mukhya Prana (the
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330 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

principle of unconscious life)? Their numter is variously

stated and passages may be cited which make them seven,

eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve and thirteen in number (p. 709,

3— 9). The right number is however eleven.

For there are in the first place five classes of perception

(buddhi-bheda), according as their object is sound, the object

touched, form, taste or smell [as to the order cf. note 97, above

p. 237]; to these correspond the five organs of perception

(p. 711, 7). There are further five classes of action (karma-

hheda), speaking, grasping, going, evacuating, and procreat-

ing; these purposes are served by the five organs of action

(p. 711, 9).

These external organs [which are limited to the present]

have as correlative the inner organ (antahkaranam) or Manas

(the two expressions are for Qankara completely interchange-

able cf. 711, 4. 21, 4. 666, 5) which extends (p. 711, 10) to past,

present and future (p. 723, 9); "by division of the functions some

"distinguish Manas, Buddhl, Ahamkdra, Cittam" (p. 711, 11);

— "this inner organ which serves the soul as.Upadhi is here

"and there variously termed Manas, Buddhi, Vijndnam, Cittam;

"others even distinguish separate functions and term the

"faculty of reflection (samgaya, p. 340, 6 vikalpa) Manas, that

"of decision (nigcaya, p. 340, 7 adhyavasdya) Buddhi" (p. 666, 7).

Qankara mentions these different views without refuting them

but also without making use of them; for him there is only

one inner organ, the Manas; and even the Buddhi is for him

not a distinct faculty but sometimes the activity of perception^

sometimes the mind in general (though it occasionally in con-

nection with Kath. 3, 3 appears coordinate with the Manas,

p. 638, 11; cf. 263, 8. 389, 2. 265, 6. 787, 10. 1056, 1).—So too

Ahamkdra is in our system not a distinct organ but means in

the first place "the word I" (p. 157, 5), then as a synonym of

Ahampratyaya "the idea of the Ego" "self-consciousness"

(pp. 672, 1. 2. 680, 5. 6) whose object (aharnpratyaya-vishaya)

is the individual soul (pp. 73, 5. 78, 6. 672, 1, while on the other

hand p. 15, 2 asmat-pratyaya-vishaya refers to the highest soul);

as subject of presentation of the Ego sometimes the individual

soul {aharnkartar p. 73, 5) is mentioned, sometimes the Manas
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XXVII. The Organs of the Soul. 331

{ahampratyayin p. 21, 5); the highest soul on the other hand

is not subject of the Ahamkara, for that involves activity; on

the contrary, like all else, the Ahamkara (with its perceiving

subject and perceived object) is for the Upadhi-less Soul

simply an object of perception (p. 680, 6). Cf. above p. 321.

As we have already seen (above p. 314) the necessity of

the assumption of the Manas is deduced by Qankara from

the fact that while the soul is essentially an eternal cognition,

there is no reason discoverable in the organs of sense for their

different behaviour at different times; from this would result

that we [in a waking state which alone comes in question

here] should either not perceive at all or should perceive con-

tinuously, unless there were between the soul and the organs

of sense the Manas, "by whose attention (avadhdnam) and

"non-attention apperception (upalabdhi) and non- apperception

"[of the soul] results" (p. 667, 6).

As the central organ of the organs of perception and

action ifanas is on the one hand what we term understand-
ing, on the other hand conscious volition. The ideas on

these objects are not however further developed. Qankara

contents himself instead (p. 667, 7, cf. p. 21, 4) with a reference

to the unsystematic information in Brih. 1, 5, 3: "My mind

"was elsewhere (anyatra-manas), I did not see, my mind was

"elsewhere, I did not hear, so we say; for only with the mind

"does one see, only with the mind does one hear;i'5 kama,

'' samkalpa, vicikitsd, graddhd, agraddha, dhriti, adhriti, hn,

"rf/i?, hM,—all these are Manas; therefore when we are touched

"from behind, we recognise the fact by the Manas."—The

faculties mentioned are explained by Qankara on Byih. loc. cit.

as follows: ^^kdma, desire, the longing for sexual enjoyment, etc.;

"samkalpa, decision, the determination of the character of a

"presented object by differences such as white, black, etc.;

''vicikitsd, doubt; graddhd, belief, the perception of the existence

"of invisible objects, e.g. the gods, by their effects; agraddkd,

"disbelief, the contrary; dhriti, steadiness, keeping oneself up-

'15 Cf. Epicharmos in Plut. Mor. p. 961 A:

Noij; 6p^ xal vous axouei, xaXXa xcutpd xal T'jtfXa.
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332 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"right when the body is tired; adhriti, the opposite; hri,

"shame; dh% cognition; hhi, fear."

The Prams mentioned (Manas, Buddhi-indriyas, and Karma-

indriyas) are minute {anu) which means that they are 1) subtle

{sukshma), 2) limited (paricchinna), but not that they are of

atomic size (paramdnu-tulya), "because in this case the per-

"vading of the whole body would be impossible." ii* Their

subtlety is deducible from the fact that otherwise (if they were

sthula, coarse, material) they would necessarily be seen at the

time of death, when the soul passes from the body, by the

bystanders, just as a snake is seen which glides from its hole

(p. 715, 6); and they must be limited and not (like the soul

free from Upddhis) infinitely great, because for the infinitely

great no passing, going and return would be possible (p. 715, 7).

"If you maintain that the infinitely great can by reason of

"its function (vritti) be at a given spot in the body, we must

"remark that the organs [of the soul] are altogether mere

"functions; for the function or whatever it is, that brings about

"perception we call an organ; the dispute is therefore only

"about names and the assumption of omnipresence a purpose-

"less one" [the Pranas enter into the question only in respect

of what they are in the body, even if we call them here organs

or functions, and assume as their bearers infinitely great or-

gans]. Therefore the Pranas are to be regarded as the functions

or faculties of seeing, hearing, feeling, grasping, going, etc,

which, as they cleave to the soul, are not annihilated at death

with the corresponding parts of the body but produce them

again and again from themselves as seed produces plants.

116 p. 715, 4; above (p. SlOfi'.) on the other hand the possibility of

action throughout the body is disputed, not for the soul of atomic size,

but for the minute soul (-which in the state of Samsara- has the same

size as the Buddhi, i. e., the Manas). If we disregard this and ask what

in the strict logic of our system is the nature of the reciprocal .action of

the minute soul, "large as the point of an awl," and the body, we have

as answer that it is doubtless brought about by the Pranas which stand

in the middle between soul and body ; the nature of this connection how-

ever e.g. of the function or faculty of sight with Manas and soul on the

one hand, and with, the Ego on the other, is not cleared up.
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4. The System of the unconscious Life: Organs of

Nutrition.

The principle of the unconscious, vegetative life is the

Mulihya Prdna, nn expression which originally meant "Breath

in the mouth" (thus Chand. 1, 2, 7 where Brih. in the parallel

passage 1, 3, 7 reads dsanyah prdnah; cf. Brih. 1, 3, 8); in our

system however where respiration is only a part of its task it

has taken the meaning of " chief breath of life." Its primacy over

the other organs of life is a favourite theme of the Upanishads

;

e.g., in the parable of the contest of the organs (Brih. 6, 1.

Chand. 5, 1 ; cf. Kaush. 3, 3. Pragna-Up. 2) according to which

the organs: speech, eye, ear, Manas, etc. go forth in order,

and, when it is the turn of the (Mukhya) Prana, become con-

scious of its indispensability and their own dependence on it.

A variation of the same theme is the story of the quarrel of

the gods (i e., the organs : smell, eye, ear, Manas, and Mukhya
Prana) with the demons, who visit evil on the other organs,

but fly to dust on the Prana like clods of earth on a stone

(Brih. 1, 3. Chand. 1, 2).

With many references to these stories Qankara sets forth

(2, 4, 8—13) that though the Mukhya Prana is also a creation

of Brahman, it is still the oldest and noblest among all organs.

It is true, he says, the Ndsad-dsiya song says (Rigv. X, 129, 2):

"Death was not known nor immortality,

" Night was not born, and day was not yet seen,

"Airless, he breathed in primevality

"The one beyond whom nought hath ever been;"

but that which "breathed" is not the Prana in this case; on

the contrary as the words "without air" proves, it is the

highest cause (p. 716). Therefore the Prana too [in the same

sense as the other organs, i.e., from its seed which has from

eternity been connected with the soul] has originated, but is

the oldest among the organs because its function begins from

the moment the sperm is introduced, if it actually germinates

in the Toni (p. 717, 3), while the activity of the others is only

possible after the auditory passage etc. have originated (p. 717, 5);

so too the Prana is the best, because the other organs in the
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334 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

parable of the quarrel of the organs confess to him: "of a

"truth without thee we cannot live" (p. 717, 7).

What is then the constitution of this Prana? It is in the

first place not air alone, though one passage of Scripture

(p. 717, 10) seems to assert this; for it is, Chand. 3, 18, 4, ex-

pressly distinguished from air {Vayu):, it seems rather to be

a psychic analogue of the (cosmic) divinity of the air (vayur

eva, adhydtmam dpannah, p. 719, 8). Further, it is also not

to be regarded simply as a combined function of the organs

{Manas and Indriyas) as the Tantrdntartyas (p. 717, 12, i.e.,

the Sdnkhyas) maintain when they say:

"The working of the organs when combined

"Are the five airs with Prana at their head; " i"

for if it were no more than this it would not be specially

mentioned Mund. 2, 1, 3 in addition to Manas and Indriyas.

But could it not be the result of the united action of these

eleven organs, which produce the life of the body in something

the same way as eleven birds shut up in a cage raise it in

the air, when they fly upwards? "8 To this 'is to be replied,

that the organs cannot possibly produce the phenomenon of

life, because it is absolutely heterogeneous from hearing, etc.

(p. 719, 4). It is rather included in the primacy of the Prana

as taught by the Scripture, that the other organs are sub-

ordinated to it as qualities (guna) [p. 719, 6. 12; without pre-

judice to their original essential difference from it; of this

below].

But the Prana cannot therefore, like the individual soul,

be termed the sovereign of the body (p. 719, 12); for even if it

alone remains awake, while the organs sleep (Brih. 4, 3, 12,

above p. 190) and does not fall into the grip of death (weariness)

117 This verse, cited by Qankara (p. 718, 2) is found in the Sankhya-

Kdrika v. 29 and in the S&nkht/a-siltras 2, 31, where it has manifestly been

taken over from the Edrika as the artificial metrical form (it is a, com-

plete J!rya-half-verse) sufficiently proves. Further examples in Hall,

Saflkhya-Sara, p. 12.

113 p. 718, 13; this image too seems to belong to the Sdnkht/as, at

any rate it is found in a distorted form in Gaudapada on Sankhya-Kar.

29, ed. "Wilson p. 26, 6.
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XXVII. The Organs of the Soul. 335

like them (Brih. 1, 5, 21), even if it is called the "absorber"

because in sleep it absorbs them into itself (Chand. 4, 3, 3,

above p. 61) and guards them as a mother guards her children

(Pragna 2, 13) still it is only the prime minister of the soul,

just as eye, ear, etc. are its servants (p. 720, 7). For the rest,

it is on the same level as the organs (p. 720, 9), is like them

an aggregate [samhata, i. e., produced from its seed by the

depositing of corpuscules from the Prana-material] and non-

spiritual (p. 720, 11); it has not, however, as they have, an

object (p. 721, 1) and cannot be reckoned with them as a

twelfth organ; it rather supports, nourishes, and animates the

whole body, as is further proved on p. 722 from the parable

of the contest of the organs.—With this agrees the fact that

the Mukhya Prana is termed p. 161, 9 prajnd-sddhana-prdna-

antara-dgraya "the support of the other Pranas which sub-

" serve the purpose of perception" and that as its task samt-

ranam is mentioned p. 471, 2, and parispanda pp. 378, 6. 380,

12. 732, 6. 1090, 10, both of which seem to mean stimulation,

animation.

As animating and supporting principle of life the Mukhya
Frdna has five branches: Prdna, Apdna, Vydna, Uddna, and

Samdna, which are frequently enumerated {e.g., Brih. 1, 5, 3.

3, 9, 26. Chand. 3, 13. 5, 18. Pragna 3; the three first only:

Brih. 3, 1, 10. 5, 14, 3. Chand. 1, 3, 8; four: Brih. 3, 4, 1) and

are sometimes very differently explained. According to Qan-

kara (p. 723, 1—4) Frdna is exhaling (ucchvdsa), Apdna in-

haling (nigvdsa); Vydna is a sort of combination of both, viz.

what supports life when the breath is held for a great effort "^

119 This explanation of Qankara of Prana, Apana, Yyana rests on

Chand. 1, 3, 3—5 and agrees with Qaskara's Commentary on this passage

in which he expressly defines PrS,na as exhaling (vayum vahir nihs&ra-

yati), and Apana as inhaling (antar dkarshati vdyum). On the other

hand contradicting himself he explains Apdna in the Commentary on
Chand. 3, 13, 3 and again on Pragna 3, 5 as m'G.tra-purtsha-ddi-apanayan,

i. e. Secretion. The former view agrees with his explanation of Brih.

3, 2, 2, that smell is associated with Apdna; the latter, as it seems, with

his Commentary on Brih. 3, 9, 26 as well as with the theory of the

Vedantasara § 95.—A reconciliation is perhaps attainable from the fact
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336 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

[in Indian medicine Vydna is the principle of the circulation

of the juices and the blood, cf. the St. Petersb. Diet. s. v. as

well as Pra§na 3, 6]; Samdna is the principle of digestion;

and finally Uddna is the faculty which at death brings about

the passing of the soul from the body.—We see therefore

that the Indians are not so far from our triple division of

the regulative system into respiration, circulation, and digestion.

Quantitatively the Mukhya Prdna is of minute size {anu)\

here too this means, not that it is of atomic size; for by means

of its five functions it pervades the whole body (p. 724, 3);

but that it is 1) not coarse, for it is not perceived at the

passing of the soul (p. 724, 4), and 2) not infinitely great, for

otherwise passing, going, and return would not be possible

(p. 724, 5); and when (Brih. 1, 3, 22) it is termed "as large as

" a termite, as a midge, as an elephant, as these three worlds,

"as this universe" this is to be understood in a cosmological

sense of Hiranyagarbha (a mythological personification of

Brahman, cf. note 41) and not in the psychological sense; for

in this sense his dimensions are, as the words "as large as a

termite" show, limited according to the size of each individual

being (p. 724, 10; from the expression: the prdna is jpratiprani-

vartin may be concluded that with its five branches it com-

pletely fills the body it happens to be in).

5. Mutual Relation of the Systems of the conscious

and unconscious Life.

Sutras 2, 4, 17—19.

There is a doubt whether the remaining Prdms (the Manas
and the ten Indriyas) are mere functions of the Mukhya
Prdna or are separate entities (p. 729, 3). The former opinion

might be maintained, because we read (Bpih. 1, 5, 21) "they

all became part of its nature" and because they too bear the

name Prdna (p. 729, 5). But this is not so; they are separate

entities, as follows from their having the special name Jwdnt/am;

that inhaling is of importance for the promotion of the movement of the

contents of the intestines.
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it is true the Qruti (Mund. 2, 1, 3) mentions the Manas as

well as the Indriyas, but the Smriti (Manu 2, 89) enumerates

eleven Indriyas, and includes the Manas among them, which

is never done with the Prana (p. 730). The difference is also

exhibited in the fact that in the quarrel of the gods and

demons (Bfih. 1, 3. Chand. 1, 2) all except the Prana are over-

come (p. 730, 12).

The difference of the two consists in the following: 1) even

if all others sleep, Prana remains awake; 2) all except it are

subject to death, Bfih. 1, 5, 21, by which here weariness is to

be understood (p. 732, 2) ; 3) the Pram, not the Indriyas, con-

ditions by its remaining the continuance, and by its removal

the destruction of the body; 4) the activity of all Indriyas is

directed to objects [they are organs of relation] but not that

of the Prana; 5) that "they became part of its nature" (Bpih.

1, 5, 21) means that the Indriyas are dependent on the Prana,

so far as it brings about their stimulation (parispanda); and

for this reason also bear its name (prana) in a metaphorical

sense (p. 731, 8—732, 11).

6. The Cooperation of the Gods.

Sutras 2, 4, 14—16.

The general tendency of the Indians to draw parallels

between cosmic and psychic potencies is also displayed in the

relation in which the single organs of life are brought to the

corresponding elements conceived as gods. Thus in Brih. 1,

3, 1 1 after the Prana in the fight with the demons has warded

off evil and death from the organs, the latter are " led beyond

death;" speech becomes fire and illuminates, breath becomes

wind and purifies, the eye becomes the sun and burns, the

ear becomes the poles, and the Manas the moon and shines.

—

On the other hand Ait. 1, 2, 4 says of the gods who arose

from the primitive man and, desiring a fixed abode, enter into

human beings: "Fire entered as speech into the mouth, wind

"as breath into the nose, the sun as sight into the eye, the

"cardinal points as hearing into the ear, herbs and trees as

"hair into the skin, the moon as Manas into the heart, death

22
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338 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"as Apana into the navel, and water as seed into the organs

"of generation."—In agreement with this according to Brih.

3, 2, 13 at the death of man speech becomes fire, breath wind,

the eye becomes the sun, the Manas the moon, the ear the

cardinal points, the body the earth, the soul ether [in the heart],

the hair on the body becomes herbs, the hair of the head

trees, and blood and seed turn to water.

On these passages is based the Vedanta theory of the

directorship (aihishthatritvam) of the gods over the organs.

The organs of life, so Qankara sets forth p. 725—726 on the

basis of the texts cited, can only act, so far as they are guided

by the corresponding gods; of their own force they cannot do

it though they are equipped with the strength requisite for

their action (p. 726, 14); just as a waggon though it is strong

(gakta) needs the oxen to move it (p. 727, 1). This last com-

parison points to the fact that the organs surrounding the

soul are conceived as a mechanism in itself lifeless, which

needs in addition a special principle of motion. The soul

cannot be employed as such, because it is not an agent and

only becomes an agent Qcartar) through the Upadhis {i.e., the

organs); therefore the activity of the organs is referred partly

to the "inner ruler" (above p. 149), i.e., the exoteric Brahman;
and partly as here to the gods who are in other respects

superannuated. Still their role is a purely subsidiary one;

they do not share in enjoyment and suffering; this is wholly

reserved for the individual soul affected by good and evil,

pleasure and pain (p. 728, 3). At death the gods withdraw

their assistance ; this is all that is meant by the above mentioned

return of speech into the fire, etc. (p. 745, 8) ; nevertheless the

organs themselves, the Prana as well as the Manas and In-

driyas withdraw with the soul and accompany it on its wander-

ings (p. 728, 7).

7. Retrospect.

After the Indians had early attained the knowledge that

the key to the enigma of the world is to be sought nowhere
else than in the Self (Attnan), they asked themselves further
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XXVII. The Organs of the Soul. 339

which part of our Ego is to be regarded as the clearest ex-

pression of the thing-in-itself—unconscious life which in

waking and sleeping goes tireless on its way, or conscious
life in whose preponderance consists the advantage of man
over other beings?—As it seems to us, both these paths were

taken ; in earlier times principally the first by the identification

of the Prdna (breath, life) with Brahman and the correspond-

ing theory of an entrance into Brahman in deep sleep (where

according to Qatapathabr. 10, 3, 3, 6 all organs are absorbed

into the life); later there was manifested an inclination to

the Atman rather in the subject of cognition within us, and

to characterise it therefore as drashtar (Brih. 3, 7, 23. 3, 8, 11),

prajm-dtman (Kaush. 3), prajna dtman (Brih. 4, 3, 21. 35),

prajndna-ghana (Brih. 4, 5, 13) etc., and to regard the entrance

into Brahman in deep sleep rather as an unconscious because

objectless Cognition (Bjrih. 4, 3, 23) or even as a fancifully

elaborated ascent to the highest light (Chand. 8, 12,3); Chand. 7

would there be a polemic of the younger school against the

older and Kaush. 3 an attempt to reconcile the two; until

finally the extreme intellectualism of the system of the Vedanta

was reached, for which Brahman is pure intelligence (caitan-

yam), while the Frdna in the shape of the Mukhya P)-dna

sinks to a mere Upddhi of the soul.

This view which can for the present only be presented as

a hypothesis, would among other things explain the singular

position of the Mukhya Prdna in the system, which on the

one hand gives it the primacy over all other Upadhis, and on

the other hand connects the soul not so much with it as with

the Manas (dependent on the Mukhya Prana). For while

the Mukhya Prdna, suiting itself to the size of the body what-

ever it is (above p. 336) pervades all parts of the body with

its five branches, the soul in the state of Samsara is " the nucleus

"(quintessence) of the qualities of the Buddhi" (above p. 311),

i.e., of the Manas; it is like the Manas "large as the point

of an awl" and dwells with it in the heart in quasi-identity;

from there the Manas sends out the Indriyas as its feelers

(organs of perception) and performers of its commands (organs

of action) throughout the body. In deep sleep, as we shall

22*
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340 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

see, the Indriyas creep into the veins, and these enter into

the MuJchya Pram, and, like the Manas, attain repose in it,

while the soul, united with Brahman, sojourns in the ether of

the heart. This liberation of the soul from the Upadhis

(upddhi-upagama) is conditioned by the cessation of the activ-

ity of the Indriyas and the Manas, but not of the Mukhya
Frdna, whose activity continues in sleep as it does in the

waking state; this makes clear how loose the connection

between it and the soul is; its repose is not necessary for the

repose of the soul, and its activity is without influence on the

state of the soul. It appears rather as the antipodes of the

sold in the life of the organism, as the gathering-place of the

Upadhis and therefore as the central point of all that in-

dividualises the soul and obscures its original divinity. True

the Mukhya Prdna is not, like the Manas and Indriyas. ser-

vant of the soul but its prime minister (mantrin p. 720, 7); it

is however a minister with whom the sovereign is not on the

best of terms; the weal of the land is committed to his care,

but his Highness prefers to reside in the castle of a favourite

(the Manas) whom he prefers, but who is subject to the

minister;—this is a position which may be reached in the

course of political evolution, but it is certainly nowhere the

original state of things.

The matter is somewhat different with regard to death;

here, as we shall see, the Indriyas first of all enter into the

Manas, and then in succession the Manas into the Mukhya
Prdna [in which it already is, spatially considered], the Mukhya
Prdna into the Jtva (individual soul), and therefore into the

heart; finally the Jiva enters into the "subtle parts of the

"elements which form the seed of the body," i.e., into the

subtle body, which is their bearer during the migration.

As this subtle body is related to the coarse body, so are

the organs which pass out with it related to the material organs

which perish with the body ; they are their continuations vija-

dtmand or gakti-dtmand as seed or power; i.e., while eye and'

ear, hand and foot perish at death, their function (vritti), the

power of seeing, hearing, going, grasping, etc. connected with

the soul, wanders out with it (in a latent state) and serves-
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XXVn. The Organs of the Soul. 341

for a new iacarnation as the seed from which the material

organs proceed just as the coarse body arises from the subtle

body. [A. combination of the material of the subtle body from

the three original elements, and of the material of the coarse

body from their triply or quintuply mixed derivatives is not

yet discoverable in Qankara's commentary].

According to this the interaction of body and soul must

be conceived as follows: the Indriyas are simply the powers

or functions of the Karanas, i.e., of the material organs; these

they produce out of themselves and remain in the closest and

most intimate connection with them; these Indriyas have their

common centre in the Manas; the Manas is homogeneous with

them and itself an Indriyam; it dwells, large as the point of

an awl, in the heart; in the Manas, filling it completely and

(except by liberation and temporarily in deep sleep) inseparably

connected with it, is the Soul, which, by the mediation of the

Manas and Indriyas, governs the movements of the Karanas
and receives their impressions; while the Mukhya Prana with

its five branches pervades the whole body and provides for

its nutrition on behalf of the soul; it is subject to the soul,

but, leaving death out of the question, a connection between

the two is not discoverable.
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XXVm. Special States of the Soul.

Thebe are three states of the individual soul which sojourns

in the body; they are: "Waking, dream-sleep, and deep

sleep (p. 799, 14), and these three are also to be understood

when the highest soul is spoken of as "changeless onlooker

"at the three changing states" (as e.g. 432, 12, above p. 276).

A fourth state is dying consisting in a passing out of the

body (p. 799, 15); we have further swooning, which is how-

ever not to be reckoned as a fifth state because it is only au

occasional and exceptional phenomenon, which is in the sphere

of the healing art (p. 802, 13).

We shall now consider these three states on the basis of

the material afforded by the appendix 3, 2, 1^10 supplement-

ary to the Psychology, prefixing a brief definition of them from

p. 107, 12ff.: "the soul is awake, when, in consequence of its

" connection with the various Upadhis [the ten Indriyas] which

" proceed from the Manas, it apprehends sensuous objects and

"examines their differences;—when, modified by the impress-

" ions 120 of these, it sees dream-pictures, it is [occasionally,

"t)i>. Ohand. 6, 8, 2, above p. 263) described by the word Manas
" [in the dream-state the senses repose, while the Manas remains

"active, above p. 320]; in the state of deep sleep in which the

"two kinds of Upadhis [Indriyas and Manas, or, as Govinda

"maintains: the coarse and fine] are in repose, and the differ-

"ences conditioned by the JJpddhis cease to exist, the soul is

"as it were dissolved (pralina) in its own self and therefore

150 The dream-pictures have ae cause the impressions (vdsand) of the

waking state; of. p. 788, 11: jdgarita-prabhava-vasan&-mmittatvdt tu svap-

nas!/a; p. 270, 8: tad-vdsanci-nimittanf ca svajmdn nddt-caro 'nuhkHya.
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XXVIII. Special States of the Soul. 343

"it is said: it has entered into itself (Ohand. 6, 8, 1, above

"p. 263)."

1. Dream-Sleep.

Sutras 3, 2, 1—6.

In the principal passage, Brih. 4, 3 (a knoAvledge of which

from Chap. XII, 4, above p. 189 we shall in what follows

assume in the reader) it is said: "there are no chariots, no

"teams, no roads, but he creates for himself chariots, teams,

"and roads." The question is (p. 778, 7) whether a real

creation is here to be understood or one depending on illusion

(maya).

The first view might be taken, for it is said: "he creates;"

and further: "for he is the creator" (p. 779, 6). Moreover

another passage (Kath. 5, 8) says of dream-sleep

:

"The spirit that in the sleeper never tires

"And gives the form he will to his desires,

"He is the Brahman, he the stainless one,

"Immortal is his name.

"And all the spheres

"Repose in him; beyond him there is none."

It might be imagined that by wishes here as before (Kath.

1, 23—24) real objects are to be understood, and that by

the creating spirit (Kath. 2, 14) the world-creating highest

Soul (prdjna) is meant (p. 780, 1. 5), so that the dream-creation

is to be conceived as real just as much as the actual creation

(p. 780, 10).

To this is to be replied: the dream- creation is a mere

illusion, and not a reality (p. 780, 17) because it is not con-

sistent with time, space, and causality and is refuted by

them (p. 781, 3). 1) Not with space: for there is no room for

chariots, etc. in the limited confines of the body (p. 781, 5).

It might be imagined that the soul leaves the body in sleep

because it is said (Brih. loc. cit.) "it soars from the nest and

"hovers where it will" and because in dreaming, going and

standing still are only possible on this supposition (p. 781, 6).

But that is not so; for it is not possible to pass over the

space of a hundred miles in a moment; besides a man who

goes to sleep in the country of the Kurus and reaches in his
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344 Third Part: Paycliology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

dream the country of the Pancdlas, ought to be able to wake

up there too; but in reality he always wakes in the country

of the Xurus (p. 781, 10, 14). Moreover objects in foreign

countries are in reality not at all the same as they were in

the dream (p. 782, 1). The above mentioned passage is there-

fore to be taken figuratively, and the going and standing still

in dreams are an illusion (p. 782, 5. 7). The dream is just as

unreconcilable with 2) the conditions of time; for one sleeps at

night and believes it to be day, and often a dream that lasts

an hour seems like a number of years (p. 782, 8); and the

dream is in conflict 3) with causality; for one grasps chariots

without hands, sees them without eyes, builds them without

wood; besides their existence is refuted by the awakening

(cf. above p. 247), and not by this alone but also by the course

of the dream itself, for the chariot suddenly turns into a man,

and a man into a tree (p. 782, 11).

True the dream is not completely illusory, for it is pro-

phetic of good or ill luck. For thus says the Scripture

(Ohand. 5,2, 9):

"For him who dreams of happiness in love,

"Good fortune when he wakes is near at hand;"

while (according to Ait. ar. 3, 2, 4, 17) a black man with black

teeth indicates a speedy death (p. 783, 7). Again those skilled

in dream-books (svapna-adhyaya p. 783, 10) explain the dream,

when they for example teach that riding on an elephant is a

foretoken of riches, and on a donkey of poverty. Here what

is presaged is true, but what presages, the dream namely, is

not true (p. 783, 14; cf. above p. 270).—Besides it is the pur-

pose of dream-pictures to excite joy and fear, and that as a

result of the good and evil that one has done (p. 784, 7).

Therefore the passage as to the creation of the chariot is

to be understood figuratively (p. 784, 2) and serves to elucidate

how far the spirit is its own light (p. 784, 9). The individual

soul is in the first place to be regarded as the creator of

dream-pictures (p. 785, 3) ; and if the context of the Kdthaka-

passage we have cited indicates the highest soul, this depends

on the two being properly speaking identical (p. 785, 6) in the

sense of the words tat tvam asi [it would have been more
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XXVIII. Special States of the Soul. 345

appropriate to recall the words etad vai tat which we find

not far from these cited]. God directs all things and there-

fore dreams too; but the dream-creation is not a real one in

the same sense that nature is. " Further the creation of nature

"is not an absolute reality (dtyantikam satyatvam); for on the

"basis of the words of scripture referring to its depending on

"words (above p. 262) we have proved its identity with Brah-

"man (chap. XX), as well as that the whole extension of the

"world is a mere illusion {maya);^'^^ its difference from the

"illusion of a dream consists only in the continuance of the

" extension of the world until the soul is recognised as Brah-

"man, while the extension of the dream is refuted daily"

(p. 785, 10).

"But are not God and the soul related as fire and sparks;

"and does not the soul therefore of necessity share in God's

"omniscience and omnipotence, as sparks have their share of

"light and heat; and cannot it therefore at will (samkalpa)

"create in a dream?"

—Reply: the homogeneity of the soul and God is a fact,

but is concealed by Ignorance, and only becomes manifest to

him whose eyes are opened by the grace of God.

"But how does it come about that this homogeneity is

"hidden from us?"

—It is, like fire under the ashes, hidden in consequence

of the connection with the Vpddhis, to wit the body etc. which

are produced by the world of names and forms dependent on

Ignorance.

"But if the soul does not possess the omniscience and

"omnipotence of God, it is essentially heterogeneous from

"Him, and does not need to become so by the connection

"with the body?"

121 The theory of the extension of the world as maya, the occurrence

of which in Qankara is doubted hy Colebrooke, and in Badarayana by

CoweU (Colebrooke, M. E.', p. 400) is quite clearly expressed in QvetaQ-

«otera-Up. 4, 9—10 which is accepted by both of them; from Qankara's

Commentary the following passages are applicable : pp. 120, 16. 269, 2.

342, 12. 406, 6. 432, 8—13. 472, 9. 484, 11. 785, 12; cf. above pp. 100, 187,

228, 254, 276, 277, 299.
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346 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

—By the connection with the body it comes aJpont, that

the soul's (own) omniscience and omnipotence are concealed

from it, and that is why it cannot create at will in a dream.

If it could do so, no one would have an unpleasant dream,

for no one creates what is not pleasing to himself (pp. 786

to 788).

2. Deep Sleep.

Sutras 3, 2, 7—9.

In deep, i. e. dreamless sleep, the soul becomes temporarily

one with Brahman. In course of time this doctrine, which, in

our opinion, only expressed the extinction of conscious in un-

conscious life, that is perceived in sleep by simple observation,

assumed an essentially different meaning. According as the

soul came to be regarded as an essentially intellectual potency

a separation of it from the Mukhya Prana as principle of the

unconscious life and a closer connection with the organs of

conscious life, viz. Manas and Indriyas, became necessary. In

deep sleep this connection is temporarily dissolved in such a

way that Manas and Indriyas enter into the Prana, and the

soul on the other hand is submerged in the Brahman who

sojourns in the ether of the heart. Qankara's statements on

this point are concerned with special questions and rest on

assumptions which are nowhere clearly developed; we must

therefore by putting things together attempt to lay down what

these were.

In the waking state the soul, connected with the Manas,

has its seat in the heart and from here by means of the In-

driyas exercises its influence throughout the body.—In dream-
sleep the functions of the Indriyas are extinguished, for

(Pra^na 4, 2) they are absorbed into the Manas ; and the soul

surrounded by the still active Manas and the reposing In-

driyas (above p. 320) passes through the whole body, as a

prince surrounded by his vassals makes a progress through

his kingdom. This view based on Brih. 2, 1, 18 seems to hover

before Qankara's mind when he says p. 270, 8, the soul enjoys

the dream-pictures which are dependent on waking impressions
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XXVIII. Special States of the Soul. 347

nddtcara, "as it passes through the yeins."—In deep sleep,

as is said in the same passage (p. 270, 9), the two illusions of

waking and dreaming are destroyed, and the soul, freed from all

Upddhis enters into Brahman in the ether of the heart. "What

becomes of Manas and Indriyas in this case? According to

Chand. 4, 3, 3 the Prdna absorbs them and this view is adopted

by Qankara p. 720, 1. On the other hand it is said in the

statement to be given below, the Upddhis (i.e., here Manas
and Indriyas) sojourned in deep sleep in "the pericardium

(puntat) or the veins," which, 72 000 in number (according to

BriL 2, 1, 19) starting from the heart surround the Puntat

and thence (Qankara on Brih. p. 367, 8) pass to all parts of

the body, 101 of them subserving the withdrawal of the dying

soul from the body. This information leads us to believe that

the veins were taken to be the main seat of the Mukhya
Pram; with this agrees the statement that the Vydtia acts in

them (Pracjna 3, 6) and that the TJddna leads the soul from

the body at death by the 101 principal veins.

After these preliminary remarks we turn to the statements

of Qankara, which we shall give in some detail on account

of certain special difficulties.

On the question of the state of the soul in deep sleep

(sushuptam, supti, sushupti), as we read in the Commentary

on 3, 2, 7, the scripture seems to contradict itself; for there

are passages according to which the soul in deep sleep "has

crept into the veins" (Chand. 8, 6, 3), " lies in the pericardium"

(Brih. 2, 1, 19), "has attained unity in the Prana" (Kaush.

4,19), "sojourns in the ether of the heart" (Bfih. 4, 4, 22),

"has entered into the Existent" (Chand. 6, 8, 1), "is embraced

by the Self of knowledge" (Brih. 4, 3, 21).—One might think

that different places are to be here understood, because they

all subserve the same end and therefore cannot be dependent

on each other (p. 789, 12). That is also the reason why they

are mostly in the locative, and where this is not the case, as

in the passage about "the Existent" (p. 790, 3) the locative

meaning is made certain by the connection and context

(p. 790, 8). As the essence of deep sleep consists in the sus-

pension of individual cognition (vigesha-vijndna-upagama), and
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348 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

all the spots mentioned subserve this purpose, it seems that

the soul in deep sleep can enter one or the other at choice

(p. 790, 10).—To this is to be replied: not at choice (vikaljoena)

into one or the other, but at the same time (samuccayena)

into all the places mentioned does the soul enter in deep

sleep (p. 791, 1), because otherwise we should have a partial

denial {paJcshe bddhah) of the evidence of scripture. From
the uniformity of case it does not follow that all (each for itself)

fulfil the same purpose; they may fulfil different ends which

require to be combined (p. 791, 7) and as a man can be at

home and in bed at the same time, the soul too can he

simultaneously in the veins, the pericardium, and the Brahman-

(p. 791, 8). Where (as in Chand. 8, 6, 3) the veins alone are

mentioned, without excluding Brahman who dwells, as we

know, in another spot [in the ether of the heart], an entrance

into Brahman by means of the veins (nddi-dvdrena) is to be

understood (p. 791, 16); this is not in contradiction with the

locative; for he who by means of the Ganges (Gangayd) jour-

neys to the ocean, has journeyed on the Ganges (Gangdydm)

(p. 792, 1). Moreover the passage in question is concerned

with another matter, vk. the way through the veins and sun-

beams into the Brahman-world [in heaven]; and in treating

of this it is, to exalt the veins, mentioned that no evil touches

him who has entered by them [into the heart], and that because,

as Chand. 6, 8, 3 says, "he has thus become one with heat"

(p. 792, 5). By heat (tejas) is here to be understood either

the juice (pittam) in the veins that surrounds the organs of

cognition (p. 792, 6) or Brahman; for (p. 792, 11) that it cannot

be touched by evil agrees with the facts of the Brahman-
world [in the heart, cf. above p. 164) while the complex of

veins issues (anugata) in Brahman, as the place of deep sleep.

So too the pericardium is in close relationship (anuguna

p. 793, 4) with the place of deep sleep. Eor the envelope of

the heart is termed pericardium, puritat; what is in the heart

is also in the puritat, just as what is in a town is surrounded

by the walls of the town (p. 793, 8). Of the three places of

deep sleep, veins, pericardium and Brahman, the two first are

therefore only to be regarded as entrances (p. 793, 13). "The
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XXViri. Special States of the Soul, 349

" veins too, oi- the Puritat are only the receptacle of the Upddhis

"of the soul; in them its organs sojourn [probably only the

^^Indriyas, and if a removal from its natural position be

"assumed, the Manas]. For apart from the connection with

"the UpMhis, the soul in itself (svatas) needs no receptacle

"but in its non-difference from Brahman reposes in its own
"majesty" (Chand. 7, 24, 1), and thus identity (tdddtmyam), not

a relation of receptacle and contents, exists, between it and

Brahman (p. 794, 2); "true the entrance of the soul into Brah-

"man is never unrealised; it cannot give up its own nature;

" but in dream and waking by virtue of its mingling with the

" Upddhis it is as though the soul had passed into a different

"nature; therefore the release from the Upddhis in deep sleep

"is regarded as an entrance of the soul into its own nature"

(p. 794, 7). The aim of deep sleep, the suspension of individual

cognition, would not be attained by a mere entrance into

veins and Puritat, for (p. 794, 14) they involve plurality (bheda-

vishaya); and "where a plurality as it were exists, one sees

"the other," as the scripture (Brih. 4, 5, 15) says. True sus-

pension of cognition can be effected by the great distance of

the objects but only where the subject is limited, which is

not the case with the soul, if the Upddhis are left out of

account (p. 795, 2); if however a removal of the Upddhis is

meant it is just this release from them of which we are speak-

ing (p. 795, 5). We do not maintain either that veins, peri-

cardium and Brahman are to be regarded as possessed of

equal rights; for the two first do not come in question at

all (p. 795, 8); the important thing is that Brahman is un-

changeably the place of deep sleep, and that the Brahman-
hood of the soul is adhered to, and a release in deep

sleep from the activity of the waking and dream states

(p. 795, 12).

Just as deep sleep is an entrance into Brahman, so awak-

ing out of it is a withdrawal from him (p. 795, 15).

But how is it possible, if deep sleep is a complete union

with Brahman, that each soul on awaking finds its way back

to its individuality? If a drop of water is poured into a body

of water and a drop taken from it again, it can hardly be
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350 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

assumed that you get the same drop again! 122 Just so, as

it seems, must we assume that after its union with God in

deep sleep the same soul cannot return to its individuality;

that on the contrary it is another soul or even God himself

who awakes in its place (p. 796, 8—797, 1).

But this is not so, as Qahkara shows p. 797, 2ff.; he who

awakes can neither be another soul nor God but must be the

same who went to sleep and that for the following reasons

which the words of the Sutram also set forth:

1) On account of works; it cannot be assumed that a

[religious] work begun in the evening and completed in the

morning is divided between two different souls; and that ati-

;prasangdt "because too much would follow from it;" to wit

that then to every one could be apportioned the works of

another and be imputed to him at the retribution.

3) On account of remembrance; for one remembers when

one wakes: "I saw this and this yesterday" and "I am so

and so." This continuity of the consciousness of external

objects and the Self proves that the same soul awakes as

went to sleep.

3) On account of the text of scripture; "then it hurries

"back according to the entrance, according to the place, into

"the waking state" (Brih. 4, 3, 34);—"all these creatures go day

"by day into the Brahman-world and yet do not discover it"

(Chand. 8, 3, 2);
—"therefore of a truth, dear one, when all these

•22 The question raised above is explicable from the view that the

soul as such is a completely indifferent principle, i. «. like God himself

(chap. XIV, 3) nirvigesha without any difference, and that therefore all its

individuality is to be sought in its empirical existential form. But

wherein is this individuality to be found?—Not in the Upddhis for they

are only a mechanical apparatus, in themselves dead, which are alike an

attribute of all. Therefore if the individual character can neither be

found in the soul as such, nor in its Upddhis, it must be discoverable

in some tertium quid, and this is moral determination, which we here

characterise by three expressions from Brih. 4, 4, 2 : vidya, karman, punia-

prajnd (or as we preferred to say above p. 193 apitrvaprajna), know-
ledge, works, and previous (or newly acquired) experience. We
return later (p. 374ff.) to this question; here we had to anticipate it to

make what follows intelligible.
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XXVIII. Special States of tlie Soul. 351

"creatures proceed out of the Existent again, do they not

"know that they proceed out of the Existent again; whether

"they are tigers here, or lions, or wolves, or boars, or worms,

"or birds, or midges, or gnats, whatever they may be, that

"they become again" (Chand. 6, 10, 2).

4) On account of the precepts as to knowledge and works,

which in the absence of personal identity would become in-

valid; for otherwise deep sleep would mean complete liberation,

and what would become then of the works that still remain

and have to be atoned for, and of the (lower) knowledge?

So too in the case of the other in whose person the soul

would have to wake, the continuity of his actions would be

destroyed. How can one even assume that any one goes to

sleep in the person of A and wakes up in the person of B?

—

Finally the really liberated might also awake again in that

case [for nothing distinguishes him from the others] and

liberation would not be definitive. But this is, after Ignorance

has once been destroyed, impossible; and from this it follows

that God (tgvara), for whom Ignorance is eternally annihilated,

cannot awake in the place of the soul.—That is; for the reason

that otherwise man would suffer for what he has not committed,

and not atone for what he has committed (p. 798, 12), it is

impossible to assume that a different person from him who
went to sleep wakes up. The comparison with the drop, which

cannot be recovered from the body of water, does not agree

with the facts; for the distinguishing cause is wanting in this

case, but in the case of the soul it is present, namely in the

shape of works and knowledge [in which therefore consists

the individuality of the individual]. Moreover things which

are hard to distinguish for such as we are, are still distinguish-

able; thus the goose (hansa, for a domestic animal must be

meant here) is able to distinguish water and milk when they

are mixed (p. 799, 3). " There does not exist an individual

" soul different from Brahman, distinguishable from the Existent

"like a drop of water from a body of water; but the Existent

"itself is, in consequence of the connection with the Upddhis,

"termed individual soul in a metaphorical sense, as we have

"often set forth; and therefore the matter stands thus: the
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352 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

"action of a given individual soul extends so far as the con-

"nection with a given Upddhi[-comT^lex] exists, and where

"another Upddhi is present, we have the action of another

"individual soul; but one and the same Upddhi is in deep

"sleep and the waking state in the position of the seed and

"the plant; therefore it is the same soul which wakes up

" again."

—If in the course of these discussions it appears occasion-

ally as if the exoteric theory could not be maintained through-

out in the doctrine of deep sleep, the last remark shows that

it is not so. The union with Brahman in deep sleep and

death and at the destruction of the world is in every case

merely apparent, for the individualities continue to exist

potentially and arise again from their seed unchanged; and

this is at the bottom synonymous with a real continued

existence of the soul.

3. Swooning.

Sutram 3, 2, 10.

Besides the states of waking, dreaming, deep sleep, and

death there is a special state, which is different from all, an

intermediate condition between several of them, namely swoon-

ing (p. 799, 12). It is in the first place not the waking state;

for in it the senses no longer perceive the objects. True the

arrow maker perceives nothing beyond his work when he is

buried in it; but he has all the same consciousness and control

over his body, both of which are absent in the fainting person

(p. 800, 7. 11). Further swooning is not dream-sleep on account

of the accompanying unconsciousness, and not death because

it is distinguished from it by bodily warmth and breath. That

is why people look for warmth in the region of the heart, and

breath in the nostrils to find out whether anyone is dead or

only fainting; if both are absent people say he is dead and

fetch wood to burn the body; if on the other hand warmth

and breath are still present, he is cared for in order to restore

him to consciousness (p. 800, 13). By his coming to himself

again we see that he was not dead: for from Fama's realm
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XXVni. Special States of the Soul. 353

no return is possible [though Naciketas in the Kathaka-Upa-

nishad, like Er, the Armenian, in Plato Rep. 10, 13 p. 614B,

gains information as to the Beyond by sojourning in the king-

dom of the dead]. Finally swooning is not deep sleep either;

for while fainting is characterised by interrupted breathing,

trembling of the body, a frightful expression on his face, and

widely opened eyes, a person in deep sleep has a peaceful

expression; he draws his breath regularly, and has his eyes

closed, and his body does not tremble; moreover he is waked

by merely stroking him with the hand, while not even blows

with a hammer can rouse a fainting person. [Perhaps from

observations during torture]. The causes of the two pheno-

mena are different also; in the one case the blows of a club

and the like produce it, in the other simple weariness (p. 801, 10).

Therefore swooning is half deep sleep, not in the sense that

it is a half union with Brahman, but in so far as it is inter-

mediate between deep sleep and death. It is a gate of death

(p. 802, 9): "if there remain works [that still have to be atoned

"for] speech and consciousness return; if nothing remains

"breath and warmth depart."

4. Metaphysical Significance of Death.

This last assertion is of importance because it shows how

the strict predestination that governs life also controls its ter-

mination. The whole empirical reality is, as we know, nothing

more than liriyd-kdraka-phalam " the requital of works on the

doer," and the whole bodily existence is kdrya-karana-sanghata

"a complex of the organs of work" intended to produce that

requital in the form of action and suffering. True the poss-

ibility is not excluded, that the works of a single existence

have to be atoned for in several succeeding existences (cf.

p. 1129, 11 translated above p. 112); and in souls born as

plants such an assumption is unavoidable; for the rest however

the view is that life both in quality and quantity is in respect

of the works of the previous existence an atonement exactly

measured and completely fulfilling its aim. The atonement is

brought about by hhoktritvam and kartritvam (the states of

23
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354 Third Part: Psychology or the Doctrine of the Soul.

enjoyer and agent) ; the latter condition has as its unaToidable

result works which have to be atoned for again in a following

existence, so that the clockwork of atonement in running down

always winds itself up again; and this goes on for ever,—un-

less perfect knowledge is gained which, as will be seen, does

not depend on merit; it makes its appearance independently

to dissolve the existence in its innermost essence, to consume

the seed of works and thus for all time make a continuation

of transmigration impossible. On the other hand, knowledge

cannot put an end to the present existence because this is

conditioned by the works of an earlier birth, whose seed has

already germinated and cannot therefore be consumed but

demands its full retribution. So long as a balance of works

remains from a previous existence, death cannot occur; if they

are however exhausted, life must go out, like a lamp when
the oil is burnt up,—and lead the Ignorant on fancifully

elaborated ways to a retribution in the Beyond, and then

back to new forms of existence; while the sages who possess

the higher knowledge are immediately swallowed up in identity

with Brahman, and those who possess the lower knowledge

indirectly by the Devayana or way of the Gods.

It only remains for us to examine the Eschatology of our

system, to follow the soul on its wanderings after death and

to consider the two possible ways of its entrance into Brahman.
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XXIX. The Eschatology of the Vedanta,

1. The main Phases of Indian Eschatology.

Ik general we can distinguish three stages of development

in the views of the Indians as to the condition of the Soul

after death.

1. The oldest view, that which prevails in the hymns of

the Rigveda, knows as yet of no transmigration of the soul.

The souls of the good pass after death into Tama's heaven

of light where they lead a blissful life in the company of the

Fathers (pitarah);^'^^ the wicked are shut out from it and

pass (according to a less definite and perhaps already second-

ary view) into the " nether darkness." 124 a return either of

the former or of the latter to a new earth-life does not occur.

2. According to the doctrine of transmigration in the

Upauishads, as we shall become more closely acquainted with

it in the next chapter, there are three Paths. The Wise,

after death, will be carried ever higher and higher upon the

Devayana (sc. pantha) that is the "Path of the Gods," on-

i» Rigv. 10, 14, 10: athd pitrtnt suvidatrdn upehi,

Yamena ye sadhamddam madanti.

compare St. Matthew's Gospel viii, 11: iroXXol duo dvaxoXuiv xal ouo(j.(5v

^louoi xai dvaxXidTJaovTai [Aexd °A|3pad(j. xoi 'laaa.% xal 'Iax(bp ks t^ ^aoi-

Xeiii Tuiv oipaviuv.—26,29: 06 [A-fj Ttioj dTtctpxi Ix toutou tou •^t•^fff.a.^zoi T'^s

i^TziXau, £105 Tfjs 7)(j.epas ^xetvTji, STav aitzh tcivoj jAeft' up-iiiv xaivov ^v x-jj

PaoiXeia to'j iraTpo; jaou.

'2* Rigv. 10, 152, 4: yo asman abhidasati, adharam gamaya tamah.

Atharvav. 9, 2, 4: nudasva Kama, pramtdasva Kama;
avartim (the downward way) yantu, mama ye sapatnah;

teshdm nuttdndm adhamd tamdnsi

Agne vastwni [anVi-\nirdaha team!
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358 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

wards into Brahman, whence there is no return. The doers

of works go upwards by the Pitriyana, the "Path of the

Fathers," into the luminous realm on the moon, enjoy there the

fruit of their works and then descend once more into a new

incarnation, differing according to the moral character of the

previous life. Finally, those who possess neither knowledge

nor works come to the " third place," that is, they are reborn

as lower animals or [Kath. 5, 7] plants, without having tasted

bliss on the moon.

3. According to the esoteric Vedanta doctrine, which al-

ready finds expression in the Upanishads, the soul is identical

with Brahman and the entire existence of the manifold world

is an illusion. For him who sees through this illusion, there

is neither a migration of the soul nor an entering into Brah-

man, but " Brahman is he, and into Brahman he is resolved,"

as is said in Bj-ih. 4, 4, 6 (translated above p. 194) ; compare

with this, as also with what follows, the section of Qankara's

Commentary, p. 1132— 1133, translated under the title of

"Esoteric Bschatology" above p. 114 ff.

2. Exoteric and Esoteric Eschatology.

Our system is a combination of all the three views just

stated. It retains, from the first stage of development, the

doctrine of reward and punishment in the Beyond and unites

this with the second theory in such a way as to assume a

double retribution for the good and the evil: the one after

death in the Beyond, the other through a descent to new in-

carnation following thereon and through the particular form

of that incarnation. Opposed to the transmigration of the

Pitriyana is the liberation of the Pevaydna; but both, the

Path of the Fathers and the Path of the Gods, are valid only

in the exoteric, lower knowledge. Only for him, to whom this

whole world still appears as real, can the two Paths into the

Beyond be real too: the Pitriyana, which leads back again

to earth-life, and the Devayana, which, as reward for the

lower exoteric knowledge and the accompanying worship {wpa-

sand) of the lower {aparam, sagunam) Brahman, leads the soul
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XXIX. The Eschatology of the Vedanta. 359

to him. In contradiction with the chief passage in the Upa-
nishads on transmigration, the system regards this liberation

attained through the Devayana as being not yet complete. It

becomes so only when those, who through the lower knowledge

have entered into the sagunam hrahma, there obtain perfect

knowledge, the samyagdarganam. For only the latter, that is

the knowledge of the identity of one's own Soul with Brahman,

brings about absolute liberation, or rather is in itself already

that liberation: hence, as soon as that knowledge dawns, even

here on earth, liberation is accomplished and the persistence

of corporeality till death is only an illusion of the senses,

which when once true knowledge is attained, can no longer

deceive us, even though we are unable to remove its appear-

ance.—Thus a man suffering from a disease of the eyes sees

the moon double and cannot prevent himself from doing so;

but he knows that there is really only one moon there.

3. No Transmigration from the Esoteric Standpoint.

From what has been said it is clear that, in the Theory

of Liberation to which our last part will be devoted, we shall

again meet with the twofold doctrine that we have followed

out in detail as the lower and higher knowledge in Theology,

and as the empirical and metaphysical standpoint in Cosmo-

logy and Psychology; while in the present part, on the con-

trary, which deals with transmigration we shall encounter only

the lower, exoteric, not the higher, esoteric doctrine which

puts precisely in the place of this pilgrimage of the soul, the

knowledge of the soul's identity with Brahman, through which

liberation is gained at once, so that from the standpoint of

the higher knowledge there can be no question of anything

like transmigration. Accordingly the reality of the Samsdra

stands or falls with the empirical reality of the world: as the

latter is a mere illusion, so also are the ideas as to the former

not so much, as with Plato, eIxotss jAudoi, but rather a con-

tinuation of that illusion into the domain of transcendent; the

question remains open however how far our author's mind,

deeply embued as it was with belief in transmigration accord-
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360 rourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

ing to the general views of his people, reached a clear, scien-

tific consciousness of the mythical character of this doctrine

of transmigration. It is true that he declares often enough,

that neither the world, nor the individual wandering soul in

truth exists; hut this did not prevent him, as we have seen,

from putting forward a detailed theory of world-creation; and

with the same earnestness he treats of the doctrine of 8am-

sdra, according to the Vedic revelation and in close connection

with those passages of the Upanishads which treat of trans-

migration; amongst which we must specially single out the

Fancagnividya from Brih. 6, 2 and Chand. 5, 3—10; then the

Paryankavidya in Kaush. 1 ; together with the Upakosalavidya,

Chand. 4, 10^15 (translated above p. 164 ff.), the Daharavidya,

Chand. 8, 1—6 (above p. 158 ff.); further Kath. 5, 7, Pragna 5

(above p. 198 ff.), and other passages.

These and other passages we shall make use of according

to the requirements of our present task; one only among them

need be placed before the reader in extenso, because not only

is it the most extensive monument from Vedic times of the

doctrine which more than any other has dominated the entire

thought of the Indians, but also because it underlies in general

as well as in particular all the explanations of Badarayana

and Qankara in this and our last part: this is the Panca-agni-

vidyd, that is " the Doctrine of the Five Fires," which is found

in Bfih. 6, 2 and Chand. 5, 3—10 in two recensions, which

generally agree verbally, and yet again diverge materially from

each other. Moreover, Bpih. is simpler, more beautiful, more

ancient, Chand. smoother, more modern, more detailed towards

the end, so that the two stand to each other very much in

the same relation as the many parallel passages in the Gospels

according to St. Matthew and St. Luke. The additions in

Chand. are such that, as we shall see, a further development

of the doctrine is recognizable in them. For this reason and

because our Vedanta authors take their stand chiefly on Chand.,

we shall take that version as our basis and make use of Bfih.

only when the latter is of special interest.
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XXX. The Vedic Doctrine of the Five Fires.

Chandogya-Up. 5, 3—10 (Brihadaranyaka-Up. 6, 2).

1. Introduction.

Qvetaketu, the son of Aruni (cf. above p. 262), comes to

the assembly of the Fancalas. There king Fravdhana, son of

Jtbala, asks him five questions:

1. "Knowest thou whither the creatures go from hence?"

2. "Knowest thou how they return hither again?"

3. "Knowest thou the parting of the two ways, the Path

of the Gods and the Path of the Pathers?"

4. "Knowest thou why that world does not become full?"

5. "Knowest thou how at the fifth offering the waters

speak with human voice?"

To all these questions Qvetaketu knows no answer. Downcast,

he comes to his father and complains that he has been in-

adequately taught by him. The latter declares that he him-

self is unable to answer the questions asked. Both then set

out and come to the king who grants Aruni a boon. As this

boon Aruni chooses the solution of the questions asked, and

after some resistance the king consents to impart the follow-

ing instructions to him and says he is the first Brahman who
had received them (cf. above p. 18).

2. The Five Sacrificial Ofiferings.

As in the sacrifice the offerings are thrown into the fire

to come forth from it again in a spiritualised form, so too

the fire, wherein the corpse is burnt, is a sacrificial fire,

through which man passes to come forth out of it again "in

a luminous form" (Bpih.). This conception of the rising from
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362 Fourth Part: Samsara or the TranEmigration of the Soul.

the body as an offering, is also applied by the section under

discussion to the descent of the soul into the body from the

Beyond: this descent is a passing through five transformations,

which are spoken of as five successive sacrificial acts and are

described in detail.

The first sacrificial fire, through which man passes, is the

other world; its elements (fuel, smoke, flame, coals, sparks)

are the sun, its rays, the day, the moon, and the stars. In

this fire the Gods offer Faith, and from this offering goes

forth King Soma.
The second sacrificial fire, consisting of wind, vapour,

thunderbolt, and hail, is Parjanya, that is, here: the storm

cloud; in this fire the Gods offer king Soma, and from this

offering goes forth Rain.

The third sacrificial fire, consisting of the year (that is

time), space, night, and the cardinal points is the Earth
(Brih.: this world); in this fire the Gods offer rain, and from

this offering goes forth Food.
The fourth sacrificial fire, consisting of speech, breath,

tongue, eye, ear, is Man; in this fire the Gods offer Food,

and from this offering goes forth the Seed.

The fifth sacrificial fire, consisting of the generative organs

and functions of woman, is Woman; in this fire the Gods

offer the seed, and from this offering goes forth the Embryo.
" Thus it happens that at the fifth offering the waters [one

"may understand by this either the subtle body or the

"moral character; of this, later] speak with human voice.

"Then when this embryo, surrounded by its chorion, has lain

"for ten months or however long it may be, in the womb, it

" is born. After it is born, it lives as long as may be. Then

"when it dies, it is borne away to its destination in the fire,

"even thither whence it came, whence it arose."

3. The Path of the God (devayand).

" Those now who know this, and those others who practise

"faith and penance (Brih.: Truth) in the forest, enter into the

"flame, [of the funeral pyre] from the flame into the day, from
" the day into the light half of the month, from the light half
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XXX. The Vedic Doctrine of the Five Kres. 363

"of the month into the summer months [literally: into the six

"months in which the sun journeys northwards], from the

"months into the year, from the year into the sun (Brih.: the

"world of the Gods), from the sun into the moon, from the

"moon into the lightning—there indeed is a man, who is not

"as a human being, he leads them to Brahman." (Addition

in Bfih. : "there in the world of Brahman they dwell far, far

"away. For such there is no return.")

"This is the Path of the Gods."

4. The Path of the Fathers (pitripdna).

"On the other hand, those who [only] practise sacrifices,

"pious deeds, and alms -giving in the village (Brih.-. who

"through offerings, alms, and penance gain heaven), these

"enter into the smoke [of the funeral pyre], from the smoke

"into the night, from the night into the other [dark] half of

"the month, from the other half of the month into the six

"winter months [literally: the six months, in which the sun

"journeys southwards]; these do not reach the year, but pass

"from the months into the world of the Fathers, from the

"world of the Fathers into the Aka§a, from the Akaga into

"the moon, who is King Soma, therefore he is the sustenance

"of the Gods, him the Gods enjoy." (Otherwise Brih.: "When
"they have attained to the moon, they become food; in that

"place, just as one enjoys King Soma with the words: 'swell

"'up and shrink,' 125 so also are they enjoyed by the Gods.")

>25 1. The Soma-plant is placed in water which makes it swell; then

it is pressed, which makes it shrink and the Soma-drink trickles out.

—

2. To this earthly Soma corresponds as a heavenly Soma the moon, which

decreases when the Gods drink it, and then increases again; Rigv. 10,

85, 5: pat tva, deva, prapibanti, tata' apydyase punah.—3. The increase

and decrease of the moon is however on the other side conditioned by

the rising of the dead to the moon, where they enjoy the fruit of their

works, and their subsequent re-descent to a new life upon earth.—4. A
combination of these ideas gives us the concept, that the dead, in virtue

of their works, rise to the moon, where they, that is, their works, are

enjoyed by the Gods (according to Atharva-V. 3, 29, 1, the Gods take

only i/ig of the works as tribute), until they are consumed. The being-

enjoyed by the Gods is on the other hand an enjoying of the fruit of
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364 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

" —After they have dwelt there, so long as any residuum is

"left, they return by the way they came, back again into the

"AMga, from the Akaga into the wind; after they have be-

« come wind, they become smoke, after becoming smoke, vapour,

"after becoming vapour, cloud, after becoming cloud, they

"descend as rain; these same are born here below as rice

"and barley, as herbs and trees, as sesame and beans. Thence

"truly it is more diflScult to escape; for only the man who

"eats him as food, who emits him as seed, only his increase

"(descendant) does he become.—(The following down to the

"end only in Chand.) Now those whose conduct here was

"fair, for them there is the prospect that they will come into

"a fair womb, the womb of a Brahman, or a Kshatriya or a

"Vaigya;—those, however, whose conduct here was foul, for

"them there is the prospect that they will come into a foul

" womb, a dog's womb, a swine's womb, or (even) into the womb

"of a Candala,"

5. The third Place.

(Chandogya-TJp.) (Brihadaranyaka-Up.)

"But upon neither of these "But those who know not

"two ways are to be found "these two paths, those are

"those minute, ever-returning "the worms, birds, and what-

" beings, who originate and pass " soever bites."

"away, as quickly as one says

"it bites. This is the third

" place.

—

" Therefore that world

"grows not full."

6. Epilogue (only in Ohandogya-Up.).

"Therefore should one beware! — On this there is this

"verse:

works on the part of the dead; just as, when a man enjoys a woman, so

the woman on her side enjoys the man (Qaflk. on Chand. p. 343, 10). The

person and his works melt into one another in these fancies; more of

this, later.
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XXX. The Vedic Doctrine of the Five Fires. 365

"The thief of gold and drinker of strong drinks,

"The slayer of a Brahman, and he who defiles his teacher's bed,

"These four perish and fifthly he who goes with them.''

"But on the other hand, he who thus knows these five fires,

"he verily consorts not with them and is not stained with their

"evil, but remains pure and unspotted in the world of the

"pure, he who knows this, who knows this."

—

7. On the two Recensions of the Doctrine of the Five Fires.

The difi'erence between these two passages cited from Brih.

and Chand. is, in spite of all verbal agreement, very consider-

able. Penance (tapas) according to Brih. does not liberate

but according to Chand. it does liberate; further the whole

system of the three paths after death is essentially modified

and much confused by the additions in Chand.;—their con-

fusion is increased in the Vedanta-sutras since they go back

generally to Chand., but also to Bfih., so that it is hardly

possible to obtain a uniform and consistent view.

The conception in Brih. is perfectly clear: the wise by

the Devayana enter into liberation, the performers of pious

works rise on the Pitriyana to the moon, and thence des-

cend, as it seems, only into human bodies. Those who possess

neither knowledge nor works are shut out from both paths

and enter as punishment into the bodies of animals.

It is otherwise in Chand.; here too the Path of the Fathers

according to the opening words, is destined for those who

have practised pious works. But this determination is quite

lost sight of in the addition at the end, which distinguishes,

among those who return upon the Fitriydna, between those

of fair conduct and those of foul conduct and accordingly

destines the former to life in one of the three higher castes

and the latter either to animal life or to existence in a lower

caste. Through this "the third place" properly becomes super-

fluous and is left to low and short lived animals, which ac-

cordingly, as it seems, remain entirely shut out from ascent

and descent in the transformation of the soul, quite contrary

to the drift of the Vedanta system.—It is a further incon-

sistency, that Chand. recognises both reward and punishment
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366 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the SouL

for those who go by the Pltriyana on their return to earth-

life, but in the Beyond on the contrary reward only; this in-

consistency our system removes by inserting, as contrast to

the reward on the moon, the pains of hell in the Beyond also.

How it further finds a way through the contradictions of its

Yedic sources, we shall see further on.

"We turn now to an examination of the single phases of

transmigration; and in this we shall give the remaining Vedic

texts in their proper places, assuming on the other hand that

the main passage translated in the present chapter is always

present in the reader's mind.
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body.

Sutras 4, 2, 1—11. 17. 3, 1, 1—7.

1. The Vedic Basis.

The doctrine of the passing of the soul, which is the same

for all, except those who possess the Samyagdarganam, (that

is, for the ignorant and for the worshippers of Brahman
possessed of attributes, who follow the lower knowledge), bases

itself partly on the conceptions contained in the previous

chapter of the Waters, which speak with human voice in the

fifth offering, and of Faith, which the Gods offer in the first

sacrificial fire, partly on the following passage from Chand.

6, 8, 6 (translated with the context above p. 264)

:

"When now, dear one, man departs hence, speech

"enters into Manas, Manas into life, life into heat,

"heat into the highest God-head."

2. The Involution of the Organs.

Sutras 4, 2, 1—5.

1. At death, according to the passage just quoted, speech

first of all enters into Manas (p. 1087, 6); under speech here

the remaining nine Indriyas (above p. 329) are included, for

another passage says (Pragna 3, 9): "therefore, when his

" splendour is extinguished, he passes to rebirth together with

"his senses, which have entered into Manas" (p. 1089, 5). Are

we now to understand by the senses, for example, speech, the

sense itself or only its function (vritti) (p. 1087, 8)?—This

question appears strange, after our author, as we saw above

p. 332, has already stated p. 715, 10 that the organs (karanam)
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368 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

are only functions (vritti), as indeed we can understand under

the Indriyas, which depart hence with the soul, naturally not

the material organs, but only functions conceived as indepen-

dently existent potencies. In this sense it is a matter of

course that only the function {vritti) of the Indriyas enters

(sampadyate) into Manas, while the bodily organ perishes with

the body. The question here raised on the other hand, as is

apparent from the way it is answered, must be understood in

the sense that by vritti are not to be understood these functions

themselves, but only their activity, and by their sampatti not

their entering into Manas, but their complete dissolution

(pravilaya p. 1088, 1, upagama p. 1088, 4). Accordingly we

must interpret the question under discussion to be: whether

at death the sense organ (the vritti, according to p. 715, 10)

attached to the soul, when it enters (sampadyate) into Manas,

is, on this entering in, dissolved (sampadyate) only in its

functional activity (vritti) or in its very essence? The answer

is that only the functional activity, not the Indriyam perishes

(vdg-vrittir manasi sampadyate p. 1088, 1), in the first place,

because otherwise complete non-separateness (avibhaga) would

ensue, and the condition of non-separateness, according to

4, 2, 16, belongs only to the liberated and not to others

(p. 1088, 5); again, because the perception which shows how

the activity of the senses dies out at death, while that of

Manas (consciousness) persists for some time longer, only gives

us the right to speak of an extinction of the functional activity,

not of that of the agent (p. 1088, 10); finally, because a thing,

according to its essence, can only enter into that from which

it arose, as a pot into clay, but according to its functional

activity, it can enter into something else, as for instance the

functional activity of fire springs from fuel and is extinguished

in water, although both are different from it (p. 1088, 14). If,

notwithstanding, the passage says that speech enters into

Manas, this depends on usage (upacdra), which does not dis-

tinguish between the action and the agent (p. 1089, 3).—The

ambiguity displayed by the author in the use of these expressions

vritti and sampadyate is to us unintelligible.
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body. 369

2. The second act at death, according to Chand. 6, 8, 6, is

that Manas enters into Prdna (as the principle of unconscious

life, above p. 333 ff.). Here the same question repeats itself.

One might think that Manas as an organ enters into Prana,

because it is said, in Chand. 6, 6, 5 (above p. 263), that Manas
is formed from food, and Prana from water, while again it is

said (above p. 235) that food, that is, the earth, arose from

water (p. 1090, 4). But here too it seems rather to be the

fact that only the function (functional activity) of Manas is

to be understood as entering (dissolving into) Prana; for it is

only the function of Manas that we can observe coming to

rest (p. 1090, 9) in Prana in one who falls asleep and in one

desirous of liberation (of. Kath. 3, 13) ; and again we cannot

conclude from the mediate (prandlika, found only here as adj.)

arising of Manas from Prana that the former must re'cnter

into the latter, since otherwise it would also follow that Manas
must dissolve itself in food, food in water, and Prana in water

(p. 1090, 13). Here too therefore we must understand by

Manas only its functional activity, not the agent, since usage

does not distinguish between them (p. 1091, 1).

3. When further it is said in Chand. 6, 8, 6 that Prana

merges into heat (tejas), we must note that, in the first place,

it enters not into heat but into the overseer (adhyaksha) by

which is to be understood "the overseer of the cage of the

"body and the organs," that is, the individual soul (jiva)

(p. 1091, 6); the latter (jiva) is defined on this occasion as

"self of knowledge endowed with the limitations (upddhi) of

"knowledge, works and previous experience" (p. 1091, 9), by

which, as we shall show immediately, the moral character is

to be understood. With the latter the soul seems to be more

closely united than with its organs ; for while these must first

enter into it, the moral character clings to the soul of itself.

—

Even though in the successive stages of the entering in the

fundamental passage Chand. 6, 8, 6, does not mention the

individual soul, yet its insertion between Pram and Tejas

is justified by another scriptural passage (Brih. 4, 3, 38,

translated above p. 192) in which it is said that at death

all the Pranas enter into the soul, and that, when the latter

24
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370 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

departs, life and with it all the organs of life,i26 depart with

it (p. 1091, 12).

4. Only after the Pranas have entered into the soul which

is accompanied by the moral character, does the soul enter

with them into heat, by which here, as will shortly be further

shown, are to be understood the other elements also, as well

as heat (tejas), in that sublimated form, in which they con-

stitute the seed of the body (p. 1092, 2). This absorption of

the Pranas into the soul, of the soul into heat, does not con-

tradict the words of the fundamental passage, according to

which the Pranas enter into heat; for if a man goes from

Qrughna to Mathurd and from Mathurd to Fdtaliputram, he

has thereby gone from Qrughna to Pdtali;putram (p. 1093, 2),

3. The subtle Body.

Sutras 4, 2, 6—11. 3, 1, 1-6; cf. 1, 4, 1—7.

The soul with the organs of conscious and unconscious life

(Indriyas, Manas, Prdna) which have entered into it, further

needs in order to be able to withdraw from the body a yehicle

(agraya) of material nature, since without such, without a

material basis, as experience shows, nothing living can move

or stand (p. 744, 9). This basis is the subtle body, sukshmam

ganram (p. 341, 3. 1097, 14), or, as Qahkara usually ^pSLia,-

^hrsises it: deha-vtjdnihhuta-sukshmdni (p. 140,8. 741,3. 744,2;

cf. 1095, 10. 1092, 10), that is, "the fine parts of the elements

"which form the seed of the body.'''^? Ju order hereafter

H6 That the soul takes the Pranas with it depends on the fact that

without them the soul can neither move nor enjoy in the life after death

(p. 745, 5); therefore when it is said (Brih. 3, 2, 13) that the Pranas at

death go to the Gods, the eye to the sun, the breath to the wind, etc.,

this is only a metaphorical {bhakta, gauna) expression (p. 745, 1), which

means that at death the Gods withdraw (p. 745, 8) their assistance from

the organs (above p. 337 ff.).

127 Cf. bhUta-sukshmam 206, 1. 207, 1. 341, 6. (plur.) 743, 1; and bMta-

mdtrdh 740, 13. 14; the expression tanmdtr&ni is, so far as we know, not

yet to be found in Qankara's Commentary.—These fine parts of the

elements, which form the seed of the body, are of like nature with the

seed from which the world after its destruction comes forth anew each
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body. 371

to attain a body consisting of the different elements, the soul

must take with it the seed of this body, and this seed, not of

heat alone, but of all the elements, is to be understood, when
in the fundamental passage, Chand. 6, 8, 6, it is said: Life

enters into heat. For the scripture says (Brih. 4, 4, 5): "(this

"soul is) of the nature of earth, water, air, ether, heat"

(p. 1093, 12), and the Smriti (Manu 1, 27) declares:

"The infinitely minute parts of the Five,

"Prom which arises all in order."

Now these elementary germs of the future body, embraced

by which the soul leaves the body (p. 741, 3), are also to be

understood in the explanations in 3, 1, 1—6 by the term

waters, which according to the doctrine of the Five Fires

speak with human voice at the fifth offering, after having been

offered five times in succession,—as Faith, Soma, Rain, Food,

and Seed,—by the Gods in the Fires of Heaven, the Atmo-
sphere, the Earth, Man, and Woman (p. 741, 6). True, only

water is there spoken of (p. 742, 11), but under that name
the germs of all the elements are to be understood (p. 744, 2)

and these are called water, first, because according to p. 240

above water contains in itself (p. 743, 4) all elements (of which

here, following Chand. 6, 2, three only are named; on this see

p. 231 above), then because in the body, which likewise con-

sists of them all (above p. 240ff.), water preponderates (p. 743, 9).

These waters then, representing the totality of the element-

ary germs, are thus what forms the bridge from one human
existence to another by being offered successively as Faith,

Soma, Rain, Food, and Seed. The description of the last four

as water is readily explained from the preponderance of the

water element in these materials (p. 746, 1); but by faith,

time (above p. 70. 228); they are both regarded as being alluded to by
the avyahtam of Kath. 3, 11 and the aksharam of Mund. 2, 1,2; p. 341, 12

jaffad idam anahhivyakta - ndmarv/pam, vtja-atmdkam, prdg - avastham

avyakta-gabda-arham—jtad-dtmand ca garirasya (that is, of the subtle

body) apt avydkta-gabda-arhatvam, ; and p. 206, 1 : the aksharam is avy-

dkritam, ndmariipa-vtjagakti-rupam bhUtasiikshmam, tgvara-dsrayam (the

material substratum in the creation of the world), tasya eva upddhi-bhu-

tam (only an Upadhi of the I<jvara, not a pradhdnam independent of him).

24*
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372 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

which appears as the sacrificial element in the first offering

the same waters are equally to be understood (p. 746, 6), first,

because only in that way can question and answer harmonise

with each other (p. 746, 10), then, because the first offering,

being the cause of the subsequent ones as its effects, cannot

be essentially different in nature from them (p. 746, 13). "Further

" it is not possible, in so far as Faith, being an idea (pratyaya),

"is a quality of Manas or the soul, to tear it away from the

"substance in which it inheres, like the heart, etc. of a sacri-

"ficial victim, to use it as an offering. By the word 'Faith'

"therefore the waters are to be understood" (p. 747, 1—3).

This designation corresponds to the usage of the Yeda (Taitt.

saiph. 1, 6, 8, 1: graddhd vd' dpah), and is explained by the

fact, that the waters as seeds of the body assume a subtlety

like that of faith (p. 747, 5), somewhat as one might call a

hero of lion-like courage, a lion (p. 747, 6).—We shall see

shortly, how our author brings himself into palpable contra-

diction with this express explanation of "faith" as the element-

ary seed of the body.

This "subtle body," forming the seed of the body,—

subtle, because it departs through the veins (p. 1097, 7)—has,

according to its essential nature, on one hand extension

(tanutvam) and so the capacity of locomotion (p. 1097, 8), on

the other, however, transparency (svacchatvam), in virtue of

which it meets with no obstacle in departing and also is not

seen by those standing round (p. 1097, 8). The bodily warmth

proceeds from it (p. 1097, 14; otherwise Chand. 3, 13, 8, trans-

lated above p. 169); hence during life the body feels warm to

the touch, after death on the contrary cold, while in other

respects the body is yet unchanged (p. 1098, 1). Finally, it is

owing to the subtle nature of this body, that it is not also in-

jured when the (gross) body is injured : for example (p. 1097, 11)

by burning (by which we must naturally not think of the burn-

ing of the corpse).

Sutram 4, 2, 8: ^^ Until the entrance, because of the declar-

ation as to Samsara."— Commentary: "When further on in

"the text (Chand. 6, 8, 6, above p. 367) it is said: 'the heat

"'enters into the highest Godhead,' this means that the
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body. 373

" above-mentioned heat [meaning the subtle body] accompanied

"by the Onlooker, by Prana, and the host of the organs and
"united with the other elements, enters at death into the

"highest Godhead. But of what kind is this entrance? this

"is to be considered. One might think it to be a final dis-

" solution of the own being in the highest Godhead, from
" which it came forth; for the origin of all existence, of all

" that has become bodily is, as we have established, the highest

"Godhead; and thus also this entering into non-separateness

"would be final.—To this we reply: this subtle body formed

"out of heat, etc., as it is the bearer of the organs, ear, etc.,

"continues to exist until the entrance, until liberation from

"Samsara, as that liberation follows upon the perfect know-

" ledge; because of the declaration as to Samsara, as it is given

"in the words (Kath. 5, 7):

"The one attains a mother's womb and takes a human form,

"Another animates a plant, as deeds and knowledge fate."

"For otherwise mere dying would be for everyone a dissolution

"of the Upadhis and a final entrance into Brahman; but then

"the Canon of Law would be purposeless, and equally so the

"Canon of Knowledge. But bondage has its ground in false

" knowledge and can therefore be loosed in no other way than

"by perfect knowledge. Hence, in spite of its origin from it,

"this entrance of the soul there into the Existent, like that in

•"deep sleep and at the dissolution of the world, is such that

"a seed remains over and persists" (p. 1096, 3—1097, 3).

—In reality this entrance into Brahman, retained for the

sake of the Vedic texts, is a mere passing through Brahman,

and not even that: for the system, as such, knows nothing of

it, but makes the souls pass immediately after death either

by the Pitriydna to the moon, or into hell, or finally by the

Devaydna into the (lower) Brahman.

Upon all these Paths the soul is accompanied by the subtle

body: for the latter, as we saw, continues to exist as long as

Samara, but Samsara has existed from Eternity (above

p. 280) and endures until liberation, whence it follows that

as the soul is clothed from all eternity with the organs (above

p. 312) so also it is clothed with the subtle body and so it
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374 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

remains until it gains perfect knowledge, that is, esoteric

knowledge. On the other hand, the exoteric knowledge, as it

leads upwards into the lower Brahman by the Devayana, does

not free the soul from the subtle body. True, as this subtle

body is a support of the soul by the elements, this support is

for the purpose of rebirth, but rebirth no longer takes place

in one who has (exoteric) knowledge, since according to the

scripture he attains immortality (which means that he is no

longer subject to death, above pp. 149. 287), for these reasons

one might think that only the Ignorance (p. 1094, 12) departs

(clothed with the subtle body); but this is not so: rather it

is exactly the same in the case of the ignorant and of the

possessor of (exoteric) knowledge except the difference of the

Paths which they respectively take; the ignorant passes with

the subtle body to new embodiment, the (exoteric) knower

passes on his own special path to immortality (p. 1095, 10);

true, immortality in the full sense of the word is not the so-

journ in a given place and thus requires no going thither and

therefore no material substratum (p. 1095, 13); but the im-

mortality of the (exoteric) knower, with which we are here

concerned, is only relative (apekshika), since he has not yet

burned up all Ignorance; hence for it a going, and, in order

that this may be possible, a subtle body as material vehicle,

are required, as without it no going can occur (p. 1096, 1).

4. Moral Determination of the transmigrating Soul,

(a) Prefatory Remark.

All the Upadhis hitherto discussed, clothed with which the

soul departs (namely, indriydni, manas, mukhya pram, su-

kshmam gariram), are purely neutral, not individually determined

principles, and the soul itself is the same, as, according to

its nature, it is identical with Brahman and is only apparent-

ly different from him through its being clothed with the said

Upadhis. Thus the soul with all its organs is entirely neutral,

bearing in itself no moral distinction,—quite consistently with

the Indian and, indeed, with every other standpoint, which,

like it, places the essential nature of the soul in Knowing

not in Willing.
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body. 375

But whence then the moral determinations, which con-

dition the differences of character, the differences of Paths

in the Beyond, the contrast of reward and punishment in the

other world, and the form of the subsequent rebirth in this

world?

—

We must assume for the departing soul, besides the just

described elementary substratum (bhuta-agraya) a second, viz.

a moral substratum (karma-dgraya), and these two are ex-

pressly distinguished by Qankara (p. 1094, 5) under these

names.

Now in what does this moral substratum consist, which

conditions all differences of character and of destiny?

Like all moral points, this important question is very in-

adequately dealt with by Qankara (for reasons indicated above

p. 59), and all that we find about it consists in occasional

references to certain passages of scripture, which therefore we
are to follow, according to the intentions of our author.

(b) The Karma-airaya,

Sutram 4, 2, 6, p. 1094.

In Brih. 3, 2, 13, the son oiBitdbhdga questions Ydjnavalkya:
"

' Ydjnavalkya,' he said: 'when after a man dies his speech

'"enters into fire, his breath into the wind, his eye into the

"'sun, his Manas into the moon, his ear into the cardinal

" 'points, his body into the earth, his Atman into the Aka^a,
" 'the hair on his body into plants, the hair on his head into

"'trees, his blood and seed into water,—where then does the

"'man remain?'—Then spake Ydjnavalkya: 'Take me, Arta-

^^'bhdga, dear one, by the hand; upon this we two must speak

"'alone together, not here in the assembly.'—Then the two

"went out and conversed together; and what they spoke of,

"that was work, and what they praised, that was work.

—

"Verily, through good work one becomes good, through evil

"work, evil."

"Then the son of Bitahhdga was silent."

Upon this remarkable passage, in which we seem to have

the very birth of the doctrine of transmigration before our

eyes, Qankara merely remarks (p. 1094, 6), that it only lays
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376 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

stress upon -works and does not thereby exclude the other,

material-substratum of the soul, the Ihuta-dgraya, that is, the

subtle body, which is spoken of he. cit. The contradiction

that the organs, according to this passage, enter into the

forces of nature, while in our system the soul withdraws them

into itself, he puts aside in the manner indicated in note 126,

above p. 370.—In another respect the circumstance that besides

the gariram the dtman also (according to Qafikara, it would

be indeed the dtma-adhishthdnam hridaya-dJcdgam) dissolves,

while the Jcarman persists, is very remarkable, in its bearing

on Buddhism.

(c) Vidi/a-karma-purvaprajna.

Sutram 3, 4, 11.

Of the soul after death it is said in Brih. 4, 4, 2 (trans-

lated above p. 193): "then their knowledge and their works

"and their newly gained experience take them by the hand,"

—the last, as we read apurvaprajnd and find here already

the conception of the apurvam, which will be further spoken

of shortly. Qankara, indeed, reads (p. 740, 4. 1091, 9) purva-

prajnd, "previous experience" (which in the Com. on Brih.

p. 843, he understands as purva-anubhuta-vishayd prajnd, " the

"consciousness of what has been experienced before"). The

contrast between knowledge and works he explains 3, 4, 11 at

first following the Sutram to mean that the former (those who

go by the Devaydna) are taken by the hand by knowledge,

the latter (those for whom the soul's transmigration continues

by the Pitriydna), are taken by the hand by works (p. 984, 4);

but then he remembers that here it is not yet a question of

liberation (to which the Devaydna also leads), but only of

Samsara, and explains, in harmony with his commentary on

Brih. 4, 4, 2 that the question is only one of knowledge con-

cerning Samara, that therefore by Vidyd is to be understood

here "ordained and forbidden knowledge" (Govinda cites as

an example of the former the Udgttha, of the latter nagna-

stn-darganam), as by karman the doing what is ordained and

what is forbidden (p. 984, 9). By Furvaprajnd in Brih. I. c.

he understands, as already observed, "previous experience"
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body. 377

and explains it as impressions (vdsand) which things leave

behind in the soul, and upon which depend inborn gifts for

artistic work (he gives as an example talent for painting) and

perhaps also for moral conduct,i28—the last if we may thus

understand vishaya-upahhogeshu and karmani (on Brih. p. 844,

5. 7) where however this idea, so important for us, of an inborn
determination of the moral character is only touched on

casually, not distinctly developed.

(d) The Apurvam.

Sutras 3, 2, 38—41. 3, 1, 6.

In the endless chain of transmigration, every new life is

conditioned in its doing and suffering by the works of the

preceding life; these therefore bring about the changes in the

soul's destiny, and these changes interpose as a new moment,

as " something which was not there before" (apurvam), (although

they too, consistently with the system, cf. above p. 322, are

necessitated by the life preceding them). This conception of

the ApHrvam 129 belongs to the Karmamimdnsd school and is

for it the metaphysical link between work and its retribution,

that which persists when work has passed away and its fruit

has not yet appeared. The opinion of Jaimini is thus sum-

marised on p. 841, 6 of our work: "It is not possible that

"previous work should bear within it the fruit as yet hidden

"in the future, unless it causes a given Apurvam to proceed

"from itself. Therefore certain subtle persisting elements of

"the work, or preparatory elements of its fruit, are termed
" Apurvam." Now this conception of the Apurvam is disputed

1 23 On Brih. p. 844, 2—8 : Drigyate ca keshdncit kdsucit kriydsu citra-

karma-Mi-lakshandsu vina eva iha-abhyasena janmata^ eva kaugalam;

kdsucid atyanta • saukarya - yuktdsu api akaugalam keshdncit; tathd

vishaya-upabhogeshu svabhdvata' eva keshdncit kaugala - akaugale

drigyete; tac ca etat sarvam purvaprajnd-udbhava-anudbhava-nimittam.

Tena pHrvaprajnayd vind karmani vd phala-upabhoge vd na kasyacit

pravrittir upapadyaie.

120 Besides the passages cited above we find the Apurvam only on

p. 1139, 5 (on p. 1020, 6 it occurs in its etymological meaning). On the

nearly allied conception of the Adrishtam compare pp. 697, 4. 9. 697, 12.

15. 698, 7. 699, 3. 7. 8. 703, 1. 2. 754, 10. 819, 10. 521, 2. 968, 8. 1074, 2.
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378 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

by Qankara in the passage cited, in so far as the Vedanta

places retribution in the hand of God (cf. on this point above

pp. 279, 323); the Apurvam is something non-spiritual and

cannot therefore act without being moved by something spiritual

(p. 840, 2); hence the fruit cannot be explained by the mere

Apurvam (p. 842, 1); "whether therein God has regard to the

"action, or to the Apurvam, in either case the fruit comes

"from Him" (p. 842, 2).

"We must not see in this passage an unconditional rejection

of the Apurvam, if we do not wish to place ourselves in contra-

diction with 3, 1, 6, where the Apurvam makes its appearance

directly as a well known and admitted conception, in order

to explain the Faith which, according to the doctrine of the

Five Fires, is offered in the first fire, and this indeed in quite

another way than that which we have considered in Chapter

XXXI, 3, above p. 371.

(e) The Qraddha.

Sutras 3, 1, 2. 5. 6.

The explanation of Faith (graddhd) given above p. 372 as

" the waters, as these represent the subtle parts of the elements

"which form the seed of the body," appears indeed very forced;

first, because, so far as we can see, the conception of the

subtle body accompanying the soul, has as yet no existence

whatever in Brih., Chand. or any of the older Upanishads;

then because the Indian graddhd (just as, though wrongly

most probably, by Lactant. inst. 4, 28 the Latin religio) is

etymologically traced back to the conception of knitting to-

gether and means the link between man and the Beyond, thus

appearing to require a moral explanation. Such an explanation

is offered without forcing the meaning: for it is quite natural

to understand by graddhd (which Qankara, on Pra§na, p. 250, 6

defines as guhha-karma-pravritti-hetu) in Brih. and Chand.

loc. cit, the works of man produced by faith, as they condition

his weal and woe in the Beyond; and this very explanation is

also offered by Qankara, whereby he brings himself into ir-

reconcilable contradiction with himself. For after he has, on

p. 747, given the explanation of Faith, quoted above on p. 372,
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XXXI. The Passing of the Soul from the Body. 379

as the Waters, meaning the subtle body, he then immediately

on p. 747, 7ff. explains Faith as the Waters, rising upwards

in the sacrifice, they are the bearers of the works conditioned

by Faith;—thus in the one case they were the garment of the

dead, here they are the moral treasure, which the still living

performers of the sacrifice lay up for themselves in heaven:

"thus the Waters consisting of the sacrificial libations wherein

"inheres the work conditioned by faith, these waters in the

"form of the ApDtrvam clothe the souls which bring the sacri-

"fice and lead them, to receive their reward, into the other

"world" (p. 748, 10); in the same manner Qankara explains

(raddhd, p. 743, 16 as the karma-samavayinya' dpas and again

two lines afterwards as the deha-vijdni WiMa'SiilcshmSini. By
this all the explanations in 3, 1, 1—6 are rendered very far

from clear and the impression is produced not so much that

they originated from two different hands, as rather that a

single hand had endeavoured to preserve two mutually ir-

reconcilable interpretations and work them up into an apparent

whole.

5. The Path into the Beyond.

Sutram 4, 2, 7.

After the soul has drawn back into itself its perceptive

powers, the organs, in the way just described, it then (accord-

ing to Brih. 4, 4, 1) enters into the heart (in which, however,

accordmg to p. 311 above it already is); "thereupon the point of

"the heart becomes luminous; from this, after it has become

"luminous, the soul departs, either through the eye, or through

"the skull, or through other parts of the body" (Brih. 4, 4, 2,

above p. 192 f.); up to the moment when the point of the heart

becomes luminous and thereby lights up the way (p. 1 104, 9),

everything is the same for the ignorant and for the (exoteric)

knower; here, however, the way divides, in that the knowers

depart through the head, the ignorant through other parts of

the body (p. 1104, 10), for thus says the Scripture (Chand.

8, 6, 6 = Kath. 6, 16)

:
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380 Fourth Part : Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

"One hundred and one are the veins of the heart,

" Of these the one leads upward to the head,

" Who upward mounts by that, has conquered death

;

"The others serve to lead the soul elsewhere."

While the knower thus mounts by the 101st yein i3o to tread

the Path of the Gods, which, as the exoteric Path to Liber-

ation, will occupy us further in the following part, the others

depart through other veins (p. 1105, 3). The further stages

of the Pitriydna, upon which Badarayana and Qankara give

no further details, are according to the doctrine of the Pive

Pires, the following, in their order: (1) Smoke, while the

Devayana leads through Plame. Originally in both cases the

smoke and flame of the funeral pyre seem to have been meant

(although already in Chand. 4, 15, 5, translated above p. 166,

the entrance into the arcis, ray or better flame, is made in-

dependent of the performance of the funeral ceremony); in

our work, which makes the departure of the soul occur, not

on the burning, but already on the growing cold of the corpse

(p. 402), Qahkara explains the "flame" (arcis), as we shall see

here after, as "the Godhead presiding over the flame," and

in accordance with this, in the Commentaries on Brih. 1059, 11.

Chand. p. 341, 13, "Smoke" is also taken to mean the God-

head of the smoke.—The following stages also are referred to

the Gods presiding over these phenomena: (2) Night, (3) the

halves of the month wherein the moon decreases,

(4) the halves of the years wherein the days decrease.

We must here think of these not as phases of time, but

spatially as planes one above another, through which the

soul mounts upward, in order to reach the following stages;

these are: (5) the world of the Pathers, (6) (only Chand.)

the Ether, (7) the Moon, upon which retribution takes

place, subject to the limitations, of which we have now to treat.

130 This artery is called sushumna Maitri-Up. 6, 21 ; as also in the

Commentaries on Brih. p. 877, 8, on Fra^na p. 190, 8, on Taitt. p. 25, 14,

on Kath. p. 157, 5 and in the gloss to Qankara's Commentary on the

Brahmasutras p. 1104, 24. In the latter itself, on the other hand, we do

not yet find this name but in place of it paraphrases such as that also

employed on Chand. 529, 7. 663, 6. 570, 5,— : murdhanyd nadt (of. es-

pecially p. 1105, 1).
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XXXIL The Destinies of the Soul in the Beyond.

1. Contradictions of the Vedic Texts.

1. According to Brih. 6, 2 those -who have obtained know-
ledge pass by the Devaydna into Brahman, the performers
of works ascend by the Pitriydna to the moon and, having

received their reward, descend, and become men (Bj-ih. 6, 2, 16,

p. 1062, 1); those who have neither knowledge nor works
become worms, birds and "whatever bites;" by the last ex-

pression seem originally to have been understood not "gnats

and flies," as the scholiast has it, but, correspoding to the

ascending scale indicated in the first-named classes of animals,

higher, in particular perhaps fierce animals, or snakes etc.

2. These plain and clear facts are entirely distorted in the

parallel passage, Chand. 5, 3— 10, as was remarked above

(Chap. XXX, 7), by an addition distinguishing, among those

who return by the Pitriydna, between those of fair conduct

who are reborn in one of the three higher castes, and those

of foul conduct and who go into the bodies of animals or

Candalas. Thus on the one hand there arises the question,

quite overlooked by Chand.: since reward upon the moon is

the lot of those of fair conduct only, what is the fate in the

other world of those whose conduct is foul? Moreover, if the

wicked also go along the Pitriydna, then the "third place"

(first so named by Chand.) becomes superfluous; and accord-

ingly suppressing the words in Brih.: "those who know not

"these two Paths," this "third place" is abandoned to the lowest

animals, who quickly come into existence and as quickly perish,

while the problem whether any transition between them and

human existence is possible, remains undiscussed.
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382 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

3. To increase the confusion, a passage from the Kaushi-

taki-Up. 1, 2, is cited (p. 763, 2) which expressly says: "all

"who depart from this world, all go together to the moon,"

and teaches a return thence to all kinds of human and animal

bodies.

4. This last difficulty our work gets rid of very easily, by

interpreting the passage of the Kaushitaki, without regard to

its context, in the sense that only "all who are called thereto

" {adhikrita)" are to be understood. The difficulty previously

mentioned, however, is disposed of on the one hand by means

of a passage dragged in from the Kathaka-Upanishad (2, 6)

in which, as a contrast to the reward of the good upon the

moon, the pains of hell are added in the other world for the

evil, while on the other hand the "third place" is pointed

to as the place of punishment. These two are not, however,

connected by coordinating the pains of hell and the third

place, but remain unconnected beside each other (p. 62, 7, too

gives no help), so that it is difficult here to escape from the

impression that different hands have worked at the Sutras as

well as on the Commentary.

To elucidate what has been said, we will lay before the

reader the leading thoughts of the section which treats of the

punishments of hell and the third place (3, 1, 12—21), in the

sequence in which we find them in Qankara.

2. The Punishments of Hell.

Do not those also, who have not performed sacrifice and

other works, go to the moon (p. 762, 11)?— Since it is said in

Kaush. 1, 2 that all go to the moon (p. 763, 2), and since the

fivefold sacrifice through which the new body is attained,

implies the going to the moon (p. 763, 4), one might think that

both, the performers of works and the non- performers, went

to the moon, the latter however without enjoying reward

(p. 763, 7).

But that is not so. For the ascent to the moon occurs

for the purpose of enjoyment, not without a purpose or merely

in order to re-descend, as one climbs a tree to pick its blossoms
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XXXII. The Destinies of the Soul in the Beyond. 383

and fruits, not aimlessly or merely to fall down again (p. 763, 11).

Now for those who do not perform works there is no enjoy-

ment on the moon (p. 763, 13); consequently only those who
have performed works such as sacrifice ascend to the moon,
not the others (p. 763, 15). « But the others enter into Samya-
^manam (that is, constraint) the dwelling of Yama, suffer

"there the Fama-tortures corresponding to their evil deeds

"and then descend once more to this world. Of this nature
" are for them the ascent, and the descent [p. 764, 2, droha and
"avaroha, both expressions are found in the Sutram also].

—

"For thus teaches the scripture by the mouth of Tama him-

"self (Kath. 2, 6):

"The other world"' is hidden from the fool,

"Who blind with riches staggers on his way;
" 'This is the world,' he raves 'there is nought else,'

"And then he falls again beneath my sway."

In these words then, according to Badarayana and Qankara,

are meant the punishments of hell (p. 764, 2), while according

to the context of the passage and also according to Qankara's

Commentary on it they refer only to a continual succession

of births and deaths. The Smriti authors also, Manu, Vyasa
etc. mention the city of Yama, Samyamanam, in which foul

deeds come to fruition (p. 764, 10), and the Purana poets

speak of seven hells, Baurava ("the roaring," to be under-

stood like Arist. anal. post. 2, 11, p. 94b 33, or like St. Matthew
xxiv, 51) etc. as the places of retribution for evil deeds (p. 764,

13); and if, as the rulers thereof, not Yama but Citragupta

and others are named, it must be remarked that these latter

are in the service of Yama (p. 765, 3).

3. The Third Place.

Immediately after these reflections our author passes on

in 3, 1, 17, to a discussion of the "third place," wherein he

"1 Instead of samparaya we have on p. 764, 5 samfarapa, which

also Govinda faithfully explains as such : samyak parastdt prdpyata\ iti

samparapdh paralokas; tad-upayah sdmparapah.
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384 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

seems to have completely forgotten his theory of the punish-

ments of hell.—There is, so he develops his thought p. 765,

fusing together the accounts of Brih. and Chand. (Chapter

XXX, 5, above p. 364), first the Path of the Gods for know-

ledge, secondly the Path of the Fathers for (religious) works;

"but those, who neither in virtue of knowledge are called to

" the Path of the Gods, nor in virtue of works to that of the

" Fathers, for them there exists this third Path which embraces

"minute creatures and leads back to earth again and again;

"therefore also (hence: because they have nothing to do

"on the moon, and because the third place is destined for

"them) those who do not perform works do not go to the

"moon" (p. 766, 3). One must not think that they first ascend

to the moon's disk and then pass down among minute crea-

tures, "because the ascent (aroha) would be purposeless"

(p. 766, 6;—but above p. 383 an aroha and an avaroha were

also taught for those fated to suffer the punishments of hell).

Hence therefore that world is not overfilled (p. 766, 7), not

because they constantly descend again, although this in itself

would be possible (p. 766, 10), but because they go, as the

Scripture teaches, to the third place (p. 766, 11). Were they

(the evil) not different from the performers of works in this

respect, that they descend again, the doctrine of the third

place would be superfluous (p. 766, 13).

The punishments of hell are quite left out of sight in these

discussions as they are in the following, where the author

passing them over entirely goes back to what was stated at

the beginning of Chapter XXXII, 2 (above p. 382) in order

to dispose of the doubts there noted. He continues: when it

is said, Kaush. 1, 2, that all go to the moon, we must under-

stand thereby all who are called (p. 767, 1); and when, for

the attainment of a new body, the passing through the five

fires and with it the journey to the moon have been main-

tained to be necessary (p. 767, 3, cf. 763, 4), it is to be

remarked that the process of the five fires takes place only

in the case of human rebirths and not in the case of rebirths

as a worm, a bird, etc. (p. 767, 11) ; as it is also said that at

the fifth offering the waters speak with human voice (not with
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XXXII. The DeetinieB of the Soul in the Beyond. 385

the voice of an animal) (p. 767, 12); hence only those who

ascend and descend go through the process of the five fires

(p. 767, 14), the others, without the fivefold offering, receive a

new body by the mingling of the water with the other elements

(p. 767, 16). Moreover the possibility of becoming man even

without the five fires is not excluded (p. 767, 13); thus, for in-

stance, Drona is said to have come into existence without the

fire of woman, Dhribhtadyumna and others even without the

fire of man and of woman (p. 768, 3) ; and other such elusions

of separate fires also occur, as for instances female cranes

conceive without seed (p. 768, 6, cf. note 95 above p. 226), and

of the four classes of beings (born alive, egg-born, born from

sweat, and born from germs, above p. 239 f.) the two last are

said to be produced without sexual intercourse (p. 768, 10).

—

Only just previously, our author had restricted the process of

the five fires to those coming from the moon; here he extends,

in part at least, even to the animals. A consistent view cannot

be gained from his words.

4. Felicity on the Moon.

The Indian belief, which regards the moon's peaceful realm

of light as the abiding place of the pious dead, and associates

her waxing and waning with the ascent and the descent of

their souls, is a lovely poetical thought.

But if this temporacy felicity is a reward, how then can

it be said, Brih. and Chand. I. c, that the pious on the moon
are the nourishment of the Gods? Surely there can be no

enjoyment in being devoured by the Gods, as if by tigers!

(p. 749, 10).

The answer to this is that being the food of the Gods is

to be taken metaphorically not literally (p. 749, 13), since

otherwise it would be unintelligible that a man should merit

the sojourn on the moon through arduous works (p. 750, 2).

If the Gods are said to eat this does not mean chewing and

swallowing, but signifies the enjoyable intercourse which they

hold with the pious, just as one finds enjoyment in intercourse

with virtuous women, sons and friends (p. 760, 6) ; moreover
25
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386 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

"the Gods neither eat nor drink," as is said in ChS,nd. 3, 6,

1

(p. 750, 7). But that nevertheless the Gods enjoy the pious

and thereby derive benefit from them, depends on the fact, that

the pious do not possess the highest knovrledge, namely that

of Atman, and hence are as serviceable to the Gods in the

other world as in this, in reference to which it is said (Brih.

1, 4, 10): "He who worships another Godhead [than the SeK,

"the Atman] and says 'he is one and I am another,' he is

"not wise, but is like unto a domestic animal of the Gods"

(p. 750, 12). Thus the being enjoyed by the Gods indicates the

inadequacy of the whole Pancagnividya (p. 751, 3). That this

being enjoyed is at the same time an enjoying on the part of

the pious, we have already seen in note 125, above p. 363,

from a passage of the Commentary on Chand. p. 343, 10.
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XXXIII The Cause of the Return to Earthly

Existence.

1. Prefatory Retaark.

OuK System teaches a twofold retribution for good and

evil works: once in the Beyond, and then through a rebirth

on earth. We have already pointed out (above p. 358), as the

ground of this double retribution, the endeavour to hold fast

at the same time both to the older view of a retribution in

the Beyond and to the later one of a retribution through

rebirth. But by this the system now becomes inconsistent

with itself: for if good and evil receive their due reward in

the other world, one fails to see why penance should be done

for them over again in a new existence upon earth; or vice

versa, if the retribution consists in the particular form of this

earthly existence, then no sound reason is forthcoming for the

assumption of rewards and punishments in the other world.

"We shall see how the Indian theologians deal with this in-

consistency (into which, moreovei", Plato also fell), by reproduc-

ing in brief the contents of 3, 1, 8—11, p. 751—762 in the

present Chapter.

2. In B,etribution a Residue remains (anugaya).

The question arises whether in the retribution of works in

the other world a residue 1^2 is left or not (p. 752, 2).—One-

i'2 anugaya, literally residuum,, "heel taps," whereby Badarayana, as

it seems, alludes to the corresponding sampata, "the sediment of any

liquid, which runs together at the bottom of the vessel," in Chand. 5,

10, 5. In the Commentary to Chand. p. 344, 8, sampata is indeed taken

25*
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388 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

might think that no residue was left, because in Chand. 5, 10, 5

(ahove p. 364) it is said: "they remain there so long as any

"sediment (sampdta) exists" and in Brih. 6, 2, 16: they descend

"when this is consumed (pari-ava-eti)," as further another

passage of Scripture says (Brih. 4, 4, 6, translated above p. 194):

" After he has received reward

"For all, that he has here performed,

"He comes back from that other world,

"Into this world of deeds, below;"

and if the meaning of death consists in its being the revealer

of the fruit of works (p. 752, 13), then it must be the revealer

of all the fruit of works, for the same cause cannot bring

forth dissimilar effects (p. 752, 16); and if the lamp makes the

pot visible, it must also make the dress visible at a like

distance (p. 753, 1).

In contradiction to these arguments we maintain, that a

residue of works is certainly left over. For while on the moon

works are gradually consumed by enjoyment, the water-form

of these works (am-mayam-gartram, that is, the karma-dgraya,

above p. 375 which is thus distinguished here from the karman

itself) melts away, through the fire of pain at the dwindling

away of works, like hoar-frost in the sun, or like the hardness

of butter in the fire, and the descent takes place, while a

residue is still left (p. 753, 8). This follows, in the first place,

from the fact that the Scripture (Chand. 5, 10, 7) makes a

difference as regards those who descend between fair and foul

conduct; here we are to understand by conduct (caranam) this

very residue of works (p. 753, 14); and moreover the various

allotment of earthly goods from birth onwards compels us,

since nothing is without a cause, to admit such a residue

(p. 753, 15). Thus too teaches the Smriti (cf. Apastamla,

dharmasutra 2, 1, 2, 3), that, after the retribution for works

has taken place in detail, it is through a residue (gesha) that

difference of re-birth in respect of country, caste, family, form,

to mean karmanah kshayah ("until the destruction of works results"),

in our work on the contrary, p. 752, 5 to mean karma-afaya (" so long as

an aocumulation of works remains"). As to this meaning of /.arwa-

acat/a cf. p. 909, 12. 915, 3. 916, 5. 7. 1081, 1. 1086, 6.
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XXXIII. The Cause of the Eeturn to Earthly Existence. 389

duration of life, Vedic study, destiny, wealth, desire and in-

telligence is conditioned (p. 754, 4).

3. How is this Residue to be conceived?

But how are we to conceive this residue of works, by

which the course of the new life is conditioned? (p. 754, 6).

—

Some think of it as a viscous fliiid, which clings to the

vessel (p. 754, 7) ; this, they think, does not contradict the law

of effect [which must operate completely] (p. 754, 10); for even

if the purpose of the ascent to the moon is the enjoyment of

the fruit without exception, yet a continuance there becomes

impossible when the residue of works has become very small

indeed (p. 754, 13), just as a wandering knight who has come

well provided to the king's court, can no longer maintain

himself when his outfit has dwindled down to an umbrella

and shoes (p. 755, 1).

But this explanation is not attractive (pegala). For in the

case of the vessel and that of the knight one understands

that a residue can be left, but not here (p. 755, 10); on the

contrary such a residue is contradicted by the canon of scrip-

ture as to the reward in heaven (that is, in the realm of the

moon), which takes place without diminution (p. 755, 11);

further such a remainder of good works would only explain

rebirth in a fair form, and not a rebirth which serves as

punishment (p. 756, 1).

"We must rather distinguish two classes of works, the first

bearing fruit in the other world, the second in this ; the former

are recompensed in the Beyond, the latter through the rebirth

here (p. 756, 3). In accordance with this, one must take the

verse quoted above (p. 388): "for all, that he has done," as

referring only to those works which bear fruit in the other

world (p. 756, 8), and the same limitation must be made when

death is conceived as the revealer of works (p. 756, 9). For

why, we ask, is death the revealer of works? Because, no

doubt, this life is demanded for the manifestation of other

works. Now it is just that which prevents those works which

death reveals from being revealed previously, which makes it
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390 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

impossible that works, bearing an opposite kind of fruit, should

be revealed at the same time after death (p. 757, 3). That

all works cannot receive retribution at once, may be readily

seen from the fact that, in the following birth, all accumulated

works do not always work themselves out, because each one

of them demands its own special retribution (p. 757, 9); and

a remission, with the exception of those actions which have

been atoned for by penance (prdyagcittam), does not take

place (p. 757, 11). If all (religious) works were recompensed

in one birth, then, for those who have passed into heaven i^s

or hell or the bodies of animals [and plants], since in this

state they perform no ritual works, there would be no cause

for a subsequent existence which thus would be impossible

(p. 758, 5) ; for we have no other authority for the doctrine of

retribution except the Canon of Works (p. 758, 8).—It is thus

unconditionally true that death is the revealer of works: crimes

like the murder of a Brahman require, according to the Smriti,

more than one life for their atonement (p. 758, 6), and on the

other hand works like the rain-sacrifice (kariri) bring their

fruit in the present life already (p. 758, 9).—The example of

the lamp (above p. 388) does not apply; rather, just as the

lamp at the same distance renders coarse things visible, but

not subtle things, so by death the " stronger" works are revealed

but not the "weaker" (p. 759, 5). Finally if anyone should

object that, if some residue of works is always left, there can

be no liberation, he must be reminded that through perfect

knowledge all works without exception are dissolved (p. 759, 8).

4. Ritual and Moral Work.

As the foregoing shows, our author seeks to solve the

question of the basis of double retribution by drawing a dis-

tinction between those works which bear fruit in the Beyond

and those which bear fruit here. But he makes no effort to

133 Meaning here not the realm of the moon, hut heaven as the place

of rehirth, which may take place in heaven, in the world, or in hell: the

samsara is brahma-adi-sthdvara-anta p. 61, 11, naraka-sthavara-anta 62, 7

cf. pp. 300, 7. 303, 4. 420, 6. 604, 2.
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XXXIII. The Cause of the Return to Earthly Existence. 391

determine what works belong to the one or the other cate-

gory, and he only allows it to appear incidentally that the

difference is quantitative, in so far as the stronger works

reveal themselves first, and therefore in the Beyond, while the

weaker remain behind as a residue and condition the rebirth.

We have already encountered a similar struggle for existence

among works above p. 112; in contradiction to the passage

there translated, as also to various statements in the section

we have just analysed, is the remark to which we called

attention above p. 353 according to which death means just

the moment when the store of works conditioning life has

been completely exhausted.

Now it would be very easy to make the twofold retribution

follow from the difference between ritual and moral works,

the former being recompensed in the Beyond, the latter in

the new career on earth; and it seems as if some such dis-

tinction had been attempted by the Vedanta school, but rejected

by the authorities, but yet without the latter being able to

come to a complete agreement on this point. We shall en-

deavour to gain an insight into these interesting but somewhat

obscure circumstances, by translating here word for word the

section bearing upon them, 3, 1, 9—11.

(3,1,9:) "^Because of conduct? No! because it denotes it

" ^as well; thus Karshncijini.^—That may be so; but the passage

"of Scripture, which was quoted in proof of the existence of

"a residue of works (anugaya): 'who now are of a fair con-

" 'duct,' (Chand. 5, 10, 7, above p. 364), teaches that entering

" into the womb results from conduct (caranam) and not from the

" remainder of works ; for conduct is one thing, and the residue

"of works another. For conduct can mean nothing but

" behaviour (cdritram), manner of life (dcdra), character (gilam)
;

"by residue of works, on the other hand, is meant a balance

"remaining over from the works which have received retribution;

"and the scripture too distinguishes work and conduct, for it

"is written (Bpih. 4, 4, 5, translated above p. 193): 'according

"'as he acts, according as he walks, according to this is he

"'born,' and (Taitt. 1, 11, 2): 'the works which are blameless,

"'those shalt thou perform, no others; what among us is
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392 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

" 'accounted good conduct, that shalt thou follow!' Therefore

" the passage of Scripture which makes entering^into the womb
"follow on account of the conduct, proves nothing as to a

"balance of works.—To this we answer: No! iecause this

"passage of Scripture concerning conduct denotes also the

"remainder of works, thus thinks the teacher Kdrshndjini."

(3, 1, 10:) "
^ Purposelessness, you think? No! because it is

"'thereby conditioned!'—Good, one might say, but why must

" one abandon the Vedic meaning of ' character,' for the word

"caranam and accept the metaphorical one of 'balance of

"works?' Should not the character rather receive the entrance

"into a fair or a foul womb as retribution for the good com-

"manded and for the evil forbidden by the scripture? For

"of course one must assume a reward of some kind for the

"character. Eor otherwise there would be purposelessness of

"character.—J/" you think so, then we answer: no! Why?
"Because it is thereby conditioned; that is, the work done, such

"as sacrifice etc., is conditioned by conduct; for no one who

"does not lead a good life is admitted thereto:

"The Veda cleanseth not immoral men,"

"as the Smriti says. Further there is no purposelessness of

"character, because it also belongs to the goal of man. For

"when the work performed, such as sacrifice etc., reaps its

"fruit, then too conduct, because it is thereby conditioned, will

" also receive a certain surplus (atigaya) ; and work accomplishes

"all purposes, as both scripture and tradition admit. There-

"fore work alone, because it indicates the character as well,

"is, in the form of the residue of works, the cause of entering

"into the womb; such is the opinion of Karshnajini. For as

"the work is there, an entering into the womb on account of

"the character cannot properly be assumed; for he who is

"able to run upon his feet, does not need the crawl upon his

"knees."

(3, 1, 11:) " 'Only good and evil work on the contrary, says

"'Bddari.'— On the contrary the teacher Bddari holds, that

"by the word 'conduct' only good and evil works are to be

"understood. For, as is seen, the word 'conduct' is used of

" a mere work. For of him who performs holy (punya) works,
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XXXin. The Cause of the Return to Earthly Existence. 393

"such as sacrifice etc, people say: 'this noble man walks in

" 'the path of duty (dharmam carati).'—Moreoyer manner of life

"itself is only a kind of duty, and the distinction between

"work and conduct is only the same as that between Brah-

"mana and Parivrajaka [that is, genus and species, cf. 382, 2.

" 640, 3]. Thus those of fair conduct are those whose works

"are of good repute, and those of foul conduct those whose

"works are of ill repute; this is certain."

—However far the foregoing thoughts of Qankara fall short

of clearness, it is evident from them, that a tendency showed

itself to distinguish between ritual and moral conduct or

character, and to regard the retribution in the Beyond as

conditioned by the former, and the shaping of the succeeding

existence by the latter; and further that this tendency did

not prevail in the Yed§-nta-school.—Such an attitude may
seem strange to our consciousness which has been well schooled

in this very question (the corner-stone of difference between

the morality of the Old and New Testaments). We must

remember however that we are here concerned with the doings

of men only in so far as they call for reward and punishment

and thus serve egotistic purposes. And in so far as they are

in the service of Egotism, the value of all human deeds lies

not in themselves, but in what they aim at; and it is in fact

quite a matter of indifference whether this object is attained

by ritual or by moral acts.
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XXXIV. The Descent of the Soul

for a new Embodiment.

Sutras 3, 1, 22—27.

1. The stages on the Way.

The road by which the soul descends is like that by which

it ascended (p. 759, 10. 769, 9). But it reminds us more of

the manner in which the individual elements came forth from

Brahman (cf. above p. 230ff.). As the elements: Akacja, Air,

Fire, Water, Earth, there emanated one after the other in

order from the Atman in progressively increasing density,

so the descending soul passes first into the Aka<;a, from the

Akaga into the Air, from the Air into Smoke (which here

takes the place of the Fire), from smoke—or vapour—it is

condensed into Cloud, from which it pours down as Rain,

as such nourishes Plants and passes over in the form of

plant food into the male body as Seed, whence it comes into

a womb corresponding to the merit of its works, to emerge

thence in a new embodiment.

2. Duration of the Descent.

Scripture gives no definite information as to the duration

of the stay in these various' stages (p. 771, 4) ; still one may

assume that the stay is not very protracted (p. 771, 5); for

after the entrance of the soul into plants the Scripture says

(Chand. 5, 10, 6): "from thence truly it is more difficult to

escape" {durnish'pravataram, according to Qank. p. 771, 9, cf. on

Chand. p. 351, 13 for durnishprapata-taram = durnishkrama-

taram) whence it may be inferred that the remaining stages
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XXXIV. The Descent of the Soul for a new Embodiment. 395

are more easily escaped from (p. 771, 11). The endeayour to

escape which in these words is ascribed to the Soul, depends

on the fact that it desires enjoyment which it does not attain

in these intermediate stages but only after entrance into its

new body (p, 771, 13).

3. The Soul sojourns in the various Stages only as

a Guest.

How must we conceive the relation of the Soul to the

elements through which it passes? Does it actually become

Aka^a, Plant, Seed etc.?—That is not so, but rather the soul

on its descent only enjoys the passing hospitality of the

elements and souls, through which its ro^d leads, as is proved

in detail by our authors.

When on the moon the watery body, which has been allotted

to the soul for its enjoyment (above pp. 371, 378), disappears

through the consumption of the enjoyment (p. 770, 5), the Soul

passes over into a subtle condition resembling the Akaga

(p. 770, 6), and this the scripture expresses by saying that the

Soul becomes Akaga. That this is not to be taken literally

follows from the fact that a thing cannot be transformed into

the being of another thing (p. 770, 8), and that in this case

an escaping from the Aka^a to the Air etc. would not be

possible, since the soul in virtue of the omnipresence of the

Akaga would have to remain eternally united to it (p. 770, 10;

that is, probably: from what is everywhere one cannot escape

to anywhere else). Thus the Soul does not pass over into

the Aka^a, but only into a condition like it; and the same

applies to the passing into Air, Smoke, Cloud and Rain.

The entrance of the Soul into the plant, too, is not to be

regarded as a transformation into the soul of that particular

plant; for on the contrary each plant has its special soul

(jiva p. 773, 3; which, like every embodied soul, is atoning for

the deeds of a former existence, and therefore necessarily

possesses sensation); the Soul descending from the moon is

only received by the plant and takes no part in its pleasure

and pain (p. 773, 5, cf. above p. 238 ff.), since enjoying or

suffering is only possible as retribution for works done (p. 773, 9).
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396 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

Further if the soul entered the plant as its own proper soul

it would have to depart at the cutting, shelling, breaking up,

cooking and chewing of the plant, for every soul departs as

soon as its body is destroyed (p. 774, 1). By this we do not

deny that plants also [according to Kath. 5, 7, translated above

p. 373] are places of expiation for souls, which by reason of

impure works have sunk down into plant life (p. 774, 6), but

we deny that the souls which come from the moon become

plant-souls on entering into the plants (p. 774, 8). Further it

is not to be admitted that this entering into the plant serves

as a punishment for the killing of animals in connection with

the work of sacrifice (p. 774, 10); for the privilege (anugraha,

p. 775, 6) of killing ior the purpose of sacrifice, rests on the

injunction of the canon of Scripture, which is the sole authority

in reference to good and evil works, because these relate to

the Beyond (p. 775, 1); and if the prohibition of killing animals

forms the rule, then the injunction to kill them in sacrifice

is an exception to it (p. 775, 9).

In the father's body also, as his own soul has long been

there, the soul, which enters into him through food, sojourns

as a guest (p. 776, 7), to pass as seed from him into a womb

corresponding to its works, whence it comes forth in new

embodiment for the retribution of its previous works (p. 776, 13).

4. Retrospect.

However full of contradictions in detail the doctrine of the

Soul's transmigration has become through the endeavour to

uphold the difi'erent accounts in the Veda, as also through a

certain carelessness in the handling of secondary matters,

peculiar to the Indians, yet in its main outlines this fundamental

dogma of Indian religion lies quite clearly before our eyes.

For perfect knowledge, there is no world and therefore

also no transmigration of the Soul. According to the highest

truth the Soul cannot wander, because it is the omnipresent,

that is, spaceless. Brahman itself. But this the Soul does not

know: what prevents its knowing is the Upadhis which veil

from the Soul its own proper nature; these Dpadhis it regards

as belonging naturally to its own Self, while in truth they are
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XXXIV. The Descent of the Soul for a new Embodiment. 397

to be referred to the non-Ego and therefore, like the whole

world of plurality are non-existent and without reality.

We saw how to these Upadhis, apart from the gross body

which is laid aside at each death, belongs in the first place

the complicated psychic organism, consisting of the organs of

cognition, the organs of action, the Manas, the Prana, and

the subtle body, which accompanies the Soul on its wanderings;

the Soul has been connected with this unchanging apparatus

from eternity, and remains so, liberation apart, for eternity.

With this is further associated, conditioning its re-embodi-

ment, a variable element: namely works, whether ritual or

moral, performed by the Soul in the course of each life. The
system declines to make any difference between these two,

and not wrongly, in so far as we here find ourselves not in

the sphere of morality but in that of Egotism; all works have

value and meaning only in so far as they condition the weal

and woe of the Soul in the Beyond and in the coming existence.

—True, it is God, who assigns this weal and woe to the soul;

but he is bound, or binds himself, in this by the works of the

previous existence; from these result not only the enjoyment

and suffering of the Soul in the following birth; but also

the works of the new existence depend on moral determination,

that is, on the works of the previous life, with just the same

necessity as a plant depends on its seed; and thus one life

determines another throughout all world -periods,—for even

duriug the periodical absorptions of the world in Brahman
the Soul with its organs, hliuta- agraya, and karma-dgraya

continues to exist like a seed,—and so without cessation ad

infinitum.

To what extent in this the works of one life exert their

influence not only upon the next in succession, but upon several

lives to come, is a question that cannot be made clear from

the statements of our author. Similarly we remain in the

dark as to the possibility of a gradual moral purification of

the character; true, reference is made p. 1045, 7 to the verse

of the Bhagavadgita (6, 45)

:

"By many a new birth made pure

"He treads at last the highest path,"
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398 Fourth Part: Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul.

but how this purification is to be understood in accordance

with the system, is hard to say; for the Soul, and equally the

organism with which it is clothed, are unchanging in their

nature; the moral does not lie in any esse whatever, but in

the operari on each case; the latter can raise the soul step

by step, but always remains external to it; whence also it

does not lead to liberation. Rather it is just these works,

which continually reproduce themselves from the works of the

previous existence, which hold the Soul emprisoned in the

eternal cycle of birth and death (samsara), which embraces

everything that has life (jwa), all Gods, men, animals, and

plants, in which an ascent to the divine, a descent to plant

life can- occur, but from which no escape is possible.

One thing alone is possible: the awakening to perfect know-

ledge, in consequence of which the Soul recognises itself as

identical with Brahman, and Brahman as the only Being; and

thus recognises the whole empirical reality, the Satnsdra in-

cluded, as an illusion.

He who has reached this esoteric knowledge of the attribute-

less Brahman, is at his goal; he knows all that is manifold,

the world as well as his own body with all its organs as non-

Ego, non-Atman, non-Existent,—for him death means only the

cessation of an illusion, which has already been recognised as

illusory, and as unreal, as nothing.

With the exoteric knowledge it is otherwise: he who has

by this recognised Brahman as having attributes, as a personal

God and has worshipped him according to this theological

form of knowledge, after death mounts upwards on the Deva-

yana to the lower Brahman and there at last gains the perfect

knowledge and therewith liberation. This mediate liberation

by the Path of Devayana is called Kramamukti, " progressive

liberation" because it is attained by progress towards Brah-

man or "liberation by steps" because it is attained by the

intermediate step of the exoteric felicity.

We now'turn to describe liberation first in its pure, esoteric

form, and then we shall depict the attainment of the same

goal by the indirect way of the exoteric Kramamukti.
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THE FIFTH
AND LAST PART OF THE VEDANTA SYSTEM:

MOKSHA
OR

THE TEACHING OF LIBERATION.
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation.

1. Definition of Liberation.

(p. 64, 7 :)
" That [entity] in the absolute sense real, highest

"of all, eternal, all-penetrating like the ether, exempt from

"all change, all-sufficing, undivided, whose nature is to be its

" own light, in which neither good nor evil has any place, nor

"effect, nor past, nor present, nor future,—this incorporeal

"[entity] is called Liberation."

As may be seen from this passage, the conception of

Liberation contains the same characteristics as serve as a

rule to define Brahman; and indeed Brahman and the state

of liberation are identical terms (p. 1046, 4: hrahma eva hi

mukti-avasthd); for liberation is nothing else than the becom-
ing one with Brahman, or rather, since the identity of the

Soul with Brahman has always subsisted and has only been

hidden from it by an illusion, liberation is nothing else but

the awakening of the consciousness that our own Self is

identical with Brahman. Accordingly, in liberation there is

no question of becoming something which does not already

exist, but only of the attainment of the knowledge of what has

existed from all eternity. It is because of this, that liberation

is not accomplished through any sort of work, nor through

moral improvement, but by knowledge alone (as the Christian

redemption is by faith alone, sola fide, which comes very near

to the metaphysical knowledge here spoken of).

"We shall now consider more closely Qaflkara's explanations

of these points.

26
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402 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

2. Liberation impossible through Works.

All works, good as well as evil, demand their retribution

in the following existence. Hence no performance of works,

of whatever kind it may be, ever leads to liberation, but only

back again ever to Samsara.— But granted, thus Qankara

proceeds in the passage translated on above p. 112 ff., that a

person abstains from all works, then there would be no material

left for a new life for him, and thus after death liberation

would be attained?—Not so! For in the first place one is

never certain that there may not be works demanding for

their atonement several lives (a conception analogous to that

of Exodus XX, 5); and even if one were successful in getting

rid of the evil works by ceremonies, yet the good works would

still be left, and even these same ceremonies may possibly

also bring with them not only this annihilation but in addition,

positive fruits to be enjoyed in a future life. And, further, it

is practically impossible to avoid all works throughout an

entire existence, so long as the natural disposition of the soul

to action and enjoyment persists ; for actions continually come

forth afresh from this inborn nature, through causes which

are always potentially inherent in the soul, just as much as

its natural disposition to action. So long, therefore, as this

natural disposition is not removed through perfect knowledge

(on which see above p. 317 if.), there is no hope of liberation.

The discussions of this same question go still deeper in

1,1,4. Here Cankara first explains (p. 61, 5ff.) that works

are of two kinds : ordained and prohibited, good and evil, and

accordingly bear also two kinds of fruit, namely, pleasure and

pain, which, in order to be experienced, demand a body (" the

place of the enjoyment of the fruit of the various kinds of

works," p. 501, 3), which body, according to the quality of the

works, may be that of a god, man, animal, plant. But then

our author recalls (p. 63, 6) the passage, Chand. 8, 12, 1 (trans-

lated above p. 184) according to which pleasure and pain per-

tain only to corporeal and not to incorporeal Being, and shews

that, as Liberation is such an incorporeal Being, and is thus

untouched by pleasure and pain, it cannot be produced by
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation. 403

works which demand these as their atonement (p. 64, 3).

Further, he urges the fact, that liberation, if it were dependent

upon works, would necessarily be: (1) transitory (owing to

the consumption of the works), (2) graduated (because of

their different value), both of which contradict the conception

of liberation as an eternal and paramount condition (ad-

mitting neither less nor more) (p. 65).

3. Liberation impossible through moral Improvement.

(p. 71, 9:) "But also for this reason is liberation not con-

"ditioned by any action, that it is not attainable by [moral]

"purification (samsJcdra). For all improvement takes place in

"him who is to be purified by the addition of virtues or the

" diminution of faults. Liberation does not come about by the

"addition of virtues: for it consists in identity (svarupatvam)

"with Brahman, who is incapable of any augmentation of per-

"fection; and just as little by the diminution of faults: for

" Brahman, in identity with whom liberation consists, is eternally

"pure.—But if, according to this, liberation is a quality (dhartna)

" of our own Self, which however remains hidden from us, can

"it not then be made visible by the purification of the Self

"through our own efforts, just as brightness, as a quality of

"the mirror, becomes visible through the action of cleaning?
"—That cannot be so, since the Self {dtman) is no object of

"action. For an action cannot realise itself otherwise than

"by altering the object to which it relates. If now the Self,

"the Atman, were altered through any action, it could not be

"eternal and phrases such as 'changeless is he called' would

"be incorrect, which is not admissible. Consequently there

"can be no activity which relates to the Self as object; but

"if it relates to some other object, then the Self is not touched

"thereby and consequently also not improved."

Observation. Christianity sees the essence of man in

Will, Brahmanism in Knowledge; therefore, for the former,

salvation consists in a transformation of the Will, a new birth

whereby the old becomes the new man; for the latter in a

transformation of Knowledge, in the dawning of the conscious-

26*
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404 Fifth and last Part : Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

ness that one is not an individual but Brahman, the totality

of all Being.—In this respect, we think the Christian view the

more profound, but for that very reason the more incompre-

hensible; for a transformation of the Will (of that which is

fundamental in us and in all being) is totally beyond our

understanding. It we desire to understand it, we can do so

only as it manifests itself as phenomenon, that is, upon the

superficies of our intellect (on which the entire phenomenal

world is based). ISlow the innate fundamental form of the

intellect, to which an understanding is fettered, is Causality;

and in it all human action without exception appears as the

product of an Egotism which is determined by motives.

While the intellect forces even moral action into this form of

intuition, morality also seems to result from Egotism, which,

however, enlarging its natural boundaries as the result of a

new mode of knowledge (Vidyd), draws the not-Ego within

the sphere of the Ego and treats it accordingly: even the

good man (according to the law of Causality) loves only his

Ego, and yet he loves "his neighbour as himself," just because

he has recognised him as his own Self. This is the direct

consequence of the Indian doctrine that the world is Brahman,

and Brahman is the Soul; and we do in fact find this con-

clusion drawn, though not in Qankara and indeed nowhere to

the extent we should have expected; compare the verse of the

Bhagavatgita translated in note 36, above p. 59. This is, we

believe, the deepest explanation of the essence of morality,

which can be reached with the plummet of the intellect (bound

to causality). Yet even this remains inadequate; for in truth

morality lies beyond Egotism, but therefore also beyond causal-

ity and consequently beyond comprehension. Thus it is in

Christianity: therefore Christianity demands, not like Brah-

manism Self-knowledge (destruction of error), but Self-

denial (destruction of Egotism). This is verified by experience

and felt by us to be the highest attainable; but regarded

from the standpoint of the intellect, it remains something un-

intelligible, unthinkable, impossible: pXsTtojisv yap apti 5t' iooi:-

cpou Iv aiviYfiaxt.

Hence there would remain to [Christianity the merit of
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation. 405

having more profoundly grasped morality, to Brahmanism, on

the other hand, that of having set forth the highest attainable

explanation of it.

4. Knowledge vrithout Works liberates.

Sutras 3, 4, 1—17. 25. 1, 1, 4.

The goal of man, liberation, is to be gained through Know-
ledge of Atman, attainable by the Vedanta (that is, by the

Upanishads). This knowledge is independent (svatantra) of

performance of works and in itself alone (kevala) suffices for

liberation (p. 973—974). — When on the contrary Jaimini

maintains that this knowledge is an Appendix to works

(p. 974, 12) and only serves the purpose of proving the im-

mortality (vyatireka) of the Soul, because without this proof

the theory of retribution would not hold good (p. 976, 5), the

answer is this: if the Vedanta had only the purpose of prov-

ing the continuance beyond this bodily existence of the trans-

migrating, individual, acting, and enjoying soul, then it most

certainly would (as Jaimini contends) be subordinate to the

doctrine of works (p. 980, 7); but in fact it goes further and

teaches us to know the highest Soul, which stands above the

individual, is God (igvara, here used in the esoteric sense) and

remains freed from all the qualities of Samsara, such as activity

etc., as well as untouched by all evil; and this knowledge does

not impel to works, but rather abolishes them (p. 981, 1).—If

it is further objected, that even the knowers of Brahman, as

for instance Agvapati (above p. 156) who makes known the

VaiQv&nara-vidyd (Chand. 5, 11—24), still perform works and

that they would not do this if the goal of man could be

reached through knowledge alone (p. 978, 1), then one can

oppose to them as of equal weight {tulya, p. 982, 9) the con-

duct of those in whose case knowledge makes its appearance

unconnected with works; for thus. says a passage of scripture

(Ait. ar. 3, 2, 6, 8): "Knowing this of a truth the Rishis of

"the family of Kavasha spoke: 'What good is it for us to

"'read the Vedas, what good is it for us to sacrifice!' know-

"ing this of a truth the ancients did not offer the fire-sacri-
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406 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

"fice." And Brih. 3, 5, 1 (above p. 142): "Verily, after they

"have found this Soul (viditvd in the sense of vittvd), the

" Brahmans cease from desiring children, from desiring possess-

" ions, from desiring the world, and wander ahout as beggars.''

Further it is to be remembered that the Vaigv&naravidyd, in

which knowledge appears accompanied by works, is an exoteric

passage (sa-wpddhika irahmavidyd), (p. 983, 7).—Finally, to

pass over the other objections, when in I^a-Up. 2 it is said:

"Let him perform whatever works he will,

"And wish to live a hundred years below,"

yet the following proves in what sense this is meant:

"If he knows Brahman works are of no weight,

"To him there cleaves no stain of earthly woe;"

that is, even though thou performest works all thy life long,

yet in so far as thou hast knowledge, they cannot stain thee

(p. 986, 6).— Whether the knower shall perform works rests

with himself to choose (p. 986, 8); no necessity for so doing,

for example, for begetting offspring, exists (p. 986, 10), hence

it is written (Brih. 4, 4, 22, above p. 195): "This our fore-

" fathers knew, when they did not desire offspring and said:

"
' Wherefore do we need offspring, we whose soul is this

"'universe'" (p. 986, 12). For the fruit of knowledge does

not, like the fruit of works, consist in something future, but

is anubhava-drudha, based upon immediate (inner) perception

(p. 987, 1; cf. 66, 7).—To this must be added that this whole

extension of the world which as the requital of works on the

doer, is the cause of the duties of works, is based only upon

Ignorance and for the Knower has been annihilated in its

very essence (p. 987, 6); even as also, by those who live under

the vow of chastity (urdhvaretas = parivrdjaka, according to

Anandagiri on p. 989, 13), Wisdom indeed is sought, but no

longer the works prescribed by the Vedas (p. 988, 3).

But is not the knowledge itself, which conditions liberation,

a work in so far as it is still an action of the intellect (manas)

(p. 74, 6)?—By no means! For an action is always dependent

upon the will of the agent, by whom it can be done, be left

undone, or be done otherwise; every sacrificial work is such

an action, such too is meditation (p. 75, 2). Knowledge on the
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation. 407

contrary cannot like a work be done in one way or another,

indeed it entirely depends not upon any human action, but

upon the quality of the object to be known (p. 75, 4). When
therefore it is said, for instance in the Panca-agni-vidyd

(Chapter XXX): "man is a fire," "woman is a fire" (above

p. 362), this is an invitation to conceive of man, or woman as

a fire and its realisation depends upon the choice of the con-

ceiver; on the contrary the knowledge of actual fire as such

depends not upon any invitation or action of man, but only

upon the object which lies before the eyes, and thus it is

knowledge and not action (p. 75). Similarly the cognition of

Brahman is dependent upon the nature of Brahman, but not

upon any invitation (p. 76, 1). "Hence, all imperatives, even

"those found in the Scripture, when they refer to the know-
" ledge of Brahman, which is not the object of any command,

"become blunt, as the edge of a razor when applied to a

"stone" (p.. 76, 2).—But then what meaning have such express-

ions as :
" Atman truly is to be seen, to be heard, to be sought

"for, to be known" (Brih. 2, 4, 5, above p. 174), which at any

rate appear to contain a command?—Their purpose is only

to divert man from the natural drift of his thoughts. For

everyone is by nature turned to external things and anxious

to attain the objects of his desire and to avoid the objects of

his aversion. In this way he can never reach the highest aim

of man. In order to attain it, the stream of his thoughts

must be diverted from natural objects and turned towards

the inner soul, and to this end serve such commands as those

quoted. To him who has turned to the investigation of At-

man on account of them the true nature of Atman, which

can neither be sought after nor avoided, is pointed out in

such phrases as: "this whole universe is what that Soul is"

(Brih. 2, 4, 6). Thus the knowledge of Atman is neither an

object to be sought for nor avoided, as also its purpose is

liberation from all that is to be done; "for that is our orna-

"ment and our pride, that after having recognised the soul

"as Brahman all obligation of action ceases, and the goal

" (krita-krityata) is reached" (p. 76—77).
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408 Fifth and last Part : Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

5. How is this saving Knowledge brought about?

Liberation as the fruit of knowledge is distinguishable from

the fruit of works in that the former is not, like the latter,

produced only in the future, but is produced at once and

simultaneously with the knowledge (p. 987, 1). In this sense

it is said (Mund. 3, 2, 9): "He who knows Brahman, becomes

"Brahman," as also (Mund. 2, 2, 8):

"In him who sees the One both high and low,

"His heart's strong fetters bursting, fall apart;

"For him all doubts are solved,

"All works are naught,"

and (Bfih. 1, 4, 10): "That knew itself and said: 'I am Brah-

"'man'; thereby it became this universe,"—these and like

passages of Scripture imply that simultaneously with Brahma-

vidyd, and without any other effect intervening between the

two, liberation results (p. 66, 5) ; to behold Brahman and to

become the Soul of the Universe occur simultaneously (p. 66, 7);

for liberation is nothing elso but our true Self, existent from

all eternity, but it is hidden from us through Ignorance;

whence also the knowledge of Atman has not to produce any-

thing new whatever as its fruit, but only to remove the ob-

stacles of liberation (p. 67, 5).

This knowledge of Atman is thus not a becoming anything,

not doing anything, not occupying oneself with any work (p. 68),

is altogether independent of human activity, and like the know-

ledge of every other object, it also is dependent upon the

object itself (p. 69, 8; cf. 819, 4). Therefore it cannot be

brought about by the action of investigating (p. 69, 10) or of

adoring (p. 70, 3), and even Scripture produces . the know-

ledge only so far as it removes the obstacles to it, that is,

the division into knower, knowledge and thing known, which

springs from Ignorance (p. 70, 9). Therefore also the Scripture

says (Kena-Up. 11):

"He only understands who understands it not,

"From him who understands, 'tis evermore concealed,

"For it is not disclosed to him who knowledge hath
"But unt6 him who hath it not the secret is revealed,"
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation. 409

and teaches (Brih. 3, 4, 2), that one cannot see the Seer of

seeing, nor hear the Hearer of hearing, nor know the Knower
of knowing (p. 71, 1).

We here perceive most clearly the impossibility of attain-

ing liberation by any effort on our part. True, liberation

consists only in Knowledge, but in Knowledge of a special

kind, in that there is no question of an object which in-

yestigation could discover and contemplate, but only of that

which can never be an object, because in every cognition it

is the subject of cognition: everything can be seen, but not

"the Seer of seeing." Since in all empirical knowledge the

Atman is the subject and for that very reason unknowable,

the first condition of its attainment is, that all empirical

knowledge separating subject and object, should cease: "he

"who knows not, alone doth know it." For all empirical

knowledge is from its very nature directed to external things,

therefore turned away from the inner Soul and consequently,

where it is a question of comprehending the latter, is actually

an obstacle. To destroy this obstacle is the object of the

teaching of scripture; it turns the stream of thoughts away

from external things and towards Atman; but to impart the

knowledge of Atman, that even scripture is not able to ac-

complish unconditionally ; therefore it is written (Kath. 2, 23):

—

"Not by instruction can he be attained,

"Not yet by understanding, nor the word:

"Whom he elects, by him will he be gained;

"To him reveals himself the eternal Lord."

According to this, the knowledge of Atman is attainable

neither by thinking, nor by investigating the scripture, nor by

any effort whatsoever of our will: for the latter, that is, "the

acting and enjoying soul," belongs only to our phenomenal

form, the removal of which is what is required, in order that

knowledge may arise:—and yet again, on the other hand, the

attainment of knowledge must depend solely and entirely upon

ourselves: for the knowledge of Brahman can be conditioned

by nothing else except that which in it is at once object and

subject, by the Atman, the Self; and this is our own real,

metaphysical Ego. This metaphysical Ego appears in the
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410 Fifth and last Part : Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

exoteric doctrine personified as God (tgvara^ sagunam hrahma),

and corresponding to it this knowledge, which depends upon

him, appears as Grace of God, concerning which we hare

already collected together the leading passages in Chapter

IV, 4. What corresponds to this "Grace of God" in the

esoteric system it is difficult to say, and we look in vain for

a satisfactory solution. We may compare what was said in

Chapter XIY, 4, on the knowledge of the esoteric Brahman.

The metaphysical knowledge, in which the Self comes hack to

itself from its absorption in the contemplation of the external

world and thereby comprehends all else as non-Self, non-Ego,

non-Being, this knowledge does arise as a matter of fact; but

we cannot enquire into its cause because, as already clearly

appears in the Vedanta, it is not within the sphere of causal-

ity; the Atman lies beyond Cause and Effect (anyatra asmat,

Jcrita-aJcritdt, Kath. 2, 14), and therefore into the knowledge of

it, a knowledge of which the Atman would be the cause, no

further enquiry is possible: it arises, when it does arise; how,

why, whereby it arises, remains an insoluble problem.

As we saw above p. 318, the impossibility of bringing

about liberation by any means whatever has been expressly

emphasised; under these circumstances we must regard it as

a deviation from the logical structure of the system and a

concession to practical demands when we treat of the means

(sddhanam) of knowing of Brahman, and these means refer

not only to the exoteric, but also to the esoteric Brahman,

which two are in general not separated in respect of this

question. Of these means there are two, with which we may

compare the requirements of those who are called to this

knowledge, Chapter IV, 2, namely, first Works, and secondly

devout Meditation. We have now to examine according to

our sources these two kinds of means of attaining the saving

knowledge.D
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6. Works as Means to Knowledge.

Sutras 3, 4, 25—27. 32—35. 36—39. 51—52.

Although, as is once more repeated in 3, 4, 25, the goal of

man is to be reached only through knowledge, not through

works (p. 1007, 2), yet religious works, such as Sacrifice etc.,

are very far from being without significance in this connection

(1008, 3); true, when once that knowledge is realised they

have no further importance, hut they are nevertheless auxiliary

to its attainment (p. 1008, 5). For thus says the scripture

(Brih. 4, 4, 22, above p. 195): "Him the Brahmans seek to

"know by Vedic study, by sacrifice, by alms, by penance, by

"fasting," from which it may be gathered that pious works are

a means to the attainment of that knowledge (p. 1008, 8). The
works named cease when knowledge is attained; certain other

obligations, however, still persist for the knower ; for the scrip-

ture says (Bi-ih. 4, 4, 23, above p. 196): "Therefore he who
"knows this, he is calm, subdued, resigned, patient, and collect-

"ed;" the former (Vedic study, sacrifice, alms, penance, fast-

ing) are the more outward (vahya), the latter (tranquillity,

self-restraint, renunciation, patience, concentration, c£ above

p. 81) are the "closer" (praUjdsanna) means to knowledge

(p. 1012, 4). [The concentration (samddhi) here mentioned

must be distinguished from the Meditation (dhydnam, upd-

sanam) of which we shall presently have to speak; for Medi-

tation ceases, as we shall see, after the attainment of know-

ledge, while concentration still continues even in one who has

attained knowledge.]

Still the works named do not, strictly speaking, produce

knowledge as their fruit, because knowledge is subject to no

prescribed rule, and because its fruit (liberation) cannot be

brought about by any means (p. 1018, 8). These works are

only auxiliaries (sdhakdrin) to the attainment of knowledge,

in as much as the man who leads a life of holy works is not

overpowered by affections (Mega) such as Passion, etc. (p. 1021,

2). According to this their role in the scheme of salvation
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would be not so much meritorious as ascetic; of. 1082,

12.134

However works are not indispensably necessary as a con-

dition of wisdom, since scripture shows by the examples of

Baikva (note 37, above p. 61) and others, how knowledge may

come eren to such as from poverty (p. 1021, 8) cannot perform

the works of the Agramas (above p. 16); in consequence of

common human actions, such as the muttering of prayers,

fasting, worship of the Gods, or perhaps in consequence of

works performed in some former existence by them the grace

of knowledge is vouchsafed to them (p. 1023, 1. 6); yet a life

in the Agramas is to be preferred as a means of knowledge

(p. 1024, 2).

Knowledge as the fruit of these means ensues either here

and now or in the succeeding birth; here, if no hindrance

exists, that is, if no other works with greater supersensuous

power come to ripeness (p. 1044, 1); for even the hearing of

the Veda, by which knowledge arises, is only effective in so

far as it succeeds in overcoming those obstacles (p. 1044, 4),

which according to Kath. 2, 7, is not always possible (p. 1044,

5);—otherwise knowledge ensues as the fruit of these means

in the following life, when it may occasionally, as in the case

of Vdmadeva, exist from birth onwards (p. 1045, 1); and the

Smriti too teaches a gradual ascent to perfection, when it

says (Bhagavadgita 6, 46) :

—

" By many a new birth made pure,

"He treads at last the highest Path."

'3* The question of the value of pious works for liberation is again

ventilated in an Appendix to 4, 1 (4, 1, 16—18), -which is perhaps a later

addition, with the tendency to reconcile Jaimini and Bddarayana (of.

p. 1083, 7). Works, it is there stated, are auxiliary to liberation, just as

even poison may serve as medicine (p. 1082, 5); they may further liber-

ation from a distance (p. 1082, 7), by bringing about knowledge and,

through the latter, liberation (p. 1082, 8). In the nirgvnS, vidya they

cease with the attainment of knowledge, in sagunS, vidySh, which are not

yet exempt from activity, they continue (p 1082, 11). This effect belongs

to works whether connected with knowledge or not; only that in the

former case the effect according to Chand. 1, 1, 10 is viryavattara, more

powerful, whence it follows that even works without knowledge must be

to a certain extent powerful (p, 1085, 6).
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation. 413

Of course such a gradual progress, is only admissible for the

exoteric branches of knowledge (p. 1047, 9), not for the esoteric,

which knows no differences, no "more" or "less," and brings

forth as its fruit the liberation which is an absolutely uniform

state and nothing else than the undifferentiated Brahman
Himself (p. 1046, 4).

7. Devout Meditation (updsanam) as Means to

Knowledge.
Sutras 4, 1, 1—12.

When it it said: "Atman verily is to be beheld, is to be

"heard, is to be tought upon, is to be meditated upon" (Bfih.

2, 4, 5),
—"him shall ye investigate, him shall ye seek to know"

(Chand. 8, 7, 1), then the question arises: is the conception

(pratyaya) with which worship is concerned, to be called forth

once only or repeatedly?—To this is to be answered, as the

accumulation of expressions shows, this meditative conception

is to be made repeatedly (p. 1050, 8), that is, until intuition

occurs (p. 1051, 2), just as one must go on threshing until the

grain is freed from the husk (p. 1051, 3). Here, search and

worship have to alternate; sometimes worship follows search,

and sometimes search worship, as the examples of scripture

show (p. 1051, 8).

One might object: Such a repetition of the conception is

thinkable, where we are concerned with a result which is

capable of being increased (p. 1052, 9); but what end can this

repetition serve in the case of the highest Brahman, who is

eternal, pure, wise, and free? If this Brahman is not com-

prehended at the first hearing of scripture then no repetition

can be of any use (p. 1053, 1); and how can he who does not

understand the first time, the words: tat tvam asi (that art

thou) grasp it through repetition? And the case is just the

same, if we are concerned, not with a single notion, but with

a combination of notions (p. 1053, 6). Or is one perhaps to

assume, that through once hearing, knowledge in abstract
form (sdmdnya-vishaya) is attained, like that of the sufferings

of another, while through repetition knowledge in intuitive
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414 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

form (vigesha-vishaya), is gained like that of one's own suffer-

ings (p. 1053, 7)?— This cannot be so either: for if the intuitiye

knowledge is not brought about through a single hearing, then

one fails to see how it can be brought into existence even by

hundredfold repetition (p. 1053, 13). Such repetition may be

serviceable in respect of a worldly object, which consists of

many parts and comprises abstract and intuitive characteristics

(p. 1064, 4) or again in the study of a longer treatise, but not

in respect of the undifferentiated Brahman, who is free from

abstract (general, common to others) characteristics and con-

sists of pure spirit (p. 1054, 6).

To this is to be answered: Only for such as grasp the

identity of the Soul and Brahman from once hearing the tat

tvam asi, is the repetition superfluous, but not for those who

are unable to do this and in whom first one doubt and then

another must be removed (p. 1054, 8j. Here a repetition is

most certainly suitable, as is proved by experience with scholars

of slow understanding (p. 1055, 2), Further, the sentence tat

tvam asi consists of two concepts (paddrtha): (1) tat, the

Existent, the Brahman who is called the ruler and the cause

of the world and is described by the scripture as seeing, not

seen, knowing, not known, unborn, not aging, immortal, neither

coarse nor fine, neither short nor long; and (2) tvam, the inner

Self, that which sees and hears in us, which with the body

[the outer Self] as a starting-point is grasped as the inner

Self and retained as purely spiritual. Now to understand the

words tat tvam asi, it is necessary for many first to lay hold

on the two concepts of which it consists.—Further: The Self

which is to be grasped is indeed without parts; but the false

knowledge of it as though it consisted of Body, Senses, Manas,

Buddhi [which here, as is olten the case, is inconsistently

named along with Manas], has many parts and requires for

its gradual dissipation repeated devout contemplation, so that

for many, even in this knowledge, a gradual advance takes

place (p. 1055). Others again, whose minds are quicker and

have not to battle against Ignorance, doubt and contradiction,

can grasp the tat tvam asi on hearing it once only.

But can it really be possible that anyone ever completely
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XXXV. The Path of Liberation. 415

grasped this doctrine? Granting even, that he came to the

consciousness that all else outside Brahman is not real, yet

he must take as real the pain, which he feels (p. 1056, 10)?

—

"By no means! Eor the feeling of pain like the entire body,

"is based on illusion. For the feeling that, when my body is

"cut or burnt, I myself am cut and burnt, is a delusion, like

"the delusion that I myself suffer, when other persons, for

"instance my children or friends, suffer. The case is just the

"same with the delusion of feeling pain: for like the body,

"all feeling of pain lies outside the spirit; wherefore also it

"ceases in deep sleep, while the activity of the spirit is not

"interrupted; for 'when he does not see then, yet he is see-

" 'ing, though he sees not,' as the Scripture says (Brih. 4, 3, 25,

"above p. 191). Thus the knowledge of the Self consists in

" this that 1 am conscious of myself as pure painless spiritual-

"ity; and he who possesses this knowledge for him there

"remains nothing more to do; therefore the scripture says

"(Brih. 4, 4, 22, above p. 195): 'What shall we do with off-

" 'spring, we, whose soul is this world,' and the Smyiti says:

—

"The man who in the Self hath his delight,

" Who in the Self contentment finds, and peace,

Tor him no duty more hath binding force."

But how are we to understand the identity of God and

the soul which is taught by the Vedanta, since the two are

different? For God is free from evil, but the soul is entangled

in it. Now if God is the transmigrating soul, then he cannot

be God; if on the contrary the soul is God, then the duty

imposed upon the soul by the canon of scripture is super-

fluous; moreover this view is contradicted by perception

(p. 1058, 10).—To this is to be replied: One must conceive of

the soul as God; for thus it is said in a passage of the

Jabalas (which is not found in our Jabala-Upanishad): "Verily,

"I am Thou, holy Godhead, and Thou art I;" further

Brih. 1,4, 10: "I am Brahman;" Brih. 3, 7, 3: "He is thy

"soul, thy inner Euler, thy Immortal;" Chand. 6, 8, 7: "That

"is the real, that is the soul, that art thou," etc.; and again

it is written Brih. 1,4, 10: "But he who worships the God-

"head as another, and says: 'that Godhead is one and I am
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416 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

" 'another,' he knows it not;" Brih. 4, 4, 19: "His never-ending

"death he weaves, who here plurality perceives;" Brih. 2,4, 6:

"The universe shuts out him, who regards the Universe as

"outside the Self," etc.—Thus God and the soul are not

different, since their difference rests only on illusion; if the

soul is stripped of its Samsara state, it is God and hence

free from evil, and what contradicts this is mere illusion. But

as regards the duties of the canon of scripture and perception,

they both continue to exist as long as Samsara, that is, until

awakening. This being attained perception becomes naught;

and if you base on the objection, that with it the Veda is

also annihilated, then it is to be noted that according to our

own teaching, "then the father is not father, the Veda not

"Veda" (above p. 191):

"But who then is the not-awakened?"

—Thou, who askest.

"But I am God, according to the teaching of scripture!"

—When thou knowest that, then art thou awakened,

and then there exists no unawakened more (na asti

liasyacid aprdbodhah). ^ ^ ^

So much concerning the inner nature of devout meditation.

As regards outward attitude, the position of the body is a

135 Compare with this logical consequence of the System my "Ele-

ments of Metaphysics," § 292, p. 305: "The saint to whom true know-

" ledge has arisen, knows himself as the entire Will to life. Accordingly

"he is filled with the consciousness that he removes the sufferings of the

" whole world in removing his ego which he knows is the hearer of these.

"And this consciousness indeed does not lie, for the saint, in remOTing

" and delivering the Will in himse'lf, has removed and delivered this

'• whole world. For him, who is enlightened hy transcendental knowledge,

"there remains of it nothing but an unsubstantial phantom, a shadow-

"play without reality. To us alone it will not seem so, just because we

"are still on the empirical standpoint of affirmation, and only so far as

" transcendental knowledge awakes in us, can we take part in his deliver-

"ance."—§ 174, p. 131: "Thus the regenerate saves himself and the groan-

"ing creation: and yet affirmation still continues, even after he has found

"the way out of its circle; also this world for ever and aye will exist,

"will affirm, will suffer,—but again all time in the light of denial is no-

" thing, and all that it contains fades away as the shadow-play on the

" wall for the Will, when it has turned."
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matter of indifference both in those meditations which are

undertaken for the purpose of attaining perfect knowledge, as

well as in those ^meditations which are connected with the

service of works (p. 1070, 14). In the remaining kinds of

worship (that is, presumably, in those used in the exoteric

knowledge) one should not walk, run or stand, because this

distracts, nor lie down either, because one might then be over-

taken by sleep, but sit (p. 1071, 7). Moreover in regard to

direction, place and time, one need only be careful about

them, so far as they promote the undivided concentration of

the mind as much as possible (p. 1072, 9).^—The forms of

worship which lead to perfect knowledge come to an end with

the attainment of this knowledge (p. 1073, 8); those on the

contrary, whose fruit is felicity (as it seems not only those of

the Pitriydna, but also those of the Devayana), must be con-

tinued until death, since the attainment of their fruit in the

other world is dependent on the thoughts at the moment of

death (p. 1074, 2; cf. 112, 8). For the scripture says (Qata-

pathabr. 10, 6, 3, 1): "with whatever mind a man departs from

"this world, with the same mind he enters into the other

"world, after death," and the Smriti declares (Bhagavadgita

8, 6):-

"The nature that he thinks upon, when he departs this life,

"E'en this he will put on whene'er he reaches the Beyond."

In the exposition of these means no distinction is main-

tained between the esoteric and the exoteric doctrine; so much

the more, however, does this distinction dominate the liber-

ation which appears as their result. We turn next to con-

sider the man who has fully and unconditionally reached the

goal of humanity, the man of esoteric knowledge, the Sage

possessing Samyagdarganam, to study his condition in Life,

Death, and in the Beyond. After we have come to know in

him the essence of liberation in its purity and completeness,

we shall in conclusion have to consider the Path, upon which

the Devotee, the man who[has recognised and adored Brah-

man in his exoteric form, is led to the same goal by means

of Kramamukti.

27
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XXXVI. Condition of the Sage in this Life.

1. Characteristics of the Sage.

In contrast to the Devotee, who knows and worships

Brahman in the exoteric, theological form, we understand in

this and in what follows by the term Sage, him to whom has

come Samyagdarganam, perfect knowledge, that is, esoteric

knowledge of the higher, attributeless (param, nirgunam)

Brahman, and who in consequence of this possesses an im-

mediate consciousness '^^ on the one hand of the identity of

his own Self with Brahman, on the other of the illusory

character of all that is different (nana) from the Soul, from

Brahman, therefore of the whole extended world (prapanca),

his own body and the other Upadhis of the Soul (indriyas,

manas, mukhya pram, sUkshmam gariram, karman) included.

For such a one there is no longer any world to be perceived

nor any perception, and even his own suffering, since it depends

upon perception, is no longer felt by him as pain; on which

point compare the fuller treatment above p. 299 and p. 415.

Further since aU works have only the purpose of attaining

pleasure and avoiding pain, while pain and pleasure concern

not bodiless, but only embodied Being based upon illusion

(above p. 402), for him who has seen through this illusion, all

136 anubhava; p. 917, 5: "The fruit of Knowledge depends upon im-

" mediate conBciousness ; for the Bcripture saya (Brih. 3, 4, 1, translated

"above p. 141): 'the immanent, not transcendent Brahman;' and the

"words 'That art thou' (Chand. 6, 8, 7) denote something already exist-

"ing and must not be understood as if they meant only: 'That wilt thou

"'become after death;'... consequently for the knower of Brahman
" liberation is absolutely accomplished." Of. p. 987, 1. 66, 7. 1055, 10.

"1057, 2.
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XXXVI. Condition of the Sage in this Life. 419

works (Vedic study, sacrifice, alms, asceticism, fasting) are

abolished, as also all the injunction of the Veda which com-

mand them. And not only does the Part of Works become
superfluous, but also that Part of the Veda which treats of

knowledge, above p. 21; for this is alsx) only a means to an

end: "Thinking and meditating have like hearing (only)

"attainment as their purpose;" when that purpose is attained,

the scripture has fulfilled its object; as there exists for the

awakened neither perception, nor pain, nor action, so there

exists for him no Veda either; to him "the Veda is not Veda"

as the scripture says (above p. 416). In a word: everything

outside Brahman, that is the Self, the Soul, has no more

reality for him and can no longer disturb him, just as little

as the rope which he mistakenly held to be a snake (note 105,

above p. 269) or the trunk, in which in the darkness of his

ignorance, he thought he saw a man (p. 86, 12).

(p. 84, 5:) "And yet experience shows how, even for one

"who knows Brahman, Samsara still persists, so that he has

"not attained his goal, as in the simile of the rope?—To this

"we reply: It must not be maintained that for him who has

"recognised that the Soul is Brahman, Samsara persists as

"before, because the knowledge of the Self (the Soul) as

"Brahman contradicts this. For so long as he held the body

"etc. to be the Self, so long was he affected by pain and

"fear, but after that delusion has been destroyed by means of

"the knowledge (produced by the Veda), of the Self as Brah-

"man, then it can no longer be maintained that he is affected

"by pain and fear since that depended upon erroneous know-

" ledge. For so long as for instance, a rich householder has

"the consciousness of his wealth, pain arises for him from its

"loss; but after he has gone away as a hermit into the forest

"(above p. 16) and has freed himself from the conciousness of

"his wealth, then there can arise for him no more pain from

"the loss of it. And so long as one wears ear-rings, pleasure

"arises from the consciousness of wearing them; but after

" one has laid them aside and freed oneself from the conscious-

"ness of wearing ear-rings, then the pleasure in wearing them

"no longer exists for him. Therefore the scripture says

27*
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420 Fifth end last Psrt: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

" (Chand. 8, 12, 1) : 'Verily, the bodiless is not touched by pain

" 'and pleasure.' If you maintain that bodilessness is only

"attained after the dissolution of the body, not during life,

"then we do not admit this, because being clothed with the

"body depends (only) upon false cognition. For the circum-

" stance of the Self's being connected with a body can be

" understood in no other way, than by conceiving it as erron-

"eous knowledge, consisting in the delusion of the body be-

"ing the Self. For we have seen that [for the Self] the

"condition of bodilessness is an eternal one, and this because

"it is not conditioned by action [only what belongs to the

"fruit of works is perishable]. If however you maintain that

"being embodied is the consequence of good and evil works

"done by it [the bodiless Atman], then we deny this; for

"since its union with the body is untrue, therefore the assertion

"is also untrue that the Atman has done good and evil. For

"the assertions that it is clothed with a body and has done

" good and evil works are always supported by each other and

"therefore lead to the assumption of a regressus in infinitum;

"and this is comparable to a chain altogether of blind

" persons each holding the other, since it is impossible for the

" Atman to be affected by works, the Atman being no acting

"principle."—(p. 87, 5:) "Consequently being clothed with a

"body depends only upon a false conception, and thus it is

"proved that the knower of Brahman is, in his life time,

" already bodiless. Therefore the scripture says (Brih. 4, 4, 7,

"translated above p. 194): 'As the slough of a snake dead

"'and cast off lies upon an anthill, thus lies this body then,

" 'but the bodiless, the immortal, the life is pure Brahman, is

"'pure Light;' and [where is unknown to me]: 'with eyes as

" 'if without eyes, with ears as if without ears, with speech

"'as if without speech, with Manas as if without Manas, with

" 'life as if without life,' and the Smyiti shows in the passage:

" 'What is the essence of him who is firm in knowledge?' etc.

" (Bhagavadgita 2, 54) where it enumerates the characteristics

"of one who is firm in knowledge and reckons as such that

" he is set free from all work.—Thus for one who has recognised

"the Brahmanhood of the Soul, Samsara does not continue
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XXXVI. Condition of the Sage in this Life. 421

"as before, and he for whom it still continues, has in truth

"not yet recognised that the Soul is Brahman; that is cer-

"tain."

2. The Destruction of Sin.

Sutram 4, 1, 3.

Existence without works is, as we have seen repeatedly,

(above pp. 112. 390. 402) impossible. But it lies in the nature

of works to have as purpose the production of a definite fruit,

and without its having brought forth this fruit—one might

think—no work can be annihilated, provided that the authority

of the scripture is to be maintained (p. 1075, 9). That liber-

ation thereby becomes impossible, need not be admitted; only

one would have to incorporate liberation, like the fruit of

works in the chain of Space, Time, and Causality (p. 1075, 17;

that is, regard it equally as a fruit of works).—But that is

not so! On the contrary, when once Brahman is known, sin

committed is annihilated, and future sins cannot cleave to

such a one (p. 1076, 2). For the scripture says (Ohand. 4, 14, 3,

translated above p. 165): "As water does not cling to the lotus

"leaf, so no evil deed clings to one who thus knows;" and

(Chand. 5, 24, 3; translated above p. 157) "as burns the leaflet

" of the bulrush when thrust into the fire, so are burnt up all

"his sins;" and yet again (Mund, 2, 2, 8):

"For him who sees the One, both high and low

"His heart's strong fetters, bursting, fall apart,

Tor him all doubts are solved, all works are naught."

We do not thereby deny the fruit-producing power of works;

such a power certainly exists; but we assert that it is checked

in its development by a cause of another kind, namely, by

knowledge (p. 1076, 14). For the canon of the doctrine of

works holds good only on the assumption, that the power of

the works exists; where the power is checked, the canon then

loses its validity (p. 1076, 15). When then the Smjiti says:

"no work can be lost," this remains the rule and implies that

no work, without having borne its fruit, can be annihilated,

and even the penance (prdyagcittam) prescribed for certain
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422 Fifth and last Fart: Moksba or the Teaching of Liberation.

deeds forms no exception, in that it is itself a kind of re-

tribution (p. 1077, 1). The case is otherwise, on the contrary,

with knowledge. If one takes exception to the fact that this

(knowledge) is not, like penance, prescribed as a means of

purification from sin (p. 1077, 6) then it is to be noted that

the attribute-ascribing forms of knowledge {saguna vidyah) do

likewise also belong to the doctrine of works and in con-

sequence are also accompanied by promises of heavenly lord-

ship and release from evil (p. 1077, 9); in the attributeless

knowledge, on the contrary, the prescription does not hold

good, and yet the "burning up" of works is accomplished by

it, and this by the knowledge that the Atman is not an act-

ing principle (p. 1077, 12). This knowledge that the soul is

by nature a non-agent brings about in the first place the

result that future works no longer cleave to the knower of

Brahman who is no longer an agent, and further, that the

former works which he performed under the false delusion of

being an agent are annihilated through the dissipation of this

delusion by the power of knowledge (p. 1078, 1). For the

knower of Brahman says: "That Brahman the nature of which
"is opposed to the nature of formerly held to be true, being

"an agent and enjoyer, that Brahman which is in its very

"nature in all time past, present and future not-agent, not-

" enjoyer, that Brahman am I, and therefore I never was

"either agent or enjoyer, nor am I such now, nor shall I ever

"be one" (p. 1078, 4).—Only thus can liberation take place;

in any other way the destruction of the works which have

been taking their course from eternity in the past, and there-

fore liberation itself also, becomes impossible. "Hence liber-

"ation cannot, like the fruit of works, be conditioned by Space,

"Time, and Causality, for then the fruit of knowledge would
"be transitory and would lose its transcendent character
" (parokshatvam) "
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XXXVI. Condition of the Sage in this Life. 423

3. Destruction of Good "Works also.

Sutram 4, 1, 14.

When knowledge arises, past sins, as we have seen, are

annihilated, and future sins can no longer cleave to the Soul.

But how about the good works? For these indeed are com-

manded by the same scripture which is the source of know-

ledge and it cannot contradict itself. Must not good works

therefore be excepted from annihilation?—We reply: annihilation

and non- cleaving apply equally to good works and evil, for

the following reasons : 1) good works also bring their own fruit

and thereby hinder the fruit of knowledge; 2) the scripture

teaches that both, the good and the evil works, disappear at

the appearance of knowledge (Brih. 4, 4, 22, translated above

p. 196): "[Who thus knows] him both overcome not whether

"he therefore [because he was in the body] has done evil or

"has done good; but he overcomes both; him neither what he

"has done nor what he has not done burns;" 3) in the de-

struction of works resulting from the knowledge that the Soul

is not an agent, good and evil deeds are of equal value (tulya);

of both it is said indifferently (Mund. 2, 2, 8) "and his works are

"naught;" 4) where evil works only are mentioned, good works

must be understood as well, because their fruit, in comparison

with that of knowledge, is inferior; 5) when the scripture says

(Chand. 8, 4; translated above p. 162;: "this bridge day and

"night traverse not, nor old age, nor death, nor pain, nor

"good, nor evil works, and from it all sins turn back," then

in the words "all sins" both the good and evil works just

mentioned are included (p. 1079).

—We may compare with this, the explanations of the

Apostle Paul in the Epistles to the Bomans and Galatians

as to the impossibility of a redemption through the law. Ac-
cording to Paul the law, if fulfilled, would set us free ; but, in

consequence of the sinfulness of our nature, it cannot be ful-

filled; according to Qankara the law can he fulfilled, but its

fulfilment does not bring liberation, but only reward on the
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424 Fifth and la«t Part: Mokaha or the Teaching of Liberation.

path of transmigration. The former has the deeper conscious-

ness of the sinfulness of our nature, the latter the more correct

estimate of the value of the works of the law;—both combined

give the philosophical truth. The law (for instance the Vedic

or Mosaic) can unquestionably be fulfilled, but, in con-

sequence of our innate egotism can be fulfilled only from

selfish motives; hence its fulfilment has no moral value;

lawful and unlawful actions both depend upon egotism, and

are therefore, morally considered, both equally valueless and

do not lead to liberation. This is only accomplished through

that transformation of our Ego, which according to the

Christian view proceeds from Faith, according to the

Hindu view consists in Knowledge.—Both, Faith and Know-
ledge, are at the bottom one and the same,—that meta-
physical consciousness which lifts us above the world and

raises us above all possibility of sin. Whether this conscious-

ness, assuming its genuineness, leads over into Quietism as

among the Indians, or, as among us, is realised in deeds of

love, touches only its form of appearance and establishes no

difference in the value of what appears here.

4. Why the Body, in spite of Liberation,

still continues to exist.

Sutraa 4, 1, 15. 19.

Knowledge burns up works, but only works whose retri-

bution has not yet begun, whether they originate from this

life as led before the awakening (prabodha), or consist in a

balance from some previous life which could not come to

realisation in the present existence (above pp. 112. 390). But

knowledge does not destroy those works whose seed has al-

ready germinated, that is, those from which the present life,

serving as basis for dawning knowledge, has been fashioned

(p. 1080, 9; the same predestination of the course of life as

we find in Plato's Republic 10, 15, p. 617E). For if this were

not so, if all works without exception were annihilated by

knowledge, then quiescence (kshema) would not arise only after

death, but immediately upon the attainment of knowledge,
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XXXVI. Condition of the Sage in thia Life. 425

since there would be no further cause for the continuance of

life [no further work to be atoned for] (p. 1080, 12). For this

fact certainly startling in our system, that in spite of liber-

ation the body still continues to exist for a while, Qankara

gives two explanations, of which the one is more realistic, the

other more idealistic. (1) As the vessel which is being formed

requires the potter's wheel to support it, so liberation requires

a life as a substratum; and as the potter's wheel continues

for a time to revolve, even after the vessel has been com-

pleted, so also life continues after liberation, since it contains

no cause to check the impetus already gained (p. 1081, 2);

hence only after works, like the velocity of the flying arrow,

have expended themselves, does liberation become an accom-

plished fact for all who possess knowledge; therefore it is

said (Chand. 6, 14, 2; translated above p. 266): "To this

"[worldly action] I shall belong only until I am liberated,

"then shall I go home" (p. 916, 8). (2) As when a man suffer-

ing from eye disease, continues to see two moons even after

he has attained the conviction that there is only one moon
there, owing to the force of the impression (samsMra-vag&t),

so too the impression of the sense-world persists, after a man
has attained the knowledge of its non-existence (p. 1081, 5).

—

In view of the questionable character of these explanations,

our author falls back upon the inner certainty of liberation:

"Here, he remarks, no discussion at all is admissible: for

how could anyone who is convinced in his heart that he is

Brahman, be refuted by another, even when he is in the

body?"

Truly there are venerable, holy words, which prove how

profoundly the Indian was convinced of what he lays before

us!—But the condition here described (to which, as the highest

goal of existence, humanity will ever return, whatever else

man may undertake)—this condition must have been nothing

very rare in India, as is proved by the fact that later ages

had a technical expression for it, namely jivan-mukti (liber-

ation during life) and jivan-mukta (the living liberated), al-

though we do not yet meet with these expressions in Qan-

kara.
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426 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

Thus after works, whose retribution has not yet begun,

have been destroyed by knowledge, while those whose seed

had already germinated, have been consumed through con-

tinuance of life, death comes, as the outward sign of this con-

sumption (above p. 353), and with death comes definitive and

eternal union with Brahman ; for the works on whose account

one had to live are exhausted, while the balance, and in them

the seed of a further existence, has been burnt up, through

the destruction of false knowledge, on which they depend, by

perfect knowledge (p. 1086).
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XXXVII. The dying Sage.

1. His Soul does not depart.

The Utkranti, that is, the "withdrawal" of the Soul from

the body described in Adhyaya 4, 2, which as we saw (above

p. 379) was common both to the ignorant and the possessor

of exoteric knowledge, is interrupted (4, 2, 12—16) by an

episode pertaining to the higher knowledge (prasangiM para-

vidyd-gatd cintd, p. 1103, 12), which treats of the death of him

who possesses esoteric knowledge and is consequently free

from desire (akdmayamdna). Of such it is said in Brih. 4, 4, 6

(translated above p. 194):

—

"And now of him who desires not.—He who is

"without desire, free from desire, whose desires are

"stilled, whose desire is the Self, his vital breaths

"do not depart, but Brahman is he and into Brah-
"man is he resolved."

One might think, says Qankara, since instead of "his

"(tost/a) vital breaths do not depart" we read in the other

(Madhyandina-)recension :
" out of him (tasmdd) the vital breaths

"do not depart"—that what is denied in this passage is not

the departure of the Soul from the body (deha, ganram), but

that of the organs from the individual Soul (dehin, gdrira);

that one who is liberated departs from the body is, it might

he believed, self-evident; what is taught here being that from

him (that is, from the Atman) his vital organs do not depart,

but remain united with him (p. 1099, 2).

But this is not the case; this passage rather teaches that

the Akdmayamdna, he "who does not desire," that is, the

completely liberated sage, does not, at death, like others (the
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428 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

pious worshipper and the performer of works) depart from

his hody. This is proved by the passage (Brih. 3, 2, 11) where

the son of Bitabhdga asks Ydjnavalkya: "Yajnavalkya! so

"said he, when such a man dies, do then the vital -breaths

"depart from him or not?—No, said Yajnavalkya, even at that

"very spot they are dissolved; i37 he swells, is bloated, bloated

"lies the dead."—Here it is evidently the departure from the

body, which is denied, and the above passage must also be

explained in accordance with this, whether we read tasmad

(that is, out of the body) or tasya (that is, of the sage) in

the passage in question (p. 1100, 4). This explanation is

further supported by the fact that in the passage in question,

after the description of the departure from the body, it is

said: "So much for him who desires.—Now we have to speak

"of him who does not desire" (above p. 194). This contrast

would be meaningless if a departure of the Soul from the

body were to be assumed in the case of one who does not

desire (p. 1100, 12). Such a departure, finally, cannot be ad-

mitted in the case of the knower of Brahman who has con-

quered desire and works for this reason also, that there is no

cause for it, since he who is liberated becomes Brahman at

death, and Brahman is all-pervading (p. 1101, 2). In this

sense the Smriti also says (Mahabharatam XII, 9657):

—

""Who of all nature has become the Self,

"Whose vision fully pierces nature through,

"His path is found not by the gods themselves,

"Who trace the track of him who leaves no trace."

2. The Dissolution of the Psychic Apparatus.

As we have already frequently seen, the individual Soul is

surrounded by a complicated apparatus of Upadhis, which in

part dwell with it in the heart (above p. 311), in part are

concentrated in it at death (above p. 379), in order to depart

1" Qankara reads instead of samava'nii/ante, p. 1099, 12, samavaMi/ante,

and instead of ucchvayati, p. 1099, 13. 14, ucchayati, uechayana, which

the Gloss explains as vahi/a-^<dyu-pS,randd vardhate.
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XXXVII. The dying Sage. 429

along with the Soul. To this complex of Upddhis which

accompanies the Soul in all its wanderings, there belong:

Indriyas, Manas, Pram, and Sukshmam Qanram, which are

as it were knit together into a knot that death cannot loose.

This knot of the heart (if we may take hridaya-granthi,

Mund. 2, 2, 8; cf. Kath. 6, 15, in this concrete sense, which

however is unsupported by any authority) is cut for the Sage,

and while at death others do indeed enter into the highest

Godhead, yet they do so in such a way that a germ remains

over for the new existence, which consists in this very ap-

paratus, folded up and charged with the works of each par-

ticular life (above pp. 340. 373), thus while in them the seed-

powers just named remain over as a residue (p. 1103, 3), the

resolution of the dying sage into Brahman, on the contrary,

takes place without residue (niravagesha) and he enters into

indivisibility with all his parts (p. 1103, 4). For thus says the

scripture (PraQna 6, 5):

"Just as those flowing rivers, which take their course to

" the ocean, when they have reached the ocean, come to rest,

—

"their names and forms perish and they are now called ocean

"only—just so too the sixteen parts of the all-beholder [of

"him who possesses the Samyagdarganam] which take their

"course to the Spirit (purusha), after they have reached the

" Spirit, come to rest, their names and forms perish, and they

"are then called Spirit only; this is that p artless, immortal

" one."

By the "sixteen parts" Qankara here understands "the In-

"driyas called Prana and the Elements" (p. 1102, 4), of which,

however, according to his system there are seventeen. In the

passage of the Pragna the following parts are originally meant:

1. Prana, 2. Qraddhd, 3. Ether, 4. Air, 5. Fire, 6. Water,

7. Earth, 8. the ten Indriyas, 9. Manas, 10. Food, 11. Force

(viryam), 12. Asceticism, 13. the Mantras of the Veda, 14. Works,

15. the Worlds, 16. the Name.
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3. Can the Liberated assume a new Body?

An episode in 3, 3, 32, deals with the question, whether

the Sage, after his body has turned to dust, can again

assume a new body (p. 913, 2)?—True it is that from know-

ledge (and we must here understand Samyagdarganam p. 915, 1)

proceeds absoluteness (kaivalyam) yet the Itihasas and Puranas

relate how some knowers of Brahman have yet come again to

embodiment (p. 913, 7); thus Apantaratamas, Vasishtha, Bhrigu,

Sanatkumdra, Daksha, Ndrada and others (p, 913), as too

Sulabhd during her life temporarily left her body (p. 915, 8),

and others again inhabited several bodies at the same time

(p. 914, 2). Hence one might conclude that the knowledge of

Brahman sometimes leads to liberation and sometimes not

(p. 914, 6); but that is not so; for if those whom we have

named returned to bodily existence, it was in fulfilment of a

mission (adhikdra), e.g. to promote the spread of the Veda

for the good of the world (p. 914, 6). "As yonder holy Savitar

"(the sun), after having fulfilled bis earthly mission through a

"thousand world-periods, at length neither rises nor sets, but

"enjoys absoluteness—as the scripture (Chand. 3, 11, 1) says:

"'but then after he has risen up, he will no longer rise nor

"'set, but stand alone in the centre' fa prophesy fulfilled since

"Copernicus],—and as also the living knowers of Brahman,

"after the fruit of actions already entered on has been ex-

"hausted, enjoy absoluteness, as it is said (Chand. 6, 14, 2,

"translated above p. 266): 'to this [world of action] I shall

"'only belong until I am liberated, then shall I return home,'

"— as we must assume that those glorious ones also, Apan-

"taratamas and others entrusted by the Most (glorious with

"this or that mission, in spite of the fact that they possessed

"full knowledge which is the condition of perfection, continued,

"their works not [yet] disappearing, so long as the mission

"lasted, and [only] after its completion were they dispensed

"therefrom" (p. 914, 8—915, 2). Wherein, we must assume,

that, besides the work committed to them, no further work

came into existence which could have served as the seed of a

new life, as otherwise their liberation would have become
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XXXVn. The dying Sage. 431

illusory (p. 915, 11). But that liberation should come to an

end, is unthinkable after the works, which are the seed of

future existence, have been burnt up by the fire of knowledge;

as the Smriti says (the first verse in Bhagavadgita 4, 37):

—

"As fiery heat to ashes turns the wood
"By knowledge are all works to ashes turned

—

"As seed when it is burnt can grow no more,

"So the Soul's sufferings, by knowledge burnt."
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XXXVm. Condition of the Sage after Death.

1. Entrance into the highest Light.

In the passage Chand. 8, 7—12 (discussed chap. XII, 3,

above p. 183 ff.), with reference to the Soul that has become

one with Brahman, whether temporarily, in deep sleep, or,

—which is the case here—in the final condition of liberation

after death, it is said (8, 12, 1— 3):

" Of a truth this body is mortal, mighty one, and subject

"to death; it is the dwelling place for that immortal bodiless

"Self. The embodied is subject to pleasure and pain; for

"because he is embodied no warding off of pleasure and of

"pain is possible. But pleasure and pain touch not the bodi-

"less. Bodiless is the wind; the cloud, the lightning, the

"thunder are bodiless. Now as these arise from cosmic space

" [in which they, like the soul in the body, are fettered], enter

" into the highest light and thereby stand forth in their proper

"forms, so also arises this perfect peace [that is, the

"soul, properly in deep slumber, here in liberation] out of

"this body, enters into the highest light and thereby

"stands forth in its own proper form; that is the supreme

" spirit."

One might think, so Qankara develops the thought 4, 4, 1—3,

that by this "standing forth in its own proper form" some-

thing new is added to the Soul, because after all liberation

is also a fruit (reward), because this standing forth means a

becoming something, and because its own proper form too was

already proper to it in its former conditions (waking, dream,

and deep sleep), from which its present condition is however

different (p. 1137, 7).—But that is not so; the new condition
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XXXVIII. Condition of the Sage after Death. 433

consists rather in this, that the Soul, in its mere Self, without

any other quality, becomes manifest; for "its own proper form."

denotes not a form which accidentally (dgantuka) belongs to

the Self, but that form which the Self is, according to its own
nature (p. 1138, 6). Liberation is a fruit only in this negatire

sense, that bondage is annihilated, not as if it had reference

to the appendage of an Apiirvam (aboTe p. 377) (p. 1139, 5);

further the standing forth is only a becoming in the sense

that it is a cessation of the former state, as becoming healthy

is only a cessation of sickness (p. 1139, 6)^ and the difference

from its previous existence consists in this, that the Soul up

to that time, as the Ohandogya passage describes it above, is

affected with blindness, grief, and mortality, whilst now, liber-

ated from its former blindness, it abides in its pure SeK

(p. 1138, 10). Accordingly the light, into which the Soul

enters, is no created light (p. 1139, 12), for such light, like all

created things would be afflicted; "what is different from
"him is afflicted," as the scripture says (Brih. 3, 4, 2, above

p. 142) ; rather that light is the very Self, the Atman, of which

it is said (Brih. 4, 4, 16, above p. 195)

:

"Him 'neath whose feet time's rolling stream of days and year rolls past,

"In whom all beings' fivefold host, with Space itself stands fast.

"Whom Gods as Light of Lights adore as Immortality,

"The Brahman know I as my deathless Self, for I am he."

2. Characteristics of him who has obtained

absoluteness.

From the passage quoted we also learn the characteristics

of the liberated, as is said (Chand. 8, 7, 1, above p. 183):

—

"The Self, the sinless, free from death and free from suffer-

"ing, without hunger and without thirst, whose wishes are

"true, whose decree is true, that Self is to be sought out,

"that Self one must seek to know."

In these predicates, to which are added omniscience and

omnipotence, consist according to Jaimini, the characteristics

of the liberated (p. 1141).

On the other hand, Audulomi takes exception to the

plurality of these predicates and thinks they can denote only

28
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434 Fifth and last Part : Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

negatively the freedom from all evil, while to the Atman as

its only positive quality, belongs spirituality (caitanyam)

(p. 1142, 5). Further, the attributes "of true wish and of true

"decree" cannot, he thinks, be conceived, apart from connection

with the Upddhis, and can only serve, like the succeeding

passage in Chand. loc. cit, wherein even laughing and playing

are spoken of, to indicate freedom from all evil (p. 1142, 12).

Hence the entire passage must mean that the Atman, "after

"having cast off without exception the world of plurality,

"stands forth in the unspeakable Self of Knowledge."

Thus think Jaimini and Audulomi, while Badarayana finds

no contradiction between these two conceptions, since he regards

as reconcilable (p. 1143, 5) (though in what sense it is not

explained) the pure spirituality ascribed to the Atman, in the

sense of the highest reality (paramdrthika), and the lordship

in Brahman predicated of it in the empirical sense (vyava-

hdra-apekshayd) [in other words the esoteric and exoteric

doctrines] (p. 1143, 5).

3. The Unio mystica.

All that is changeable ultimately leads back to an un-

changeable, to discover and learn to know which is the whole

problem of metaphysics; wherefore in the domain of meta-

physics there can be no becoming. For this reason too it

cannot admit any union in the proper sense of the word: that

which in its very nature is two, can never become one; that

only can become one, which was one already, the comprehen-

sion of which as two before, depended on an error. After

knowledge has removed this error, and after the dissolution

of the body, connected with it, has taken away the last sem-

blance of it, then the eternally existent unity comes forth. In

pointing to this unity the last word of Metaphysics has been

spoken, a word which, from the very nature of the topic, is

brief.

One must not imagine, says Qankara p. 1140, because in

the last mentioned passage from the Chandogya an entering

into, a circulating, etc. is spoken of, that the Soul therefore
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XXXVm. Condition of the Sage after Death. 435

still exists separate from the highest Atman. The condition

of the liherated is rather that of indivisibility; for thus teach

the words of the scripture: (Chand. 6, 8, 7) "That art thou;"

(Brih. 1, 4, 10) «I am Brahman;" (Brih. 4, 3, 23) "there is no

second there, no other, different from him;" and for the

elucidation of this state of indivisibility serve the similes,

Kath. 4, 15:

"As water still remaineth pure,

"When into water pure 'tis poured,

"E'en so 'tis with the Sage's soul."

and Mund. 3, 2, 8 (cf. Ch&,nd. 6, 10, 1. Pragna 6, 5, above

pp. 264. 429):—

"As rivers run and in the deep

"Lose name and form, are lost to sight,

"The Sage released from name and form,

"Enters the highest spirit of light."

The separation between the supreme and the individual Soul,

which here seems to find expression, is not to be taken as

such; this also the scripture indicates, when it is said

(Chand. 7, 24, 1, above p. 203): "Wherein, holy one, does

"he stand?—He stands in his own majesty."

28*
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XXXIX. The Passing of the Pious to Brahman.

1. The Characteristics of the Pious.

In the Doctrine of the Five Fires (chapter XXX), a dis-

tinction is drawn between those who perform pious works and

thereby are led along the Fitriyana to their reward in the

beyond and then to a new life upon earth, and those "who
" know this, and those others who in the forest practise Faith

"and Penance (Brih.: Truth);" these latter ascend upward

upon the Devaydna and enter into Brahman, whence there is

no return (above p. 363).— Obviously, in the belief of the

original authors of the doctrine entering into Brahman was

the highest goal of man. This it could no longer remain

when once on the basis of passages like Brih. 4, 4, 6 (above

p. 427) which from their position appear older and from their

stage of development more recent than the doctrine of the

five fires, the esoteric doctrine had been reached, according

to which Brahman is without attributes {nirgunam), empirical

reality together with Samsdra an illusion, and the individual

soul is completely identical with the highest. From this

standpoint there could no longer be any question of a passing

of the soul into Brahman, but only a knowledge of its iden-

tity therewith, in which knowledge, as we saw, liberation con-

sists. In contrast with this liberation in the strict esoteric

sense of the word, there now appeared, as a lower form, the

exoteric union with the attribute-possessing (sagunam) Brah-

man, attainable upon the Devaydna by entering into Brahman,

and it was therefore termed Kramamukti, that is, "progressive

liberation" or "gradual liberation" (above p. 398); as the former,

esoteric liberation is the fruit of the Paravidyd, that is, of
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XXXIX. The Passing of the Pious to Brahman. 437

'/agdarganam, so Kramamukti forms the reward of the
Aparavidyd, that is, of the knowledge of sagunam Irahma, of

Brahman as, clothed with attributes, it usually appears per-

sonified as God (igvara) and is accordingly the object of

worship {updsand) for the pious.

"The passing [to Brahman]," says Qafikara, p. 909, 7, "has
«a purpose only in the worship through attributes, as for

"instance in the teaching concerning the throne (Kaush. 1),

"in which the ascent to the throne, the conversation with
"Brahman seated on the throne, the attainment of various

"sweet odours etc., is described, in short, various rewards,

"which imply motion in space. Here a passing is in place;

"but no such goal can be admitted in the case of Samyag-
"iarganam. For there is nothing more to expect for those

"who, knowing their unity with Atman, have already obtained

"their desire here and have burnt up the seed of all troubles

"without leaving a residue, except the consumption of the
" sum of works whose retribution has already begun, and thus

"a passing is purposeless, just as in life the traveller, on

"arriving in a village, enquires about his further journey [but

"not one who has reached his journey's end, and as the sick

"man has recourse to medicine] but not he who has attained

"health. And so a passing has its purpose in the Sagund
" Vidydh, but none in the Nirgund Paramdtma-vidyd." It

is true, it is said further, that the Devaydna is only mentioned
in certain Sagund Vidydh, as in the Faryankavidyd (Kaush. 1),

Pancagnividyd (Brih. 6, 2. Chand. 5, 3—10, above p. 362),

TJpdkosdavidyd (Chand. 4, 10—15, above p. 166), Daharavidyd
(Ch§;nd. 8, 1—6, above p. 162); in others again not, as in the

Madhuvidyd (Brih. 2, 5 or Chand. 3, 1—11), Qdndilyavidyd

(Chand. 3, 14, above p. 152), Shodagakalavidyd (Pragna 6, above

p. 429), Vaigvdnaravidyd (Chand. 5, 11—24, above p. 156); "yet
" the path named Devaydna is equally valid in all the Sagund
Vidydh, as they have as their fruit the attainment of ascent. "8

'39 dbhyudaya, which therefore here (p. 911, 3) denotes the Krama-
mukti on the Devay&na path, while in all other passages where the word
occurs (p. 26, 2. 112, 5. 203, 5. 352, 4. 396, 7. 754, 1. 858, 4. 7. 1073, 11.
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438 Fifth and last Port: Moksha or the Teaching of Liber.ation.

If we look at the connection of our system as a whole,

without letting ourselves be misled by isolated contradictions,

we have, as is well known, in the first place two doctrines of

Brahman, the esoteric, philosophical (paravidyd) and the

exoteric, theological (aparavidyd); and, corresponding to these,

two paths to liberation; the one, upon which the Sage, possess-

ing Samyagdarganam, attains the goal, we have already become

acquainted with; it consists in the consciousness of identity

with Brahman and of the unreality of all plurality; the other,

exoteric path of Kramamukti is for all such as, while they

do not cling to the service of works belonging to the old

Vedic gods but to the doctrine of Brahman, are yet unable

to see through this unreality of the phenomenal world; and

consequently know Brahman, not as the Self within them-

selves, but as the Godhead opposed to themselves and

accordingly worship Brahman in pious meditation. (By wor-

ship is in general to be understood "that which produces an

"increase of faith accompanied by awe;" p. 1071, 4. 10: wpa-

sanam ndma sa-mdna-pratyaya-pravaha-Jcaranam). Still all

worship of the conditioned Brahman has not Kramamukti as

its fruit, but according to p. 112, 5 part Kramamukti part

Abhyudaya (note 138), part the success of sacrifice; according

to p. 815, 5 part Kramamukti, part Aigvaryam (note 138),

part annihilation of sins; according to 4,1,4, p. 1061, the

1099, 1), the temporary felicity of the Pitriyana is to be understood by

it, either with certainty or probability in all.—With similar inconsistency

it is maintained on p. 148, 5, that the fruit of the Saguna YidySih is

limited to Samsara; and similarly on p. 1133, 14 that Aisvaryam [Ohaxid,.

8, 2, 1) is a samsaragocaram eva phalam, just as on p. 815, 5 this very

Aigvaryam is opposed to the Kramamukti, of which, as we shall see in

chapter XL, it forms an integral part.—The same inconsistency, depend-

ing upon imperfect revision, of the entire Kramamukti of the Devayana

expresses itself finally in the fact that exoteric knowledge is sometimes

reckoned as Vidyd, and sometimes as Avidya. Thus the exoteric knower

is repeatedly called, in the description of the Devayana, "vidvdn"

(p. 1095, 11. 1184, 11), whUe on p. 1095, 15 it is said of him, that he has

not completely burnt up Avidya; p. 1133, 15: anivartitatvdd avidydyah;

p. 804, 1: the Upddhis through which Brahman becomes sagunam brahma

are said to be avidyd-pratyupasthapita.
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XXXIX. The Passing of the Pious to Brahman. 439

worship of Brahman under any symbol (pratikam), for example,

as Manas, Akacja, Sun, Name, etc., does not lead to the know-

ledge of Atman, and according to 4, 3, 15—16 these worship-

pers of symbols do not attain the world of Brahman (p. 1136, 1),

but receive as recompense the reward attributed to each

symbol in Chand. 7, 2, 14. With the exception of these wor-

shippers of symbols, all worshippers of the lower Brahman
enter into Him upon the Devayana, according to Badarayana,

whose authority is here expressly invoked (p. 1134, 9. 1135, 1).

Besides these exoteric possessors of knowledge and wor-

shippers occupy a middle position between the possessors of

perfect knowledge and the performers of works; according to

p. 1082, 11 they have not as yet passed beyond the sphere of

actions and are therefore further bound to works ; according to

p. 1047, 10 their worship admits of a more and a less and

thereby conditions various fruits; according to p. 1077, 8 the

law (vidhdnam) still subsists for them, and as reward for its

fulfilment, lordship [of the world of Brahman] awaits them and

freedom from evil.

—

A more sharply defined conception of the nature of the

worshipper of the lower Brahman is not to be obtained from

the available materials. We now turn to the consideration

of the fate which awaits him after death.

2, The Departure of the Soul of the Pious.

Just as in the case of the performer of works, so too in

that of the pious, when he dies, the Indriyas enter into Manas,

Manas into I¥dna, Pram into the individual Soul, which,

clothed in the subtle body, withdraws itself into the heart,

the point of which becomes luminous, to light up the road.

But now comes the parting of the ways; of the 101 chief

arteries of the body, 100 serve to lead forth the souls of the

performers of works from the body in all directions and to

cause them to enter upon the Pitriydna; the (exoteric) knower,

on the contrary, rises by the 101st artery (note 130) to the

head, whence he enters upon the Devayana. (For details see

above chapter XXXI, 2, 3, 5.)
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440 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

For this artery and the Sun are according to Chand. 8, 6, 2,

(above p. 162), constantly connected by a ray (ragmi), "as

"two villages are by a road" and by this the knower ascends

(p. 1105, 12). Whether it is day or night when he dies, is

all the same, since this connection of the artery with the ray

persists as long as the body (p. 1106, 7). And that this ray

is present even at night, can be perceived by the fact that

in summer it is warm at night also; at other seasons it is

less noticeable because the rays are too weak (p. 1106, 12).

Were the ray not present at night one would have to assume

either that the knower can ascend even without a ray,—in

that case the ray would be altogether superfluous,—or that

some of the knowers, those, namely, who die at night time, do

not ascend at all, whereby the fruit of knowledge would be-

come conditional (pdkshika); which cannot be admitted (p. 1107,

1. 4), And further it cannot be assumed that he who dies at

night awaits the return of day, because by then, as the body

is burnt in the meanwhile, there may no longer be any body

capable of connection with the ray (p. 1107, 6; whence it

seems to follow that the burning of bodies followed quickly

upon the occurrence of death; cf. the note above p. 352),

On the same grounds (because waiting is impossible, be-

cause the fruit of knowledge cannot be conditional, and because

the time of death is not determined) we must assume, that

the knower, even if he dies during the period when the days

are decreasing, reaches the goal; and when the Smriti (Bhaga-

vadgita 8, 23 £f.) teaches that only those who die in the day-

time and in the half-year in which the days increase, do not

return, it is to be noted that this refers only to the followers

of Yoga (above p. 19), and, since it rests only on the Smjriti,

this has no validity in a doctrine founded on the ^ruti

(p. 1108, 13).

3. The Stages on the Path of the (3-ods.

The Devaydna, which leads the pious after death to Brah-

man, has a series of stages, which are differently given in the

different accoimts. Thus in Chand. 8, 6, 5 (above p. 162) all
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XXXIX. The Passing of the Pious to Brahman. 441

that is said is that the Soul ascends from the artery to the

sun by a ray (ragmi), while on the other hand Chand. 5, 10, 1

(above p. 362) as also previously Chand. 4, 15, 5 (above p. 166)

the following stages are given: 1. Flame (arcis), 2. the Day,

3. the half-month in which the moon increases, 4. the half-

year in which the days increase, 5. the Year, 6. the Sun,

7. the Moon, 8. Lightning, 9. Brahman.—With this agrees the

parallel passage Bfih. 6, 2, 15 (above p. 363), only that no. 5

is not "the year" but "the world of the Gods," and no. 7

"the moon" is wanting.—On the other hand we find Kaush.

1, 3, as stages of the Devay§,na quite different ones named:

1. Agniloka, 2. Vayuloha, 3. Varunaloka, 4. Indraloka, 5. Prajd-

jaatiloJca, 6, Brahmaloka. ,

In view of these condradictions Qaflkara (p. 1110 ff.) insists

on the fact that there is only one Devaydna, and consequently

that one must combine the different accounts. How in so

doing he pictures the relation between the "ray," which in

Chlnd. 8, 6, 5 connects the artery and the sun, and the stages

1—5, which according to Chand. 5, 10, 1 lead to the sun, is

not clear from his remark p. 1112, 7, that both are not mu-

tually exclusive; he further identifies "the Flame" Chand.

5, 10, 1 with Agniloka Kaush. 1, 3, inserts Vdyuloka Kaush.

I, 3 between "Year" and "Sun" Chand. 5, 10, 1, and then

again Devdloka Brih. 6, 2, 15 between "Year" and Vdyuloka,

and likewise finally Varunaloka, Indraloka, Prajdpatiloka from

Kaush. 1, 3 between "Lightning" and "Brahman" ChS,nd. 5, 10

(p. 1113ff.). "We thus get the following order of the stages of

the Devaydna: 1. The Flame = Agniloka, 2. the Day, 3. the

Fortnight in which the moon increases, 4. the Half-year in

which the days increase, 5. the Year, 6. the World of the

Gods, 7. Vdyuloka, 8. the Sun, 9. the Moon, 10. Lightning,

II. Varunaloka, 12. Indraloka, 13. Prajdpatiloka, 14. Brahman.

Now what meaning have these stages for the ascending

Soul? Are they sign-posts or places of enjoyment? To this

must be answered: they are neither one nor the other, but

guides who conduct the Soul to Brahman. For after the Soul

has reached the Lightning, it is said (above pp. 166. 363)

"there indeed is a man (spirit), who is not as a human being.
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442 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

"he leads it to Brahman;" whence it is to be inferred that

the preceding spirits: Flame etc. are of human nature (p. 1117,

6). For the Soul, in this condition, when all its organs are

drawn in, is in need of guidance, somewhat like a drunken

man or one whose senses are confused; this guidance is under-

taken by the Flame, the Day etc.; wherefore we must under-

stand by them not the natural phenomena which serve as

signposts, for they would be incapable of leading him, but the

Gods presiding over them; and also for the reason that Flame,

Day, etc., are not always present, and waiting is impossible,

as we saw (above p. 440). For the same reason too the stages

named are not places of enjoyment for the Soul, as the

designation Loka (world, place of enjoyment) might seem to

indicate; to other Souls which dwell in them, they may serve

as such places of enjoyment, but the Soul which is ascending

through them is deprived of its organs and hence not capable

of enjoying (p. 1118). After the Soul has come to the Light-

ning, it is led onwards by the "man who is not like a human
"being" into Brahman, through Varunaloka, Indraloka, Pra-

jajpatiloka; these are in some way or other helpful, either by

removing obstacles, or by some other assistance (p. 1119).

4. Brahman as Goal of the Path.

After the description of the Devaydna in Brih. 6, 2, it is

said in conclusion: "there in the worlds of Brahman they

"dwell far away; for such there is no return."—Which Brah-

man are we to understand here, the real uncreated, highest

Brahman as such, or the created (kdryam), lower, attribute-

possessing Brahman (p. 1119, 10)?

To this Bddari replies that the highest Brahman cannot

be meant, because an entering into it is impossible, since

it is omnipresent and is the inner Soul of him who goes

(p. 1120, 1), because the plural "the worlds of Brahman" in-

dicates plurality, which does not pertain to the highest Brah-
man, and because the expression "World" (loka) denotes a

place of enjoyment, into which one enters, and therefore some-

thing changeable (p. 1120, 7). But this place is termed Brahman
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XXXIX. The Passing of the Pious to Brahman. 443

because of its near relationship to Brahman; "for the highest

"Brahman becomes the lower Brahman (p. 1121, 2), through

"association with pure determinations (viguddha-upddhi-samban-

'^dMt), when one conceiyes of it, for the purpose of worship,

"as connected with certain qualities of the created Brahman
"as 'Manas is its substance'" (Chand. 3, 14, 2, above p. 152)

etc. (p. 1121, 2). Like all that is created, the world of the

lower Brahman perishes at last, but by then its inhabitants

have attained Samyagdarganam, and thus they then enter,

together with Hiranyagarbha, the ruler of the world of Brah-

man, into the highest, perfectly pure (pariguddha) Brahman,

"that highest seat of Vishnu" (Kath. 3, 9); this is the Krama-
mukti, of which the Smriti says:

—

"After the world's deliverance has come,

"And with it God's; in union with him,

"All pious folk, attaining Selfhood go

""With him into the fields of perfect bliss."

With this interpretation of Badari is contrasted, in what

follows (p. 4, 3, 12—14) that of Jaimini, who insists that not

the lower, but the higher Brahman is to be understood, whence

it seems to follow that he did not go beyond the doctrine of

the Five Fires and hence did not recognise at all the esoteric

metaphysics of the Vedanta. " Several " adhered according to

p. 1124, 9 to this view of Jaimini, among them probably the

compiler of the Brahmasutras (above p. 24) as he otherwise

would probably not have left to Jaimini the last word on a

question so vitally important for the system. This deviation

on the fact of a portion of the Yedanta school gives Qankara

occasion for the beautiful digression p. 1124—1134, which we

have translated in full above p. 109—115 and in which the

esoteric metaphysics of the Vedanta find clearer expression

than anywhere else.DR
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XL. Heavenly Lordship and Final Liberation

o£ the Pious.

Sutras 4, 4, 8-22.

1. Lordship (aiQvaryam).

The condition of those who have entered into Brahman

hy the Path of the Gods is indicated by the word, derived

from igvara (Lord), viz. aigvaryam: that is, being Lord or

God. As a description of this condition may be taken among

others the passage Chand. 8, 2 (above p. 161), where is de-

scribed how he who has attained freedom (kdmacdra) enjoys

the fulfilment of all wishes. Should he desire intercourse with

the departed, with fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, friends,

should his mind desire after sweet odours and garlands, food

and drink, song and music, or women,—"whatsoever goal he

" may desire, whatsoever he may wish, that ariseth for him at

"his wish, and that he obtaineth; therefore is he glad."

If it be asked whether the mere wish alone suffices for

the fulfilment of the wish, or whether, besides that, some other

special means are needed, it is to be noted that the scripture

mentions the wish only and no other means besides for its

fulfilment (p. 1144, 10); if however such other means cooperate,

then it is certainly without any trouble, and without its being

possible for the wish to be frustrated; moreover, in contrast

with earthly wishes, the fulfilment is here not a passing one,

but endures as long as its purpose (the satisfaction of the

wisher) demands it (p. 1144, 14). Upon this fact, that the

wishes of the liberated are not in vain, depends also their
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XL. Heavenly Lordship and Pinal Liberation of the Pious. 445

freedom, since no one, if he can avoid it, chooses to remain

under a ruler (p. 1145, 3).

2. The Existence of those who have obtained
Lordship.

The power of wishing possessed by the Blessed presupposes

that they also possess Manas, the organ of wishing. Whether
they are besides provided with a body and with senses, is

doubtful. Bddari disputes it, because otherwise it ought not

to be said by way of exclusion: "with Manas he beholds

"those wishes and rejoices in the world of Brahman;" Jaimini

on the other hand maintains it, appealing to the passage:

"he is one, he is threefold," etc. (Chand. 7, 26, 2); being three-

fold presupposes a bodily existence; and even if the passage

quoted is taken from the Bhumavidya, that is, from a nir-

gum vidyd, yet the aigvaryam to which it refers belongs to

the fruit of the saguna vidyah (p. 1146, 5). Badardyam,
finally, assumes, that, because the scripture teaches both,

those possessed of lordship can subsist at pleasure either in

bodily or in bodiless form (p. 1146, 10); in the latter case

the enjoyment of wishes must be conceived as taking place

as in dreaming, in the former as in the waking state (p. 1146,

15. 1147, 4).—But how are we to conceive existence in three

or more bodies at once? Are they to be conceived as being

all animated, or rather, since the Soul cannot multiply itself,

as all soul-less except one, like automata (wooden machines,

ddruyantram)? The answer to this is: as one light can

divide itself into several lights, so he who has attained lord-

ship can be in different bodies simultaneously, as without

this their moving would be impossible; his Atman rules them,

entering into them by means of a division of the Upddhis;

just as indeed the books of Toga teach such a connection of

the Togin with several bodies (p. 1148, 10; cf. above p. 68),—
"We must not bring forward here the passages which teach

the "unity without a second" of the_Atman (above p. 435) for

the lordship here described is only the ripened fruit of the

branches of knowledge that ascribe attributes (p. 1149, 13).
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446 rifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

3. Limits of Lordship.

The lordship of the pious in the beyond extends without

restriction to everything, with the exception of the govern-

ment of the world. They thus possess the prefectionsi'^

connected with aigvaryam, and only the ruling of the world,

that is, its creation, guidance and destruction, is reserved to

the eternally perfect Igvara because he is once for all ap-

pointed for it, and because the aigvaryam of the others has

not subsisted from eternity, but has a beginning in time.

Otherwise, too, unpleasantnesses might occur, in that, for

instance, one might wish the continued existence of the world

and another its destruction; so that there belongs to the

highest Igvara a supremacy over the others, in that he has

to bring their wishes into harmony (p. 1151, 1). Their Free-

dom (svdrdjyam) "rests" upon that of the highest /fyara; into

him, who in this sense is named "the Lord of wishes" (mana-

saspati) (Taitt. 1, 6, 2), the pious enter, so that his lordship

is conditioned by that of the highest Igvara (p. 1151, 14).

When, in E.igv. X, 90, 3 (above p. 168), it is said:—
"However great is nature's majesty,

"The Spirit is yet higher raised by far,

" Of it but one foot do all beings make,

"Three feet of him are immortality in heaven,"

two forms of the highest God are here spoken ot, the one

changeable, belonging only to the realm of change (vikara-

matra-gocara) and one unchangeable, to which all changes

return (vikdra-dvartin), of which it is written (Kath. 5, 15):

"after him, the Shining, shine all things, from his light shines

"this whole world." From these two forms of existence, the

changeless and the changing {avikritam and kdryam

139 As an example of these, Qankara names, on p. 1150, 8 as also

p. 314, 7, animan. According to Gaudapada on Saukhyakarika v. 23

there are the following eight: 1. animan, 2. [gariman and] laghiman
3. mahiman, 4. prapti, 5. prakamyam, 6. vagitvam, 7. tgitvam, 8. ytitra-

Ic&ma-avasayitvam; for the explanation of these expressions see above

p. 39.
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XL. Heavenly Lordship and Final Liberation of the Pious. 447

Irahma, p. 1119, 11), which for Qafikara coincide with the

attributeless and attribute -possessing conceptions,!**

the pious, because they have looked only to the attribute-

possessing Brahman, attain to that conditioned Brahman
only (p. 1152, 6), because their insight (kratu) reaches only

to it. And as they have not attained the higher, attribute-

less, but only the lower, attribute-possessing Brahman, there-

fore even within the latter their power is not boundless, but

limited (p. 1152, 8), and only in respect of enjoyment does

their lordships equal that of the highest tgvara (p. 1153, 2).

4. Final Liberation of the Pious.

But if this is so, if the lordship of the pious is not un-

surpassable (sa-atigaya), must it not then also be finite, so

that its possessors at last return to earth-life?— To this

answers "the venerable Badarayana" in the last Sutram of

the work: "No return according to Scripture, no return accord-

"ing to Scripture." And the meaning of this is: "Those who

"through artery and ray attain to the world of Brahman
"described in the scripture, by the stages of the Flame etc.,

"upon the Path of the Gods, where are the lakes Ara- and

"nyam, in the world of Brahman, in the third heaven from

"here, where is the lake Airammadlyam and the fig-tree

^^ Somavasana, and the stronghold of Brahman Apardjitd, and

"the golden palace Prabhuvimitam (Chand. 8, 5, 3), as it is

"described in many hymns and explanations (cf. Kaush. 1,

"3—5),—those who have attained to it, do not return like

"those in the world of the moon, on the expiration of enjoy-

"ment: 'Immortality attains he who ascends by it' (Chand.

"8, 6, 6),
—'for them there is no return' (Brih. 6, 2, 15),

—

"'those who enter thereupon, return not again to this world'

"(Chand. 4, 15, 6),
—'he goes to the world of Brahman and

"'returns not again' (Chand. 8, 15, I),—as the scripture says.

"But rather, even when their lordship comes to an end, they

1*0 Upon this confusion of the phenomenal forms aod the forms

of presentation of Brahman compare above p. 206.
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448 Fifth and last Part: Moksha or the Teaching of Liberation.

"do not return, but go, as shown (aboYe p. 442), when the

"transformed [Brahman] ceases to exist, pass with the ruler

"thereof into the highest Brahman. Namely, after the dark-

"ness [of their Ignorance] has melted away in Samyagdar-

''ganam, then, as the highest goal there opens before them

"the eternal, jterfect Nirvdnam; in this they take their refuge

"and therefore for such also as place themselves under the

"protection of the attribute - possessing Brahman, there is

"verily no return."
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System.

1. Introductory.

§ 1. The fundamental thought of the Vedanta, most briefly I'undamen-

expressed by the Vedic words: tat tvam asi, "that art thou"
**orth°^'''

(Chand. 6, 8, 7) and aham brahma asmi, "I am Brahman" Tedftnta.

(Brih. 4, 10), is THE Identity op Beahman and the Soirii

;

this means that Brahman, i. e., the eternal principle of all

Being, the power which creates, sustains and again absorbs

into itself all worlds, is identical with the Atman, the Self or

the Soul, i.e., that in us which we recognise, when we see

things rightly, as our very self and true essence. This soul

of each one of us is not a part, an emanation of Brahman,

but wholly and absolutely the eternal, indivisible Brahman
Himself.

§ 2. The statement contradicts experience (vyavahdra), cont™-

which shows us not that unity, but a plurality (ndndtvam), an ^^°^°^ ^y

extension (prapanca) of names and forms (ndma-rupe, i. [e.,

impressions of ear and eye, sense-impressions) and as a part

of them our own Self in the form of our created and perish-

able body.

§ 3. But the fundamental dogma of the Vedanta is equally oontra-

in contradiction with the canon of Vedic ritual; this it is true
^"''"^^''^f

teaches the continued existence (vyatireka) of the soul after worki.

the body, but it assumes a plurality of individual souls different

from Brahman; they are entangled in unceasing transmigration

{samsdra) and at the death of each body pass into a new
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454 Appendix.

body; in this process the works (karmwn) of anyone life con-

dition inexorably the succeeding life and its nature.

3iaDoe § 4. Both experience, as a result of worldly means of

^°°^' cognition {pramanam)—perception (pratyaksham), inference

(anumdnam) etc.— , and the canon of the Vedic ritual with its

commands and prohibitions, promises and threats rest on false

knowledge {mithya-jncLnam), an innate illusion (bhrdnti), which

is called Avidyd, Ignorance; what it tells us is, like the pic-

tuires of a ' dream, only true till the awakening comes. This

innate Avidyd is more accurately described by saying that

the Atman, the Soul, the Self is unable to distinguish itself

from the Upddhis or limitations (i. e., the body, the psychic

organs and works) with which the Soul is clad, and of which

only a part—the body—is annihilated in death, the rest ac-

companying the Soul on its migrations.—This Avidyd is the

contrary of Vidyd, knowledge, also called perfect knowledge

(samyagdarganam), by virtue of which the Atman distinguishes

itself from the Upddhis, and recognises that they are dependent

on Avidyd, a glamour (mdyd) or an illusion (abhimdna); while

it is itself identical with the one Brahman, without a second,

who comprehends all things in Himself.

LTce of § 5. Samyagdarganam, perfect knowledge can neither be
'''°^^* produced by worldly means of knowledge (pratyaksham, anu-

manam, etc.), nor commanded by the canon of the Veda as a

duty, because both are rooted in Avidyd and do not lead

beyond it. The only source of Vidyd is revelation, Qruti

(which we, not quite correctly, generally term "Scripture")

i,e., the Veda, and of this in particular the part of know-
ledge (jndna-kdnda) which exists side by side with the part
of works (karma-kdnda); and contains certain texts scattered

through the Mantras and Brahmanas; but more especially

formed in the concluding chapter of the latter, the Veddnta

(end of the Veda), known as the Upanishads.—The whole of

the Veda without distinction, that is the whole body of Mari'

tras (Hymns and formulas) and Brdhmanas (theological ex-

planations) together with the Upanishads is of divine origin; it
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L Short Survey of the Yedanta System. 455

was "breathed out" by Brahman and only "beheld" by the

human authors (rishis). The world and the Gods with it pass

away but the Veda is eternal; it outlasts the destruction of

the world and continues to exist in the spirit of Brahman; in

accordance with the words of the Veda, which contain the

eternal archetypes of things, gods, men, animals, etc. are

created by Brahman at the beginning of each world period;

thereupon the Veda is revealed to them by "Expiration"—the

part of works as a canon of actions which have happiness

(flhhyudaya) as their object, the part of knowledge as the

source of SamyagdarQanam, the only fruit of which is bliss

{nihgreyasam) i. e., liberation.—Perfect knowledge is not attain-

able by reflection (tarka), and just as little by tradition or

Smriti (including the Vedic Sutras, Kapila, Manu, the Mahi-

bharatam, etc.); both of these, reflection and Smriti, can only

in a secondary sense be considered a source of truth, so far

as they are directed to the Veda and serve to clear up and

complete its revelation.

2. Theology.

§ 6. The aim of man (purusha-artha) is liberation (moJcsha)mghnmA

i. e., the cessation of transmigration (samsdra); and the release^^"^'^

of the soul from its wanderings is brought about by man's

own Self (dtman) being recognised as identical with the highest

Self {parama-dtman), i. e., the Brahman. The whole content

of Vidyd is therefore knowledge of the Atman or Brahman
(they are interchangeable ideas).—But there are two sorts of

knowledge of Brahman—the higher knowledge (para vidyd);

its aim is SamyagdarQanam and its one and only fruit is

liberation; and the lower knowledge {apard vidyd) which

does not aim at the knowledge but at the worship (updsand)

of Brahman; it brings as its fruit, according to the steps of

this worship, in part the prospering of works (karma-samriddhi),

in part happiness (abhyudaya, heavenly, perhaps also in the

following birth), and finally in part kramamukti, i. e., gradual

liberation.—The object of the higher knowledge is the higher

Brahman {param hrahma) and of the lower the lower

Brahman {aparam hrahma).
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them.

456 Appendix.

Higherand § 7. For the Scripture distinguishes two forms (r%?e) of

Brahman Brahman; the higher, attributeless {param, nirgunam) and

the lower attribute-possessing (aparam, sagunam) Brah-

man. In the former case it is taught that Brahman is with-

out any attributes {gum), differences (vigesJia), forms (Sk&ra),

and limitations (upddhi)—in the latter, for the purpose of

worship many attributes, differences, forms, and limitations are

ascribed to him.

Difference § 8. One and the same object cannot be at the same

time with and without attributes, and with and without form;

in Himself (svatas) Brahman is therefore without attributes,

forms, differences, and limitations; and this higher Brahman

becomes the lower when Ignorance (avidyd) for the purpose

of worship ascribes to him the limitations or Upddhis. That

Brahman is subject to Upddhis is only an illusion (bhrama),

just as much as it is an illusion to hold a crystal for red in

itself because it is painted red. As the clearness of the crystal

is not changed by the red colour, so the essence of Brahman
is not altered by the limitations ascribed by Ignorance.

The higher § 9. The higher Brahman is in his own nature attri-

canno"*™ huteless (tiirgunam), formless (nirdkdram), and without differ-

peroeived. ences (nirvtgesham) and limitations (nirupddhikam). It is "not

"coarse, and not fine, not short, and not long," etc. (Bpih.

3, 8, 8); "not to be heard, not to be felt, not formed, imperish-

"able" (Kath. 3, 15); it is "not thus and not thus" {neti, neti,

Brih. 2, 3, 6); i.e., no shape and no idea corresponds to its

real being. Therefore it is "different from what we know,

"and from what we do not know" (Kena 1, 3); "the words

"and thoughts turn back from it and find it not" (Taitt. 2,4);

and the sage Bdhva met the question as to its essence by

silence (above p. 210).

Be.ence of § iQ. The Only asscrtion that can be made of the attri-
the higher i . i T) i

Brahman. DUteless Brahman is that it is not not. In this sense it is

"the Existent" (sat); but if this conception is taken in its

empirical sense. Brahman is rather "the non-Existent."—The
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 467

Scripture further defines the essence of Brahman as through

and through pure spirituality (intelligence, caitanyam) just

as the lump of salt tastes salt through and through. But by

this two characteristics (plurality) are not ascribed to Brah-

man, because both are identical, so far as the essence of

Being consists in spirituality, and of spirituality in Being.

Bliss, dnanda [attributed to Brahman as a third predicate

by the later Vedanta in the name Sac-cid-dnanda] is occasion-

ally recognised as a limitation of the attributeless Brahman;

it remains unmentioned however in the discussion of his being,

perhaps because it can be regarded as a merely negative

quality, as painlessness, which is ascribed to Brahman alone,

for "what is different from him is afflicted" {ato 'nyad drtam)

as the Scripture (Brih. 3, 4, 2) says.

§ 11. That the attributeless Brahman cannot be perceived Brahman

depends on the fact that he is the inner Self (antar-dtman) ^' ""^ °°'"*

of all; as such he is on the one hand the greatest certainty

of all and cannot be denied by anyone; on the other hand He
is not to be perceived because in all perception He is the

Subject (sdlcshin), and can therefore never become the object.

—He is however beheld by the sages in the state of Sam-

rddhanam (perfect satisfaction), which consists in a withdrawal

of the organs from all external things, and a concentration

on their own inner nature. On the consciousness of being

this attributeless Brahman and on the accompanying conviction

of the unreality of all plurality of names and forms depends

salvation.

§ 12. The higher Brahman becomes the lower Brah- The lower

man by being connected with pure (viguddhd) or perfect Brahman.

{niratigayd) limitations. The lower Brahman is to be recognised

wherever the Scripture ascribes limitations, attributes, forms

or differences of any sort to Brahman. This happens -when

the aim is not knowledge but worship (updsand), and the fruit

of this worship is, like that of works, which are to be placed

in the same category, not liberation (moksha, nihgreyasam) but

happiness; this is, as it seems, mainly heavenly; it is however
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limited to the Sams&ra (p. 148, 5) though the heavenly lord-

ship (aigvaryam) attained after death by the path of the gods

(devayana) as a result of the worship of the lower Brahman

leads by means of KramamuMi or gradual liberation to perfect

knowledge and therefore complete liberation. This result how-

ever does not follow immediately, because the worshippers of

the lower Brahman have not completely "burnt up" Ignorance;

for it is this which ascribes the limitations to the higher Brah-

man and transforms it into the lower Brahman. The nature

of Brahman is as little changed by these limitations as (in

the already mentioned simile) the clearness of the crystal by

the colour with which it is painted—as the sun by its images

swaying in the water—as space by bodies moving or burning

in it.—The richly developed ideas of the lower Brahman may
be diyided into three groups, according to whether they regard

Brahman pantheistically as world soul, psychologically

as principle of the individual soul, or theistically as a per-

sonal God.

The lower § 13. The most important passages of the first group are
Brahman Chaud. 3, 14 which terms Brahman " all-working, all-wishing^
as world _. _ , ... /ii •

eoni. "aJl-smellmg, all-tastmg [the principle of all action and sen-

"suous perception], embracing the All, silent, ungrieved" (above

p. 153); and Mund. 2, 1, 1 according to which sun and moon
are his eyes, the cardinal points his ears, the wind his breath

etc. (above p. 132). We bring under the same head Brahman
as source of all light (p. 130); as the light beyond the sky

and in the heart (p. 169); as the ether from which all things

proceed (p. 145), and which holds asunder names and forms

(p. 146); as the life from which go forth all beings (p. 146),

in which the whole world trembling moves (p. 148); as the

inner ruler (p. 149) as the principle of the world-order; the

bridge, which holds these worlds asunder that they do not

blend (p. 162), by which sun and moon, heaven and earth,

minutes, hours, days and years are kept apart (p. 133); finally

as destroyer of the world, who swallows up all created things

(p. 161).
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 459

§ 14. With the dimensions expressed by these ideas is ike lower

often contrasted the smallness which belongs to Brahman as
^'^'>°'™

psychic principle; as such he dwells in the stronghold of the dual soni.

body (p. 199), in the lotus of the heart (p. 160), as a dwarf

(p. 50), a span large (p. 156), an inch high (p. 155), smaller

than a grain of millet (p. 153), large as the point of an awl

(p. 311), as principle of life (pp. 177, 182) as onlooker (p. 171);

also as the man in the eye (pp. 140, 166) etc.

§ 15. These ideas which assign attributes to Brahman The lower

culminate in the conception of Him as tcvara, i, e., personal
^'»'""»"

-,-riTT*! J77X- as personal

God. In the Upanishads this idea is relatively rare and little God.

developed {e.g., tqa, 1; Brih. 4, 4, 22 above p. 195; Kaush. 3, 8;

Kath. 4, 12) ; in the system of the Vedanta on the other hand

it plays an important part; it is Igvara by whose permission

Sams^ra, and by whose grace (prasdda, anugraha) the saving

knowledge is conditioned; He decrees for the soul its works

and sufferings, taking into consideration in this the works of

the previous life, and causing the fate in the new life to pro-

ceed from them as the rain produces the plant from the seed

after its nature. The personification of Brahman as Igvara,

Lord, Ruler, to whom is opposed the world as that which is

to be ruled, is expressly limited to the standpoint rooted in

Ignorance of worldly action, which has no reality in the highest

sense (above p. 272).

3. Cosmology.

§ 16. The dual knowledge {ajpara and ;pardi, vidya) ofTheempir-

Theology (and as we shall see of Eschatology) has as its^^\°^^y°*_

counterpart in the spheres of Cosmology and Psychology the ai etand-

dual standpoint:—the empirical (vyavahdra-avasthd, literally, '"'"'*

standpoint of worldly action) which teaches a creation of the

world by Brahman and a wandering of the soul rendered in-

dividual by the Upadhis; and the metaphysical (paramdrthor

avasthd, literally, standpoint of the highest reality) which

maintains the identity of the soul with Brahman, and denies all

plurality, and therefore the validity of the ideas of the creation

and existence of the world, as well as the individuality and
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wanderings of the soul.—To the detriment of clearness and

logic this dual standpoint in Psychology and Cosmology is not

always strictly adhered to. The system takes up the meta-

physical standpoint as a rule and neglects the empirical, with-

out however denying or being able to deny its relative right

of existence, it being the indispensable presupposition for the

apard vidyd of Eschatology. This apard vidyd treats the

creation in the Cosmology very fully and regards it as real, at

the same time we meet with the assertion again and again that

this scriptural doctrine of the creation has only the purpose of

teaching the Brahmanhood of the world; to support this view

the idea of causality is transformed into that of identity; in

Psychology the metaphysical doctrine of the identity of

Brahman and the world is always in the foreground, and is

defended against an opponent who generally speaking upholds

the empirical standpoint indispensable for the Eschatology of

the system, but also {e.g., in maintaining the creation of the

soul) deviates from it, so that the relative recognition and ap-

propriation of his arguments only concerns a part of them,

and a complete theory of the empirical psychology is thus

wanting. Still by bringing together occasional and scattered

assertions a reliable picture of this part of the system too

may be obtained.

Relation of § 17. The cohcrence of the system may prove to us that

ktodsTf *^^ i'^''^ vidyd in Theology and Eschatology forms with the

knowledge paramdrtJia-avasthd in Cosmology and Psychology an insepar-

pointa Tf"
^^^^ unity of metaphysical doctrine; and that on the other

view, hand the apard vidyd of Theology and Eschatology with the

vyavahdra-avasthd of Cosmology and Psychology a connected

picture of metaphysics viewed from the empirical standpoint

of Avidyd {i. e., innate realism) and forms a system of popular

religion for all those who cannot raise themselves to the stand-

point of the doctrine of identity.—And it is clear that only

a lower, not a higher Brahman can be conceived as creator

of the world, firstly because the act of creation, as has been
repeatedly insisted on, requires a plurality of powers (above

p. 227), which can only be ascribed to the aparam irahma;
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 461

and further, because the passage by which this plurality of

creative powers is proved: "all-working is he, all-wishing, all-

" smelling, all-tasting" (Chand. 3, 14, 2) receives the preference

as a proof of the doctrine of the lower Brahman.

§ 18. According to the Upanishads Brahman creates the woru-

world and then as individual soul (anena jivena dtmand) enters
''™'"^°-

into it (Ohand. 6, 3, 2. Taitt. 2, 6. Brih. 1, 4, 7. Kaush. 4, 20).

There is no question either of an existence of individual souls

before the creation, or of a periodically repeated creation.

—

In this view the germs of the empirical and metaphysical

doctrine of the Vedanta are present in an undeveloped form

side by side; the metaphysical part is the identity of the soul

with Brahman, the empirical the extension of the world of

sense. In the Vedanta system the two are separated; meta-

physically we have the identity of the soul with Brahman

but neither origin, persistence, nor destruction of the world;

empirically on the other hand we have a creation of the

world but no identity of Brahman and the soul; on the con-

trary the individual soul with the Upadhis, which cause its

individuality, has existed from all eternity and migrates (ex-

cept in the case of liberation) from one body to another to

all eternity; and the dogma of the creation of the world is

transformed into that of a periodically alternating emanation

of the world from Brahman and reabsorption in it; these

processes repeat themselves not once only but countless times

throughout eternity. Souls, like the elements, continue to

exist, at the reabsorption of the world, potentially and as

seed in Brahman, and at each new creation go forth from

Him unchanged. The original sense of the doctrine of creation

is thus completely abandoned; it is adhered to, in the modi-

fied form in question, simply because the Veda teaches it; in

the system there is a motive not for a creation of the world,

but rather for its eternal duration; in place of this (to save

the authority of Scripture) we have the periodical creation

and reabsorption, which however must incessantly be repeated,

and are not permitted to alter the order of the world; this

is to satisfy the condition of eternal existence demanded by
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the system, and is as we shall see, dependent on a moral

necessity.

The world § 19. The fundamental idea of the empirical Cosmology

bJ'^nn-''
^^^ Psychology is that SamsS,ra (transmigration) has no

beginning. There exists from eternity a plurality of in-

dividual souls different from Brahman. What distinguishes

them from Brahman (with whom they are in the metaphysical

sense identical) is the Upadhis in which they are clothed; by

Upadhis are understood, in addition to the works, which ac-

company the soul, the psychic organs (indriyas, manas, mukhya

prdna), the subtle body {sukshmcm gariram) which bears them,

and, in a more extended sense, occasionally the gross body

together with external objects. Only the gross body is an-

nihilated by death; the subtle body on the other hand with

the psychic organs has existed from eternity as the vestment

of the soul and accompanies it on all its wanderings. And
the wandering soul is further accompanied by the works (ritual

and moral) performed by it during life; and it is just these

which prevent Samsara from coming to a standstill. For every

deed, good and evil, demands retribution, and therefore reward

and punishment, not only in the Beyond but, besides that, in

the form of another existence. Without works no human life

is conceivable; and therefore also no life that is not followed

by another as its retribution. Very good works result in

existence as a god; very bad in existence as an animal or

plant; even if the soul does no works in these lives, this does

not protect it from rebirth, for works of special goodness or

badness demand for their retribution several successive exist-

ences. On this depends the fact that Samsara through all

spheres of existence from the gods down to plants is without
beginning and (if the seed of works is not "burnt up" by

knowledge) without end.

Moral no- § 20. The spatial extension of the sense-world (namarupa-

"^""^^^."^prapaMca) is essentially nothing more than the fruit of works

of the which is imposed as a burden (adhyaropita, p. 1056, 1, 1132, 10)
™''^ on the soul; the world is, as the common formula runs, kriySr
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 463

Mrdka-phalam (pp.273, 12. 291,6. 447,3. 987,6), "requital

of the deed on the doer;" it is hhogyam (what is to be en-

joyed) while the soul in it is bhoMar (enjoyer) and on the

other hand Jcartar (doer); both of these of necessity and in

exact agreement with its kartritvam (activity) in the preceding

existence. The intermediator between the works and their fruit

(which includes the deeds and suffering of the succeeding

existence) is not an adrishtam (invisible power of the works

reaching beyond life) or at least not this alone but rather the

Igvara, a- personification of Brahman, which is valid for the

empirical standpoint alone (§ 15); the iQvara decrees action

and suffering for the soul in the new birth in exact corres-

pondence to the works of the former existence. Moreover

each new creation of the world after its absorption into Brah-

man depends on the same necessity as the rebirth; for even

when the souls are absorbed in Brahman, they still continue

to exist in the form of seed together with their works, and

the latter require for their retribution another creation of the

world, i. e., the emanation of the elements from Brahman; this

process we shall now consider more closely.

§ 21. At the creation, srishti, which according to this word inorganic

nature (the

elements).
is to be conceived as an "outpouring," i e., emanation, there

°*'"" **"

goes forth from Brahman first of all the Akd,ga, ether, or

more properly all-penetrating space conceived as a very subtle

form of matter; from Akdga goes forth air (vdyu), from this

fire (agni, tejas), from this water (dpas), from this earth

{prithivt, annam); and in this process each successive element

is produced not by the elements themselves but by Brahman

in the form of the elements. In reverse order at the end of

the world earth first becomes water, this fire, this air, this

ether, and this Brahman.—Ether is perceived by the sense

of hearing, air by hearing and touch, fire by hearing, touch

and sight, water by hearing, touch, sight and taste; and earth

by hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell. These elements

occurring in nature, however, are not the pure, original ele-

ments but a mixture of all with preponderance of some one

of them. [There is no systematic account of the theory of
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mixture in Qafikara's Commentary on the BrahmasHtras; we

do not find one before the Vedantas^ra.]

Organic § 22. After Brahman has created the Elements, he enters

them, according to the Upanishads, as the individual soul; i.e.,

in our system the wandering souls, which continue to exist

potentially (gakti-dtmand) in Brahman even after the destruction

of the world, awake from this state, itself a part of the glamour

[of empirical reality], of very deep sleep (mciydmayi mahdsu-

shu;ptih, p. 342, 9) and assume divine, human, animal or plant

bodies according to their works in the previous existence.

This comes about by the seed of the elements, carried by the

soul with it on its wanderings in the form of the subtle body,

becoming the gross body by the addition of homogeneous par-

ticles from the coarse elements which surround it (above p. 259);

at the same time it unfolds the psychic organs (mukhya pram,
manas, indriyas) which during the wandering were rolled to-

gether (sampindita). (What becomes in the case of the organs

of plant souls remains undiscussed; it may be assumed that

they remain rolled up.) The body is ndmarupakrita-kdrya-

karana-sanghdta (pp. 473, 17. 455,4. 686, 5), "the complex of

"the organs of work formed of names and shapes"* [i.e., from

the elements], and the soul is lord (svdmin) of this complex.

The growth of the body takes places from the elements, in

which gross, middle and fine are distinguished; corresponding-

ly faeces, flesh, and Manas are developed from earth; urine,

blood, and Prana from water; and bones, marrow, and speech

from fire;—as however according to the system the soul al-

ready has with it its psychic organs, and among them Manas,

Prana, and speech, we must either see a contradiction here,

or assume that the growing Manas, Prana and speech are

* According to Chand. 6, 3, 2 Brahman enters into the elements by
means of the individual soul and by this means expands Himself as
names and shapes; Qankara on the other hand speaks, p. 507, 1, of a

namariipa-mdj/a-aveea, an entrance into the illusion of names and shapes
and in this sense the above formula is probably to be translated; for

p. 787, 13 the expression karya-lcarana-sanghata is replaced by deha in

this formula.
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I. Short Survey of the Vadanta System. 465

related to the similarly named organs which the soul always

has with it, as the coarse body is to the subtle. The ab-

sorption of this material from food is rendered possible by the

fact that (7. § 21) every natural body contains all the original

elements.—According to their origin organisms are divided

into those born from germs (plants), those born from moisture

(vermin), the oviparous, and the viviparousj; procreation con-

sists in the soul of the child, which has entered into the

father as food and sojourned in him as a guest, passing by

means of the sperm into the body of the mother and from

her blood developing the subtle into the coarse body. Death

is the separation of the soul (with its organs and the subtle

body) from the material body; if the organism is destroyed

the soul wanders forth. The duration of life is not accidental

but is predestined exactly according to the quantum of works

to be atoned for, just as the nature of the life is by their

quality. On the other hand again we find works, which cease

to be, not all at once, but only after repeated rebirths; only

in this way can we explain why e. g. transmigration does not

come to a standstill when the soul enters into a plant. As
every plant is an embodied soul, and every incarnation only

serves the end of atonement, the system is quite logical

(pp. 772, 4. 774, 5) in attributing sensation to plants also.

—

While the duration of life of plant, animal, and human souls

is short, those souls which, in consequence of exceptional per-

formances in the previous life, are born as gods, are immortal,

ie., they continue to exist till the next destruction of the

world; then they again enter the cycle of Samsara; and the

places of Indra etc, can be occupied by another soul in the

next period (above p. 69).

§ 23. Just as all clay vessels are in reality only clay, no world

since the conversion of the clay into vessels is " a mere name, *''™ *''°

•' metaphysi-

dependent on words" (vdcdranibhamm vikdro, ndmadheyam, cai point

Chand. 6, 1, 4 cf. Parmenides' saying: "xip itavT' ovojj.' Iotiv,
°*™^-

800a ppoTol xaxedevTO, irsTtoi&oxe? sivoi otXYi&T)), so also the whole

world is in reality only Brahman and has no existence beyond

Brahman (brahma-vyatirekena); there is nothing different from

30
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Brahman {na ilia nana asti kincana, Brih. 4, 4, 19). But here

our system goes further than the Yeda. The whole extension

of names and forms (ndmarupa-prapanca), the whole plurality

of phenomena (rupa-hheda) is, from the standpoint of highest

reality, caused, produced and laid as a burden [upon the soul]

by Ignorance {avidyd-kalpita, avidyd-pratyupasthdpita,avidyd-

adhydropita), arises from false knowledge (mithydjndna-vijrim-

Ihita), is a mere illusion (abhimdna), which is refuted by per-

fect knowledge (Samyagdarganam);—just as the illusion that

there is a snake, where there is only a rope, a man where

there is only a tree trunk, or a sheet of water where there is

only a mirage, is refuted by closer examination and deceives

no longer. The whole world is only an illusion {mdyd) which

Brahman projects (prasdrayati) from himself like a magician

(mdydvin), and by which he is not affected any more than the

magician is by the magic he creates; or, to change the image,

Brahman owing to Ignorance appears as multiplex (vibhdvyate)

just as the magician does owing to the illusion; he is the cause

of the continued existence (sthiti-kdranam) of the world, as

the magician is of the magical scene he projects, and of the

absorption of the world into his own Self (sva-dtmani eva upa-

samhdra-kdranam), just as the earth withdraws living beings

into itself; the action of plurality (hheda-vyavdhdra) during

the existence of the world and the force of plurality (bheda-

gakti) before and after both depend on Ignorance or false

knowledge. As to this idea of avidyd, mithydjndnam, all

further enquiry is at a loss; of the origin of this Ignorance,

innate ;in all of us, we';learn nothing; we penetrate deepest

by the repeatedly employed image of the person with diseased

eyes, wTio sees two moons, where in reality there is only one.*

* Guilt reaching back ad infinitum is in this case not to be thought

of; cf. what has been said above p. 302 and as confirmation the important

passage p. 85, 4: tat-krita-dharma-adharma-nimittam sagariratvam, iti cet?

na! garira-satnhandhanya asiddhatvdd dharma-adharmayor atma-kritatva-

asiddheh; garira-sambandhasya dharma-adharmayos tat-kritatvasya ca

itara-itara-dgrayatva-prasanffdd andha-parampara eva eshS, anaditva-kal-

pana kriy&samav&ya-abhavcu; ca atmanah kartritva-anupapatteh (trans-

lated above p. 420).
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 467

However the non-existence of the world is only relative: the

plurality of phenomena, names and forms, and Maya are tattva-

anyatv&bhy&m anirvacaniya, i. e., " one cannot say that they

"are Brahman (tat), nor yet that they are different from Him."

They are, like the figures in a dream, true (satya) so long as

the dream lasts, and are so no longer when the awakening

(prabodha) comes.—This idealism, of which we see the dawn
only in the Upanishads, the Vedanta tries to bring into unison

with the Vedic doctrine of creation by maintaining that by

creation is only meant the identity (ananyatvam, tdddtmyam)

of thie world and Brahman; the world is the effect, Brahman
is the cause; and effect and cause are identical; for the proof

of this proposition the persistence of matter through changing

states serves as the main argument.

4. Psychology.

§ 24. While we recognise in all Being around us, in all The aoui

the names and forms, of which the world consists, a deception,

a mere illusion dependent on Ignorance and comparable to a

dream, there is one point in the Universe when these consider-

ations have no application ; this point is our soul, i. e., our own

Self {cLtman). This Self cannot be demonstrated because it

is the basis of every proof, but it cannot be denied either,

because anyone who denies it presupposes its existence (above

p. 127). Of what nature is there this sole foundation of all

certainty, the soul or inner Self? How is it related to Brah-

man, who includes all Being in Himself?

§ 25, The soul can (1) not be different from Brahman identity of

because there is nothing "Existent" outside Brahman; but it ^1"^^ °°^.

is (2) not to be regarded as a transformation of Brahman mau.

either, for Brahman is unchanging; it is (3) just as little a

part of Brahman, for He has no parts.—Therefore it only

remains that the soul is identical with Brahman, and that

each of us is the whole, indivisible, changeless Brahman who

comprehends all Being in Himself.

30*

alone is

Teal.
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The Boul § 26. From this follows that all that is established of the
from the

g^a^jjQj^jj yfY^Q jg -^v^ithout differences, is also true of the soul;
metapnyei- '

^
^

'

cai stand- like Brahman the Soul is essentially pure spirituality {caiian-
''°""'

yam), and to it are applicable all those negative character-

istics whose purpose is to secure the conception of Brahman

from all ideas by which His Being might seem to be limited.

Therefore the soul is, like Brahman (]) omnipresent (vibhu,

sarvagata), or, as we should say, spaceless, (2) omniscient and

omnipotent, (3) neither agent (kartar) nor enjoyer (or sufferer

as the case may be, bhoktar).

The soul § 27. If the true nature of the soul lies in these charac-
from the

teristics, it follows that all which contradicts them is "ascribed"
empirical

standpoint, to it Only by Ignorance. These ascribed limitations or Upddhis

have their foundation only in false knowledge and to them as

we saw all which conditions bodily existence belongs; on them

depends the fact that the soul in the state of Samsara is

(1) not all-pervading and omnipresent but dwells in the heart, its

size being limited to that of the Manas, (2) is also not omniscient

and omnipotent; for its natural omniscience and omnipotence

become latent through the Upddhis, just as the light and heat

of fire in wood in which it is hidden and slumbers; (3) finally

the soul by its connection with the Upddhis becomes an agent

and enjoyer (kartar and hhoktar) and by these latter qualities

its entanglement in Samsara is conditioned; for the works of

one life must be recompensed by enjoyment and works in the

following existence; the works however which form one part

of the requital demand a further requital and so on ad in-

finitum.

The § 28. This beginningless and endless Samsara depends
Upashts.

^j^jy ^^ ^jjg soul's true nature being hidden from it by the

Upddhis due to Avidyd. They make Brahman the individual,

active and enjoying soul; in addition to all outward things

and relations and including the "gross body" which belongs

to them and at death returns into the elements, they are the

following: (1) the Manas and Indriyas; (2) the Mukhya Pram;
(3) the Sukshmarn Qariram; and with this unchanging psychic
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 469

apparatus, with which the soul has heen clothed from eternity

and remains clothed till liheration, is associated (4) a change-
able element which we shall term moral determination.
We have now to consider these Upddhis individually.

§ 29. While the gross body {deha, kdrya-lcarana-sanghata) Manas and

and its organs (karanam), such as eye, ear, hands, feet etc. indnyas.

perish at death, their functions (vritti) regarded as separate

entities remain united with the soul for all time. These organs

are the Indriyas (the powerful ones) which the soul puts forth

like feelers and withdraws at death. On these depend the

two sides of conscious life, perception on the one hand and

action on the other. Answering to this the soul has five

faculties of perception (jndna-indriyas)— sight, hearing,

smell, taste, and touch, and five faculties of action (karma-

indriyas)—-grasping, moving, speaking, procreating, and evacuat-

ing. These ten Indriyas commonly named after the correspond-

ing organs of the gross body, are directed by a central organ,

the Manas, which on the one hand works up the data of per-

ception into ideas (manasd hi eva pagyati,. manasd grinoti,

Brih. 1, 5, 3), and on the other by the faculties of action causes

what is willed to be executed; it is therefore at once what

we call understanding and conscious volition. While

the Indriyas pervade the whole body, the Manas "large as

the point of an awl" dwells in the heart, and in the Manas,

filling it completely, dwells the soul in the closest connection

with it, broken only by liberation; only by the organs to which

Ignorance chains it does the soul become an agent and enjoyer;

it is itself as regards the activity of the organs a passive on-

looker (sdkshin), pure apperception (upalabdhi) so that in spite

of its immersion in worldly action it remains in its essence

untouched {asanga, ananvdgata) by.it.

§ 30. With the Mukhya Prdna the soul seems to be less uukhya

intimately connected than with Manas and the Indriyas; this
^'''""'•

term still has in the Upanishads the meaning of "breath in

the mouth," but in the system it has come to denote "chief

breath of life." Just as Manas and the Indriyas are the
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functions of perception and action hypostatised into separate

entities, the Mukliya Pram on which they all depend is a

hypostasis of empirical life itself, which its five branches—

Frdna, Apdna, Vydna, Sarmna, and Uddna condition. Of

these Prdna causes exhalation, A;pdna inhalation; Vydna is

what supports life when breathing is momentarily suspended;

Samdna is the principle of digestion
;
just as these four sustain

life, Uddna brings about its termination, leading the soul out

of the body at death by one of the 101 principal arteries.

By the same road withdraw Manas, the Indriyas and Mukhya

Frdna; just as during life they are the forces that rule the

organs of the body, they are after the death of the body the

seed from which at each rebirth the bodily organs arise.

sakshmam § 31. Just as tho soul carries with it the seed of the
Qariram bodily organs in the Indriyas, it bears with it the seed of the

body itself in the form of the "subtle body" sukshmam gartram,

or as it is paraphrased repeatedly by Qankara, deha-mjdni

hhiita-sukshmdni, i. e., " the subtle parts of the elements which

form the seed of the body" [and, according to Qankara, as is

demonstrable from p. 743, 4, the impure elements; cf. for a

contrary view Yedantas§,ra § 77]. How these subtle parts

are related to the coarse elements is not further explained.

The subtle body formed of them is material (tanutvam) but

transparent (svacchatvam) ; therefore it is not seen at the with-

drawal of the soul. On it depends animal heat; the corpse

grows cold because the subtle body has left it to accompany

the soul on its wanderings along with the other organs.

Moiai § 32. With this psychic organism {matias, indriyas, mukhya
^^^^'^' prdna, sukshmam gartram) which is attached to the soul in

life and death at all times, and appears completely unchang-
ing, is associated further as a companion in the migrations

a changing Upadhi; this is moral determination, consist-

ing in the treasure of works (karma-dgaya) collected during

life; side by side with the physical substratum (ihuta-dgraya)

i. e., the subtle body, it departs with the soul as a moral
substratum (karma-dgraya) and inexorably determines the nature
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 471

of the future existence in respect of enjoyment and suffering

as well as of works.

§ 33. There are four states of the wandering soul—wak- special

ing, dreaming, deep sleep, and death. In the waking state
"**°

"i**"

the soul sojourning in the heart in association with Manas
rules over the whole body, perceiving and working through

Manas and the Indriyas. In dream sleep the Indriyas enter

into rest while the Manas remains active; and the soul, sur-

rounded by Manas into which have withdrawn the Indriyas,

pervades the body in the veins and in doing so beholds the

dreams "fitted together" from waking impressions (vdsand).

In deep sleep the union of the soul with the Manas is dis-

solved; Manas and the Indriyas, entering into rest, go into

the veins or the pericardium and then into MukJiya Prdna,

whose activity continues in deep sleep also; meanwhile the

•soul, temporarily freed from all the Upadhis, enters into Brah-

man in the ether of the heart ; as the soul without the Upadhis

is Brahman, this entrance into Brahman is only another way

of expressing the complete deliverance from the Upadhis.

From this temporary identification with Brahman the soul on

waking issues with all its individual characteristics, the same

that it was before.

5. Transmigration.

§ 34. At death the Indriyas first of all enter into the The ?».•-

Manas, this into the Mukliya Prdna. this into the soul affected
^„,°',,o^

by moral determination, and lastly the soul into the Sukslimam ae tod7.

^ariram. After all these are assembled in the heart, its tip

glows to illuminate the way and the Uddna leads the soul,

together with the Upadhis mentioned, out of the body. The

soul of him who has acquired (lower) knowledge passes by

the artery of the head {murdhanyd nddl, later termed sushumnd);

those who have not knowledge depart by the 100 remaining

main arteries of the body. (He who has acquired the higher

knowledge does not, as we shall see later, depart at all.)

From this point the roads branch ; the Ignorant who has per-

formed works follows the Pitriyana or way of the fathers; he
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who has the lower knowledge the Devaydna or way of the

gods; he who has neither knowledge nor works, i.e., the wicked

man, is excluded from both these roads.

Fate of tha § 35. The Pitriydua, intended for those who have neither

work»°(pl ^-^^ higher nor the lower knowledge of Brahman but have

triy&na) performed good works, leads the soul up to the moon to be

recompensed. The stages on this road are the following

—

(1) smoke, (2) night, (3) the half of the month in which the

moon wanes, (4) the half of the year in which the days grow

shorter, (5) the world of the fathers, (6) the ether, and (7) the

moon. In the luminous realm of the moon the souls enjoy

converse with the gods as a reward for their works, and that

until no more works remain. Only a part of the works how-

ever is recompensed on the moon. Another part forms a

residue (anugaya) and finds its recompense in the next birth.

Which works are to be understood in each case is a question

that is not cleared up. After the works which find their

reward on the moon are consumed the soul descends again;

on the return journey the stages are— (1) the ether, (2) the

air, (3) smoke, (4) the cloud, (5) rain, (6) the plant, (7) the

male semen, and (8) the mother's womb. In all the soul so-

journs merely as a guest and is to be distinguished from the

elements and souls it traverses. After it has finally reached

a womb corresponding to the merit of its works it again passes

out to another life on earth.

Fsteofthe § 36. The wickcd who have neither knowledge nor works
wicked ^q jjq^ ascBud to the moon; their fate is not clearly developed,

the third for Qankara refers on the one hand to punishment in the

place), seven hells of Tama, and on the other to the "third place,"

in which they are born again as lower animals, but the con-

nection between the two is not made clear. Though the

wicked remain excluded from life on the moon, among those

who return from the moon there is a further difi'erence made
between those of good conduct who are reboi'n in one of

the three higher castes and those of evil conduct who enter

the bodies of Oa^idalas or animals. A combination of these
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 473

ideas to a connected whole, easily possible by the distinction

of tarious steps in the good and evil worts to be atoned for,

is not found in the work from which we draw our facts.

§ 37. From those who do good works (§ 35) and adhere Fate of the

to the old Vedic cult of sacrifice are to be distinguished those
gh^ppers^of

who retain the Brahman doctrine but are unable to rise to Brahman

the perfect knowledge of the doctrine of identity; and who^
evayana).

therefore regard Brahman not as the soul in themselves

but as God outside themselves and worship him accord-

ingly. These possessors of the lower knowledge {apard vidyd),

i. e., the worshippers of the lower, attribute-possessing (aparam,

sagwnam) Brahman, all enter, (with the exception of such as

have worshipped Brahman under a symbol, praWcam), after

death by the Devaydna into the lower Brahman. The stages

of this road are variously given in the different accounts, and

Qankara weaves them into a whole. According to Chand.

[Bj-ih., Kaush.] the soul of him who possesses the lower know-

ledge, after leaving the body by the artery of the head, tra-

verses the following regions— (1) Flame [= Agniloka], (2) the

day, (3) the half of the month when the moon waxes, (4) the

half of the year when the days grow longer, (5) the year,

[(6) Devaloka, (7) Yayuloka], (8) the sun, (9) the moon, and

{10) lightning. These stages are neither to be regarded as

signposts, nor as places of enjoyment for the soul, but as

guides which it needs, because it cannot use its own organs

as they are rolled up. While therefore by those already

mentioned we are to understand divine, quasi-human guides

of the soul, the soul after its entrance into the lightning is

received by a "man, who is not as a human being" (purusho

'mdnavah), and conducted to Brahman [through (11) Varuna-

loka, (12) Indraloka, and (13) Prajdpatiloka]. By Brahman

however the lower, attribute-possessing Brahman is here to be

understood, who has himself originated Qcdryam) and therefore

perishes at the destruction of the world. In the world of this

Brahman the souls enjoy aigvaryam, lordship, which consists

in a quasi-divine but Umited omnipotence and includes the

fulfilment of all wishes. The Manas serves as organ of enjoy-
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ment; whether the soul can also make use of the accompany-

ing Indriyas is doubtful. Among other powers of the soul is

that of animating several bodies at once, among which the

soul distributes itself by dividing its Upadhis.— Though this

aigvaryam of those who have entered into the lower Brahman

by the Devaydna has an end and only lasts till the destruction

of the world, the scripture says of them: "Por such there is

no return." We must therefore assume that the higher know-

ledge of Samyagdarganam is communicated to them in the

Brahman-world, and that thus at the destruction of the world,

when the lower Brahman also perishes, they enter with Him

into the "eternal, perfect Nirvana." This way of entering

Brahman is termed Kramamukti "progressive liberation" be-

cause it is conditioned by a progression, or "liberation by

steps" because it is brought about by the intermediate step

of heavenly lordship. To be distinguished from it is the im-

mediate liberation of those who possess knowledge and this

we shall now consider.

6. Liberation.

'Etom § 38. The question of the possibility of a release from
knowledge individual existeuce which forms the cornerstone of the Yedanta

comQB - ....
iBiaaee." as of other Indian systems presupposes the pessimistic view

that all individual existence is a misery. This view is oc-

casionally put forward both in the Veda (Brih. 3, 4, 2, ato

'nyad drtam, "what is different from him is afflicted;"

Brih. 4, 4, 11, anandd ndma te lohah, "yea joyless are these

worlds" above p. 194; cf. Kath. 1, 3. t^a 3) and in the system

(above pp. 318, 433, cf. p. 1139, 12); but is not emphasised to

anything like the extent we should expect.—How is liberation

(moksha) from the bond (handha) of existence possible?—Not

by works; for they, good and evil alike, demand their recom-

pense, condition a new existence and are the cause of the

continuance of Samsdra; but not by a (moral) purification

(samskdra) either; for this can only take place in an object

capable of change; but the Atman, the soul, whose liberation

is in question, is unchangeable. Therefore liberation cannot

consist in a process either of becoming or of doing something
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I. Short Survey of the Vedanta System. 476

but only in the knowledge of something, already present, that

is hidden by Ignorance: "from knowledge liberation"

(jn&ndn mdkshah). After the Brahmanhood of the soul is

recognised liberation follows at once ("that thou art" is the

phrase not "that thou wilt be," p. 917, 7); simultaneously with

the attainment of the knowledge of the identity with Brahman
the soul becomes the Soul of the universe (p. 66, 7).

§ 39. The Atman, in the knowledge of which consists Knowledge

liberation, is nought else than the subject of knowledge in us. a*^°t^b*

For this reason it is not recognisable by natural means :
" thou ^e giaoa

canst not see the seer of seeing" etc. (Brih. 3, 4, 2); it cannot
°'**°*-

be sought for and looked at as an object; knowledge of it

cannot be obtained at will, and even research in the scrip-

tures does not produce a knowledge of it at once; this only

serves to clear away the obstacles in the way. Whether the

Atman is known depends like the knowledge of every object

on whether it shows itself to us, and therefore on itself. For

this reason in the lower knowledge, which contrasts the Atman
to ourselves and worships him as a personal God, knowledge

appears as dependent on the grace of God; but in the higher

knowledge, as the Atman is in reality not an object, we can-

not enquire further after the cause which makes it known

to us.

§ 40. Religious practice however knows certain means Auxiliary

(sctdhanam), by which the acquisition of knowledge of the At- ™°^^
man is furthered. Thus from those who are called to know-tnowiedge.

ledge is demanded the study of the Veda and the four

requirements ((1) Discrimination between eternal and non-

eternal substance, (2) Renunciation of the enjoyment of reward

here and in the other world, (3) the attainment of the six

means—tranquillity, self-restraint, renunciation, resignation, con-

centration, belief, (4) desire for release).—In a more general

sense and apart from this enumeration customary in instruction

there are two means of furthering knowledge—works and

meditation. (1) Works cannot, it is true, produce know-

ledge but are auxiliary (sdhakdrin) to the attainment of it.
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and that by destroying the obstacles that stand in the way;

as obstacles are reckoned the affections (Mega) such as (passion-

ate) love, hate, etc. (Works have therefore in the plan of

salvation not a meritorious but an ascetic role; cf. 1082, 12

nirabhisandhin). Works which serve as a means of knowledge

are auxiliary in part "outside" (vcihya) in part "closer" (pratyd-

sanna). As these "outside" means are reckoned—"the study

"of the Veda, sacrifice, alms, penance, fasting" (Brih. 4, 4, 22);

these are to be employed only till knowledge is gained. In

contrast to these the "closer" means continue to exist even

when knowledge is attained; they are "tranquillity, restraint,

"renunciation, resignation, concentration" (Brih. 4, 4, 23).

—

(2) Side by side with works pious meditation (upasand)

serves as a means of knowledge. It consists in the devout

consideration of the words of scripture, e. g., the saying tat

tvam asi, and is, like threshing, to be repeated till knowledge

appears as its fruit; this requires a longer or shorter time

according as a person is mentally limited or afflicted by

doubts. With the attainment of the higher knowledge medi-

tation becomes unnecessary, for it has served its purpose.

(The meditation on the other hand which is a part of the

service of works, and that which is usual in the lower know-

ledge are to be practised till death, for the thoughts in the

hour of death are of importance in determining the fate in

the life beyond.) The posture is indifferent in the case of

meditation serving the purpose of the higher knowledge. (So

too for meditation as part of the service of works; the medi-

tation necessary for the lower knowledge must be practised

sitting, not standing or lying down.)

Destniction § 41. Knowlcdgc cousists in the immediate intuition (anu-
ot works,

yj^i^yfj^^ Qf ^}jg identity of the soul with Brahman. The works

of Him who has attained this and with it the conviction of

the unreality of the world of plurality and transmigration, are

annihilated and in the future cleave to him no more. This

annihilation refers just as much to good as to evil works, for

both demand retribution and therefore do not lead beyond

Samsara, He on the other hand who has attained knowledge
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I. Short Survey of the Yodanta System. 477

has won this conviction—"that Brahman the nature of which
"is opposed to the nature, previously considered by me to be
"true, of agent and enjoyer, which is in its ovra nature in all

"time past, present and future non-agent and non-enjoyer,

"that Brahman am I; therefore I never was agent and en-

"joyer, and I am not one now, nor shall I ever be" (p. 1078, 4).

With the unreality of activity the unreality of the body which

exists as the fruit of works is recognised; therefore he who
has attained knowledge is as little affected by the sufferings of

his own body as by the sufferings of another; and he who
still feels pain, has verily not yet attained full knowledge.

§ 42. Even as for the man who has attained knowledge Abolition

there is no longer a world, a body, or suffering, there is also anyes.

no longer prescribed action. But he will not therefore do

evil; for that which is the presupposition of all action, good

and evil,—illusion—has been annihilated. It is a matter of

indifference if he does works or not; whether he does them

or not they are not his works and cleave to him no more.

(However natural it would have been to desire from the

described position of him who knows himself as soul of the

world a positive moral disposition which shows itself in works

of justice and love, this consequence is not drawn in Qankara

but only in the Bhagavadgita, cf. above p. 59, note 36).

§ 43. Knowledge burns the seed of works so that no why the

material is at hand to cause a rebirth. On the other hand ^.°^'"'/*''°

libeTated

knowledge cannot annihilate works, the seed of which has continue to

already germin]^ted, i e., those from which the present life is
''^"*'

put together. This is why the body, even after the awakening

(prabodha) is complete, continues to exist for a while, just as

the potter's wheel goes on revolving even when the vessel which

it supported is completed. This continuance is however a mere

appearance; the possessor of knowledge cannot destroy it, but

it cannot deceive him any more either; just so the man with

diseased eyes sees two moons but knows that in reality there

is only one there.
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AbBorption § 44. After the works whose fruit has not yet begun to

°«e*8ao/of
appear have been destroyed by knowledge, and after those,

knowledge the fruit of which is the present existence, have by completion
m a man.

^£ ^-^^^ present life come to an end, with the moment of death

full and eternal liberation comes to him who possesses know-

ledge; "his vital spirits withdraw not; Brahman is he, and into

"Brahman he is resolved."

"Ab rivere run and in the deep

"Lose name and form and disappear

"So goes, from name and form released,

"The wise man to the Deity."
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II. Index of all Quotations

in (^ankara's Commentarj on the Brahmasutras.

Explanation of the Ahhreviations.

Aa= Aitareya-aranyakam

Ab= Aitareya-brahmanam

Agvjr = Agvalayana-Qrautasutram

Apdh = Apastamba-dbarniasutram

Arsli = ArBheya-brahmanam

Au= Aitareya-upanishad

AY= Atbarvaveda-samhita

BhG= Bhagavadgita

Bb = Brahmasutram

Bu= Brihadaranyaka-upanishad

Cb= Ohandogya-brahmanam

Qb= Qatapatha-brahmanam

Ch = Chandogya-upanishad

Qt= Qvetagvatara-upaniehad

6dpK=Gaudapada's Karika on the

Mandukya-upaniahad

Jab = Jabala-upanishad

Jb= Jaimini-sutram

ISpr= Indisohe Spriiche J (Boeht-

Iqi= Iga-upanishad

Eap= Eapila-sankhyasutram

Katygr = Katyayana-grautasutram

KauQ = Kaugikasutram

Eausbb = Kausbitaki-brahmanam
Kb = Kathaka-brabinanani

Kena = Kena-upanishad

Ksliu = Kaushitaki-upanishad

Ku = Kathaka-upanisbad

MaitrS = Maitrayani-sambita

Manu= Manava-dharmagastram

MarkP = Markandeya-puranam

Mbh = Mababbaratam

Mu = Mundaka-upanishad

Ns == Nyayasutram

Pane= Panoavinga-brabmanam

Pan= Panini

Pargr= Paraskara-gribyasutram

Pu = Pragna-upanisbad

Ramay = Ramayanam
RV = Rigveda-samhita

Sankbyak ^= Sankhya-karika

Sba^v = Shadvinga-brabmanam

Ta = Taittiriya-aranyakam

Tb = Taittiriya-brabmanam

Ts = Taittiriya-sambita

Tu = Taittiriya-upanisbad

Ys = Yogasutram

Ysk = Yaska (ed. Rotb)

Yaig := Vaigesbikasutram

Vs = Vajasaneyi-sambita
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107, 6 = Ch 6, 8, 1

108, 5 = Ch 8, 3, 3

-,7= Ch6, 8, 3

-, 8 = Ch 6, 8, 5

-, 12 ~ Bu 4, 3, 21

109, 9= Kshu 3, 33

-, 12= Tu 2, 1

-, 12 ~ Ch 7, 26, 1

-, 13 = Pu 3, 3

110,5= gv6,9
lll,4= Bu4,5,15
-,6= Ch7,24,l
- 8= Ta3,12,7io

-,9= gv6, 19

-,10= Bu2,3,6
112,l= Bu3,8,8
-,l=?ii
-,8= ?ii

-,9= Ch3,14,l
-,ll= BhG8,6

113,3= ?i3

-,5= BhG10,41
-,8 cfCh 1,6,6.7
lU,l = Bsl,l,22
-,5= Bsl,l,12

-,8=B8l,l,10
-,12= Tu2,l—

4

-,13= Tu2,5
115,l= Tu2,l
-,7= Tu2,5
- 8= Tu2,5

116,l= Tu2,7
-,3= Tu2,8
- 4= Tu2,9
-5= Tu3,6
-,6= Bu3,9,28
118,3 cfTu2,8

Bu 4, 3, 33
- 8= Tu2,7

118,14= Tu2,l
—,17 cfTu2,6

119,2= Tu2,5
—

, 6= Tu 3,

6

— , 11= Tu 2, 6

120, 5= Tu 2, 7

— , 7 cf Ku 3, 11

—,.14= Bu3, 7,23
121,5= Tu2, 6

—
, 7= Bsl, 1,5

122,2= Tu2,7
-,9= Tu2,l-4

123,7= Tu2,5
-,9= Tu2,l

124,9= Tu2,6
12B,3= Bu4,3,32
—,7= Tu2,9
-,10= Ch7,24

126, l= Tu2,

1

—,2=gv6,ll
—,4= Tu2,7
—,6= Tu2,8
—,7= Tu2, 9

— , 7= Tu 3, 6

—,ll= Bu3,9,28
—,12= Tu2,7
—,14= Tu2,8

127, B= Tu 2, 9

—,6= Tu2,6
— , 7= Tu 2,

5

—,9==Tu2, 7

— , 10= Tu2,6
— , 11= Tu 2,

1

—,13= Tu3,6
128, 1 cf Tu 2,

9

—,5= Bsl,l, 12

—,7= Tu2,6
—,8= B8l, 1, 13

—,15= Bsl,l, 14

129,2= Tn2,6
-7= Chi, 6, 6-7

130, 2= Chi, 7,

5

— , 7= Ch 1, 7, 5
—,9= Ku3,15
— 10= Chi, 6, 6
— 10= Chl,7,5
-, 11= Ch 7, 24,

1

—,12= ?u

131,1= Chi, 6,

8

-2= Chi, 7, 6
—,4= Bu4,4,22
— 9= Chi, 6, 7

-,12= Ch 1,7,5
—,13= Ch 8,7,1
132,1= Chi, 7,

5

—, 4 ~ Ch 1, 6,

8

—
, 5 ~ Ch 1, 7,

5

-, 6 ~ Ch 1, 7, 6
— 9= BhG10,41
133,5=Mbhl2,12909
—,8= Ku3,15
—,10= Ch3,14,2
134,3= Bu3,7,9
-, 11 ~ Ch 1, 9,

1

135,6= Tu2,7
—,7= Ch8, 14

— 15= Ch 1,9,1

—,17= Tu2,l
136, 2 cf Ch 1, 9,

1

— , 5= Ch 1, 9,

1

-,12= Ch3, 14,3

— , 15= Bu3, 9,28i»

— , 16 cf Ch 1, 8,

8

137, 2= Ch 1, 9,

2

— , 6= Ch 8, 14

138, 1=RV 1,164, 39
— , 2= Tu 3,

6

— , 3 ~ Bu 5, 1, H6

' or Kaush. 4, 20, in both cases both recensions without sarve; like-

wise 299, 12.-10 = 390, 6 = 454, 14 = 686, 9.— <• brahmana-like.—
" = 1047, 12 = 1135, 6 upanishad-like.— 13 upanishad-like.— 1« = 172, 5

= 610, 3 = 624, 8 = 652, 7 = 838, 9 = 1124, 12, according to the com-
ment, to Chand. p. 409 kdthake, but improbably.—» -with the reading

rS,ter (Madhy.).— is confounded with Chand. 4, 10, 5.
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138,5= ?"
—, 8 Ch 1, 10,

9

— , 9 Ch 1, 11, 4—5
— , 12 Ch 6, 8,

2

—,12 Bu4,418
139, 8 Qb 10, 3, 3, 6

— , 13 cf Ch 1, 11, 6—9

140, 5= Chi, 11,

5

—,12= Chi, 11,

5

—,lB= Kshu3,3i»

141,7= Bu4,4,18
—,8= Oh 6, 8,

2

—,15= ?i9

—,16= Ch6,8,2

142, 5= Oh 3, 13,

7

143, 10= Oh 6, 3,

3

144, 5= Oh 3, 13,

7

—,6= Ch3, 13, 7

—,9= Bu5,5,3
—,10= Ch 3, 13,7.8

—,ll= Ch3,13,8
—, 12 cf Oh 3, 13,

8

—,15= Ch3, 12,1

145.

2

= Ch 3, 12,

6

—,3= Oh3,13,7

— , 6= Ch 3, 12,

6

146.

5

cf Oh 3, 14

— , 6= Ch 3, 13, 7

—,9= Tb 3,12,9,720

—,ll= Bu4,3,6
—,12= T3l,6,3,3

147.3= Ku5,15
—,4= Bu4,4, 16

—,14=Ch3,13,8
148.6= Bu4,4,24
— , 11= Ch 3, 13, 7

149, 3= Ch 3, 12,

1

— , 6= Ch 3, 12, 6

—,9= Ch 3,12,5—6

149, 12 ~Ch 3, 12,

7
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n. Index of all Quotations. 483

167. 9= Ch 3, 14,1

—,14= Oh 3, 14,1

168,l= Ch3,14,2

-,3= Cb3,14,2
—,4= Ch3, 14,3
— , 6 cf Qv 5, 8

-,6= Ch3,14,3
-,11= Oh 3, 14,

4

169, 1= Oh 3, 14,

1

170. 10= Oh 8, 7,1

-,ll= Ch8,7,l
—

, 11= Oh 3, 14, 2
-,13= Oh 3, 14,

3

-,17= Oh 3, 14,

2

171,4~gv4,3
—,B= BhG3, 13

[Qv3,16]
—,7= Mu2,l,2
-,8= 0h3,14,2

172,1= Oh 3, 14,

2

-, 1 ~ Oh 3, 14, 2

-,2= Ch3,14,3
-,5= 0h3,14,3
—, 5= 130, 12

—,10= Oh 3, 14,4
173, 3=gb 10, 6, 3,

2

—,9= BhG18, 61

-,12= B3 1,2,3
—,13= Bu 3,723
—,14= BhG13,2
174,1= Oh 6, 8, 7

— , 5 ~ Oh 3, 14,

4

-,6= Oh3,14,3
175, 12= Bu 3, 7, 23

176, 9= Oh 6, 8, 7

—,9= Bul,4, 10

—,9= Ba3,7,23
177, 8= Ku 2, 25

178,1= Bui, 4, 6

-,2= Mu3, 1,

1

-, 3= Mu 3, 1,

1

178, 12= Mu 3, 1,1

179, 3= Ku 2, 18

—,4= Ku2,25
— , 7= Ku 3,

1

— , 13= Ku 1, 20

180,3= Ku2,14
— , 10= Mu 3, 1,

1

181,9~Bu4,423
182, 6= Ku 2, 12

—,6=Tu2,

1

—,7= ?7

183. 1 'v. Ku 3, 3

— , 3= Ku3, 9

—,4=Ku2, 12

— , 8= Ku 3,

1

— , 10-12= Mu 3, 1,

1

—,14= Mu3,l,2
184,3= ?26

, 7= V26

185. 2= Oh 6, 8, 7

—,2= BhG13,2
—,4=?26

— , 13= Bu4,5, 15

—, 15 ibidem2'

186,2= 0h4, 15,

1

—,7= Oh4,15,l

187,2= Bu5,5,2
—,7= 0h6,8,7
—,11= Oh 4,15,

1

—,13= Oh 4, 15,2

—,14= Oh 4, 15,3

— , 15= Oh 4, 15,

4

188,5=Bu3,7,3
—,6= Bu3,7,18
—,9= Oh 1,6, 6. 5

— , 17= Oh 4, 10, 5

189, 1= Oh 4, 14,

1

—,3= Oh 4, 10,

5

— , 4 ~ Oh 4, 10, 5

—,5= 0h4,10,5

190, 6= Oh 4, 14,

1

190, 9= Oh 4, 14,3

191,4=0h4, 15,

1

—,8= Pul,10
192,l= BhG8,24
—,3= Oh 4, 15,5

—,14=0h4, 15,

1

—, 18= Ch8, 9,

1

193,9= Bu5,5,2
—,13= Tu2,8

194, 2= Oh 4, 15,1

— , 5= Bu3, 7,

1

—,6= Bu 3,7,3

195, 5= Bu 3, 9, 10

196. 1 = Bu 3, 7, 3

— , 2= Bu 3, 7, 3

— , 5= Bu3, 7, 23

— , 13= Manul, 52*

197. 2=Bs 1,1,5

— , 7= Bu 3, 7, 23

— , 14~Bu3,4,2
198, 7= Bu 3, 7, 22

—,8= gbl4,6,7,30

199. 1= Bu 3, 7, 232»

— , 11= Bu 4, 5, 1529

200. 2= Mu 1, 1, 5—6
— , 8 ~ Mu 1, 1, 7

201, 2= Mu 1,1,9

—,4=Mul, 1,5—

6

— , 6= Mu 2, 1, 2

— , 13= Mu 1, 1, 9

202, 2= Mu 1,1,7

— , S= Ma 1, 1, 9

—,8= Mu2, 1, 2

— , 10= Mu 1, 2, 13

— , 13= Mu 2, 1,

2

203, 2= Mu 1, 1, 5

— , 9= Mu 1, 1, 3

204, 1 ~ Mu 1, 1,

1

—, 6 ~ Mu 1, 2, 7

— , 9 ~ Mu 1, 2, 12

205, 8= Mu 2, 1,

2

28 from the Paingirahasyabrahmariam= Paifigi-Upanlshad (232, 12),

cf. EV. 1, 164, 20.—" according to the Madhyandinas; otherwise (111, 4.

393,3. 199,12) according to the Kanvas.— 28 quoted directly as Sdnkhyor

wwriii.—.29 Kanvas not Madhyandinas.
31*
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206,13 =
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II. Index of all Quotations. 485

243,3= Ch2,23,4

_,10= Bu 3,8,9

244, 7= Bu 3, 8, 11

-,10= Bu3,8, 11

—,12= Bu 3,8,8

-, 16= Pu 5,

2

245.1 ~Pu 5,

5

— , 4 cf Pu 5,

2

—,5= Pu5,5
—,6= Pu5, 5

246.2= Pu5,B34

247, 10 cf Qv 3, 9

—,ll= Ku3,ll
248,3~Pu5, 5

249.2= Ch8, 1,1

250, 1 = Oh 8, 1,

2

- 10 of Qv 5, 8

251.

3

~ Ch 8, 1, 2

—,5= Ch8,l,3

352.

4

=gb 10, 6, 3,2

-, 9= Ch 8, 1,

5

253,9= Pu5,5
-, 10= Bu 2, 5, 18

254.

1

~ Ch 8, 1, 6

—,3= Ch8,l,6
—,8= 0h8, 1,3

-,11-0118,1,2
255.2= Ch8,l,5
—,4= Oh 8, 1,6

256,1= Oh 8, 3,

2

—,5= Oh6, 8,

1

257.5= Ch8,l,l
-, 8= Oh 8, 4,

1

258,3~Bu3,8,9
—, 5 ~ Bu 4, 4, 22

-11= Oh 8, 14

-,12= 0h 1,9,1

259.3= Ch8,3,4
-8 cf Oh 8, 12,2
- 10= Ch8, 14

260, 5= Bs 1,3, 20
-10= Oh 8, 7,1

261,1

-,2

—,4

-4
-6
-V
-9

262,1

-,5
-12
-13

263, 4 =

— 7 =

-10
264,2

266,3

-3
-9
-,14

267, 1 =

—,5 =

-8 =

-9 =

-11
-,12
-,14

269,4

-,13
270,2

-15
-,16

271, 2=
-,5=
-8=

272, 9=
273,7=
274, 2=
-,3=

275, 1=
—,2=

Ch 8, 7,

4

Oh 8, 9, 3.

10,4. 11,3

Oh 8, 10,

1

Oh 8, 11,

1

Ch 8, 11,

1

Ch 8, 11,

1

Ch 8, 11,336

Ch 8, 12, 3

Ch 8, 1,

1

= Ch 8, 9, 3

= Ch 8, 12, 3

= Ch 6, 8, 7

= Bu 1, 4, 10

= Ch 6, 8,

7

Mu 3, 2, 9

Ku 2, 22

BhG 13, 81

Ch 8, 7,

4

= Ch 8, 10,

1

= Oh 8, 9, 3

= Ch 8, 11, 3

= Ch 8, 11,

1

= Bu 4, 3, 30

= Ch8, 11,3

= Ch 8, 12,

1

= Ch 8, 12, 3

= Bsl,3, 18

= Bs 1,1,30

Ch 8, 3, 4

= Oh 8, 1,

1

cf gv 5, 8

= Bal,2, 7

= Ch 8, 1, 3

= Mu 2, 2, 10

= Ku 5, 15

= Ch 3, 14, 2

Bu 4, 4, 16

Mu 2, 2, 5

Mu 2, 2, 9

Bu 4, 3, 6

Bu 4, 2,

4

275, 5= BhG 15, 6

— , 7= BhG 15, 12

—, 10= Ku4, 12

—,]l= Ku4,13
276, 7= Mbh 3, 16763

—, 12= K;u4, 13

277. 1 ~ Ku 2, 14

278, 3cf Js6, l,25gq

—,8= Ch 6,8,7

279, 6= Ku 6, 17

281,4= Ch8,ll,3

—,5= Tu3,

1

283. 2= Bu 3, 9,

1

—, 6= Bu3,9, 9

— 9= Mbh 12,11062

285, 3 cf Js 1, 1,

5

—,11= Bs 1,1,2

288, 1= ?3B

— , 3= Bu 1, 2,

4

—,6= Mbhl2,8534
—,10= Mbh 12, 8535

289, 1= Manu 1, 21

—,6= Tb2,2,4,2

298.3= B,V10,71,3

—,5= Mbh 12,7660

299,7= K8hu3,325

301,4=gv6, 18

— , 6 Quotation?

— , 8= Arsh p. 3

302, 7= Mbh 12, 8525

304.4= E.V10, 190,3

— , 7= Tb 3, 1, 4,

1

—,12= Mbh 12, 8535

305, 1 = Mbh 12, 8550

—,3= ?3i

— , 11= Oh 3, 1,

1

306, 3= Oh 3, 6,

3

—,7= Oh3,18,2
—,8= Oh 4, 3,1

— , 9= Oh 3, 19,

1

—,10= Bu 2,2,4

309, 6= Bui, 4, 10

31 inaccurate, another version 253, 9.— 3s inaccurate, 267, 11 accurate.

- 38 from a Chandoga-brahmanam gloss, cf. RV. 9, 62, 1.
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309, 7 ~ Ch 8, 7, 2
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n. Index of all Quotations. 487

357,9= Ch6,4,l
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396,2= Tu2,6
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II. Index of all Quotations. 489

455,13= BliG5, 14-15
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617, 10= Ch 6, 2,1

618.

2

= Oh 6, 2,1

—,6= 0h6,l,2

619,7= Tu2,l

623, 4= Bs 2, 1,24

—,10= Bu 8,8,8

—,ll= Bu 3,8,8

624, 8= 130, 12

62B,2= gbl0,6,3,2

_,3= Qv4,19

_,4= Bu2,4,2

—,12= Tu2,l

626.

3

= Bu 1, 5, 22

627, 1 cf Ch 4, 1—3

628.

4

= Ch 6, 2,

2

_,5= Qv6,9
629,4=Ch6,2,3
— , 6= Oh 3, 14,

1

—,6= Mu2,l,3
— , 8= Tu2, 6

—,9= Tu2,l

—,ll==Tu2,l

630, l= Tu2,

1

_, 9= Ch 6, 2, 3

631.3= Tu2,7
—,4= BhG10,4,5

632, 1 == Ch 6, 2,

3

—,l= Tu2,

1

—, 5= Oh 6, 2,

4

— , 9= Ch 6, 2,

4

633. 4= Oh 6, 2, 3

—, 7= Ch 6, 4,

1

—,12= ?5«

634.1= Tu2,l
—,2= Bu 1,2,2

—,3= Tu2,l
—, 13==Tu2,

1

635.

2

— Ch 6, 2, 3.

4

—,5= Bu3,7,3
636, l= Tu2,6
—,2= Tu2,7
— , 3= Bu 3, 7, 23

— , 5= Ch 6, 2,

3

636,10= Tu3,l
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669,B= Bu2,l,18
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720
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n. Index of all Quotations. 493

783, 2 =
-7 =
-9 =
-,11 =

784,2=
785,2=
-,4=
-,5=
— 6=
-,11 =

787, 3 =
788, 2 =
-4=

789, 1 =
-3=
-4=
-,6=
-,7=
-8=

790,4=
-6=
-9=
791,10 =

-,13 =

-14 =

792,4=
-,5=
-8=
-10 =
-11 =
793,4=
-5=
-9=
-,10 =
794,8=
-,12 =
-14=
795,16 =
796, 1 =
-2=
797,12 =

20

= Bu 4, 3, 10

= Oh 5, 2, 9

= Aa 3, 2, 4, 17
= ?88

= B8 3,2,1
-- Bu 4, 3, 9

= Ku 5, 8

= Ku 5, 8

= Oh 6, 8, 7

= Bs2, 1, 14

:Qvl,ll
: Oh 6, 3, 2

Oh 6, 8, 7

: Oh 8, 6,

3

Bu2, 1, 19

Kshu4,19-

Bu 4, 4, 22

Oh 6, 8,

1

Bu4,3,21

Oh 6, 8,

1

Oh 6, 8, 2

Oh 6, 9, 2

= E:ehu4,19-20

= Bs 1,1,28

= Oh 8, 6, 3

Oh 8, 6, 3

Oh 8, 6, 3

Bu 4, 4, 7

= Oh 8, 6,

3

= Oh 8, 4, 2

Bu 4, 4, 22

Bu 2, 1, 19

Bs 1, 3, 14

= Bu2, 1, 19

Oh 6, 8,

1

= Bu 4, 5, 15

= Bu4,5, 1551

= Bu2, 1, 16

Ba 2, 1, 20

Oh 6, 10, 2

= Bu4,3, 16

797. 13= Oh 8, 3, 2

— 14= Oh 6, 10,2
801. 14= Oh 6, 8,1
— , 15= Bu 4, 3, 22
— , 15= Oh 8, 4, 2

803, 4= Oh 3, 14, 2

— , 5= Bu 3, 8, 8

804,4= Ku3,15
— , 9 cf Oh 3, 18, 2

— , 10 cf Pu 6,

1

—,10cfE;u5,3
— , 10 cf Bu 1, 3, 22

— , 11 cf Oh 5, 11, 2

805, 2= Bu 2, 5,

1

— , 10 ~ Bu 4, 4, 19 81

—,]2= gvl, 12

806,3= Bu3,8,8
— , 3= Ku 3, 15

—,4= 0h8, 14,

1

—, 5= Mu 2, 1, 2

— , 6= Bu 2, 5, 19

—,8= Bs 1,1,4

808, 3= Bu 4, 5, 18

— , 9= Bu 2, 3, 6

— , 10= Kena 1, 3

— , 11= Tu 2, 9

— , 11= ?89

809, 3= BhG 13, 12

— , 6= Mbh 12, 12909

— , 14= ?»o

810, l = ?9i

811, 11= Bu 2, 5, 18

— 13= Oh 6, 3, 2

812, 9 cf Bs 3, 2, 11—14

— , 10cfBs3,2,15—21

— , ll= Bu2,4, 12

813, 1= Ku 6, 13

814,5= Bu2,5, 19

— 7= Bu2,5, 19

— , 9= Oh 3, 14, 2

— , 10= Oh 3, 14,

1

816.3 =

-11
817, 5 =

-5 =

821, 3 r

-6 =

823. 4 =

-4 =

-5 =

-8 =

-10
— 12

824, 11 =

825. 5=
826, 2=
827,4=
-5=
-6=
-6=
-7=
-14 =

828, 1 =
-3=
-5=

829, 4=
-5=
-8=
-10 =
— 10 =
-12 =
-12=
— 12 =
-13=

831, 5=

-6=
-16 =

832, 4=
— 7cf
—,8cf

—,8cf

= Bs3,2, 14

= Bs 1,1,4
= Oh 6, 2,

1

= Oh 6, 8, 7

-Bu2,3,

1

= Bu 2, 3, 6

= Bu2,l,l(?)
= Tu2, 6

= Ku 6, 13

= Tu 2,

1

= ISpr2 3117

= Tu 2,

4

= Bu2,3,6
= ISpr2 3117

= Bu2, 3, 6

= Mu3, 1, 8

= Bu3, 9,26

= Mu 1,1,6
= Tu2, 7

= 72,6

= Ku 4,

1

= Mu3, 1,8

Mbh 12, 1642

?81

Mu 3, 2, 9

Bu 4, 4, 6

Mu3, 1,8

= Mu 3, 2, 8

= Bu 3, 7, 15

= Oh 6, 8, 7

= Bu 1,4,10

= Bu 3, 4,

1

= Bu 3, 7, 15

Bu 3, 7, 23

Bu2, 3,6

Bu 2, 5, 19

= Oh 8, 4,

1

Oh 8, 4,

2

Oh 3, 18,

2

?92

Pu6,

1

'8 "acakskate svapnddhyayavidah" .— 69 an entirely unknown, very

remarkable Upanishad-quotation.—90 "mokshagdstreshu", perhaps Mahabh.
12?.—91 found in Brahmavindup. 12; but more probably taken from the

Mahabh.—92 ashtdfapham (so. brahma).
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832, 11= Ch 6, 8,

1
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887,8= ?96
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930, 14= Ch 5, 24, 5
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II. Index of all Quotations. 497

978,3=

-10
979,2=
-,9=

980, 1 =

-,5 =

981, 2 =

-3 =

-,1-
-7-
-,8-
-8 =

-9 =

-,11
-12
-,12
-13
-14 =

982, 1=
-,2=
-6=
-6=
-11 =

983, 1 =
-4=

-11 =

-,12 =
984,2=
-7=
-,8=
-12 =

985,2=
—,9=
-,12 =

986,2=

?U6

= Chi, 1,10

= Bu4,4,2
= Oh 8, 15,

1

tqa.2

gb 12, 4, 1,1

cfTalO,64
= Bs 3, 4, 2

= Bs 3, 4, 16

= B8 3,4,

1

= Mu 1,1,9
= Tu 2,

8

= B:u6,2

= Bu3,8,9
= Oh 6, 2, 3

= Bu 2, 4, 5

= Bu3,4,

1

= Ch 8, 7,

4

= Ch 8, 9, 3

= Bu2,4,10
= Bu3,5,

1

= Ch 8, 12, 3

= Ch 6, 8, 7

Bu 3, 7, 23
= ?117

Bu 3, 5,

1

Bu 4, 5, 1551

Ch5,ll,5

Bs 3, 4,

4

= Chi, 1,10
= Ch 1,1,1

Bu 4, 4, 2

Bu 4, 4, 6

Bu 4, 4, 6

= Bs 3,4,6

Ch 8, 15,

1

Bs 3, 4, 7

= tga2

t5a2

986, 11 =Bu 4, 4, 22

987,8= Bu4,5, 15

988, 6= Ch 2, 23,

1

—,6= Ch5, 10,

1

— 7= Mul,2,H
— , 7= Bu 4, 4, 22
—

, 8= Jab. p. 445

989, 2= Ch 2, 23,1
—

, 7= Ch 2, 23, 2

— , 11= Ch 2, 23,

2

990, 4= Ch 2, 23,1

-,8= T3 1,5,2,1
—,9= Tul,ll, 1

-, 10= Ab7,13,12
-,ll = Ch5,10,l
—

, ll= Mul,2, 11

991,2= Ch2,23,2
— ,3= Bu4,4,22
—,4= Jab. p. 445

992, 3= Ch 2, 23,

1

— , 5 cf Ts 2, 5, 11,

1

—,7= Bu4,4,22
—,8= Ch5, 10,

1

— , 9= Ch 2, 23, 2

993, 1= Ch 2, 23,

1

— , 6= Oh 5, 10,

1

994, 6= ?iis

995, l~Js3, 4,3

998, 2-4= Ta 10, 62

—,4= Tal0,10, 3

—,6UBhG5, 17

999, 6= Jab. p. 444

1000, 1= Jab. p. 445

—, 3= Jab. p. 452

—,8= Chi, 1,3

— 9= Ch 1, 6,

1

— , 9= Qb 10, 1, 2, 2

—,9= Aa2,l,2,l
1001,4= ?ii9

1002, 3= Jb 1,2, 7

-,9= Ch 1,1,1

-,9= Ch2,2,l
—,9= Aa2,l,2,6

1003, 1= ? 120

-,4= Oh 1,1, 7

— , 5= Ch 1, 7, 9

— , 5= Ch 2, 2, 3

1004, 2= Bu 4, 5,1

— , 3= Kshu 3,

1

—,4= Ch4, 1,4
1005, 4= gb 13, 4, 3, 3

1006,6= Bu2,4,5
—,7= Kshu 3,222

-,8= Oh 4, 3,1

-,8= Ts2,l,l,4
—,12= B3 3,4,1

1007, 6 cf Bs 3, 4, 25

1008, 7= Bu 4, 4, 22

—,10= Cti 8,5,1

1009,2= Eu2,15
—,6= ?121

1010, 9= Bu 4, 4, 23

1011, 10= Ts 2, 6, 8, 5

— 12= Js 3,3,34
— , 13= Bs 3, 4, 20

1012, 4 cf Bu 4, 4, 23

— , 8 ~ Ch 5, 2,

1

—,9= Bu 6, 1,14122

1013, 6= Ch 2, 13, 2

-, ll = Oh5,2,l
1014, 3 ~ Oh 5, 2,

1

-,ll = Chl, 10,

1

1015, 1 = Ch 1, 10, 4

— , 7= Oh 5, 2,

1

1016, 4 ~ Manu 10, 104

— , 6= ?123

— , 11= ?I24

—,12= Oh 5,2,

1

116 proverbial.—n' fine and remarkable Upanishad-quotation; I am
indebted to Weber for the conjecture Kanveydh instead of Karayeyah.—
*" mahd-pitriyajne dishtam gata-agnihotre ca grutam vdkyam uddharati,

gloss.— 119 Brahmana-quotation, taittiriya-like.— 120 "nydyaviddm smara-

Baw".—121 ''smriti", perhaps Mahabh. 12.— 122 Madhy.— 123 "smaryate"

dharmasutra-like.— 121 " JSxithdndm aamhitaydm".
32
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498 Appendix.

1017, 2= Bs 3, 4, 26

—,5= Bu4,4,22

— , 10= ?125

1018, 4= Bu 4, 4, 22

-,5= Bs3,4,26

— , 10= B8 3,4,25

1019,4= Bii4,4,22

1020.1= Katy24,4,24

—,3= Bu4,4,22

—,6= BliG6,l

1021, 3= Ch 8, 5, 3

1022. 2 cf Ch 4,

1

Bu3, 6. 3,8

—,5cfMbh 14,137 sq.

1023.3= Manu2,87
—,8= BhG6,45

1024,3= Bu4,4,9

1025, 3= Oil 2, 23,

2

— ,4 quotation?

—,5= Mbh 12,8678

— , 8= Jab. p. 444

—,ll=BhG3,35
1026, 7 cfApdh 1,9,26,8

Pargr 3, 12, 2

1027, 1= J8 6,8,22

1028, 10= Js 1, 3, 8.

9

1030,1= ?"'

—,6= 1027,3

1031, 1= ?126

1032. 1= Oh 2, 3,

2

—,6= Bu 1,3,28

1033- 4= Chi, 2, 13

-, 10 ~ gb 1, 3, 1, 26

—,11 = Chi, 7,

8

1034, 6 = Bu 3, 5,1

1036,3= BhG10,37
—,4= Apdh2,9,21,l

— , 5= Ramay 1, 1,

1

1037. 2 ~ Bu 3, 5,

1

1038, 1= Ch 8, 15,

1

1038, 12= Ch 2, 23,

2
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II. Index of all Quotations. 499

1069

1070,

1071

1072,

1073

1074

1075

1076,

1077,

1079

1080,

1081

1082,

1083^

1084,

1085

,6= Chl,6,l

,8= Ch 1,7,9

,10= Ch2,2,l
,3= Ch2, 11,

1

, 5= Ch 2, 9,

1

, 7= Ch 2, 7,

2

,7= Ch 2,8,1

,9= Ch2,2,

1

, 15= Ch 7,6,1

,2= BhG6, 11

, 3 of ad Ys 2, 46 131

,13= gy2, 10

,7cfB8 4, 1,

1

,4= Bu 4,4,2

,5= ? 128

, 7 cf Bu 4, 4, 3

, 10 — Qb 10, 6, 3,

1

,12= BhG8,6
,l= BhG8,10
, 1= Ch 3, 17, 6

,11=? 130

,5= Ch4, 14, 3

, 7= Ch 5,24,2

,10= Mu2,2,8
,2= T8 5,3, 12,

1

,5= Bu4,4,22i32

,8= Mu2,2,8
•, 11= Ch 8, 4,

2

1, 4= Bu 4,4,22

,10=Ch6, 14,2

, 9 cf BhG 2, 55

1, 2= Bu 4,4,22

,15= 899,7

,4= 899,7

,15= Ch 4,17,1

,15= Chi, 1,10

, 1 ~ Bu 4, 4, 22

,5= Bu 1,5,2

, 7= BhG 2, 39

,8= BhG 2, 49

,9= Ch 1,1,10

, 13 ~ Bu 4, 4, 22

,3= Chl, 1, 10

1086, 1 = Ch 6, 14, 2

— , 2= Bu 4, 4, 6

IT, 2.

1087, 6= Ch 6, 8, 6

1088, 3= Bs 4, 2, 16

1089. 1= Ch 6, 8, 6
* —,5= Pu3,9
— , 10= Ch6, 8, 6

—,14= Ch 6,8,6

1090, 3= Ch 6, 6, 5

— , 5 cf Ch 6, 2, 4

1091, 5= Ch 6, 8,6

— , ll=Bu4,3,38
— , 14= Bu4,4,2

1092.2= Bu4,4, 2

—,2=Bu4,4,2
—,4= Ch6,8,6
— ,7= Ch6,8,6
— ,ll = Ch6,8,6

1093, 10= Ch 5, 3, 3

— , 10= B8 3, 1,2

— ,12= Bu4,4,5
— , 14= Manul,27

1094, 1= Bu 3, 2, 13

— , 13 quotation ?

1095, l= Ch6, 8, 1.3.5

— , 6 = Ch 6, 8, 7

1096, 4= Ch 6, 8, 6

—,13= £:u5,7

1098, 3= gb 8,7,2,11

—,6= B3 4,2,7

—,8= Bu4,4,6
— ,13= gbl4,7,2,8

1099, 9 ~Bu 3, 2, 11

1100, 7= Bu 4, 4, 2 129

—,10= Bu4,4,6
1101, 3= Bu 4, 4, 7

— , 6= Mbh 12, 9657

,9= ? 133

— , 15= ?133

1102,6= Pu6,5
-,7= Mu3,2,7

1103, 5 =

1104, 2 =

-4 =

1105,4 =

-7 =

-9 =

-10
-11

1106,9 =

-13
1107,7 =

-14
-14

1108,

4

-5
1109,

1

-2
-4

1110,4 =

—,5 =

-6 =

-7 =

-8 =

1111.1 =

-2 =

-,7 =

1112.2 =

-,2 =

-3 =

-4 =

—,6 =

— ,11

1113.3 =

-9 =

-14
1114,6 =

— 12

1116.4 =

—,5 =

1116,7=

Pu6,5
Bu 4, 4,

1

Bu 4, 4,2129

Ch 8, 6,

6

Ch 8, 1,

1

Ch 8, 6,

1

= Ch 8, 6, 5

= Ch 8, 6, 6

= Oh 8, 6,

2

cf Ch 8, 4,

2

= Oh 8, 6,

5

cf Mbh 6,5672

= Ch 5, 10,

1

= B3 4,3,4
= BhG 8, 23

= BhG 8, 24

= BhG 8, 25

= BhG 8, 23

IV, 3,

= Ch 8, 6,

5

= Ch 5, 10, 3

= Kshul, 3

= Bu5, 10,1

= Mu 1, 2, 11

= Oh 8, 6, 5

= Ch 8, 6,

5

= Bu6,2,15
= Bu6,2,15
= Bu 5,10,1

= Kshul,7
= Ch 8, 4, 3

= Ch 8, 6,

5

= Ch 5, 10,

8

= Kshul,3
= Ch 5, 10,

1

= Bu 5,10,1

= Kshu 1,

3

= Bu 6, 2, 15

= Ch 5, 10,

2

= Kshu 1,3
= Vl31

Oh 5, 10,

1

'31 of. Yogagikha 2.—"2 Kanva.— 133 smaryaU.— i'* with the addition,

customary otherwise only in Chand. Up.: "iti (tathS) brdhma7iam".
32*
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500 Appendix.

1116, 9= Kshu 1, 3

— , 11= Qatap. br.

10,2,6,8131

1117, 1 = Oh 5, 10,

2

1118,1= Oh 5,10,1

—,6= Ch5,10,

1

-,7= Ch5,10,2

1119, 4 ~ Bu 6, 2, 15

-,10= Oh 5, 10,

2

1120, 4= Bu 6, 2, 15

— , 9= Bu 4, 4, 23

1121, 7= Ch 4, 15, 6

—,8= Bu6,2,15i29

— , 8= Oh 8, 6, 6

1122, 1= 917,

1

— , 7= Ch 5, 10, 2

— , 9 cf Paribhasha

to Pan 8, 3, 82

—,12= Ch8,6,6

— , 14~0h7,24,

1

1123. 1= Ku 2, 14

—,4= Ch8, 14,

1

— , 5= Ch 8, 14,

1

— , 6= Ch 8, 14,

1

_, 7= Vs 32, 3

—,10= Ch 8,5,3

—,13 cfBs 4, 3,7-11

4, 3, 11-14

1124, 4= Ch 8, 6, 6

— , 5= Ch 8, 14,

1

— , 7= Ch 3, 14, 2

—, 12= 130, 12

1125, l= Bu3,4,l
—,2= Oh 7,25,2

—,2'-Mu2,2,ll
—,9=Qt6, 19

— , 10 ~ Bu 3, 8,

8

— , 11= Mu 2, 1,

2

—,ll= Bii4,4,25
—,12= Bu3,9,26

1126,10= l:sa7

— , 11= Bu 4, 2,

4

— , 11= Tu2,9
— , 12= Tu 2, 9

1127.2= Bu4,4, 19

1127
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III. Index

of the proper Names in Qankara's Commentary on the Brahma-

sutras, with the exception of those, -which appear in the

Upanishad passages and Sutras treated.

Agniraliasya 882, 4, 10.

883, 13. 943, 2.

AniruddJia 600, 12. 14.

601,11.602,8.603,11.

Apdntaratamas 913, 8.

914, 6. 13.

Ayodhya VIA, 12.

Arundhati 105, 8.

Ardha-vaindgika 546, 6.

Atharvana (Mund. Up.)

639,3;"640,6. 851, 12;

(Pragna-Up.) 714, 1.

AtharvaniJca (brahma-

sukte)686,2;{Mund.)

847.1. 850, 13. 899V5.

920.2. 851,8. 13;(upa-

nishadarambhe)892,7.

Aditpa 286, 2.

Adhvaryava means

Taitt.Samh. 960,9.

Apastamla 410, 6.

1130, 9.

Ayurveda 802, 14.

Arcdbhin 903, 5.

Arya 546, 2.

irAata 586,6. 14. 591,3.

651, 2.

tsvardh (inferior gods)

300,3.6.301,1.303,9.

397, 8 (VaivaQvata-

adi).

tgvaragitdh {i. e., Bhag.

G.) 455,13. 687, 9

Udgdtriveda 919, 6.

Udddidka 977, 10.

Upanishad, "secret

name", 884, 13. 14.

885, 7. 886, 5. 8. 13.

887, 6.

Upavarsha 291, 7. 953, 9.

Ushasti(Brih.-sta) 922,3.

Rigveda 47, 2.

Aitareyaka (Ait. Up.)

871, 6.

Aitareyin (Ait. ar.) 872,

10. 924, 6.

Aupanishada (= Ve-

dantin) 515, 3. 624, 4.

aupanishadam darga-

nam 976, 8.

Katlia {-dndm samhitd)

1016,11 ;(notKathop.)

893,1 ;(Kathop.)920,6.

Kathavallishu 177, 8.

179,7.350,2.1122,15.

Kanabhuj (= Kandda)

436. 4. 526, 10. 608, 7.

Kapila 334, 11. 408, 7.

411.5. 412,3.5.6.13.

436, 2. 4.

Kamaldsana 256, 9.

KalpasHtra 938, 6.

Edthaka (the Up.) 335,6.

852, 5. 869, 2; (the

Kathakam) 859, 12.

irana5/iMja(sutra)524,3.

647, 7.

Kandda 91, 5. 527, 6.

696, 5. 13. 697, 11.

Kdnva 198, 5. 369, 1. 5.

12. 881,7.

Zopifa 366, 5. 407, 9.

412, 4. 12. 414, 3.

Kdryabrahman 257, 2.

1120, 5.

Kundapdyindm ayane

932, 8. 1020, 1.

Kuru 781, 12. 15.

Krishnagupta 1118, 5.

Krishna - dvaipdyana

913,9.

Kaundapdyindm ayane

931,11.

Ea«t7m»taA:a>re 846,1

Kaugitakam (sic) 846, 1.

KausMtdkibrdhmana

(Kaush. Up.) 378, 2.

866, 3.

Kaushitakibrdhmano-

panishad 154, 5.

Kaushitdkinah (Kaush.

Up.) 423, 8, 763, 2.

864,1.906,7. 1113,3;.
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502 Appendix.

-am agnishtomdbrah-

manam 893,4

KaitsMtakirahasi/am

(Kaush. Up.) 900, 8.

QanffS 792, 1. 2.

Gautama 321,7.

Citragupta 764, 17.

765, 3.

Caitraratha 319, 1. 3

8. 9.

Caitrarathi 319,6.7.10.

Chandoga 625, 11. 849,

1. 6. 14. 850, 4. 855, 5.

863,8. 876,4.7. 878,

2.3.928,2.11.1012,8.

[Chandogabrdhmanam
Gov. to 288, 1.]

'

Chandogya 134, 11. 222,

1, 606,3.11. 615,5.

617.5. 629,2. 852,9.

854. 6. 855, 13. 856, 4.

875,12.876,3.927,12.

928, 3. 929, 5. 8. 12.

14. 15. 930, 9. 938, 11.

940,1. 1088,1. 1054,

10. 1114, 14. 15.

Jandka 915, 8.

Jayasinha 1118, 5.

Jandka 915, 9.

Jabala 321, 7. 924, 7.

931,4. 991,5. 1059,1.

Jdhnavt {= Ganga) 653,

11.

Jaina 590, 7.

Jaimini 1083, 7.— The
Jaimini - sutram is

quoted by the names

:

prathame tantre 897,

1.953,9. 1011,12; pra-

thame kande 919, 9.

951,3;purva8minkan-

de 944,4; gastra-pra-

mukha' eva pratha-

me pade 953,5; adhi-

karalakshane 1027,1.

dittha davittha 733, 10.

Tantrantartya (=San-

khya) 718, 2.

Tarkasamaya 78, 7.

T&ndin (Ohand. Up.)

889. 10. 890, 8. 899, 3.

907, 7. 908, 5; {-dm

upanishadi shashthe

prapdthake)(—Gha,ji6i.

Up.vi) 923,8; (Ohand.

br.) 892, 9.

Tdrkika 91, 6.

Tdrkikasamaya 109, 5.

Taittiriya 625, 12.

Taittirtyaka 890,1.4.8;

-am 114, 12. 607, 9.

615,2. 617,7. 629,7.

852,6. 867,2. 890,14.

892, 5.

Tvdshtra 169, 1S.U.16.

Daksha 913, 14.

Devadatta 227,1.2. 286,

5.290,2.292,5.441,9.

463,12. 464,2. 467,3.

538.11. 542,2. 602,5.

641,5.664,8.699,3.6.

865, 10. 12. 866, 10.

929, 4. 997, 1. 2.

Devala 404, 4.

Drona 768, 2. 3

Draupadi 768,2.

Dvaipdyana 660, 1.

Dhrishtadyumna 768,

2,4.

Nakshatreshti-vidhi

304, 9.

Ndciketa 764, 11.

Ndrada 809, 5. 913, 14.

Ndrdyana 601,3. 809,5.

Ndsaddsiya 716, 6.

Nimi 913, 10.

Nishdda 368, 5.

Nydyavit-samaya^di, 1

.

Pancajanyd Vif 368, 6.

Pancardtra 603, 13.

Pancdla 781, 13. 14.

Pafwpatj 592, 5.

PataHi>M<ra 463, 12. 464,

2. 1093,2.

Pdnini 48, 2.

Purdna 410, 5. 495, 10.

PMrMsAasMftta 151, 13.

P^rnavarman 465,14.

Painginah 890, 8. 903, 3.

Paingindm rahasya-

brdhmanam 899, 10.

Paingi - Upanishad

232, 12 (= the foUow-

Paingi - rahasyabrdh-

manam 184, 2.

PattromA-a 482, 6. 633,

11. 764, 14.

Prajdpati 266, 14. 288,

1. 289, 5.

Pradyumna 600, 12. 14.

601,10.602,7.603,10.

Prdjdpatya 260, 9.

Balavarman 703, 1.

1118, 5.

Bddardyana 1083, 7.

1153, 8.

BaAi;(i 808, 12.

Brihaddranyaka 237, 2

;

(shashthe prapathake

= Brih. IV) 330, 4;

385,8. 882,6.10.883,

13. 884, 9. 1034, 7.

Brihaspati 894, 10.

897, 5.

Bauddha 566, 12.

Brahman 91d,10.11.12.

13. 917, 1.

6m/jwaiiia(meansChand.

Up.) 143, 6 (Oh. 3, 13,

7). 240, 11 (7, 26, 1).

262,12(8,9,3). 367,7

(7, 15, 1). 390, 4 (6, 8,

2). 906, 2 (8, 13, 1).

1014,11 (1,10,1); (un-

known passage) 1115,

6; (gat.Br.10,2,6,8)

1116,11.
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III. Index of the proper names in Qankara's commentary. 503

Bhagavadgttah 132, 9.

275, 4 410, 5. 842, 8.

1012, 1; cf. tgvara-

gitdh.

Bhagavant 601, 1.3.'7.

14. 603,7.8. 604,2.3.

Bhadrasena 102, 2.

103, 14.

Bhdgavata 600, 10.

602, 6.

Bhdrata Varsha 782, 9.

Bhdllavin 902,9:903,6.

Bhtshma 1107, 14.

1108, 2.

Bhrigu 913, 11.

Mathurd 1093, 2.

Madhucchandas 301, 6.

Manu 407, 4. 412, 8. 9.

414, 4. 437, 3. 440, 6.

537,11.546,1.764,10.

Marutah 286, 2.

Mahdbhdrata 1101, 6.

Mdgadha 833, 8.

MMhyandina 198, 6.

369, 1. 10. 881, 8.

1011, 4.

M&hegvara 592, 4.

JfifrauarwreaM 913, 11.

Maitregibrahmana

(Brih. Up. 2,4)385,8.

1006, 5.

[Mokshadharma (plur.)

Gov. to 309, 10.]

Mokshagdstra 448,3.5;

(plur.) 809, 14.

Yajnadatta 286, 5. 290,

2. 292, 5. 464, 2. 699,

5. 6. 997, 1. 2.

ro»ia763,15. 764,3.4.

10.15.765,2.3. 801,3.

Yama-nigama-vidgd

907, 12.

YSma 764, 1.

Ydmadagnge'Iiine

(=Jamad.) 919,4.

Tdska 39, 2.

To^a 415, 13. 416, 4. 5.

417,2.5.11. 816, 3;

(not nom. pr.) 997, 5.

YogaQdstra 96,8. 416,4;

(Yogas. 1,6) 723,11;

(plur.) 1072, 3. 1148, 9.

Yoga-sdnkhye 1108, 12

(cf. Sdnkhya-yogau).

Yoyasmriti 415, 8.

Yogin (sing.) 194, 11.

195, 8. 283, 10.

Yoginah 92, 6. 95, 4.

96,7. 827,11. 828,5.

Ednayaniydndm khile-

gte887, 9; — upani-

shadi (Chand. Up.)

887. 10.

Rudra 286, 2. 913, 13.

Baurava 764, 13. 16.

Lokdyatika 34,4. 505, 6.

506,1. 954,6. 956,3.

Vasishtha 913,10.

Vasu 286, 2.

Vajasaneyaka 221, 12.

846.1. 852,8. 854,2.

855,11.856,12.875,8.

876.2. 917,13. 926,3.

927.11. 928,7- 929,6.

7.12. 930,1.4. 938,9.

1114, 15.

Vdjasaneyibrdhmana

(Qat. Br.) 220, 13;

(Brih. Up.) 865, 4. 5.

939, 8.

Vajasaneyin 216, 6. 12.

384,9.847,10.848,10.

849,6. 850,1. 855,3.

4. 863, 8. 876, 8. 878,

2. 5. 882, 4. 912, 1.

922, 3. 928, 2. 13. 943,

2. 986, 11. 1012, 9.

1114,12;V—amupa-

nishad - arambhe {Q.

Br. 14, 1, 1) 893, 3.

Tdmadeva 159, 10. 653,

1. 1044, 10.

Tdmadevyavidya

(Chand.2,13,2) 1013,7.

Varum yajna 913, 12.

Vdshicali 808, 11.

Vdsudeva 412, 6. 600,

10.12.13. 601,1.10.

11. 602,14. 603,5.7.

9.13.604,1.7.1045,4.

Tidura 316, 6. 322, 12.

Yidhikdnda 78, 7.

Yivasana - samaya

581, 6.

Vigve devdh 286, 2.

FisAw 860, 10. 1058,13.

1059, 6. 1065, 12.

Vishnumitra 570, 12.

795,3. 997,2.

Visic (= Digambara)

590, 2.

Veda-vydsa 298, 5 (cf.

Vydsa).

Yeddntdrtha - sampra-

ddyavidah (means

Gaudapada) 433, 1

(vgl.'375, 1).

Vaideha 833, 9.

Vaindgika (Buddhists)

546, 6. 555, 6. 559, 2.

560, 1. 4. 7. 565, 11.

580, 2.

Yaindgika tantra

580, 10.

Vaindsika-samaya 562,

9. 663, 2. 580, 8.

VaivaQvata397,8. 764,7.

Vaigeshika 520, 4. 525,

8. 10. 533, 5. 538, 2.

543.6. 546,5. 551,1.

592.7. 649,11. 696,3.

698, 9.

Vydsa 313, 9. 440, 6.

690, 11. 764, 10 (cf.

Vedavydsa).

Qatakratu 362, 7.

Qabarasvdmin 953, 8.

(^Tatydyanakam 846,1.
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504 Appendix.

^atydyaninah 893, 1.

899,7. 902,10. 907,7.

908, 5.

Qandilya 604, 8 (882, 4).

Quka Vaiyasaki 1101,

9.15.

Qaunaica 301, 6.

grughna 4:6^,12.464:, 2.

1093, 2.

Qvetagvatarah (means

gvet. Up.) 920, 2.

QvetdQvatarandm man-
tropanishad 110, 5.

Qvetdgvataropanishad

416, 1.

shashtha-pyapdthaka

106, 1 (means Ohand.

VI).

Samyamana 763, 16.

764, 10.

Samvarta 1022, 5.

Sagaraputra 412, 6.

Sankarsha 942, 5.

Samkarshana 600, 12.

13. 601,1.10.12. 602,

7. 12. 603, 10.

Satyaloka 257, 2.

Sanatkumdra 913, 13.

Sampraddyavidah

(means Gaudapada)

375, 3 (cf. Ve'ddntdr-

thasampr.).

Sarvavaindgika 546, 7.

Savitar 914, 8.

Sa?lA*yo64,6. 90,4. 91,

4. 10. 93, 9. 121, 6.

345,10.346,9.347,12.

354,6. 356,6. 360,10.

361,3. 417,5.10. 420,

14. 497,6. 498,1,8.

499,1.6. 508,7. 514,

13. 515,3.519,8.525,

7. 528, 8. 539, 1. 647,

8.695,9.696,5.697,9.

Sdnkhya- Togau 416,10.

417,7.8.592,2.596,1

(cf. Yoga-sdhkhye).

Sdnkhya-smnti (means

Manu!)196,12i(doubt-

ful) 230, 4. 415, 8.

417, 1.

Sttd 768, 2.

Sugata 566, 14. 581, 1.

Sugata samaya5Sl,S, 6.

Subrahmanya 310, 2.

Sulabhd 915, 8.

Saugata 591, 3.

Saugatam matamSa4,l

.

Saugata samaya 550, 2.

558, 7.

SA-ojitZa 913, 14.

Eari 174, 16.

Siranyagarbha 247, 6.

300,4.6. 300,9. 301,

1. 339, 3. 1121, 13.

Sairanyagarhha 724,8.
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IV. Terms of the Vedanta.

p. page of tho present work, n. note, p. page of the commentary on the Brahmasl^ltTas-

abhimdna delusion (of empirical

knowledge) P. 56. 281. 299.

abhyudaya felicity (in the hereafter;

perhaps also that in the following

incarnation) P. 104. 437 n.

acara custom, manner of life P. 12.

90 n. 391.

dgrama brahmanical stage of life

P. 16.

dgraya base, support P. 128.

adhidaivatam in cosmological respect

(cf. adhyatmam) P. 140. p. 726,

9. 12.

adhikaranam section in works,

chapter P. 39.

adhikrita called to cf. P. 60. 382.

adhvaryu priest of the Samaveda

P. off.

adhyaksha overseer (1) of the body:

individual soul P. 369. p. 161, 1.

270,7; (2) in the lower Brahman-

world P. 65 n. ; creator p. 377, 1.

2. 3. 7. 10.

adhydtmam adv. in psychological

respect (cf. adhidaivatam) P. 140.

158. p. 726, 9. 11.

adhydtmam n. = pratyagdtman

p. 158, 3.

adhydsa the (wrong) transference

P. 53. 318.

adhydya main section in works,

lection P. 4. 30. 39.

adrishtam the invisible result of

works, the moral merit P. 377 n.

210.

dgama the (sacred) tradition P. 91.

p. 418, 7. 8. 426, 5. 6. 9. 435, 11.

437, 13. 439, 7.

agni fire, god of fire P. 156.

agnihotram fire-sacrifice P. 156.

agniloka region of the Devayana

P. 441.

aham brdhma asmi " I am Brahman"
Brih. 1, 4, 10.

ahampratyaya selfconsciousness

P. 330. 54 n. 317. 321.

ahampratyayin the subject present-

ing the "I" = Manas P. 53 n.

54 n. 330.

ahankdra selfconsciousness P. 330.

203. 321.

ahankartar the individual soul P.321.

330. 53 n.

oigvaryam ruling power, lordship-

(1) of the gods P. 66. 67. (2) of

the pious, who have entered by

the Devayana P. 444 fF.

akdmayamdna he who desires not

(more), the liberated P. 194. 80.

315. 427.

dkdsa ether, space, understood as a

material element P. 231.

dkdra form P. 205.

dkriti form, ei8o4, species P. 69.
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506 Appendix.

aksfiaram the Imperishable (1) Brah-

man P. 133, (2) the seed of the

world P. 133. 371 n.

<imritatvam immortality, the deliver-

ance from dying P. 149. 287.

ananda Bliss P. 139. 212.

ananya, ananyatvam identical, iden-

tity cf. P. 267.

anavasfha the regressus in infinitum

P. 125.

andaja P. 240.

andha-parampara p. 85, 6. 578, 3.

593, 6.

antaKkaranam the inner organ =
Manas P. 330.

antar-dtman the inner self, the soul

P. 214.

antary&min the inner ruler, Brah-

man P. 149.

anu fine, subtle, minute P. 308. 311.

332. 336.

anubhava sensation, feeling, the

(inner) perception P. 90 n. 96.

241 n. 406. 418 n.

anMQaya residue of works cf. P. 387 fl.

anugraha grace P. 86.

anukalpa the following period of

the world p. 300, 10.

anumdnam inference P. 88, cf. P. 23.

anuvdda p. 312, 6. 676, 14. 677, 1.

785, 4. 850, 3. 884, 4. 1010, 7.

1035, 2.

aparam hrdhma the lower Brahman
P. 102 ff.

apard vidyd the teaching of the

lower Brahman P. 102. 105.

apdna the inhaling P. 335.

apas (nom. plur.) water P. 235. 240.

371.

apavdda p. 227, 3. 860, 12.

apavarga end p. 102, 3. 356, 4; liber-

ation p. 816, 4. 954, 10.

dptavacanam P. 89.

apurvam the moral merit P. 377.

aranyakam section of a Brahmanam,

destined for the study in the

woods (Qank. ad Brih. p. 3, 2)

P. 8. cf. p. 898, 6.

arcis flame P. 380. 441.

arddhajarattya P. 139 n.

arthavdda P. 7; p. 280, 9. 287, 3.

307, 9. 423, 13. 308,2; 477, 14;

309, 13. 310, 7. 8. 313, 4. 441, 4.

914, 1. 1154, 3; 975, 1. 6. 980, 8.

1014, 6. 1016, 12. 13; 948, 3. 5.

1015, 7; 312, 6. 9; 937, 6.

drya belonging to the friends {arya);

Aryans P. 15.

asangatvam the fact that the soul

is not affected by the terrestrial

P. 277 n. cf. 324.

asmatpratyaya P. 54 n. 330.

dtman the Atman, the self, the soul,

god P. 17. 49. 120.

dtmavidyd the teaching of the At-

man P. 3 n.

ato ^nyad drtam "what is different

from him is afflicted" (Brih. 3,

4, 2); cf. p. 1139, 12: vikdrasya

drtatva-prasiddheh.

aupanishada dtman p. 672, 9; puru-

sha 205, 11 ;
jndnam 439, 6 ; darga-

nam 496, 8; 976, 8; =Vedantin
515, 3. 624, 4.

avadhdnam attention (function of

Manas) P. 331.

avagamanam P. 241 n.

avayava part, corpusoule P. 307.

avidyd ignorance (the empirical

knowledge) P. 65 ff. 58 n. 302.

avidyd-avasthd the empirical point

of view p. 680, 12. 682,3 (cf.^ra-

panca-avasthd 817, 14, vibhdga-

avasthd 838, 13).

avyaktam the Unmanifest (1) Brah-

man P. 213, (2) the seed of the

world P. 228. 371 n.; cf. p. 343, 1.

dyurveda p. 802, 14.

baldkd P. 226 n.

bdlyam childlike simplicity P. 143.

bandha attachment p. 830, 10.

bandliydputra P. 70 n.
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IV. Terms of the Vedanta. 507

bhikshu heggax^samnySsin P. 16fF.

bhogyam what is to be enjoyed, the

fruit of works, the world P. 267.

294.

bhoktar the enjoyer (and sufferer),

the soul P. 267. 175. 294
bhoktritvam to be the enjoyer P. 323.

bhrama the error (of empirical know-
ledge) P. 63. 102. 299.

bhrdnti = bhrama p. 474, 1.

bhUtnan illimitation P. 203.

hhQ,ta-agraya the subtle body P. 376.

bMtam (1) element (2) living being

P. 238.

brahmacdrin Brahman student P. 16.

164. 63 n.

brahmacdryam life as such a student,

renunciation P. 162.

brahmaloka (1) the world of Brah-

man P. 162. 441. (2) Brahman as

the world P. 164. (3) he whose

world is the Brahman P. 196.

brahma-mimdnsd research of Brah-

man, doctrine of the Vedanta

cf. P. 20.

brahman (neutr.) (1) the prayer

(2) the Brahman P. 17. 49. 119.

brahman (masc.) (1) he who prays,

the priest P. 5ff., (2) Brahman
as a popular deity P. 119 n.

brahmana he who prays, the Brah-

man P. 13 (in its exact meaning

P. 62. 143. 133. 196, the opposite:

brahma-bandhu P. 262.

brdhmanam species of Vedic litera-

ture P. 7 ff.

brahmanaspati the lord of prayer,

a mythological personification of

prayer, forerunner of the Brah-

man-conception P. 17.

brdhma-vidyd the teaching about

the Brahman P. 3 n. 162. 408.

brihaapati = brahmanaspati.

buddhi (1) the perception, (2) the

intellect in general; not a distinct

psychic faculty P. 330, though it

is occasionally counted as that

P. 414.

bvddhiAndriya's the (five) organs of

perception P. 329.

gabda the revelation, Qruti P. 93.

gagavishdnam P. 70 n.

gdkhd branch (of the Veda), Veda-
school P. 5. 9ff.

gakti power P. 70. 227 ff.; 313 n.

318 n.

gakti -dtmand ouvaiJ.2t potentially

P. 314.

gdlagrdma p. 174, 16. 188, 12. 253, 12.

canddla, cdnddla variation of the

Qudras, lowest human class P. 157.

191. 364.

caraka a wandering scholar P. 15.

caranam the (moral) conduct P. 391.

gdrtra the individual soul cf. p. 171,

11 ff. 461.

gariram the body; cf. P. 177 n. 427.

caitanyam spirituality P. 58. 135.

212. 295. 309. 324.

gata-adhikd nddi cf. sushumnd.

citragupta P. 383.

eittam P. 330.

graddhd faith P. 372. 378.

gruti revelation, holy scripture P. 23.

90. 90 n.

(udra member of the fourth caste

P. 13. 60 ff.

guktikd mother of pearl p. 14, 4.

86, 13.

dakshind reward of sacrifice P. 14.

darganam conception of the world,

philosophical system cf. P. 19.

dega-kdla-nimitta P. 317.

deha the (coarse) body P. 325. 427.

dehavtjdni bhutasulcshmdni = su-

kshmarn gariram P. 370.

dehin individual soul P. 427.

deva old Vedic god P. 65 ff. (where-

as Brahman is igvara).

devaloka world of the gods, region

of the Devayana P. 441.

devaydna path of the gods P. 362. 440.
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508 Appendix.

dharma (1) quality P. 53. 527,

(2) duty P. 82. 393.

dharma-sutra's species of vedic

literature P. 12.

dharmavydda p. 322, 12.

drishtdnta example of experience

P. 93.

drishti p. 856, 12. 880, 12. 14. 1062, 4.

'

P. 27 n.

dvija the twice born, reborn through

the Upanayanam, member of the

three upper castes P. 14. 16 n. 60.

etad vai tad "Verily, this is that"

P. 148. 155.

gauna figurative P. 328.

gayatri P. 168.

grahanam P. 241 n.

graha-dvishta madman P. 295.

grihastha P. 16. 419.

guna attribute P. 104.

gunavdda p. 312, 7. 8. 937, 6. 751, 3.

945,2. 994,5.

Siranyagarhha a, mythological per-

sonification of the creative power

P. 65 n. 119 n. 336.

lirid, hridayam heart P. 162.

hridaya -granthi the knot of the
'

heart P. 429.

hotar the caller, priest of the Rig-

veda P. 5.

igvara lord, god, Brahman con-

sidered personally P. 65. 119. 271.

tgvardh inferior gods P. 65 n.; pro-

bably personifications of the

powers (P. 227 ff.) of Brahman.

Indra old Vedic god P. 65. 69.

indralolM region of the Devayana

P. 441.

indriyas organs of perception and

will of which there are ten be-

sides Manas P. 329 ff.

itihdsa epic poem P. 430; p. 308, 1.

280, 9. 307, 9. 423, 13. 477, 14.

313, 6. 322, 14. 913, 7.

jo^ai world, especially the ensouled;

defined p. 38, 2.

jagad-vimbam world-disk P. 238 n.

jafigamam the movable P. 239.

jardyuja P. 240.

jtva, jiva dtman the individual soul

(defined p. 100, 16) P. 120. 318.

[jivan-mukta, jtvan-muJcti] P. 425.

jndna-kdnda Part of Knowledge in

the Veda P. 21. 19 n.

jndnam P. 241 n.

jndndn mokshah "from knowledge

^^ comes deliverance '' P. 269 ; cf.

^p. 916, 11. 438,2.

Tea p. 377, 4.

kaivalyam absoluteness, liberation

p. 913,3. 914,9.11. 915,1. 916,14.

917, 10. 1086, 9. 1129, 2. 1130, 15.

1149, 7. 9.

kalpa world-period, lasting from the

creation to the dissolution of the

world P. 70 ff. 237. 227; attta-

kalpa, vartamdna-kalpa, kalpa-an-

taram p. 301, 1 ff. 299, 6.

kdma desire P. 152 u.

kamaldsana P. 164.

kdmayamdna he who desires P. 194^

karanam organ, physical and psychic-

P. 136. 341. 367.

karanam cause P. 232. 256 ff. 275.

karma-dgaya store of works P. 388 n.

karma-dgraya the moral substratunv

P. 375.

karma-indriyas the (five) organs of"

action P. 329.

karma-kdnda the Part of Works in

the Veda P. 20. 19 n.

karma-mtmdnsd cf. mtmdnsd.

karman work P. 152 n. 315 ff. 353.

402. 411. 421 ff. 388; is threefold:

gdrtram, vdcikam, mdnasam p. 61,

6. 10. 71, 4.

kartar the doer, individual soul

P. 175. 316 ff. 338. 423.

kartritvam to be the doer P. 318.

323. 422.

kdrya-karanas the organs of action

p. 161, 1. 167, 5. 199,5.
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IV. Terms of the Vedanta. 509

karya-karana-sanghata the complex
of the organs of action, i, e., the

body P. 298. 353, p. 473, 17. 455, 4.

686, 5 (synonymous word deha

p. 787, 13); 76, 9. 197, 15. 675, 15.

682, 3. 727, 6. 179, 12.

Mrt/am effect P. 237. 256 ff.

karyam hrahma the lower Brahman
p.lH9, 9. 10. 1120,5. 1121,10.12.

1154, 8.

klega affection (for example love,

hate) P. 84. 411.

koia p. 123, 11. 867, 11, P. 137.

kramamukti progressive liberation

(or liberation by steps) P. 398.

436 ff.

kratu insight P. 447, opinion, will

P. 152. 193.

kriyd-kdraka-phalam retribution to

the doer of the deed p. 273, 12.

291, 6. 987, 6. 447, 3.

kshatriya vi-arrior, member of the

second caste P. 13.

kshema cessation of wandering,

liberation P. 424.

kshetrajna individual soul p. 180,

7. 15. 181, 4. 6. 11. 772, 5.

lingam characteristic P. 90 n. 92. 275.

lokdyatika materialist P. 126. 287.

manas central organ of imagination

and conscious will P. 330ff.

manea p. 747, 7 (cf. ad Pragna

p. 192, 4).

mandalam section of the Rigveda

P. 13. 15.

mantra hymns and sacrificial for-

mulas of the Veda P. 6. 90.

mdyd the illusion (of empirical

reality) P. 100. 187. 228. 254. 275.

278. 299. 345.

mdyamayt mahdsushuptih p. 342, 9.

P. 228.

mdydvin magician P. 100. 187. 254.

275. 278. 299.

mimdnsd (1) research, (2) the system

of Jaimini P. 20.

mithydjndnam the false (empirical)

knowledge P. 53. 55. 313 (the

opposite: samyagjndnam, samyag-
darganam).

mrigatrishnikd fata morgana, phan-

tasmagoria p. 445, 7.

mukhya dtman Brahman P. 120,

p. 104, 4. 105, 7.

mukhya prdna central organ of un-

conscious life P. 333 fir. 339 ff.

miikti= moksha.

muni an inspired one, ascetic (es-

pecially a silent one) P. 142 (ety-

mology p. 1036, 2).

murdhanyd nddt cf. sushumnd.

moksha liberation (the opposite

:

bandha).

nddi the vein P. 347 ff.

naishthika P. 16.

ndma-riipam (name and form, i. e.,

impressions of ear and eye, sense-

impressions) the sense-world p. 93,

13. 96,6. 111,3; 816,8.12. 817,7;

376, 7; 205, 10; 1133, 12; 391, 2;

473, 17.

ndndtvam diversity (of the soul from

Brahman) P. 52.

naraka, ndraka hell P. 382. 390 n.

p. 420, 6. 758,4.

neti, neti! P. 211.

nigamanam p. 128, 7.

nihgreyasam the summum bonum,

liberation p. 27, 1. 203, 5. 352, 4.

396,7. 1099,1; 417,2.3. 1133,2.

nimittam the causa efficiens P. 223.

323, the motive P. 113 n. 318 n.

nirgunam hrahma the attribute-free

(higher) Brahman P. 102 ff. 205 ff.

nirgund vidyd the doctrine of the

higher Brahman P. 102.

nirvdnam extinction, bliss, only

p. 1154, 10 (P. 448).

nirvigesham hrahma the undifferen-

tiated (higher) Brahman P. 102ff.

205 ff.

nydya the system of Gotama P. 20.
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510 Appendix.

om P. 198ff. 8n. 133.

pdda the foot, the quarter P. 39.

paddrtha the conception P. 414.

pancagnividyd the doctrine of the

five fires P. 361 ff.

[paneikaranani] P. 241.

pdndityam erudition P. 143.

parabrahmavid the wise one, the

knower of the higher Brahman

p. 1098, 11. 1099, 6. 1102, 1. 4. 12.

1131, 15.

paramdnu atom P. 310. 332.

paramdrtha-avasthd, pdramdrthikt

avasthd the standpoint of the

highest reality, the metaphysical

standpoint P. 106. 271.

paramdtman the highest soul, Brah-

man P. 120. 275.

param brahma the higher Brahman

P. 102ff.

para vidyd the higher doctrine of

the param brahma P. 102.

parispanda animation P. 335.

parivrdjaka=sarnnydsin P. 16 £f. 393.

paulkasa variation of the Qudra

P. 191.

phalam the fruit (of works), retri-

bution P. 323.

pitriydna the path of the fathers

P. 363. 380.

prabodha the (spiritual) awakening

P. 85. 416.

pradhdnam primitive matter of the

Sankhyas P. 23.

Prajdpati mythological personifi-

cation of the creative power

P. 183.

prajdpatiloka region of the Deva-

yana P. 441.

prajfid knowledge P. 178 fi'.

prdjna, prdjna dtman, prajnd dtman
P. 180 n.

prakrita-hdna • aprakrita -prakriya,

(j-SToipaois ei; aXXo ysvos p. 119, 4.

123, 4, 11. 146, 3. 169, 2. 338, 2.

344, 9. 1139, 15.

pramdnam canon of knowledge

P. 88 ff.

prdna breath, life ; especially (1) the

metaphysical life-principle, Brah-

man P. 147. 148. 164. 177. 180^

(2) the physical life-principle (a)

the whole complex of the subtle

body and of its organs, only

P. 202; (b) more limited: the

psychic organs {manas, indriyas,

mukhya prdna) P. 327 S.
;

(c) still

more limited: the mukhya prdna

alone P. 333ff.; (d) most limited:

the exhaling, as a branch of the

mukhya prdna P. 335.

prapanca the spatial extension (of

the sense-world) P. 418. 462.

prapathaka section of a work =
adhydya P. 30.

pratikam the symbol P. 8n. 439,

p. 147, 14. 189, 8. 217, 10. 835, 9.

1059, 6.

pratyaksham observation, sense-per-

ception P. 23. 88. 241 ; not to be

confounded with the anubhava,

the object (Brahman) of which i»

paroksha P. 211. 408. 422; contra-

dictory P. 54.

pratyavdya descent (in transmigra-

tion) p. 754, 1, contrary to abhyu-

daya; cf. p. 997,9. 10. 998, 2. 1128,

15. 1130, 7 (degradation p. 1064,

3. 5).

pratyaya perception P. 241 n., con-

ception P. 8 n.

prasdda= anugraha.

prdyaQcittam penance P. 390. 421.

prithivt the earth P. 235. 237 n.

purdnam a species of mythological

literature P. 61. 236. 34.

puritat (masc.^ pericardium P. 347..

purohiia family chaplain of a prince

P. 6.

purusha man, spirit P. 119.

purusha-artha the aim of man.

(liberation) P. 95 n.
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IV. Terms of the Vedaata. 511

purusha puriQaya P. 199. 163.

purva-mimansa cf. mtmdrisd.

^iJriJopaAigAo the (generally premised)

argumentation of the opponent

(the opposite: siddhanta).

p^rvaprajnd P. 193. 376.

rdkshas, rdkshasa goblin P. 158.

raurava P. 383.

ric verse P. 5. 140; therefrom rig-

veda.

ritvij sacrificer P. 5.

rishi the human composers of the

Vedas (Mantras and Brahmanas)

P. 38. 94 n. 405.

rupam form, phenomenal form, ap-

pearance P. 103. 179. 211.

[sac-cid-dnandd] P. 212.

sddhanam the means P. 99. 411 ff.

19.

sagunam brahma the attribute-pos-

sessing, lower Brahman P. 102 ff.

sagund avasthd p. 1146, 4.

sagund vidydh (plur.) the doctrines

(conceptions) of the attribute-

possessing Brahman p. 910, 2.

1132, 1. 911, 4. 1047, 9. 1077, 7.

1082,11. 1149,13.

sdkshin] the witness, spectator, soul

P.54n. 58. 321. 324. 127.

samddhi concentration, meditation

(1) P. 411, (2) 321. 81.

sdman hymn P. 5. 140; therefrom

sdmaveda.

samdna P. 336.

samhitd collection (vedic) P. 6.

samiranam P. 260. 335.

samkalpa function of Manas (1) ima-

gination P. 331, (2) decision, desire

P. 345.

samnydsa p. 891, 9.

samnydsin one who (in the fourth

Agrama) has cast off everything

P. 17.

sampardpa, sdmpardpa P. 383 n.

sampardya death; sdmpardya the

life after death P. 383.

samprasdda deep sleep, soul in deep

sleep, soul {avasthdvant for avasthd

p. 259, 6) P. 162. 164. 184. 432.

samrddhanam ecstasy P. 214.

samsdra cycle, migration (of the

soul) P. 357 ff.

samsdrin the wandering (individual)

soul p. 98, 1.

samskdra (1) impression P. 72. 241 n.

425, (2) moral purification P. 86 n.

403.

samyagdarganam "universal know-

ledge" (referring everything to

one point); perhaps better trans-

lated: "perfect knowledge" (to

T^Xeiov 1. Cor. 13, 10).

samyagjndnam= samyagdarganam.

saniyamanam P. 383.

sdnkhyam the system of Kapila

P. 19.

sarvagatatvam P. 306.

saiigati p. 908, 5. 1082, 13.

sat the existing. Brahman P. 124.

129. 230. 264.

sattvam P. 171.

satya P. 161.

savigesham brahma the differentiated

(lower) Brahman p. 125, 5. 127, 16.

shashtha-indriya-vishaya P. 70 n.

siddhdnta the final opinion P. 71 n.

smriti (1) the tradition P. 12, (2) spe-

cies of literature P. 24. 90.

sphota'P.72il.

srishti the outpouring, creation

'

P. 463.

stamba the plant-world P. 238.

sthaulyam materiality P. 251.

sthdvara= stamba P. 238.

sthula material; sthida-gartram the

coarse body P. 325.

sukshmarn gariram the subtle body

P. 370 k
[svshumnd] the vein of the head,

by which the soul of the devout

departs, circumscribed in the

Comm. to the Brahmas. by wfir-
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512 Appendix.

dhanyci nddt, gatadhika nadx

(p.1105, 12!;'cf. P. lOn., 380 n.

:sushupti {sushuptam, supti) the deep

Bleep P.346flF.

^utram (1) Vedio P. 11, (2) philo-

sophical P. 25.

svapna dream-sleep, dream P. 343 ff.

svedaja P. 239.

tSdatmyam, identity P. 349.

[tanmatram] P. 370n.

tapas penance, asceticism P. 366.

tapya, tdpaka p. 515, 4.

tarka reflexion P. 91.

iat Brahman, tat-tvam to be Brah-

man P. 303. 467.

tat tvam asi "that art thou" P.262ff.

414.

tejas heat, fire P. 230. 369.

trailokhyam p. 298, 12 (cf. bhur-adi-

lokah p. 303, 4).

trishnd thirst, desire P. 1B9.

tvac (1) skin, (2) sense of touch

P. 309 n.

uddna P. 336, 347.

udbhijja P. 239.

udgdtar priest of the Samaveda

P. 5.

udgttha song of the Saman, trans-

formed P. 8 n. 140. 145.

Aiktham hymn P. 8 n. 178.

updddnam matter P. 71. 223.

upadhi limitation P. 302fF.

upalahdhi, upalambha apperception

P. 241 n. 321.

upanayanam P. 14. 60. 67.

upanishad (intimate) session, secret

doctrine P. 3 ; secret name p. 884,

13.14. 885,7. 886,5.8.13. 887,6.

updsand, updsanam the devout me-

ditation, worship P.411. 413 fF. 438.

upasamhdra absorption (of the world

in Brahman), cf. P. 237.

utkrdnti passing of the soul from

the body P.367ff.

^ittara-mimdnsd the doctrine of the

Vedanta P. 20.

vairdgyam renunciation P. 173.

vaiQeshikatn the philosophical system

of Kanada P. 20.

vaigvdnara (1) epithet of Agni,

which he owes to the extraordinary

circumstance, that he dwells not

only in those that worship him

faithfully, but "in all men" (The

Hebrew world found what is em-

phasized in Mattb. 5, 45 also

strange). (2) epithet of Atman
P. 156 S., where a double contro-

versy is to be noticed, against

sacrificial rites and against the

castesystem.

vaigya member of the third caste

P. 13.

vdnaprastha hermit (in the third

Agrama) P. 16. 173. 419.

Varuna old Vedic god.

varunaloka region of the Devayana

P. 441.

vdsand (subjective) appearance

P. 248; (in dreams) P. 320. 342.

vayas, vdyasa (as synonyms) P. 158.

Yayu air, wind P. 231. 235. 237 n.;

god of the wind P. 17.

vdyuloka region of the Devayana

P. 441.

vedanta (1) (closing chapter of the

Yeda) the Upanishads, (2) (final

aim of the Veda) the doctrine of

the Upanishads, (3) the system of

Badarayana P. 3ff. 20.

vibhutvam character of penetrating

all things (as a quality of space,

of Brahman, of the soul) P. 233.

310.

vig tribe, district P. 12.

vigesha difference P. 102. 104. 205.

vidhi order, constituent part of the

Brahmanas P. 7.

vidvant the knower (used in reference

to the knower of the lower as

well as the higher Brahman)

P. 438 n.
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IV. Terms of the Vedanta. 513

vidi/d knowledge P. 55. 405 n.

viffraha, vigrahattvam individuality

(as a quality of the gods in con-

trast to Brahman) p. 157, 3. 7. 169,

4. 13. 281, 1. 282, 4.

vtja-dtmand seed- like, potential

P. 314.

vtja-gakti the seed-force of things

P. 228. 371 n.

vijndmam (indivictual) knowledge

P. 241 n. 314. 330.

vijnana - dtman individual soul

P. 180 n.

vishaya object P. 53.

vishayin subject P. 53.

Yuhnohparamampadam originally:

the highest step (point of cul-

mination) of the sun; symbolical

for the highest attainment, liber-

ation Kath. 3, 9; cf. p. 1121, 14.

P. 443.

vritti function P. 332. 368.

vydkti individual P. 69.

vyatireka reaching beyond the body,

immortality (of the soul) P. 287.

vydna P. 336. 347.

vydpti p. 861; vydpyam p. 246, 1.

vyavahdra-avasthd, vydvahariM ava-

sthd the practical (empirical) stand-

point P. 106. 267. 271.

Tama god of death P. 883.

yama-niyama-vidya p. 907, 12.

yajus sacrificial formula P. 5. 198.

yoga (1) preparation (for union with

the world's spirit) P. 18. 39. 138.

(2) the system of Patanjali that

leads to this P. 19. 440.

yogahdnda certain Upanishads, that

are in the service of Yoga P. 19 n.

yogin (1) who practices Yoga
P. 213, who possesses supernatural

powers P. 68. 39. 445, (2) follower

of the Yogasystem P. 22.
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